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Abstract

This thesis examines the history of Methodist clergy training in New Zealand from the 1840s,

particularly as it was carried out at Trinity College between 1929 and 1.988. It explores the

way Methodist theological educators struggled with the tensions between a focus on active

piety and practical training on the one hand, and intellectual and academic scholarship on the

other.

The thesis gives a chronological account of the work of Trinity College and the training

ventures that preceded it, and reflects upon the main emphases of ministry education

throughout the period. Changes in the relationship betw'een academic, practical and spiritual

aspects of preparation are discussed in detail through a study of the curriculum, skill

development opportunities and community life of the theological institutions.

In considering the interweaving forces that shaped Methodist training, the thesis notes the

critical influence of the aims and vision of the college's principals, and of the needs and

concerns of New Zealand Methodism as a whole. It explores the implications for ministry

education of internal tensions and shifts in emphasis within the denomination, which

produced among Methodists differing priorities for church life and ministry. These factors are

viewed within the context of world-wide hends in ministry training, and of social, political

and economic changes often arising out of the New Zealand setting. The interaction between

such imported and local forces points towards aspects of Methodism's sense of self-

understanding as a church with a New Zealand ethos.

The thesis reflects upon some of the outcomes of Methodist preparation, both in terms of the

kind of ministry it produced, and in the way training emphases helped to shape the direction

and identity of the denomination. It explores the creative, yet sometimes divisive, effects of

college initiatives in such areas as biblical scholarship, worship, and pastoral understanding.

The thesis also examines the particular impact of ministry education upon Methodism's

Maori, women and Pacific Island students, arguing that the theological institution often

struggled to acknowledge the distinctive needs of these groups.
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The thesis concludes that the history of Methodist ministry education from the 1840s to 1988

has been one of shifting emphases and varying combinations of priorities as, in each period,

Methodists have struggled to embody in training programmes just what it means to reflect a

Methodist identitv.
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Chapter One

Issues in Methodist Ministrv Education

This thesis will consider the development and varying emphases of Methodist training for

ordained ministry in New Zealand from the 1840s, focussing in particular on the work of

the denomination's theological institution, Trinity College, between I9?9 and 1988.

In doing so it will be guided by the words of A. Brunt, who wrote that "'the aim of the

historian is to discover 'how things really were', even if he [or she] recognizes that he [or

she] can never achieve complete success."'r While aware of postmodernist debate over

issues of objectivity and historical realism, the thesis will balance scepticism with some

confidence about an empirical approach to the past. Its conclusions may be seen as one

reading (open to challenge and revision) of past events, and the writer notes her own

subjectivity as a former student of Trinity College. Any such "'i*aginative construction"',

however, will be closely bounded by surviving evidence and the need to be consistent with

what is already known. At the same time, the thesis will be intentional about recovering the

stories of groups who have previously been hidden in the "dominant discourses" of

ministry training.2

While marked by a strong empirical flavour, the thesis aims to be more than a

straighdorward historical narration of people and events. lnstead, as Edward Farley

suggested, it will attempt to trace "the accumulating, changing careef'of some of the main

concepts and imageries at work within ministry education. Uncovering the presuppositions

and patterns of meaning that have "provide[d] the rationale, stated or hidden" for diverse

modes of training is the "historiography needed for [any] program of theological critique

and reform of theological education."3

Quoted in Perez Zagorin,'Tlistory, The Referent, and Narrative: Reflections on Postrnodernism Now",
History andTheory: Studies in the Philosophy of History, Vol. 38, No. 1, 1999, p.10.

See lbid., pp.L-24 for a discussion of postmodernism and its bearing upon historiography.

Edward Farley, Theologia: The Fragmentation and Unity of Theological Education, Philadelphia,
Fortress Press, 1983, pp.29-30.



Among the concepts this thesis will explore will be the relation in Methodist ministry

preparation between theory and practice or education and formation, a tension at the heart

of all clergy training endeavours. For the preparation of men and women for the exercise of

ministry is both an intellectual and a professional activity, involving academic, practical

and spiritual dimensions of training.

These, as the New Zealand scholar, Doug Pratt, observed, are distinctive "in terms of both

style and content." The academic enterprise of theological education, for example, is

primarily concerned with the development of theological thinking. It entails helping

students to acquire a broad grasp of a body of knowledge (the content and critical methods

of the disciplines of systematic theology, church history, biblical and pastoral studies),

while teaching them the skills necessary for ongoing reflection. For Pratt, knowing how to

learn and being able to ask the "logical and critical questions" was essential if students

were to engage in education as a lifelong process. Like other scholarly disciplines,

theological education is required to be academically accountable, displaying intellectual

integrity and rigour. This element of answerability contains the potential for conflict

between the academy and the church at large, particularly if theological educators promote

new or challenging ideas that members of an ecclesial community find hard to accept.

While historically identified with training for a religious career, theological studies may be

undertaken by anyone with the "requisite aptitude and interesf'.4

The vocation-shaping activity of ministerial formation is more directly associated with the

expectations of a community of faith. A student's participation in formational preparation,

for instance, suggests a sense of individual call and the church's affirmation of that call,

which together create "a climate of mutual commitrnent". Vocational formation involves

the equipping of students for the practical work of ministry and may reflect the needs and

priorities of the church in a specific time and place. Local circumstances may determine

desired training outcomes. Yet, as "a way of being before it is a way of doing", ordained

ministry requires more than the acquisition of skills for particular tasks. Acknowledging

o Douglas Pratt, "Theological Educarion and Ministerial Formation: Academic Accountability and
Ecclesial Expectation in Theological Training", Colloquium,Yol.24, No. 2, 1.992, pp.98-99, 104-105.
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this, Pratt stressed the importance of students cultivating certain "guiding sensitivities"

which would enable them to cope with ministry as a way of life. He saw formation as being

a process of "personal and existential grounding" which challenged the development of

mind, heart and spirit through reflection on past and present experience. Spiritual growth is

that which "undergirds and sets the seal on the entire process of training for ministry."s

For Pratt, striking a proper balance between the academic integrity of a theological

education and the ecclesial expectations of vocational formation was the goal sf fmining,

providing students with the "integrative equipping" necessary for the work of ministry.6

This thesis will examine the way Methodists in delivering ministry preparation struggled

with the tensions between an emphasis on intellectual and academic scholarship on the one

hand, and active piety and practical training on the other. For, while the nature of the

relationship between educational and formational facets of training is a question facing all

those involved in such activities, whatever their country or denomination, Methodism has,

among the mainstream churches, displayed a notable ambivalence about the need for an

academically learned clergy. This led the historian, Peter Lineham, to describe the New

Zealand denomination somewhat dryly as one "not characterised by excessive theological

thinking."T

In considering this issue, the thesis will draw upon the observations of Tim Macquiban,

who portrayed debate surrounding the founding of Methodist theological colleges in

nineteenth century Britain and America as a struggle between advocates of "lettered

learning" and "practical piety". Macquiban suggested that Methodist objections to formal

college training arose, and continue to do so, from a tension "which has always existed"

within the denomination between knowledge and vital piety.s These polarities were seen,

Ibid.,p.1,O5.

Ibid., pp.98, 704.

P.J. Lineham, New Zealanders snd the Methodist Evangel: An Interpretation of the Policies and
Performance of the Methodist Church of New Zealand, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), No. 42,

September 1983, p.20.

Tim Macquiban, "Practical Piety or Lettered Learning", Proceedings af the Wesley Historical Society,

Vol. 50, October 1995, p.107.
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for example, in the variance between Methodism's Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist

traditions.e Characterised by a relatively (for Methodists) high church theology and

practice, Wesleyan Methodists often showed a willingness to be informed by the

intellectual and social changes taking place in the culture of their day. In contrast, Primitive

Methodists were more evangelical in nature, tending to stress the importance of the Bible

and the need to be good Christians, which gave them a counter-cultural focus.ro Although

the New Zealand Church achieved full denominational union in 1-913, Methodism did not

then become a homogenous entity. Instead, Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist emphases

remained distinct and, while often unacknowledged, continue to influence the

denomination into the twenty-first century. As a result, controversy over ministr! training

has not only been a debate about varying styles of education, but an expression of wider

tensions and conflicts within the Connexion.lt Issues of identity and control were at stake,

particularly as Methodism itself began to be transfomred during the early nineteenth

century from a revivalist frontier religion into a more respectable and settled

denomination.12

The shift from revivalism to respectability took place within Methodist churches in many

parts of the world. Reflecting upon a general breakdown of the evangelical consensus in

Canadian Methodism, for instance, Phyllis Airhart detected a change from revivalist forrns

After John Wesley's death in 1791, the Methodist movement divided into a number of separate parts. A
wave of nineteenth-century revivalism led to the emergence of the Primitive Methodist and the Bible
Christian Churches in 1812 and 1816. Frustration with perceived ministerial absolutism within
Wesleyanism caused further splits, resuhing in the formation of the United Free Methodist Church in
1857. See J.T. Wilkinson, "The Rise of Other Methodist Traditions" in Rupert Davies, A.R. George and

Gordon Rupp (eds.), A History of the Methodist Church in Great Britain, Vol. 2, Inndon, Epworth Press,

1978, pp.276-329.

Robert Currie expressed these polarities in terms of the different views of authority held by members of
the Wesleyan hierarchy and lay people in Methodist chapels in 179L. The forrner, he argued, interpreled
faith in terms of a "strong and abstract" obedience to a theological and ethical code. The latter formulated
faith in terms of individual freedom and the fellowship of the Christian community. Robert Currie,
Methodism Divided: A Study in the Sociology of Ecumenicalisn, London, Faber & Faber, 1968, p.L7 .

The word "Connexion" refers to the whole Methodist Church on a national or sometimes world-wide
Ievel. To act in a C-onnexional way means doing so with regard to the laws and processes of the Church,
and with a sense of being part of a wider body of people. The Methodist Church of New Zealand has a
national rather than a diocesan or congregational structure, and the annual Conference is its governing
body with final authority on most matters of the Church. Laws and Regulations of the Methodist Church
of New Zealand, 1998, 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.

Macquiban, "Practical Piety or Lettered Learning", pp.106-107.

lt
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of piety to the progressive ideals of the social gospel movement.t' In his blunt and

provocative inteqpretive survey of Methodism in New Zealand, Lineham argued that

evangelism, once "the very lifeblood of early Methodism", was displaced in the twentieth

century by theological liberalism and an interest in social concerns, leaving the

denomination "ossified into a rigid monument."r4 'While an overstatement, Lineham's

claim points to the need for a critical examination of the effects of theological difference

and change upon Methodism. Writers like A.J.S. Reid, Kevin Clements and Ross Anderson

have sought to understand the implications of such shifts in thinking in times of political

and social crisis.rs This thesis will ask how those involved in ministry training responded to

the tensions and struggles produced by the denomination's move from an evangelical to a

social or liberal focus, and how they met the contending demands of Methodists influenced

by Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist emphases.

Such questions reflect the peculiarly Methodist dimensions of this study and help to

explain why Methodist training endeavours have often been marked by a strong desire to

hold together educational and formational aspects of preparation. Sometimes successful, at

other times not, the search for a balance between these polarities will form a constant

thread running through the thesis. [n one sense this intention may be seen to have given

Methodist ministry training a rather pragmatic flavour, and the thesis'rill note a tendency

within the denomination for decisions regarding preparation to be determined by short-

term practicalities rather than out of theological or educational conviction. In another

sense, however, the attempt to hold diverse ideas or priorities in creative tension was an

P.D. Airhart, Serving the Present'Age: Revivalbm, Progressivism, and the Methodist Tradition in
Canada, Montreal, McGill-Queen's University Press, 1992, pp.3-11.

Lineham, lVew Zealanders and the Methodist Evsngel,p.S.

See AJ.S. Reid, "Church and State in New Zealand, 1930-1935: A Study of the Social Thought and

Influence of the Christian Church in a Period of Economic Crisis", MA Thesis, Victoria University, 196L;

KP. Clements, "The Churches and Social Policy: A Study in the Relationship of Ideology to Action",
PhD Thesis, Victoria University, 1970; and Ross Anderson, 'oNew Zealand Methodism and World War 1:

Crisis in a Liberal Church", MA Thesis, Canterbury University, 1,983.

l5
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approach with a history dating back to Methodism's founder, John Wesley, and in its

concern for integration may be described as a kind of "inspired pragmatism".l6

An exploration of the influence upon Methodist training of issues of denominational

identity points towards aspects of the nature of the interaction between the theological

college and New Zealand Methodism as a whole. This thesis will show how ministry

education both mirrored and helped to shape the direction and identity of the wider church.

It will note, for example, the way that various training emphases led to new understandings

and models of ministry and contributed to the development of fresh priorities for church

life. Yet, while such directions have often been creative, the relationship between church

and seminary, as the American, Thomas Trotter, observed, is one that has often been

chequered, erupting on occasion into "brisk and even heated" warfare.rt As a national

institution in a Connexional church, Methodism's Trinity College became a place in which

people invested their hopes for the denomination, and proved an easy target for criticism

when those hopes were frustrated. The thesis will trace a continuing pattern of church

unease with the college, manifest in suspicion of its teaching, battles over the appointment

of staff, and a desire for scrutiny of its work. A sense of exclusion was expressed by groups

who believed their specific needs were not being met. These concerns raised questions

about whether Methodists were able to own the ministry preparation gtven to students.

The Methodist college's Maori, Pacific Island and women students have been among those

to voice particular feelings of disquiet over the nature of ministry education. While such

$oups were involved in training in low numbers between the 1840s and 1988, the thesis

will examine the distinctive nature of their experience, recognising that history is not

monochrome, and that the recovery of stories that have been hidden offers important

insights into issues of power and identity. In doing so, the study follows in the steps of a

For a discussion of the paradoxes in Wesley's thought, see J.M. Turner, "Wesley's Pragmatic Theology"
in P.R. Meadows (ed-), Windows on Wesley: Wesleyan Theology in Today's World, Oxford, Applied
Theology Press, L997, pp.10-13.

F.T. Trotter, "The Seminary as the Church's School", Theological Education, Spring 1979, p.105.
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number of late-twentieth century New Zealand historians who have looked to unravel

racial and gender interactions.rs

Keeping in mind James Belich's assertion that, since European settlement in New Z,ealand,

Maori people have often struggled to prevent "subordination, assimilation and

marginalisation", the thesis will show, for example, how Methodist Maori ministry

students fought to retain a sense of their own identity.t' A growing awareness of the

monocultural nature of the Methodist college resulted in the eventual rejection by Maori of

residential theological education in favour of a more indigenous contextual mode of

training. Like Maori, women were a minority within the college (first entering Trinity in

1954) and had little input into training prograrnmes formulated without a strong

apprehension of their specific needs. Writing of gender relations in the community of

Taradale, Caroline Daley observed that changes to gender understandings tended to take

time and were often marked by 'ebbs and flows' rather than by dramatic watersheds of

opinion.2o This trend was apparent among women preparing for Methodist ordination, who

only gradually came to articulate a sense that their ministry might be distinctive and to

challenge the assumptions underlying training.

While denominational influences played an important role in shaping Methodist ministry

education, this thesis will also view training within the larger context of certain more

general church and social forces. It will explore, for example, the extent to which

Methodist clergy preparation in New Zealand followed various world-wide trends in

training. In doing so, the thesis will draw upon the reflections of Farley, who, writing out

of the American context, identified three periods in the changing character of theological

education. The first, the era of "pious learning" or divinity, took place before the founding,

Early significant works included Claudia Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi, Wellington, Allen & Unwin,
1987; Judith Binney, Redemption Songs.' A Lrf" of Te Kooti Arikirangi Te Turuki, Auckland, Auckland
University Press, 1995; and Charlotte Macdonald, Merimeri Penfold and Bridget Williams (eds.), The

Book of New Zealand Women: Ko Kui Ma Te Kaupapa, Wellington, Bridget Williams, 1991.

James Belich, Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders From Polynesian Settlement to the End
of the Nineteenth Century, Auckland, Allen l-ane, 1996,p.248.

Caroline Daley, Girls & Women, Men & Boys: Gender in Taradale 1886-1930, Auckland, Auckland
University Press, 1999, pp.5-6.
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around 1800, of modern seminaries in America, at a time when ministry education often

coincided with a classical university education.zt During this period, the study of divinity,

the "queen of the [academic] sciences", was oriented towards gaining "a personal

knowledge of God and the things of God in the context of salvation". Irarning had a

spiritual intent and was seen as "study which deepens heartfelt knowledge of divine

things". The second period, "the age of specialized scholarship", was marked by a shift to a

view of learning emphasising "scholarly knowledge of relatively discrete theological

sciences." Students training in seminaries from the 1.800s were exposed to a range of

specialised theological disciplines, including dogmatics, biblical studies, church history

and practical theology. Once a unifying concept for ministry education, divinity became

one field of study among rffiy, although as a 'science' lost its focus on the development of

personal piety. The third period of American theological education, the era of

"professionalist" training, dates from around the 1.940s and has been dominated by a

concern to prepare students for the practical tasks and activities that occur in ministry. This

"professionalist approach" has arisen from a strong desire to be responsive to the needs of

ministry in the present d^y.t'

The thesis will also take account of the particularities of the New Zealand setting. The

social, political and economic forces that have shaped New Zealand society have brought

their own demands to church agendas. Throughout its analysis, the thesis will identify the

way influences like colonisation, war (within New Zealand and abroad), economic

depression, the spread of education, urbanisation, movements of protest, and increasing

diversity have affected styles and emphases of preparation. It will also consider the impact

on training of attitudes of racial superiority, a declining interest in institutional religion and

a colonial tendency towards anti-intellectualism. In giving religion in New Zealand a bias

Before the founding of modern seminaries, American ministry trainees who acquired a formal education

usually studied in one of the Eastern undergraduate colleges. The traditional sources for Anglican
ordinands in England before the nineteenth century were Oxford and Cambridge. See W.C. Ringenberg,

"Education, Protestant Theological" in Dictionary of Christianity in America, D.G. Reid (ed.), Downers
Grove, Illinois, lnterVarsity Press, 1990, pp.378-80; and F.W.B. Bullock, A History of Training for the

Church of England and Wales from 1800 to 1874, St Leonards-on-Sea, Budd & Gillatt, 1955, p.3.

Farley, Theologia, pp.6-12.
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"'towards doing rather than believing or speculating"', the latter made the development of

an indigenous academic theological tradition particularly difficult.23

In reflecting upon the importance of the New Zealand context, the thesis will also seek to

discover whether church training programmes have shown an awarensss of the need to

prepare students for ministry in the local setting, or have simply replicated educational

initiatives from overseas. Does the history of Methodist training reveal any distinctive

contextual features and a desire to help students claim a sense of identity as New

Zealanders?

This interest in the relation between the imported and the indigenous and the creation of

national identity reflects a recuming interest of New T,ealand historians.2o It was evident,

for example, in James Belich's contention that the development of Pakeha society in New

Zealand may be ssen as the formation of a "neo-Britain". In his recent general histories,

Making Peoples (1996) and Paradise Reforged (200L), Belich discussed themes of

colonisation and recolonisation, arguing that the latter tightened the links between Britain

and the colonies, leaving New Zealand "an ideological and economic (thougfi not

necessarily a cultural and social) semi-colony of Britain" until the 1960s.2s Writing in

1980, Ian Breward reflected upon the notion of a "colonial status" in the field of religion,

asserting that New Zealand's mainline Protestant churches have done little that is different

from or independent of their mother churches in Britain and Europe in areas like liturgy,

church architecture, preaching and theological scholarship. Yet, alongside such instances of

"colonial dependence", Breward also identified signs of "practical adaptation" to the local

context, which he believed could be a "significant clue to the slow emergence of a New

A.C. Moore quoted in Frank Nichol, "Theology in New Zealand",Landfall,Vol. 20, No. 1, March 1966,

p-44.

For a brief survey of themes in New Zealand historiography see Jock Phillips, "Of Verandahs and Fish

and Chips and Footie on Saturday Afternoon: Reflections on 100 Years of New Zealand Historiography",
New ZealandJoumal of History NAH),Yo1.24, No. 2, October 1990, pp.118-34.

Belich, Muking Peoples, pp.216-77; and James Belich, Paradise Reforged: A History of the New
Zealanders From the 1880s to theYear 2000, Allen Lane, 2001, p.11.
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Zealand religious ethos."% The possibility of the development within ministry training of a

partnership between exotic and indigenous influences was suggested in Allan Davidson's

analysis of Anglican preparation at St John's College.2T It may be that traces of a similar

blending will also be apparent in Methodist ministry education.

Some atteution has been given to the subject of Methodist training for ordained ministry in

New Zealand by previous writers, although for interpretive history the period from 1929 is

better served than that preceding it. The story of Methodism's nineteenth and early-

twentieth century educational institutions was told by Eric Hames, Aylesbeare Arthur,

Nora Buttle and Robert Fordyce, but, while often lively, their short publications have a

mainly descriptive focus.t8 John Irwis, author of the L978 history of Trinity College, was a

lecturer and later principal of the institution from the early 1"950s to 1980. His work covers

the college's life from L929 to 1980 and is a valuable source, rich in detail and perceptive

in its insights into personalities and the changes that occuned in Methodist ministry

preparation. Irwis displayed some awareness of the social and church contexts in which

the work of the college took place, but did not reflect on these at depth.2e Davidson's

comprehensive study of Anglican training at St John's includes the history of the

Methodist college from the early 1970s, when the two churches entered into a partnership

on the Meadowbank site, to 1993. While primarily concerned with Anglican ministry

education, Davidson showed a sound and fair-minded understanding of Methodist issues.

Ian Breward, "Have the Mainline Protestant Churches Moved Out of Their Colonial Status?" in Brian
Colless and Peter Donovan, Religion in New Zealand Society, Palmerston North, Dunmore Press, 1985,

P.76.

See AI( Davidson, Selvvyn's Legacy: The College of St John the Evangelist Te Waimate and Auckland.,
1843-1992, A History, Auckland, The College of St John the Evangelist,1993,p.323.

In order of the existence of the institutions, these publications are, E.W. Hames, From Grafton to Three
Kings to Paerata, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), No. 39, October 1982; E.W. Hames, Wesley

College: A Centenary Survey, 1844-1944, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 3, No. 4 and
Vol. 4, No. 1; E.W. Hames, The Origin and Fortunes of the Prince Albert CoIIege Trust: A Footnote to
New Zealand Methodist History, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), No. 34, April 1979;
Aylesbeare Arthur and Nora Buttle, A Tale of Two Colleges: Wesley College and Seminary and Prince
Albert College, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 8, No. 2, March 1.950; and R.E. Fordyce,
"Dunholme" MethodistTheological College, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol.9, No.2,
February 1951.

J.J. Lewis, TheTrinity College Story, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol.31, Nos.3 and 4,
October 1978.
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His analysis is the most successful of the sources used at telling the history of the college

"at a number of different levels", relating it to diverse views of training, the needs and

expectations of the church constituencies, and the New Zealandcontext.30

The thesis will also draw upon a growing body of scholarship about the development of

theological education within some of New Zealand's other mainline denominations. As

well as Davidson's work, histories of the ministry training colleges of the Presbyterian and

Catholic Churches have been written by Ian Breward and Peter Norris.3l These have

provided a useful source of comparative material, for, although church training

prograrnmes were often similar in appearancs, they tended to reflect distinctive emphases.

Presbyterian ministry education, for example, was known for its academic flavour, and

included a requirement that students usually should complete a university degree. Anglican

preparation, while not unscholarly, gave a higher priority to training students in matters of

liturgical order, Catholic theological education occurred within the framework set by the

theology and practice of the denomination at an international level. In recent years some

academic theses have examined the thinking and influence of a number of New Zealand's

most notable theological educators. Geoff King's study of the Presbyterian lecturer, John

Dickie, is a fine and, for the purposes of this thesis, very instructive example of this trend.32

Scholars like Nichol and, more latterly, Peter Matheson, have begun to trace the once

"virtually uncharted territory" of the history of Christian thought in New 7-ealand.33 As has

been the case in Australia, such writings have challenged the "received view" that, as a

nation with a short Christian history, New Z,ealand lacked a theological tradition worth

Davidson, S e lwyn's Le gaU, p,2.

Ian Breward, Grace and Truth: A History of Theological Hall Knox College, Dunedin 1876-1975,
Dunedin, Presbyterian Church of New Zealand, 1975; and P.J. Norris, Southerwnost Seminary: The Story
of Holy Cross College, Mosgiel (1900-97),Auckland, Holy Cross Seminary, 1999.

Geoff King, "'Organising Christian Truth': An Investigation of the Life and Work of John Dickie", PhD
Thesis, University of Otago, 1998,

Nichol, 'Theology in New Zealand", pp.42-49; and Peter Matheson, "The Contours of Christian
Theology in Aotearoa New Zealand" in Susan Emilsen and W.W. Emilsen (eds.), Mapping the
Landscape: Essays in Australian and New Zealand Christianity, Festschrift in Honour of Professor lan
Breward, New York, Peter I-ang, 20O0,p.255-

3l
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speaking of, suggesting instead the existence of a theological history with an unappreciated

"depth and dimension".s

ln recognition of the close relationship that existed between New Zealand Methodism, its

mother church in Britain, and its larger sibling in Australia, the thesis will also refer to

writings about Methodist ministry education in those countries.3s Links with American

Methodism were not as strong, although individuals like the principal of Trinity College in

the 1960s, David Williams, were influenced significantly by spending time in the United

States. The university-related divinity school that became a part of the American religious

scene was a model of training beyond the reach of New Zealand denominations fot most of

the period under study.

The research for this study will be based upon a mixture of written and oral, and public and

private sources. Extensive use will be made of the primary records of New Zealand

Methodism's various theological institutions, although frequent changes in the location of

ministry training before 1929 made tracing the material an initial difficulty. By the study's

end, primary records had not been found for the college between the years 1907 and L910.

As a whole, the theological college archives form a comprehensive collection, including

the minutes and correspondence of the colleges' governing and academic bodies, the

personal papers of some principals, financial accounts, lecture notes, the files of numerous

student groups, and the college magazine, in print befween 1935 and 1965. College records

will be suppleurented by reports in the minutes of the denomination's annual Conference,

available from 1855. New Zealand Methodists have been keen journalists and church

newspapers, published from 1870, provide insights into the occasionally contentious

opinions of those at the Connexion's "grass roots". This source became less helpful as the

G.R. Treloar, "lntroduction" in G.R. Treloar (ed.), The 'Furtherance of Religious Beliefs': Essays on the

History of Theological Education in Austrelia, Sydney, Centre for the Study of Australian Christianity,
1997, pp.4-7.

Writings on Methodist ministry training in Australia are limited. For general surveys of Australian
theological education, see Ian Breward, "Historical Perspectives on Theological Education in
Australasia" and Stuart Piggin, "A History of Theological Education in Australia" n lbid., pp.8-23,24-
43. A recent study of Methodist theological education is Geoffrey Barnes, Doing Theology in Sydney: A
History of United Theological College 1974-1999, Adelaide, Openbook, 2000, but this concentrates on

the late-twentieth century.
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journal became more insubstantial in the late twentieth century. The thesis also draws

upon the papers of the Methodist Board of Examiners, the body responsible for the general

oversight of the selection, training and ordination of ministers. This collection was found to

be so large as to make no more than a careful sampling of its contents practical.35

A number of general questions about the reliability and use of written records arose during

the course of research. It was important to remember, for example, that all such material

mixes "more or less objective data with interpretation".3T Documents had to be used with

care and an awareness of the point of view and purpose of those who wrote them, and of

their intended audience. In some instances, records relating to controvsrsial issues were not

prepared for a wide distribution and continuing personal sensitivities have limited their

disclosure. Some staff and student files, for example, came under this category.$ There

was also a need to recognise the way the theological college's records mirror the

institution's powsr relationships, giving greater visibility to some groups than others.

Usually written by those in authority or a majority position within the college, they tend

not to reflect the experience and thoughts of such groups as the wives (or later the

husbands) of faculty and students, the institution's domestic staff, or Maori and women

trainees. Finally, it was essential to remember that archive collections are very rarely

complete, but instead are the result of an individual deciding which material should be

preserved. Some records have been weeded out of the college archives and, while a number

were found, others await future discovery.

Some of the limitations of documentary sources were addressed through the use of oral

history, which enriched and complemented the written record with personal stories and

reflection. Twenty-six interviews were conducted with former ministry students, and

For a list of the contents and location of the Methodist archival collections used for the thesis, see pp.421-
22.

J.E. Bradley and R.A. Muller, Church History: An Introduction to Research, Reference Worlcs, and
Methods, Grand Rapids, Michigan, William B. Eerdmans, L995, p.36.

In such cases, I have been conscious of Voltaire's dictum: o'To the living one owes respect; to the dead

the truth."' I have also been helped by Michael King's comments on aiming for what Christine Cole
Catley called "compassionate truth". See Michael Ilng, Tread Softly For You Tread On My Life: New &
Collected Writings, Auckland, Cape Catley, 2001, pp.16-L7 .

37
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members of the teaching faculty or their families, the Trinity College Council and the

domestic staff. These enabled the voices of women, Maori and Pacific Island students to be

heard. While many participants had a liberal theological perspective, reflecting the

prevalent emphasis within New Zealand Methodism in the twentieth century, interviews

were held with some of the denomination's prominent evangelical ministers. Like the use

of written material, oral history raised questions about the veracity of data. Reflections

reliant upon the memory of an informant had to be checked, if possible, against other

sources. It was important to recognise that oral reports also expressed a point of view, and

that the interviewee's perception of past events was being shared in hindsight. Recollection

might be influenced by more recent experience. There was a need too to remember that

interviews too are by their nature highly intentional. Those taking part in them chose what

they wanted to share, and this made the interpretation of silence a necessary part of the

researcher's work.3e

With such a potentially large subject, the thesis has needed to work within certain limits

and points to the need for further research in some important areas. Its focus will be upon

Methodist training for ordained ministry only, although on occasion the theological

institution had some responsibility for the education of lay workers and deaconesses. A

study of their preparation or that of other orders of ministry, like home missionaries, would

raise questions about Methodist attitudes to vromen and the creation of a hierarchy of

urinistry.{ In the early part of its analysis, the thesis has concentrated mainly on

educational prograrnmes within Wesleyan Methodism as it was the only branch of the

denomination to establish New Zealand-based training institutions. There is, as yet, no

modern general history of the Primitive Methodist, Bible Christian or United Free

Methodist Churches in New Zealand, and this is a major gap in the denomination's

historiography.at

Megan Hutching, Teking History: A Short Guide to Oral History, Wellington, Bridget Williams, 1993,
pp.57-62.

See W.A. Chambers, Not Self - But Others: The Story of the New Zealand Methodist Deaconess Order
Together With an Index of All Those Who Have Served in ft, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand),
No. 48, August 1987 for a history of the Methodist Deaconess Order,

For short descriptive histories of the smaller branches of New T,ealand Methodism, see J. Guy and W.S.
Potter, Fifty Years of Primitive Methodism in New Zealand, Wellington, Primitive Methodist Book Depot,
1893; W.T. Blight, Primitive Metlzodkt Church in New Zealand 1893-1912, Christchurch, Methodist
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For most of the period before 1929, the preparation of Maori and Pakeha ministry students

took place separately, yet from the 1930s to the early 1970s both groups attended Trinity

College together. While aware of the care a Pakeha scholar must take in examining Maori

history, the thesis will make a discussion of the institutional training glven to Maori

students a part of its brief. In the early 1970s, however, Methodist Maori took new

educational initiatives, exchanging the college setting for preparation within a Maori

context. Some remarks will be made about the new sfyle of training, but it seemed best to

leave the full story of its development to a scholar from within the Maori world. For this

reason, the thesis will finish its reflections upon Maori ministry education in the early

1970s.

The thesis has also highlighted the need for more work to be done on the thought and

intellectual contribution of some of Methodism's most siguificant theological educators.

Recent essays by Doug Pratt and Lynne Wall on the thinking of John [*wis have begun

this process, but studies on people like Harry Ranston, Eric Hames and David Williams are

also required.o2 The conclusions reached in this work are those of a historian rather than a

biblical scholar or a systematic or pastoral theologian, and may need to be revised by later

interpreters.

The rest of the thesis will be organised chronologically, largely following the appointment

dates of the Methodist theological college's succeeding principals. This framework has

been chosen to acknowledge the role each principal played in shaping the direction of

training at a particular time. In a small institution and a small church, individuals were

often highly influential.

Archives, 1993; L.R.M. Gihnore, The Bible Christian Church in New Zealand,Wesley Historical Society
(New Zealand), Vol. 5, No. 3, October 7947; and S.G. MacFarlane, Free Methodism in New Zealand: An
Outline of Hisnry, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 14, No. 4, July 1958.

Douglas Pratt, "J.J. Lewis: Contours of Thought" in ftev. JJ. Lewk: Gracious Propiet, Wesley Historical
Society (New Zealand), No. 73, pp.I4-29; and L.J. Wall, "Issues Facing the Methodist Church: The Rev.
Dr John J. Lewis and His Thought" n lbid., pp.32-41.
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Beginning in the 1840s, the second chapter will provide an introductory survey of

Methodist ministry training in the years before 1929.It will trace the changes that took

place in the preparation offered to Maori and Pakeha students, noting the gradual decline of

practical field-based styles of training and the introduction of a residential academic model

of theological education. The third chapter, covering the period from t929 to 1.940, will

show how, in the newly-opened Trinity College, Methodist educators responded to the

polarities of knowledge and vital piety by holding together with some success modern

scholarship and the practical and spiritual concerns of traditional evangelicalism. In

contrast, the fourth chapter will suggest that training between 194L and 1962 had an

interest in a more Wesleyan form of "churchmanship". While continuing to balance

academic and formational priorities, preparation in the post-war period was marked by a

lack of scholarly creativity. The fifth chapter, covering the years from 1963 to 1970, will

discuss the way developments within the pastoral field moved training towards a more

vocational emphasis, and led to the growth within Methodism of an increasingly specialist

understanding of ministry. In the sixth chapter, the thesis will consider the impact upon

clergy education between 1971 and 1979 of various church and social movements for

change, demonstrating how these often chaotic forces expanded training horizons, while

also threatening Trinity's ability to maintain a creative tension between academic learning

and ministry formation. These difficulties will be clearly seen in the seventh chapter, which

will argue that, in the period from L980 to L988, the Methodist principal's desire to prepare

students as "field theologians" was undennined by a shift within ecumenical theological

education towards a more academic priority for training.



Chapter Two

Training on the Move, 1845-f928

This chapter will survey the beginnings of Methodist ministry education in New Zealand in

the years before 1929, tracing the changes that occuned in the preparation offered to Maori

and Pakeha students. Shaped by the evangelistic priorities of its missionaries, the needs of

the pioneer context, and the demands of European settler congregations, Wesleyan

Methodism's earliest attempts at ministry training in New Zealand had a mainly

formational emphasis. Its programmes took a variety of forms and changed location

frequently, making the establishment of a settled educational tradition difficult to achieve.

In the nineteenth century the desire for better standards of ministry preparation led to the

introduction of a residential academic model of theological education while highlighting

church conflict over issues of learning and Methodist identity. The college style of training

eventually brought together Maori and Pakeha students, who were initiatly taught

separately. Although a focus of early missionary attention, Maori ministry education

tended to be characterised by neglect and the ilsnsmination's failure to encourage the

growth of an indigenous Methodist Maori leadership.

1. The Grafton Institution, 1845-1848

The Wesleyan Native Instinrtion was New Zealand Methodism's first residential college

for the training of students for the ministry. Based in Grafton, Auckland, the institution

emerged from the work of the Wesleyan Maori Mission and reflected what Farley called a

'pious learning' approach to preparation. The college made residential education available

to Maori trainees thirty years before a similar opportunity was offered to their European

counterparts. This situation was due less to a valuing of an indigenous Maori ministry in its

own right than to missionary hopes that the college would play a central role in furthering

the work of evangelism among Maori.
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The Wesleyan Methodist cause began in New Zealand in 7822 as part of a general

evangelical missionary outreach into the Pacific at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

The eighteenth century voyages of explorers like James Cook and Samuel Wallis

stimulated among English evangelicals an interest in indigenous peoples and the Pacific as

a field of mission. Stressing the need for the conversion of individuals through repentance,

evangelicalism was, as Belich observed, "closely interwoven with that patronising but

ultimately commendable moral movement known as humanitarianism".l A desire to

civilise and convert those living in "heathen darkness and ignorance" led to the formation

of missionary organisations like the interdenominational [tnndon] Missionary Society

(LMS), which entered the Pacific to start work in Tahiti n 1797.2 The Anglican Church

Missionary Society (CMS) established the first mission to Maori in New Trualand in 1814

under Samuel Marsden in the Bay of Islands. Methodist activity in the Pacific began under

the auspices of the Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society (WMS) which established a

short-lived station in Tonga n t822 and its first New Zealand base under Samuel trigh in

Whangaroa in 1,823. By the mid-1830s Wesleyans were present throughout the Pacific, in

New Zealand, Tonga, Samoa and Fiji.3

For nineteenth-century missionaries, education was vitally important as a means of

evangelisation. Alongside the preaching of the gospel, the founding of schools for

instruction in Christianity was a high priority of missionaries throughout the Pacific and

beyond. In his 1.900 Ifistory of Methodism in New Zealand, William Morley reflected upon

the value of engaging in such teaching, noting that it enabled missionaries

to become acquainted with the mental powers and habits of their people, to
extend their intellectual horizon, and, by communicating knowledge, sap the

foundation of their superstitious practices. Moreover, the facts thus placed

Belich, M aking Peoples, p.128.

Samuel Marsden in A.K. Davidson and P.J. Lineham, Transplanted Christianity: Documents lllustrating
Aspects of New Zealand Church History, Palmerston North, Dunmore Press, 1989, p.26.

The Tongan mission, led by the Wesleyan missionary Walter Lawry, was abandoned after a year but
recommenced in 1826. Wesleyans arrived in Samoa in 1835. See Niel Gunson, Messengers of Grace:
Evengelical Missionaries in the South Seos 1797-1860, Melbourne, Oxford University Press, 1978,
pp.15-17.
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before [indigenous people] gave them fresh food for thought, directed that
thought into heatthier channels, and so tended to raise and purify their minds.a

This appreciation of the role of education as a tool for conversion made the founding of

schools in mission stations and surrounding villages a central concern for Wesleyan

missionaries. Although the missionaries taught reading and writing in Maori, and some

arithmetic and geography, their supreme aim was, as Morley observed, "always to teach ...

the fear and love of God." lrarning was not undertaken for its own sake but for the way it

could shape spiritual development. It had a formational character. There was a strong

emphasis on catechetical memorising and reading of scripture. The notion of establishing a

central training college where Maori 'owho had distinguished themselves in the circuit

schools might be received, and fitted for the position of ministers and teachers" was a

product of this commitment to education as a means of evangelism.5 The need for Maori

teachers and preachers seemed increasingly urgent as Methodist mission work expanded in

the 1830s.

Initially, evangelistic activity in New T,ealand suffered from factors like language

difficulties, the effects of intertribal rivalries, personal conflict among the missionaries, and

a lack of understanding between Maori and Pakeha world views. Mission stations were

confined to the North, and in l8Z7 the Wesleyans at Whangaroa were expelled and their

base destroyed.6 In the L830s, however, Maori interest in Christianity grew. Relocated to

Mangungu in L827 under the protection of chiefs from the Hokianga, the Wesleyan station

was one of ten WMS and eleven CMS bases by 1839. The number of Maori present at

worship also increased. ln 1845 it was estimated that out of a total Maori population of

L10,000 about 43,000 attended Anglican services regularly, 16,000 attended Methodist

services and 5,L00 were associated with the more recent Catholic mission.T Historians have

William Morley, The History of Methodism in New Zealand, Wellington, McKee & Company, 1.900,

p.109.

Ibid.,p.l10.

See J.M.R. Owens, Prophets in the Wilderness: The Wesleyan Mission to New Zeuland 1819-27,
Trentham, Auckland University Press, L974.

This estimal.e was made by George Clarke, a former CMS missionary who had become Chief Protector of
the Aborigines. Belich's alternative estimate for the total Maori population in 1840 was 70,000. Davidson
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suggested varied reasons for greater Maori receptivity to the Christian message, including

the desire for literacy, the improved efficiency of the missions and the influence of trade

and commerce.o [n recent studies, scholars have pointed to the role of indigenous

evangelism in aiding the diffusion of Christianity throughout New Zealand. Belich, for

example, noted how Maori held as prisoners of war by the northern Nga Puhi tribe were

exposed to the gospel and so carried Christianity south when released by their captives in

the 1830s,e Davidson observed that Maori who had lived on mission stations often returned

to their people to act as teachers and evangelists. When the missionaries broke out of

Northland in the early 1.830s, they sometimes discovered their message had already gone

ahead of them.lo

The decision to offer training to Maori converts was based on a recognition of the value of

Maori missionary work to the Wesleyan cause. Writing to london in 1844, for example,

the missionary Thomas Buddle (1812-1883) declared that "too much importance [could

not] be attached to native agency". He saw an urgent need for a supply of "well-instructed

and pious natives" to help in circuits that were too extensive for European workers to cover

on their own.tt The Wesleyan James Buller (1812-1834) similarly asserted that the

"continued prosperity" of the mission depended upon an institution for the advancement of

"promising native youth", but was also conscious of the existence of "counteractive

influences" in the colony which could only be resisted by "an increasing degree of

intelligence and piety on the part of our people." The precise nature of Buller's concerns

was left unclear, but he may have been reflecting anxiety about the effects upon Maori of

and Lineham, Transplanted Christianity, p.47; and Belich, Making Peoples, p.178. Catholic missionaries,

Ied by Bishop Jean Baptiste Pompallier, commenced activities in New Zealand in 1838.

See J.M.R. Owens, "Christianity and the Maoris to 1840", NZIH,YoL.2, No. 1, April 1968, pp.18-40;
and Judith Binney, "Christianity and the Maoris to 1840, A Comment",Ibid., Vol. 3, No.2, October

1969, pp.143-65.

Belich, Making Peoples, p.168.

Henry Williams, the CMS missionary, recounted how he led evening pfayers in a village not previously
visited by Europeans. "[W-lhat was our surprise", he wrote, "when we heard our whole congregation join"
in a hymn, "and correctly sing with us; and in the prayers also the responses were given by all as the

voice of one man." Cited in A,K. Davidson, "The Interaction of Missionary and Colonial Christianity in
Nineteenth Century New Zealand" , Studies in World Christianity,Yol. 2.2, 1996, p.749.

Quoted in Hames, Wesley College, p.2.ll
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such colonial vices as alcohol or prostitution, or suspicion of the missionary work of other

denominations.tz The need for a Wesleyan training college was acknowledged at a public

meeting held in Auckland in May 1844 shortly after the arival in New T,ealand of Walter

Lawry Q793-L859), the new General Superintendent of the Wesleyan Mission and visitor

to the mission districts of the Friendly Islands and Fiji. This gathering affirmed the

establishment of an institution to o'instruct a selected number" of Maori in the English

language, "with a view to their having access to the stores of English literature, and also to

their becoming more efficient teachers of their [people] in matters of religion and

civilisation".r3 The proposed college was opened in Grafton in 1845 with ten students (nine

single and one married -*),tn although an annual grant of f200 from the WMS Treasurers

soon made possible a yearly intake of up to twenty trainees.

The college at Grafton was one of a number of similar initiatives, evangelical and

otherwise, to be undertaken in the training of indigenous leadership in the Pacific in the

mid-nineteenth century. LMS institutions for the education of "native agents", for example,

were founded at Takamoa in the Cook Islands in 1839 and Malua in Samoa in 1844.15 In

New Zealand, the Anglican training centre, St John's College, opened at Te Waimate in

1843 under Bishop George Selwyn (1809-1878), a High Churchman who had been

influenced by the Oxford Movement.ru St John's included an institution for the education

of European ordinands and a school for Maori teachers. In 1.850 the Catholic Bishop of

Auckland, Jean Baptiste Pompallier, established a seminary which also provided training

for Maori catechists.rT

James Buller to the Rev. Beecham, 12 June 1844, Missionary I-etters, MCA, ChCh, Box A.

Cited by Morley, Hktory of Methodism, p.111.

Wesleyan Mission District Minutes L839-L862,29 July 1846, MCA Ak., p.10.

See John Garrett, To Live Among the Stsrs: Chrtstian Origins in Oceania, Geneva, World Council of
Churches, 1982, pp.l16-17, 1l^9.

See W.E. Limbrick, "Selwyn, George Augustus" in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biogrephy: Volume

One 1769-1869 (DNZB), W.H. Oliver (ed.), Wellington, Allen & Unwin, 1990, pp.387-89.

See Michael King, God's Farthest Outpost: A History of Catholics in New Zeqland, Auckland, Viking,
1997, p.73.
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From as early as 1844 the Auckland area was "deemed the most eligible locality" for the

commencement of the Wesleyan institution,t8 and this conclusion proved to be significant

for the future of Methodist ministry education in New 7,ealand. Described by one visitor in

1845 as "'a beggarly collection of poverty stricken huts and wooden houses"', Auckland

was not an inviting settlement.tn The Wesleyans may have chosen it because the town was

the seat of colonial govenrment from 184L, and became l,awry's headquarters from 1844

to 1.853. The availability of funding for the new college was regarded as an initial

difficulty, but the missionaries received some support from the New Zealand Governor,

Robert FitzRoy, who granted them two blocks of land, one at Grafton and one at Three

Kings.4 Public subscriptions enabled the erection of a school room and living quarters, and

the shingling, flooring and interior carpentry of the building was completed by Maori.

Although close to a beneficent source of power, the college was not located within easy

reach of many Methodists, particularly those living in the South Island. This may have

helped to create a sense of distance between the institution and parts of the wider church.

The question of moving the college would be raised in later years and there were occasions

when this may have seemed logical. Such a move was often constrained, however, by the

fact that the Church already had its property in Auckland.

The ministry education offered at Grafton reflected the evangelistic focus of the

missionaries. The institution's first principal and theological tutor, Thomas Buddle, was

described as being "mighty in prayer", a man who o'travailed for the conversion of souls,

and never seemed so delighted as when dealing with penitents and leading them to a

Saviour."2l Born in Durham, England, he had no college training himself but, being "a

diligent student of theology", was appointed straight to a circuit after reception as a

candidate for ministry in 1835. During his four years on probation, he was required to

complete a course of reading and examinations set by the British Conference while

Cited by Morley, History of Methodism, p.111.

W. Tyrone Power quoted in Belich, Making Peoples, p.339.

FitzRoy granted the Wesleyans a six and three-quarter acre block of land at Grafton on 7 October 1.844,

and a 192 acre block at Three Kings on 1 April 1845. The land at Three Kings was given "'for the
general purposes of the Wesleyan Native Institution"' and was initially intended to be a source of
firewood and farm produce. Hames, Wesley College, pp.1, 5.

W.C.O[iver], "Rev Thos. Buddle", The New Zealand Wesleyan (NZW),1 August 1883, p.186.
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working under the supervision of a senior minister.z Yet, while his academic preparation

was limited, Buddle had wide concerns and was well read in divinity. Noting that he was

an active member of the Auckland branch of the New Zealand lnstitute, for example,

David Bell identified the principal as being one of the early Wesleyan missionaries with

the deepest interest in science.23 Throughout his ministry Buddle acquired a considerable

knowledge of Maori language, customs and mythology, and served as editor of the

Wesleyan Mission's monthly Maori newspaper Te Haeata from L859 to l862.za He was a

supporter of university education, holding a seat on the frst senate of the University of

New Zealand from 1874 to 1880, and on the Auckland University College Council in

L883, the year of his death. Combining scholarly and educational interests with a deep

spirituality and an enthusiasm for evangelism, Buddle was a model for a number of later

Methodist principals. He was a pragmatist, o'able, instructive, practical, and eminently

useful."2s

As principal of the Grafton institution, Buddle's aims vuere more formational than

academic. Students engaged in a course of learning which included reading, writing,

arithmetic and the English language, and, in 1846, Buddle described their progress as

"highly creditable".tu The principal himself gave lectures on theological subjects, based,

according to Eric Hames, on notes taken from classes led by Dr John Hannah at the

Wesleyan Theological Institution in Hoxton, England in the 1830s. These notes seem to

have been either very complex or highly scholarly as an inspection of them led Hames to

Ibid., L January 188L, p. 3. Buddle's limited academic background was in sharp contrast to that of Bishop
George Selwyn. The product of a privileged education system, Selwyn attended Eton and Cambridge.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.8-9.

D.S. Bell, "The Impact of Nineteenth Century Science and Biblical Criticism on Expressions of Faith and

Theology, with Especial Reference to the Anglican, Methodist and Presbyterian Churches of New

Zeala;ad" , PhD Thesis, University of Otago, 1993, p.57 .

Buddle's work as editor of Te Haeata has been examined in a recent thesis by Y. L. Sutherland, "Te Reo

o te Perehi: Messages to Maori in the Wesleyan Newspaper Te Haeata 1859-1862", MA Thesis,

University of Auckland, 1999.

O[iver], "Buddle", NZW,t August 1883, p.186.

Wesleyan Mission District Minutes i839-1862, 29 July 1846, MCA, Ak., p.10.
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the conclusion that Buddle must have followed Hannah "at a considerable distance" if his

pupils had understood what he was talking about.z7

Yet, while Buddle believed the Grafton students manifested "an ardent thirst for

knowledge", it was on their "progress in piety" that he placed his greatest hopes,a

reflecting in this a tendency for theological education in the years before the founding of

modern seminaries to be concerned with learning as "a dimension of the life of faith." As

Farley observed, the study of divinity in the period of 'pious learning' was an exercise in

devotion.2e Seeking to further the work of evangelism, Buddle hoped to deepen the

religious experience of his Maori trainees. 'olf we can train and send out a few converted

young men", he wrote in 1846, '"I have no doubt [that] they would be instrumental in

spreading the Word of God among their countrymen."il He laid great stress on students

becoming o'truly converted to God", and was concerned that they should be able "to give a

clear and Scriptural account of their repentance for sin, their personal application by faith

to Christ Jesus, their justification before God, and their adoption into His family."3r

In his letters, Buddle expressed confidence that the college was producing spiritual results,

and related with some excitement the experiences of the students Hoani Waiti (1820-1879)

and Hohepa Otene. Through prayer and preaching, both men had come to an awareness of

their sins and a recognition of God's grace. Buddle quoted Otene, for example, who said,

I saw my sins as big as the world .... and I said alas! What shall I do! .... How
can I be saved? .... I lifted my eyes to heaven and saw the mercy of God, I saw

John Hannah (7'792-1867) was a British Wesleyan minister and scholar who served as a theological tutor
at the Hoxton and Didsbury Theological Institutions in England. Hames viewed a synopsis of Hannah's
theology lectures which was held in the Trinity College library. No trace of the synopsis has been found
in the course of research for this study. Hames, Wesley College, p.6.

Wesleyan Mission District Minutes 1839-7862,28 September 1846, MCA, Ak., p.20; and Thomas
Buddle to "Fathers and Brethren", 18 September 1846, Buddle Letter Books L846-1852, TC, Met
008t1,t2.

Farley, Theolo gia, p.7 .

Buddle to "Fathers and Brethren", 18 September 1846, Buddle l,etter Books 1846-1852, TC, Met
0084,t2.

3r Wesleyan Mission District Minutes 1,839-L862,28 September 1846, MCA, Ak., p.20.
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it rolling down like a waterfall, it flowed into my heart and I rejoiced in God
my Saviour.32

As evangelists in training, students at the Wesleyan Institution were encouraged to actively

share their faith. Like many later Methodist ministry students, the Grafton men were

employed as preachers on Sundays. They could also occasionally be seen "in the Auckland

Market place preaching to their countrymen in the open air, the Gospel of Christ."33

Buddle's college reports made no mention of offering students instruction on how to

preach or lead worship, but there seem to have been opportunities for learning these

practical skills at first hand.

Buddle believed the Grafton institution made a useful contribution to the work of

conversion among Maori. "Bless the Lord", he wrote in 1846, that "I am not labouring in

vain."a Only a handfut of the college's students went on to ordained ministry @y 1864 the

Wesleyans had received just eight Maori probationers, four of whom had spent time at

Grafton),35 but they included men like Hoani Waiti, Wiremu Patene (1810-1884) aod

Hamiora Ngaropi (1809-1887), who all became stalwarts of the Wesleyan Maori Mission

in the difficult years following the New Zealand Wars of the 1860s. Received on trial in

1,856 and admitted into the ministry as a "native assistant missionary" in 1861, Hamiora

Ngaropi, for example, served Methodism for thirty years at Waipa, in the Hokianga, at

Whatawhata and at New Plymouth. He was based in Taranaki in 1869 at the time of the

Wesleyan missionary John Whiteley's death at the hands of a Maori war party from the

Waikato, and kept what Laurenson described as "a lonely vigil" in the area until t872,

trying to hold Maori work together in the midst of a "disheartened and embittered"

community.'u After a period at Grafton and Three Kings, Hoani Waiti returned to the

Quoted in "Experiences of New Zealanders Spoken at a l-ovefeast held at the Native lnstitution at this
place Oct.5 1846",6 October L846, Buddle Letter Books 1846-1852, TC, Met 008nfZ. Hohepa Otene
(also known as Joseph Orton) was received on trial or probation in 1857 and admitted as a Native
Assistant Missionary in 1861.

Wesleyan Mission District Minutes L839-L862,29 JuIy 1846, MCA, Ak., pp.10-11.

"Experiences of New Zealanders", 6 October 1846, Buddle Letter Books L846-1852, TC, Met 00817/2.

See Table Two for a list of Maori trainees before 1929.

G.l. Laurenson, Te Hahi lVeterianq: Three Half Cennries of the Methodist Maori Missions 1822-1972,
Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 27, Nos. '1..-2, t972, p.777. For a study of John Whiteley
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Kaipara circuit where he worked as a Maori catechist. He was received on probation in

1860 and admitted into the ministry as a "rative assistant missionary" in 1864. Remaining

in Kaipara until his death, he was "strongly attached to his work" and noted for his

consistency and gentleness. Two of his sons, Karawini and Martin Waiti, followed him

into the ministry.3T

Despite providing early training for a group of Maori clergy who gave faithful service to

New Z,ealand Methodism, the Wesleyan Institution failed to encourage the development of

a strong indigenous Maori ministry. This was pafily due to the missionaries' own sense of

European cultural and spiritual superiority, which made it difficult for them to be other

than critical towards many aspects of Maori society. While few "tribal peoples were seen

as brighter or whiter than the Maori", most nineteenth-century Europeans assumed that

Maori values and traditions were inferior to their own and without lasting value. There was

an expectation that Maori culture would and should succumb to European beliefs and

practices, either through conquest by violence, conversion through the agencies of

commerc€, civilisation or Christianity, or by simply dyitrg out as a result of its contact with

new European diseases or moral degradation.3s Like other evangelicals of the time,

Wesleyan missionaries expressed a desire to assimilate or transform Maori into what they

perceived as being a Christian European nonn. In the fleld of ministry training, this was

expressed in the belief, for example, that education was best carried out away from the

"demoralising influence of the native kaingas".3e Writing n Lg7L, the Methodist Maori

minister Ruawai Rakena, argued that the removal of students from their crultural context

contributed to the formation of Maori teachers and catechists whose expression of the

gospel "was in every respect except language identical with that of the missionaries." Far

from a known cultural setting and having the inferiority or sinfulness of Maori society

impressed upon them, the Grafton trainees may have found it difficult to hold on to a

distinctive sense of identity. Rakena believed that training classes associated with local

and the events surrounding his death, see Graham Brazendale, John Whiteley: Land Sovereignty cnd the

Land Wars of the Uth Century, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), No. 64.

T.B., "Hoani Waiti", NZW,t January 1880, p.9.

Belich, M aking Peoples, pp.L24-27 .

Morley, History of Methodism, p.47.
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mission stations, and ranging in activity from a women's sewing group to the more "soul-

directed" class meeting, offered more opportunity for the development of "a truly

indigenous Maori leadership or ministry".{

The Maori students at Grafton were certainly not prepared for a ministry of equality with

their European counterparts. As Belich observed, in "principle, Europeanisation and

subordination were not the same thing; in practice, there was a strong tendency to blur

them."ar ln commending the Wesleyan Institution, for example, the 1845 report of the New

Zealand District Meeting declared that "suitably trained native teachers" would be 'oan

invaluable help" as "subordinate Agents in the great work".az Maori were not regarded as

ministers in their own right but as assistants to European clergy. No Maori were received

on to probation until 1856, eleven years after the Grafton college opened. When the first

Methodist Maori were ordained in 186L, it was into the special status of "native assistant

missionary", a term later replaced by the category "native minister".a3 Instead of being

received into a full relationship with the Wesleyan Conference, Maori ministers were given

limited rights of involvement in the Church's decision-making processes. Throughout the

nineteenth century, for example, they were not admitted as members of either their district

synod or the annual Conference.* While Maori Methodists were valued for their work as

evangelists among their own people, they, like Maori in other denominations, were

marginalised by church structures. Noting the slowness of Anglicans and Catholics to

ordain Maori priests (the first Anglican Maori was ordained deacon in 1853 and priest in

1860 and the fust Catholic Maori priest was ordained in 1944), Davidson argued that those

R.D. Rakena, The Maori Response to the Gospel, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 25,

Nos. 1,-4, August 1971, pp.19, L6.

Belich, M aking Peoples, p.125.

Wesleyan Mission District Minutes 1839-1862, 17 September 1845, MCA, Ak., p.6.

Hamiora Ngaropi, Hone Eketone (1828-1862) and Hohepa Otene were the first Methodist Maori to be

ordained. The term "native assistant missionary" was used in the Minutes of the Wesleyan Conference

from 1855 to at least 1865. The category "native minister" was used from the early 1870s.

S.J. Thompson, "A New Theology of Ministry: The Ordained Methodist Ministry in New Zealand 1880-

1980", MA Thesis, University of Canterbury, 1990, p.100.
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churches were no more successful than Wesleyans in developing structures that gave Maori

opportunities to exercise leadership among their own people within the Pakeha church.as

The eventual subsuming of the Grafton institution in the Three Kings school may be

interpreted as another sign of the failure of the Wesleyans to encourage the long-term

development of Maori ministry. The decision to move the college to Three Kings in 1849

and become part of the New Zealand Governor George Grey's scheme for the education of

Maori youth led to a major change of focus within the institution. From 1846 to 1868 Grey

encouraged churches working among Maori people to expand their educational services by

providing them with grants of land and money. With such support, the Wesleyans started a

boarding school at Three Kings, offering Maori boys and girls instruction in "religion,

industry, and the English language".* Over one hundred students were added to the old

institution's roll in the school's first year, and a trained teacher, Alexander Reid (1821-

L891), was appointed as principal. This change saw the college's emphasis upon the

preparation of students for an evangelistic ministry gradually decrease. Older boys

continued to be sent to Three Kings, acting as teaching monitors, and in the mid-1850s one

or two of them were said to have been recommended as candidates for ministry.aT The

teaching and administrative demands of the school, however, meant that Reid and his

assistants had less time to devote to the older students, although in 1859 one of Reid's

successors, George Stannard (1803-1888), continued to express the hope that the men were

"being prepared by the teachings of the Divine Spirit to be the Teachers and Ministers of

their own countrymen.'/8 While the developments at Three Kings resulted in a decline in

ministry training activity, however, they can also be seen as one more sign of the Wesleyan

missionaries' evangelistic aims. Grey's scheme offered the missionaries a Government-

funded opportunity to further the work of conversion among Maori on a scale that had not

Davidson, "Missionary and Colonial Christianity", pp.L54-55.

Walter l-awry to the fWesleyan Missionary Society's] Secretaries, 7 April 1848, Missionary Letters,

MCA, ChCh, Box B, p.1.

Not all the students recommended for ministry during this period justified the Wesleyan's faith in them.

In 1856 Reid reported that a man accepted as a local preacher the previous year was now in jail for
robbery, "a sad case and a warning to others" he remarked. Alexander Reid, "Three Kings Native
Industrial School", 1 December 1856, Original Documents, MCA ChCh, Box 1.

George Stannard, "Three Kings Native Instihrtion; Report for L859", 118591, IbA.
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been possible before. [t meant changing the focus of the institution, but the education of

children was always a Wesleyan priority, and might even plant the seeds of faith that

would come to fruition in a ministerial vocation in later life. The missionaries placed great

hopes in the Three Kings school and, for a time, these were fulfilled, Buddle writing in

1851. that the institution was "perhaps more encouraging than almost anything connected

with our mission."ae By this interpretation, both the beginning and the ending of the

Grafton institution can be traced to the Wesleyan concern for the evangelisation of Maori

people.

The Wesleyan Institution was Methodism's first venture into a residential style of ministry

education in New Zealand. A short-lived experiment seeking to prepare young Maori men

for work as teachers and ministers among their own people, the college revealed some of

the characteristics and themes of the training initiatives that would follow. Reflecting the

evangelistic goals of its missionary founders, the institution placed a strong emphasis on

formational aspects of training, in particular developing the religious life of its students.

This combination of evangelicalism and a concern for formation was often repeated in

Methodist ministry education. From an early period, the theological college itself was

viewed as a place apart from the world, safe but potentially isolated. The institutional

setting was chosen for Maori students as a means of removing them from what the

missionaries perceived as the harmful and distracting influences of the Maori home

environment. Despite initial enthusiasm, the Wesleyans were unable to view an indigenous

Maori ministry as being of value in its own right and, like other denominations in New

Tnaland, failed to sustain a long-term commitment to its development. The Anglican

Church's school for Maori teachers closed ln.L847, and Pompallier's seminary followed in

1869. Displaying typical Methodist pragmatism in pursuit of their evangelistic goals, the

Wesleyan missionaries changed their focus from the education of adults to that of children

and the Grafton institution came to an end.

Thomas Buddle to the [Wesleyan Missionary Society's] Secretaries,9 October 1851, Missionary Letters,

MCA, ChCh, Box A, p.2.
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2. Textbooks and Saddlebags

While Maori education was an early evangelistic priority, a New Zealand-based system of

training European students for Methodist ministry was not as well-resourced in the period

from the 1840s to the mid-1870s. Relying upon men educated in England to meet some of

their leadership needs, the Wesleyan and, to a lesser extent, the Primitive Methodist

Churches in New Znaland prepared their own candidates for ministry using an

apprenticeship model of training.s0 This practical style of education was well-suited for a

colonial church and society with a developing infrastructure and limited resources. It

enabled Methodists to train clergy while maintaining a supply of ministry agents to

growing congregations, but was an often haphazard arangement.

The early colonial period in New Zealand was marked by mass migration and the slow

establishment of settler institutions. Drawn mainly from the Btitish Isles, the European

population of New Zealand grew from fewer than a thousand people in 1831 to over half a

million in 1881. The nature of the colony's social organisation has been the subject of

much debate since Miles Fairburn argued in his book The Ideal Society and its Enemies

that settlers failed to rebuild a strong sense of community in their new land. Noting that the

forces of social isolation were many and powerful in nineteenth century New Zealand,

Fairburn suggested that bondlessness was central to colonial life. While such claims have

been vigorously disputed, the New Zealand environment could be harsh and lonely, and

rural isolation in particular was real and substantial.sl With a flexible organisation that gave

scope for lay initiative at the local level, Methodism was "an effective frontier, migrant

Church" and was often the first denomination to hold services in new settlements.s2

In New Zealand the Primitive Methodist, Bible Christian and United Free Methodist Churches retained

close links with their parent churches in Britain. Primitive Methodist congregations, for example, were
formed into a District under the British Church in 1873 but did not become a separate C-onference until
1893. Most of their early clergy were educated overseas, but from the 1870s a few Primitive Methodists
began to receive training in New 7,ealand, mainly under the apprenticeship model. See p.34, f.62.

Miles Fairburn, The ld.eal Society and its Enemics: The Foundations of Modern New Zealond Society
1850-1900, Auckland, Auckland University Press, 1989. For a recent response to Fairburn see Belich,
M a kin g P eo p le s, pp.4l2-24.

Davidson, "Missionary and Colonial Christianity", p.757 .
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By 1851 European Wesleyan congregations had formed in New Zealand's four main

townships of Wellington (1840), Auckland (1841), Dunedin (1844) and Christchurch

(1851). Primitive Methodist causes were meeting in New Plymouth (1844), Wellington

(1847) and Auckland (1851). From 1855 to 1874 the number of European Wesleyan

chapels rose from nineteen to one hundred and twenty-two,s3 and the formerly missionary-

oriented denomination became increasingly concerned with meeting the religious needs of

its new migrant communities. The establishment of a settled ministry with buildings and

stipends replaced the evangelisation of Maori as the church's main goal. Called upon to

minister to Maori and Pakeha living in areas under their influence, Wesleyan missionaries

were often left with divided loyalties. As Davidson observed, their eventual identification

with European congregations "grievously undermined their reputation among Maori."sa

The growth of New Zealand Methodism as a settler church in the mid-nineteenth century

made the development of a scheme of training for European ministry recruits a necessity.

From 1855 to 1874 the number of European Wesleyan ministers in New Zealand rose from

nineteen to fifty-one.st Wesleyan congregations began to produce candidates from at least

the early 1840s. One of the earliest was Henry Lawry (1821-1906), who came to New

Zealand with his father, Walter k*ry, in 1844 and was accepted into training by the

Northern District Meeting at Mangungu in that year.s6 Both the Wesleyans and the

Primitive Methodists received meu from their parent churches in Britain during this period

(Hames estimated that an average of over one a year came to New Zealand between 1-855

and 1874),s7 and they made a vital contribution to the leadership needs of the denomination

in the colony. Some of these men were only partly trained and many required supervision

and assessment for the four year period of probation. Thomas G. Carr (1846-1935) and

George Bond (1848-1931) were among a number of Wesleyan ministers who came to New

Zealand, in this situation, after studying at Richmond Theological College, London, a

E.W. Hames, Out of the Common Way: The European Church in the Colonial Era 1840-1913, Wesley
Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 27, Nos. 3-4,1972, p.5L.

Davidson, "Missionary and Colonial Christianity", p.157.

Hames, Out of the Common Way, p.52.

C.H. Laws, "Henry Hassall Lawry" inThe New Zealand Methodist Times (NZMT),14 April 1923, p.13.

Hames, Out of the Common Way,p.54.
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Methodist institution which offered training for missionary work.st The preparation of

candidates and probationers was an essential part of the establishment of a colonial

Methodist ministry.

In developing a system of New Zealand-based clergy education for European candidates,

Methodists were guided by a mixture of imitation and pragmatisrn. Where a residential

learning programme had been established for Maori students, for example, the Wesleyans

prepared their Pakeha recruits out in the field under an apprenticeship model of training.

The primary form of ministry training in British and American Methodism before the

founding of the denomination's first theological colleges in those countries in the 1830s,

the apprenticeship model was, as will become clear, favoured by Methodists who were

suspicious of the academic enterprise. From a practical perspective, the model had definite

advantages for a colonial church over a residential style of learning. Appointed to circuits

as probationers, students were not removed from the field at a time when clergy were in

short supply. In theory, they worked and trained under the care and instruction of a more

experienced minister while completing a @urse of study and reading prescribed by the

Conference. For a church with limited financial resources, the apprenticeship model was

also an inexpensive means of ministry preparation. The establishment of the Grafton

Institution had been made possible by funding received from the colonial government and

the Wesleyan Missionary Society. In L855 the British Conference relinquished its control

of Wesleyan interests in New 7-ealand, creating an independent Australasian Wesleyan

Conference to take responsibility for its own affairs. Although the WMS continued to

subsidise the work of the Maori Mission, the settler church struggled under the burden of

maintaining mortgages and stipends. There were no endowments for Pakeha theological

education until the 1880s.

5t Other Richmond students to enter the Wesleyan ministry in New Zealand were John Lewis (1844-1931),

Frank Isitt (1846-1916), William Williams (1847-7936) and Joseph Smalley (1845-1921) who came to

New Zealand in L870. For a history of the institution, see F.H. Cumbers, Richmond College 1843-1943,
London, Epworth Press, 1944. Some English recruits came to New Zealand with less training than the

Richmond men. The Wesleyan William Rowse (1835-1899), for example, had worked for a year in an

English circuit after being accepted as a candidate, before coming to New Zealand in 1858 as a
probationer. C.H. Laws, "William Rowse", NZMT,24 June 7922,p.Ll.
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A style of ministry training that concentrated on topping up the skills of men who had

already proven themselves as lay preachers, the apprenticeship model had a practical focus.

Students learnt by engaging directly in the tasks of ministry. The development of skills was

more important than academic theological reflection, which took place when and where it

could within the practical setting. The Wesleyan Joseph Simmonds (1845-1936), for

example, completed his probationary studies on horseback, travelling around the Waikato

in the early 1870s "carrying his Greek and Latin and other text books in his saddle bags".5e

Reflecting on the way the apprenticeship model worked in American Methodism in the

early nineteenth century, Frederick Norwood noted the formational role played by older

ministers in a system where education was "completely personal". He observed that they

"took the younger men under their wing and showed them how."n In New T.ealand a

shortage of clergy meant that students were not always given the support they needed, but

were left to fend for themselves. The Wesleyan John Richardson (1840-1881), for example,

had had no formal ministry training when he arived in New Tnaland in 1865. After

spending several weeks leaming about the nature of his appointment from his district

chairman, James Buller, he commenced a three-year ministry in the new circuit of Timaru.

There he organised congregations, appointed class leaders and "laid [the] foundations for a

lasting work" throughout the area. Although a probationer, fuchardson had little contact

with other clergy as his nearest ministerial neighbour was some ffiy miles away.

I-oneliness contributed to moments of gloom and despondency, although a visit from the

Maori minister, Te Kote, proved to be 'oa rich spirifual experience", and the two men

formed a lasting bond of friendship.6l Like other recruits trained under the apprenticeship

system, Richardson was "planted in the wilderness to do or die." A "steady ... intelligent

and utterly devoted" man, he made no serious mistakes and survived, as did many of his

contemporaries, despite being placed in similar lonely situations. As Hames remarked, the

so J.H. Haslam, "Joseph H. Simmonds: An Appreciation", Ibid.,l8 July 1936, p.94.

u0 F.A. Norwood, The Story of American Methodism: A Hisnry of the United Methodists and Their
Relations, Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1974, p.220.

6r As the son of a Methodist minister, Richardson had attended Woodhouse Grove School as a boy, where

he received a classical education. He was accepted for ministry training at Richmond College but offered
for service overseas before he could begin the college course. C.T.J. Luxton, John Bell Richardson: A

Minister of the Methodist Church of New Zealand, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. 19,

No.3, August 1962, p.10.
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main criteria for ministers in colonial New Zealand was not that they be theologians "but

ardent believers, with a love for Christ and men, a tough body, and plenty of gumption."62

Although it emphasised practical training, the apprenticeship model included a requirement

for probationers to complete a course of academic study and reading. It seems likely that in

New Zealand the nature of the study entered into by Wesleyan recruits was left to the

discretion of the individual until the 1870s. The notion of a standard reading course

developed slowly, but when it did showed an awareness of Methodist and Anglican

scholarship. In 1.853, for example, the Australasian Wesleyan Conference recommended

that preachers on trial "become thoroughly conversant with the best writings in Divinity of

our own Church" as well as the works of the seventeenth-century Puritan John Howe and

his Anglican contemporary: John Pearson. A knowledge of Wesley's thought was

considered to be essential, and district chairmen were directed to examine probationers

annually in Wesley's sermons.ut As Davidson observed of St John's in the 1840s,

theological education sought to familiarise students with a received tradition, giving them

little encouragement to think critically.s The Conference produced a more detailed list of

books for examination in L872, establishing an early curriculum based on a study of

theology, Greek and Hebrew, biblical studies and a little church history. There was a

reliance upon standard works of Methodist theology, such as John Fletcher's Checks on

Antinomianism (L77L-L775) and Richard Watson's Theological Institutes (1823). Some

suryrisingly modern inclusions came in the form of the Anglican scholar, Brooke

Westcott's, History of the Canon of the New Testament (1855) and the Bampton Irctures

Hames, Out of the Common Way,pp.55,49. Two Primitive Methodists who prepared for ministry in New

Zealand were John Nixon (1851-1947') and William Potter (1854-7929), who were received onto

probation in 1875 and 1876 after a period of unspecified 'preliminary training" and "private tuition".
NZMT,29 March 1947, p.371.; and lbid.,9 February 1929, p.76.

Minutes of Several Conversations Between the Ministers of the Australasinn Wesleyan Methodist Church
(MAC), 1863, p.32. John Howe was a Puritan writer and divine who was ejected from his office on the

passing of the Act of Uniformity in England in 1662. A supporter of the Royalist cause, John Pearson

was Bishop of Chester. His Exposition of the Creed (L659) was a classical theological text which was still
being used in the nineteenth century. Selwyn, for example, lectured from Pearson at St John's in the

1840s. Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.3L.

u lbid.
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on "The Divinity of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ", given as recently as 1866 by the

Anglican, Henry Liddon.65

It is difficult to know how closely the examination course was followed or to assess the

academic standard achieved by probationers trying to study while engaged in full-time

ministry. Norwood noted that in American Methodism, examinations were initially

superficial and taken more seriously in some areas than in others,tr and this may also have

been the case in New Zealand. "Quaesivi", a writer to the New Zealand Wesleyan n 1875,

suggested that exam regulations were vague and inconsistent, leaving too much room for

every man to "do as seemeth good in his own eyes". *Will one still give an hour to answer

forty questions on some volumes of Watson", the conespondent asked, "and another an

hour and a-half to answer less than twenty on a sennon?" "Quaesivi" also critiqued the

adequacy of the questions asked of students, arguing that they seemed to demand that

books be committed to memory rather than read intelligently so a man could state the

reasoning they contained. The writer queried whether Conference could "appoint a

committee of laymen, say, to do the humble work" of organising the examination system.67

Lacking close supervision and instruction, some trainees may simply have neglected their

studies as an unnecessary burden. Reflecting in 1875 on the need for a more educated

clergy, Simmonds noted that it was particularly dfficult to maintain studious habits in

circuits where "a large amount of travelling" was required. The ministerial life was

"exceedingly irregular", and there were few opportunities for, what he described as,

"stimulating and improving" intellectual society.ffi

The Wesleyans made some attempts at offering candidates tuition, and Thomas Buddle,

John Richardson and Alfred Fitchett (1836-L929) were active from the late 1860s tutoring

younger men in theology.6e The formational role that could be played by the more

MAC,1872, pp.69-70.

Norwood, The Story of American Methodism, p.72L.

NZW, L September 1875, p.200.

J.H. Simmonds, "Ministerial Studies", Ibid.,I August 1875,p.771.

Richardson was particularly active preparing candidates for the ministry. Those who came under his
influence were William Keall (1838-1906), Thomas G. Hammond (1846-1926), Samuel l-awry (1854-
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experienced minister was evident in some of these tutoring relationships. Bell, for example,

observed the way Fitchett inspired the young recruit Paul Fairclough (1852-19L7) with a

love and enthusiasm for the natural sciences. In L872 Fitchett reported that under his

tuition Fairclough had studied Latin and Greek, some algebra to cubic equations and the

first six books of Euclid.7o Sent to Newington College, Sydney for further training,

Fairclough became "one of New Zealand Methodism's most outstanding ministers",

combining gifts of leadership with a capacity for individual thought.Tl In later years, he, in

turn, communicated his scientific interests to other clergy, evoking in James Pinfold (1855-

1,933), for example, "a great love for science in general and geology in particular."u The

tutoring relationship had the potential to excite students with a love for learning and some

ministers were willing to give their time and energy to this task. They were too few and

probationers too scattered, however, to extend a tutoring system more widely.

The desire for better standards of education for European ministry recruits was expressed

by New Tnaland Wesleyans by the early 1,870s and mirrored British and American

developments in clergy training. As Breward observed, the "major innovation of the

nineteenth century for Protestant ministerial education was the emergence of the seminary

or theological college controlled by the denomination".T' The fust American divinity

schools were founded in New England for the training of Presbyterian and Congregational

students at Andover in 1808 and Yale in 1822,74 and early Anglican institutions were

1933), John Dellow (1851-1897) and William Slade (1859-1916). Keall worked with Richardson as a

probationer. Lawry, Dellow and Slade went on to study at the Three Kings Theological Institution.
Luxton, J ohn B ell Richardson, pp.14-L8.

NZW, 30 November 1872, p.I73. Fitchett was a "man of broad sympathies" who, as editor of the

Methodist newspaper, the New Zesland Wesleyan, from L871 to 1876, brought to the denomination a

greater awareness of the interaction between faith and science. For a discussion of Fitchett, his scientific
interests, his resignation from the Wesleyan ministry in 1878 and his work as an Anglican priest see Bell,
"Nineteenth Century Science", pp.129-46.

Ibid., pp.234-35. Fairclough had a special love of astronomy and was a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical
Society. A speaker at his funeral remarked that "his vision of the stars was all the clearer and more
comprehensive because it reached beyond them and took in the God who made them." NZMT, t2 May
19L7,p.12.

"An Appreciation by James P. Pinfold", IbA.,72 May 1917, p.14.

Breward, "Theological Education in Auslralasia", p.8.

While Andover and Yale were the first of a modern kind of American divinity school, earlier theological
academies like William Tennent's "log colleges" offered some ministry students training in the

7l
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established in Britain in Edinburgh in 1810 and St Bees in Cumberland in 1816. While

many American seminaries showed a tendency to develop organic links with universities,

diocesan-based colleges in Britain were often instituted as alternatives to the tertiary

education offered by Orford and Cambridge, the traditional training centres for Anglican

ordinands before the nineteenth century.7s The example of colleges without fonnal

university connections was important for Australasia, where the theological disciplines

were excluded from universities.T6

Some of the English colleges formed during this period had an evangelical flavour and

others reflected the influence of the Oxford Movement, but all shared a commitment to the

development of a professionally competent ministry. This was based on an awareness of

increasing levels of education within congregations, which demanded a higher standard of

theological learning from preachers. The notion of the minister as a professional also

undenryent significant changes in the nineteenth century. Noting similar shifts in the field

of medicine and the law, Brian Heeney suggested that rather "than being a man whose

professional title was defined principally in terms of his status as a gentleman, the priest

[became] a person with a distinct occupational role requiring particular knowledge, special

skills, and a recognizably professional quality of life."77 Although.present in different

denominations in varying degrees, these new understandings of the academic and

vocational needs of the ministry underlay the establishment of Protestant theological

colleges in the nineteenth century.

eighteenth century. The "log college" was based in Neshaminy, Pennsylvania during the 1730s and 1740s
and prepared Presbyterian trainees in the revivalist tradition. See S.T. hgan, 'nl-og College" in
Dictinnary of Christianiry inAmerica, Reid (ed.), p.666.

Not all American seminaries developed into organic parts of a university but those that did included the

Chicago, Harvard and Yale Divinity Schools. Conrad Cheny regarded the bringing together of divinity
schools and universities in America from 1880 to 1925 as a strategy by which Protestant churches sought
to extend their influence, creating a "religious hegemony in modern America". Conrad G"*)', Hurrying
Towards Zion: Universities, Divinity Schools and American Protestantism, Bloomington, Indiana
University Press, 1995, p.25.

See pp.56-58 for a discussion of theology in New Zealand universities.

Brian Heeney, A Dffirent Kind of Gentleman: Parish Clerp as Professionsl Men in Early and Mid-
Victori.an England, Hamden, Archon Books, 1976, p.95,
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For Methodists in Britain and America, the idea of a college style of ministry preparation

caused particular controversy. Nineteenth century debate over the merits of "lettered

learning" and "practical piety" represented a struggle between old and new ways of being

Methodist. In both countries the demand for a better educated clergy emerged as a response

to new social conditions and changes within the denomination. As the constituency of

skilled artisans and industrial labourers that had contributed to Methodism's initial success

disappeared or became less receptive to the chapel message in the nineteenth century, for

example, the denomination was cut adrift from the working classes. Methodist

congregations became increasingly middle class and literate. From being mainly itinerant

preachers, growing numbers of Methodist ministers settled into pastorates based in towns

or urban centres. ln America, the development of an industrial, urban society after the Civil

War saw the traditional Methodist circuit rider "dismounted, forced from his saddle by a

disappearing frontier."78 Methodism itself was transformed by its growth in membership

from a religious movement geared towards evangelism to a church organisation seeking to

consolidate its gains. Achieving denominational respectability became a Methodist

priority.

ln the context of such changes men like the English Wesleyan, Adam Clarke, argued for

the introduction of more formal methods of learning, advocating a broad and liberal

education for all ministers. A biblical scholar, theologian and linguist, Clarke encouraged

junior preachers in 1800 to read widely in theology, history, literature, geography and the

sciences, noting that "'illiterate piety may be useful in exhorting sinners to return to God

... but it certainly cannot explain and apply the deep things of God."'7e The concern that an

uneducated ministry would lose touch with an educated laity was shared by Methodist

exponents of college training on different sides of the Atlantic. The American Wesleyan,

Wilbur Fisk, held that a "'cultivated Church"'needed a "'cultivated ministry"'. In the

Cherry, Hurrying Towards Zion, p.20.

Quoted in Macquiban, "Practical Piety or Lettered lrarning", p.92. Clarke (cL76O-1832) was a
remarkable scholar who taught himself Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Sanscrit, Armenian, Coptic and

Ethiopic, as well as Greek and Latin. His publications included an eight-volume biblical commentary
(1810-1825) and numerous works of theology and translation. He received an MA from King's College,
University of Aberdeen in 1807 and the LLD in 1808. See David Bundy, "Clarke, Adam" in The

Blackwell Dictionary of Evangelical Biography 1730-1860, D.M. I-ewis (ed.), Vol. 1, Oxford, Blackwell,
1995,pp.225-26.
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1830s he urged the creation of schools of divinity for clergy education within church-

established liberal arts colleges. James Strong of New York pointed in the 1850s to the

need for Methodist ministers to maintain their credibility now that the denomination had

moved "'from the lower to higher stratums of society"'. This was a matter of status and

competition.to As the British Wesleyan, Joseph Entwistle, observed, unless young

preachers were given as good an education as their peers, "'our ministry will not be

supported ... the Clergy and our brethren the Dissenters will take our glory from us."'61 It

should be noted that none of these early advocates of college training believed that they

were moving outside their traditional evangelical heritage. In a time of changing social

conditions, they saw education as a way of enhancing the evangelical preaching, heartfelt

religiosity and ability to organise that had made Methodism a strong force. Education

would keep Methodism in the mainstream of societyE2 but, as Fisk suggested in l-831-, could

become a source of revival if actuated by a concern for morality and religion.s3

Macquiban noted that opponents of college training viewed practical piety as being more

important than theological refinement.* Holding on to an earlier revivalist style of

Methodism, many within the denomination rejected any focus on an academic style of

ministry education, and protested that the growth of Methodism, in America particularly,

had been achieved by a largely unschooled ministry. Men like Francis Asbury saw no good

reason to alter a successful approach, arguing that "'Learning is not an essential

qualification to preach the gospel."' Some of the older preachers were suspicious of higher

education, fearing that it would spoil recruits by destroying their 'godly simplicity' and

zeal. The idea that college would spoil students became a familiar theme in New Tnaland

Methodism, reflecting an evangelical distaste for liberal scholarship and a concern for the

life of the spirit over that of the mind. "'L,arnin' isn't religion"', declared one of the

preachers, "'and eddication don't give a man the power of the Spirit. It is the grace and

Quoted in Cherry, HurryingTowards Zion,p.2l.

Quoted in Macquiban, "Practical Piety or lrttered lraming", p.101.

Cherry, H urry ing Towards Z ion, pp.21, -22,

Macquiban, "Practical Pisty or Lettered [,earning", p.97.

Ibid.,p.88.

8l
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gifts that furnish the real live coals from off the altar."' Such critics preferred the

apprenticeship model of ministry training for its emphasis on doing the work of ministry

out on the highways of life rather than in the cloistered environment of the study. Where

advocates of college education were aware of the needs and increasing power of urban

Methodism, opponents looked with fondness to the "'hale, open, rustic simplicity of the

country"'. For one "'Disciple of the Old School"', the city was a place of "'prim refined

sickly sentimentality"', and would produce college men who were pale imitations of the

great revivalists of the past.ss Opponents of college education believed the main aim of

ministry preparation was not the acquisition of greater learning but the equipping of

students to preach from the heart.

The tensions between old and new forms of Methodism, between urban and rural, rich and

poor, educated and uneducated, pastors and people, underlay Methodist debate about

college training in the early nineteenth century. In Britain these were expressed in a

particularly bitter controversy as personality conflicts combined with concerns about the

concentration of power in the hands of a few individuals. Proposals in the 1830s for

ministry education were seen by some within the denomination as "another unwelcome

feature of the centralizing tendency of Wesleyan Methodism in an era of

bureaucratizatiotr".s6 Yet, after much dispute, Methodists in Britain and America had by the

1840s joined other denominations in establishing their first seminaries for clergy training.

The first English college was opened at Hoxton in 1835 and was followed by the Newbury

Biblical Institute in America in L839.

In the 1870s the church and social conditions that had contributed to the demand for a

better educated Methodist ministry in Britain and America were present to a lesser extent

Quotes by Francis Asbury, Boase and the 'Disciple of the Old School' in lbid., pp.88, 90, 102.

Ibid., p.101. One of the loudest critics of a scheme for a college in Britain was Samuel Wanen who was a

member of the committee which produced the 1834 Proposals for the Fornatian of a Literery and
Theological Institution. He initially supported the proposals but changed his mind after Jabez Bunting
was nominated to be general superintendent as well as theological tutor while retaining his position as

missions secretary. Warren argued that the establishment of a college would tend to concentrate power in
the hands of a few individuals, in a way that would be "'detrimental to the liberty of the Preachers, and
perilous to the unity of the Body itself."' His attack eventually led to his expulsion from the Wesleyan
Conference. Quoted in D.A. Johnson, "The Methodist Quest for an Educated Ministry", Church History,
Vol.5L, No.3, September 1982, p.309.
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in New Zealand. Colonial Treasurer Julius Vogel's road and railmaking campaign, initiated

in 1870, for example, created networks of communication which began to break down the

isolation of the settlements. Although New Zealand cities were not large, the colony's

'urban' population fluctuated befween twenty-four and thirty-six percent between 1858 and

1,881,87 and city congregations like the Pitt Street Wesleyan Church in Auckland were

growing centres of activity. Tbe t877 Education Act made attendance at primary school

compulsory and would lead to increasing rates of literacy among New Zealanders. While

Primitive Methodism in New Zealand was said to have remained a working class

movemenq*t some Wesleyan churches were accused of excessive respectability from as

early as the 1870s. Hames quoted a correspondent to the New Zealand Wesleyan, fot

example, who described Auckland Methodism as "'a vast machinery"'which "'needed to

be kept bright with holiness and Cbristian effort"'. "'In most of our big chapels', remarked

the writer, 'seldomly would a very poor person be seen entering."'Ee The way New Zealand

Wesleyans shifted their priorities from the evangelisation of Maori to the establishment of

a settler church has already been noted. In the 1870s such developments were still in their

infancy, but advocates of college training in New 7-ealand would display an awareness of

their implications similar to that shown by Adam Clarke at the beginning of the nineteenth

century.

The need for an institution for the promotion of "the more effectual improvement" of

junior preachers was accepted by the Australasian Wesleyan Conference in 1862.e0 As in

Britain and America, discussion of college training was accompanied by conflict. Initially

this had less to do with debate over the nature of ministry education than with colonial

rivalry regarding the site of a venture to service students from both Australia and New

Zealand.er The notion of joint training made good sense in the nineteenth century when, as

Belich, Making Peoples, p.418.

Hnmes, Out of the CommonWay,p.94.

E.W. Hames, 100 Years in Pitt Street: Centenary History of the Pilt Street Methodist Church, Auckland,

Auckland, Pitt Street Methodist Church Trustees, n.d., p.25.

MAC,1862,p.23.

The dispute over the training institution's site was befween the colonies of Victoria and New South Wales

who "both claimed the honour". A commentator in the New Zealand Wesleyan considered it a "matter for
grave regret" that the 1871 Australasian Conference had authoriscd the establishment of colleges in both
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Sinclair noted, there was "a constant exchange of population" and a good deal of

cooperation between the fwo countries. Wesleyans in New Zealand and Australia worked

as one Conference from 1.855 to 1913, although the New Zealand church held its own

annual Conference from L874. Students in a joint college would have gained from being

part of a larger learning community than was possible in New Zealand, and the sharing of

educational resources might have saved New Zealand Methodists from the ad hoc training

arangements often made before 1929. Against these advantages must be set the desire of

many New Zealanders to remain distinct from a larger and more powerful neighbour,

which often meant they chafed at any kind of dependent status.% New Zealand Wesleyans

called for independence from Australia at regular intervals from at least l-881.e3 The

development of a distinct identity would be slow but New Zealanders had the desire to

order their own affairs and may have come to feel swamped or restricted by a system of

training in which they were the junior partner.q The failure to institute joint ministry

education may be regarded as a lost opportunity, but it was one that left New Zealand

Wesleyans free to set their own directions.nt

Signs of Methodist conllict over learning and piety emerged within New Zealand

Wesleyanism in 1873 and reflected British and American debates over college training.

Opposition to higher education was expressed by a layman, Mr Allen, after the question of

establishing "a Theological Institution near Auckland" was placed on the agenda of the

areas, writing, "We need only one institution, there is work for only one, our resourcqs are insufficient for
more than or'e." MW,31 March 1871, p.41.

For a general discussion of New Zealand-Australian relations until the eady twentieth century see Keith
Sinclair, A Destiny Apart: New Zealand's Sesrch for National ldentity, Wellington, Allen & Unwin,
L986,pp.709-22.

NZW,l0 February 1881, p.38.

In 1876, 1s1 exrmple, Fitchett asked the New Zealand C.onference not to adopt a cotuse of study for
probationers prescribed by the general Conference, noting that the course should be set by the annual

Conference. '"The General Conference might, with equal propriety", he said, "have dictated the New

Zealand Station Sheet." He was concerned that New Zealand Wesleyans'tad set up a higher standard for
students than the Australian Conference, and now that body proposed to drag them down again to their
own level." He was opposed by Conference members worried that such an action might be seen as

"setting up the standard of revolt". NZW,'I., March 1876,p.57.

The proposal to establish a central theological institution was rescinded by the Australasian Conference in
1871, but suggested again at the General Conferences of 1878, 1884 and 1894. See IbA., I May 1878,

p.L08;The New Zealand Methodist (NZM),6 December 1884, p.4; and Advocate, 16 June L894, p.23.
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church's first annual Conference in 1874.e6 In his pamphlet on Methodism and higher

education, Allen argued that, in shifting its focus to the needs of the respectable middle

classes, the denomination had lost sight of its original calling. Raised "'up by God to

preach Christ to the poor"', Methodism had more need of warm hearts and ready tongues

than intellectual culture.nt This old-style Methodist perspective was vigorously resisted by

a proficient defender of modem thought, Alfred Fitchett, in an editorial in the New Zealand

Wesleyan. Fitchett had little sympathy for the idea that Methodism was meant to be "in

perpetuity the Church of the poor and the uncultured". Yet, even allowing that it were true,

he queried the "amazing fallacy" that "they who teach the ignorant should themselves be

ignorant!" Fitchett quoted approvingly from a recent article in the London Quarterly

Raiew which advocated raising the standard of ministerial education "to save our Church

from dropping hopelessly behind the age". He endorsed the writer's view that nothing but

university training would supply "the equipment necessary for the Methodism of the

fufure" if the denomination was to take a "decisive part in the conllict between religious

truth and effor so characteristic of the present times". Like British and American advocates

of higher education, Fitchett did not consider learning to be opposed to Methodism's

evangelical heritage, but saw it as a means of renewing "in this age the evangelical

triumphs of the past."e8

By 1876 most of the Wesleyan synods were agreed on the need for a change in the way

European ministry recruits were trained.s A new interest in the question of training Maori

students was also apparent within the annual Conference as New Zealand V/esleyans

woried about being outdistanced by Anglican initiatives in this area.rm These @ncerns

coincided and, with an offer of funding from the Auckland district, the 1876 Conference

'o M4C,1873,p,70,

e7 
Quoted in "Methodism and Higher Education",.lfZllr, 1 October t873,p.152.

t8 "Methodism and Higher Education",.Ibid., pp.1,52-53.

oo At the 1,875n6 district meetings, the Canterbury, Taranaki and Wanganui, Otago and Auckland synods
passed resolutions recommending that Conference put in place a more satisfactory form of trainng. Ibid..,

1 Decemb er 1,87 5, pp.27 4-7 7 ; and L January 787 6, pp.1 -8.

rou The subject of Maori training was raised at the 1875 Methodist Conference when it was noted that
Anglican Maori were being placed under senior missionaries to be trained for mission worb Ibid.,'1.
March 1875, p.59.
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resolved to reopen the Three Kings Institution as a residential college for the training of

Maori and European candidates for the ministry.rOt

Methodism's flust New Zealand-based system of training European ministry students was a

very practical response to a frontier colonial context. The preparation of recruits out in the

field under an apprenticeship model from the 1840s to the mid-1870s was a means of

meeting the immediate needs of growing settler congregations. The focus was mainly

formational, students either learnt by doing or they failed to survive. While a severely

limited aspect of training during this period, the question of the need for academic learning

would become a sharp point of contention. World-wide shifts in the nature of Methodism

were felt as far away as New Zealand, where discussion of higher education reflected the

deep tensions experienced in Britain and America between knowledge and piety, urban and

rural, old and new ways of being Methodist. Early advocates of college training believed

some of these divisions were reconcilable, and the attempt to combine learning with the

evangelical tradition would become a constant theme of ministry education in New

Znaland.

3. Three Kings and Prince Albert College, 1876-1906

The first thirty years of institutional training for European students for the Wesleyan

ministry in New Zealand were marked by the slow development of the theological college

in the face of uncertain denominational commitment. Located at the Three Kings

Institution from 1876 to 1894 and then at Prince Albert College in Auckland from 1895 to

L906, the residential course reflected a growing concern for a 'specialised scholarship'

style of learning. Educational priorities, however, contended with economic difficulties and

the demands of the wider church, and the academic standard achieved by students was

generally not high. Ministry preparation retained some strong practical and formational

emphases.

tot Minutes of the Conference af the Australasian Wesleyan Methodist Church in New Zealand (MAC),1876,
p.25.
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In the late nineteenth century Methodist ministry education in New Zealand took place

within an unsettled context of economic hardship and social change. A severe downswing

in the economy followed the building and borrowing phase of the 1870s, and the nation

experienced a long period of depression from 1880 to 1895. Characterised by low export

prices, a heavy burden of debt low wages, unemployment and growing poverty, economic

decline contributed to a loss in migration as more than 20,000 people left New Zealand,

mainly for Australia, from L885 to 1891. The two-month long maritime strike of 1890

expressed industrial protest and was the country's "first head-on clash between capital and

labour."r0z Economic recovery in the 1890s was accompanied by a burst of radical social

legislation, including the extension of the vote to women in 1893 and the introduction of an

old age pension in 1898.

Suffering from heavy debts and a lack of capital during this period, Methodism continued

to grow, forming new congregations in country towns and city suburbs. From 1874 Io

1906, for example, the number of attendants at Wesleyan worship services rose from

22,589 to 73,560, and Methodist affiliation in the national census increased from 8.42V0 to

I0.O6Vo.to3 The manpower requirements of the expanding settler church were partly met by

the continued use of the apprenticeship model of training. While a total of seventy-four

candidates were educated in the new college from 1876 to L906, another forty-six students

prepared for ministry out in the circuits.ru The latter included men who would become

very able leaders within the denomination, such as Arthur Seamer (1877-1963), who made

a strong contribution to Methodism's Maori work, and the future Youth Director, Edgar P.

Blamires (1878-1967). As a means of preparation, though, the practice of sending raw,

untrained men into what were sometimes pioneer situations could be a rather cruel way of

r02 W.J. Gardner, "A Colonial Economy" in G.W. Rice (ed.), The Oxford History of New Zealand, Auckland,
Oxford University Press, 1992, pp.75-84.

to' Hames, Out of the Common Way, p.79; and Minutes of the Annual Conference of the Methodist Church of
Australasia in New Zealand (MAC),1907, p.lii. By 1906 Methodist affiliation had begun to decline after
reaching its peak in 1901 at 70.86Vo of New Zealand's population. Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted
Christianiry, pp.181, 183.

rut See Table One.
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weeding out those without potential and reflected a preoccupation within New Zealand

Wesleyanism with church extension.rOs

Economic difficulties meant that the new Wesleyan theological institution had a precarious

existence in the late nineteenth century. Linked to the secondary schooling of Maori boys

at Three Kings and of Pakeha boys and girls at Prince Albert College,lffi residential

education was a small venture, training less than half a dozen ministry students a year. Like

other Connexional agencies of the time, the college had financial problems and lived from

'hand to mouth'. The Three Kings school, for example, lost its funding from the Auckland

quarterly meeting in 1880, and in 1888 cut the stipends of its teaching and domestic

staff.107 Prince Albert College accumulated a large debt and was badly affected by

competition with the free place system introduced into public secondary schools in 1903.108

The instability of the theological college was also reflected in the high turnover of its staff.

In the space of thirty years the institution was led by seven principals. Thomas Buddle's

second term as head of Three Kings was marked by his own feelings of weariness and

discontent. Now aged in his mid-sixties, he found the work "heavy" and wrote to Buller in

16 Anderson observed that Methodism's practice in the late-nineteenth century of thrusting some young
candidates into tough home mission stations for a year before entering college was one that did nothing
for its image in local communities. Hr-es wrote that the church was "too poor to do the right thing by
supporting a tried and competent agent in the pioneer situation. She never had enough men to follow up
the openings her enthusiasm suggested." Anderson, "Methodism and World'War L", p.31; and Hames,
Out of the CommonWay,pp.lI2-73.

t* Prince Albert College was located on the site of the old Wesleyan College and Seminary in Queen Street,
Auckland, established in 1850 to provide education for the children of Wesleyan missionaries. For a

history of the school and site, see Hames, Prince Albert College; and Arthur and Buttle, Tale of Two
Colleges.

r0? As early as 1878 the Executive Committee of the Three Kings Institution noted that its income was barely
covering expenditure. In 1887 Conference agreed that f1500 from a bequest of Thomas Emsly be
invested in a theological endowment fund, but this did not solve the college's financial problems. Three
Kings (fK) Minutes 1876-1887, 8 April 1878, p.38, 8 October 1879,pp.57-58, 18 February 1887, p.1.28,

TC, Met 0791217; and TK Minutes 1887-1896, 6 July 1.888, TC, Met 0791212,pp.17-L2.

tou PAC Board of Governors Minute Book 1905-1907,7 July L905, MCA, Ak, 20414, p.7. The college was
reopened in 1895 against the wishes of some of its trustees. The debate surrounding the reopening is
contained in PACflVesley College Trustees Minute Book 1859-1946,25 January 1893 - 18 June 1.894,

MCA, Ak, 205/3; and "Meeting of the Special Committee appointed by the New Zealand Wesleyan
Conference of 1892 to consider the question of starting a College for English students", in Wesleyan
College and Seminary Proprietors Minute Book 1849-1864,1892-1907, 16 September 1.892 - 30 July
1894, MCA,, Ak,Z05t2.
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1878 that he could "scarsely [sic] cherish the thought of spending another winter in this

miserable house on this bleak hill."loe William Watkin (1833-1909), William I*e (1841-

t925), William Morley (I842-L926) and William Williams each had short appointments of

three years or less, and these frequent changes in leadership made it difficult for the college

to establish a pattern and philosophy of education.rlO

Some of the changes and tensions facing Methodist ministry preparation in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were seen in the varying aims and work of two of

the longest-serving principals of the period, Alexander Reid and Joseph Simmonds.

As head of the Three Kings Institution from 1885 to L89L, Reid was concemed that

students develop a practical kind of piety. Reid was one of the few Methodist principals to

have a professional background in teaching. Born in Edinburgh, Scotland, he attended

David Stowe's teacher-training college in Glasgow, an institution which emphasised the

importance of religion and morality in education.llr Reid taught at Oxford and Bath before

coming to New Zealand in L848, newly ordained, to take charge of the Three Kings school

for ten yearc. Accepted for overseas service before he could begin his theological studies,

Reid often remarked that his "'College course was of twenty-four hours' duration only"'.112

Despite a lack of formal training, he was said to be "a restless student, an ardent reader, a

careful obsewer, and a close thinker". Like Buddle, he showed an early interest in

university education, serving on the Auckland University College Council from 1883 to

189L. For Reid, however, the main aim of ministry preparation was not the acquisition of

academic learning, but the development of personal character and the equipping of students

as evangelists. Speaking at a memorial service after Reid's death, the Wesleyan minister,

rD Thomas Buddle to [James] Buller, 8 October 1878, Buddle Letter Books 1873-'/-.878, TC, Met 008/1/8,
p.432.

110 See pp.412-13 for a list of the principals and the dates of their appointments.

lrr David Stowe (1793-1864) was an educationalist who saw early religious instruction as a way to
counteract "religious indifference, immorality and criminality, and secularist radicalism" in Scotland in
the early nineteenth century. His Glasgow college was an "important inlluence in the development of
state-supported teacher-training in Britain in and after L839." D.J. Withrington, "Stowe, David" in
Dictionary of Scottish Church History andTheology, N.M.de S. Cameron (ed.), Downers Grove, Illinios,
InterVarsity Press, 1993, p.799.

r12 tc'l14"n of the Missionary Morning': Rev. Alexander Reid", NZMT,13 October l9?3,p.14.
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John Lewis, for example, noted that the principal would often tell trainees to 'be men',

meaning by manhood "something fine and noble", "one whose every aspiration

converged Godwards." His last reported words to his students had been the injunction,

"'Live your religion"'. Known as an impassioned preacher whose "zeal bore all before

hirl",rl3 Reid also sought to prepare students as evangelists. In his report to the 1889

Conference, he identified the work of the college as being "the task of training men who

shall be mighty in the Scriptures and wise to win souls."rra With Reid as principal,

Methodist ministry education had practical and fonnational aims.

By contrast, the training aims of Joseph Simmonds, principal of Wesley College from 1895

to 1922,rts and charged with the governorship of the Methodist theological institution from

1896 to LglL, were more openly academic. Born in Nelson, Simmonds was an exceptional

example of the self-educated Wesleyan minister, a man with a quick intelligence and

studious habits who read closely and thoughtfully.tl6 A product of the apprenticeship

system of clergy training, he received some tutoring as a probationer in the Waikato from a

learned Anglican colleague "in the neighbourhood of Taupiri".rl7 Like some other

Wesleyans of the time, Simmonds had an interest in the natural sciences, possibly

stimulated by parttime university work at Canterbury College in 1882.118 He specialised in

a study of forestry and his L927 text, Trees from Other Lands for Shelter and Timber in

New Zealand: Eucalypts (1927), was scholarly and practical, becoming a standard

authority on the classification of eucalypts in New Zealand and on their planting and

ttl NZM,19 September 1891, p.1.1.

"o MAC,1889, p.62.

rrs 'I-he Three Kings Institution began to be called 'TVesley College" in the 1879 Minutes of Conference.
When the theological students were moved to Prince Albert College, the secondary school continued
operating as Wesley College.

116 Morley, History of Methodism,p.28l.

11? 'I'he identity of Simmonds' tutor is unknown but Anglican clergy working in the Waikato in 1869 and

1870 included Vicesimus Lush, George Maunsell and Lonsdale Pritt.

ud Simmonds enrolled at Canterbury College in 1882 while sening at Kaiapoi. No record has been found
regarding the classes he attended, but Haslam noted that Simmonds spoke of "his stimulating association

with the great Sir Julius von Haast", Professor of Geology and Palaeontology at Canterbury from 1876 to
1887. Haslam, "Simmonds", NZMT,18 July 1936, p.94.
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rearing.lre Simmonds had a life-long concern for educational issues and, as a young

minister in the 1870s, wrote a series of well argued and provocative papers on clergy

training for the New Zealand Weslqan.r20 Entering the field of secondary school teaching

in 1895, he proved to be an energetic organiser, forming and carrying into effect the policy

by which Wesley College was rebuilt at Paerata n L922. Simmonds followed in the

footsteps of Buddle and Reid, and served on the Auckland University College Council

from 1892 to 1894 and from 1902 to L924.

As principal of the theological institution, Simmonds was @ncerned that students develop

higher levels of learning and mental discipline. Aware of the way rising standards of

education were changing the demands made upon clergy, he had argued in 1879 that

ministers needed to be more than exhorters or enthusiasts, arousing people to "penitence

and reformation". "In this day and in this land", he wrote, intelligent minds desired "more

than mere religious stimulation". Simmonds saw a need for ministers to be modern

educators, who could expound the scriptures, sharing "the delightful facts of Biblical

history and criticism", and making their teachings "luminous and powerful in their bearing

upon the understanding and the conscience."r2l In his 1904 report to the Auckland synod,

he emphasised his academic aims for clergy education, noting that his goal was "to set the

students thinking".l2z

Contending desires to prepare ministry students to be evangelists or educators were present

in the ministry training offered at Three Kings and Prince Albert College. The effects of

J.H. Simmonds, Trees from Other Lands for Shelter and Ti.rnber in New Zealand: Eucalypts, Auckland,
Brett Printing & Publishing,1927. The book was favourably reviewed by a leading scientist, Dr Leonard

Cockayne, who recommended that a copy be purchased by every high school, technical college and

library 'korthy of the name". L. Cockayne, "Eucalypts in New Zealand: By J.H. Simmonds", ,lVew

Zealand Journal of Agriculture, April 1"928, p.290.

See J.H. Simmonds, "Ministerial Studies", NZW,7 August 1,875, pp.71-72; and J.H. S[imm6nds], "Our
Ministerial Students", IbA.,l April 1879, ppJ3-74,1 May 1879, pp.97-99. Simmonds' suggestion in his

May 1879 article that "a spiritual crisis, such as is commonly called conversion" was not an essential

prerequisite for all Methodist candidates raised the ire of one correspondent who accused him of
advocating "an emasculated spiritual standard of qualification for the sacred office." IbA.,2 June 1879,

p.131.

r2r Slimmonds], "Our Ministerial Students", Ibid., 7 Aprll 1.879, p.7 4.

t22 The Outlook,24 December 1904, p.33.

n9
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urbanisation, increasing literacy and a tendency towards denominational consolidation,

apparent from the 1870s, were seen in signs of a growing commitment to an academic style

of preparation by the beginning of the twentieth century. Yet, the intellectual enterprise

was often restricted both by the practical needs and the anxieties of the wider church. As in

England, fears "about what education might do to the minister's spirituality" remained an

underlying theme throughout the period.tz3

The development of the academic prograrnme of New Zealand Methodism's ministry

training college from the late nineteenth century was marked by the growing specialisation

of theological disciplines, Following the pattern set at Hoxton, the Three Kings'

curriculum was initially dominated by a study of theology, usually taught by the principal,

classics (Latin and Greek) and mathematics, both taught by a visiting tutor.rza Buddle gave

some class time to church history, Methodist polity and homiletics, but did not lecture on

the Bible in English. In 1879 biblical studies was limited to second year students who read

chapters from the Gospel of Mark in Greek.rr The reorganisation of the course from 1883

saw trainees receiving fortnightly lectures in church history, Methodist polity, English

language and literature, biblical exegesis, mental and moral science and elocution (from

L902).r75 Like Protestant seminaries around the world in the nineteenth century, the

Methodist college developed a curriculum which reflected a "fourfold pattern" made up of

biblical studies, dogmatics, church history and practical theology. A sign of what Farley

termed the era of 'specialised scholarship', the adoption of the "fourfold pattetn", with its

plurality of discrete theological 'sciences', would lead to the evolution, within each one, of

distinct methods of study and scholarly literature. This placed increased demands upon

teaching staff and precipitated the transformation of lecturers from generalists, who could

123 Johnson, "Methodist Quest", p.315.

r2a The classical and mathematical tutors at Three Kings were Robert Kidd (1818-1894) from 1876 to 1886,
F.E. Shera from 1887 to 1891 and J.H. Turner from 1892 to 1893.

rt5 
[Thomas Buddle], "Wesley College Report of the PrincipallS'79", Buddle Letter Books 1873-1878, TC,
Met 008/1/8, p.499.

126 From 1883 the narnes of college lecturers and their subjects were included among the Conference
resolutions of the theological instirution. The students' course of study was laid out in the Minutes of
Conference from 1902. MAC, 1883, p.46; and lbil., 1902, p.20.
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teach a number of different subjects, to specialists, who were experts in one particular field

of study,t2?

With limited funding, Three Kings and Prince Albert College had to rely upon a succession

of clergy living in the Auckland area to provide teaching for the expanding curriculum.

While students may have benefited from the interests and experience of a wide range of

circuit ministers, few of these part-time lecturers had academic qualifications. The

demands of itinerancy led to frequent staffing changes (from 1883 to 1894, for example,

Three Kings had six history lecturers), making it difficult to establish continuity in

teaching or a long-term strategy for course development.l2s Of the Three Kings faculty,

only Dr Robert Kidd, the classical and mathematical tutor from 1876 to 1886, stood out as

a scholar. A graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, Kidd had the degrees of BA and LLD and

was "perhaps the most able logician and philosopher of science in New Zealand at this

1i-..,12e His lectures in logic in the early 1870s were said to be of a standard that would

have been acceptable at Oxford University,ts but they may have been beyond the reach of

many ministry students. Charles H. Laws (1867-1958) trained at Three Kings from 1885 to

1887 and noted that, although students "never ceased to wonder at [Kidd's] erudition ... he

failed to get us forward with our studies." Laws found the teaching methods of most of the

college's lecturers distinctly unhelpful. Students were expected to read portions of a set

text for each class, answering the lecrurer's questions on what they had read without the

opportunity for discussion or explanation.r3r

Farley, Theologia, pp.40-42, t05.

The difficulty of establishing teaching conlinuity may have been partly obviated by the tendency for
courses to be based on reading a set text. While lecturers changed from year to year, the text remained
constant.

Bell, "Nineteenth Century Science", p.207. Kidd came to New Zealand in 1863 and became the first
Headmaster of Auckland Grammar School in 1869, and the first Registrar of Auckland University
College from 1883 to 1894. He was a tutor at St John's College from 1.880 to 1883. Keith Sinclair, A
History of the Universiry of Auckland, 1883-1983, Auckland, Auckland University Press, 1983, p.24; and
Davidson, S elvvyn's Le gacy, p.t0{.

128

r30 Sinclair, (Jniversiry of Auckland,p.I4.

13r C.H. Laws, "Notes for the Rev. Wesley Parker" (unpublished manuscript), n.d., MCA, ChCh, p.4.
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It seems likely that the theological teaching offered at Three Kings was of a conservative

nature. Throughout the Western world the nineteenth century was a time when serious

intellectual challenges were raised about traditional expressions of Christian faith and

theology. Wesleyan preachers in New Zealand were exposed to debates regarding

evolution and biblical criticism from the mid 1870s.t" Yet, in his critique of the Three

Kings institution, Laws recalled a failure to engage with issues of the day, noting that the

"questions which were then beginning to trouble thoughtful and candid men, such as lay on

the borderland between religion and scienca and the criticism of the Books of the Bible

were never so much as mention"6.::133 As the Wesleyan minister, Rainsford Bavin (1845-

1905) observed, Reid "maintained a firm grip upon the precious revelations of God, and

was an uncompromising antagonist to latitudinarianism".ll Writing about early teaching at

the Hoxton lnstitution, Johnson pointed to a similar desire to keep Methodist orthodory

"'carefully guarded"'.135

There were signs of a more liberal theological approach under Simmonds at Prince Albert

College. A student at the institution from 1897 to L899, Jonathan Haslam (1874-1969), for

example, paid tribute to the principal for the way "he taught me to think fearlessly and not

to accept conclusions on subjects of vital importance merely on trust."136 Teaching biblical

exegesis and homiletics at the college from 1895 to 1904, Simmonds shared his own

commitment to truth with a generation of future ministers.137 Charles H. Garland (1857-

1918) was another visitor to the Queen Street site, giving lectures in theology from 1,901 to

1.905 and elocution from 1902 to 1905. A progressive and original thinker, Garland had

r32 See A.R. Fitchett, "spirit Agency in Human Affairs", NZW, t May 1873, pp.65-67; and "Evolution a

Method of Creation", Ibid.,1, July 1876, pp.'1.45-47.

r33 Laws, "Notes", n.d., MCA, ChCh, p.4. The college's limited library resources also made it difficult for
staff and students to engage with contemporary thought. Dependent upon donations, the Three Kingp
library was described in 1894 as being "conspicuously weak on its modern side." MAC,1894, p.50.

134 R. Bavin, "The late Rev Alexander Reid: ATribute",NZM,3 October 1891., p.4.

135 Ernest Rattenbury quoted in Johnson, "Methodist Quest", p.318.

136 Haslam, "simmonds" , NZMT,18 July 1936, p.94.

r37 Reflecting at Simmonds'funeral, Edgar Blamires, President of the Methodist Conference, noted that, "'In
the onward march [Simmonds] encountered the prejudice of tradition and was often misunderstood, but
he could never sacrifice principle to popularity."' Quoted n NZMT, i.8 July 1936, p.89.
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caused controversy within Methodism in 1893 by reflecting, in a lecture to the Conference,

on the bearing of higher criticism on the inspiration and authority of the Bible.ltt The

college may even have drawn upon the expertise of the liberal and scholarly Rabbi Samuel

Goldstein of the Auckland Hebrew Congregation for a year, although his teaching may

have been confined to the school's secondary pupils.t3e A greater openness to new ideas

within the theological institution reflected and may have helped to effect a general shift

taking place among Methodist clergy in New Zealand before the First World War. As

Anderson noted, the old style of evangelicalism gradually gave way to a more liberal

theology. This transition "was achieved with remarkably tittle disruption", mainly because

preachers combined modern insights from the worlds of science and biblical criticism with

aspects of their tradition that they still found acceptable. Combining new learning with old

faith, men like Garland and Laws represented a style of "evangelical liberalism".r{

A concern for social or political issues did not appear to be a particular focus at either

Three Kings or Prince Albert College. In the late nineteenth century evangelical

denominations in New Zealand tended to be active in moral campaigns, expressing strong

opinions regarding the use of alcohol and tobacco, gambling and keeping the sabbath. The

Wesleyan Methodist Church, for example, was a prominent supporter of the prohibition

movement, calling for the absolute abolition of the liquor trade from 1894.141 At the grass

roots Methodist women were involved in the campaign for women's suffrage, viewing the

attainment of political powsr as the key to achieving moral and social reforrn. Davidson

and Lineham noted that the "social experience of most church people, especially clergy,

rrs C.H. Garland, The Bearing of Higher Criticism on Leading Evangelical Doctrines, Dunedin, Janes

Horsburgh, 1893. For a discussion of Garland and his thought, see pp.77-78.

r3o Rabbi Goldstein (1853-1935) had a long association with the Methodist theological institution, being
present at the opening of Prince Albert College in 1895 and of Trinity College n 1929. Goldstein applied
to teach at Prince Albert College and in L895 the secretary of the PAC Board of Governors, Henry Bull
(1.843-19L9), noted that the permanent and visiting staff of the new institution n'represented the Hebrew

and various sections of the Christian Church-" Wesleyan College and Seminary Proprietors Minute Book
1849-1864, 1892-1907,5 February 1895, MCA Ak,20512; and New Zealand Herald (NZH), L April
1895, p.6.

r4 Anderson, "Methodism and World War 1",p.232.

t4t MAC,1894, p.90.
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was limited."tot The Methodist theological institution did little to remedy this shortcoming

by exposing students to the harsher realities of life, and college reports reveal few signs of

Iecturers giving attention to issues of the day, social or moral. Ethical and political

questions like prohibition, the suffrage, industrial relations or poverty do not appear to

have been discussed. Reid made one reference to the depression in his report to the L889

Conference, but showed his concern for morality rather than economics, suggesting that

trainees might discuss the question, "Has not the Gospel a mission to arrest the selfishness

by which our country's progress is blighted?rra3 1n the 1890s some synods voiced a desire

for classes in 'political economy' and sociology to be included in the training curriculum,

but for the moment the college remained firmly inward-looking and such requests were not

acted upon.r4

Overall, academic standards at Three Kings and Prince Albert College remained modest in

the late nineteenth centur!, and this was partly due to Methodism's tendency to accept for

ministry training candidates with limited educational backgrounds. While literacy was high

in New T,ealand during this period Q3.25Vo of the population could read and write in

1886),14s secondary education was generally restricted to genteel children. Belich estimated

that 'public' secondary schooling catered for fewer than three percent of children of the

relevant age between 1875 and 1900.16 In 1879 the new editor of the New Zealand

Weslqtan, John Armitage (1834-188L), observed that some Methodist candidates were "but

scantily supplied with the elements of a common school education." Armitage argued that

the Three Kings Institution was being asked to provide students with the teaching of a day

school at a time when the church was looking for "solid progress" in biblical and

raz The Presbyterian, Dr Rutherford Waddell, was one minister who expressed an active social concern,

exposing the working conditions of Dunedin seamstresses in 1888. Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted
Christianity,p.226.

143 MAC,1889, p.62.

ta In 1893 the Wellington district meeting recommended that 'political economy' be included in the

college's cuniculum. In 1895 the Nelson district meeting suggested adding sociology. NZM, 23

December 1893, p.4; andAdvocate, 1.4 December 1895, p.326. See alsoNZW,l October 1"879,p.224.

ra5 Sinclair, A Destitty Apart, p.66.

146 'Public' secondary schools like Nelson College (founded in 1856) and Otago Boys High School (founded

in 1863) offered some free places but charged heavy fees for both day pupils and boarders. Belich,
Making Peoples,p.406.
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theological subjects.raT The editor's suggestion that Conference should insist upon recruits

passing its prescribed examinations did not find favour with one correspondent, who

viewed the setting of literary attainments over Methodism's traditional requirements of the

'gifts, graces and fruits' of ministry with "serious concern", "'A Lover of Old Methodism"'

warned that if learning took precedsnce over spirituality in the selection of candidates, the

denomination would lose its "distinctive qualification as a soul-saving church".ras Despite

such protests, calls for Methodist candidates to be more thoroughly prepared for training

continued into the early twentieth century, mostly in vain. As one writer to the Methodist

newspaper noted in 1902, an acceptancr of higher entrance standards would require a

readiness within the connexion to put educational priorities before church extension. "The

people must help by being patient", said the columnist, "willing to wait ayeat longer for an

additional minister rather than run the risk of spoiling his career".rae

Methodism's response to its need for manpower was a telling indication of the low value

many within the denomination continued to place upon an academic style of ministry

training. The rapid growth of Methodism in New Zealand in the late nineteenth century

was accompanied by a vigorous prograurme of church building, which saw the number of

European Wesleyan churches rise from one hundred and twenty-two rn 1874 to three

hundred and sixteen in 1.906. The total of European ministers grew more slowly, from

fifty-one in 1874 to one hundred and thirty-four in 1906.1s0 As Hames observed, this

expansion left Methodism spread thinly on the ground and seriously over-extended. "Not

for the first time", he wrote, "the church was trying to do too much with the limited

resources available."tst Seeking to meet its ministry needs, the denomination looked to the

college, and the training of a number of students was cut short so they could fill empty

circuit appointments. The early removal of students caused some debate throughout the

church, but was not always opposed by the theological institution. In 1879, for example,

107 
[John Armitage], "Our Ministerial Supply", NZW,I November L879,p.85.

r48 NZW,5 December t879,p.278.

r4e (3lUr 
Educated Ministry", Outlook, L4 June 1902,p.26.

rso Hames, Out of the CommonWay,p.TS;and MAC 1907, p,lii.

tsr Hames, Out of the Common Woy, p.\06.
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Buddle concurred with the Conference's decision to send a second-year trainee, Walter

Salter, to the vacant Gisborne circuit. In L891 Reid argued against the appointment of a

third-year man, William Sinclair (1868-1950), to Hastings, waming that it would "inflict

an injury" upon him "at the very commencement of his career."r'2 The practice of

withdrawing students from college midway through their courses must have undermined

the education of many recruits, but it did not necessarily affect the quality or length of their

future work. Salter resigned from the ministry in 1896, but Sinclair served Methodism with

distinction, becoming President of the Conference in 1917. From the mid 1870s district

synods expressed regret at the early removal of students from the theological institution,

and called for a fixed term of residential preparation.tt' While the 1,881. Conference agreed

that a three year course should be the norm for college trainees, the demand for students

did not abate. The calling out of a second-year man, James Hosking (L872-I924), in L896

led the Prince Albert College Board of Governors to urge "the absolute necessity" of

granting students a full term in the institution.lsa In the face of the 'exigencies of

stationing', however, many Methodists were prepared to sacrifice the college training of

candidates in order to meet the church's immediate ministrv needs.

While many Methodists were ambivalent about the intellectual enterprise, the

denomination displayed an early interest in the world of the university. From the mid to

late nineteenth century the desire for a link with the university was a thread running

through the ministry education programmes of the Presbyterian, Anglican and Methodist

churches in New Tnaland. Small denominational teaching institutions looked to the

university to provide a wider academic setting, opportunities for their brighter students to

be extended, and the possibility of a degree credential for their courses. Established in

"' NZW,7 February 1.879, p.27; and NZM,lL April 1891, p.6.

rs3 In 1876, for example, the Wellington synod urged that college students receive not less than two years'
training. The TaranakiAManganui synod suggested a three year term in 1880. In 1898 the Canterbury,
Otago, Wellington and Wanganui synods lamented the early removal of students during the year. NZW, I
December 1876, p.277,3 December 1880, p.282; and Advocate, 3 December 1898, p.267, 10 December
1898, p.278; 24 December 1,898,p.297.

rs4 The 1881 resolution made a three year term the norm for students "'except when [they were] called out
by the President on a special emergency."'NZW,10 February 1887,p.27. Prince Albert College's appeal

fell on deaf ears. In 1905 the Board registered a strong objection to the calling out of a student to fill a

supply appointment. MAC, L897, p.47; and PAC Board of Govemors Minute Book 1905-1907, lO
August 1905, MCA" Ak"2$al4,p.LO.
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7876, for example, the Presbyterian Theological Hall had early connections with the

University of Otago, founded in 1869 with the help of an endowment from the Otago and

Southland Synod. As Breward noted, Presbyterians attached great importance to "literary

and philosophical education as the foundation for study of theology."ttt Io Auckland,

university work was initially based in private and denominational colleges and schools,

which provided teaching for the University of New Zealand, set up in 1874 solely as a non-

teaching, examining body. Under the leadership of Buddle, a supporter of higher education,

Three Kings became an affiliated institution of the New Zealand University from L879 to

L884, but, as Davidson observed of St John's College (affiliated in 1875), little came of

this venture. The theological colleges were small undertakings with uneven academic

standards and few matriculated students.t* The creation of the Auckland University

College in 1883 saw the disaffiliation of the colleges and thereafter sectarian and secular

pressures combined to exclude theology from the university.lsT

Despite a lack of interest on the university's part, some Methodist educators retained a

desire for a closer relationship with the tertiary institution. In 1883 the Three Kings

executive committee agreed that a plan be devised by which ministry students could take

advantage of lectures at the new University Cotlege.lss From the 1-890s a handful of

trainees, including James Nott, Herbert Craddock, Jonathan Haslam and Purcell Keall

(1875-1972) attended classes on a part-time basis. Although receiving encouragement in

their studies from the Methodist college, some of these men found it dilficult to complete

degree work. In his third year at Prince Albert College, for example, Keall was called out

to fill an empty appointment at Inglewood and university lectures "came suddenly to a

r55 Breward, Grace andTruth,p.2.

156 Davidson , Seluryn's Legacy, p.93.

t57 In 1905 William Salmond, the first professor of theology at the Presbyterian Theological Hall, summed

up what he considered were the reasons for hostility towards theology in the university. He wrote that the

difficulty might be put thus,
That Divinity is somehow quite different from all other subjecs of knowledge; that
impartial examinations in such themes is too hard and cannot be counted on; that sectarian

strife and jealousy will inevitably sooner or later emerge, either in the matter of the

selection of examiners, or in the nature of the papers set, or in the suspicions of unfair
reports and decisions of examiners dogmatically and ecclesiastically biassed.

[W.] Salmond, "University Degrees in Divinity", Outlook,25 February 1905, p.4.

tstf TK Minutes 1876-1887, 10 October 1883, TC, Met 0791211, p.103.
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halt", never to be resumed.rte In 1905 Conference lent its support to a proposal by the

University of New T,ealand to establish a degree in divinity.ln Methodists were to be

involved in an ecumenical campaign for a university-based credential in theology for much

of the twentieth centurv.

The development of practical skills, the main focus of the apprenticeship model, remained

an aspect of Methodist ministry education within the residential setting. Opportunities for

'hands on' involvement in the tasks of ministry tended to be created as a result of the

denomination's continued manpower needs and, while providing students with useful

experience, could also interfere with their academic work. During the late nineteenth

century, for example, trainees were frequently engaged in circuit preaching on Sundays.In

their 1878 report to the Auckland district meeting, Buddle and Kidd argued that an

"excessive amount of preaching" made it "scarcely possible for the young men to do

justice to their studies".r6r This was particularly so when students were asked to travel long

distances, and in 1884 the Three Kings executive committee urged that circuit

superintendents in Thames, the Coromandel, Hamilton and Cambridge make other

arrangements for their Sunday worship.l62 Once again, educational priorities had to contend

with church expediency. Reflecting on his time at Three Kings in the mid-1-880s, Laws

noted that students were given no instruction "in how to make or how to preach a sermon".

They led services within the college but the only helpful criticism they received was from

other trainees.ru3 Reid seems to have introduced a more formal process of worship and

sennon criticism in 1888, in which he aimed "to blend kindness to the preacher with

fidelity to the cause".ls The sermon criticism class became a constant feature of Methodist

training in New Zealand for over a century, and Laws one of its most feared proponents.

R.P. Keall, "Notes from the Ministry of R.P. Keall" (unpublished manuscript), May 1969, Ministers
Deceased Corespondence, H - Kitchingman, MCA" ChCh. Haslam secured full terms for his BA degree

but was "prevented by existing regulations and the remoteness of his circuits from securing the diploma
itself'. W.E.S., "The Rev. J.H. Haslam",NZMI,2 March 1935, p.5.

Outlook, 18 March 1905, p.37.

NZW,'1, January 1878, p.5.

TK Minutes 1876-1887,3 July 1884, TC, Met 0791211.,p.110.

Laws, "Notes", D.d., MCA, ChCh, p.4.

MAC,1889, p.62.
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An emphasis on preparing theology students for the task of preaching was not surprising in

a denomination in which many Methodists regarded the pulpit as the "throne of [a

minister's] power and influen"r:r.r65 Writing in 1965, the American historian Raymond

Cunningham suggested that the traditional Protestant conception of ministry exalted the

preaching role to the neglect of the pastoral office. As a result, pastoral theology was

frequently allotted a "subordinate position" in schemes of ministerial education.ltr While

not yet a part of the teaching curriculum of the Methodist training institution in New

7.ealand, the area of pastoral work was not completely overlooked. In the mid-1880s

students at Three Kings spent one afternoon a week visiting people living in the vicinity of

the college. A trainee from 1885 to 1887, Thomas Joughin (1863-L942), recalled that

students "went out by pairs like policemen in a dangerous district, and nearly always had

interesting if not startling experiences." Joughin valued the visits for the way they 'oled us

to realise the importance of seeking the individual as well as the crowd."16? Further pastoral

experience could be gained by men who accepted short-term supply appointments over the

college's summer holidays. At the beginning of 1.905, for example, students were

employed in circuits in Paeroa, Te Awamutu and the Northern Wairoa.rn

Both at Three Kings and at Prince Albert College the ministry students trained in the midst

of a larger school community. Three Kings probably had a roll of no more than thirty

Maori boys before the turn of the century, but at its height in 1,897 Prince Albert College

had a total of two hundred and six secondary pupils, one hundred and nine boys and

ninety-seven girls.r6e While the result of needing to make do on limited resources, life in

the school context exposed the men preparing for ministry to a wider experience of people

and cultures, and gave them opportunities for leadership. At Three Kings, for example, the

ru5 W.A. Sinclair, "How to Make Preaching More Attractive", Outlook,4 January 1902, p-26.

16 R.J. Cunningham, "From Preachers of the Word to Physicians of the Soul: The Protestant Pastor in
Nineteenth Century America", Journal of Religious History, Vol. 3, No. 4, December 1965, pp.331-33.

167 T.A. Joughin, "An Address at the Opening of the Theological College, L927" , NZMT,23 April 1927 , p.5.

t68 Outlook,24 December 1904, p-31.

16' "Annual Report and Distribution of Prizes, L7 December t897" in Wesleyan College and Scminary
Proprietors Minure Book 1 849- 1 864, 7892- 1907, MCA, Ak, 205 12.
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trainees spent an hour every day teaching the Maori boys. In 1879 Simmonds had argued

that this was an inappropriate use of the men's time, but Reid saw intellectual benefits in

giving students the chance to be educators.rTo On a visit to Three Kings in 1887, William

Aldis, professor in mathematics at the Auckland University College, praised this aspect of

the school's life, noting that nothing "made a student more careful than the duty of

teaching others, and the liability to be asked questions when teaching."rtt Reid also

believed that teaching would profit the trainees spiritually, "by confening [upon them] the

privilege of ministering to some of Christ's 'little ones"'.172 Buddle was less patronising

and expressed the hope that the Maori boys would help the Europeans "in acquiring the

Maori tongue".173 How often this happened is hard to determine. Joughin was one student

who was said to have gained an interest in the Maori language and people while at college.

At the end of his training he offered for the work of the Maori Mission, serving in Waima

for six years.tta Overall, the relationship between Maori and Pakeha at Three Kings appears

to have been harmonious, but was probably marked by a European tendency towards

condescension rather than a high regard for Maori culture in its own right.tTs The ministry

students who attended Prince Albert College were often involved in that institution's

sporting and social activities, taking a leading role, for example, in its literary and debating

society. In his report to the 1896 Conference, the school's headmaster, Thomas Jackson,

r7o Slimmonds], "Our Ministerial Students", NZW,LApril 1879, p.73;andMAC,7889,p.62.

t7t NZM,24 December 1887, p.4. Aldis, a Baptist by birth and an active Christian reformer, was employed at

the University College from 1883 until his controversial disnissat in 1893. He was described by Sinclair

as "a brilliant teacher". See Sinclair, Universiry of Auckland, pp.41-58.

t" MAC,1889, p.62.

1t3 Thomas Buddle to the Editor of the Southern Cross, 21 March 1876, Buddle Letter Books 1873'L878,
TC, Met 008/1/8, p.250. The study of Maori language was a Conference requirement for theology

students from 1881 to L883. There is no evidence that it was ever taught on a formal basis although

Buddle and Reid were capable of doing so. When William Gittos (L829-1916) asked at the L891

Auckland district meeting whether any European students were learning Maori, he was told by Simmonds

that no special arrangements had been made for them to do so, MAC,1881,, p.47; Ibid. 1884, p.53; and

NZM,9 January L892,p.7.

t74 C.H.L1aws], "Thomas Alfred Joughin: An Apprecialion", NZMT,24 January 1942,p.323.

rts Every year the Three Kings lnstitution held an examination day at which the staff and European

theological students showed off the abilities of their Maori pupils. Examined in their knowledge of the

catechism, English history, arithmetic and geography, the Maori boys sang hymns and recited English

poetry to an audience made up of church members from the Auckland district, In 1887 this event was

said to be "one of the popular holidays of the year." NZM,24 December 1887, p.4.
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observed that the men preparing for ministry offered particular support to the college's

boarders, and had a "naturally good and wholesome" iflfluence.176

ln re-opening the Three Kings institution, Wesleyan Methodism provided its European

ministry students with access to a New Zealand-based model of residential theological

education. The product of a desire for a better quality of training, the college had

precarious beginnings and was slow to deliver higher standards of learning. Curriculum

changes reflected a world-wide trend towards a specialised kind of scholarship, but

Methodist acceptance of such academic emphases was constrained by the practical needs

and anxieties of the church at large. Continued tension between knowledge and piety, for

example, was evident in the valuing of spiritual gifts and a more conservative theology

over intellectual ability and exploration. Educational priorities could be undermined by a

preoccupation with church extension which saw students removed from college training

early and required to be heavily involved in the work of preaching and teaching. While

such engagement in church life was an early feature of the college's activities, the

theological institution expressed no particular awareness of wider social or political issues

of the day.

4. Maori Training L876-1928

From 1876 the Three Kings Institution was also the main setting for the education of Maori

students for the Wesleyan ministry. Until 1895 this took place alongside but apart from the

preparation of European theology students. New Zealand Methodism's second attempt at

residential education for Maori candidates occuned in very different circumstances from

those facing the denomination in the 1840s. The era of optimistic conversion was followed

by the perceived decline of Maori and the collapse of Methodist missionary work after the

New Zealand Wars of the 1860s. In the early years of the twentieth century, Methodist

aims for Maori training revealed a change in the balance between learning and piety. Yet

176 MAC, 1896, p.81. Fraternising with Prince Albert College's women students, however, was not
encouraged. See Arthur and Buttle, Tale of Two Colleges,pp.25-26.
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the desire to assimilate Maori into the European church continued to restrict the growth of

strong indigenous leadership.

The conflict between Maori and Pakeha over issues of sovereignty and land, culminating in

the wars of the 1860s, left a long and bitter legacy in New Tnaland history. Belich observed

how "myths of empire" and hardening racial ideologies "demanded that the British rule the

whole of New Zealand in fact as well as name." Although Maori resistance was effective,

limiting British victory, the wars turned the tide against Maori political independence, and

the following fifty years were marked by increasing European control. The growth of the

Pakeha population, for example, left Maori increasingly outnumbered (the Maori share of

New Zealand's total population fell from 8.67o n L881 to 4.5Vo in L92L) and sometimes

economically dependent. Maori lost extensive areas of land through purchase, confiscation

after the wars, and the questionable dealings of the Native Land Court. From 1861 to L891

Maori land holdings in the North Island halved from twenty-two million to eleven million

acres. Yet, while "Maori bent under the weight of Europe", they did not break, and the late

nineteenth century also showed the remarkable resilience of Maori culture and society.rTT

Contrary to Pakeha expectations, Maori did not die out and, after falling from Belich's

estimated total of 70,000 in 1840 to a nadir of. 42,1L3 in 1896, the Maori population began

to increase, reaching 56,987 in 1.921.17E Maori continued to express political aspirations

through the separatist kotahitanga parliaments of the 1890s and the more collaborative

Young Maori Party of the early twentieth century. The religious movements of Te Whiti

and Tohu, Rua Kenana and T.W. Ratana were creative responses to New Zealand's

changing social and political context, and drew upon traditional Maori values and the new

insights of the Pakeha world. Davidson viewed such expressions of a "'Maori

Christianity"' as examples of a vital Maori religious spirit, which defied European

pressures to assimilate.lTe

Belich, M a kin g P eop le s, pp.230 -3 L, 250, 259, 27 0.

Michael King, "Between Two Worlds" in Rice (ed.), Oxford History,p.286.

Davidson, "Missionary and Colonial Christianity", pp.151-54. Te Whiti and Tohu were based at Parihaka
in the 1870s and 1880s. Rua Kenana was a successor to Te Kooti, founder of the Ringatu Church, and led
a community at Maungapohatu in the early decades of the trrentieth century. The prophetic ministry of
T.W. Ratana began in the 1920s.
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Of all the churches involved in Maori work, Methodism suffered most damage as a result

of the wars of the 1860s. The fighting began in Taranaki, a Wesleyan stronghold, and, as it

spread to the Waikato and King Country, caused the withdrawal of ministers from

appointments in those areas. Educational ventures like the Kai Iwi and Grey Institutions in

New Plymouth collapsed and were closed. Trying to minister to both Maori and settlers,

Methodist missionaries were "caught between two worlds". Some, as Laurenson noted,

"were more conventional than other [sic] in their views about law and order and the rights

of Government."r& The tendency of men like Whiteley to identify with the settlers in the

conflict led to the rejection of Methodism by many Maori, and by the early 1870s the

denomination's mission work was severely depleted.tEt The number of Maori attendants at

Wesleyan worship services, for example, plummeted from 7590 in 1855 to 2434 n L874.

This decline was matched by a fall in the number of Wesleyan Maori chapels from sixty-

four in 1855 to thirteen in 1874. Many preaching places never re-opened.l82

For the Methodist Maori Mission, the period from L876 to 1928 was marked by the patient

rebuilding of its activities among Maori, a task which was not easy to achieve. As always,

church resources were scarce. The Australasian Conference began phasing out its grants to

the Mission in L865, and these ceased entirely in 1870, leaving Maori work the

responsibility of the New Z,ealand Conference. In a church preoccupied with extension, a

Maori department which appeared to have been a complete failure took second place to the

concelns of the expanding settler congregations. Some Methodists judged the effectiveness

of mission work by the level of the financial response made by Maori for its support.

During times of economic depression the ministry needs of small Maori communities

Laurenson, Te Hahi Weteriana, p.!64.

Whitely actively supported the settlers and the governrnent over the Waitara land dispute and moved his
family out of the mission station and into New Plymouth as a sign of his disapproval of Maori opposition
to a sale. His death at the hands of a Maori war party from the Waikato in 1869 was probably
unpremediiated, unlike that of the CMS missionary, C.S. Volkner, who was tried and hung in 1865 by
Maori for being a government informer. Davidson's comments regarding Volkner pointed to the dilemma
facing many ministers of the time, What they and "government officials saw as an act of loyalty was seen

as spying and treachery by Maori." See Brazendale, John Whiteley, pp.36-39, 4L; and Davidson,
"Missionary and Colonial Christianity", p. 151,.

Hames, Out of the Common Way, pp.51,-52.
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under the care of neighbouring European clergy were sometimes disregarded.rs3 Morley

observed that, when settler churches paid their minister's stipend, "they not unnafurally

expected that they should receive the benefit of their labours."le In the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries the Maori church showed its resilience and some recovery of its

activities did take place. The number of Maori attendants rose to 3300 in L896 and to 8900

by L9L7. The number of Maori chapels increased more slowly and by L9l7 only eighteen

were in operation.rss

The task of rebuilding Maori work was one that involved more than simply re-establishing

a Methodist presence in the form of buildings and congregations. At the very least, it

required the renewal of relationships where trust had been lost. For Methodism to have a

future among Maori, Pakeha leaders also needed an awareness of the importance of the

struggle for cultural autonomy and identity that Maori were engaged in after the wars of the

1860s. The survival of language and culture were central issues for Maori in the twentieth

century. Apart from some key figures, however, most Methodists had little understanding

of, or concern for, Maori identity. In the early years of the new century the Maori Mission

was led by "a Methodist apostolic succession" of experienced superintendents who stayed

in touch with Maori aspirations.ttu By their patience, integrity and advocacy of Maori

issues, T.G. Hammond, Arthur Seamer and the Maori minister Robert Tahupotiki Haddon

(1866-1936) won the denomination Maori respect.rsT Seamer, for example, developed

rE3 Laurenson, General Superintendent of the Home and Maori Mission Department from 1939 to 1963
decried the tendency to make the financial response of Maori the criterion for the effectiveness of
missionary effort. He noted that older workers told him of occasions at Methodist Conference when
ministers involved in Maori work "would get up in sbeer frustration and leave the building in tears,

exclaiming 'These people do not understand! "' Laurenson, Te Hahi Weteriana, p.167 .

re Morley, History of Methodism,p.l77.

r8s Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted Christianity, p.146.

t* John Garrett, Footsteps in the Sea: Christianity in Oceania toWorldWar II, Geneva, World Council of
Churches & Institute of Pacific Studies, 1992, p.132.

r87 At the turn of the century Methodist Maori work was under the care of the Home Mission Department,
and was divided into regions, each led by a superintendent. In 1917 Hammond became general
superintendent of the Maori Missions. He was succeeded by Seamer in 1920, who was appointed general
superintendent of Home and Maori Missions in 1924, bringing the two sides of the work under a unified
leadership. Haddon had the status of senior Methodist Maori superintendent from 1.924. See T.A.
Joughin, "The Late T.G. Hammond: An Appreciation", NZMT,29 January 1927, p.6; G.I. L[aurenson],
"The Reverend Arthur John Seamer, C.M.G.", Ibid-, 5 October 1963, pp.21l-12; R.D. Rakena, "Seamer,
Arthur John" in The Dictionary of New Zealand Biography: Volume Four 192l-1940, Claudia Orange
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friendly relations with T.W. Ratana and, by helping the prophet to fonn his new church in

1925, kept Methodism close to the Ratana movement. Haddon was a frequent visitor to

Parihaka, and his support for the return of alienated Maori land contributed to his growing

prestige in Taranaki and the Waikato. Both Seamer and Haddon were later close spiritual

advisers to Princess Te Puea, whose leadership of the King movement between the First

and Second World Wars fostered the "reinvigoration of Maori arts, culture and pride in the

land" in the Waikato. The Pacific historian John Garrett regarded the influence of such

personal encounters, combined with the ongoing life of Maori congregations living

"weekly in worship and daily in prayer", as o'leaven at work for the reassertion of Maori

identity."rst Like most churches of the period, however, Methodism as a whole retained its

colonial mentality in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The continued

assumption of European cultural and spiritual superiority generated Pakeha paternalism,

and this was reflected in the nature of the education offered to Maori candidates for

ministry. There was little recognition of issues of indigenous identity within the theological

college.

The decision to offer Maori candidates residential training at Tfuee Kings from 1876 was

based on a recognition of the need to expand the Wesleyan Church's meagre supply of

Maori ministry agents. In the 1850s and 1860s little had been done within the

denomination to encourage indigenous ministry, and the effects of war were evident in a

lack of recruits. The Wesleyans received no Maori probationers from 1865 to L877. At the

L875 meeting of the Northern district, ministers involved in Maori work reported an

"urgent want" of Maori teachers, and suggested that "young men of promising piety and

ability" be sought out and trained under an apprenticeship system in the mission stations.lEe

As noted, the decision to re-open Three Kings was influenced by Wesleyan concerns about

Anglican educational initiatives. The idea of college training also received some support at

the 1875 Conference from Maori Methodists in the person of Hamiora Ngaropi, a former

Grafton student, who declared that Maori under his care had "begun to form a high

(ed.), Auckland, Auckland University Press, L998, pp.467-68; and M.A.R. P[ratt], "Rev. Robert

Tahupotiki Haddon", NZMT, 21 November 1936, p.233.

Garrett, F ootste p s in the S ea, pp.I32-36, 38 I -83.

NZW,7 January 1875, p.14.
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estimate of the value of education, and exhibited a desire to be instructed."lm While too

much should not be read into this remark, the suggestion that Maori might place their own

value upon learning pointed to the way they would gradually develop and articulate

indigenous priorities for training. These would not always be equivalent to those held for

them by the Pakeha church. [n the mid 1870s Three Kings was generally regarded as an

institution that would fulfiI the same purpose as its predecessor at Grafton in the 1840s.

Speaking to the t877 Conference, for example, William Kirk (1825-1915), the Wesleyan

President, repeated missionary rhetoric of thirty years before, describing the task of the

institution as being that of raising up Maori teachers "who will carry on the work of

evangelisation" among their own people.rer

While the re-opening of Three Kings appeared to stimulate Maori interest in the ministerial

vocation, both Maori and European college training remained a small enterprise. It also

showed a tendency to take place in fits and starts, reflecting Maori wariness towards

Methodism and the uneven commitrnent of the settler church. From 1.878 to L88L, the

Wesleyans received seven Maori probationers, of whom six had attended Three Kings for a

period of instruction. After Buddle's retirement as principal at the end of 1881, the flow of

Maori candidates stopped for a further ten years. The need for Maori training was

reaffirmed at the 1892 Conference,t" and later that year the Three Kings executive

committee agreed to make provision for training up to two manied Maori students a year at

the college.te' The acceptance of married recruits did not take place in the Pakeha side of

the Methodist Church until the 1940s, and revealed the extent to which Maori ministry was

not regarded on the same basis as that of Europeans. Different rules could apply to Maori

teo lbid., 1. March 1875, p.59. Support for college education for Maori recruits also ceme from George

Brown (1835-1917), a Wesleyan missionary in Samoa from 1860 to 1874. Brown spoke of the

"flourishing condition" of the ministry training institution in Samoa (located at Satupa'itea from 1863

and later at Lufilufi), noting that it was held in high regard by Samoan Methodists.Ibtd.

tnt MAC,1877,p.45.

to2 In 1892 the Conference noted that "the present arrangement of receiving Maori boys of school age" into

Three Kings was not entirely satisfactory, and recommended that, in receiving further Maori students, it
be kept in mind "that the intention was to train at this institution men who were likely to become leaders

or teachers among their people." This recommendation came from the report of a committee appointed to

consider higher education. Ibid., 1892, p.82.

rer TK Minutes 1887-1896, 1.4 July I892,TC,Met0791212,p.62.
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trainees because they were being prepared for a special and more limited kind of ministry.

From 1892 to 1922 fourteen Maori candidates were received for Methodist clergy

education, of whom eleven attended Three Kings. No recruits were accepted for training

after t922 for a further fifteen vears.teo

Initially, the preparation Maori students received at Three Kings exhibited the evangelistic

and formational aims that had dominated training at the Grafton institution. The trainees

followed a basic course of learning, receiving classes in 1876 in scripture, history, doctrine,

arithmetic, reading and writing in English, and geography.les As in the 1840s, however,

Buddle's overriding concern was for the "evangelical purpose" of ministry education.le6

The college's focus on deepening the religious experience of students was seen in the

moving but triumphal account of the death from consumption of a young probationer,

Karawini Waiti, at Three Kings in 1878. Described by Buddle as a student with an intense

"thirst for instruction in the Word of God", Waiti died surounded by the prayers and

hymns of the college community. A fellow student, Walter Salter, recalled that the dying

man

longed to depart, and frequently said, nCome, my Jesus, come, my Jesus, from
the skies, and take my spirit.' ....[At the end] he looked into my face and

smiled .... all was over. Jesus had come and taken his spirit. He is happy now
in heaven.reT

Throughout the late nineteenth century an emphasis on the development of students' inner

life remained an important part of Maori training. In 1897 Simmonds reported that teachers

re4 Of the fourteen recruits received for trainiug only one, George Piper, did not proceed into ordained
ministry. During this period Walter Fraser, Matene Keepa and M.W. Rangiheuea were admitted into

Methodist ministry without being received as students or probationers. See Table Two.

1e5 
[Thomas Buddle], "Report of the Theological Institution, Three Kngt, 1876, Buddle Letter Books
1873-1878, TC, Met 008/1/8, p.312.

re6 T.A. Joughin, "Rev. Piripi Rakena", NZMT,12 May L934,p.14.

te7 T. Bluddle], "Rev. Karawini waiti", NZW,2 September 1878, p.199; and W.L. S[alter], "Rev Karewini
Waiti", IbA., 1. August 1878, p.77 4.
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at Three Kings "continually urge[d] [Maori trainees] to seek the grace and heart-renewing

of true religion."1e8

Methodist aims for Maori clergy training revealed a shift in the balance between piety and

learning in the early decades of the twentieth century as, like the Pakeha church, the

Mission felt the influence of changing social and church conditions. Maori urbanisation did

not occur to any great extent in New Zealand until after the Second World War, but

Mission workers were aware of rising standards of education among Maori. The 1867

Native Schools Act allowed for the establishment of primary schools for Maori, and these

were set on "a viable and progressive path" by James Pope, Inspector of Native Schools

from 1880 to L903. As yet, few Maori pupils moved beyond the primary level (only 8.47o

of those aged between thirteen and seventeen in 1935), but the schools laid an important

foundation for further developments in the 1930s.1s A new approach to ministry

preparation also reflected the changing focus of Methodism's Maori work after the wars of

the 1860s. Where the denomination's Maori activities had once been dictated by the

evangelistic goals of the early missionaries, they were shaped in the twentieth century by a

new generation of workers who, of necessity, were occupied with the task of rebuilding

rather than conversion.

The desire for a more academic form of Maori ministry education was expressed by both

Maori and Pakeha Methodists. Reflecting on ways to revive the Maori church in his 1900

History of Methodism, for example, William Morley wrote of the need for recruits to have

"a wider training". "They must be drilled in systematic theology", he declared, "as well as

being devout students of the Bible." Morley even suggested that the wives of Maori

students should be educated, "so as to be companions and helpers."zm In the Maori

Mission's report to the 1922 Conference, Seamer identified a general improvement in the

re8 J.H. Simmonds, 'Wesley College, Three Kings: Report to Synods, 1897", Advocate, 15 January 1898,

p.871.

r* M.P.K. Sorrenson, "Maori and Pakeha" in Rice (ed.), Oxford History, p,1.63. Until the mid L930s the

education Maori pupils received at government and denominational schools tended to have a vocational
or domestic focus, reflecting a belief that the future of Maori was in rural areas. King, "Between Two
Worlds", pp.288-89.

2m Morley, History of Methodism, p.195.
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educational standards of the department's staff as a key priority. Noting that the number of

preachers and other helpers was increasing, he voiced concern that the zeal of Maori

workers should be matched by their knowledge. For Seamer, piety alone was not an

adequate qualification for ministry.to' In 1927 Methodist Maori attending a Maori workers'

conference in Auckland called for ministry students to have "as complete an education as

possible, not only in theology, but also in Pakeha and Maori general knowledge." The

meeting's discussions revealed the influence of the missionary emphasis on religious

experience, as well as a determination to make use of Pakeha models to meet Maori needs

in a changing social context. While allowing that "European secular education does not

assist in making a minister spiritually minded", conference members agreed that learning

was ne@ssary if clergy were "to understand how to help and lead the educated Maori

youth."202 As Belich observed, Maori resilience against Pakeha control o'consisted partly of

staunch resistance, but also of eager, adaptive and innovative engagement with the things

and thoughts of Europe."m3

Opposition to a focus within Three Kings on learning rather than piety was voiced by a

representative of New Zealand Methodism's earlier missionary tradition, Henry Iawry. A

former teacher at the Grafton institution, t awry accused Three Kings of turning into n'a

secular 'school"'. Argoiog in 1901 that the original trusts of the 1840s were intended for

"strictly Mission purposes", he noted that teaching in areas like "Church history,

elementary education, sermonizing, [aod] industrial occupations" had always been

subordinate to the development of "soul culture". Lawry held that these "modern ideas"

should not be substituted for the original aims of the college, namely the imparting to

students of a clear view of scriptural truth and a rich experience of the spiritual life.2u

Despite such protests, Methodists took steps towards the formation of a Maori training

prograrnme with a stronger emphasis on academic development. The establishment of a set

zot Minutes of the Annual Conference of the Methodist Church of New Zealand (MAC),1922, p.136.

202 'Maori Conference", NZMT, L9 November L927,p.9,

2ot Belich, Making Peoples, p.271,.

tuo H.H. Lawry, "The Development of the lnstitution at Three Kings", Advocete, I December 190O, p.222;
and lbid.,2 March 19O7,p.329.
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curriculum for Maori probationers in 1906 and Maori candidates in 1908 put in place

standard courses of study similar to those followed by European trainees. Neither course

was of the level required of Pakeha (Maori probationers were not required to study Greek,

Hebrew or church history), but all the textbooks were written in English.t0t Like New

Zealand's education system as a whole, Methodists attempted to make English the

dominant language of instruction for Maori students. While the mission schools had

followed a policy of teaching Maori in their own tongue, with the study of English as a

second language, the lSTL Native Schools Amendment Act provided for instruction in

English only. The use of Maori in schools was prohibited. Replacing Maori with English

was regarded as a way of furthering assimilation, and generations of children were

chastised for speaking Maori at school.m6In L876 Buddle taught in both Maori 6d Fnglish

at Three Kings, but it is unlikely that this practice continued when the flow of Maori

candidates began again under Morley, who probably spoke no Maori.mT The Maori

language did not disappear from the college, and was used in services of worship, but the

growing dominance of English was evident in LSLZ when Conference resolved that Maori

candidates and probationers could preach trial sermons in Maori only in "exceptional

cases".2o8

A further step in the move towards a more academic style of Maori ministry preparation

was the ending of separate Maori and Pakeha training. ln L9l7 Conference agreed that

Maori recruits should receive preliminary education at Wesley College and "subsequent

training at the Theological Institution in company with European students."m The first

?os MAC, 1906, p. 22; and lbid., 7908, p.19,

206 Bruce Biggs, "The Maori tanguage Past and Present" in Erik Schwimmer (ed.),The Maori People in the

Nineteen-S itties : A Symposirz, AucHand, Longman P aul, t97 5, p,7 4.

tut For most of his ministry Morley worked in settler congregations or as a church administrator. The year he

spent as principal of Three Kings was the closest he ever came to working among Maori. ln 1892 Morley
stated that he believed that it was "on Natives trained to read and think in English [that] the future of our
Maori churches depends." Bernard Gadd, William Morley 1842-1926: A Statesman of God Among
Australasian Methodkts, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), VoL 20, Nos. t and 2, March 1964,

p.36; and MAC, 1893, p.53.

2o8 (bid.,1912,p.15. This was a modification of an earlier resolution requiring Maori candidates to preach in
English. Ibid., 1909, p.13.

2"" Ibid., 1917, p.97 .
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candidate to be given this chance was Matarae Tauroa (1896-1956) who took a shortened

course at Dunholme Theological College in 1919.210 Davidson observed that the Anglican

Church's decision to close its Gisborne-based college for Maori training, Te Rau

Kahikatea, after the First World War, and to transfer students to St John's saw Maori

ministry preparation suffer. A Maori ethos which had been significant "in the use of

language, worship and pastoral outreach", was greatly diminished.2rl Methodism's bid to

locate Maori and Pakeha training on one site did nothing to encourage greater Maori

interest in clergy education. As already noted, no recruits were accepted after 1922 for a

further fifteen years.

Underlying the development of a more academic form of ministry education in the

European mode was an assumption that Maori training should follow a Pakeha pattern.

Methodist attitudes to Maori in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries continued

to be governed by a sense of European superiority over indigenous values and traditions

that was widespread in New Zealand society. This was expressed in quite a derogatory way

by Simmonds, for example, who, in his 1897 report to synods, reflected upon the physical,

moral and temperamental weaknesses of Maori students. Simmonds believed that Maori

needed "the friendship and assistance of the stronger race" to rise above their

suroundings and the ways of their people.2rz Twenty years later, Methodism's Maori work

was directed by Seamer, who described Maori as "a potential equal". His appointment as

general superintendent of the Maori Mission in 1919 coincided with the belated admittance

of Maori clergy into the church's decision-making processes as members of district synods

and the annual Conference. Early signs of a greater valuing and structural recognition of

Maori ministry aside, though, Methodist thinking about the race Seamer called "our child

zr0 Tauroa attended lectures on exegesis, English and homiletics, and studied Wesley's selmons and the
gospel of Luke under George Marshall (1853-1938), acting-principal of the theological college in 1919.
It was planned that he should spend weekends at Three Kings. IbA., 7920, p.74; and Management
Committee MethodistTheological College Minute Book 1912-1.929,24 April1919, TC, Met 08llll2.

2rr Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.164.

"t The remarks made by Simmonds about Maori in his 1898 report would be deservedly considered racist
by most early twenty-first century readers. In late nineteenth century New Zealand, however, they were
widely held. See Simmonds, "Wesley College", Advocate,15 January 1898, pp.870-7L.
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in the Christian faith" continued to be dominated by patemalism.2t3 The denomination's

desire to transform or assimilate Maori into a European norm was seen in its view that the

amalgamation of Maori work with European was "the end to be aimed u1tt.2t4

Like the Grafton institution in the 1840s, Three Kings failed to encourage the development

of a strong indigenous Maori ministry. The training course contained few special Maori

elements, although opportunities for practical work saw students engaged in the tasks of

ministry among their own people. In 1878, for example, Buddle reported that Maori

students were regularly visiting a local Maori settlement. They also conducted a weekly

sewice for Maori prisoners in the Auckland Gaol and were e4posed to the impact of this

harsh environment.2rs In 1892 Morley noted that the student, Hamiora Kingi (c1857-19a0)

led worship in Maori every Sunday.216 The college had no Maori staff members, although

the question of appointing a Maori elder to assist the principal was raised in 1"892. While

receiving the support of the Auckland district meeting, the proposal was not realized, and

Maori participation in Methodist theological teaching had to wait until the 1970s.2t7

Simmonds obtained help from William Gittos (I829-I9L6), an experienced missionary

who showed some awareness of Maori concerns. Reflecting upon the effects of the New

Zealand Wars, for example, Gittos observed the difficulty of working with "a people who

feel they have lost their land, their mana, their allP:zte In 1902 Simmonds thanked Gittos

for his work in recruiting candidates, and for "supplying valuable hints concerning Maori

customs and words and thought". This comment suggests a limited recognition of the

tt' 
Quotes by Seamer in MAC, t922, p.135. Maori ministers were given the right to speak and vote on all
matters at synod and Conference except those referring to the selection, training and reception into full
connexion of candidates, and some questions concerning the retirement and stationing of ministers. Ibid.,
1919, pp.100-101.

Lto lbid.,J,9l7,p.96.

2rs Thomas Buddle, "The Principal's Report of the Theological Institution for the Year 1878", Buddle Letter

Books 1873-1878, TC, Met 008/1/8, p.445. The students probably visited prisoners at the Mt Eden Gaol.

216 MAC,1893, p.53. Kingi was admitted into the Maori ministry in 1898 but retired in 1907. In 1909 he was

readmitted and engaged as a home missionary. Ibid.,194L, p,20.

"' NZM,9 January 1892,p.7.

2rE Quoted in Laurenson , Te Hahi Weteriana, p.194. Gittos was active in Maori work from his reception as a

probationer in 1856. Described by Williams as a man of "strong individuality and pronounced personal

predilections and prejudices", Gittos was Methodism's longest-serving missionary at the turn of the

century. [W.J. Williams], "William Gittos, NZMT, L0 June 1916,p.4.
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importance of Maori language and culture within the educational process, but there is no

evidence that these elements were ever incolporated into the college's programme.tt'No

indication has been found of consideration being given within the college to land issues or

the challenge posed to the churches by new Maori religious movements.2zo Like their

Pakeha counterparts, Maori ministry students were not encouraged to think critically about

questions of power or identity.

The home of clergy education for Maori Methodists for over forty years, the Three Kings

institution only produced about fifteen ministers, yet some of its students went on to

distinguished careers within the church and the sommunity at large. In showing a wide

con@rn for the building of a Maori church and identity, the ministries of men like Haddon

and Eruera Te Tuhi (1888-1976) tended to transcend the narrow perspectives of the

training they had received. A student at Three Kings in L898 and 1.899 and admitted into

the ministry in L904, Haddon, for example, was an imposing figure, a notable orator and a

strong advocate of liquor reform for Maori. He was senior Maori superintendent from L924

to 1937, and his links with prominent leaders like Ratana and Te Puea helped to give

Methodism "influence in several centres of Maori strength and pride."nr The son of the

Methodist Maori minister, Te Tuhi Heretini (1857-L933), Eruera Te Tuhi attended Three

Kings for seven years from the age of sixteen and was admitted into ministry in 1915. Te

Tuhi developed an ecumenical interest, and was a foundation member of the National

Council of Churches Maori Section. The first so-called "native minister" to be received

zte 11q Minutes 1896-1911, 23 October lgO},TC,Met079.2R.

220 Writing about Haddon, however, Angela Ballara suggested that, in addition to theology, his programme
of study at Three Kings "also laid emphasis on accepting the ideas of the Te Aute College Students'
Association, later part of the Young Maori Parfy." No evidence has been found in the college's records to
support this claim. Angela Ballara, n'Haddon, Robert Tahupotiki" in The Dictionary of New Zealand
Biography: Volume Three 1901-1920, C/raudia Orange (ed.), Auckland, Auckland University Press, 1.996,

pp.193-94. Paraire Paikea, a Maori minister who had trained at Three Kings in 1914, later felt the
influence of Ratana and left Methodism to become his secretary. There were no Maori students in
training at Three Kings during the 1920s when Ratana began his ministry.

22r Garrett, Footsteps in the Sea, p.133. An impressive person to look at, Haddon was portrayed by some
Pakeha in an almost romantic light. Rugby Pratt wrote that Haddon

came of a long line which could trace its ancestry back for over a millennium. Standing
over six feet in height, erect as a spear, with flashing eyes set in a rugged yet kindly
countenance, active and virile in every movement, Robert Haddon was a noble specimen of
Maori manhood.

P[ratt], "Robert Haddon", NZMT,21 November 1936,p.233
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into a full and equal relationship with the Conference in 1950, Te Tuhi was honoured with

an O.B.E. in 1951 for his long standing service among Maori.2z

The progress of Maori training for Methodist ministry from 1"876 to t928 reflected the

themes of European control and Maori resilience that marked New Zealand society after

the wars of the 1860s. In a time of rebuilding, the shift in educational focus from piety to

learning was an indication both of emerging social change, and of the waning influence of

the evangelistic goals of the early missionaries. As in the Pakeha church, the desire for a

better educated clergy mirrored a changing of the guard from old to new ways of being

Methodist in a new time. For Maori, however, a shift in training aims meant that students

were brought more firmly within a paternalistic Pakeha pattern of ministry, to be prepared

according to a curriculum and set of expectations fomrulated without a real concern for

indigenous needs or values. Such an expression of European control would ultimately

prove unacceptable to future generations of Maori leaders. The resilience shown by Maori

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries showed their ability to defy attempts at

assimilation.

5. Pukekawa and Dunholme Colleges, 1907-L928

Although significantly disrupted by the First World War, Methodism's residential

prograrnme for ministry training was placed on a more secure footing in the years from

1907 to L928. This was reflected in an increase in student numbers, the appointment of a

full-time teaching staff, and ambitious plans for building a new theological college.

Denominational tension over priorities for ministry education continued during the period,

particularly as New Tx,aland Methodism moved away from its traditional revivalism. There

was a growing tendency among Methodists dissatisfied with church life to make the

theological institution a target of blame and criticism. Yet, under the leadership of C.H.

zzz MAc, 1976, p.40.
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Garland and C.H. Laws, the college offered ministry students a lively mix of academic and

formational preparation.223

The period from the 1890s to Jhe 1940s saw the gradual transformation of New Zealand

from a colonial frontier to a more modern urban society. Social changes were facilitated by

demographic trends. The nation's Pakeha population, for example, rose from 626,658 in

1891 to L,49L,484 in 1936, and there was a decline in rates of mortality. While

immigration continued, natural increase was the most important source of population

growth. Urbanisation proceeded from the 1890s, and by 1926 over a third of European

New Zealanders lived in the four main cities (Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and

Dunedin). The expansion of white-collar and semi-professional occupations from the turn

of the century contributed to the emergence of an affluent, urban middle class with new

educational needs. Increased funding improved access to high schools, and by t92l the

number of twelve to eighteen year olds attending a secondary institution had lifted to

almost thirteen percent.22o Tertiary education also glew, with sfudent numbers at the

Auckland University College rising from 191 in L900 to l32l by the late 1920s.% Overall,

the years from the mid 1,890s to the beginning of the 1.920s were a time of economic

prosperity, but this was unevenly distributed. Unemployment continued and New

Zealanders faced a growing gap between wages and prices. From l92L a series of

recessions and recoveries brought hardship, culminating in the Depression of the 1930s.%

There was suffering too as a result of the First World War of 19"1,4 to 1918. While

stimulating a feeling of national pride and identity, the honors of war "called in question

the ability of humans to control either their society or their destiny."227

For Methodists, the early decades of the twentieth century were a time of con{idence, crisis

and redefinition. In L913 the New Zealand church achieved its long-awaited independence

2a During this period the Methodist college also had two acting-principals, William Sinclair in L911., and
George Marshall (1853-1938) in 1919.

t'o Erik Olssen, "Towards a New Society" in Rice (ed.), Oxford History,pp.E4-76.

225 Sinclair, (Iniversity of Auckland, pp.63, 139.

26 Tom Brooking, "EconomicTransformation" in Rice (ed.),Oxford History,pp.230-31.

ot Olssen, "Towards a New Society",p.278.
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from the Australasian Methodist Conference. Separation from Australia gave New T,ealand

Methodists self-government just as the task of denominational union was finally

completed. In 1913 Primitive Methodists entered into the Methodist partnership effected in

1896 between the Wesleyans, the Bible Christians and the United Free Methodists. Despite

such events, the postwar period was one of uncertainty. In its report to the 1922

Conference, for example, the Welfare of the Church Committee observed that the church

was now working in "a world torn with strife and impoverished by losses. Old bonds

[were] broken and old props shattered." The Committee described the attitude of society to

the church as "one of indifference deepening into hostility."% The denomination was

aware of a decline in levels of participation in church life. For a time the number of

attendants at Methodist worship services fell after the war ftom 77,156 in 1918 to 70,985

in I928.22.e Methodist affiliation in the national census continued the decline begun by

1906, falling from 9.9lVo in 1916 to 8.9Vo n L926.2:n The sense of crisis contributed to the

move already taking place within New Zealand Methodism away from its traditional

revivalism to a concern to 'breathe the spirit of the modern age'. This theological shift was

marked by a re-evaluation of old methods of mass evangelism; a desire for a modern and

clear-headed presentation of biblical truth, taking into account "the changing needs and

altered temperament of [the] time"; and a new focus on the ideals of a social gospel, as

expressed in the Social Creed adopted by the 1923 Methodist Conference.*t

It is likely that the increasing stability of the Methodist theological college in the years

from 1907 to 1"928 was made possible by the way the men leading the institution during

this period combined an awareness of the needs of the modern setting with a continued

evangelical sensibility. Both Garland and Laws had the ability to hold together a concern

for intellectual learning and the deepening of religious experience, and this gave them a

wide appeal throughout the denomination.

2x MAC,t9z2,p.72.

22e lbid.,1919, p.lviii; and 1929, p.168.

230 Davidson and Lineham , Transplanted Christianity, p,246.

ttr See MAC,1921, pp.50-54. The Social Creed was presented to the 1922 Conference and adopted by the

1923 C-onference as "standing resolutions embodying the social declaration of the [Methodist] Church."
I bid., 1922, pp.1 5 -7 6; and 1923, p.65.
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The college's first full-time principal from 1912 to 19L8, Charles Garland was born in

London and trained for the Wesleyan ministry at the Headingly and Handsworth

Theological Institutions in the late 1870s. He had no university background, but was a

well-read and progressive thinker who showed an understanding of the effects upon

biblical scholarship of new insights from "the advanced physical sciences, modern

philosophy, and higher criticism." Concluding that "the Bible is not the Word of God, but

contains the Word of God", his L893 lecture to Conference caused a minor Methodist

storm.ts2 Some of Garland's social views were also forwardlooking. At a time when

women were often discouraged from undertaking academic work, for example, the

principal supported two of his daughters through university study.ts3 Alongside these

modem, intellectual emphases Garland was considered a man of high spiritual ideals. He

was described as a preacher of "singular charm and power"aa whose message retained

"something of the old Methodist ring". Laws noted that, when he spoke, Garland gave his

hearers a sense of being in touch with something "original, reliable, fonnative and God-

sent."a5 Evangelical and understanding, Garland had a warm personality and was a popular

teacher with "the gift of handling young men."86 While his scholarship may not have been

12 Garland, Higher Criticism, pp.3, 1-3. Garland's lecture was countered by the layman W. Shepherd Allen
(1831-1915) and the Wesleyan minister, David McNicholl (1843-1925), who both published angry
responses. Allen, for example, declared that the lecture contained statements "which, if they could be

proved, would go far towards destroying our faith in Christianity". While the pages of the Methodist
newspaper were mostly closed against the debate, observers outside the church noted the controversy. A
writer in the New Zealsnd Observer and. Free Lance praised Garland for having the courage to express

his opinions, and considered that he deserved "the thanks of all who are not hopelessly biased and
bigoted." The paper contained a cartoon entitled "A Wesleyan Heresy Hunt", which showed Garland
burning at a stake. W.S. Allen, A Reply to the Lecture Delivered by the Rev. C-H. Garland on "The
Bearing of Higher Criticism on Leading Evangelical Doctrines", Auckland, Wilson & Horton, 1893, p.5;
D. McNicholl, A Reply to The Rev. C.H. Garland's Conference Lecture on the Higher Criticism, Thames,
W. Fraser, 1893; and "An Outspoken Parson", New Zealand Observer & Free Lance, 12 August 1893,
pp.2-3. For a further discussion of the contents and significance of the lecture see Bell, 'Nineteenth
Century Science", pp.L62-67,

a3 In 1906 Garland told his daughters that, although he would have nothing to leave them, he would pay

their college fees. Ella Garland completed a BA from the University of New Zealand in 1911 and Myrtle
Garland graduated MA in 1912. WJ. Gardner, Colonial Cap and Gown: Studies in the Mid-Victorian
Universities of Australasia, Christchurch, University of Canterbury , 1979, pp.92, 99 .

tto NZMT,9 November 1918, p.9.

a5 C.H. Laws, "Charles Hughlings Garland",Ibid., 23 November 1918, p.4.

ztu Hames, Out of the Common Way, p.\30.
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appreciated by all Methodists, Garland was highly regarded for the strength of his

spirituality, and this helped bring respect to the office of principal. His sudden death in

191.8 was said to be "a very great loss" to the church.237

Garland's successor as principal, Charles Laws, was also esteemed for his spiritual gifts.

Born in Newcastle-on-Tyne, Laws came to New Tnaland with his parents n 1874 at the

age of seven. He trained as a teacher, working in Napier and Hastings, before entering

Three Kings for ministry education in L885. While at college he was refused permission to

engage in university work, but later completed a BA degree as an extramural student from

the University of New Zealand in 1898. Laws was less intellectually provocative than

Garland and was more of an administrator than a scholar. As President of the Conference

in L9L0, he played a leading role in New T,ealand Methodism's achievement of

independence and union in 1913.18 An interest in the world of science, however, led him to

believe that religion could face the challenge of new discoveries.In 1922 Laws affirmed

the need for ministry training to offer students an encounter with "the best modern

scholarship" and "the actualities of human life and experience, broadened by instruction in

modern literature, philosophical thought, and economic theory". His conviction that the

theological institution should be at the forefront of the church's "work for the New

Century" made him a tireless advocate for the establishment of a new Methodist college.re

Yet, like Garland, Laws combined academic concerns with an evident spirituality. He was

known as an outstanding preacher, whose "polished utterances [were] noted for their

lucidity and simplicity."zn Early in his ministry he developed a reputation as a fervent

evangelist, and a *passion for souls" remained a lifelong priority. Speaking to Methodist

ordinands n L923, he argued that it was still "broadly true that a Methodist Minister has

B7 NZMT,9 November 19L8, p.9.

*t kwis suggested that Laws "set his stamp" on the newly united and independent church in "the working
out of details, reshaping the law book, and the re-establishment of church funds". Laws' skills as a church
leader were recognised when he was elected to be President for a second time in t922. LJ.I-ewis, "Laws,
Charles Henry" n DNZB: Volume Three, Orange (ed.), p.275.

an C.H. Laws, o'The Claims of the Ministry", NZMT, 13 May 7922, p,9, The establishment of the new
Methodist college and Laws's role in that endeavour will be discussed in Chapter Three.

240 Lewis, "Laws", p.275.
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nothing to do but to save souls."zal The expression of such sentiments ensured that Laws'

work in the college was respected throughout the church, even if some Methodists were

still suspicious of the academic endeavour.

In the early decades of the twentieth century, the mobility that had characterised Methodist

ministry education in New Zealand continued, and residential training was disrupted by

war and changes of location. The closure of Prince Albert College n L9O7 left the

institutional preparation of Pakeha candidates without a home.2ot Lectures were held on a

temporary basis in the Pitt Street Church, and the theology students were acmntmodated

first in a boarding house called Pukekawa on Grafton Road, and from 1911 in rented

premises in Ponsonby.'* ln 1912 the college was relocated again to a property called

Dunholme in Remuera, but the First World War forced its closure for most of 1917 and

L918. Students who did not enlist were called up in the ballot or asked to fill empty circuit

appointments.24 The college re-opened at Dunholme in L919, but Garland's death meant

that it had to rebuild its work with a new teaching staff. Despite such unfavourable

conditions, student numbers rose and from 1907 to 1928 a total of ninety-seven candidates

were trained in the residential setting. The size of the student body reached double figures

for the first time in 1909, and by 1.928 had grown to a total of twenty-one trainees. The

church continued to rely upon the apprenticeship model of clergy education to help to keep

'nt C.H. faws, "Ordination Charge",NZMT,3 March 19?3,p.9.

242 T}re secondary school's financial difficulties were obvious from the 1890s and there was talk of closing
the college at meetings of the board of governors in 1903. Relations between staff members were also
said to be strained. The headmaster, Thomas Jackson, resigned in 1905, as did his replacement, Stuart

Stephenson, in 1906. In L906 the board of governors decided that, in view of heavy annual deficits (over
€500 in 1906) the school should be closed. PAC Board of Governors Minute Book 1905-1907,28
December 1906, MCA, Ak, 20414, p.38.

243 Owned by a Mrs Sellgren, Pukekawa was located at 156 Grafton Road. The students moved with Sinclair
into a rented house on College Hill in Ponsonby in 1911.

2e The effect of the war upon men training for ministry who enlisted for military service is an unexplored
area. A considerable number of students and probationers went overseas. In 1916 Garland reported that,
of the twenty-one men who had passed through the theological college in the past three years, thirteen
had enlisted for military service. Another half a dozen were to follow, including some of the trainees
preparing for ministry in the circuits. Hames observed that "the band of men [Garland] had trained was
decimated." Two men lost their lives, a probationer Aldwyn Gordon (1890-1918) and a third-year student

George Sheridan (d. 1916), "others felt unable to continue in the ministry;' MAC, 19L7, p.7; and E.W.
Hames, Coming of Age: New Zealand Methodism 1913-1972, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand),
Vol. 28, Nos. 1-2, 1974, p.40.
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its pulpits full, and another fifty-four recruits were prepared for ministry out in the circuits

during this period.tos Increased student numbers at the college put the life of the institution

on a more secure footing, creating new opportunities for curriculum development and

student interaction inside and outside the classroom. It spread a tradition of college training

more widely throughout New Zealand Methodism.

The development of the college's academic programme at Pukekawa and Dunholme was

marked by an increased level of planning and the continuing specialisation of theological

disciplines. Simmonds and Garland made few major changes to the curriculum that was in

place by L902, but in the 1920s the theological course underwent considerable

reorganisation.z6 In his first year as principal, Laws introduced a three-year plan of study

in most of the main subjects, in the hope that this would give students "a good working

knowledge" of topics and of the lines of reading and further study that were necessary.ul

lrctures in systematic theology, for example, were structured around a cycle of themes,

covering the relationship between God and man; the person and works of Jesus Christ; and

doctrines of sin and grace, eschatology, and church, ministry and sacraments. Working

within the context of an overall and deliberate scheme, Laws expanded the college's

biblical teaching, to offer students a greater range of more specialised biblical papers. In

1920 he added to Dunholme's single exegesis course new classes in biblical theology and

introduction. Five years later he doubled the amount of teaching time given to biblical

studies by dividing its papers into separate lecture courses for the Old and New

Testaments.zs During the 1920s the study course was further augmented by the resumption

of classes in mental and moral science (from L92L) and Methodist law (from 79n), and by

the addition of some new emphases in the form of comparative religion (from L9?2) and

social economics (from 1920).

245 See Tables One and Three. During this period, men who were married were usually trained in the circuit
rather than the college. As in the late-nineteenth century, they often began in home mission work.

'* Methodist polity ceased being taught in 1905 at Prince Albert College.
disappeared from the curriculum h 1908, and in 1910 Simmonds added

experimented with Hebrew in 1914, and with psychology and logic in 19L5.

247 NZMT,2l March 1931, p.1.6.

2or MAC,l921, p.80; Ibid.,19zz,p.105;1923, p.93; and 1926,p.82.

Church history and logic
classes in Greek. Garland
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To meet its extra teaching needs, the Methodist college engaged the services of Haruy

Ranston (1878-1971) to act as a tutor in biblical languages and literature from the early

1920s. This appointment was significant in two main ways. Unlike the Presbyterian

Theological Hall, whose early lecturers were highly educated and sometimes had academic

teaching careers, Methodist training for ministry had been without professional scholars.ze

Ranston, n L923 the first minister in the New Zealand denomination to earn his doctorate,

was a new type of Methodist educator, a specialist rather than a generalist lecturer.2s0 A

biblical expert, he introduced theology students to a critical approach to the scriptures, and

laid the basis for the strong emphasis on biblical teaching that became a feature of

Methodist ministry education in New Zealand. Ranston's appointment as Dunholme's

second permanent member of staff in L924 was also significant as a step in the college's

transition from a part-time to a full-time faculty. The system of visiting lecturers began to

come to an end from 19L2 when Garland was given responsibility for most of the college's

theological instruction."t The shift to a full-time faculty allowed for greater continuity of

teaching, and this was considered to be of benefit to students. In its report to the 1925

Conference, for example, the college committee observed that trainees were receiving more

personal oversight since Ranston joined the staff.2sz Full{ime employment also provided

lecturers opportunities to better develop their own academic and teaching skills. Ranston's

appointment to the college pointed towards the gradual transformation of Methodist

training from an amateur to a more professional enterprise.

The theological teaching offered to Methodist students in the period from 1,907 to 1928

reflected the college's desire to be up-to-date while staying in touch with its evangelical

heritage. Garland's reports to Conference gave little information about the text books he

2at Willi^- Salmond, the first professor of theology at the Presbyterian Theological Hall from 1-876 to 1886,

for example, was educated at the University of Edinburgh, the United Presbyterian Divinity Hall and the

University of Berlin. See Breward, Grace and Truth, pp.5-6.

50 William Morley was awarded the degree of Doctor of Divinity (DD) by Emory and Henry College,

Virginia, USA in 1898, and Laws was awarded an honorary DD by the Victoria University of Toronto in
1922.For a discussion of Ranston's teaching and approach to ministry training see Chapter Three.

6r From 1912 visiting tutors were used to teach elocution, mental and moral science and social economics.

Students taking the matriculation course continued to be tutored in mathematics and English by local

ministers.

Ls2 l/lAC,1925, p.85.
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used, but in 1913 he noted that trainees had recently been examined in Joseph Butler's

Analogy of Religion (1736) and in the "second Catechism".53 While observing that the

Catechism might seem "too low a standard" for ministry students, Garland argued "that

preachers could not be too familiar with the classic formularies of our evangelical doctrines

and with the great fundamental texts of Scripture upon which these doctrines are based."

Yet he reported that students had also been considering questions of modern criticism

raised by works like the British Methodist, George Jackson's controversial 19LZ Fernley

lecture, The Preacher and the Modern Mind.2y In the 1920s Laws and Ranston also drew

upon contemporary scholarship, using Samuel Driver's commentary on Amos (1897) and

Arthur S. Peake's Critical Introduction to the New Testarnent, for example, to introduce

the Dunholme men to biblical criticism. The reading set for probationers during this period

showed the influence of a range of modern writings.zss

Reflecting in 1913, Garland declared that the results of modern criticism had not tended to

shake the faith of students *in the Divine nature and power of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ."256 This view was contested by those within Methodism who regarded more liberal

scholarship with suspicion. In L923, for example, a @rrespondent to the Methodist Times,

H. Black, claimed that no "real live evangelist" would accept evolution, higher criticism or

modern theology. "Many a bright, promising youth", he argued, had gone into college,

253 An Anglican bishop, Joseph Butler was an exponert of natural theology and ethics. His book TAe
Analogy of Religion, Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course of Nature was widely studied
by Anglican ministry students in the nineteenth century, and was included as a text in the New T,ealand
Wesleyan C.onference's L872 curriculum for probationers. The "second Catechism" may refer to a

version of a catechism used in British Wesleyan Methodism which was derived from the instructional
questions and answers included in the Book of Common Prayer from 1549.

Lto lbid., 7914, p-75. A "frank acceptance" of biblical criticism, Jackson's lecture raised a "storm of
opposition" within British Wesleyan Methodism. The episode was made particularly conhoversial by the
way Jackson's critics appealed to the example and teaching of John Wesley. See Martin Wellings,
"'Throttled by a Dead Hand'? The 'Wesleyan Standard' in Nineteenth and Eady Twentieth Century
British Methodism", M ethodis t H istary, April 1999, pp.762-7 4.

55 Works by John S. Lidgett, one of the major figures of Methodist theology in the twentieth century, first
appeared in the hst of books recommended for probationers in 1908. His The Spiritual Principle of the
Atonement: As a Satisfaction made to God for the Sins of the World (1897) was suggested alongside
William F. Infthouse's more revolutionary work, Et&ics and Atonement (L906), a recent refutation of the
satisfaction theory of the atonement. Lidgett's book became a text for probationers' exams in 1914, and
was replaced by Lofthouse in 1928. By 1928 the recommended reading list contained writings by James
Moffatt, Vincent Taylor, Albert Schweitzer, William Temple and Rudolf Otto.

2s6 MAC,1914,p.75.
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only to complete his theological course with his "fire and enthusiasm" gone, unsure "how

much of the Bible he believes" and having lost conviction in his preaching.rT Black's

accusations elicited a vigorous response from the Methodist minister John l,ochore (1869-

1931), which pointed to the essential conservatism of the college's theological prograrnme,

despite its attempts to engage with contemporary thought. A member of the institution's

management committee and of its Board of Studies,"t I-ochore noted that the lectures

given and the books studied at Dunholme differed "in attitude towards the Bible and

evangelism scarcely at all" from what he had to study over twenty-five years before. This

remark suggests that the bid to hold together knowledge and piety may have contributed

not only to the increasing stability of the college, but also to a tendency to stifle any radical

changes in its course of study. Cuniculum development tended not to proceed by leaps and

bounds, but took place at a rate considered slow enough for the wider church to cope with

it. Observing that the college paid special attention to "the culture of the soul-life in prayer

and fellowship meetings", I-ochore urged that Methodists be thankful for the work of the

institution's "able, devoted, spiritually-minded, evangelical staff."6e In spite of his lively

defence, however, the belief that residential training would spoil the faith of ministry

students recurred over and again in New Znaland Methodism.

For a time in the 1920s the college's curriculum responded to Methodism's post-war

concern for social questions with the introduction of a class on social economics from L920

to 1924. This was taught mainly by Albert B. Chappell (L872-1942), a Methodist minister

with an MA in politicat science.m The new course focussed particularly on economic

issues, dealing with subjects like "the purposes of economics, [the] nature of wealth,

2s7 NZMT,3l March 1923, p.14.

xt The first minute book of the Board of Studies dates from l922,but the committee was named in the 1915

Minutes of Conference. Its tasks included monitoring the progress of each student's training, and

considering questions relating to the college's srulisglrrm, lecrureships and overall programme of study.

tt' Ibi.d., 1,1 April 1923, p.7.

2@ At the time Chappell had retired from circuit work and was having a "disastrous" career as registrar of the

Auckland University College. Appointed to this position in 1917, Chappell had no ability at

administration and resigned in 1922. He joined the editorial staff of the New Zealand Herald and became

known as a journalist and a student of early New Zealand history. He continued to preach throughout his
life and was a member of the Grafton Road Methodist Church, but he did not return to full-time circuit
work. See Sinclair, University of Auckland,pp.l24-25; MAC,1943, p.18; and NZMT,19 September 1947,

p.143.
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utility, value [and] exchange, standards of living ... factory legislation, relations of capital

and labour ... [and] modern developments in trade". While a discussion of such questions

was described by laws as important for "the equipment of a modern minister", the class

was swiftly removed from the study programme n 1925 to make way for the institution's

new biblical papers.26l For the college, teaching about the Word took clear precedence over

more worldly reflections on social economics. Beyond the theological institution many

Methodists were caught up in social and political issues of the day. The denomination

continued to campaign for prohibition and was a vocal supporter of this cause in the lead-

up to the special prohibition vote of 19L9. In a time of increasing tension between

Catholics and Protestants, James Gunson, a Methodist and the Mayor of Auckland, was a

key figure in the controversy that saw the Catholic bishop, James Liston tried for sedition

nL922. By contrast, the former Wesleyan minister Ironard Isitt (1855-L937) criticised the

bigotry espoused by the anti-Catholic Protestant Potitical Association.^' Yet, for all this

Methodist involvement, college papers and reports of the time made no mention of such

issues and events. It was as if they bypassed the institution completely.

Other initiatives in the area of social concern were left to the ministry trainees themselves,

sometimes with unorthodox results.ln1927, for example, lronard Horwood (1901-1990),

a second-year student, accompanied the new missioner of the Auckland Methodist Central

Mission, Colin Scrimgeour (1903-1987), on a tour of the city's 'down and outs'. The pair

"tramped the city in old clothes, and with unwashed, unshaven faces" for three days and

two nights, to gain first-hand knowledge of the conditions of the unemployed.tu3 Links

befween the college and the Mission were fufther developed in the 1930s, but were not as

yet a strong feature of residential training.

2u1 For a text book, Chappetl used Elementary Economics (1913) by Sydney Chapman, in later years an

eminent British economist and civil servant. MAC,1923,p.94; and lbid.,1972,p.L06.

262 The Protestant Political Association (PPA) was founded in 1917 by Howard Elliotg a Baptist minister. A
prominent prohibition campaigner and politician, Isitt declared in parliament that the conduct of the PPA
made him "'alrnost ashamed to be a Protestant"'. A.K. Davidson, "Isitt, Leonard Monk" in DNZB:
Volume Three, Orange (ed.), p.245.

'o' It is not known whether the college authorities knew of this venture before it took place. The incident was
reported in the Sun newspaper, which included a photo of both men, but Horwood was not named. Sun,
20 August 1927, p.1; and I.F. Faulkner, The Decisive Decade: Some aspects of the development and
character of the Methodist Central Mission, Auckland, 1927-1937, Wesley Historical Society (New
Zealand), No. 37, October 1982, p.5.
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Although the college's curriculum was reorganised and the quality of its teaching improved

in the early decades of the twentieth century, the low educational standards of candidates

continued to frustrate the Methodist faculty. As Laws noted, "a fair proportion of the men

had done no previous systematic study and had to learn the art of concentration."2e InL9l2
the Conference affirmed its conviction that all recruits for the ministry "should aim at

matriculation" as an entrance standard, but it is unlikely that this was enforced. To do so

would have meant cutting candidate numbers at a time when the church was urging its

members to be "constantly on the watch for suitable young men for the ministry".trs While

Methodist growth slowed considerably after the union of 1913 (the number of European

Methodist churches rose from 318 in 1907 to 442 n 1913 but remained at 447 in 1928), the

denomination was still over-extended. It may even be that, as Lineham suggested,

Methodist union exacerbated this problem by creating "an administrative structure of

crippling proportions relative to the number of members". Instead of rising to meet the

demands of the combined church, the total of European ministers fell slightly during this

period from 188 in L913 to 184 in 1928.26 Methodism's desire to increase its ministerial

supply, added to a probable realisation of the protest an insistence upon matriculation

would evoke from those opposed to raising any academic barriers before candidates, saw

the church continue to accept recruits with limited educational backgrounds.

The reluctance to enforce an educational standard meant that, for some Methodist students,

the college continued to fulfil the role of a secondary school. A handful of trainees

prepared for matriculation each year, but Garland expressed concern that students were

often trying to learn in one or two years what required at least twice that period of time.

The principal also noted that the college's "wide curiculum of general study prevent[ed]

adequate time being devoted to the specific subjects for which students [were] ostensibly

'* Laws, "Notes", n.d., MCA' ChCh, p.10.

26s MAC, L9I2, p.55. The question of ministerial supply was a continuing Methodist concern during the
early twentieth century. In 1922, for example, a committee regarding candidates for the ministry urged
the President, ministers, quarterly meetings and bible class leaders to present "the claims of the Church
upon young men for service in the ministry" at every available opportunity. Ibid.,1922, pp.46-47.

tuu Lbid.,1907, p.liv; 1914, p.lxvi; 7929, p.I68; and Lineham, New Zealanders and the Methodist Evangel,
p.i6.
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sent to the institution."267 Believing in the importance of the study of the classical

languages, for example, he introduced Hebrew to the programme for the first time in 1914.

Initial class work was not easy, but Garland saw the benefit in students being able to read

texts in their original tongue and use the best commentaries. These early hopes were not

fulfilled and the course was abandoned after only a year, having proved too burdensome

for students with "more urgent claims" on their time.268 Like other denominations in New

Zealand, Methodism also found it hard to establish the teaching of Greek, which was added

to the curriculum in 1910. As Geoff King observed of language studies at the Presbyterian

Theological Hall during this period, there was " a constant struggle between the desire to

produce educated and theologically literate ministers and the realisation that many

[students] experienced considerable difficulties in conjugating an English verb, let alone a

Greek one."26e For Methodists, the need for the study of what some church members

described as "dead languages", came to be questioned by evangelicals who were suspicious

of the intellectual enterprise and by more liberal thinkers who believed that irrelevant

academic work prevented clergy from engaging with real life and the needs of their own

time and place.no

In the early twentieth century the Methodist college continued to encourage those of its

students who had academic abilities to undertake university study. The numbers engaged in

degree work were small, only two or three trainees each year, although in 1914 Garland

reported that seven of the institution's fourteen students were attending lectures at the

Auckland University College. Of these, six were enrolled in a BA course and one, Aldwyn

Gordon, was completing his MA degree.tTt The encouragement of university study was a

28
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MAC,I9L4,p.75.

Ibid.,19L5,p37; and 1916, p.78.

King, "'Organising Christian Truth"', p.91..

In 792'J,, gs1 example, a correspondent to the Methodist Times wrote that he was "shocked to see the

amount of time wasted [in training] on the dead languages." As few ministers got "deeply enough into
Greek and Hebrew for it to be of any critical use to them", the writer suggested they put their time into
"perfecting [themselves] in [their] mother tongue" and into studies which would help them "to a better
understanding of the social questions of the age" . NZMT,26 February 1921, p.5.

Gordon was received as a probationer in 1915 and, in that year, enlisted as a soldier in the New Zealand
Seventh Reinforcements, leaving New Zealand for Egypt and France. He saw active service for two and a

half years but was killed in 1918. S. Glriffith], "Leut. A.R. Gordon", Ibid.,28 September 1918, p.3
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sign of the theological college's wish to improve the academic standards of clergy and to

maintain contact with a larger community of learning.

Both Garland and Laws tempered the desire to produce a modern educated ministry with a

concern for practical and formational aspects of training. At the laying of the new

theological institution's foundation stone in \927, for example, Laws declared that the

college was no "mere school for the coaching of young men to pass the required

examinations for entering one of the professions." Instead it sought to produce students of

"balanced, temperate, believing judgement", who had unimpeachable candour, courage,

broad social sympathies, inner warmth and the wisdom to speak healing and guiding words

in times of anxiety."t For Laws, the development of a student's character and the

acquisition of practical ministry skills was as important a part of clergy education as

academic learning. The period from 1907 to 1928 saw the emergence of some new

initiatives and opportunities for practical and formational training.

The need to prepare students for the task of preaching was considered the most important

aspect of practical training at Pukekawa and Dunholme. As in the previous century,

Methodism's understanding of ministry elevated the Word over both sacrament and

pastoral care."t Trainees continued to gain first hand pulpit experience by preaching on

Sundays, and were called upon so often that the L9L3 Conference agreed that the number

of services they were leading should be limited to no more than thirteen every quarter.2Ta

Classes in sermon preparation and the conduct of worship were taken by Garland and by

Laws, who dominated the Methodist teaching of homiletics for two decades. Suggesting

that Laws did his best work as principal in this area, Eric Hames (L897-L984), a student at

Dunholme from 1920 to t922, recalled that laws had a "tireless and exact" style. He

'owould tolerate nothing slip-shod in expression, no cant phrases and careless words, no

C.H. Iaws, "Address at the laying of the foundation stone of Trinity Methodist Theological College, June
lsth, 1927" Ibid., Z July 1g27, p.g.

The denomination's focus on the Word was reflected in its church buildings. In 1911 the Pitt Street
Methodist Church was the model of a typical Methodist 'preaching house', its interior dominated by a

large central pulpit and organ. The communion table was not prominent and was used to display flowers-
See photo in Hames, 100 Years in Piu Street, pp.40-41.

Students must have been extremely busy before this decision, as thirteen services a quarter still means
leading one service every Sunday. MAC,l913, pp.101-102.
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superficial solutions which are no solution at all ... he demanded honest grind."275 Lrwis

noted that criticism services, "necessarily contrived and artificial", were for many students

"a never to be forgotten ordeal", particularly when the principal's "irritated foot began to

tap from the back pew".ttu An authoritarian figure, Laws could be a devastating critic.

Hames diplomatically remembered the "so kind but so searching, [and] alas so truly

damaging verdict" one of his own early sermons received.2tt

Writing about the role of the pastor in nineteenth century America, Cunningham noted that

pastoral theology appeared on the curricula of Protestant schools of divinity from the

1820s.278 In New Zealand classes in "practical and pastoral theology" were established at

the Methodist college from 792L. The new course was taught by Laws, who used

Washington Gladden's The Christian Pastor and the Working Church (1898) as his main

text book-27e A notable Congregational pastor and preacher, Gladden played a major role in

the spread of liberal theology and social Christianity in America, ffid gave pastoral

theology a social emphasis. His book sought to show clergy how to order their own lives

and the lives of their congregations "so that their joint service may be most effective in

extending the Kingdom of God upon earth."r0 During their time at Pukekawa and

Dunhohne many students continued to gain 'hands on' pastoral experience by taking up

short-term supply appointments, and in the mid 1920s the college sought to make

opportunities for practical pastoral work an integral part of its teaching programme. The

theological institution embarked upon the bold step of taking over the running of the

tt' 
lEric Hames], "Dr. Laws - An Appreciation", NZMT,4 April I93L,p.2.

276 Lewis, Trinity College Story, p.12. Orrnond Burton (L593-1974) considered the idea of trial or criticism
sermons an "appalling Methodist tradition", as students were expected to preach '\irith [a] feeling or
passion that under the peculiar circumstances could only be simulated by any man of ordinarily sensitive
feelings." He believed the practice encouraged a display of "dishonest emotionalism", and argued that a

"display of dishonest feeling is worse even than dishonest thinking." Ormond Bwton, Arthur Liversedge:
A Biography, Auckland, Fonvard Books, 1951, pp.14-15.

277 
lHames], "Dr. Laws", NZMT,4 April 1931., p.2.

'7' When the Harvard Diviniry School became a separate unit of the Harvard University in 1819, for
example, one of the theology faculty's first four projected professorships was in the area of pastoral
theology. Cunningham, "Protestant Pastor", p.330.

ne MAC,r9zz,p.lo5.

280 Washington Gladden, The Christian Pastor and the Working Church, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clark, 1898,
p.v.
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Methodist church at Grafton Road to provide trainees with a ready-made context in which

they could practise and develop their ministry skills.2st The connexional college was linked

to the life and realities of a local congregation. From 1924 students attended and led

worship, bible class and Sunday school at the new Collegiate Church, and were involved in

visitation and house-to-house pastoral work in the Grafton area. An early form of what

would later be called 'field work', the Collegiate Church combined residential education

with an emphasis upon the local ministry setting as a place of learning. It was a creative

concept for its time, and one that Methodist educators would seek to revive more than once

throughout the twentieth century.

While the postrvar period saw a decline in the enthusiasm of liberal Methodists for

traditional evangelistic campaigns, the theological college, perhaps hoping to counteract

further accusations that students were losing their "fire and enthusiasm", showed a

continuing interest in helping trainees to develop as evangelists. From L9LL students

participated in Sunday night open-air services run by the Auckland Methodist Mission,

taking their turn to address the gathered crowds.a'In 1924, the year after Black criticised

the college's preoccupation with modern theology, the training institution conducted its

first evangelistic mission. Held in Methodist circuits in Auckland in the mid 1.920s, these

involved the students in house-to-house visitation, week-night meetings, open-air

preaching, children's and young people's gatherings and special Sunday services. The

missions appeared to be well-received by local churches, drawing, in t9?5, week-night

congregations of 120 people and Sunday evening attendances of about 300 people.a3

Students, too, appreciated the opportunity to "testify to the saving and keeping power of

Jesus Christ." Reporting on the success of the first mission, for example, one trainee

described it as a time of spiritual striving, refreshment and re-consecration.aa

28r 'Ihe work of the new Cotlegiate Church and Sunday School was under the sole control of the Theological
College Council, which was deemed to have the powers of a circuit quarterly meeting. See MAC, \927,
pp.90-91; and lbi.d., 1928, pp.85-86.

uz NZMT,26 August 1911, p.5. In 1911 Wesleyan mission and social workwas based in the East Street
Mission, a centre with "a warmly evangelistic flavour". Faulkner, The Decisive Decade, p.3.

283 "Details of First Mission held by the Theological Students, June 14'h to 23'n inclusive in the Dominion
Rd. Church. 1925", n.d., TC 081/082.

2"n NZMT,25 october 7924,p.7.
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The deepening of the religious life of students was an aspect of Methodist ministry

education that was frequently affirmed, but hard to measure. Reflecting on the place of

worship in the Presbyterian Theological Hall, Breward observed that it sometimes seemed

"more like a nod in the direction of the Almighty" than an activity at the heart of the

college's life.z85 In his report to the 19L5 Conference, Garland noted the difficulty of

keeping training focussed on a spiritual vision, writing that it was easy for absorption in

study to deflect attention "from the main purpose of the preacher's vocation."2e It was

taken for granted in the early twentieth century that regular devotional exercises would

meet the spiritual needs of most students, and the college began and ended its day with

morning and evening prayers. Although "a sickly institution" which was falling into

gradual disuse in New Zealand Methodism,ttt the denomination's traditional class meeting

was retained by Garland as a focus for communal times of "healthy heart-searching,

confession, and ... consecration." The class meeting was varied by fellowship, prayer,

missionary talks and the sharing of holy communion.*t In L923 the DunhoLne students

held their own retreat at Brown's Bay on Auckland's North Shore. A mixture of prayer and

spiritual conversation, tennis and hockey on the beach, this two week event, like similar

initiatives organised by Presbyterian ministry students around the same time, reflected "the

boisterous togetherness and muscutar Christianity of the Bible Class movement".28e

During the period from 1.907 to L928 the Methodist theological college expanded and was

put on a more professional footing by moves like the slow development of an expert

faculty. While the old apprenticeship model would still be used for training in years to

mme, the residential programme was gradually becoming the church's dominant form of

ministry preparation. Training at Pukekawa and Dunholme was notable for its attempts to

a5 Breward, Grace snd Truth, p.lll.

86 MAc,1915, p.78.

d7 The number of class meetings in New Zealand peaked in 1887 and then declined. After 1890 Methodist
adherents were no longer obliged to attend class meetings. Lineham, New Zealanders and the Methodist
Evangel, p.9.

288 MAc,1915, p.78.

28e (In 
Camp and College", NZMT,29 September 1"923, p.3; and Breward, Grace and Truth, p.II9.
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engage with modem learning while staying in touch with the denomination's traditional

priorities of evangelism and heart-felt religion. Like most bids at compromise, this

approach was open to criticism from all sides. Lochore's reply to Black's remarks

suggested that the college's academic course may have been stifled; critics of the college in

the 1930s believed modern scholarship was limiting evangelical training. Yet, the ability of

both Garland and [,aws to hold together a concern for knowledge and piety, and the high

regard with which they were held by many Methodists, were strong factors in the

increasing acceptance and stability of the college. Few Methodist students left the

theological institution as academics, but, at a time when many entered the college with

limited educational backgrounds, the mix of a basic academic progriillme with modern

edges and some varied opportunities for developing practical ministry skills prepared them

to be "useful and effective Methodist preachers."zeo

Conclusion

For Methodist ministry education, the years beforc 1929 were a time of mobility and

change as the denomination's training ventures relocated in a continual quest for financial

and institutional security. These rather fitful beginnings revealed many of the tensions and

varying priorities that would mark Methodist preparation in later periods.

Methodist training was initially shaped by strong forrnational aims. In the 1.840s a concern

for the deepening of students' personal religious experience was apparent in the education

of Maori recruits and was characteristic of the era of 'pious learning'. The apprenticeship

system which trained many Pakeha candidates had a bias towards developing practical

ministry skills. By 1928 the shift towards a more academic style of 'specialised

scholarship' was well under way, occruring, as in British and American Methodism, in

response to the larger social and church context. Urgent demands for a better educated

clergy reflected the transformation of New Zealand from a colonial frontier to a more

modern urban society, and changes of emphasis within Methodism away from its revivalist

roots. Pressures from within and without the New Zealand church contributed to the

zeo MAC,1916, p.79.
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growing power of a literate, middle-class denominationally-minded Wesleyanism with an

increasing interest in liberal thought. The slow establishment of the residential theological

college as the main setting for Maori and European training in the early decades of the

twentieth century was a result of these changes.

Despite such changes, the continuing strength of the evangelical tradition within New

Zealand Methodism ensured that the development of a more academic style of preparation

was often constrained. Undermined by the demands of the expanding settler church, the

educational aims of the residential college were also restricted by deep-seated suspicion of

the intellectual endeavour. Opponents of academic training believed the main object of

ministry education was not the acquisition of greater learning, but the equipping of

students to preach with enthusiasm from the heart. From the time of its founding, the

college was a target for criticism as some within the church called for training to be

returned to a more practical or spiritual focus. Educators like Garland and Laws sought to

find a balance between knowledge and piety by holding together a concern for modern

scholarship, personal spirituality, preaching and evangelism. This attempt to forge a middle

way between the worlds of the mind and the heart, between old and new ways of being

Methodist, would be repeated by those involved in preparation in years to come.

A focus of early missionary enthusiasm, Maori ministry education in nineteenth and early

twentieth century New Zealand suffered from the effects of the Wars of the 1860s and from

long periods of Methodist neglect. Maori students were removed from their cultural setting

and prepared according to a training model which gave little recognition to their ethos and

assumed their subordination. This Pakeha pattern was only reinforced by moves to bring

the teaching of Maori and European students together. Questions relating to the

development of indigenous identity were sometimes raised outside the college by the late

1920s, but appear to have been rarely considered within the theological institution.

Also lacking from the Methodist training programme for most of the period was an

intentional engagement with the social and political issues of the day. While offering

students and the wider church a challenge in its awareness of contemporary biblical and

theological trends, the college lagged behind the denomination in its appreciation of a
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social gospel. Ulnistry edueation showed Uttle obviou$ intercst in debates over prohibition,

rellgious sectari-auism, poverty or the suffrage.

\)Vriting in 1978, John l*wis obsewed that an equipped ministry was'*of par.amomt

csncernn' to the first W.es1ey?n missio.naries who anived in New Zealand. For Methodists

since then, however, the nature of that equipping would be a matter of continual and often

contentious debate.4

*1 Lewiq Trinity eollegeStory" p,3"



Chapter Three

Engaging in "Reverent Modern Scholarship",L 1929-1940

The opening of Trinity College n 1929 was an important turning point in the history of

Methodist ministry preparation in New Zealand, contributing to the decline of practical

field-based styles of training and allowing the development of a more settled tradition of

residential theological education. As the solidity of bricks and mortar replaced the mobility

that had previously characterised training, a level of scholarship was attained that had not

been present before. College educators sought to combine an emphasis upon the informed

mind and the "warm heart",2 but scepticism about Trinity's increasingly academic focus

continued to be expressed, particularly by Methodists involved in the field of Christian

education. In a period disrupted by severe economic depression and the approach of the

Second World War, the college could not avoid being engaged in some of the social and

political debates of the day. Facing the realities of poverty and military conflict sometimes

led students to re-evaluate their convictions. As in the past, the number of Maori trainees

remained small and their preparation was guided by a desire to assimilate Maori into the

European church. Yet the college was also the setting for a significant critique of the

interaction between Maori and Christianity in New Zealand.

I-. The Opening of Trinity College

The building of a new Methodist theological college was the result of the conjunction of a

number of forces and events. An important underlying factor was the gradual development

among Methodists of a greater acceptance of the notion of higher learning. The growing

influence of the literate middle classes within the church since the late-nineteenth century

saw Methodism in New Zealand, as in Britain, slowly transformed into "a reading,

[Harry] Ranston, "The Training of the Ministry", NZMT,1. L November 1933, p.8.

The term "warm heart" refers to a quality of inner warmth or religious passion and is often associated

with a desire to evangelise or share the Gospel message.
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studying denomination."' While some church members would remain ambivalent about

academic work, none appeared to voice active opposition to the new college scheme. More

immediately, the need to found a new training institution was "on the mind of the

Connexion" with increasing urgency from the time of the closure of Prince Albert College

in 1907.4 A strong feeling that the church was making inadequate arrangements for the

preparation of candidates resulted in tentative moves to re-establish a college in 1.908, but

these had little practical outcome.s

Considerable impetus for a new college came in 1913 against the background of the

confidence inspired by Methodist union and the separation of the New Zealand church

from its Australian counterpart. The new venture was linked with the development of a

sense of denominational identity. A new theological institution was considered an

appropriate symbol of self-determination, and the 191.1 Conference inaugurated a college

fundraising scheme as a way of celebrating its coming independence.u Later in L911 a

block of land in Epsom was purchased as a possible site for the college, and in l9l2 the

Conference appointed a building committee to be based in Auckland with Garland as

convenor.t This connection befween the college and the growth of Methodist identity in

New Zealand was an important theme in the history of the denomination's training for

ministry. As a national institution in a church strongly influenced by the Wesleyan idea of

working as one connexion, Trinity was a nafural focus for the reflection and promotion of

an understanding of what it meant to be Methodist. Just what that understanding would be,

F.C. Pritchard, "Education" in Davies, George and Rupp (eds.),I/isrory of the Methodbt Church, Vol. 3,

p.302. Pritchard dated this change in Britain from the beginning of the twentieth century. One sign of a

growing New Zealand Methodist interest in academic study around this time was the way the church
newspaper began noting with some pride the achievements of Methodists who were undertaking
university work. SeeAdvocate,l December 190O, p.220.

[Hames] to [I*wis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met 089/L/6, p.1.

The 1908 Conference recommended the establishment of an appeal towards the founding of a new
theological hall, but in 1909 the Wesleyan minister, Samuel Lawry (1854-1933) noted that no appeal had

been made, no subscription lists opened and no funds contributed or accumulated. He was led to suggest

that the church had "not yet made up [its] mind as to the steps that ought to be taken next." I4{C, 1908,

p.47; and Outlook,23 January 1909,p.42.

MAC, t917,p.6'l...

Methodist Theological Institution 1911-1919, 2l December 1911, TC, Met 081/1/1; and MAC, L912,
p.56.
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liberal or evangelical, catholic or sectarian, British or New Zealand, traditional or

contextual, was a matter of constant debate.

Interrupted by the First World War, the scheme for a new college resumed in the 1920s. An

unsettled period marked by growing economic recession and a decline in the levels of

church participation, the postwar years saw, as noted, Methodist residential training placed

on a more secure footing. For Methodist leaders like C.H. Iaws, the church's ability to

move into the future was inescapably "bound up with the effectiveness of the Christian

Ministry."8 Laws played a crucial role in the establishment of the new theological

institution, accepting the role of principal after Garland's death "on the undersknding that

[he] would [lead] a Movement for a new Building on another site." Regarding his own time

at Three Kings as "largely wasted", Laws was concerned that ministry students receive the

best educational opportunities,e and presented the new college as an initiative for a new

century. An able administrator, he had great gifts of leadership and was "capable of

arousing [people] to action and driving a thing through."l0 I-aws helped to shape the

proposals which were accepted by the 1925 Conference as the basis for a new college and

hostel, and in L926 undertook a canvass tbroughout New Zealand, raising I47,0O0 for the

institution, a "magnificent response in depression days" and one which enabled Trinity to

open debt-free.rl

As noted, Laws had a view of ministry education which held together a concern for

learning and piety, and this was reflected in his vision for the new college. Speaking at

Trinity's opening in February l929,for example, he argued that communicating an "ardour

of evangelism" needed to sit alongside training in knowledge. The college's task, he said,

was to seek to "keep the inner fires glowing in every student's heart, to add to the

scientist's passion for truth the evangelist's passion for [people], and so to give to the

Church ministers who ... are determined to know nothing save Jesus Christ and Him

Laws, "The Claims of the Ministry",NZMT, 13 May 1922,p,9,

Laws, n'Notes", r.d., MCA ChCh, pp.4, 10.

[Hames] to [Lewis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met 089/L16,p.2.

MAC,I9Z5, pp.88-90; and Lewis, Trinity College Story, p.4.ll
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crucified." While Laws was genuinely committed to this broad vision of ministry

preparation, in reality the desire to see students engaging with modern academic learning

dominated much of the planning for the new theological institution. At the college's

opening, [.aws spoke of the need for lecturers "to train and inform the mind, to equip men

with knowledge and [the] capacity to learn ... show[ing] them what questions [people] are

asking to-day and where the answers lie."12 Like Methodist educators before him, he saw a

closer relationship with the world of the university as a prime means of achieving such an

aim. The desire to forge links with Auckland University College underlay some of

Methodism's important early decisions about Trinity's future.

The resolution to build the new college at Grafton, for example, was heavily influenced by

the site's proximity to the university. Lncating the theological institution as near as

possible to the site of Auckland's proposed new university buildings was established as a

Methodist priority in 191,3.13 The bitter public dispute that erupted in 1909 over the

suggestion that the University College take over Government House and its grounds

delayed a decision about the university's future until L919. By the time this was resolved,lo

the committee planning for a new Methodist college had options to build on its Epsom land

or to rebuild at Dunholme. Iooking back, Eric Hames, a later principal of Trinity, noted

that either site might have served the church well, allowing more money to be spent on

staff than on costly buildings.ls For Laws, however, the experience of training at Dunholme

"had shown that we were too far from the University for the men seeking degrees." One

student, Laws observed, had to be away from the college "nearly all day to attend the

classes he had selected". The nearness of the old Methodist site on Grafton Road to the

central city tocation of the university was, for Laws, the critical factor in the decision to

C.H. Laws, "Trinity Theological College: An address delivered at the opening oeremony, February 27,

1929, NZMT, 23 March 1929, p.l0.

MAC,t913,p.IO3.

An emotional and acrimonious dispute, the university site row revealed "the hostility and apathy with
which large sections of the Auckland public viewed the University College, and even university
education in general." The row was partially resolved in 1919 when it was agreed that the College could
build on the Metropolitan Ground, a 'cow paddock' adjoining Government House. See Stuart Wallace,
"Town Versus Gown in Auckland 1872-1919" in NZLH, Vol. 7, No. 2, 1973, p.185; and Sinclair,
University of Auckland, pp.94-109.

[Hames] to [Lewis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met 0891716, p.L.

t3
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make it the setting for the new college. As the home of the Wesleyan Native Institution, the

Grafton land was also "historic ground" which had been "connected with the Church['s]

educational work in the first davs."r6

Methodist hopes for a closer association with the university were also reflected in the

decision to make a hostel for the accommodation of students attending Auckland

University College a part of the new college scheme. Included in proposals for the work of

the new institution ftom 1922, the hostel offered male students, often from areas outside

Auckland, "comfortable and convenient" rooms at a moderate price.rT The housing of

university men alongside theological trainees increased the size of Trinity's community (at

times the hostel was made to hold over fifty residents in inadequate space) and added to its

diversity. Interaction between the hostel men contributed to a beneficial cross-fertilisation

of scholarly disciplines and was a very valuable aspect of college life. Hostel fees were a

much appreciated source of income for the college. The provision of accommodation for

university students was also a priority of the Anglican training centre, St John's College, in

the early decades of the twentieth century. The St John's Trust erected two new buildings

in this period to increase its residential space, the uncompleted Patteson Wing in 1909 and

the Selwyn Block in192L.r8

Begun in June 1927, the new Methodist college was largely completed by November L928,

and its architectural design indicated much about the underlying assurnptions of its

planners and of their vision for ministry training. Writing about the style of education

offered at Auckland University College in the 1930s and 1940s, Sinclair noted a tendency

to make New Zealand tertiary study "more like that in Britain." University staff, he

suggested, "did not work to create an education system adapted to New Zealand

circumstances".re A similar reliance upon British models was present in Methodist ministry

Laws, "Notes", n.d., MCA, ChCh, p.10. The theological institution initially leased the Grafton site from
the Wesley College Trust. In 1934 the Trinity College Council purchased the site for a price of. f7,250,
leaving the college with an overdraft of over t4,600. MAC,1934, p.92.

Ibid., 1922, pp.108-09; and 1929, p.86.

See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.L36-38, 155-56.

Sinclair, University of Auckland, p.l7 8.
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preparation, and was reflected tangibly in the physical appearance of the new college

building. As lrwis observed, "With its red brick and white Oamaru stone fabric, with its

inner cloisters and quadrangle, its imposing entrance and delicately fashioned moulding, its

elegant Library and Dining Hall, [the institution] looked back to the spirit and style of the

Colleges of England."20 T'he sense of identity conveyed by the new buildings was very

firmly British. Unfortunately the structure was not suited for the wet and windy conditions

in which it was built and defects in its placement and construction soon became obvious.

By 1935 the Oamaru stonework was wearing away, window frames were rusting, and the

lathe and plaster walls were in need of replacement.2l

The naming of the new theological college and the way it was symbolically represented

also drew inspiration from the British context. ln L926 the Methodist minister and editor

of the Methodist Times, Percy Paris (1882-1942), suggested to his readers that the

institution be called "I-eigh College" to honour Samuel Leigh, the fust Wesleyan

missionary to New Zealand. One of the denomination's most visionary leaders, Paris also

drew up a proposal for a coat of arms for the college which tried to express something of

the church's distinctive experience in New Tnaland. Alongside the traditional emblems of

John Wesley's scallop shells and the two lamps of religion and learning, he placed symbols

of the South Pacific, the Three Kings landscape, Maori warriors and the European

missionaries.tt In the 1920s few Methodists showed any interest in such indigenous

imagery. Paris's suggestions provoked no discussion in the chuch newspaper, and the

college building committee rejected the title "Irigh College" because it was already in use

in Sydney. In choosing a name for the new training institution, [,aws and his fellow

planners opted for "Trinity College", affirming the designation as one that was "familiar in

Lewis, Trinity College Story,p.4.

TCC Minutes 1930-1936, 4 April 1935, lZ December 1935, TC, Met 081/1/6. Hames noted that
although there was a builder on the college board, "he never got a chance to look at the plans because the

heads kept them at the top of the table." Laws, wrote Hames, was not a very practical man, but "was

inclined to surround himself with yes-men and to get into a paddy when he could not get his own way."

[Hames] to [t-ewis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met 0891116,p.2.

[Percy Paris], "A Motto and Badge for the New Cnllege-, NZMT,8 May 1926, p.5. Paris was a pacifist
and a prominent Methodist advocate of the social gospel. With a strong love of symbol and ritual, "he

might well have been termed a Methodist High Churchman." Paris was inspired by the vision of St

Francis of Assisi. IbA.,18 April 1942; and K.P. Clements, "Paris, Percy Reginald" inDNZB: Volume

Three, Orange (ed.), pp.381-82.
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the Collegiate nomenclature of the [British] universities."?3 This preference for the familiar

and the traditional was also reflected in the committee's choice of a coat of arms. Designed

by Laws and Chappell, the shield lacked any reference to the New Zealand setting but

employed the conventional symbols of the dove and the open Bible, a ship marked with the

cross of St George, the trinitarian star and a flaming torch.zo Both in symbol and stone the

new college expressed identity by looking to its British heritage rather than its local

context.

Described by Laws as "the consummation of the hopes and toils" of many of the people

involved in ministry education since the early days at Three Kings, Trinity's opening in

February 1929 also revealed something of its planners' vision for training, with its

opportunities and its tensions.x

The presence of representatives of the university at the opening functions, for example,

must have seemed an encouraging affirmation of the college's academic goals. Speaking at

a Trinity College high tea in March L929, Kenneth Mackenzie, Vice-President of the

Auckland University College Council, congratulated the theological institution on finding a

fitting home, and stressed the need for a "breadth of outlook in the ministry." He stated that

it was "'up to young men to make the most of their University opportunities"', and

expressed the hope that there would be "many links" between the theological and

university colleges.26 Despite this rhetoric, New Zealand churches found Auckland

University reluctant to fulfil this hope when it came to meeting requests for a degree in

theology. Yet the benefits of a link with the university were evident at Trinity's opening.

The secular academy's ability to challenge the church to look beyond its own walls was

demonstrated in an address given by Horace Belshaw, professor of economics at the

University College from 1927 to 1945. Described by Sinclair as the "most impressive of a

NZMT,17 July 1926,p.7.

IbA.,9 March L929, p.14.

Laws, "Trinity Theological College", NZMT,23 March 1929,p.I}.

NZMT,20 April 1929, p.15.
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new kind of scholar" to be employed at Auckland in the 1920s,27 Belshaw called upon

Methodism to "stress more fully the social implications of Christianity", and to modify its

interpretation of Christ's teaching "in the light of changing social phenomena and new

contributions to knowledge." He recommended the college's curriculum include a study of

the social sciences.$ The chance for contact with thinkers like Belshaw would make the

university a stimulating environment for ministry students in which they could explore new

ideas and critique old assumptions.

Buried within the congratulatory speeches and the various addresses on the relations

between the church and modern knowledge that marked Trinity's opening,'e however, was

a reminder of the ambivalence some Methodists felt about such academic priorities. This

was hinted at in the remarks of Thomas Hughson, a lay preacher of over twenty-five years'

standing and the current Vice-President of the Methodist Church, a man from the

'backblocks' of New 7*aland. Speaking at the opening ceremony, Hughson stated that,

while pleased to hear an emphasis on the educational nature of the new institution, he was

especially glad that "the paramount note was spiritual."s His remarks were not enlarged

upon in the Methodist newspaper, but signalled the concern a number of Methodists

continued to have for the formational aspects of ministry preparation.

The founding of Trinity College was a major step in establishing for New Zealand

Methodism a settled tradition of residential theological education. Paradoxically, the new

institution expressed the church's growing confidence as a self-determining entity and its

lack of certainty as a denomination with an indigenous identity. For the moment, Trinity

looked to its British heritage for self-understanding and ways of working. While the desire

to give training a more academic focus was a strong influence in planning for the college,

Sinclair, University of Auckland, p.133. Belshaw had strong social interests, and in 1939 he and Apiraua
Ngata organised the fust Young Maori Leaders Conference.

H. Belshaw, "Education for Good Citizenship", NZMT,6 April 1929, p.10.

See H.E. Bellhouse,'The Church and Modern Knowledge", Ibid.,z3 March 7929,p.Lt; and John Goldie
in lbid., pp.18-19.

Ibid,23 March 1929, p.7. Hughson lived in the rural settlement of Rahotu in Taranaki-
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suspicion of intellectualism and tension within the denomination between different ways of

being Methodist ran deep, and would affect views about preparation throughout the 1930s.

2. Training Aims in the 1930s

Writing about New Zealand in the 1930s, Hames reflected that a "sense of rupture with the

past was more evident in the thirties than it had been in the previous decade."3l The

development of the nation as a modern, increasingly complex, urban society, evident in the

social and demographic changes of the 1920s, continued. A steady decline in levels of

church participation suggested that, for many people, institutional religion was losing its

relevance and authority. The theological shifts that took place within Methodism in the

postwar period did not halt the long-term fall in Methodist affiliation in New Tnaland,

which decreased ftom 8.9Vo n 1926 to 8.O5Vo in 1936.32 A tendency for the mainstream

denominations to become "small islands of piety located in an increasingly secular sea"

was partly mitigated by the churches' response to the difficult economic conditions of the

1930s.33 Many denominations struggled with limited resotuces and the severity of the

Depression led some to engage in serious social thinking and teaching. Efforts within New

ZeaLand churches to influence social and economic policy gave added impulse to

Methodism's move away from revivalism, although the "tension between the pull of

personal salvation and the social gospel" remained the "main dialogue" within the life of

the denomination.s

From the 1930s college training became the main means of Methodist ministry education.

An important form of preparation since the 1.840s, the traditional apprenticeship model

declined in use. While eighty-six students trained in the residential setting from 1929 to

L94O, only another ten recruits prepared for ministry out in the circuits. In the 1,930s the

Hames, Coming of Age,p.10.

Davidson and Lineham, Transplented Christianity, p.246.

A.K. Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa: A History of Church and Society in New Zealand, Wellington,
New Zealand Education for Ministry, 1997 , p.Il5.

G.H. Goodman, "Some Days of the Years" (unpublished manuscript), L985, p.61.
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size of the student body remained at about seventeen trainees a year." This move away

from a field-based style of training probably reflected the church's commitment to, and

enthusiasm for, its new college. More pragmatically, it may also have been the result of

difficulties Methodism experienced in the early 1930s in finding appointments for

probationers. In 1934 Jonathan Haslam noted that, due to the depression, a number of

synods were recommending to the coming Conference the withdrawal of ministry agents or

the reduction of the status of appointments to the level of a home missionary. Such changes

put pressure on the number of places available for probationers.3u From the early twentieth

century the church was able to fill stationing gaps with rising numbers of home

missionaries or even deaconesses. Unordained and often working in country areas, these

workers took on the role previously filled by students.3T

The decline of the apprenticeship model was a significant change for Methodism and raises

questions about its effects upon the church and ministry education. While not dying out

altogether, for example, the practice of sending untrained men into circuits to 'sink or

swim' diminished, benefiting clergy and congregations. The more widespread provision of

standard college courses of preparation was a sign of a more professional approach to

training, yet may also have led to greater confonnity within the Methodist ministry.

Although "a common core of educational equipage" was, as Pratt noted, necessary to

maintain denominational identity and coherence (particularly important for a Connexional

church), it also ran the risk of stifling individual thought and initiative.38 As previously

observed, field-based education had a very practical emphasis and finding ways to include

this in the residential programme became a constant struggle and source of contention.

Finally, from the 1930s the theological college itself became a more influential institution

within New Zealand Methodism. As a growing proportion of the church's ministry passed

See Tables One and Three. The number of students within the college was increased by the presence of
Congregational trainees who trained at Trinity from 1929. See Table Three.

J.H. H[aslam], "The Coming Conference", NZMT,3 February 1934,p.7.

The number of home missionaries rose from twenty-five European and one Maori in 1900 to fifty-eight
European and fourteen Maori workers in 1930. No deaconesses were recorded in Conference statistics in
1900 but nineteen were said to be active in 1930. MAC,pp.llD-l1; and lbid.,1937, p.184.In 1928 Rita
Snowden became the first deaconess to be appointed as a supply minister. She went to Raetihi.

Pratt, "Theological Education and Ministerial Formation", pp.100-101.
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through Trinity, the priorities of its teachers were increasingly likely to affect the direction

taken by the denomination as a whole.

In 1931 Laws was surceeded as principal of Trinity College by Harry Ranston, who held

this position for the next ten years. During that period Methodist training for ministry

reached a level of academic learning that had not been present before, while emphasising

the need for students to grow in evangelical experience. Originally a product of the

Primitive Methodist Church, Ranston, a biblical scholar of the historical critical school,

was able to act as a bridge between revivalist and denominational styles of Methodism.

Ranston was the fust Methodist principal in New Tnaland to have an extended scholarly

career. A "lonely road of self preparation", his educational background illustrated the

difficulties in undertaking academic work in the early twentieth century. Ranston was a

Yorkshireman from a working class home who was sent to work from the age of ten,

winning a scholarship to high school by attending night classes. Accepted as a candidate

for the Primitive Methodist ministry in L900, he entered Hartley College, Manchester,

where he came under the influence of the great liberal lay biblical scholar, Arthur S. Peake.

Further study was halted by a lack of finance, and in 1902 Ranston came to New 7*aland,

and was accepted as a probationer with the Australasian Wesleyan Conference in 1904.3e

Combining circuit work with extra-mural study from the University of New Zealand, he

completed a BA in 1913 and an MA in L9L4, earning a doctorate :m1923 with a thesis on

"Ecclesiastes and the Early Greek Wisdom Literature". He later expressed the sense of

isolation he felt carrying out advanced research in New Zealand "far from the great

libraries and the inspiration of personal contact" with experts in his own area of study.{

Published in London, Ranston's thesis and a second work, The Old Testarnent Wisdom

Lewis considered that Ranston was led by biblical study and developing convicfion to enter the Wesleyan

braneh of New Znaland Methodism. Yet he noted that Ranston retained a "Primitive Methodist social
conscience, independence of judgement and [a] rejection of any suggestion of sacerdotalism". Lewis,
Trinity College Srory, pp.L3, 23. Ranston was received by the C-onference under his original name, Harry
Ramsbottom. His new name first appeared in the 1906 Conference Minutes.

Harry Ranston, Ecclesiastes and the Early Greek Wisdom Literature, Lnndon, Epworth, L925, p.7.

Ranston was given financial assistance by an Auckland layman which enabled him to buy overseas
textbooks. NZMT, 23 April 1927, p.9.
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Boolcs and Their Teaching (1930), received some international acknowledgement,ar and

were regarded with a great deal of colonial Methodist pride. A full-time lecturer at the

Methodist theological college from 1924, Ranston developed links with an academic

community beyond the church. He served on the Auckland University College Council

from 1,925 to L933, and taught Hebrew at the university from 1934 to 1938. Like Garland,

he was a friend and student of Rabbi Samuel Goldstein.az

Knowing the challenge and convinced of the value of the academic endeavour, Ranston

sought as principal of the theological college to give ministry recruits "an education

suitable for an age in which the standards of secular education [were] ever rising." ln a

1933 paper on the training of the ministry, he stressed the importance of teaching students

to think so they could "grasp rationally" the nature of God's revelation and make Christian

experience intelligible. Ranston believed that helping trainees to understand the reasons for

their faith would save them from "pulpit impressionism", and from being the kind of

preachers "whose message gives out before middle age" and who were "at ths mercy of

curent happenings for [their] ephemeral topics." "A living, dynamic message'n, he argued,

"is never based on hazy, indefinite thinking", but rather on "ordered thought shaped by a

theology." The principal considered that academic work at the college should give students

"a bild's eye view of the whole field of religious knowledge", providing them with an

appreciation of the latest developments in the areas of theology, biblical sfudies, ethics,

psychology, logic and pastoral theology. Ranston regarded the college course as the

theoretical basis for the practical training that students would undergo during probation.a3

AJ. Grieve described Ranston's thesis work as "'a piece of sound workmanship revealing wide reading
and competent judgement"' and considered that it was "'a very welcome addition to our Ecclesiastes
apparatus. "' Quoted in C.H. Laws, "New Light on Ecclesiastes" , Ibid.,l8 July 1925, p.7 . Later references
to Ranston's scholarly writings may be found in W. Baumgartner, "The Wisdom Literature" in H.H.
Rowley (ed.), The Old Testament and Modern Study: A Generation of Discovery and Research, Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1956, pp.2LO-37.

Ranston attended the Rabbi's eightieth birthday celebrations in 1933 and was reported to have paid
tribute "to the manner in which [Goldstein] had revealed to students of other denominations the many
beauties of the ancient Hebrew tongue and to the Rabbi's liberality and breadth of mind." Ida Israel,
"Rabbi Samuel Aaron Goldstein" in Ann Gluckman (ed.), Idzntity and Involvement: Auckland Jewry,
Past and Presenf, Palmerston North, Dunmore Press, 1990, p.60.

Ranston, "Training of the Ministry", NZMT, 11. November 1933, pp.8-9.
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Like Garland and Laws, Ranston combined strong academic aims for clergy training with a

desire that students should grow in an evangelical experience of faith. The heart was just as

important as the mind. Ranston himself had a "simpte strong faith",4 and was described by

a colleague as being "as much at home in conducting a prayer meeting or an evangelistic

mission as he [was] in his study surrounded by his Greek and Hebrew books.'/s Regarding

the New Testament as "hot with feeling", he was an enthusiastic advocate of revival,

supporting, for example, the call for Methodists to engage in a campaign of "spiritual

advance" in the early 1920s.6 The principal believed the early twentieth century called for

men and womon with "burning hearts and tongues of fire.'il? Reflecting in 1933 on the

nature of ministry education, Ranston saw "no rivalry between evangelism and

intellectualism." Feeling was necessary to translate great thoughts into great deeds. In the

final analysis, the main object of the theological college was not to produce learned men

for the sake of it, but to use learning to make students "competent apostles and preachers of

Christ". For Ranston, the task of ministry was an evangelical calling "to expound with

conviction and tenacity the message of the Living God, to give a dynamic and vitalizing

interpretation of the Gospel of the crucified and risen Christ, and so to lead [peopte] to fall

in love with Jesus."€

During Ranston's time as principal, ministry preparation at the Methodist college was

marked by a concern for modern scholarship and evangelical formation. A student of the

period and later Trinity lecturer, John Silvester (L9L2-L993), wrote that, in the 1.930s,

TCOH, John lewis,16 May L996.

W.A. Sinclair, "The President of the Confer ence, 7927" , NZMT, 12 March 7927 , p.5.

Harry Ranston, "The Way to Revival", Ibid., 22 December 7923, p.LL- Initiated h 1924, the Spiritual
Advance Movement was an attempt to renew a Methodist emphasis on evangelism, prayer and
fellowship, a more frequent obseryance of holy communion, and personal spirituality. See MAC, L925,
p.112,

Harry Ranston, "lcebergs or Furnaces?", NZMT,18 June 192L,p.9.

Ranston, "Training of the Ministry",lbid.,l.L November 1933, p.8.
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trainees graduated as "liberals somewhat in the mould of Peake's Commentaryae and

evangelicals in the Pauline mould".50

3. A New Level of Scholarship

During the 1930s the academic focus of ministry education at Trinity College was

strengthened. In touch with new directions in biblical and theological scholarship,

Methodist lecturers brought a greater academic rigour to their teaching. Students were

more likely to sngage in university work, fulfilling to some extent Methodist hopes for a

closer relationship with the tertiary institution. As yet, however, New Zealand churches

made little progress over the vexed question of the introduction of a divinity degree. While

Trinity's lecturers retained a very real commitment to their evangelical heritage, debate in

the 1.930s over the college curiculum was a sign of continuing suspicion within the

denomination of the academic enterprise.

Ranston made few changes to the curriculum itself, keeping the pattem set by I-aws in the

previous decade. The study of theology, the Bible, Greek, pastoral theolog5l, homiletics,

elocution, English literature, and pedagogy and child psychology (the two latter classes

were introduced in 1929)5r remained at the heart of a student's course. There was no

teaching of church history and, looking back, Bill Monison (1918-1996), a trainee of the

timso regarded this as a 'otremendous lack".s2 Curriculum changes during the period

included the introduction of classes in ethics and logic (ugain), which were both taught at

three-year intervals, and some tinkering in the areas of psychology and comparative

religion.s3 Ranston did make a sustained effort to improve the teaching of Greek. ln 1930,

AS. Peake,A Commentary on the Bible,Inndon, Jack Ltd., 1,920.

John Silvester, "Counter Revolution: A Personal Theological Statement", Methodist Theological Review,
No.8, November 1995, p.16.

See pp.124-26 for a discussion of the debate surrounding the introduction of this subject at Trinity.

TCOH, Bill Morrison, 30 January 1"996. Morrison trained at Trinity from 1939 to 194L.

A class in psychology was held in 1930 and 1933 and one in the psychology of religion in 1939. The
comparative religion course was deleted from the curriculum in 1.929 to make way for the new pedagogy
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for example, he began offering students the chance to do classical as well as New

Testament Greek. The following year, in an attempt to cater for the varying abilities of

students, he divided New Testament Greek into junior and senior classes. He further

refined the course in 1936 by adding an intermediate Greek class.s

A biblical expert, Ranston's teaching brought a new depth to the Methodist college's

academic studies, laying the foundations for the work of later Trinity lecturers like John

Irwis (1917-2000) and John Ziesler. Initially led to *think upon Biblical problems" by

Peake,5s Ranston believed the Bible should be studied "in the light of reverent modern

scholarship."56 This meant introducing theology students to historical critical questions of

"the authorship, date, composition, [and] contents" of the biblical texts.57 In the 1"930s

Ranston used standard late nineteenth and early twentieth century works like James

Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible (1898-1904) and Peake's A Commentary on the Bible

(1919) as his main textbooks. Showing evidence of wide and thorough reading, he quoted

many of the big scholarly names of his day; the German academics Bernhard Duhm and

Julius Wellhausen, the American William Rainey Harper, the Scotsman Andrew Davidson

and the Englishman C.H. Dodd. His surviving lecture notes reveal a sound awareness of

topical debates in biblical scholarship. In New Testament classes in the early 1940s, for

example, he discussed the critical technique known as form criticism, referring students to

articles on the subject in recent 1938 and L940 issues of the Expository Times.sE Ircturing

on the synoptic gospels in 194L, he talked about the concept of "realised eschatolo1y",

formulated by Dodd in a series of books published from L935 to 1-938. In notes taken from

and child psychology class. Comparative religion was taught in 1937 and a class on modern cults was
held in 1940.

In the 1930s Hebrew was available at the Auckland University College and was taught there by Ranston
and later by Eric Hames (1897-1984). It was not a compulsory subject for ministry students. MAC,7929,
p.82.

Ranston, E cc lesiastes, p.7 .

Ranston, "Training of the Ministry", NZMT, LL November 1933, p.8.

Harry Ranston, Lecture Notes: Introduction to the Hebrew prophets based on Box, n.d., TC, Met 0701L/3.

Eric Clement, 'New Testament Introduction", n.d., LN 1939-194L, MCA, Ak., Box 1 H237. The articles
concerned were written by the British Methodist, Vincent Taylor, and H.G. Wood.
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that class, Eric Clement, a student at Trinity from L939 to 1.94L, observed that Ranston

remained unconvinced by Dodd's theories.se

While scholarly and up-to-date, Ranston's lectures also reflected a continued belief in the

inspiration and authority of the biblical material. In his classes on the Hebrew prophets, for

example, he suggested to students that an important question to consider was, "Are the

contents [of the texts] truth of God, a veritable Divine revelation?" Of this, Ranston had

"no doubt", noting that "Hebrew prophecy is unique, and cannot be accounted for by

merely natural or historical reasons."tr Contrary to Garland in 1893, Ranston was not

persuaded by the 'convenient ambiguity' of the notion that the Bible only contained the

Word of God, but instead appreciated theologians of the 1930s and 1940s who boldly

asserted that the Bible was the Word of God. This did not mean a retum to discredited

concepts of verbal inspiration or biblical infallibility, but an affirmation of the power of the

text to become' revelation, "God now speaking, meeting us to-day". Speaking at the

opening of the college year in 1944, Ranston noted the way scripture, simply and only,

when read with a mainly intellectual interest, "a record of something alleged to have been

said or done by God and religious men centuries ago", became God's actual word when

read "with the heart as well as the mind[,] with the listening ear of spiritual receptivity".

Then, he argued, the "record becomes present revelation .... Time has little to do with a

Book like this, it is always contemporary". For Ranston, the critical method of the

academic was a tool, not an end in itself, a way of "clear[ing] away non-essentials to reach

first principles."5l In his teaching he combined the best of modern scholarship with a

continuing assertion of the power of the biblical text as revelation, reconciling faith and

learning, the concerns of the academic with those of the evangelical preacher.

Ranston's passion for the Book which was always contemporary gave him the rare ability

to bring the biblical record to life. Irwis, a student at Trinity from 1939 to 194L, remarked

that, to his classes, the principal was the prophet Amos, a "courageous though diminutive

Eric Clement, "The Synoptic Gospels", 1941, Ibid., p.Ll7.

Ranston, n'Hebrew prophets", n.d., TC, Met070lll3.

[Harry] Ranston, "Where Stand the Theological Leaders To-day?", NZMT,1 April 1944, p.294.
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Yorkshireman." Ranston's "Hebrew had a Yorkshire accent". In bringing the biblical

characters to life in such a way, the principal exemplified his own conviction that "insight

is best grasped through personality." As l.ewis observed, lecturers did not always leave

their mark upon students through the things they said or taught, but rather through the

people they were. In a small college like Trinity, the influence of individuals was

important, and daily contact with people students respected was a significant means of

formation.62

Writing n 1962, Hames suggested that Ranston's teaching "anticipated the return to

Biblical theology", a movement which was widespread in Europe and North America in

the mid-twentieth century.63 An attempt to "harmonize the results of historical-critical

biblical study with a 'high' view of biblical revelation", biblical theology derived from the

neo-orthodox thinking of the Protestant theologian, Karl Barth.s Ranston certainly took an

early interest in the writings of Barth, whose works were beginning to be known in

English-speaking countries in the early L930s. In a 1932 arttcle in the Methodist Times, for

example, the principal praised Barth and his contemporary, Emil Brunner, for the way they

put God "back into the centre of human thinking on religion", calling them "prophets with

a great and needed message for the Church of to-day.'rt In t937 ministry students were

given an introduction to "the Barthian theology" by Trinity's tutor, William Blight, in his

theology class, and in New Testament classes in 1939 and L941 Ranston recommended that

trainees read Barth's study on the Apostles' Creed, Credo (1935).66 Yet neither lecturer

accepted Barth's views uncritically, Ranston noting that Barth and Brunner were

I-ewis, Trinity CoIIege Story, p.14; and TCOH, Lewis, 16 May 1996.

E.W. Hames, "Forty Years on ... ", Trinity CoIIege Magazine, 1962, p.5.

N,K. Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literary Introduction, Philadelphia, Fortress Press, 1987,
p.18.

[Hany] Ranston, "The Barthian Theology and Spiritr"ral Advance", NZMT,16 April 7932, p.6. Ranston
presented this paper to a monthly ministers' fellowship meeting held in the collegiate church. This group
began meeting in 1928 and was often attended by over a dozen Methodist ministers, including l-aws and

Ranston. Its aim was "the deepening of spiritual life and experience, and the cultivation of social
relafionship". The college staff took part in various educational activities outside the theological
institution. Ministers Fellowship Meeting Minutes 1928-1933,12 November 1928,21 March 'J'932,TC,

Met 029/1.
MAC, 1938, p.97; and Eric Clement, "New Testament Teaching", 1939 and "The Synoptic Gospels",
1941, LN 1939-1941, MCA, Ak., Box 1 H237, pp.25,124.
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terribly one-sided their paradoxical style of writing is difficult to
understand, their dislike for mysticism ignores or rejects spiritual experiences

which have proved of untold value in the history of Christianity, and the

emphasis on the stemer and transcendental elements of God's character neglect

the other sides so wonderfully revealed in Jesus.67

Ranston's awareness of Barth showed that the principal was in touch with current

theological debates and that he tried to share new thinking with his students and the wider

church. Silvester recalled that most Methodist students were "not favourably impressed" by

Barth,68 but teaching at Trinity may have been more up-to-date in this particular area than

at St John's College, where developments resulting from the writings of Barth and Brunner

were "largely unknown" before the Second World War.6e In the 1930s students at the

Presbyterian Theological Hall were introduced to Barth's thought by John Dickie, the

Hall's professor of systematic theology from L910 to 1947. Geoff King's recent thesis on

Dickie described him as a pivotal figure in the history of Christian theology in New

Zealand, "a man whose life and theological career span the great divide between Calvinist

orthodoxy and post-modernity". An "increasing theological inflexibility" towards the end

of his career, however, led Dickie, as King observed, to devote "a good deal of effort to

demonstrating the shortcomings of [the Barthian movement] and similar theological

novelties when measured against the mature balance of his own thought.'70 ln retrospect,

Ranston and Blight appear to have retained a sense of proportion in their critique of Barth

that was lacking in Dickie's teaching on the same topic.

Ranston, "Barthian Theology", NZMT, 16 April 1932, p.6. Blight's assessment of Barth's thinking was

also measured. In his Presidential address to the 1946 Conference, Blight declared that the church owed

much to Barth "for he has helped to change the emphasis of much modern preaching. The heart he taught

us afresh is desperately sick, and only the grace of God can save us." Yet Blight also noted that, as a

result of his wartime experiences, Barth "saw such wickedness in the human heart that he drew the wrong
conclusion that the image of God in us was completely obliterated." WT. Blight, "Looking Back &
I-ooking Forward", NZMT,2 March 1946,p,337.

John Silvester, The Way of a Christian: Memories, Impressions and Convictiorq [Auckland, published

privatelyl, 7996, p.24.

See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.I87,

King, "'Organising Christian Truth"', pp.ii, 151-53.
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The first of the Methodist college's specialist lecturers, Ranston helped to establish a

strong biblical tradition at Trinity. As the size of the college's faculty remained at only two

permanent members of staff in the 1930s, however, he was also called upon to lecture in

subjects as diverse as Christian ethics, comparative religion, logic and the psychology of

religion. The expectation that a small staff would teach a wide range of subjects was a

characteristic of many denominational colleges, and resulted, in Hames's opinion, in a lot

of "hard work of little merit."7r Apart from teaching, lecturers were also responsible for the

administration of the college, the domestic and financial operations of the hostel, and the

care of the collegiate church.T' They had no secretarial assistance. College staff were

heavily involved in the leadership of Sunday worship around Auckland circuits. In his

report to the 1934 Conference, Ranston noted that only rarely did he and Blight take less

than two services each Sunday.tu The weight of these combined demands made it difficult

for Trinity's faculty to engage in their own research and writing and is one reason why

Ranston and later lecturers produced few major works of scholarship while teaching at the

college.Ta Trinity's small staff battled against constant busyness into the 1950s and 1960s.

The sheer volume of work eventually affected Ranston's health and, on his doctor's advice,

he was forced to reduce his workload, retiring as principal in 1941, two years earlier than

anticipated.?5

For most of the 1930s, Trinity's second permanent member of staff was William Blight

(1892-1983), who taught at the institution from L931, to 1938. Blight and his successor,

Breward, "Theological Education in Australasia", p.8; and Hames, "Forty Years On", Trinity College
Magazine, 1962, p.5.

The domestic oversight of the Trinity hostel placed a particular burden upon the tutor and his wife who
were expected to assume this task as a part of the tutor's work. Conflict over the running of the hostel
contributed to Blight's resignation in November 1938, a decision which caused him great pain. See W.S.
Blight to E.S. Emmitt, 2 November L938,22 November 1938, TCC Correspondence 1938-1946, TC, Met
08112/2; and [Hames] to [Lewis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met 089/1/6, p.4.

MAC,1934,p.91.

Most of Ranston's scholarly writing, including his two books, was completed before he became principal
of the college. See Harry Ranston, "The Orphic Mysteries", Expositor, 1925, Vol. IX, pp.141-1,50; and

"The Philosophy of the Wisdom Literature", New ZealandJountal of Theology, November L931,pp.22-
25. After 1931 he continued to write articles for the Methodist Times and these revealed considerable
theological depth.

H. Ranston to The Chairman and Council of Trinity Theological College, 10 October 1939, TCC
Correspondence 1938-1946, TC, Met O8ll2lz.
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Eric Hames, lectured mainly in the areas of systematic and pastoral theology, some biblical

papers, junior Greek, and pedagogy and child psychology.T6 A generalist rather than a

specialist lecturer, Blight, like Ranston, showed a desire to combine intellectual

exploration with the essentials of an evangelical faith.

While Ranston was of British working-class chapel origin, Blight was the child of a New

Zealand Wesleyan parsonage. He entered the ministry in the footsteps of his father, Joseph

Blight (1858-1933), and was accepted as a candidate in 1914. Sent to a home mission

station at Mangonui for a year because of limited college space, he survived the rigours of

the country districts and found the experience highly formative. Reflecting on the

pioneering spirit of rural areas, and on his contact with Maori and Pakeha at Mangonui, he

later described the year as "one of my happiest, and one of the most fruitfrrl.'7? B[ght

entered Dunholme in 19L5 and trained under Garland for two years before the First World

War interrupted theological studies. From L917 to 1919 he served in the Medical Corps of

the New Zealand Expeditionary Force in France, and commenced circuit work on his

return to New Zezland. Like Ranston, Blight completed university qualifications as an

extra-mural student. Beginning tertiary studies at Dunholme, he graduated BA from the

University of New Zealand n L920 and BD from the Melbourne College of Divinity in

1928. Blight produced little writing of a scholarly nature. Early efforts were confined to

various pamphlets and articles for the Methodist newspaper, often on aspects of the

spiritual life. In later years he would turn his attention to the field of church history, writing

two local parish histories, for example, and beginning an uncompleted work on the history

of the Primitive Methodist Church in New Zealand.Ts

Hames's contribution to ministry education and Trinity's teaching will be considered in detail in Chapter

Four.

W.T. Blight, "Our Home Mission Enterprise", NZMT,4 July 1936,p.72.

See, for example, W.T. Blight, Myself and the Church, The Home Mission Department of the Methodist
Church of New Zealand, Spiritual Advance Campaign, c1924-t927; "The Care of the Soul", NZMT, 8

December 1934, p.3; A House Not Made With Hands: A History of the Durham Street Methodist Church,

Christchurch, 1864-1964, The Trustees of the Durham Street Methodist Church, 1964; Papanui
Methodist Church, 1854-1954, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol. L2, Nos.2 and 3; and

Primitive Methodist Church. Blight also updated James Pinfold's index of Methodist ministers and

circuits. W.T. Blight, An Alphabetical Arrangement of the Methodist Ministers in New Zealand, Willis &
Aiken, 1959.
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Blight brought to his teaching a wide experience of life, and was remembered by sfudents

for his scholarship and the way he opened new theological horizons. George Goodman

(1908-1994) trained at Trinity from L931 to 1933 and noted that Blight "was at his best

when he lectured in logic, ethics and psychology." Goodman appreciated the tutor for his

blend of "subtle humour and serious talk."a Yet Blight was essentially more of a pastor

than an academic, and his concern was always for people. A man of "sensitivity and

spiritual depth",s he encouraged students to "'care for people, without tags."'The tutor's

own "quiet and kindly manner mad" him readily accessible to the most reticent" of his

charges.8r

As few of Blight's lecture notes have yet been recovered, it is not possible to be sure of the

precise content of his theological teaching.s2 It is likely that the tutor based his lectures on

the American Baptist, William N. Clarke's An Outline of ChristianTheology (1898). [n use

at the Methodist college as a textbook from at least L920 until the early 1-950s, this study

was "America's first systematic theology from a liberal perspective". Clarke rejected old

views of biblical inspiration, and argued that scripture should inspire theology, not be its

source.tt He sought to give students a "clear, simple, and spiritual" understanding of

doctrinal themes, and believed that theology should be expressed in "the words of common

life". "It is better to speak of Christ", he wrote, "than of soteriology."s4 This orderly, almost

practical approach characterised the teaching of theology at Trinity until well into the

1970s, and was consistent with Blight's own thinking about the object of ministry training.

Goodman, "Some Days of the Years", p.53.

Robert Thornley, "Forty Years in Ministry, 1935-1975 (unpublished manuscript), n.d., p.21.

Goodman quoted in kwis, Trinity College Story, pp.18-L9.

A small collection of Blight's notes for biblical lectures is held in the Methodist Church Archives in
Christchurch. None of his other lecture notes were discovered while researching this projecl

T.P. Weber, "Clarke, William Newton" in Dictionary of Christianity in America, Reid (ed.), p.292.

Clarke's book was introduced as a text for first and second-year probationers in New Zealand in 1905 to
the dismay of the Wesleyan minister, George Marshall, who compared it unfavourably to W.B. Pope's

older work, the Compendium of Christian Theology (1875). Marshall accused Clarke's book of having a

"rationalistic tendency, of impossible exegesis, of dogmatism where proof is needed, [and] of the cutting
of knots instead of the unravetling of them." See Outlook, L July 1905, p.43; and lbid., 15 July 1905,
p.38.

W.N. Clarke, An Outline of Christian Theology, Edinburgh, T. & T. Clarke, 1913, pp.58, 62.
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Writing in the college magazine in 1935, for example, he noted that the theological

institution aimed to provide students with "a balanced statement on every great doctrine of

the Church, and to maintain a balance among the various doctrines, keeping those that are

vital ever to the fore."8s Following the three-year cycle of themes set by Laws (covering

God and man; the person and work of Christ; sin, the Holy Spirit and eschatology),

Blight's lectures gave trainees a solid and comprehensive theological framework which

often lasted throughout their ministry. He took care to relate course material to his own

practical experience of working in the circuit, and inspired students with a sense of pastoral

and intellectual challenge. As Goodman noted, Blight had "a telling capacity for leaving us

with unanswered questions and open-ended options."tr

Like Ranston, Blight had the ability to steer a middle way between modern scholarship and

a traditional evangelical faith. This was seen in his contribution to a theological debate

which erupted in the pages of the New Zealand Methodist Tintes n 1932 over the question

of Methodist doctrinal standards. While major doctrinal disputes were rare within

Methodism in the 1930s, the denomination experienced continuing tension between

liberals and evangelicals, and this sometimes drew in the college. Controversy arose in

March 1932 over the publication in the Methodist newspaper of an article on "The Cross in

Modern Life" by the British Congregationalist scholar, C.J. Cadoux. Cadoux's suggestion

that the traditional doctrine of the atonement, with its emphasis on propitiatory sacrifice,

might be an "unusable relic of the past" drew an angry response from some

correspondents.sT Accusations of false teaching and heresy abounded. H.N. Vivian, editor

of the evangelical "Lay Preachers" column in the Methodist Times, directed his displeasure

at Methodist ministry education, stating, "If this is the teaching of our Theological College,

I regret that any money of mine is sunk in that building".s In the course of the debate, one

writer argued that the church needed to formulate an "authoritative statement of Methodist

doctrine", but this was vigorously contested by Laws and the now octogenarian Simmonds,

W.T. Blight, "Trinity C.ollege", Trinity College Magazine, 1935, p.2.

Quoted in Lewis, Triniry College Story, p.I9.

J.C. Cadoux, "The Cross in Modern Life", NZMT, 1,9 March 1932, p.8.

Ibid., 2 April 7932, p.L2.
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who both pleaded for "truth without dogmatism".se Another writer reflected the influence

of liberal thought on Methodist youth, observing that Cadoux's article stated "the burning

faith of the new generation and many of the old generation."s

Wary perhaps of identifying the college too strongly with either side of the controversy,

Blight entered the debate cautiously, writing in the Methodist Times that it would "ill

become me" to do so "more directly." Reflecting on the issues in July t932, the tutor

argued that Methodists did have "a very definite body of doctrines to which we rejoice to

be bound", and that these had been specified by John Wesley in their simplest form as the

doctrines of "'repentance, faith and holiness."' The first of these Wesley called "'the porch

of religion, the next the door, and the third religion itself."' Noting that a concern for the

doctrines of sin and salvation was a particularly Methodist emphasis, Blight drew attention

to the expectation that the preaching of Methodist ministers had to conform with the

teaching contained in Wesley's forty-four sennons and in his Notes on the New Testament.

Yet the tutor also observed that the denomination's founder was "'open to conviction"'and

did not claim to have finalised the truth. Blight's conclusion was that, like Wesley,

Methodists would be wise to devote "the main part of [their] ministry" to "those great

doctrines of sin and salvation by which men live", while exercising "liberty of thought on

all questions of speculative theology, not wishing to alienate the young mind by mental

cowardice".et For Blight, the essentials of the evangelical faith were undisturbed by

modern learning.e2

Scholarly and evangelical in its content, teaching at Trinity in the 1930s employed the kind

of educational methods that were typical of academic institutions during this period. There

See lbid., 14 May 7932, p.74; C.H. Laws, "Methodist Doctrinal Standards", 28 May L932, p.6; and J,H.
Simmonds, "Methodist Doctrinal Standards", 6 August 1932,p.8.

I bid., 14 May 1932, p.14.

W.T. Blight, "Methodist Doctrinal Standards",.fbid.,73 July 1932, p.17.

The final word to this particular debate over doctrinal standards belonged to the corespondent "Old
Methodist", who praised the editor of the Methodist Times for his modern outlook and for his courage in
raising contentious issues. The letter writer reminded Paris of an expression often used by Paul
Fairclough, who would say "'If I throw a stone, and a dog howls, I know I have hit something."' Ibid.,70
December 1932,p.9.
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was a strong emphasis on passing examinations. The college held three hour exams at the

end of each term and students' marks were closely monitored by the Board of Studies. In

September 1931, for example, trainees who had failed in two or more subjects appeared

before the Board and were urged to give a "closer application" to their studies. From L933

the principal was asked to furnish the Conference Examination Committee with

comparative tables "showing the progress, or lack of progress, of each Student from year to

year."e3 Methodist students were also required to sit an annual external exam. Set by

assessors appointed by the Conference, this test reflected the church's wish to keep a

watchful eye on the college and its faculty. As Irwis observed, "Scholarship [was]

desirable - but in its place." lrcturers were obliged to send a copy of their teaching notes to

the examiner and were held accountable for any decline in academic standards.q Students

undertaking university work while at college had a busy exam schedule. In training at

Trinity from 1932 to 1934, Robert Thornley lost count of the number of three hour papers

he sat in his final year at college.es

The Methodist college's commitment to the learning methods of an academic education

and the Connexion's desire to keep control over that education kept Trinity's examination

system in place. Criticism of exams was expressed in the 1930s by Methodists who wanted

to see the college's teaching directed towards "the exercise of thought rather than

memory."% In L934, for example, the Board of Studies received a remit from the South

Auckland synod asking that lecturers cut down the amount of time devoted to exam work

so that students might have greater opportunity to engage in class discussion. This

suggestion was opposed by Ranston who compared Trinity's timetable with that of the

BS Minute Book 1.931-1965, 8 September 1931, TC, Met 08ll5l2; and MAC,1933, p.36. Davidson noted

that, at St John's College, academic failure meant students lost their scholarships, "a serious concern ...

in the Depression years." In the 1930s the training of Methodist students appeared to be discontinued for
reasons of discipline and inadequate practical ministry skills rather than as a result of poor academic

work. Davidson, .Sel*yz's Legacy, p.1?7; Committee of Discipline Minute Book 1927-1950,75
November 1931, TC, Met 081/1/9; and p.1.44.

Lewis, Trinity College Slory, pp.15-16; and TCOH, Lewis, 16 May 1996.

Thornley, "Forty Years in Ministry", p.25.

NZMT,3 December 1938, p.252. Writing in L937 , Wiltiam Slade (1892-1974), Secretary of the Board of
Examiners, expressed his disquiet over a system which made "a man cram rather than arous[ing] in him

[an] enthusiasm for Truth". W,G. Slade, "Board of Examiners: Report of Secretary", 17 February L937,

EC, MCA, ChCh, p.4.
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Auckland University College, arguing that it would not be in the best interests of "the

serious work" of the college to give additional time to such conversation.eT Despite his

doubts, the principal responded to the synod's request by introducing in 1935 a weekly

class for the discussion of "religious problems". These voluntary gatherings proved a

success, and student attendance and participation were said to be high. The subjects

considered for debate in 1"935 included a modern view of the atonement, the Christian's

attitude to war, the virgin birth, hell and the sabbath. One student found the sessions

mentally stimulating, writing in the college magazine that,

Freedom is the order of the day and the result is a frankness of expression,

coupled with a desire to break away from the older conception in the attempt to
anive at the heart of things in the ligbt of our reading and our individual
experiences.es

While appreciated by students, the discussion group seems to have been a short-lived

innovation and there are no indications that it continued meeting beyond L935. Lrctures

remained the dominant means of instruction at Trinity, and at the Presbyterian Theological

Hall where efforts in the 1930s to establish a tutorial model also foundered.ry A later

proposal for the abolition of the annual external examination was rejected by the Methodist

college, not on educational grounds, but because the Board of Studies regarded the tests as

"nscessary to safeguard the interests of the Conference.'r0o There was, as lrwis noted, a

recognition within the theological institution that it existed as a servant of the Connexion.

Although it was onerous, the Conference exam was an expression of accountability

accepted by ministry educators in the 1930s.10r In its report to the 1939 Conference,

however, the college did recommend easing the burden of exams, suggesting that the third

e't BS Minute Book 1931-1965,20 December 1934,TC, Met 081/5/2.

e8 MAC,1936, p.87; and "The Discussion Group", Trinity College Magazine,1935, p.8.

ee King, "'Organising Christian Truth"', pp.145-46.

t* MAC,1939, p.90.

rur Lewis, Trinity College Srory, p.15.
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term exam be discontinued and that first and second term exams be shortened bv half an

hour.lo2

Overall, the quality of the teaching Methodist theology students received at Trinity in the

1930s led to an improvement in the college's academic standards. The work of Ranston,

Blight and Hames may have been helped by increased numbers of Methodist candidates.

By the 1930s the rapid expansion that had marked New Zealand Methodism in the late

nineteenth century had slowed, easing the demand for ministry agents. The total of

European Methodist churches remained fairly static, falling from 451 in 1929 to 447 in

1940, while the number of European ministers rose from 187 to 2IO n the same period.r03

These factors gave the denomination the chance to be more selective in choosing recruits.

Hames noted that less than half the candidates offering were accepted for ministry

preparation in the L930s. "Never before or since", he wrote n 1974, "has the student body

reached such a high average intelligence."l& Ranston expressed less concern over the

educational standards of trainees than either Garland or L,aws, and a steady stream of

students engaged in university work throughout the decade.

Methodist hopes for a closer relationship between theological education and the world of

the university were fulfilled as Trinity took advantage of its proximity to the tertiary

institution. Ministry trainees were encouraged to undertake university studies so long as

they did not seriously interfere with their college work. Overall control of students' courses

was left to the judgement of the Board of Studies, but candidates who were likely to attend

university were urged to pass matriculation prior to entering the theological institution.ls

From 1929 to L940 about five students a year engaged in university work of some kind.

Most were undergraduates beginning a BA degree, but some worked at a more advanced

level. Raymond Dudley (1904-1963), for example, completed his MA degree while at

toz MAC,1939, p.90. In July 1938 the College Council also agreed to make provision for some degree of
internal assessment. See TCC Minutes L937-1947,14 July 1938, TC, Met08ll1l7.

lui MAC,1930, p.L62; and lbid.,I94l, p.192.

r* Hames, Comtug ofAge, p.80.

ro5 Probationers were also warned that university studies should interfere as little as possible with circuit
work. MAC, 1929, p.34.The 1.929 Conference raised the possibility of granting students an extra year at

college to enable them to complete university work, but this did not eventuate.
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Trinity and spent time preparing for intermediate BD exams through the University of

l,ondon. For some students, the chance to pursue higher education was an opportunity they

might not otherwise have had. As Silvester observed, the church was "providing what

financial limitations, made worse by the Depression of the late 1.920's and L930's, had

earlier made impossible" for many people. To Silvester, beginning university study to be

challenged by whole new areas of learning "meant more than words can tell." Initially

taking classes in psychology and education, he developed an interest in philosophy and

went on to complete an MA at Canterbury University College under the renowned

philosopher, Dr Karl Popper.ro6

Increased participation by Trinity students in degree work saw university qualifications

become more common among Methodism's ordained ministry. In the early 1930s the

academic achievements of Ranston, Blight and Hames were rare in the New 7*aland

church. During the decade the number of ministers and probationers with a university

degree or diploma rose from 7.O8Vo in 1930 to I3.27Vo in L940, an increase which

continued throughout the twentieth century as more clergy gained academic

qualifications.rot Combining college and university work could be a heavy load, and

tertiary studies usually had to be completed "on the run" when trainees were out on

probation and engaged in busy ministries.rot Yet, of the students who trained at Trinity

under Ranston, over half a dozen went on to undertake MA degrees in the 1930s and

1940s. Among this group were men like l-ewis, Thornley, Silvester and Clement, who

became some of the denomination's most significant leaders of the next forty years.

Tertiary study gave theology students a doorway into a world beyond the confines of the

Methodist college. In the early 1.930s the Auckland University College was a lively centre

of intellectual stimulation and student politics, marked by debates over law and order,

academic freedom and the treatment of New Zealand's growing numbers of unemployed.

tffi Silvester, "Counter Revolution", p.17. See also p.272.

r07 Fifteen of the Methodist Church's two hundred and twelve clergy had a university degree or diploma in
1930. This figure rose to thirty of the total two hundred and twenty-six clergy in 1940. Thompson, "A
New Theology of Ministry", p.207 .

r08 Selwyn Dawson, "Autobiography" (unpublished manuscript), n.d., p.29.
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The publication of the new literary journal, Phoenix, n 1932, saw the university become

the focus for an original movement of New Zealand writing.lm As part-time students, the

Trinity men may have been too busy to be caught up in such activities. University issues

were not reflected in the college magazine, which first appeared in t934.rto For some

trainees, however, involvement with student Christian groups on campus was highly

formative and helped to broaden their horizons. Thornley, for example, was a member of

the liberal Student Christian Movement (SCM), and recalled taking part in a programme at

the university which included studies, monthly Sunday teas with speakers and visits from

overseas leaders.Iil He later wrote of the way SCM "explored every realm of Christian

concern", facing modern issues like "racial conflict, world poverty and hunger, justice and

peacemaking in a world of division and strife." A seedbed for future ecumenical

leadership, SCM exposed Methodist students to a variety of issues and causes, helping to

sharpen and expand their understanding of connections between church and society.rD

Some Trinity students were involved in the Evangelical Union (EU), with its strong

emphasis on the need for personal faith and conversion. A report in the college magazine in

1940 stated that the keynote of the Union's activities during the year had been "the

realisation that upon each member falls the responsibility of witnessing positively and

aggressively for Christ. "u3

The 1920s and 1930s saw renewed efforts by the churches to gain a New Zealand-based

university credential for theological education, and Methodists took an active role in this

ecumenical campaign. It 1925, for example, Laws, Ranston and Albert Chappell, co-

r@ See Sinclair, tJniversiry of Auckland, pp.145-68. For a discussion of Ranston's involvement in the debate
over academic freedom see pp.129-30.

rr0 'Ihe suggestion to produce a Trinity College maguine was made at a students' meeting in March 1934.
CRM Minute Book 1934-1943, 14 March 1934, TC, Met 082/4/2. The magazine was produced by
students until 1965 and copies of every issue except the first are located in the Kinder Library.

11! 'Ihe participation of Methodist theology students in SCM dated back to at least 1914. In 1915 William
Smith, a Dunholme trainee, was president of the group and William Blight was elected its vice-president.
MAC,7915, p.78; and lbid.,1976, p.78. For a history of SCM in New Tnaland see C.H. Berry, "Liberal
Christianity and the New Zealand Student Christian Movement, 1896-1996", MA Thesis, University of
Auckland,1996.

1r2 Thornley, "Forty Years in Ministry", pp.19-20.

r13 'E.U. and S.C.M. Notes", Trinity CoIIege Magazine,1940,p.75.
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operating with other churches, presented evidence in support of a divinity degree to the

Royal Commission on University Education.lra The Methodist Conference spoke

repeatedly in favour of a university qualification in theology throughout the 1930s,

Ranston noting in 1933 that, while "the ancient Greek, Roman and even primitive

religions" were taught in the four university colleges, "the thought and literature of the

New Testament were excluded." "In a Ch,ristian cnuntry", he said, this was "a strange

position."lls In 1939 the Senate of the University of New Zealand agreed to ask the

Government to amend the University Act, giving it the power to confer degrees in

theology, but the outbreak of the Second World War meant the matter had to be shelved.

While the Sydney University offered a BD degree from 1936, theology in New T.ealand

was, for the most part, taught only on a denominational basis. Subject to the varying

priorities and standards of the church colleges, the discipline failed to develop a strong and

indigenous identiry.116

In the 1930s the academic focus of Methodist ministry education evoked a mixed reactiou

within the New Zealand, denomination. Ranston's willingness to engage with new thought

left students like Silvester "deeply impressed" with an "ideal of exact, passionately

believing Biblical scholarship".ll7 Like other colonial writers who had had work published

in London, Ranston was regarded with pride by many Methodists. In his review of

Ranston's Ecclesiastes, Iaws acknowledged the way such scholarship reflected well upon

Methodism in New Zealand, expressing the hope that the book would be "but the

beginning of a long and brilliant career in which our College and our New Zealand Church

will share in the honour which such distinguished work must bring to its author."ttt KitB

noted that the publication of John Dickie's The Organism of Christian Truth: A Modern

tto MAC,1926,p.85.

rr5 See lbd.,7933,p.36;L937,p.98; and NZMT,March 181933, p.15.

116 Breward, Grace and Truth, pp.169-71. The Baptist minister, Joseph Kemp, founded an

interdenominational college in Auckland in L922. The New Zealand Bible Training Institute trained lay
church workers and missionaries. See J.O. Sanders, Expanding Horbons: The Jubilee History of the New
Zealsnd Bible Training Institute, Aucldand, Institute Press, L971.

rr7 John Silvester, "This Perplexes Me", NZMT,14 August 1948, p.199.

rrt See Laws, "New Light on Ecclesiastes",lbid.,lS July t925,p.7; and Geo[rge] Fros! "Dr. H. Ranston's

Article in the London Quarterly", 16 August 1924, p.9.
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Positive Dogmatic, New Zealand Presbyterianism's first major work of dogmatic theology,

in London in 1930 was greeted with similar enthusiasm by Presbyterians. Both Dickie and

Ranston were the leading academics of the day within their denominations, and their

intellectual prowess, particularly as Greek scholars, sometimes assumed almost legendary

proportions. In one of his "Brother Giles" columns, for example, Paris referred to the

student legend that, when Ranston dreamed, he did so in the Greek language.lle Such

veneration illustrated the impact a gifted individual could have in a small church, and a

sense of colonial insecurity that required overseas recognition in order to value home

grown efforts.

Criticism of ministry training as an intellectual endeavour remained in the 1930s, reflecting

suspicion among some Methodists of a modern analytical approach to scripture. Inoking

back on his time as a college lecturer, Ranston recalled oc.casions when he had been

dubbed "a 'devil's advocate' and even 'a Jesuit in disguise.''ril In a letter to the Methodist

Times in 1937, for example, D.H. Woodcock, a Sunday School superintendent from

Russell, accused Trinity College of a pathetic lack of evangelical teaching. He had not been

impressed by a young minister who suggested that "'if the Old Testament writers had any

idea that we'd take literally what they wrote, they would have burned their writings.'' "If
Trinity has been guilty of teaching negative truths," pronounced the conespondent, "it is

over-time that some sort of enquiry be held."r2l Ranston thought it likely that candidates

entering the college in the 1-930s were more liberal than in the past. Replying to

Woodcock's accusations, however, a group of current sfudents suggested that his criticisms

were "a most unfair reflection" upon Ranston and Blight, who the trainees described as

"men whom we have learnt to honour for their intense Spiritual lives and their Evangelical

Teaching."tt' In his reflections upon the theological outlook of ministry students in the

rle 
[Percy Paisl, Ibid.,9 March 7929, p.4. King quoted students who "commented wryly that it was being
said of Dickie's firstborn that 'young Aleck is already able to speak Greek like an apostle."' King,
"'Organising Christian Truth"', p.98.

120 H. Ranston, "Our Theological C-allege", NZMT, 25 October 1947, p,201..

t?t lbid.,9 October 1937, p.181,. Woodcock's letter was sent as a contribution to a debate over Trinity's
training for evangelism. See pp.149-50.

r22 This response was made in a letter signed by the senior divinity student, E.S. Hoddinot (1911-1967) and

representatives from each year of the student body. IbA., 6 November 1937, p.2I3.
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1930s, the principal was just as concerned that they unlearn the tenets of "a vague religious

modernism" as those of a rigid fundamentalism.rz3 Yet, despite Ranston's best intentions,

the notion that a college education was dangerously liberal was widespread and difficult to

change.

The theological college's academic programme encountered a strong challenge in the

1920s and 1930s from Methodists involved in the religious education of children and

young people. Enthusiastic supporters of Sunday School work, New Zealand Methodists

set up early schools for settler children from the 1840s.1x The denomination's Bible Class

movement for older youth was a product of the early twentieth century and was full of

vitality after the First World War, bringing "a gust of fresh air into many congregations".l2s

Requests for ministry education to give greater attention to the area of youth work was

voiced from the 1920s and expressed more stridently in the 1930s by men like A.H. Reed

and Edgar P. Blamires (1878-1967), organising secretary for the Methodist Youth

department from L922 to 1939.126 The ensuing debate revolved around the need for

ministry students to be engaged in academic preparation or, what some Methodists

believed was, a more relevant practical training. For Hames, the issues also revealed a

struggle for control of the educational process between fhe college and Blamires, who was

a "tireless advocate and propagandist". Writing to lrwis, Hames noted the college's fear

that, if "Blamires had got his nose into the place he would have sought to advance his own

ideas which were not by atry means always right. I don't blame the men on the spot for

t'?3 
[Harry] Ranston, "The Students as I Have Found Them", Trinity Colkge Magazine, 1938, p.4. In 1935

Ranston wrote that he was "neither a modernist nor a fundamentalist." Critiquing liberal Christianity for
having "a very thin Gospel" without redemptive power, he affirmed the importance of revelation. Yet he

also found fundamentalism "too obscurantist" and did not agree that religion "needs no other clothes than

those of long past generations." Christianity, he argued, "has to be rethought in the light of assured

modern knowledge." H. Ranston, "Modernism and Fundamentalism",NZMT,8 June 1935,p.37.

"n See Frank Hanson, The Sunday School in New Zealand Methodism, Wesley Historical Society (New

Zealand), No. 66, July 1998.

r5 Hames, Coming of Age, p.51. For a history of New Zealand Methodism's youth work from 1900 to 1950

see W. Donnelly, Heritage of MethodistYouth,Wellington, Methodist Youth Department, 1954.

12u A Dunedin Methodist, Alfred H. Reed was the founder of one of New Zealand's first large publishing

firms. He donated many books to the Trinity C-ollege library. See Pamela Treanor, "Reed, Alfred
Hamish" in DNZB: Volume Three, Orange (ed.), pp.419-20. Blamires had a colourful ministry and was

also known as a writer, a pacifist, and a founder of the Marriage Guidance movement in New Zealand.
See Donald Phillipps, "Blamires, Edgar Percy" in DNZB: Volume Four, Orange (ed.), pp.65-66.
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trying to keep him out, except as a visitor".r27 These words suggest a clash of strong

personalities with conllicting agendas, each trying to get their own way in a church that

was probably too small to comfortably contain them.

Initial demands for the college to increase practical training in religious education arose out

of concern over the decline of Methodist Sunday Schools in the early twentieth century.

Student numbers, for example, fell from 27,346 in L920 to 18,280 in 1940.128 There was

anxiety that only a small proportion of young people were finding their way into adult

membership of the church. In a letter to the Methodist Tilnes in 1.930, Reed suggested that

the denomination was retaining less than one out of every five children involved in its

schools. As a result, church membership, reliant upon Sunday Schools as a source of

recruitment, had remained almost stationary since union in 1913. Seeing a need for better

leadership in religious education, Reed supported the Welfare of the Church Committee (of

which he was a member) in recommending that ministers receive special training for

"winning and holding the young."t" In L929, and again in 1930 and 193L, the Committee

proposed that the theological institution rearange its curriculum so that two hours a week

be given to prepare all students for the leadership of Sunday School workers. The extra

hours, the Dunedin-based committee blithely stated, could be "deducted from the time now

occupied by subjects of lesser, importance." Believing that theory and practice went

together, the Committee also suggested that Trinity take over the Collegiate Church's

Sunday School to give trainees some pmctical experience in the work of a modern

school.ls

The Methodist college responded to such demands by making some changes to its training

prograrnme.ln 1929 Trinity introduced a weekly, hour-long class in pedagogy and child

psychology for third year trainees. Responsibility for teaching the class was kept in the

12? Hames, Coming of Age, p.55; and [Hames] to [Lewis], n.d., TC Papers, TC, Met A89/1'16, p.4. From the

mid 1920s Blamires led a short annual course of lectures at Trinity on young people's work and Sunday

School organisation.

tzB MAC,1921, Table Three (Appendix); and lbid.,l94l,p.193.

tze NZMT,1 November 1930, p.8. See also "The Church's Greatest Problem: Retaining Her Children",IbA.,
7 February 1931, p.8.

tlu MAC, 1929, p.54; I bid., 1,930, p.54; and 1 93 1, pp.55-56.
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hands of the college, rather than being offered to a specialist in religious education such as

the Auckland-based Blamires.l3r To make room for the new subject, a third ye:u course on

comparative religion was deleted from the curriculum. The theological institution also

agreed to make visiting a local graded Sunday School and working in the Collegiate school

for a term a requirement for all third year students.l32 [n November L929 the Board of

Studies urged students taking university subjects to consider the study of education, "as

having a direct bearing upon their work in the ministry."l33 Yet, despite sustained pressure

from both the Welfare of the Church Committee and, in the mid 1930s, the Methodist

Youth Department, theological educators were not prepared to make further changes to the

training curiculum. In 1931 the Trinity College Council reminded Conference that courses

were constructed to keep in mind "the needs of the whole work of the Ministry, which

must be among both adults and young people." The Council defended the academic content

of its prograrnme, arguing that it was important to know'hot only how to teach, but what

to teach. Even the finest methods fail without sound knowledge of the subjects." Replying

to the implied suggestion that the college was teaching irelevant courses that would not be

missed from the curriculum, the Council declared that, "No non-essential subjects are

taught. Such work as Classical Greek and Hebrew is taken only by a few men in

preparation for degrees."ra

Attempts in the mid 1930s to increase the college's practical training in youth work further

reflected the struggle within Methodism for influence over ministry education. A 1935

suggestion from the Youth Department that a proposed new Auckland youth director be

appointed to Trinity to teach theological students and youth workels, for example, was

regarded with extreme caution by the college. Declaring its willingness to consider the

details of any such scheme, the College Council firmly asserted its right for "full control

r31 'Ihe new class was taught by Ranston and later by Blight and Hames.

132 lbid.,1929, p.83. The system of dividing Sunday Schools into standard grades began in the early-
twentieth century as teaching methods were re-evaluated in the light of insights from modern education
and psychology. Hanson, Sunday School,p3A.

r33 BS Minure Book 1922-1930, 18 November 1929,TC, Met 081/5/1.

t3' MAC, 1931, p.93.
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under the [C]onference of both the teacher and his teaching".r" While the debate about

training in religious education raised questions relating to the ownership of ministry

preparation, it also revealed a growing sense of disconnection between the theological

institution and the wider church. Responding to a 1-937 request for Trinity's curriculum to

be readjusted so that students could gain experience in methods of teaching by attending

the Auckland Teachers' Training College, the Trinity College Council noted a lack of

recognition within the denomination of what the training process involved.136 The college's

inability to bridge the gap between the reality of training and the church's perceptions of a

residential theological education was a constant thread in Trinity's future relationship with

the Connexion. kft unattended it had the potential to isolate the college from the

Methodist constituencv.

By the late 1930s Trinity College's training programme had attained a level of academic

learning that had not been present in the Methodist theological institution before. A lonely

but very determined student himself, Ranston set a standard of well-grounded, up-to-date

and advanced scholarship for later generations of educators to emulate. As the college's

academic focus was strengthened, ministry trainees engaged in university work in greater

numbers, finding new opportunities for personal and intellectual growth. While Ranston

and Blight endeavoured to hold together a concem for scholarship and faith, evangelical

suspicion of the liberal direction of their teaching remained high. This was no new theme

for ministry preparation, but in the 1930s the college's academic prograrnme faced what

was perhaps a more suqprising challenge from the liberal Blamires, who believed the

church's future lay in its commitment to youth work. Liberal ambivalence about academic

training was a new development and one which would re-emerge in the latter half of the

twentieth century.

r3s TCC Minures 1929-1938, 4 July 1935, TC, Met O8L/114.

tto MAC,l93?, p.95,
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4. Theology in the New Zealand Context

While the academic life of the Methodist college developed more substance in the 1930s, it

tended to be formed by the ideas of European thinkers, rather than arising from reflection

on the New Zealand context. The social disruption of the 1930s, however, made it difficult

for the institution to ignore the world around it. Like other New Zealanders, Trinity's staff

and students felt the effects of the Depression and were challenged to make theological and

practical responses to the hardship it caused. The outbreak of the Second World War raised

divisive issues about Christian attitudes to war and peace, and faced the college with the

question of dissent.

Writing in 1966, the Presbyterian, Frank Nichol, suggested that theology "must be one of

New Zealand's least indigenous activities".trz By the early 1930s only a few biblical or

theological works had been written by local scholars, and booklists for Methodist students

and probationers were dominated by overseas publications.l3s The 1.930s itself was

described by J.M. Bates as a decade of "surging theological life" in New Zealand,

producing, for example, the short-lived New Zealand Journal of Theology, published

between l"93L and 1935. A serious attempt to encourage theological research "however

unpretentious" in New Zealand, the journal contained "a strong infusion" of articles about

European thinkers like Barth and Brunner.t3t Yet, while local authors made a vigorous

response to international theological debates, they showed less interest in exploring issues

of place or identity that might arise from their own context. This is not to suggest that New

Zealand scholars should have been engaged in what was later known as 'ocontextual

theology" thirty or forty years ahead of their time. However, a certain amount of reflection

was occurring among the nation's literary community during this period about what it

t" Nichol, "Theology in New Zealand",p.49.

ttt Of the over 250 titles contained in the 1934 list of books recommended for probationers' reading, only
two were written by New Zealanders. They were Ranston's 

.\Visdom 
Books and Dickie's Organism of

C hristian Truth. MAC, 1934, pp.27 -33.

r3s 'Ihe Journal was edited initially by Bates and a fellow Presbyterian, J.T.V. Steele, and sought to provide
"a convenient and easily accessible medium for the interchange of theological thought". Ranston supplied
an article for the first edition of the journal and his name appeared on its cover as a supporter. "Editorial",
New ZeulandJournal of Theology, Vol. 1, No. 1, November 1931, pp.1-3; and J.M. Bates, Presbyterinn
Theology in New Zealand From 1930-1980: A PersonalRetrospect, ed. C[ve Pearson, Dunedin, Knox
Theological Hall, 1995, pp.16, 19.
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meant to be a New Zealander.to The tendency to look abroad for a theological agenda was

evident in the teaching of the theological colleges. Looking back on his time at Trinity in

the 1930s, for instance, Morrison recalled a definite acknowledgement that the "treasures

of faith" were delivered to New Zealand Methodists from an English background.l4l A

heavy emphasis on European theology rather than an "antipodean praxis" was a cause of

conflict between some staff and students at the Presbyterian Theological Hall.ra2

In the 1930s some of the most pressing issues arising from the New Zealand setting were

of a social and political nature, centring around questions of poverty, war and peace. The

Methodist principal, Ranston, had strong social sympathies but tended to be conservative

politically. As he noted in L935, his own early background and struggles left him with

"indelible impressions of what life for the poor and underpaid means." He believed that

any attempt to separate religion from the affairs of the world was a misreading of the New

Testament. Yet he was not interested in preaching "short cuts" to an "earthly Kingdom of

God", and was impatient with those who put forward specific plans as the only Christian

solutions to social problems, "with the accompanying suggestions that unreadiness to

accept them is unChristian." For Ranston, the creation of a Christian order of society

depended rather upon "the multiplication of Christian individuals."r43 Reflecting an

evangelical insistence upon the importance of individual conversion, he claimed that all

efforts to make a better world would "come to nothing, [and] prove to be merely human

experimentation" until people's hearts were genuinely reborn.t* The principal's political

r* See Sinclair, A Destiny Apart, pp.239-54 for a discussion of literary nationalism in New Zealand during
the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.

r4r TCOH, Morrison, 30 January 1996.

to' King argued that a "yearning for a theology concerned less with European theories and more solidly
grounded in antipodean praxis" contributed to conflict that developed at the Hall in the early 1930s
between Dickie and two of his radical students, Lex Miller and Alun Richards. Fresh from the lively
intellectual and political life of Auckland University C-ollege, Richards resisted Dickie's conservatism.
"'We were supposed to be training to understand the world"', he later wrote. Instead "'we were being
cocooned against it with ecclesiastical cotton wool"'. Kng, n"Organising Christian Truth'', pp.150, 1.48.

ra3 H. Ranston, "The Way to Social Betterment",NZMT,21 December 1935,p.27L,

r4 H. Ranston, "Broad Church Methodism", Ibi.d.,lZ October 1935, p.187. Kevin Clements noted Ranston's
involvement with the Labour movement in England and New Zealand, and suggested that Ranston tried
to "awaken the social conscience of his students by teaching them the basic tenets of Christian
Socialism." In a 1966 letter to Clements, Ranston wrote that he had tried to show "'that the Social Gospel
was an integral part of the Christian Gospel."' The nuances of Ranston's social thought is an area
requiring further exploration. Clements, "The Churches and Social Policy", pp.220-21.
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tendencies were illustrated in 1933 when, campaigning for a further term on the Auckland

University College Council, he was caught up in a dispute over the question of academic

freedom. Siding with the University's conservative establishment, Ranston asserted that

the authorities of "any worthy institution" needed to be able to exercise control over faculty

when "legitimate" academic freedom degenerated into "license". The dispute was widely

reported and Ranston was defeated by a more liberal candidate, W.H. Cocker.tus

The Great Depression hit New Tnaland hard in the early 1930s. Marked by high levels of

unemployment (from twelve to fifteen percent), reduced wages and restrictions on the

rights of trade unions, mounting debts for small farmers and increased taxes, the

Depression caused real hardship and poverty especially among the unskilled, women and

most Maori. Hames noted that Methodists were slow to supply "much really creative

response on the part of the pulpit",l& and, during this period, calls for the theological

college to provide opportunities for students to reflect upon economic questions went

unheeded. In 1929 Paris suggested that the economist, Horace Belshaw, be asked to lead a

class at Trinity on G.B. Shaw's The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism and

Capitalism (1928).147 The liberal minister, Charlie Hailwood (1904-1991), argued

unsuccessfully in the 1930s for the study of economics to be included in the college

cuniculum.t* As in the previous decade, the college's reluctance to explore social issues

meant that initiatives were left to trainees themselves. Various student-led social discussion

groups met at Trinity in the 1,930s, including one that was formed in 1936 to consider the

1os New Zealand Herald (NZH),19 June 1933, p.13. TheHerald was a forun for debate between Ranston
and Cocker and their supporters for much of the latter half of June 1933. Controversy over academic

freedom caused turmoil at the Auckland University College for four or five years from 7932 and was also

reflected in the termination of J.C. Beaglehole's appointment as a history lecturer. See Sinclair,
University of Auckland, pp. 150-162.

16 Hames, Coming of Age, p.70. See Reid, "Church and State"; and Clements, "The Churches and Social
Policy" for analyses ofthe churches' response to the Depression.

147 While noting that he was not able to call himself a socialist, Paris believed that "ignorant and prejudiced
denunciations of Socialism by Christian people [was] a profound mistake." [Percy Paris], NZMT, 12

January 1929, p.5.

ro' A Christian pacifist, Hailwood was interested in the link between economics and international relations.
Ibid., I September 1934, p.6; and 1 February L936, p.31,4.
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topic of communism.t*' Yet none of these efforts appeared to last long, the group

discussing communism, for example, stopped meeting after four or five months.r50 Limited

perhaps by a lack of a solid grounding in social teaching from within the college

curriculum, students were unable to engage in sustained theological reflection on the

implications of the Depression.

The Methodist college seems to have been more at ease making a practical rather than a

theological response to the Depression. In the 1930s Trinity developed a link with the

Auckland Methodist Central Mission and this brought students into contact with people

most affected by unemployment and poverty. Under the leadership of Colin Scrimgeour

and his successor, Everill Orr (1904-1971), the Mission was active throughout the decade

in a range of social and relief activities. From the mid 1930s Trinity students were rostered

on a voluntary basis to assist at the Mission's Saturday night meetings for "Down and

Outs".rsr Providing shelter and a free meal for people off the streets, these often large

gatherings (in 1935 eighty to one hundred men were said to attend each week) included

hymn singing and an evangelistic address.r52 The tendency to relate social and evangelistic

conc€rns was a feature of the Mission's work during this period, and was evident in student

reflections about helping Scrimgeour and Orr lead services in the Mt Eden Gaol. Writing in

the Methodist Times in 1931, the first-year trainee, Peter Dorrian, described the "brief but

appropriate message" one student had preached to the prisoners and noted that, despite the

unfavourable circumstances, the Trinity men came away from the gaol "rejoicing that it has

been our lot to carry the message of Christ to those who need it so badly."rs3 Visiting Mt

Eden with the missioner was a regular part of the college's activities in the 1930s and, like

to' The group met at the suggestion of the senior student, Bob Mayson (1910-1993), who resigned from the
Methodist ministry in 1949, having decided that his "sometimes outspoken, and otherwise implicit social
message was not what the general parishioner wanted to hear". CRM Minute Book 1934-1943, 18 April
1936, TC, Met082/412; and MAC,1993, p.414.

tso gRM Minute Book 1934-1943,12 September 1936, TC, MerD82l4l2. Social discussion groups also met
for a time in 1931 and 1933, but seem to have confined their agendas to practical questions about circuit
work. NZMT,31 October 1931, p.6; and lbi.d.,10 June 1933, p.6.

t't MAC,1936, p.87; and CRM Minute Book 1934-1943,27 April 1938, TC, Met 082141?..

ts2 MAC,1936, p.134.

r5r A.P. D[orrian], "Trinity College", NZMT,8 August 1931, p.9.
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involvement with the "Down and Outs" meeting, offered ministry students the possibility

of insight into the experiences of people whose lives had been damaged by their context in

different ways. The pious religiosity expressed by Dorian, however, suggests that these

encounters did not necessarily lead trainees to ask critical questions about the social forces

that caused poverty and imprisonment.

Some of the Methodist trainees had particular experiences of the Depression which did lead

them to engage in such questioning. Along with a number of students from other tertiary

institutions, Goodman and Thornley were enlisted to keep the peace at a protest march on

Queen Street in Auckland in 1932, called to denounce wage cuts and the Government's

treatment of the unemployed. Thornley was unprepared for the ugly clashes that broke out

between the marchers and the special policemen. Describing his own part in the affair as

"unhappy and inglorious", he later wrote that he was "only vaguely aware" of what he had

volunteered to do.lsa Goodman recalled that, after the riots, the students met Scrimgeour,

who was "somewhat unhappy" with the role they were playing. Despite arguing that they

"were simply trying to cool the situation and not aggravate it", the Trinity men "went home

pretty disturbed people."rss The events on Queen Street in t932 gave trainees a brutal

illustration of the way authority could react to protest, which would be repeated for a later

generation in confrontations with the police during the 1981, South African Rugby Tour.

In debating issues of war and peace, Trinity College responded to the most divisive social

issue facing many New Zealand churches throughout the 1930s. The desire for "a peaceful

r5a Thornley, "Forty Years in Ministry", p.23. Thornley's reflections echo those made by Martin Sullivan,
shrdent at St John's College from 1929 to 1932 and President of the Auckland University Students'

Association, who wrote of the incident in his autobiography, 'There was no appreciation among most of
us of what we were really doing, and worse than that, no real understanding of the plight of thousands of
unemployed existing on a misorable dole. I think we all fell for the excitement of the moment. I hope so,

but I am ashamed of my part in this episode". Martin Sullivan, Watch How You Go, London, Hodder &
Stoughton, 1975, p.50.

1s5 Goodman, "Some Days of the Years", pp.58-59. Goodman's experiences may have contributed to his
request in 1933 for a year's training and experience in England or America in the areas of social service
and evangelistic work, for which he felt a special calling. As yet, the college had no defined policy on

sending students for overseas training, but the Board of Studies recommended that he spend some time in
central missions in Melbourne before being appointed to a circuit in 1934. This suggestion gained the
approval of the Conference, but financial difficulties caused by the Depression prevented the visit taking
place. See BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 12 January 1933, 14 March 1933, TC, Met 081/5/2; and

Goodman, "Some Days of the Years", p.62.
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world to emerge out of the sacrifice of the fallen" was a legacy of the First World War, and

the 1920s saw Methodists involved in ecumenical statements opposing war and advocating

support for the L,eague of Nations.r56 Pacifism was a popular cause among young people.

As the historian David Grant noted, the Methodist Bible Class movement was "a powerful

pacifist pressure group" in the 1920s and 1930s, "virtually autonomous from the main

church and not necessarily responsible to it."157

While the Christian attitude to war was one of the topics considered by Ranston's

discussion group in 1935, debate about pacifism seems to have largely taken place within

the student body. Initially many trainees appear to have supported a pacifist stand. In 1935,

for example, a group of college men prepared a letter to be sent to the Prime Minister,

George Forbes, declaring their "complete non-participation in war or in preparation for

war, whatever may be the opinion of the State." Viewing war as a conflict between the

claims of Christ and those of the state, the letter writers believed the spirit of Christ's life

and teaching demanded complete adherence to "the methods of love". The letter was

signed by twelve of Trinity's eighteen theological students and two hostelmen, including

two men, lrs Clements (1914-1995) and Bruce Barnitt (d. 1990), whose future ministries

would suffer because of their pacifist convictions.ttt Barnitt and another hostelman, and

later ministry student, lrslie Hayman (1909-1985) were early members of the Christian

Pacifist Society (CPS), founded in 1936 by the Methodists, A.C.Banington and Ormond

Burton.lse In 1938 a meeting of Trinity's theological students agreed to receive a

deputation from the CPS to outline the pacifist position. Acknowledging that a diversity of

rs6 Davidson and Lineham , Transplanted Christianity, pp.29t-92. For a copy of the 1927 Peace Manifesto
see lbid., pp.295-96.

r57 David Grant, Out in the CoId: Paciftsts and Conscientious Objectors in New Zealand during World War
-If Auckland, Reed Methuen, 1986, p.35.

r58 'Ihe other signatories were B.M. Tasker, Bob Mayson, J.S. Willoughby, Peter Johansen, Ashleigh Petch
(1916-1983), George Beckingsale (1910-1983), Irslie Norwell (1908-1995), Ernest Hoddinot, J.C.
Aldwyn Williams (1912-1983), John Silvester, Ian Hopper (1911-1997) and L.H.E. Hollring. "Students
and Pacifism", Trinity College Magazine, 1935, p.3. For an account of Barnitt and Clements during the
war see p.163.

rse Barnitt, Hayman and the future ministry candidate, John lrwis, declared their membership of the CPS in
a letter to the Methodist newspaper. NZMT,24 October 1936, p.198. The story of Methodist pacifism
from the 1920s to the 1940s is told in Grant, Out in the CoId; and Ernest Crane, I can do no other: A
Biography of Ormond Burton, Aucldand, Hodder & Stoughton, 1986.
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opinion existed within the college community regarding the issue, the meeting noted that

attendance at the proposed gathering would be optional.ttr

Growing fascist aggression in Europe from the mid 1930s made it difficult for many people

to maintain a pacifist stance. The outbreak of the Second World War in L939 saw

Methodist ministry students divided over their response to the conflict, and Morison

recalled "very heated" debates betvreen some trainees.tut trwis paid tribute to the wisdom

and tolerance shown by Ranston and Hames which he believed enabled the Trinity

community to hold together without acrimony.lu' Yet the war years were marked by

considerable tension between the desire of students for freedom of opinion and the

college's wish to keep debate within what its principals considered were accepln6le limits.

Doubts were expressed about Trinity College's ability to allow theological students their

own views on issues of war and peace from as early as L939. In that year the senior

student, Laurie Greenslade (1915-1981), replied in a letter to the Methodist Times to

accusations that trainees were being unduly influenced by college authorities. The sowce

of these claims is unknown, but Greenslade denied as "quite untrue" the suggestion "that

we have received orders as to what we must preach, and how we must act". Instead, he

wrote, students had impressed upon them o'the necessity for thinking our way clearly

through the problem and coming to our own conclusion. We are allowed perfect freedom

of speech, thought and conscience, and our views, whatever they may be, are respected."l63

While lrwis's tribute to the college faculty confirms Greenslade's remarks, Ranston did

attempt to restrict student discussion of pacifism by keeping visitors who were advocates

for either side of the debate out of the training institution. In February L940 the principal

reported to Trinity's College and House Committee that "no speaker from without would

It CRM Minute Book 1934-1943,23 July 1938, TC, Met OS2l4l2.

16r TCOH, Morrison, 30 January 1,996.

tuz lbid., Lewis, 16 May 1996. Lewis noted that, the morning after war was declared, Ranston told his Old
Testament class to keep their sense of perspective, for "'The time will come when Hitler and Mussolini
will be no more remembered nor significant than Nebuchadnezzar of old."' Cited in Lewis, Triniry
College Story,p.24.

t63 NZMT,7 October 1939, p.182. Similar accusations were made against the college at the Auckland synod
in 1940. TCC Minutes 1937-194'1,11 December 1940, TC, Met 081/1/7.
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be allowed into the College."le Wary of what he called "divisive influences", Ranston told

the 1940 Conference that staff and students thought it advisable that the college "should be

free from direct outside propaganda". He argued that this would leave the students

"perfectly free to form and discuss their own opinions among themselves".r6s

In taking this approach the theological college reflected the desire for unity that marked

New Zealand Methodism's response to the outbreak of War. Accepting the conflict with a

"measured resignation" which was in contrast to the'Jingoistic and imperialistic rhetoric"

often expressed during the First World War, the church yet sought to enforce harmony

among its members by adopting a "Manifesto on Peace and War".r* While 'Jealously

guarding freedom of speech", this directed that "pulpits and Church organisations shall not

be used as recruiting agencies nor for propaganda encouraging young men to refuse war

service."r67 The college and the Connexion shared the view that restricting the expression

of opinion was necessary to maintain church order in a time of national crisis. In the early

1940s some pacifist students would challenge these strictures, raising difficult questions

for Methodist ministry training about the limits of dissent. Would the college allow

trainees to follow the demands of individual conscience? Could Trinity be a place where

ministry students developed a radical or alternative social or political vision?

Despite the lack of theoretical grounding ministry trainees received in issues relating to

their national or social context, a surprising number of students from the 1,930s went on to

make social concerns a significant part of their ministry. Serving in a variety of fields, men

like George Goodman, Everill Orr (L904-1971),Irs Clements, and Selwyn Dawson had

long, sometimes prophetic, community-facing ministries.tut In the 1930s the Methodist

1* House and College Committee Minutes 1928-7948,15 February 1940, TC, Met 081,/1/11, p.80. The
House and C-ollege Committee dealt with domestic issues like meal-times, hostel fees, leave, the domestic

staff and the use of college rooms.

t65 MAC, L94o, p.l"o6.

ltr Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa, p.102.

tu' Ibid., L94o, p.85.

168 Goodman was a pacifist, a member of the Public Questions Committee and in later years an advocate of
rights for homosexuals in the church. Orr worked as superintendent of the Auckland Methodist Central

Mission from his first appointment in 1933 until his death in 1971. Clements was also a pacifist and a

pioneer in the establishment of ecumenical prison chaplaincies in New Zealand. As the minister of
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college's reluctance to engage deeply with social issues probably reflected Ranston's

conservatism, but it was also reinforced during the Second World War by a desire to

maintain church unity and discipline.

5. Maori Ministry Education

ln the 1930s Maori ministry students trained at Trinity alongside their Pakeha counterparts

and moves to bring Maori and Pakeha education to a similar academic level continued. As

in earlier years, though, preparation was guided by the desire to amalgamate Maori and

European work and did little to encourage the development of ministry with a distinctive

Maori identity. In spite of this, the college was the setting for a pioneering Maori critique

of the relationship between Maori and Christianity in New Z,ealand.

The resilience of Maori society was evident in the 1930s in the continued growth of its

population from 71,131 in 1933 to 88,474 ir 1939.t6e Yet, dependent upon a diminishing

land base, many Maori were hit hard by the Depression, and by 1933 three-quarters of the

adult male Maori population was registered as unemployed. ln search of work, Maori

began to move to the cities, and the number of Maori who had lived in urban areas rose

ftom LL.ZVo of the Maori population in 1936 ts LgVo by 1945. A sign of increasing

interaction with Pakeha society, the transfomration of a once rural people into

predominantly city-dwellers also led to the disruption of traditional patterns of Maori tribal

identity. The participation of the Ratana movement in politics and its alliance with the

labour Party reflected changing styles of leadership and gave its politicians a voice in

government. There were improvements in the areas of Maori health, housing and

education.rio Throughout this period Methodist Maori work remained in a process of slow

rebuilding. While the proportion of Maori professing to be Methodist grew ftom 6.39Vo tn

several large inner-city congregations, Dawson expressed a concern for social and community issues, and

served for a period on the Auckland City Council.

t6e NZMT,30 September 1,933, p,2; and lbid.,9 September 1939,p.146.

r7o See King, "Between Two Worlds", pp.286-300.
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L926 to 6.98Vo in 1936,t71 this increass was not seen in church statistics. The number of

Methodist Maori churches rose only slightly from seventeen in 1929 Io nineteen in 1940,

and the number of Maori members fell from 3655 in L929 to 3255 in 1940.172

As in the past, Maori ministry education remained a small enterprise. Only two Maori

students trained at Trinity in the 1930s, Maharaia Winiata (1912-1960), from 1937 to 1939,

and Rangi Rogers (1911-1971) in 1938 and 1939. Winiata was the first Maori candidate to

be accepted for training for the fulI status of a Methodist minister.rT3 The decision to grant

Maori who took the higher admission tests and showed that they possessed the higher

qualifications required of European recruits equal status with their Pakeha colleagues was

seen by the church as "a natural development" of the policy of amalgamation. In

recommending the change, the L935 Conference carefully observed the way it differed

from initiatives taken in the Solomon Islands, where Methodism sought "the building up of

the Solomon Islanders as a distinct race." Conference noted that, in New Zealand, "both

Church and State [were] irretrievably committed to a policy of the unification of the

interests and the life of the European and Maori races."r74

For both Winiata and Rogers, training at Trinity meant undertaking the theological

college's increasingly academic course of study. An accomplished scholar, Winiata was

Methodism's first Maori ministry student to engage in university work. Graduating BA in

1943 and MA in 1945 from the University of New Zealand, he completed a doctoral thesis

at the University of Edinburghln L952 and was said to be the first Maori to receive a PhD

from a British university,ltt The programme followed by the Maori trainees did not appear

ltl Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted Christianiry, p.176.

t72 MAC,1930, p.162; and lbid.,I94l, p.l9z.

t- Rogers was accepted for training as a student for the'nNative Ministry". Ill health delayed the completion
of his training and he was ordained into the Maori ministry in 1946. In 1953 he was received into Full
Connexion.

t'14 lbid., t935, p.?3. The Methodist Church of New Zealand assumed responsibility for the Solomon Islands
mission field, including Bougainville, n 1922.

"5 Winiata pursued doctoral studies in social anthropology after being awarded a Nuffield Foundation
Scholarship and his thesis was on "The Changing Role of the l-eader in Maori Society". Kenneth Little,
"Foreword" in Maharaia Winiata, The Changing Role of the Leader in Maori Society: A study in social
change and race relatians, Auckland, Blackwood & Janet Paul, 1-967, p.6.
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to differ from that of the European students, and showed no signs of concern for issues of

Maori language or identity. College educators seemed unaware of any need for reflection

upon the nature and requirements of ministry among Maori people. As at Three Kings, the

Maori students may have found that engaging in practical work gave them the best

opportunities for such reflection, While in training, Winiata and Rogers spent time at the

Auckland Maori Mission, helping deaconess Sister Ivy Jones to conduct Sunday services in

Maori for the increasing numbers of Maori living in the city.176 They also maintained

strong links with people from their home areas, visiting and being visited by them on a

regular basis.r77

An independent and visionary thinker, Winiata embarked upon his own process of critique,

writing a series of articles for the Trinity College Magazine from 1937 to 1939 on the

interaction between Maori and Christianify.ttt Discussing the process of cultural change,

Winiata argued that Maori had been "set adrift from the o1d moorings of the historical

values, upon the strange seas of European systems."lp He identified a high Maori death

rate, appalling living conditions, and limited land and economic resources as factors

causing concern for the future of the race. Winiata recognised a need for Maori to take hold

of some of the Pakeha world's methods and standards of value in order to survive, but did

not favour "the absolute Europeanisation" of Maori. lWhile affirming the role of the church

in giving "the true orientation to Maori life',rs he criticised the way the expectations of

European Christians were often thrust upon Maori. Questioning the assumption that Christ

should always be portrayed as a European, for example, he invoked an alternative image of

the Christ "who treads the Maori'Way." He noted that conflict between denominations

t76 MAC,1938, p.138. For a description of the Maori Mission's work in Auckland in the late 1920s and the

L930s see Faulkner, The Decisive Decade, pp.25-26.

ttt L.V.Willing,ReadyWillingandAbIe:OneMan'sBi-culturalJourney,Orewa,C-olcomPress,1996,p.5.

178 M. Winiata, "Religious Movements Among the Maori", Trinity College Magazine, 1937,pp.L4-15; "The
Maori and Christianity",lbid-,1938, pp.13-14; and "Maori Problems', IbA.,1939, p.10. During this

period Winiata attended the 1939 Young Maori Leaders Conference and this may have helped to form his
political consciousness.

Itn winiata, "The Maori and Christianity",IbA.,1938, p.13.

r*u Winiata, '"Maori Problems", Ibid.,1939, p.l}.
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bewildered some Maori and was often a barier to acceptance of Christianity.rsl

Provocative and analytical, Winiata's articles raised issues of local context and identity

rarely addressed within New Zealand churches or society in the 1930s. Within the setting

of the theological college, he issued a challenge for a radical re-evaluation of relations

between Maori and Pakeha.

Winiata was received onto probation in 1940 but, feeling led towards an unpaid ministry,

was granted leave of absence in 1942 to enter the Auckland Teachers' Training College.

He went on to become a distinguished educationalist and was the first Maori tutor at the

University of Auckland's Department of Adult Education. Retaining an active interest in

Methodism, Winiata held the status of a Maori Home Missionary until his early death in

1960.182

The presence of Maori trainees at Trinity and the ideas they expressed in the late 1930s had

a lasting influence on their fellow students. In residence at the college from 1939 to 1941,

I.en Willing later wrote that many of the Pakeha students knew little about Maori

experience. Winiata and Rogers "not only carried mana, they also created in us a life-long

interest in things Maori, opened up for us a new world, and set us on a cultural adventure."

Willing was impressed by the two men's spirituality, their deep rapport, and their pride of

race. On occasion Winiata and Rogers revealed a sense of injustice, making Willing

conscious of "how deeply prejudice *ul{ affect a person." Yet they were never

confrontational, but "always ready to teach when we were ready to learn."183 During their

time at Trinity, Winiata and Rogers were asked by the college faculty to give a series of

talks on Maoritanga. kwis described these talks as "an inspiration" which led his thinking

in a new direction.re

Winiata, "The Maori and Christianity",IbA.,1938, p.14.

The reasons why Winiata eventually withdrew from seeking ordination are not entirely clear. Laurenson
wrote that Winiata "found a barrier among some of the people because he was being 'paid to preach the
Gospel'." I-aurenson, Te Hahi Weteriana, p.236. Other soruces suggest a dispute over varying standards
for Pakeha and Maori ordinands, with Maori being asked to reach standards above those required of
Pakeha.

Willing, Ready Willing andAbIe, pp.3-6.

TCOH,lrwis, 16 May 1996.

181
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New Zealand Methodism's failure to enable the development of a strong indigenous Maori

ministry was a constant thread running through the history of the denomination's Maori

training. The transfer of Maori students from Three Kings to Trinity College seemed to

bring the church closer to its goal of amalgamating Maori and European work. At Trinity,

Maori students followed a training course devised by Pakeha to meet the requirements of

Pakeha ministry, without regard for the special needs of Maori cnmmunities. Ironically, it

was the academically-educated Winiata, the first product of the joint training that took

place in the 1.930s, who laid the foundations for its eventual rejection by Maori. His

visionary reflections provided Maori thinkers of the 1960s with the beginnings of a critique

of the church's Pakeha-dominated svstem of ministrv education.

6. Ministry Formation

Like Garland and Iaws, Ranston endeavoured to balance academic and formational aspects

of ministry education. In the 1930s the Methodist college had a "crowded timetable", but

offered students a variety of opportunities for engagement in practical training, especially

in the areas of preaching, supply work and evangelism.t*t Some dissatisfaction at the nature

and level of such involvement was expressed by Methodists with particular agendas for

ministry (the complaints of those involved in Christian education have already been noted),

and there were significant gaps in Trinity's practical programme in terms of pastoral

teaching, worship and overseas mission work. Overall, however, students were fairly well-

prepared to respond to the ministry priorities of the denomination during the period.

Throughout the 1930s the Methodist college continued to place a high priority on training

for the task of preaching. Homiletics and sermon criticism classes remained under the

direction of [,aws, now approaching his seventies and increasingly regarded as an

institution within the New Zealand Church. A student at Trinity from 1940 to L942,

Selwyn Dawson (1918-2000) remembered Laws as "a fearsome old statesman" who could

be both kindly and sharp, Yet, while the ex-principal was respected by trainees, his

t" W.T. Blight, "Triniry Theological College: College Life from Within", NZMT,12 October 1935, p.182.
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teaching failed to make the kind of impact recalled by Hames in the 1920s. As Dawson

noted, Laws's preaching style, demanding hours spent polishing and memorising sermons,

was one that was fast going out of fashion.l86 Where Hames appreciated Laws for his

clarity, [*wis found Laws had difficulty in communicating to students the art of preaching.

As a result, Irwis left Trinity with only one completed sermon.tE For Hames, such

problems showed the way [-aws lost touch with the younger generation from the middle of

his ministry. Laws, wrote Hames, "expected returned soldiers to jump to it like

schoolboys."l88 I-osing touch with new generations of students was a real danger for faculty

involved with the college for long periods of time, but with only a small pool of qualified

educators to draw upon, it was a predicament often faced by Trinify and other

denominational colleges.

While homiletics classes were of mixed benefit, Methodist students were, as in the past,

given many opportunities for gaining first-hand experience in preaching and leading

worship. In his L936 report to Conference, Ranston noted that twelve to sixteen services

were conducted by Trinity men each Sunday, "eliciting many appreciative comments."lEe

By L939 that figure had risen to about twenty services in worship centres spread from the

North Shore to Pukekohe.tn Such involvement took a lot of students' time and energy, but

helped the college to become known among Methodist congregations in and around the

Auckland area.

In the 1930s Trinity College's focus on the development of preaching skills overshadowed

any consideration of the nature and role of worship as a whole. Reflecting in 1995 on

changes to Methodist worship in New Zealand over the past half-ceDtury, trn Shapcott

re TCOH, Selwyn Dawson, 10 July 1996. Morrison also spoke of 'outgrowing'Iaws's approach to sermon

preparation. Ibid., Morrison, 30 January 1996.

t*' Ibi.d.,Irwis, 16 May 1996.

rE Hames, Coming of Age, p.47.

t&e MAC,1937,p.9z.

reo J.J. Lewis, "Report of the Activities of Trinity Theological College, 1939", NZMT,9 September 1939,

p.153.
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observed that, when he entered ministry in the early 1940s, "Methodism was still very

much a religious 'society"' and lacked "a very strong sense of Churchmanship".ter

Influenced by, what Eric Hames identified as, a "sectarian mind and spirit", reminiscent of

an early revivalist style of Methodism, Dily within the denomination were suspicious of

liturgical traditions or practices that hinted at "ritualism" or "formalism".1e2 The sacrament

of Holy Communion, for example, was tacked on to the end of Sunday worship rather than

being a service in its own right, and was often no more than "a distribution of elements

with a few pious words."le3 Reports in the 1920s that the theological college was

encouraging the use of a written liturgy and the wearing of academic gowns in the pulpit

were loudly denounced by some Methodists as "a return to the fleshpots of formalism".lB

During the 1930s Trinity offered students little formal teaching in liturgics, leaving them

with a slight understanding of things like the importance and meaning of the church year.

Ignorance was often exposed when trainees went on to probation. Thornley, for example,

recalled being "gently chided" by a parishioner for preaching about the cross on Easter

Sunday morning.res A more holistic understanding of worship would not become a

significant feature of the college's practical instruction until the 1940s.

The college continued to offer opportunities for training in pastoral work in the 1930s

although the development of pastoral theology in its modern sense was yet to occur.r% A

weekly class on pastoral theology was taught by Iaws, Blight and Hames, who, while

being sensitive to pastoral issues, had no fomral qualifications in the field. Ranston's

rer f,€n Shapcott to Frank Hanson, 5 August 1995, Methodist Worship and Preaching, TC, Met 08711/6,p.4.
Shapcott trained at Trinity from 1943 to 1944.

te2 E.W. Hames, "Methodist Churchmanship', f1947f, TC Papers, TC, Met 089/116. For further discussion
of Hames's ideas about "churchmanship" see pp.175-76,

1e3 'Ihis observation was made by [.ewis, who also noted that, when he entered Trinity in 1939, "anybody
who prepared his prayers and even dared to read them was regarded as pornographic." J.J. Lewis to E.F.I.
Hanson, ll August 1995, Methodist Worship and Preaching, TC, Met 08711,16.

te4 NZMT,2 August 1924, p.7. See conespondence by "Dissenter", 'Nicodemus", "Nonconformist" and

C.H. Laws n IbA.,Z4May 1924,p.1.4;21 June 1924,p.6;5luly 1924,p.14; and 2 August 1924,p.7.

1'5 I'hornley, "Forty Years in Ministry", p.26.

te6 'I-he development of pastoral theology as a modern discipline is identified initially with the work of A.T.
Boisen who introduced clergy to the methods of clinical training in the 1920s and 1930s. D.J.T. "Pastoral
Theology" rn New Dictionary of Theology, S.B. Ferguson and D.F. Wright (eds.), Leicester, InterVarsity
Press, 1988, p.494.
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descriptions of the course in annual reports to the Conference from 7932 to 1938 suggested

that it may have been dominated by a focus on Sunday School methods and circuit

administration rather than on issues of pastoral care or experience. [n residence at Trinity in

the early 1930s, Thornley remembered no specific teaching on how to visit the sick or

conduct funerals and weddings.te No record has been found of the text books used in the

pastoral course, but probationers in the 1930s were referred to writings from the previous

century, like Gladden's The Christian Pastor and William Arthur's work on Christian

holiness, The Tongue of Fire (1856).re6 The late 1930s showed signs of changing emphases

within Trinity's pastoral teaching. In 1939, for example, the pastoral class was more

broadly defined as being the study of all "the duties of the minister outside the pulpit", ild,
in his report to the L940 Conference, Ranston noted that the college's new tutor, Hames,

was "keenly alive" to the practical side of pastoral instruction.lry

As in the early twentieth century, working on supply gave many ministry students a chance

to gain 'hands on' pastoral experience. It was while on supply at the Pitt Street Methodist

Church under the guidance of its minister, William Walker (1880-1969), that Thornley

"began to learn something of pastoral visitation." Meeting the seriously ill brought him

face to face with suffering and was "a costly and sobering task."m Trainees were often sent

to work in rural circuits like Pukekohe, Te Aroha, Leeston and Ruawai, where they were

exposed to New Zealand Methodism at the 'grass roots'. A three week stint with the Maori

Home Mission in L937, for example, left one student reflecting on a round of visits made

to Maori and Pakeha outback homes and preaching places. Memorable experiences

included conducting a rare service for a congregation of just two elderly worshippers "in a

home away back on a clay road." The student marvelled at the courage and perseverance of

home missionaries and deaconesses who carried on such work all the year round. "I
imagine the loneliness", he wrote, "the lack of real, vital fellowship with fellow-labourers,

u7 TCOH, Robert Thornley, 19 April 1996.

t" See MAC,1934, p.30. An Irish Methodis! Arthur was a powerful advocate sl ths imFortance of the Holy
Spirit and his book led to a revived interest in Britain and America in the doctrine of Christian holiness.

tee lbid., 1940, pp.105-06.

200 Thomley, "Forty Years in Ministry", pp.24-25.
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[and] the constant drain upon one's spiritual resources".tot Lacking a college grounding in

pastoral practice, students on supply sometimes felt that they had been "thrown in at the

deep end".tut Yet, in providing some insight into the nature and demands of ministry, the

supply experience offered trainees an important opportunity to test their calling.

For the Methodist college, supply also acted as a useful means of student assessment. In

1931, for example, Trinity's Committee of Discipline, concerned about the "efficiency" of

a second-year student, asked the Board of Studies to arrenge for the man to be given an

appointment over the summer vacation so that "his ability for Circuit work could be

tested."2O3 The trainee passed the test and went on to further training and ordination. A

third-year student sent on supply because his preaching was the subject of "unsatisfactory"

reports in 1935 was not so fortunate. Early in 1936 the Committee of Discipline noted that

he would not be recommended for reception on to probation.e The use of supply as a form

of assessment revealed the value New Zealand Methodists placed on practical ministry

skills, for, when doubts were expressed about a student's training progress, it was his

ability to preach and pastor that proved the deciding factor.

In the late 1930s economic pressures made supply less attractive for some Methodist

students. Ranston reported to the College Council in 1938 that few trainees were accepting

supply work over the long vacation "as they preferred seeking more remunerative

employment."20s While the Council responded by trying to establish a minimum rate of

payment for students on supply (f2 per week plus board and travelling expenses), the

2tr1 rr4 Student in Home Mission Work", NZMT,28 August 1937, p.L32,

zot TCOH, Lewis, 16 May L996.

203 "Report of the Board of Studies", 2 November 1931, TCC Minutes 1930-1936, TC, Met 08117/6. A
subcommittee of the Trinity College Council, the Committee of Discipline was formed n t927 to
consider the character, discipline, diligence and efficiency, preaching progress, and health of the students.

The Committee had the power to suspend trainees pending the consideration of the Trinity College
Council. It was also charged with making "general enquiry as to the conduct of students residing in the

Hostel." MAC, 1927, p.93. In 1936 the Committee changed its name to be called the Committee of
Oversight. Committee of Discipline Minute Book 1927-1950, 9 April L936,TC, Met 081i1/9.

2un lbid.,S October 7935,6 February L936, TC, Met 081/L/9.

2o5 TCC Minures 1937 -1947 , L3 October 1938, TC, Met 081/1/7.
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inability of circuits to finance such short-term appointments would eventually undercut

their viability.tuu

Like supply, the Collegiate Church remained a context for the development of trainees'

ministry skills as, throughout the 1930s, Trinity assigned "student pastors" to engage in

visiting within the congregation. While limited by the busyness of the college prograrnme,

the opportunity for sustained pastoral contact was a valuable experience for students,

leading one man to remark in 1935 that the "uncomfortable feeling of acute self-

consciousness that binds the powers of speech, has been a rare sensation." He noted that

meeting people in their own homes and sharing with them "the great joy of Christian

experience" helped to give students living in a world of books a more balanced view of

life. The hospitality shown by a number of the Grafton families provided some trainees

with a home away from home,aT As Hames observed, however, death and removals

depleted the membership of the inner-city church in the late 1930s, so that "by the time

[he] joined the [college] staff in 1939 the problem was not how to revive the body but how

decently to inter it."2o8

A concern for Methodism's traditional priority of evangelism was, as noted, a central

feature of Ranston's thinking about ministry preparation in the 1930s. For Ranston, the

apostle Paul, who combined a "massive theological background" with the aims of "a

flaming evangelist", was a model for ministry in the modern age.^e Some of the

evangelistic activities engaged in by Trinity were, as Lineham noted, "atypical events"

within New Zealand Methodism by the 1930s, and may seem out of step with the liberal

directions towards a social gospel being set by the modern denomination.tto Yet, in making

206 lbi.d.,13 December 1938.

2m "student Pastors", Triniry College Magazine, 1935, pp.5-6. Living across the road from Trinity College,
Harold and Myra Burton, for example, attended the Collegiate Church and welcomed students into their
home. Two of their daughters, Margaret and Enid, married Methodist ministers, Bill Francis (a student at

Trinity from 1934 to 1936) and Selwyn Dawson. NZMT,2 February 1963,p.362.

208 Hames, Coming of Age, p.80.

2s H. Ranston, "The Ministry and the Modern Age",NZMT,l2 October 1935, pp.184-85.

210 For a discussion of the place of evangelism within New Zealand Methodism between the t'wo World
Wars see Lineham, New Zealanders qnd the Methodist Evangel,pp.79-22.
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training in evangelism a priority of the college, Ranston, like [,aws and Garland before

him, was able to appeal to Methodists of a more evangelical persuasion who may still have

doubted the value of ministry education within the theological institution.

In the 1930s the staff and students of Trinity College participated in trvo main forms of

evangelism. They continued to lead evangelistic missions, moving out of the Auckland

area to places like East Belt in Christchurch in 1931, Waihi in 1935 and Opunake n 1937.

These meetings lifted Trinity's profile in the wider church and earned the college some

praise. Writing to the Methodist Times to thank the students for their visit to East Belt, for

example, Frank Thompson of St Albans noted that *all the addresses were of high order.

The old message presented in convincing modern manner. Singing good. General

attendance ... excellent." "If these men are a sample of those now being trained in our

College," he stated, "then our Church has nothing to fear."zrl As the students themselves

observed, the missions made a good impression among people who were ambivalent about

the college. It was rather revealing, wrote one trainee n 7937, to find how people were

'Just a little uncertain about the men from Trinity. In each place there were good people

who had to confess to the men that before they had met them they were quite sure that a

Trinity Student was some sort of a heretic! Why has this conception got abroad?"zlz For an

institution which could seem remote and sometimes faced criticism from local

congregations, the positive visibility that often resulted from student involvement in

missions, as well as supply and Sunday preaching, was most important.

Writing about the place of evangelism at Knox Theological Hall in the 1930s, Breward

noted the topical debate that took place among Presbyterian sfudents in L932 on the nature

of a proposed mission, and particularly the issue of calling for 'decisions'. Students were

concerned that evangelism should not descend into emotionalism, and agreed not to ask

new converts to sign cards or come forward in meetings.2t'There is no record of disputes

over evangelism at Trinity during this period, but similar questions were present in the

21t NZMT,4 April 1931, p.3. Similar sentiments were expressed in A.R. Penn, "students' Mission: Stining
Times in Opunake", Ibid.,79 June 1937, p.59.

2r2 "students' Missions", Trinity College Magazine, 1937, pp.7-8.

2tr Breward, Grace andTruth,p.49.
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Methodist college's life. In the fust issue of the Trinity magazine, for example, one man

suggested that special evangelistic campaigns had lost "much of their usefulness in

touching the outsider". Apart from isolated cases, the success of missions, he claimed,

tended to be confined to people who were already church or Bible Class members. While

affirming the "peculiar place" of emotion in religious meetings, the writer warned that

emotionalism could engender "an antagonism which defeats the preacher's main end - that

of winning the hearts of his listeners."2ra In their response to D.H. Woodcock's remarks

about a perceived lack of evangelical teaching at Trinity, students in 1937 warned against

confining evangelism "to the holding of spectacular missions", arguing that "in these

modern days" there was no fixed method of winning people to Christ.zls Despite such

reflections, Methodist trainees did not appear to repudiate the place of missions within the

life of the church. Where "the claims of Christ [were] set forth in a logical and

consequently forceful manner," wrote the student in the 1"934 college magazine, people's

real needs were met, and they were led to "a deeper and fuller experience of our Lord." He

pointed to the spiritual benefits felt by those leading evangelistic missions, describing the

work as a foretaste of the goal of the call to ministry.2r6 This reluctance to reject missions,

in the face of liberal doubts about the methods of traditional mass evangelism, remained a

characteristic of Trinity College beyond the 1930s.

In the 1930s Methodist ministry students also spoke at open-air meetings, held on Friday

nights on Karangahape Road and, from the mid 1930s, outside the Pitt Street Chureh in

conjunction with its minister, E. Thomas Olds (1890-1960.21? A tradition of the

theological college which dated back to before Dunholme days, open-air evangelism was

Quoted in "Spiritual Advance - A Training Ground", NZMT,S January L935, p.4.

IbA., 6 November L937, p.2I3.

"Spiritual Advance", Ibid.,5 January 1935, p.4.

The Trinity students organised open-air meetings in the area of Karangahape Road and Pitt Street from
1929. Olds commenced a fifteen-year ministry at Pitt Street in 1935 and the meetings became a weekly
event, led alternately by the students and the new minister. Described as a "natural orator whom few
could resist", Olds had the ability to speak to people outside ordinary church circles and became known
for a popular radio ministry. CRM Minute Book 1929-1933,2 Aprrl1929, TC, Met O8214/t; and MAC,
1966, p.20. Lois White's 1934 painting, Street rnission, was based on Methodist open-air preaching in
Auckland during this period, and conveys something of its atmosphere. See Nicola Green, By the Waters
of Babylon: The Art of A. Lois White, Auckland, David Bateman, 1993,pp.37-32,36.

2L4
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seen by trainees to reflect the example of John Wesley, "who powerfully moved men in the

street and in the marketplace".zrs The meetings also had a modern inspiration in the person

of the British Methodist, Donald Soper, who, as a young probationer, began an open-air

ministry on Tower Hill in l.ondon n 1927 . Soper preached Christian democratic socialism

and gained a wide audience, and the Trinity students urged New Zealand Methodists who

wished they could hear him that "in Auckland there [was] an open air meeting being held

which for size, character and effectiveness, [was] not very different from that of the famous

Tower Hitl Open Airs."2re

Irading open-air gatherings was a rigorous experience as students exposed their faith to

the scrutiny of ordinary Aucklanders. In 1937 the meetings were said to attract an audience

of between 150 and 200 people, a mixfure of the curious, the sceptical and the derelict.

Public question time was a crowd favourite. The Trinity men had to learn to think on their

feet in response to daunting and often controversial questions on topics like pacifism, the

problem of evil, evolution and the church's role in resisting progress. Criticism of

institutional religion was common and, in the opinion of one trainee, frequently justified.

Would that "professing Christians could listen in", he proclaimed in the 1937 Trinity

magazine, "and see how their inconsistencies are ridiculed by these 'msn of the street!"'uo

In speaking to the crowd, students had to express their ideas clearly and simply, for, as

Olds noted in a report to the Methodist Times in 1.938, theological terms which tended "all

too easily to slip from the tongue, words which to the non-churchgoer convey no real

meaning [were] quickly challenged." There were times when the language of the Pitt Street

crowd was "more expressive than polite."22r

The particular value of the open-air experience lay in the way it took students outside the

known world of the college and circuit. While this sometimes engaged them in what felt

like pointless arguments, they also found people who were genuinely seeking a deeper

ttt "Trinity College News", NZMT,30 April 1932, p.9.

tt' "Christ and the Auckland Crowds!", Trinity College Magazine, 1.937, p.6. The link with Soper was also
made by Ranston in his annual report to the 1938 Conference. MAC,1938,p.97.

t"' "Christ and the Auckland Crowds!", Trinity College Magazine, 1937,p.7.

2?1 E.T. Olds, "Christ in the Open" , NZMT,I January 1938, p.283.
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understanding of life and were grateful for the opportunity to ask questions about faith. It is

not likely that students expressed very radical views in their preaching. Although two

meetings were cancelled in April 1932 by order of the police in the wake of the Queen

Street riots, this was probably due to an official wariness of all open-air gatherings and

their potential to cause disturbance.ru Further restrictions would be imposed on the

meetings during the Second World War. The students' own reflections about the gatherings

revealed both mild social concern and evangelical zeal. "No College man can take part in

an Open Air", one trainee wrote, "without having the very depths of his heart moved for

the crowds without Christ who throng our Streets. We are not in the open air to entertain,

but to save".223

In spite of the college's involvement in missions and open-air meetings, some Methodists

remained critical of Trinity's efforts in training students for evangelistic work. A student at

the theological institution from 1930 to L932, J. Ainsley Daglish (1908-1967), for example,

was not an opponent of college education itself. Yet his criticisms of Trinity's academic

focus echoed some of the concerns expressed by Methodists who, in the nineteenth

century, argued against a residential style of ministry preparation. In a letter to the

Methodist Times n 1937, Daglish identified "a manifest dearth of spiritual powef'within

the New Zealand denomination, and traced the fault to "a definite and pathetic lack" in the

college's training for evangelism. Believing that "the true Methodist ministry" was

evangelical and evangelistic, he suggested that Trinity's emphasis upon scholarship was

not equipping students for its historic mission of 'spreading scriptural holiness'. Men, he

declared, "are not saved by Biblical criticism, Greek, and the like.' Daglish called upon

Methodism to take a lead from the Baptist, Joseph Kemp's, Bible Training Institute

(BTI)."0 Simpson observed that, in founding the BTI, Kemp sought to establish in New

Zealand "an identifiably anti-modernist institution which would teach fundamentalist

Everill Orr, the student convenor of open-air meetings, reported to students that police permission to hold
the gatherings was "conditional upon the state of quietness obtaining in the city." CRM Minute Book
1929-7933,16 April L932,23 Apnl L932, TC, Met 082/411.

"Christ and the Auckland Crowds!", Triniry College Magazine,1937, pl.

J. Ainsley Daglish, "Training for Evangelism",NZMT,28 August 7937,p.I34.
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theology."225 Ln Daglish's opinion, however, despite "their so-called fundamentalism the

students of that college show an enthusiasm and self-sacrifice for the very things we are

supposed to represent, that ought to make us blush for shame - and they get the results."226

Daglish's comments evoked a small flury of responses, some in support of his views and

others in defence of the college, and highlighted the continuing tension that existed within

New Zealand Methodism between knowledge and evangelical zealu In the 1930s

evangelical concern over the academic emphasis of ministry preparation took different

forms. Methodists like D.H. Woodcock were, as earlier noted, critical of the liberal nature

of Trinity's biblical teaching. Daglish represented those Methodists who considered the

intsllectual enterprise itself to be irrelevant or, at best, insufficient to meet the "true"

evangelistic needs of ministry.

One area of practical training that some Methodist students believed required more

attention at Trinity College in the 1930s was that of preparing candidates for the foreign

mission field. Involved in overseas work throughout the Pacific from the nineteenth

century, Methodists in New Zealand responded enthusiastically when the Solomon Islands

mission became the sole responsibility of the New Zealand Conference n L922. Hames

observed that the church was "at its best" in its support of mission work, "watching and

working and giving under the constraint of a great commission."zs Members of the

denomination would serve in the Solomons as ministers, doctors, missionary sisters and lay

Kemp was minister of the Auckland Baptist Tabemacle from 1920 to 1933, and was the prime interpreter
of American fundamentalism in New Zealand in the 1920s. J.M.R. Simpson, "Joseph W. Kemp and the
Impact of American Fundamentalism in New Zealand", BA Hons Thesis, University of Waikato, 1987,
p.62.

Daglish, "Training for Evangelism", N ZMT, 28 August 7937, p.l3 4.

See letters by H. Ranston in lbid.,11 September \937, p.149; A.E. On,25 September 1.937, p.1.65; and
D.H. Woodcock,9 October L937, p.L81.

Hames, Coming of Age, p.81. A survey of New Z,ealand Methodism's involvement in overseas mission is
contained in G.G. Carter, A Family Affair: A Brief Survey of New Zealand Methodism's Involvement in
Mission Overseas 1822-1972, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), Vol- 28, Nos. 3-4, t973. For the
story of New Zealand Methodist women in the Solomon lslands see D.N. Beniston, The Call of the
Solomons: The New Zealand Methodist Women's Response, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand),
No. 60, February 1994; and Lisa Early, "If we win the women: the lives and work of female missionaries
at the Methodist Mission in the Solomon lslands, 1902-7942", PhD Thesis, University of Otago, 1998.
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workers, and from the 1920s a number of ministry students were inspired by a desire to

contribute to this work.

ln the 1920s and 1930s the Methodist college responded slowly to the need for training in

the area of overseas mission work. Trinity's curriculum lacked opportunities for

theological reflection on the role and work of the missionary, and ministry students

received no practical instruction in how to undertake the task of evangelism outside New

Zealand. No record has been found of student reading on missionary topics, although from

1925 a reasonably up-to-date selection of books on overseas work was included in the

reading recommended by Conference for probationers. Among the books recommended in

the 1930s were the reports of the 1910 Edinburgh World Missionary Conference and a

coilection of missionary biography and reminiscences, including the German theologian,

Albert Schweitzer's, On the Edge of the Primeval Forest (1922). From 1925 probationers

were also advised to read J.H. Oldham's Christianity and the Race Problem (1924),22e a

text introduced by Dickie to theology classes at Knox Theological Hall from L927. A

thought-provoking and well-researched study, Oldham's book discussed the causes of

racial prejudice and raised questions about social and political equality between races. As

King observed, Oldham was limited by "the eurocentric paternalism of his age", but his

work was significant for the way it "treated racial issues seriously and with solid

theological intent".2s There is no way of knowing how many probationers read Oldham,

but the text's inclusion in the reading list showed an awarensss among some Methodists of

some recent and important thinking in the area of missionary work.

The desire for specialised preparation in the area of overseas mission work was expressed

within Trinity College in the late 1.920s by a group of trainees who banded together to form

their own missionary society, Founded in April L928 by Norrnan Gutry and W. John

Court,Bl the Radius Group aimed to "compel every student to become a world outlook

man." The society held fortnightly prayer and discussion meetings, and pledged itself to

"n MAC, 1925, pp.37 -38; and lbid., 1934, p.32.

*o King, "'Organising Christian Truth"', pp.l4l-42.

'r Gutry was the Radius Group's first Chairman, and Court was its first Secretary. Both men wsre received
on to probation but neither were ordained.
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"look after the interests of students who have volunteered for foreign service."23z From

early on the group saw a need for a "curriculum [or] Foreign Missionary Caudidates both

in College and on Probation",tt' and actively pursued this question in 1928 and 1929,

holding conversations with Laws, William Sinclair (now General Secretary of the Foreign

Mission Departrnent) and members of the Foreign Mission Board. It was not made clear

what such a curriculum might entail, but the syllabus for the society's own meetings

included a study of the history and principles of mission; missionary activity in the Pacific,

India, Africa and New Zealand; the problems of "race and colour and presentation of the

Gospel"; and missionary biographies.e In -1.929 the students raised the question of training

for their future wives, a pertinent issue for, although unpaid, married women were expected

to work alongside their husbands in the mission field. As Beniston noted, problems arose

and ministries were sometimes cut short when wives sent overseas "with little discretion"

proved unsuitable for, or unwilling to be involved in, the work of the mission.as

A small group of mission enthusiasts, the Radius Group seemed to run out of energy in

1930 and ceased meeting in 1932.236 Its activities did not appear to lead to changes to

Trinity's curriculum, although it is possible that they bore some fruit in the Board of

Examiners' decision in 1931 to add extra courses in anthropology, comparative religion

and ethnology for probationers designated for foreign mission work.BT The question of

training for Methodist missionary wives was not quickly addressed. It took until the 1960s

for the Mission Board to even begin interviewing the wives of husbands applying for

entrance into mission work. The lack of specialist missionary training at Trinity in the

232 &'Ihe Radius Group: Constitution", [13 April 1928], Radius Group Minute Book 1928-1932, TC, Met
082/4/7.

a3 IbA.,30 June 1928.

ts4 "Constitution", [13 Apnl 1928], I bid.

tss lbid.,19 October 1929; and Beniston, Call of the Solomons,p.2!.

" No meetings were recorded in the group's minute book from September 1930 to June L931. A new
constitution was adopted in July 1931 and the group's focus was altered "to stress equally the interests of
the Home and Foreign Missions"- Radius Group Minute Book 1928-7932,23 June 1931, TC, Met
082/417. No meetings were recorded from September 1931 to April L932 and entries ceased completely
from September 1932, The Radius Group's demise may have reflected a general retrenchment in
Methodist mission work because of the Depression or been a result of changing student membership.

231 MAC,r93L,p.24.
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1930s meant that students of the time who went on to work in the Solomons (men like

Clarence Iradley (1905-2000) and Donald Alley (1906-7942)) were left to develop their

own resources and did much of their learning on the job.*t

While dominated by a focus on equipping students with certain practical skills, formational

training at Trinity in the 1930s also encompassed a concern for the development of

trainees' religious experience and, in a broad sense, of their character. Ranston regarded the

deepening of a student's devotional life as a central aspect of training, for without it, he

wrote in 1933, "there can be no vital acquisition of intellectual truth, and certainly no

preacher's mind or message."ztn The college had a busy prayer life with students taking

part in daily worship, monthly communion services, and a variety of prayer meetings held

before criticism services, open air gatherings and during "times of crisis".2{ As at

Dunholme, it was assumed that engagement in regular group and individual devotional

exercises would provide those in training with the spiritual resources needed for

ministry.2ar There was no notion of a more directed style of spiritual formation. Fortnightly

Friday fellowship meetings, organised by the students themselves, showed some

innovative edges, and were described by one trainee as "easily the most impressive

gatherings" held at the college.zaz The meetings often had an ecumenical nature, and during

the 1930s invited speakers included the principal of the Baptist Theological College, J.J.

North; Canon William Fancourt, soon to be the Dean of St Mary's Anglican Cathedral; and

the Congregational minister, Arthur Nelson.43 ln L937 Anglican and Baptist theology

a8 lradley, for example, trained at Dunholme and Trinity from 1927 to L929. Originally a carpenter, he
served in the Solomous from 1934 to 1942 as headmaster of the Kokeqolo School and vice-principal of
the Roviana District Training College, and again from 1966 to 1968. His wife, Amy, prepared for mission
work, coutpleting pharmacy and nursing training before the couple went overseas. Ibid,.,2000, N 11-12.
Alley was a student at Trinity from 1929 to 1931 and worked in the Solomons from 1936 until his death
in1942 while being transferred to Japan as a prisoner of war.

ae Ranston, "Training of the Ministry",NZMT, L1 November 1933, p.8.

24o "The Devotional Life", Trinity College Magazine, 1937 , p.4.

2al Morrison recalled that it never occuned to him that he did not have the spiritual resources he would need.
TCOH, Morrison, 30 January 1996.

242 .'I'he Devotional Life", Trinity College Magazine, L937, p.4.

243 'Ihe Methodist students also spoke of inviting Rabbi Goldstein to a fellowship meeting but no record has

been found of this taking place. CRM Minute Book 1929-1933, 7 September 1934, TC, Met 0821412; and
"The Devotional Life of College", Trhity College Magazine,1935, p.6.
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students joined the fellowship meeting to tisten to the Chinese ecumenist and general

secretary of the World Student Christian Federation, T.Z.Koo.ta Times of sharing,

challenge and devotion for students, such occasions saw the Methodist college interacting

within a wider community of institutions for ministry training and helped build positive

relations between the denominations.

As the planners of the new Methodist college had hoped, the presence of university

students in the Trinity hostel had a formative influence within the theological institution.

Ranston believed the university men saved ministry trainees "from becoming too nanow in

their outlook." Both he and Blight were convinced of the value of the "mutual criticism and

round table discussions" that took place as students from a range of scholarly disciplines

came to know one another.'os The hostel was often a diverse community, accoulmodating

n L937, for example, students from the arts, architecture, law, science, agriculture,

medicine and commerce faculties. In 1937 hostel life also had a multi-cultural flavour, with

one Singaporean and three Fijian students.2tr Strong friendships were formed between the

men as they joined together in social and sporting activities, including all sorts of "stunts"

and "larks". Water bombs were dropped on students and staff, rooms were emptied of

furniture in the dead of night, and students underwent various rites of initiation into

Trinity's "Misogynist Club".2a1 Such amusements may have dispelled "any aura of

sanctimoniousness that might have gathered round ministers in the making",ru but in the

1930s they also gave the college something of the atmosphere of a boys' boarding school.

4 "Trinity College Notes",NZMI, 3 July 1937, p.66.

2a5 Ranston, "Training of the Ministry",Ibid.,l.l. November 1933,p.8. Blight wrote that a "minister who has

been shut away in Schools and Colleges cannot interpret his Master to others; and men who have made

no personal contacts with the Christian ministry will alnost certainly seriously misjudge the Church and

her message." Blight, "Trinity College", Trinity College Magazine, L935, p.2.

26 "Hostel Notes", Ibid.,1937, p.6. A history of the Trinity College Hostel remains to be written but is
outside the scope of this study.

tot The word "misogynist" was a reference to the fact that, before the Second World War, only single men

were accepted as candidates for the Methodist rninistry. Trainees were not permitted to marry until they
had completed probation. Students who became engaged while at college were zubjected to prank
punishments from their fellow members of the Misogynist Club. While used in a joking fashion, the term

"misogynist" also reflects a mindset of superiority and possibly even hostility towards women. See

"Trinity College News", NZMT,2 April 1932,p,I3.

2ot L.T. Norwell, Autobiograpfty, Red Beach, ColCom Press, 1998, p.19.
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The inevitable result of a group of mostly young, single men letting off steam, this climate

would in later years be challenged by the arrival at Trinity of women students. It also

contributed to some significant tensions with staff over the question of authority.

The Methodist historian, Rupert Davies, observed that Methodist theological colleges in

Britain in the 1930s tended to be "authoritarian regime[s] in which everyone's activities

were prescribed and enforced". Davies traced this to the denomination's desire to turn out

ministers "who would fit welt into the Methodist system." In New Zealand such ministers

were sometimes described as "GPs" or general practitioners. When this urge for conformity

was expressed in a rigid discipline, it sometimes had the effect of provoking from students

a childish kind of joking, or even, as Davidson noted of life at St John's College, "periodic

outbursts of rebellion."zoe Discipline was also strict at Trinity, and Laws was a particularly

authoritarian figure. The college's daily routine was governed by an elaborate set of rules,

determining trainees' free time, their right to receive visitors, and the hours at which the

institution's doors were locked each night. In 1930, [,aws's last year as principal, this

system was challenged by, what Goodman described as, "a minor student revolt".m The

dispute was the result of a clash between the students' wish for extra leave and the request

of Trinity authorities for assurance that all college rules would be "loyally accepted and

observed." Regarding the latter as a legalistic attempt "'to restrict the men by a severer

interpretation"' of the rules, the ministry students replied that they were "'unable to

reaffirm the rules in their totality."'Tr Such defiance led the Trinity College Council to

recommend that one trainee be admonished, and that signing a copy of the college's rules

"be obligatory upon each student entering the Institution."62 While Ranston may have had

a more relaxed style of leadership than Laws, a strong sense of discipline prevailed at

Trinity throughout the 1930s. For Davies, authoritarianism "tended to the suppression of

the right sort of individualit!", t suggestion which raises questions about how the

zae Davies, "Training of the Methodist Ministry", p.115; and Davidson , Selwyn's Legacy, p.I72.

250 Goodman, "Some Days of the Years", p.52,

'5t TCC Minutes 1.929-1938, 22 and 30 September 1930, TC, Met OSllll4; and Gordon Bowden to C.H.
Laws, 6 October 1930, TCC Minutes 1930-1936, TC, Met O8lltl6.

t" TCC Minutes 1930-1936, 9 April 1931, TC, Met 081/1/6; and MAC,1931, p.96. See also "statement of
College Council for Special Committee of Conference set up to Consider the College Regulations and

their Enforcement", lI93Il, Ibid.
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Methodist college responded to difference. A factor in the way Trinity related to, and

sought to form, Maori trainees, the church's desire for students to conform to an assumed

model would also be present in the college's dealings with evangelical, radical and women

students.

Noting that no college could ever fully equip a minister, Ranston considered that the

completion of the practical aspects of training could not take place until students began

circuit work, and depended then upon the support of local congregations. Just as "not the

University but his clients make the lawyer", the principal suggested, "so it is the churches

that make the ministrt.rt253 Yet, as at Dunholme, the new college at Grafton offered

students a wide range of 'hands on' experiences which enabled them to develop the

practical skills required for ministry. In the 1930s these opportunities balanced the

increasing concern brought by Ranston for the academic dimensions of preparation. There

were gaps in the college's vocational formation, but also considerable strengths in the

encounters trainees had with Methodist congregations, Trinity's hostelmen, ministry

students from other colleges and people from outside the church.

Conclusion

The opening of Trinity College in Grafton brought to an end the changes and mobility that

marked Methodist ministry preparation in the years before L929. From the 1930s the

denomination established a more settled tradition of residential theological education in

New Zealand, moving away from the use of practical field-based styles of training.

In the first decade of the new institution's life, its principal, Harry Ranston, followed the

example of Garland and Laws, holding together educational and formational training

priorities. The desire to give ministry preparation a more academic focus was a strong

factor in Trinity's planning, and real progress was made in lifting the college's intellectual

standards, yet this was balanced by an emphasis on the practical and spiritual concerns of

traditional evangelicalism. For Ranston, knowing the essentials of the evangelical faith,

developing the ability to preach the gospel with conviction, and deepening one's inner

zt3 Ranston, "Training of the Ministry", Ibid.,11 November 1933, p.9.
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religious life were just as important as being introduced to the learnings of modern biblical

criticism. While dissatisfaction about the theological institution's academic directions

continued to be expressed in the 1930s (by both evangelical and liberal Methodists), this

combination of priorities was maintained with some success. The involvement of students

in practical work in local congregations played an important role in helping to give Trinity

a positive profile within the wider church, reassuring a number of Methodists who felt

ambivalent about the college.

During the 1930s Maori students were for the first time given the opportunity to train for

the full status of Methodist ministry. Moves towards greater equality between Maori and

Pakeha, however, masked a continuing desire to assimilate Maori into the European church

rather than to enable the development of a strong indigenous Maori ministry. Maori

resilience was evident in the reflections of Winiata, whose critique of the relations between

the races raised questions of Maori identity and began to challenge assumptions of Maori

subordination.

More than at any time previously, Methodist ministry education in the 1930s was

challenged by the times in which it took place to look beyond its own walls. The college

was drawn into engaging with questions of war and peace, and with the hardship caused by

the Great Depression, and responded to the latter mainly on a practical level. Ministry

training in the 1930s involved learning a body of knowledge rather than analysing the

social order, and students were not trained to think theologically about the causes or

implications of the poverty they encountered. Some trainees were led by their experiences

into a deeper questioning of social processes, but the response of college authorities to the

pacifist debate raised doubts about Trinity's ability to accept radical or alternative views.



Chapter Four

Being a Practical Wesleyan, l94L-1962

In the years from 1941 to 1962 Methodist ministry education in New Zealand experienced

war-time disruption followed by two decades of expansion. Trinity's new principal, Eric

Hnmes, sought to balance academic and formational priorities for training, showing a

particular concern for "the point where the Student meets the Circuit, where the theorist

comes into contact with the real problems" of ministry.t While presiding over new

developments in the college's pastoral instruction, however, (reflecting the beginnings of

what Farley called a 'professionalist' approach to preparation), he found it difficult to

initiate new academic directions and was often constrained by the external demands of the

denomination. Hames's appointment signalled a decline in evangelical inlluence within the

theological institution, but his attempts to instill in ministry students a Wesleyan sense of

'churchmanship' provoked some discontent among Methodists with a revivalist piety. In

the 1950s New Zealand Methodism received its first women recruits for ordained ministry,

but their training, like that of the church's Maori students, caused few changes to the

general pattern of theological education. Overall, Trinity's trainees were well-prepared for

the certainties of the post-war period, yet this was a world and a way of life that was fast

disappearing.

1. The College in War-Time

A time of "dislocation, anxiety, and frequently of personal tragedy" for many New

Zealanders,z the Second World War imposed difficutt conditions upon Methodist ministry

education in the early 1940s. Hames, appointed Trinity's acting-principal in t941, was able

to keep the college open, arguing, in his first report to Conference, that the experience of

the First World War had shown that men would be needed to staff the circuits when peace

I 
lEric Hames], "Ceremony of conferring Fellowship of Trinity College", 12 August 1963, Hames
Lectures, TC, Met O7ll3l7.

2 Robert Chapman, .From Labour to National" in Rice (ed.), Oxford History, p.368.
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returned.3 Yet the theological institution shrank in size and operated under reduced

circumstances. Ministry trainees were released from conscription provided they undertook

territorial service, but a decline in candidate numbers saw the total of divinity students at

Trinity fall from eighteen in 1939 to nine in \9M.4 Trinity's hostel was closed and its

occupants dispersed in 1941, when, as a war-emergency measure, the college was obliged

to lease its main building to the Auckland Hospital Board for use as a nurses' home. The

remaining ministry students were temporarily housed in one of the staff residences and in

Sunday School rooms in the Collegiate Church. lrctures were held in the church and the

college retained the use of the library.s No new faculty members were appointed to the

college during the War, and teaching was maintained only with the help of Ranston, whose

heatth improved once he was relieved of the duties of being principal.6

While the basic pattern of Trinity's teaching was largely unchanged by the War, the daily

round of college life was variously modified and interrupted in response to the conflict. In

preparation for war-time emergencies, for example, arrangements were made n 1942 for

trainees to take a course in first aid. The college kept a roster of staff and students who

acted as fue-watchers and were registered with the civil defence scheme, the Emergency

Precautions Service.T ln 1942, in the wake of Japan's entrance into war in the Pacific, parts

of Trinity's library were moved from the Grafton site, presumably for safe-keeping in case

of enemy attack.s Some students missed periods of study through needing to engage in

territorial service, and trainees were increasingly called upon to assist with Sunday

preaching and vacation supply to help meet a shortage of ministry agents throughout the

Connexion .ln 1942 and 1943, at the request of the President, the college was closed early

MAC, '1,942, p.97 .

See Table Three.

Lewis, Trinity College 5tory,p.25.

MAC,'J,942,p.98.

BS Minute Book 1931-L965, tz March 1942, TC, Met o8ll12; and TCC Minutes 7937-L947,8 April
L942,TC, Met 081/1/7.

Half of the Baumber Collection was sent to the Methodist parsonage in Cambridge and other library
freasures were stored in the Auckland Savings Bank vault in Auck]and city. The sense of physical danger

had eased by 1943 and the library was returned to Grafton. Ibid.,8 April 1942,14 July 1943; and Hames,

Coming of Age,p.92.
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so that students could be employed in vacant circuits and home mission stations.e

Acceptance of such war-time inconveniences was regarded by Hames as Trinity's

contribution to the war effort, a way of meeting "the common obligations of citizenship".lo

Yet war cast an inevitable shadow over Trinity's training and its grim realities were never

far from the minds of students. Selwyn Dawson reflected on the way,

Our contemporaries were fighting and dying overseas. We had been exempted

while older ministers were serving as chaplains, but we knew ourselves to be

privileged through no virtue of our own. We did not take our protected status

for granted.lr

The human cost of the combat was brought home to trainees by Hames, who, at the request

of the College Council in 1942, prepared a record of the war service of the college's

hostelmen.tt In a "Hostel Supplement" printed in the 1944 and L945 issues of the Triniry

College Magazine, Hames estimated that about four-fifths of the men listed were directly

engaged in the war effort. Of those, by L945 eight were known to have died, two were

missing, four were prisoners of war, and one was being held in detention camp. Among the

dead were two former divinity students, the Methodist missionary, Donald Alley, and the

Congregational missionary, John Gilkison. t3

Hames's judicious view of war was shaped by his own experiences as a soldier on the

battle fields of France during the First World War. Acknowledging the devastation

wrought by armed conflict, he wrote in the 1944 Trinity magazine of the tragedy "that

youth, which is so friendly, should bear the brunt of war. It is a paradox", he obsenred,

"that educated and idealistic youth must lead the way in destruction." Yet Hames was no

pacifist, declaring that "youth is also strong", and that "spiritual things are never safe

MAC,7943, p.90; and TCC Minutes1937-1947,8 December 1943, TC, Met08Ll1/7.

MAC,1942,p.97.

Dawson, "Autobiography", p.28.

TCC Minures 1937-t947,14 Ocrober 1942, TC, Met 081/1/7.

Gitkison trained at Trinity from 1933 to 1935, and died of blackwater fever in Papua New Guinea after

that country was invaded by Japan.
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unless we are ready to fight for them."r4 Reflecting on the end of the European war in

1945, the principal spoke cautiously, revealing the learned realism of a former serviceman.

Suggesting in the college magazine that returned men would "probably have more sense

than to expect the Brave New World of the politicians", he remarked, it "will be a new

world, certainly, but more shabby than brave for a time." Hames believed that heroics and

flag waving would be out of fashion in the post-war period. Instead the times would

demand a "more thoughtful type of Christian", both lay and ordained, whose task of

helping "to interpret men to themselves and to show them where they are going" was

perhaps more theological or pastoral than narrowly evangelical.ts The princrpal challenged

the readers of the Trinity magazine not with the need for conversion, but for rebuilding and

strengthening "the things which remain" (Revelation 3:2).

The Second World War, as earlier noted, raised questions about the Methodist college's

ability to accept dissent, and this issue remained a source of tension within the institution

in the early 1940s. During this period attempts were made to crack down on the expression

of anti-war sentirnent throughout New Zealand society. A series of emergency regulations

passed by the Labour Government from L939 gave authorities wide-ranging powers to

prohibit meetings, to search without a warrant and to seize printing presses suspected of

being used to produce subversive comment. In 1941 and L942 pacifists in TVellington and

Auckland, including the Methodist minister, Ormond Burton, were arrested and jailed for

speaking against the War.16 Burton's refusal to accept the Methodist Conference's 1940

Manifesto on Peace and War led to his dismissal from the Church n L942. This painful

episode in the life of the denomination was a low point in the anger and bitterness often

evoked by Methodist debate over pacifism.rT

E.W. Hames, "Hostel Supplement" , Trinity College Magazine, 1944, p.10,

E.W. Hames, "Hostel Supplement", Ibid., 1945, p.6,

See Grant, Out in the Cold,pp.45-87, 90-103.

See Crane, I Can Do No Other, pp.l57-73; and Hames, Coming of Age, pp.88-89. Burton was readmitted
to the Methodist ministrv at the 1955 Conference.

14

l5

l6
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Expressions of public dissent could be costly in such a threatening atmosphere. In the

Methodist college the pacifist debate o'echoed frequently",ls but, as Ranston had hoped,

tended to remain within the institution's walls. As a whole, Trinity's student body made no

controversial statements about the War, but submitted to the constraints of war-time

censorship. The college magazine, for example, continued to be published throughout the

early 1940s, with trainees receiving permission to print the journal from a government

agency in Wellington.re Never a particularly political publication, the magazine contained

allusions to the conflict and news about Trinity servicemen, but little analysis of issues like

the morality of war or the stand taken by conscientious objectors.zo No evidence has been

found to suggest that Methodist students preached against the War at open-air meetings,

and restrictions placed on this forum seem to have been dutifully accepted. In 1940 trainees

were advised by the police to stop the practice of answering questions from the crowd, and

early in 1942 the Board of Studies decided that, owing to "difficulties caused by the

blackout", open-air meetings would be discontinued.zl The minutes of the student coilrmon

room recorded no protest or debate in reaction to the latter edict. One exception to this

absence of pubtic questioning about the War occuned n 1945 when ministry students

voiced concern over allegations that conscientious objectors held at Rangipo Prison were

being mistreated. Declaring in a letter to the acting Prime Minister, Walter Nash, that they

were not pacifists, the Trinity men argued that the ill-treatment of prisonets was

"unchristian and out of harmony with the tradition of British justice."22 For the most part,

however, the lack of a critical rssponse to the War on the part of the student body implied

tacit acceptance of the cnnflict.

Lewis, Trinity College Story,p.24.

CRM Minute Book 1934-1943,5 June I94Z,TC,MetO82l4l2.

See "Have You Heard," , Trinity College Magazine, 1942, p.14.

R.F. Cflement], "Open-Airs",Ibid.,1940,p.7; and BS Minute Book 1931-1965,12 March 1942,TC,Met
08rls/2.

N.W. Olds to W. Nash, 26 June 1945, CRM Minute Book 1943-1948, TC, Met 0821413. Nash replied
promptly, stating that the allegations were "far removed from fact" and did not "in any way give a picture

of the Government's policy with regard to conscientious objectors." W. Nash to N.W. Olds, 1.8 July 1945,

Ibid.

19
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In contrast to this general silence, two individual trainees did express public opposition to

the War, both paying a heavy price for their actions. A student at Trinity College from

L935 to 1937, [,es Clements was a probationer at Pitt Street in 1940 and clashed with

rnembers of the congregation over his pacifist views. He was suspended from ministry by

the 1,941, Conference and later spent time at the Paiaka and Strathmore detention camps for

military defaulters.23 Bruce Barnitt began theological training at Trinity in 1940, and was

an early member of the Christian Pacifist Society. In March 1941 it was reported to the

Board of Studies that he had given "indiscreet expression to his views on Pacifism" while

on vacation supply. This was the first in a series of similar complaints made about Barnitt

throughout the year and he was spoken to by college authorities a number of times.za A

"man of deep commitment to what he believed", Barnitt continued to speak out against the

War, and in December l94l the College Council resolved that he be suspended and asked

to resign. Like Clements, Barnitt was held at Strathmore and Paiaka for much of the

remainder of the War.x

Writing to inform the Methodist President, Willia:n Burley, of the Council's decision to

suspend.Barnitt, Hames summed up the college's attitude to student dissent, stating,

To forestall criticism I should say that this action is not taken because Barnitt is

a Pacifist. We have other men in the College whose views tend that way, but
they have in every other case loyally observed the provisions of the Conference

Manifesto, and they may be trusted in their Circuits. But Barnitt .., is
determined to be a propagandist, war or no war.tr

Clements was reinstated as a probationer in 1947 and became a pioneer in prison chaplaincy and in the

establishment of a marriage guidance service in New Zealand. An ecumenist, he worked for the World
Council of Churches from 1968 and was Executive Secretary of the Family Ministries Office in the Unit
of Education and Renewal. M4C,1995, pp.405-406.

BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 11 March L94l,TC,MetA8t/512; Committee of Discipline Minute Book
1927-1950,30 June 1941, TC, Met 081/1/9; and TCC Minutes L937-1947,8 October 1941., TC, Met
087/L/7.

Following the War Barnitt entered the teaching profession, working in church and state secondary

schools (including Wesley College, Paerata) until his retirement. In 1959 he unsuccessfully sought to be

reinstated as a probationer, but remained within Methodism and was a strong suPporter of the Whiteley
congregation in New Plymouth. MAC,1990, p.401; and BS Minute Book 1931-1965,2I August 1'959,

TC, Met O81,l5lZ.

[8.W. Hames] to [William Burley], L1 December 194L, TCC Conespondence 1938-1946, TC, Met

08r/2t2.
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For the college, as for the Connexion, church unity was essential in a time of national

crisis. While ministry students could not be prevented from holding pacifist views (and

Hames did not appear to pressure them into changing their ideas), loyalty to church and

state took priority over the demands of individual conscience. Some lively debate may

have been sanctioned within the walls of the theological institution, but the dissident voices

of men like Clements and Barnitt were unacceptable when expressed in the public arena

and in a way that was likely to threaten the church's visible unity. As Hames reflected

thirty years later, "in war the non-co-operator is as awkward as a sore thumb."z? Choosing

denominational harmony over the acceptance of radical difference, the Methodist college's

response to such awkwardness was to reject its dissenters.

Methodist ministry education continued at Trinity College during the Second'World War

under restricted conditions as the theological institution was called upon to play its part in

New Zealand's war effort. Students undertaking teritorial service and reading the names of

friends and family on casualty lists prepared for their vocation with a real awareness of the

sacrifice and suffering produced by war. Some trainees held pacifist views, but, with a few

exceptions, any critical questioning of the War was confined to the private arena. In the

early 1940s, as in earlier periods, Methodists training for ministry were not encouraged to

have awkward political views, or to take the kind of radical action that would challenge the

dominant social order. The college's rejection of dissent reflected a Church, which, as one

woman representative to the 1943 Conference suggested, preferred to cover up its

differences, seeming "almost afraid of the charge of disloyalty to the State".28

2. Changes in the Post-War Context

The two decades after the end of the Second World War were a time of prosperity and

growth marked by fulI employment and a high standard of living. New Zealand society

was generally tranquil and conformist (New Zealanders of a later period were famously

Hames, Coming of Age,p.89.

Joan Cochran, "Conference t943: APersonal lmpression", NZMT,20 March 7943,p.295.
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calleda..passionlesspeople,,,adescriptionwhichcouldeasilyapplyduringthisera),was

centred on the family and had tight morar boundaries.rn 
yet, the nation was dramatically

changing. A post-war 'baby boom' saw New Zealand's population grow by 2To ayear from

1945 to the mid 1960s' The continued expansion of the main centres' and the shrinking of

the rural world meant an increasingly youthful population (by 1'961 one third of New

Zealanders were under the age of fifteen) wele now resident in new suburban housing

areas.,o The number of students in tertiary education accelerated (from a war-time low of

900 at Auckland University in !942,for example' to 4'000 in 1959)'3r White tending to be

shapedbyBritish,EuropeanandincreasinglyNorthAmericaninfluences,further

developments in New Zealand art and literature in the 1940s and 1950s were a sign that

"the salts of a distinctive culture had begun to accumulale"'32

A period of opportunity and challenge for the churches' the post-war age was characterised

by religious optimism and most New Zealand denominations experienced a rise in support'

Methodist affiliation in the national census continued to decline from 8'O9vo in 1945 to

T.Zvoinlg6L,butmembershipfiguresincreasedfrom25'460in1945to31'674:m1962't3

It was a time when it was still possible to think of New 7*aland as a Christian society'

policies of extension were a high priority, arthough Methodism's ability to initiate building

programmes in developing residential areas was limited by restricted finances' and at the

local level congtegations wele often involved in ecumenical cooperation'v The

connexion,s pakeha ordained ministry undenvent considerable expansion, falling fiom a

asusedofNewZealandersinthe1.970s.SeeGordonMcI:uchlan,Ifte

Passionless People, Auckland' Cassell' 1976

30 Graeme Dunstall, 
..The social pattern" in Rice (ed.), oxford History, pp'451-61'

Sinclair, Univer sity of Auckland' p'216'

Dunstall, ,The Social Pattern", p.452. See W'H' oliver' "The Awakeniug Imagination" in Rice (ed')'

Oxford History, PP'539-70'

'oSummary of General Refurns"' i4AC'

ChristianitY, PP'246, 307'

1946; Ibid'.,1'962; and Davidson and Lineham' Transplanted

The first union parish was formed in New zealandat Raglan in^1943' Increasing numbers of union and

cooperative ven$res ,"r. .r-ouri.hed hom ,r," igio, to tie lg70s, particularly in rural and new housing

areas. For essays on the history and experien"t;;; venn'es see Clare Morrison (ed')' Windows on

Uniry: The Cooperative iin*ru snd ihe s*'J'p'-in*"n Unton'Wellington' Negotiating Churches

Unity Counc1l,7992'
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total of 209 ministers in 1939 to 2O7 n 1945 before rising to 280 by 1962.3s In all,

Methodists in the post-war years were "busy and not without encouragement", feeling

confidence in their ability to apply the gospel usefully to society. As Hames later noted,

"We did not notice the forces that were building up towards the explosion of the sixties, or

if we noticed we looked the other wav."tu

Denominational confidence and growth in the post-war period was reflected in the

expansion of Methodist ministry education. The theological college remained the church's

main means of training, and one hundred and ninety-six recruits entered the residential

setting from L941 to L962. Another thirty-one students prepared for ministry in the

circuits.3T The use of a field-based system of training continued to provide New Zealand

Methodism with an alternative model of theological education for older and often married

candidates, while helping the church to maintain its supply of ministry agents.38 Although

the college found financial security difficult to achieve, post-war prosperity enabled some

experimentation with new training programmes,t' including a School for Christian

Workers, an initiative in lay education, and Trinity's "Emergency Training Scheme", both

established in L960.{ Increased grants from the Probert Trust and the Methodist Church's

Some of these extra ministers may have been used to fill positions previously held by home missionaries,

whose number declined from fifty in 1945 to thirty in L962. "Summary of General Returns", MAC, L940,
p.226; Ibi.d.,1946; and 1962.

Hames, Coming of Age,p.ILl.

See Table One.

Annong those trained under the apprenticeship model during the post-war period were A. Francis

Attwood (1900-1993), Donald Sherson (1904-2000), and Owen Christian (1915-1986), who were

received onto probation in their forties. Sherson, a former teacher, and Christian, a home missionary who

had studied at the Bible Training Institute, were both married. MAC, L993, p.402; lbid..,2000, N 22-23;

and 1986, pp.406-407.

Trinity's financial situation was eased thanks to rent received from the Auckland Hospital Board for the

use of college buildings during the Second World War. This enabled the theological institution to rePay

the last of its debt on the Grafton site, and to buy further pieces of land adjourning the propefiy n L942

and 1949, using the latter as the site for a house for Trinity's third tutor. For most of the post-war era,

however, financial resources needed "constant and careful shepherding" to n'keep pace with the

deteriorating fabric" of the college's buildings. MAC, 1944, p.704; and l:wis, Trinity College Story,

P.24-

Histories of the School for Christian Workers and its successor from the 1980s, the Wellspring Ministry
Education Centre, remain to be written but are outside the scope of this study. A later Methodist
principal, Keith Rowe, suggested that any criticism of the School "would be along the lines that [it]
offered people a watered-down first year education for ordination course rather than adopting a genuinely
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Central Finance Committee made it possible for the college to do some work on its

buildings, and in 1958 the aging Grafton Road Church was replaced with a new brick

chapel.al

From the mid 1940s the size of Trinity's student body totalled between twenty to thirty

trainees a year, peaking at thirty-two students in !952.42 The college community was, as

Hames observed, "fuIl of vigorous life" and was more diverse than was previously the

case, including men who had returned from the War, a small number of manied students,

and, from 1954, Methodism's first women trainees for ordination.o3 In the long termo such

diversity would break down the atmosphere of the boys' boarding school that marked the

college. Initially, however, changes in the make-up of the student body were received with

caution and had a limited effect on Trinity's training prograrnmes.

The inclusion of married students within the college community was a response to

changing social patterns accompanying the post-war 'baby boom'. As maniage became

more widespread in New Zealand and took place at a younger age, Methodism, like other

Protestant denominations, faced rising numbers of manied candidates.{ From 1943

married trainees were appointed to supply positions in Auckland circuits, from where they

pursued a college course on a part-time basis. The placement of Trinity's first non-resident

student, Hary Moore (191.4-1988), in Glen Eden was said by Hames to be "an unqualified

success", and over the following two decades the college trained up to half a dozen married

men a year. Yet college authorities viewed this development with some wariness, declaring

in L944 that non-resident training should not be regarded as an encouagement for

lay approach". Keith Rowe to Norman Brookes, 19 March 1982, Wellspring 1978-1988, TC, Met
08116112. See pp.214-15 for a discussion of Trinity's "Emergency Training Scheme".

During the post-war years the theological institution relied heavily upon the practical skills of its new
resident tutor, David Williams (1908-1986), for much repair and renovation work on college buildings.
Assisted by students, Williams spent many hours on these tasks.

See Table Three.

Hames, Coming of Age, p.L2l.

Married students were first trained at St John's College in the 1870s and were present in the Presbyterian

Theological Hall by the Second World War. Davidson, Selvvyn's Legacy, pp.171-72; and Breward, Grace
and Truth,p.56.
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candidates to marry, but only as "an emergency provision to meet special cases". This

caution was partly based on the Board of Studies' belief that such a scheme was "not an

adequate substitute" for a full three years residence and training in the theological

institution.ot As Hames observed in 1960, trainees often found they were "unable to do

justice to a busy pastorate" and had "no hope of keeping up with their studies.'tr The

college's reluctance to open the door more widely to married students also reflected an

almost monastic notion that those preparing for a lifetime of ordained ministry needed to

be single and celibate. Men who were young and free from family distractions were able to

give full attention to their training and were perhaps more easily moulded by their teachers,

a desirable attribute in the eyes of educators concerned to turn out ministers who would

conform to the Methodist system. As principal, Hames was also keenly aware of the

financial costs that might be insurred by accepting manied candidates, and opposed paying

non-resident shrdents a living-out allowance until the early 1960s.47

Despite the Methodist college's reservations, the trend towards the acceptance of married

trainees proved unstoppable. By 1958, recognising that exceptions to the strict regulations

of the past were becoming the rule, Conference approved in principle the marriage of

students and probationers.s The presence of married men and, after the Second World

War, of returned servicemen (in 1946 Hames repofted that eleven of the seventeen ministry

trainees associated with Trinity had been in the services)ae brought a new variety and

maturity to the college's student body. With family and circuit duties, the married students

had interests beyond the sometimes narrow confines of their studies. Occasional visits to

Trinity by trainees' wives added to a growing female presence on site. Manied to John

Langley, a student appointed to the Glen Innes circuit while in training, Barbara langley

MAC, L944, pp.100-101.

Ibid., 1960, p.129.

Hames's resistance to paying non-resident trainees the money saved by the college on their board was

largely due to his concern that Trinity was in "grave danger of a landslide towards married students". His
opposition abated once he believed this danger was not so acute because the church had caught up on a

shortage of trainees. TCC Minutes L948-1962,6 December 1961, TC, Met 081/1/8.

MAC,7958, pp.71,73.

TCC Minutes L937-1947,10 April 1946,TC, Met 081/1/7.
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attended Trinity's weekly criticism service, writing that she felt "assured of a welcome ...

though whether it's because of my smiling face, or my cake tin, I'm not sure".s As Rupert

Davies noted, writing about Methodist ministry education in post-war Britain, returned

servicemen were older than past students and had a maturity beyond their years as a result

of their war-time experiences. College authorities found it impossible, and nor did they

attempt, to impose on such men the old, authoritarian system of training in its entirety.tt At

Trinity changes in discipline in the 1.940s and 1950s were not as pronounced as those of

later years, but the period was certainly marked by, what Lewis described as, a more

"human touch".s2

The anival of women candidates for ministry training further diversified Trinity's post-war

student body. For most of its history, women played a vital but limited role in the life of

the Methodist college, working long hard hours as domestic staffs3 and performing hidden

tasks of encouragement and support as the wives of faculty members. Paying tribute to his

wife, Mary, in 1.963, Hames remarked that she had "done more for [the] College over

[quarter of a] century than anybody knows except myself."s The first women to attend

lectures at the Methodist theological institution did so as private students in the 1930s. A

Presbyterian student at Auckland University College, Iris Arthur sought to enter the

ministry, and in 1929 was grven permission by the Board of Studies to enrol at Trinity as

an extra-mural student. She took New Testament papers at the college in 1930 and 193L.ss

Barbara Langley, "Mrs. Pastor: Some Impressions of the Wife of a Student Pastor", Trinity College

Magazine,1960, p.21. John Langley trained at Trinity from 1958 to 1960.

Davies, "Training of the Methodist Ministry", p.l16.

The practice of locking students into the college at night, for ex'mple, ceased during the post-war period

after Hames forgot to lock up one night. TCOH, Lewis, 16 May 1996.

See lbid,, Rosaline Hosking, 7 November 1998 for the recollections of one of the college's housemaids in

the 1930s. Hosking's typical working day began at 6.30am and ended at 2.00pm. After a two hour break

her duties commenced again, ending at 6.00pm or 10.00pm.

[Hames], "Fellowship of Trinity College", 12 August 1963, Hames Lectures, TC, Met 071R/L-

Arthur was admitted to Trinity on the recommendation of Miss Johnston, the headmistress of Auckland
6i115 Spmmar School, who wrote to [,aws that, in her opinion, Arthur was "quite sincere in her intention

of entering the ministry." The author and peace activist, Elsie l-ocke, was friendly with Arthur during this

time, and recalled that she was "no solemn angel, but pretty and vivacious." I-ocke noted that Arthur did

not enter the ministry but married early. Miss Johnston to C.H. [aws, 11 November 1929, C.H' Laws

Correspondence L926-1929, TC, Met O8tl2/4; TCC Minutes 1929-1938, 17 December 1929, TC, Met
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Arthur was followed by Nancy Kog, an Anglican from Sydney, who was preparing for

mission work in India and attended the college's senior Greek class in 1936.s6 Made twenty

years before the first Methodist woman candidate was accepted for ministry training, the

decision to allow Arthur and King to study at Trinity was probably facilitated by the fact

that neither woman was a Methodist and both were enrolled only in specific academic

papers. It is doubfful that faculty members saw themselves involved in the wider task of

ministry formation. No record has been found relating to staff or student interaction with

the women.s7 During this period the Presbyterian Theological Hall also admitted its first

female students, allowing women preparing to be deaconesses at the Presbyterian

Women's Training Institute to take courses alongside male ministry students.ss

New Zealand Methodism declared its readiness to accept women into the ordained ministry

in 1948 against the background of women's increasing participation in the New Zealand

worKorce after the Second World War. The active role Methodist women played as local

preachers, deaconesses and workers in the field of mission, social services and reform from

the nineteenth century also helped to lay the groundwork for the Church's stand.se In the

post-war era Trinity College trained three women candidates for ministry (Phyllis Guthardt

from 1954 to L956, Dorothea Jones (1926-1995) from L956 to L959, and lois Baker from

1961 to 1962), and their experiences we e typical of those met with by many women who

enter a male-dominated sphere of employment.m

OSlltl4; MAC, t937, p.89; Ibid., 1932, p.78; and Elsie Locke, Student at the Gates, Christchurch,
Whitcoulls, 1981, pp.36, 38.

TCC Minutes 1930-1936, 9 April 1936, TC, Met 081/1/6; andMAC,1937,p.91.

Speaking at the dedication of deaconesses in 1,929 and L937, both Ranston and Blight affirmed the

general ministry of women, but made no specific public comments of support or opposition regarding the

question of women's ordination, Ranston noting that "Time will tell." [H.] Ranston, "Deaconess

Dedication", NZMT,20 April L929,p.8; and W.T. Blight, "Dedication to Service", Ibid.,lA April 1-937,

p.399.

The first woman to graduate from the Hall completed her cowse n L944. King, "'Organising Christian

Truth"', pp.l42-43.

For a discussion of the decision to accept women into Methodist ordained ministry see Thompson, "A
New Theology", pp.67-80. For a history of Methodist women in New Zealand see Ruth Fry, Out of the

Silence: Methodist Women of Aotearoa 1822-1985, Christchurch, Methodist Publishing, 1987.

In the 1950s a small number of women attended Trinity as private students. May Rushton, a 1953

candidate alongside Guthardt who was not accepted for ministry training, took papers at the college from
1954 to 1956. Dorothea Jones began at Trinity in 1956 on a voluntary basis and became a church-
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l,ooking back on her training, Guthardt recalled that her time at Trinity was "intellectually

stretching, companionable and fun, but not always simple." Ministry preparation for

women in the 1950s proceeded on the assumption that they would simply fit into the

masculine environment of the college, developing a style of ministry imitating that of their

male colleagues. From her arrival at Trinity, Guthardt was made aware by Hames and

Ranston that she was expected to keep a low profile. They urged her to stay quiet and not

to complain so that "in no time I would 'become [ike] a piece of furniture around the

place."' She was not permitted to live on site.61 While generally following this advice,

Guthardt made her own place within the college through the strength of her personality and

the quality of her work. Feeling, like many women who followed her, intense pressure to

succeed and justify the Church's confidence in her, she responded by consistently gaining

top academic marks for her year. In 1956 she edited the Triniry College Magazine.62

Guthardt's college training paid tittle attention to the special needs of women in ministry.

Lacking any women role models, she was left to learn for herself the joys and difficulties

of being "a young, single woman trying to provide proper ministerial care for her parish

[while] meet[ing] the expectations of so many." For early women trainees like Guthardt,

the articulation of a realisation that their pastorate would be distinctive and require special

preparation was probably hindered by the all-consuming nature of the struggle to be

accepted by the church and treated like any other student for ministry. Guthardt became

tess biddable and more outspoken when she experienced a growing sense of acceptance.63

The question of marriage was one area in which Methodism acknowledged a significant

difference in the ministry of men and women. Affirming a traditional social expectation

that a woman's duty to family and marriage took priority over paid employment, the 1-959

Conference resolved that women clergy who married should usually be left without an

sponsored student the following year. In 1956 a Mrs Weir also attended lectures at Trinity' See marks

sheets for 1954, 1955 and 1956 in BS Minute Book 1931-1965, TC, MetOSll5l2-

Phyllis Guthardt, "Forty Up and Going Strong" (unpublished manuscript), 17 November 1993' p'3.

TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996; and Guthardt, "Forty Up", p.3. Guthardt enjoyed academic study. She

graduated MA in English from the University of New Zealand in 1959, and completed a PhD for studies

in biblical theology at Cambridge University from 1950 to 1963.

Ibid., p.5.
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appointment. The all-male committee that prepared this recommendation took as self-

evident the differing roles played by men and women within the family, and argued that a

woman's ability to provide the full-time service required of ministry would inevitably

conllict with her responsibilities to her home and children.* ln L962 the second-year

student, Lois Baker, resigned from the college upon her engagement to a fellow trainee,

Edwin Clarke.6s

Within this context of change and diversity, Eric Hames, acting-principal and, from 1945

to 1962, principal of Trinity College, exerted a "sfiong and creative" influence upon

Methodist ministry education.tr While Ranston was an evangelical scholar with Primitive

Methodist roots, Hames was a Wesleyan by upbringing and temperament, who brought to

the college a deep concern for the practical demands of the pastorate. Motivated by a sense

of belonging to "the Church of the ages", which he sought to share with students, he was

also something of a pragmatist who did what had to be done to meet the needs of the

time.67

Eric Hames was born in Takapuna, Auckland, and was the Methodist theological college's

second New Zealand-born principal. A descendant of pioneering families from the

Albertland settlement, established by English Nonconfomtists on the edge of the Kaipara

harbour in 1.862, he was the son and grandson of Wesleyan local preachers.s As Lewis

observed, Hames had Methodism "in his blood". Like many young men of his generation,

he enlisted during the First World War, and served two years with the New Zealand

Expeditionary Force, Engaging in active service in France, he regarded the experience of

Women ministers who married were permitted to remain in an appointment only if Conference was

satisfied that marriage would not interfere with their work While women clergy who did not continue in

active work were given the status of ministers without a pastoral charge, Methodist deaconesses who

married during this period were required to resign rl,4A C,1959,pp.221-23; and lbid.,1996, pp.286-88.

Baker recalled a comment by Hames that her position at the college was now "'somewhat anomalous"'.

She married Clarke, but returned to Trinity as a ministry student in L980 and 1981, and was ordained at

the L982 Conference. Thompson, "A New Theology", p.84.

TCOH, John Lewis,20 August 1996.

John Lewis, "Eric Hames: Churchman - Historian - Friend", Journal'85, Wesley Historical Society of
New Zealand, [1985], p.10.

The first New Zealand-born principal was Joseph Simmonds.
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war as a strong influence in his personal development.6e On his return to New Zealand

Hames was accepted as a candidate for the Methodist ministry, and trained at Dunholme

under Laws from L920 to 1922. While at college he undertook degree work, completing a

BA in L922 and an MA in history n 1923 from the University of New Zealand.

Throughout his life, the study of history remained his "first and great academic love."7o

Like his predecessors, Hames had a very practical understanding of the realities of circuit

ministry, serving for a total of sixteen years in appointments around New Zealand.Tt

Appointed Trinity's tutor in theology in 1939, he was remembered by students for his

down to earth manqer and a "puckish" and "at times quite outrageous" sense of humour.Tt

Hames was never a dull lecturer, but an originat and provocative speaker with a shrewd

insight into personality. As lrwis remarked, the same was true of Hames's writing, which

was "notable for its economy of words and its trenchant comment."73

The uncertainty of war delayed the appointment of Ranston's successor until 1945, and

Hames's nomination as principal of Trinity College was not without conffoversy. Offering

the wider church a chance to express its views on the direction of ministry training, the

selection of a new principal was often contentious. In 1944 synod concerns about

"secretive" decision-making methods led to requests for the selection process to be an

"open contest" between Hames and alternative nominations.Ta There was a desire among

Lewis, "Eric Hames", p.10. Hames wrote an account of his war-time experiences entitled'nHow I Won

the Great War", and reflected, "'I went in [to the War] a callow youth and I came out a man."' Quoted in

Keith Rowe, '.{ Gift of God: Memorial Service for Eric Wilson Hames", 11 October 1984, Hames

Memorial Service 1984, TC, MetO71l2l1,p.2.

fbrd. Hames's historical writings included his general surveys of New Tnaland Methodism, Out of the

Common Way (L972\ and Coming of Age (1974). He also wrote histories of local congregations and of
various of the church's educational institutions. Most of these were completed during retirement.

As noted, Ranston was the first Methodist principal to have an extended scholarly career. Earlier

principals spent significant periods working in circuit ministry before beginning at the college (Iaws for
thirty-two years; Garland for twenty-nine years; Simmonds for twenty-six years; and Reid for twenty-one

years). Even Ranston spent twenty years in circuit ministry before his appointment as a fuU'time lecturer

at the college.

Rowe, a student atTrinity from 1.960 toL962, reflected that he would "always treasure the time when

[Hames] became so animated in a class that he danced on the front desk." Rowe, "A Gift of God", 11

October 1984, Hames Memorial Service 1984, TC, MetO7ll2ll, p.I'

Lewis, "Eric Hames", p.11.

See NZMT, 9 Deccmber 1944, pp.183-91; and W.G. Slade to J.F. Jack, 6 October L944, TCC
Correspondence 1938-1946, TC, Met 0811212.

7L
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some Methodists to see the position advertised overseas. I-ooking to Britain for the

development of denominational identity, men like William Slade, for example, called upon

the Council to seek as principal n'an outstanding man, preferably [sic] from British

Methodism", who could "probably go a long way to raising the whole tone of the

Church."Ts Others within the denomination sought the growth of a more indigenous

identity, and asserted the value of a principal who, being "Dominion born and bred", would

be better able to respond to the particular needs of the developing nation.76 In search of a

compromise, the L945 Conference agreed to appoint Hames and to give him the benefit of

"wider contacts" by releasing him for a period of overseas study or ttavel.T? Although

debate over the merits of overseas faculty would occur again, New Zealand Methodism

was probably too small and too poor to afford the kind of international scholar some

church members desired. Unlike the Presbyterian Theological Hall, Trinity College was

able to import lecturers very rarely, but, from the post-war period, began to build up a pool

of clergy with overseas experience by sending them abroad for further study.78

As the head of Trinity College, Hames stood firmly in the tradition established by Garland,

laws and Ranston, writing in 1949 that, in ministry preparation, "the practical and the

theoretical ... best go together and support each other". Achieving a balance between these

priorities was one of his main aims. A strong advocate of an educated ministry, for

example, he believed that students should receive a thorough grounding in biblical and

theological studies. Such teaching had to be relevant and grven a practical orientation so

that "ancient and timeless" truths could be related to contemporary needs.Te Affirrring

formational aspects of training, Hames was also concerned that students be helped "to

75 lbid.

Ibid., J.H. Allen to J.F. Jack, 21 September 1944; and H.L. Fiebig to J.F. Jack, 29 September 1944.

R.B. Tinsley to [J.F.] Jack, 18 September 1944, Ibi"d.; and MAC,1945, p.101. Hames's overseas travel

was delayed until 1951-.

In the mid 1940s, for sxnmple, two new faculty members from Scotland (John Henderson and George

I{night) were appointed to the Presbyterian Theological Hall. John Allan's appointment as professor of
New Testament in L937 was the first to break "the succession of overseas teachers in the Hall." He was

principal of the institution from 1946 to 1962. Allan Davidson, "Depression, War, New Life" in Dennis

McEldowney (ed.), Presbyteriens in Aotearoa 1840-1990, Wellington, Presbyterian Church of New

Zealand, L990, p.121.

NZMT,7 May 1949,p.199.
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master the rules and principles of pheir] trade." He had a particular interest in preparing

students in the art of preaching and in the pastoral task of understanding human nature.

Finally, noting that what "we are preaches more loudly than what we say", the new

principal regarded students' personal development as integral to the process of clergy

education. Ministry trainees, he suggested, could "learn valuable lessons" from their life in

community, with its "sharp clash of mind on mind ... the endless discussion of every

subject under heaven, and not least the discipline of common prayer".8O

In his work, Hames also showed a strong con@rn for recovering within Methodism a sense

of 'churchmanship', which saw him promoting a renewed sense of the denomination's

identity in post-war New Zealand. His interest in ecclesiology reflected a similar

phenomenon taking place in English and American Methodism from the 1930s, and seen in

a revival of Wesleyan studies and a greater emphasis on worship and sacramentalism.sl ln

New Zealand reflection about the nature of the church also arose in a more general way as

a result of increased ecumenical activity, at the local and national level.E2 Drawing upon the

thought of the philosopher and theologian, Ernst Troeltsch, Hames viewed the story of

Methodism as being that of the development of a movement into a church. He argued that

the process of maturing from "a religious society into a great Christian Communion" was

not yet complete, and required the recovery of Methodism's undervalued 'catholic'

elements. For Hames, these included a corporate or community approach to religion, a

sense of order and authority, and a greater appreciation of the sacraments.t'Pointing to the

decline of the Evangelical Revival of the eighteenth century as an effective and creative

E.W. Hames, "Trinity College, Auckland", NZMT,30 March 1957,p.711; and [E.W' Hames],'To Train

for the Ministry", IbA.,29 July 1961, p.188.

This trend was apparent in groups like the Methodist Sacramental Fellowship, founded in 1935 and

emphasising the centrality of holy communion. John Munsey Turner, Modern Methodism in England
1932-1998, Peterborough, Epworth Press, 1998, p.16.

Initiatives in the area of church union were first made in New Zealand by the Presbyterian Church in

1902, but entered a new phase in the early 1.940s, given fresh life by the formation of the National

Council of Churches in 1941. .After the Second Wodd War negotiations took place between the

Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregational Churches and, from 1955, the Associated Churches of
Christ. For a history of Methodist involvement in these conversations see J.J. Irwis, A.K. Petch and R.D.

Rakena, The Search for Uniry: Methodism and Ecumenism in N.Z-, Wesley Historical Society (New

Zealand), No. 41., June 1983.

Hames, "Methodist Churchmanship",fL94Tl, TC Papers, TC, Met 089/1/6, p.1.

8l



force and to the failure of liberal optimism in the face of war

principal would make developing a sense of 'churchmanship'

training at Trinity.s4

and

one
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depression, the new

of his priorities for

This interest in a more Wesleyan form of 'churchmanship' did not imply in Hames a focus

on a narrow kind of denominationalism. The post-war period saw continued cooperation

between Methodists and Congregationalists in ministry education. One or two

Congregational students trained at Trinity every year from 1941 until the establishment of

a new Congregational college in Mt Eden in 1954, and the two institutions shared some

teaching until the end of the decade.tu Ha-es had a large vision of the 'Body of Christ' and

believed that churches should cherish their traditions, "not simply because they are our

own, or because we think them necessarily better than others", but in order "to enrich the

whole family of God." Yet, he was probably a pragmatist rather than a genuine ecumenist,

viewing Methodism as having a vital role to play in the.ecumenical movement because it

was "strategically placed" between the Anglican and Reformed traditions. Historically and

theologically "indebted to both parties", the denomination, suggested Hames, could act as a

mediator in church union discussions, helping the various groups to find common ground.ffi

He had no desire to see Methodism swallowed up, but contended that it should maintain a

sense of its own true self, which was "at once evangelical and catholic, ordered and free,

evangelistic and sacramental". For the "more thoroughly Methodist we are", he declared,

"the better we will serve the Great Church of the firture."87

Addressing the Methodist Conference in 1950, Eric Hames summed up the context for

ministry education in the post-war period, arguing that the focus of the church's work in

E.W. Hames, "Trinity College Old Boys' Association; Annual I€cture",5 November L962, (held by Jack

Penman), pp.3-4.

See Table Three. In 1956 Congregational students attended Methodist classes in Greek, church history
and pastoral theology. The Congregational principal, H.G. Nicholas, taught New Testament PaPers at

Trinity in 1956, 1957 and 1960. For a reflection by a Cougregational student on training at Trinity, see

J.B. C[hambers], "A Student's Debt to Trinity", Trinity College Magazine, 1941, p.6.

E.W. Hames, "Methodist Churchmanship", NZMT,4 November 1950, p.433.

Hames, "Methodist Churchmanship",ll947l, TC Papers, TC, Met 0891116, p.5; and Hames, "Methodist
Churchmanshrp", NZMT,4 November 1950, p.433.
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New Zealand was shifting from a preoccupation with the old methods of revival to an

emphasis that was "now mainly pastoral."ffi Under his leadership, Trinity's training

programmes in such changing times were directed towards producing a style of ministry

informed by an educated and very practical tradition of Wesleyan 'churchmanship'.

3. Academic Teaching

During the post-war era ministry education within the Methodist college retained a solid, if

at times rather unimaginative, academic base. Trinity's instruction was of an increasingly

expert quality, but the small size of the college's staff, continued disparities in the

educational backgrounds of students, and a demanding system of external exams gave little

room for moving in new academic directions. L,ocked into tradilional methods of teaching

and assessment, the theological institution was, to Hames's growing frustration, unable to

develop more creative academic programmes, tailored to the needs of individual students.

Trinity's curriculum after the War retained the basic pattern established by Laws and

Ranston. Students followed a course now dominated by papers in biblical studies

(including Old and New Testament introduction, theology, and exegesis, and Greek at a

junior, intermediate and senior level), teaching in preaching (homiletics and elocution),

religious education, pastoral theology and English literature. I-ectures in systematic

theology were limited to one class (three hours every week) and a paper in ethics taught

every two or three years.tn Yet, like earlier principals, Hames left his personal imprint on

the direction of the college's teaching, and the additions he made to its programme

reflected his aims for training. The arrival of David O. Wiltiams (1908-1986) as Trinity's

new resident tutor n t947, for example, enabled the college to reorganise and expand the

area of pastoral theology, dividing what had been one paper into two new pastoral classes.

In 1947 the principal began lecturing in his own specialty, church history, a subject which

Hames, "Methodist Churchmansh ip", NZW, 4 November L9 50, p.433.

In L945 the Greek and religious education papers totalled two hours a week, Pastoral theology and the

other biblical papers one hour a week. BS Minute Book 1931-L965,27 April 1945, TC, Met 08L1512. A
class in Iogic was taught at Trinity in 1943 and one in the psychology of religion in 1945 but neither was

repeated.
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had been absent from the curriculum for nearly forty years. The introduction of a new

course on worship, held at mostly two-year intervals from 1948, allowed Hames to further

express his interest in 'churchmanship'.

Acknowledged as early as 1942, the need for a larger teaching staff was thought

increasingly urgent as the Methodist college prepared for a post-war expansion in student

numbers.il The appointment of three new faculty members during Hames's term as

principal (Williams and two new biblical tutors, John lrwis in 1953 and John Ziesler in

L962) doubled Trinity's staff from two lecturers in 1941. to four by 1962. This increase

made it possible for the college to offer new courses, and allowed more of the faculty to

specialise within a particular discipline. Unlike past years, all of the new lecturers

completed doctoral qualifications in their chosen field, a change with the potential to lift

Trinity's standards of teaching. Yet the institution remained too small for staff to teach

solely within one area, and lecturers were sometimes stretched to, or even beyond, the

limits of their expertise. Williams, for example, was, at times, asked to lead classes in

pastoral studies, Greek, New and Old Testament, Christian education, sermon criticism and

voice production, a very diverse and heavy teaching load. In the post-war period staff

continued to be responsible for the domestic and administrative operations of both the

college and the hostel, and the volume of work made it difficult to keep up with reading

and to engage in new research. Hames, Williams and Irwis undertook most of their own

writing in retirement.el The small size of the staff also meant that, for most subjects,

students were not able to be taught in single-year classes, and this probably prevented

lecturers from responding easily to the individual needs of trainees. Despite these ongoing

difficulties, the growth of Trinity's faculty was a further step towards strengthening the

college's academic training.

As in the 1930s, the Methodist college's academic programme in the post-war era rested

upon the foundation of a strong biblical department. Ranston remained teaching at Trinity

after his retirement as principal and was responsible for the majority of the college's

MAC,1.942,p.34; and TCC Minutes L937-1.947,11 April 1945, TC, Met 081/1/7.

Williams's major work, How Should We Live? (1986) was completed shortly before his death. For
comments on Lewis's writings see p.292.
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biblical papers until the end of 1,947. His contribution to the theological institution

continued throughout the 1950s as a guest lecturer and a tutor for trainees taking advanced

Hebrew, and he impressed each new intake of students with his love for learning.ez Nearing

his eighties, Ranston evoked from trainees deep affection, and was able to convey in his

teaching insights which were both "ever fresh" and provocative.e3

Ranston's successor as biblical tutor was John Lewis, one of Trinity's new generation of

specialist lecturers who was sent abroad for further study. A descendant of LMS

missionaries in the Pacific and a grandson of the Wesleyan minister, John lrwis, the new

tutor was an inheritor of both the missionary and colonial strands of Christianity in New

7-ealand. He was born in Utiku, near Taihape, and showed an early interest in academic

study, completing a BA in English and Latin from the University of New 7*aland before

starting ministry training at the Methodist college in 1939. While at Trinity Irwis

continued degree work, gaining an MA from the University of New Tnaland in 1941 and a

BD from the Melbourne College of Divinity in 1945. Like other trainees of the day, Irwis

valued university involvement in SCM, noting that it "pushed back horizons, opened up the

resources of the Church, and gave an introduction to a wealth of personality", including

students from other church traditions.ea Commitment to an ecumenical vision would

become a central theme of his ministry. Irwis served an apprenticeship of eleven years in

circuit ministry, but his intellectual gifts were soon affirmed and in 1,949 he began teaching

New Testament, Greek and Hebrew at Trinity on a part-time basis.

Ranston was known for making frequent returns to Trinity to deliver his final lecture. A snrdent who
received exha Hebrew hrition from Ranston in L954, Percy Rushton, remarked that it was almost worth
taking the language for the chance to get to know the ex-principal. TCOH, Percy Rushton, 5 February

1998.

Lewis, Trinity College Story, p.23. For an example of Ranston's ability to assert the mntemPorary
relevance of the prophetic tradition, see the way he reflected upon the book of Nahum, and its "terrible
cry" for retribution upon the enemies of Israel, in the light of the bitter experience of the Holocaust in H.
Ranston, "The Prophets: Nahum", Mission Message, Vol. 10, No. 1, 1956, p.3. Ranston distributed this
and other articles to ministry students when leading Trinity's Old Testament classes in L957 and L958

while Lewis was overseas.

J.J. Lewis, "Christian Journey" in M.K. Venables (ed.\, On the Beach and Other Recollections, Auckland,
Mt St John, [1988-89], p.84.
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Appointed full+ime tutor in biblical languages, literature and teaching in 1953, Lewis was

released from his lecturing responsibilities in 1956 to undertake two years' doctoral studies

at the University of London, an experience which gave him a heightened international and

local outlook. The time away enabled him, for example, to develop his academic interests,

and he graduated with a PhD in 1958 for his thesis on "Jewish and Hellenistic Literature in

the Intertestamental Period". Yet, while enjoying contact with a wider, older world of

scholarship (he found the chance to work with original texts in the British Museum a

particular joy), I*wis came back to New Zealand reassured about the value of the basic

biblical teaching he had received as a student at Trinity College. Time abroad also gave

him a new perspective on ecumenism. Listening to debate at the 1958 British Methodist

Conference about the place of Methodism in a catholic church, he felt as if he was on the

cutting edge of the ecumenical conversation,

thought". Yet, he also recognised that church

midst of "a living exchange of

New Zealand offered far greater

in the

life in

opportunity for ecumenical contact at the grass roots, and in the 1960s and 1970s would

become an influential participant in, and leader of, initiatives for greater cooperation

between the churches, particularly in the field of theological education.es lrwis's

experience showed that there could be long-term benefits in opportunity and perspective

for individuals, the college and the wider church in sending faculty members overseas for

further study.

The guiding force behind Trinity's biblical department for the next thirty-two years, trwis

ensured that its instruction retained the academic depth established by Ranston. Unlike the

more evangelical Ranston, Irwis was a liberal and throughout his teaching career would

find the biblical themes of creation and liberation of rich and increasing siguificance.% The

new tutor shared with Ranston, however, an appreciation of scripture as "a medium of

revelation", a text which could be sfudied with the tools of scientific and literary enquiry,

but which also carried a personal dimension, throwing a light upon everyday living.

Speaking at the start of the college year in 1950, for instance, l-ewis asserted that the Bible

needed to be read in its geographical and historical setting, its languages mastered and its

TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1.996. For a discussion of Lewis's involvement in ecumenical ventures in the

field of theological education see Chapter Six.

[,ewis, "Christian Journey", p.85.
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text established. Yet, not until hearts and minds were open in a personal encounter, he

noted, would the Bible "begin to live", allowing its readers to "enter into the meaning of

the Word of God" for their own lives.nt As Doug Pratt observed, Lewis's reading of

scriphrre combined a scholarly appreciation of biblical realism with a strong sense of the

presence of the living God.e8

Lewis, Iike many lecturers in the Arts departments of New Zealand universities in the post-

war period, based his teaching in the 1950s upon a mixture of older and more modern

introductory textbooks written by well-regarded British academics." In Old Testament

classes, for example, the new tutor supplemented Charles Burney's aged Outlines of Ol.d

Testament Theology (1899), with Henry Wheeler Robinson's Record and Revelation

(1938) and the more recent H.H. Rowley-edited essay collection, The OId Testament and

Modern Study (1951). Irwis shared with Hames an awareness of contemporary British

Methodist writers, and referred students to books by Norman Snaith and T.W. Manson,

while quoting a range of international theologians and biblical scholars like Karl Barth,

Rudolf Otto and Sigmund Mowinckel.rm

In the post-war period, Trinity's biblical teaching continued to disturb Methodists who

reacted against applying the historical-critical method to scripture. Modern biblical

scholarship was a particular challenge to students from an evangelical background, who

sometimes felt as if much that was dear to them was being threatened or uprooted. Such

trainees responded to new ways of thinking in varied ways. A student at Trinity from 1-952

to 1954, Percy Rushton, for example, although initialty suspicious, came to enjoy the

e7 lbid.; and J.J. [-ewis,'"The Authority of the'Word", NZMT,22 April 1950, p.781. An affirmation of the

"vitality and urgency" of the Bible, present in Lewis's 1950 address, became a distinctive aspect of his

thinking about scripture, and he would later write of the way "the Bible reaches into every human

situation." "lnclusive of the widest range of personality and experience", he suggested, scripture "meets

us at depth and the relationship [benveen reader and text] is reversed. No longer are we examining the

Bible, since we are the examined and, in its illumining, it becomes the medium of the Word to us." J.J.

Lewis, End or Beginning? Biblical Reflection in a Changing World, Manurewa, College

Communications, 1990, pp.29, 37 .

e8 See Pratt, "J.J. Lewis: Contours of Thought", pp.16-18.

ee Breward, Grace and Truth, p.'76.

tu" 
P.J. Lewis], "Old Testament Teaching", [1956], LN, (held by Jock Hosking), p.1.
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college's biblical methodology and to understand its importance. He was grateful to

Hames, who guided him in his studies, helping him to see that truth was "not static but

something you grow towards." Encouraged by the principal to try degree work, Rushton

completed a BA from the University of New Zealand in 1959 and a BD from the

University of Otago in 1963.101

While Rushton believed that Trinity's biblical teaching helped him to grow as an

evangelical, other students were not convinced by what they considered was an overly

"scholastic" approach to scripture. These trainees were probably a minority within the

college community, and some may have been influenced by the early charismatic

movement.r02 Reflecting on his time as a student from 1959 to 196L, Edgar Hornblow saw

in Trinity's biblical instruction the beginnings of a slide away from "a gospel of revelation

to one of reason". He recalled a desire to rationalise the supernatural, and noted that the

early 1960s was the staft of a time when traditional 'givens', like the resurrection and the

historicity of the gospels, could be held lightly. For Hornblow, one of New Tnaland

Methodism's leading evangelical ministers of the late-twentieth century, such an analytical

approach to scripture undermined enthusiasm, failing to fire people up for "making the

church burst at its seams".to3 Made during a time of strong evangelical anger at decisions

made by the Conference in the 1.990s, Hornblow's comments expressed his growing

frustration at liberal (and, to him, pluralistic) trends within the denomination.le As an

assessment of the teaching of Ranston, Lewis, Hames or Williams, they are certainly an

overstatement. Yet, echoing the arguments of nineteenth-century opponents of college

training, his criticisms are another sign of a deep-seated suspicion of the college and an

rur TCOH, Rushton,5 February 1.998

r02 TCOH, Edgar Hornblow,26 August 1998. The early 1.960s saw the beginnings of charismatic renewal in
New Zealand. See D.H. Battley, "Charismatic Renewal: A View ftom lnside", Ecumenical Review,Yol.
38, No. 1, January 1.986, pp.48-56. The beginnings of the charismatic movement in Methodism are

discussed in E.E. Bolitho, "In This World: Baptist and Methodist Churches in New Z,ealand 1948-1988",
PhD Thesis, Victoria Un iversity, 1992, pp.l 47 -80.

ro3 TCOH, Hornblow, 26 August 1998.

104 In the 1990s Methodists in New Zealand struggled with issues of homosexuality and church leadership.
The decision of the 1997 Conference to accept David Bromell, an openly gay man, into Full Connexion

was opposed by many evangelicals and led some to leave the church, forming a number of breakaway
groups. Hornblow's involvement in the new Wesleyan Methodist Church of New Zealand saw him
suspended liom Full Connexion by the 2000 Conference.
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academic style of training which remained as a continuing thread within parts of

Methodism throughout the post-war period.

In the 1940s and 1950s all of Trinity's theology papers were taught by the historian,

Hames, who, as he acknowledged, was something of "a jack-of-all-trades" lecturer.

Although Hames oversaw the expansion of the college's faculty and its increasing

specialisation, he was not given an opportunity for further study, a fact which caused him

some regret, As a result, he lacked the vocabulary of the academic theologian and, by his

own admission, tended to "run wide rather than deep" within the theological field.tos

Hames's approach to theology reflected his overall concern for practicality. In training at

Trinity from 1957 to 1,959, Frank Hanson recalled that the principal imparted to students

his belief that theology needed to be gounded in, and make a difference to, real life.

Theology that was true had to be preachable, capable of facing and speaking to the

questions posed by ordinary people.lffi Yet, the principal did not decry an esoteric academic

theology. For, while theology had to be preachable, he argued, so preaching had also to be

theological if its message was to have any substance. Writing rn 1952, Hames stated that

"no superficial substitute for the Gospel" would meet the needs of the present generation.

Methodists, he noted, had "often been tempted to shirk the discipline of hard thought, and

[to] cover our deficiencies with much fussy activity", and the denomination was now

"overdue for a theological revival." Hames believed that engaging with contemporary

issues of theology was essential,t0T and would urge students to participate intellectually in

"the unceasing and costly dialogue between faith & unbelief."ro8

The principal's lecture notes suggest that his teaching combined a straightforward

exposition of traditional doctrine with an openness to some of the questions raised by

modem scholars working in the theological field. Trinity's theology course had a

ros 
[Hames], "Fellowship of Trinity College", L2 August 1963, Hames Lectures, TC, Met 071'/311'; and

TCOH, Lewis,20 August 1996.

'* NZMT,1 May t949, p.799; and TCOH, Frank Hanson, 18 January 1999.

tut 
[E.W. Hames], "Our College Seen from Overseas", [1952], Hames Lectures, TC, Met 07113/1,p.7.

tu* 
[E.W. Hames], "Dismissal Service", 9 October 1962, Ibid.,p.5.
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conservative structure, following the three-year pattern of themes established by Laws in

the 1920s. In his classes, Hames sought to give students "a good all-round view" of the

topics he covered, setting themes within their biblical and historical context, and

considering the strengths and weaknesses of various classical theological positions.l@ He

relied heavily upon Clarke's aging but still dependable Outline of Christian Theology as

his main textbook into the late 1.950s, although, acknowledging that the work was out-of-

date in some areas, he also referred students to later general studies by writers like H.H.

Farmer and H.R. Mackintosh.tto The principal was widely-read, quoting the works of

Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Tillich and lrsslie Newbigen soon after publication.lll Hames's

notes also reflected a strong British Methodist perspective, and made reference to the

writings of Vincent Taylor on the atonement, Newton Flew on the church and the

sacraments, and Ernest Rattenbury on Christian perfection.

Hames's response to the big names of Western European theology was characterised by

moderation. Discussing, in the 1940s, the impact of the nineteenth century liberal

theologian, Albert Ritschl, for example, he affirmed the way Ritschl had provided

"multitudes of young men who could make nothing of traditional orthodoxy" with an

arresting vision of the historic Jesus. Yet, Hames cautioned trainees about the value of any

theology that eschewed speculation about the transcendent, arguing that "mature Christians

need a foundation of dogma".rlz Like Ranston, he appreciated Barth for his contribution in

r@ I*cturing on the atonement in 1944, Hames told students that "we who are teachers need to have a good

all-round view of what men have thought" about such a central subject. [8.W. Hames], "ST 1944,
Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, Met07ULlZ,p.33.

tro While noting that Clarke had "many fine things" to say on the topic of eschatology, for ex'mple, Hames

regarded the book's "optimistic Liberalism" as being "a generation out of date" and argued that much of
its main position had been undermined by recent biblical theology. p.W. Hamesl, "ST 1945",|bid.,p.26.
Hames referred trainees to Farmer's The World and God: A Study of Christi.an Expertence in Prayer,
Providence and Miracle (f 935), and to Mackintosh's The Doctrine of the Work of Christ (1912) and
Immortality and the Future: The Christian Doctrine of Eternal Life (1915).

tft In 1943 Hames recommended Niebuhr's, The Nature and Destiny of Man: A Christian Interpretation
(1941-43), to students, warning that it was difficult but stimulating. [8.W. Hames], *ST L943",1b4.,
p.17. He based remarks about the church on Newbigen's Household of God (1953), and pointed trainees

to the first volume of Tillich's Systematic Theology (1951-64) for a discussion of the doctrine of
experience. [E.W. Hames], "ST: Church", 179571, LN, (held by Jock Hosking), p.2; and [8.W. Hames]'
"ST: God", [1958], Ibid.,p.5.

t12 
[Hames], "ST: 1944", Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, Met072lll2, p.31; and [8.W. Hames], "ST: Christ",

[1956], LN, (held by Jock Hosking), p.17. In the 1940s Hames saw no need to identify youngwomen as

a group who may or may not have been influenced by Ritschl.
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recalling the church from extreme forms of liberal theology back "to the fact of revelation,

to the God-ward side of things". While regarding Barth as "stimulating & prophetic",

however, the principal found his insistence on the given and the transcendent too "drastic",

and so strong as to "seem to deny any point of contact between God [and] man" except o"a

bolt from the blue"'. For Hames, revelation was a two-way process implying

"understanding, appreciation, receptivity, [and] response, as well as the sovereign self-

giving of the Deity."tl3 Methodists, he thought, had "too much of Wesley ... to be good

Barthians."rr4 Hames's moderate approach was also evident in his response to the thought

of Rudolf Bultmann, a New Testament scholar who, from the 1940s and 1.950s, advocated

the "demythologising" of scripture. I-ecturing on Bultmann in the late 1950s, Hames was

sympathetic both to a desire to modernise the biblical metaphors and to an emphasis on

knowing God through personal encounter. He was less convinced by scepticism about the

historic character of Christianity, describing this as an extreme view which would lead

people of faith "not to an existential leap into the arms of God, but to an existential leap

into nothingness".rls

While not averse to sharing his own, sometimes fairly blunt opinions, Hames did not

attempt to impose upon students a single way of thinking. Noting that matters of belief

were largely determined by individual experience and were often modified with age, he

argued that it was "not to be expected, nor [was] it desirable" that people should *all think

exactly alike." On contentious questions like the atonement and eschatology, the principal

encouraged ministry trainees to be more concerned to affirm ideas than to deny them.116

As their ministries proceeded, some of Trinity's post-war students became conscious of

limitations in the theological teaching they had received from Hames. A trainee at the

college from 1949 to 1951., Jack Penman, for example, recalled encountering, while on

study leave at the WCC Graduate School at Bossey in the early 1960s, a mors

'" [E.W. Hames], "ST: God", [1958], Ibid.,pp.I3,'1,0.

trn 
[Hames], "Our College",ll952l, Hames Lectures, TC, Met OlLl3lL,p.8.

n5 
[Hames], 

n'ST: God", [1958], LN, (held by Jock Hosking), p.13a.

116 
[Hames], "ST 1,944", Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, MretO72lll2, p.33; [E.W. Hames], "ST: Atonement",

[1956], LN, (held by Jock Hosking), p.l; and [8.W. Hamesl, "ST: Eschatology" , [19571' Ibid., p.9'
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philosophical approach to theology which had not been a part of his earlier studies. Hanson

noted that, when he moved into settings beyond Trinity, conversations about scholars like

Bultmann and the Lutheran pastor and theologian, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, left him feeling out

of his depth. Looking back, he suggested that Hames's lecturing was rather haphazard and

tended to emphasise a mainly Methodist perspective. Both Penman and Hanson felt they

had work to do to catch up on areas of study the principal had failed to cover.rl7 In

hindsight, such criticisms are probably valid; Hames's tuition was less expelt than that

offered by tewis in the biblical field, and less innovative than that developed by Williams

in pastoral studies. Yet Hames covered the basics well and gave students a solid grounding

in traditional doctrinal themes. His straightforward but open-minded approach met the

needs of many trainees at a time when the church was still accepting numbers of candidates

for ministry preparation who were commencing serious study for the fust ti*e.lrB

The reintroduction of church history to the Methodist college's curriculum n 1947 filled a

major gap in its academic programme. Taught at the theological institution from the 1870s,

history was removed from the curiculum in 1908 following a reduction in lecturing staff

after the closure of Prince Albert College. Although both laws and Blight had an interest

in history and were probably capable of teaching classes, the subject was not replaced,

perhaps to keep room for the college's growing number of biblical papers.tle The

reinstatement of church history restored the "fourfold structure" to the Methodist

curriculum, ffid, in this respect, brought it into line with the teaching courses in place at St

John's College and the Presbyterian Theological Hall.

A three-year course taught by Hames, church history at Trinity in the post-war era focussed

upon the history of the Christian religion in Westem Europe, covering the growth of

Christianity to the fourteenth century, the period from the Reformation to the mid-

rr7 TCOH, Hanson, 18 January 1999; and lbid., Iack Penman, 24 June 1997.

rr* Penman, for example, had only two years secondary schooling and had never used a library. Serious

study was new ground and he 'lapped it up'. Ibid. See pp.193-96 for a discussion of the educational

background of ministry trainees in the post-war period.

rrn Laws was involved in forming the Wesley Historical Society of New Zealand and was its first President

from 1930 to 1942. See D.G. Roberts, The First Sixty Years: The Wesley Historicql Society in

AotearoalNew Zealand, Wesley Historical Society (New Zealand), No. 59, November 7992, pp'20-22.
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twentieth century, and the origins and development of Methodism.t' Reflecting a nascent

sense of indigenous identity, this focus on Europe was, as previously noted, present in

much of the college's teaching and was also a common feature of history courses in New

Zealand tertiary institutions in the 1950s. As Sinclair remarked, academics during the

period "rarely appeared to know in which part of the world New Zealand was situated."

The study of New Znaland and Pacific history developed at both Auckland and Victoria

Universities from the late 1950s, but comprised a very small part of Hames's teaching.l2r

Lecture notes suggest that he devoted just one class to the New Tnaland situation,

confining all of his comments to the state of his own denomination. The principal appeared

to give no consideration to the way Christianity in New Zealand interacted with its

surrounding society.rz References in Hames's class notes to the works of local writers of

Methodist history, like William Morley and W.J. Williams, was a new development for the

college, whose booklists were traditionally dominated by overseas publications. Although

sometimes lacking academic rigour, such early writings would form the basis for a later,

more thoroughgoing analysis of Methodist history in the New Zealand context.rz

Hames's approach to church history was governed by his concern that academic

knowledge be grounded in, or connected to, the practical experience of life. He was not a

theorist, unlike the Presbyterian Hall's history lecturer from 1939, Helmut Rex, whose

classes on the history of ideas and the philosophy of history were described as "a

revelation", opening up "lines of thought which were unheard of in History

When considering the period from the eighteenth century, Hames made some references to the churches

in America, Canada, Australia and Asia. See [E.W. Hames], "CH III: The History of Methodism", [1955-
19571, LN, (held by John Mabon), pp.15-17.

Sinclair, IJniversity of Auckland, p.250; and Rachel Barrowman, Victoria University of Wellington 1899-

1999: A History, Wellington, Victoria University Press, L999, p.276.

Hames's view of Methodism was certainly not uncritical, and he castigated the denomination for its
failure to make adequate provision for the supply and training of its ministry; for some of its social

enthusiasms; and for its inability to see that the Evangelical Revival had effectively come to an end by the

middte of the nineteenth century. '"!Ve have not yet", he quipped, "quite ceased to whack a dead horse in

the hope of a spasm of movement." [Hames], "CH [II: Methodism", [1955-1957], LN, (held by John

Mabon), p.18.

Hames referred students to Morley's Hktory of Methodism (1900) and to Williams's volume of
Centenary Sketches of New Zealand Methodkm (1922).

123
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Departments".r24 Hames was rather a populariser of history, a lecturer who made the events

of the past memorable through story-telling.tb A student at Trinity from L955 to 1957,

Frank Glen recalled that the Methodist principal "chuckled his way through the centuries",

and 'ocould make the most boring account of the past live", enriched with anecdotes of his

own or another's experience. Hames taught Glen that "personalities make up history, and

they must be examined, and be held responsible according to the light of their times."l%

Yet, trained in academic history, Hames lectured from a sound scholarly base, and was

conscious of the need to set historical events within a wider social, political and intellectual

context. Considering the fint-century background to the birth of Christ, for example, he

affirmed Christianity's debt to Judaism and to the Greek and Roman worlds, noting that the

new religion "did not grow in a vacuum", but was conditioned by its environment.r2? For

background reading on the origins of Methodism, he referred students to the social

historian, George Trevelyan's, recent text, English Social History: A Survey of Six

Centuries (L944).

Like lrwis, Hames taught from a mixture of older and more modern scholarly writings,

supplementing his main textbook (C.P.S. Clarke's Short History of the Christian Church

(1929) with works by contemporary historians like the Americans, William Sweet and

Kenneth latourette. A perceptive reader, the principal took care to offer trainees his own

estimation of the value of texts, noting, for example, that while "vivid [and] readable", the

Australian Methodist, W.H. Fitchett's, Weslq and His Century (1906) was also

'oinaccurate [and] out of date in its point of view".l4

rto Rex (who changed his name from Rehbein) was a German refugee who was accepted into the
Presbyterian Church of New Zealand in 1939 and taught at the Theological Hall until 1964. Breward,
Grace sndTruth,p.54.

rb Jock Hosking, conversation with the author, November 2000.

Du Frank Glen, "Eric Hames: Churchman - Historian - Friend",-Iournal '85, p.14.

t" 
[8.W. Hames], "CH I: [Christianity to the Fourteenth Century]", [L955-1957], LN, (held by John

Mabon), p.l.

fx 
[Hames], "CH III; Methodism", [1955-1957], Ibi.d^,p.l.
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While open-minded and prepared to engage with new scholarly thought, the Methodist

college's teaching in history, theology and biblical studies in the post-war era did not lead

students into any deep questioning of the world around them. As in past years, the

instifution's curriculum showed limited concern for social or political questions of the day.

Noting a similar trend at St John's College during this period, Davidson observed that

educators were "preparing students for a Church with settled parishes in a stable society

where there was little unemployment or social dislocation."'7e Yet, New Zealand was not

unaffected by an awareness of the Cold War, and sent troops to participate in military

conflict in Korea in the early 1950s. The nation also experienced significant unrest as a

result of an industrial dispute in 1951. between waterside workers, their employers and the

National Government.

Hames was not unaware of social or political issues, but displayed some caution in his

attitude to the church's involvement in social activism. Reflecting on the work of the

church in the world, he suggested that "identification with a particular programme would

'date' that which should be eternal", ild, quoting William [nge, warned that "the Church

that married the spirit of the age would be widowed in less than a generation". Like

Ranston, Hames believed that Christian social action needed a strong spiritual base. Where

the former principal stressed the need for the evangelical conversion of individual hearts,

however, the Wesleyan Hames emphasised the primacy of living in the community of

faith, noting William Temple's assertion that the world could be saved only by worship. It

was the church's duty, he wrote, to be the church, in worship, proclamation and fellowship,

before going out to the world to offer the gospel of Christ.ls

Trinity's curriculum did include a course on Christian ethics, and in the L940s and 1950s

this was taught by Hames at three-, and later two-, yearly intervals. An examination of

questions of Cfuistian tife and conduct, the class provided students with a general

introduction to concepts like law, freedom and duty, and to various types of ethical

systems. Hames's lecture notes reveal a traditional focus upon some of Methodism's long-

Davidson, S elvvyn' s Le ga cy, p.215.

[E.W. Hames], "The Church and the World", n.d., Hames lrctures, TC, Met 07Ll3ll, pp.2-6.
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standing moral concerns. Yet, while affirming the value of "rigid Puritan protest", he

advocated, in comments on gambling and the use of alcohol, the effectiveness of education

as a means for reform.t" In exploring issues relating to marriage and sexuality, he also

showed an early awareness of emerging social changes which would provoke bitter moral

debate within the churches both in New Znaland and overseas in the last four decades of

the twentieth century.r32

The college's ethics class spent less time considering the relationship between Christianity

and political and economic systems. A believer in firm government and the importance of

being a "good citizen", Hames yet asserted the church's right to rebuke or (under "extreme

provocation") to disobey, and even to seek to overthrow the state when it was "manifestly

wrong".133 Under the influence of Temple, he also suggested that a state be judged on the

"'depth of its @ncern for justice to individuals; the regard it pays to the rights of

minorities; the scrupulous respect [it showed] for individual conscience''.130 In reflecting

upon such ideas, however, the principal's notes tended to be confined to generalities

without making connections to particular issues of the day or to the New Zealand context.

Controversial social and political events appeared to make little impression on

Methodist college. A student at Trinity from 1950 to L952, Alan Newman, wrote in

mid 1990s that he had often wondered how, in L95L,

news of two very significant events happening right outside [the college], the

'clearing' of Orakei village and the brutal suppression of the waterfront strike,

t" 
[E.W. Hames], "Christian Ethics", [1955/1957], LN, (held by John Mabon), pp.2l-22. Hames believed

that some of Methodism's previous social enthusiasms had cost it dearly. Advocacy of prohibition, for
instance, had given the denomination a reputation for 'wowserism'. [Hames], 'Tte Church and the

World", n.d., Hames Lectures, TC, Met 0711311,, p.5; and [Hames], "CH III: Methodism", [1955-1957],
LN, (held by John Mabon), p.18.

1t2 See Hames's remarks about marriage, sexual ethics, divorce and birth control in [Hames], "Christian
Ethics", 11955 /195'7 l, I b id., pp.75 -L8.

tt3 lbid., p.t9.

r3a Quoted in lbid. William Temple was Archbishop of Canterbury from 1942 to 1944, and was hrown for
his concern for social, economic and international questions, and for his contribution to the ecumenical

movement.

the
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never seemed to penetrate its walls, its life, or its preaching or even its casual

comment.l3s

Neither incident inspired staff or student comment in the college's magazine. Methodist

trainees made some attempts in the 1940s and 1950s to form groups in which to discuss

current affairs (ioining with students from St John's in 1954, for example, to debate the

question of Christian participation in war),ttu but, as in past years, these were difficult to

sustain.l37 In hindsight, students like Newman felt that ministry training failed to prepare

them to grapple with important issues of race, social justice, war and peace. Yet, at the

time, few Methodists recognised this as a priority. As Bruce Gordon, a student at Trinity

from 1947 to L949, acknowledged, such an awareness tended to come as 'a second

conversion' later in a student's ministrv.l38

The Methodist theological institution's methods of teaching and assessment underwent

little change for most of the post-war period. As noted, the small size of Trinity's staff

meant that trainees were generally not able to be divided into single-year classes, but were

taught as a total student body. This limited the development of specialised courses, and

made it dfficult for lecturers to respond to the range of learning needs present within each

class. I-ectures had to be pitched to a level every student could understand and, as a result,

tended to offer introductory surveys of subjects rather than an in-depth analysis of

particular themes. Yet, as Hanson, a later Trinity principal, reflected, the system did have

the advantage of preventing students from specialising before they covered the groundwork

in their chosen discipline- Students trying to major for a theological degree in later periods,

r35 Alan Newman to Frank Hanson, 13 October L995, Methodist Worship and Preaching, TC, Met 087/'l'16,

pp.1-2. The Ngati Whatua based at Orakei in Auckland were dispossessed of their land at Okahu Bay and

relocated at a new site overlooking the old marae from 1952. In contrast to Newman, Penman, also a

student during this period, recalled that Hames was at his best in morning worship giving "off the cuff'
comments about the biblical readings for the day, and making links with events within the college and the

wider social setting. TCOH, Penman, 24 June t997.

Itr R.H. Wood, "'They Begged to Differ"', NZMT,1 May 1954, p.8.

13? In 1948, for example, students agreed to disband a group formed to discuss themes on the subject "The

Twentieth Century and Me" due to difficulties finding speakers. In 1950 they decided to confine holding

discussion groups to occasions "when a hot topic arose". Combined CRM Minute Book 1947-1965, 10

April 1948, 24luly 1948, 13 July 1950, TC, Met 0821415.

r38 TCOH, Bruce Gordon,29 July 1997.
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he suggested, sometimes lacked a broad and basic instruction in their field and were

inadequately prepared for specialist work.l3e

As in the 1,930s, teaching at Trinity in the 1940s and 1950s was dominated by a system of

external exams which acted as the church's 'watchful eye' on the college and its faculfy.

The need to maintain results meant that lecturers stayed close to their notes and focussed

on acquainting students with a fairly confined body of knowledge. Irwis recalled that it

was not until later years that he felt able to move away from the basic content of his

teaching notes to involve students in more wide-ranging discussions about his material.rs

The use of typed lecture notes was widespread at both the Methodist and Presbyterian

theological colleges in the post-war era, and these were helpful aids to learning, especially

for trainees who were new to academic study. As Breward observed, lectute notes could

provide students with "a good basis from which to launch out on their own preaching and

thinking".rar

It was not until the early 1960s that teaching at Trinity began to shift from an emphasis on

lectures to a greater reliance upon class discussion and seminar groups. In his report to the

1959 Conferen@, Hames signalled that, from L960, the college intended to give more

priority to encouraging the "independent but guided preparation" of work by students, and

to this end had increased the library budget.laz Like the collections of many small

denominational colleges, the library at Trinity was the result of "enatic donation rather

than careful buying."ra3 It contained some valuable resources (including the Baumber

Collection, books donated by A.H. Reed, over two hundred works from Ranston's personal

library, and historic missionary records), but spending on new books was minimal

throughout the post-war period. The decision to increase library funding would see the

tle lbid., Hanson, 18 January 1999. See pp.390-91 for a reflection upon the implications of introducing a

degree structure into the theological college.

r4 TCOH, [*wis,20 August 1996.

rar Breward, Grace and Truth, p.60.

t4z MAc,L959,p.125.

ra3 Breward, "Theological Education in Australasia", p.8.
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he suggested, sometimes lacked a broad and basic instruction in their field and were

inadequately prepared for specialist work.t3e

As in the 1930s, teaching at Trinity in the 1940s and 1950s was dominated by a system of

external exams which acted as the church's 'watchfi.rl eye' on the college and its faculty.

The need to maintain results meant that lecturers stayed close to their notes and focussed

on acquainting students with a fairly confined body of knowledge. Irwis recalled that it

was not until later years that he felt able to move away from the basic content of his

teaching notes to involve students in more wide-ranging discussions about his material.la

The use of typed lecture notes was widespread at both the Methodist and Presbyterian

theological colleges in the post-war era, and these were helpful aids to learning, especially

for trainees who were new to academic study. As Breward observed, lecture notes could

provide students with "a good basis from which to launch out on their own preaching and

thinking".lar

It was not until the early 1.960s that teaching at Trinity began to shift from an emphasis on

lectures to a greater reliance upon class discussion and seminar groups. In his report to the

1959 Conference, Hames signalled that, from 1960, the college intended to give more

priority to encouraging the "independent but guided preparation" of work by students, and

to this end had increased the library budget.la2 Like the collections of many small

denominational colleges, the tibrary at Trinity was the result of "ematic donation rather

than careful buying."la3 It contained some valuable resources (including the Baumber

Collection, books donated by A.H. Reed, over two hundred works from Ranston's personal

library, and historic missionary records), but spending on new books was minimal

throughout the post-war period. The decision to increase library funding would see the

tle lbid., Hanson, 18 January 1"999. See pp.390-91 for a reflection upon the implications of introducing a

degree structure into the theological college.

r* TCOH, lrwis,20 August 1996.

rat Breward, Grace andTruth,p.6O.

t42 MAC, 1959,p.1,25.

ta3 Breward, "Theological Education in Australasia", p.8.
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amount paid for books rise from a rather paltry f35 in 1958 to f127 in 1961.144 It was

Hames's hope that this still rather low increase would help to improve the quality of the

library, enabling students to undertake more individual study and research.

Reflecting in the early 197Os on ministry education in the post-war period, Hames

suggested that, being understaffed and lacking autonomy, Trinity "could do little but push

[trainees] through a standard course which was not challenging enough for the bright ones

but too academic for others." Ministry preparation, he wrote, should have been "more

imaginative and experimental", and "engaged in opening doors which the [students] could

enter for themselves to suit their individual gifts."r4s The continuing disparity in the

academic abilities of candidates, however, increased the pressure to lecture at a basic level,

and, in Hames's view, was one of the greatest obstacles to more effective teaching.

Echoing comments made by Garland in L91,4 and the Wesleyan, John Armitage, in L879,

Hames argued in 1-955 that the majority of new entrants to the college were 'onot ready to

work at the level and at the pace that is necessary if we are to cover the ground."l6 'While

recognising that Methodism was "not likely to tolerate a ministry in which traditional tests

of gifts, grace and gumption are subordinated to mere academic distinction", he was

convinced that the church needed to "insist upon a higher standard of general education"

from its candidates.loT Hames believed this was particularly urgent in view of the post-war

demand within the denomination for longer pastorates. Like nineteenth-century advocates

of a more "lettered learning", the principal saw that long appointments made severe

r4 Figures calculated from Students' Library and Prize Fund Account Book 1929-L962, TC, Met 0821313.

Built up by the Wesleyan minister, William Baumber (L852-I932), the Baumber C.ollection was given to
Trinity College in 1932, and consisted of four to five hundred volumes dealing with New 7x'aland
history, biography, natural history and Maori anthropology and art. See NZMT,26 November L932, p.9.

In 1943 and 1944 the college library also received Percy Paris's collection ofbooks relating to St Francis.
Book and Manuscript Donations L931-7973,16 November L943,24 November 7944,TC,Met082812.

ra5 Hames, Comingof Age,p.LO6.

tM MAC, 1955, p.107. In 1953 Hames declared that the variety in the entrance standard of new students was

"an embarrassment to their Tutors". Ibid., 1953, p.I06.

'07 lbid., 1945, p-97.
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demands of clergy by shifting the emphasis of their work towards the educational and

pastoral aspects of ministry. A thorough course of training was more essential than ever.ras

In the 1950s the academic qualifications required of Methodist ministry candidates were

raised twice; firstly to School Certificate in 1954, and then to University Entrance in

1958.14e These changes provoked little reported opposition, although "heated argument"

occurred within the 1958 Otago-Southland synod as members expressed concern at the

"possibility of excluding otherwise worthy candidates". Old Methodist tensions between

knowledge and piety were evident in a lingering suspicion that higher entrance standards

meant "substituting academic ability for evangelical fire."ls0 It may be that this lack of

reported debate reflected a general Methodist acceptance of the need for candidates to be

better prepared, although, if so, this was tempered by the degree of flexibility present in the

new regulations. Married candidates, for example, and those offering from the home

mission field who were aged over twenty-five were excused from meeting the 1958

standard. Any other recruits without UE were given the option of completing a one-year

full-time course of study at the theological institution's new School for Christian Workers.

Although established primarily as a cenffe for the training of lay people, the School was

regarded by Hames as a means of raising the academic standards of students preparing for

ordained ministry by providing the "weaker men" with a preliminary year of study in what

was effectively a four-year course.rsl

ls 
[Hames], "Our College',f1.952f, Hames I-ectures, TC, Met 07113/L, p.4. In the nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries the average length of a Methodist pastorate was three years. Five-year appointments
were introduced in 19L5, with provision for extensions in special cases. In the sermon just quoted, Hames
envisaged six or even eight-year pastorates.

toe Before 1954 University Entrance, School Certificate "or equivalent" were regarded as "the normal
academic qualification" of candidates. The law change of 1954 introduced the term "minimum academic
qualification". Methodist Church of New Tnaland,laws Revision Committee, Laws and Regulations of
the Methodist Church of New Zealand, Christchurch, Whitcombe and Tombs, 1951, p.83; MAC,1954,
p.33; and NZMT,2O December L958,p.452.

r50 "Synod Reports",.Ibid, 11 October 1958, p.327.

ttt BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 1 March 1957, TC, Met 081,15/2. Hames hoped that a four-year course
might one day be the norm, to ensure that all students were better prepared for their studies. MAC, L955,
p.107.
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As in the past, any strict adherence to higher entrance standards was made difficult in the

post-war period by Methodism's desire to increase its ministerial supply. Candidate

numbers rose and fell throughout the 1940s and 1950s, but the demand for more single

ministry agents was constant, and sometimes undermined the college's educational

priorities. Too often, the 'exigencies of stationing' took precedence over the training needs

of students. In 1943, for example, the college was led to reassert the need for men to

complete their full course after two trainees were withdrawn for circuit work after only two

years in residence.rt'ln 1952 Hames argued vigorously against the increasingly common

practice of sending accepted candidates into circuits for a year of pre-collegiate service in

order to meet the church's stationing requirements. Started as a short-term expedient to

meet an immediate need for clergy at the end of the Second World War, pre-collegiate

work was condemned by Hames as being bad for students, who were "pitch-forked" into

situations for which they were not prepared, and for churches, who were sometimes

supplied with a succession of these brief ministries.rs3 As in the nineteenth and early-

twentieth centuries, New Zealand Methodism's tendency to act in a pragmatic way out of a

wish to keep its pulpits filled sometimes led it to make decisions at the expense of those at

a vulnerable stage of their training.

Trying to lift entrance standards was one way of addressing the disparity in the academic

abilities of candidates. In the 1950s Hames sought to meet the needs of some of Trinity's

brighter recruits by grving them opportunities for further study abroad. The practice of

awarding travelling scholarships to outstanding graduates had been started in New Tnaland

by the Presbyterian Theological Hall by the 1930s, and "enriched [that] Church's

theological life for a generation."l54In his report to the L952 Conference, Hames suggested

that, in view of New Zealand's isolation, sending the occasional student overseas for

training would "maintain vital links with overseas Methodism" while helping to build up

H.L. Fiebig, "Annual Report of the Secretary, Board of Examiners", 1 February 7944,8C, MCA" ChCh,
p.3; and MAC, t944, p.LO'[,.

[Hames], "Our College",119521, Hames Lectures, TC, Met 0711311, pp.3-4.Gordon and Rushton were
among those candidates who were stationed for a year before entering college. Both were lay preachers,
but recalled receiving little training or support for their work. TCOH, Gordon, 29 July L997; atd lbid.,
Rushton,5 February 1998.

Davidson, "Depression, War, New Lit'e", p.106. St John's College began awarding post-ordination
scholarships in 1972. Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.255.
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"an enlightened leadership for the future."lss England was regarded as the natural

destination for most Methodist students in the post-war period, and in the mid 1950s two

Trinity men (John Ziesler and Bryan Walker) renewed the New Zealand denomination's

historic tie with Richmond College,ts6 A third trainee, Trevor Nicholls, studied for a short

time at the Selly Oak Colleges in Birmingham in 1-956.157 None of the three students sent

abroad in the 1950s remained within ministry in New Zealand Methodism beyond the early

1.970s, and only Ziesler turned overseas study into a long-term academic career in the

theological field. Finding ways to use the gifts of those with advanced training was always

a challenge for a small church with a limited number of academic openings.l5t Yet, once

initiated, the policy of sending students overseas continued, opening the way for many

more trainees to benefit from contact with the scholarship, church traditions and cultures of

an ever-widening range of countries.

University study within New Zealand provided Methodist trainees with another avenue for

learning, and throughout the post-war era the college continued to encourage students to

engage in tertiary work. The numbers attending lectures varied (from four or five students a

year in the early 1940s to a dozen or so a decade later), but Hames seemed willing to allow

most of his charges, including those who were relatively new to the academic endeavour,

to gain some universify experience.lse As in past years, most trainees completed degree

work while on probation, but moves by the University of New T,ealand to limit extra-mural

students in the early 1950s threatened to make this more difficult. From its beginnings in

the 1870s, tertiary study in New 7-ealand was dominated by part-time students, to the

concern of various university reformers.lm Academics at Auckland University College in

tss MAC,L952,p.95.

156 Accepted as a ministry candidate n L952, Ziesler undertook a full three-year course at Richmond from
July 1953. Walker studied for two years in l-ondon from 1955 after training at Trinity in 1953 and 1954.

15i The only Methodist to venture into America during this period was Trinity's resident tutor, David
Williams.

ttt Walker and Nicholls resigned from the Methodist ministry in 1971, and Ziesler returned to England in
1972. For a discussion of Ziesler's career see pp.264-66.

rt' TCOH, Penman, 24 June 1997.

ro'' Part-time tertiary study was famously condemned by the 1,925 Royal Commission on University
Education. The Commissioners, Sir Harry Reichel (Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wales) and
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the 1950s, for example, contended that the presence of part-time students (sixty-four per

cent of the total enrolment in L949) lowered the standard of work at the institution.t6t In

1951 the Methodist Conference issued a protest to the Senate of the University of New

Zealand over new regulations which it considered were aimed at preventing extra-mural

students from gaining postgraduate and even bachelors degrees. Viewing these changes

with "deep concern", the Conference argued that limiting access to university study would

eventually lead to a decline in the standard of ministry. Aware of the academic struggles of

many of its own clergy, the church defended the rights of all extra-mural students,

declaring that in New Zealand the privileges of university education should not be denied

to those who were unable to attend full-time for economic and other reasons.r62

Methodism's continued commitment to tertiary study as an integral part of ministry

education was reflected in a further rise in the number of Methodist clergy who held

academic qualifications. The number of ministers and probationers with university degrees

or diplomas nearly doubled from l3.27Vo in1940 to 24.57Vo in 1960.18 The establishment

of the postgraduate bachelor of divinity degree at Otago University in 1945 enabled some

Methodists to gain a New Zealand BD rather than studying, as in the past, through

Melbourne or I-ondon. In L948 Haddon Dixon became one of the first New Zealanders to

complete the new degree.le

The involvement of ministry students in the world of the university during the post-war

period was probably limited to attendance at lectures and participation in the campus'

Christian groups. Life at the Auckland University College was "rather staid after the

Frank Tate (the Director of Education in Victoria), observed that the University of New 7*aland offered
"'unrivalled facilities for gaining university degrees"', but was "'less successful in providing university
education"'. Quoted in Sinclair, University of Auckland,p.l37.

Ibid.,pp.L79,225.

MAC,195L, pp.101-102.

Seventy-two of Methodism's two hundred and ninety-three clergy had academic qualifications in 1960,
compared to thirty out of two hundred and twenfy-six clergy in 1940. Thompson, "A New Theology",
p.207.

NZMT, 3 1. January t9 48, p.290.l(l4
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excitement of the depression years",tut and most theology students had little time for

university politics. Membership of SCM or EU continued to be important for a number of

the Trinity men and women, reflecting, for Rushton, a "deep division" within the

Methodist college between liberal and evangelical students. Yet theological positions were

not always fixed, and trainees like Gordon, who were searching to clarify their ideas,

attended both groups.ttr Trinity's student body may have tended in a liberal direction in the

1940s and 1950s, but its increased size meant that it was also a diverse community, end,

like the principal, appeared wary of extremes. Hornblow recalled that "healthy discussions"

took place among students of varying views,t67 and this open attitude was evident in the

common room's relationship with Christian groups on the campus. In 1943, for example,

the trainees organised a combined fellowship evening with members of EU and SCM, and

expressed the hope that Trinity could be o'a unifying force" between the two groups.t*

These meetings would take place annually into the early 1950s.

Towards the end of the Second World War, Methodists lent their support to a renewed

campaign by the churches to gain a New Zealand-based university degree in theology.

Hames, Ranston, and the Connexional Secretary, Rugby Pratt (1875 -L946), took part in

various consultations with the University of New Zealand and the other theological

colleges which led to the establishment of the Otago BD degree. While a disappointing

result for colleges in the north, the Otago degree raised hopes for the formation of a similar

Faculty of Theology in Auckland.l6e That the need existed was evident, for, although

Hames hoped that Trinity College would "take full advantage" of the new facilities in

rus Sinclair, University of Auckland,p.I83.

Itr Rushton also attended both groups. TCOH, Rushton, 5 February 1998; and lbid., Gotdon,Z9 July 1997 .

t67 lbid.,Hornblow, 26 August 1998.

168 CRM Minute Book 1943-1948,9 March 1943, TC, Met092l4/3.

run See NZMT,5 February 1944,p.246; and TCC Minutes 1937-7947,18 October 7g44,TC,Met08L/l/7.
Breward observed that the "final stages of the negotiations were torrid", because the Academic Board of
the University insisted that divinity degrees not be granted until a substantial amount of the teaching was
done in one of the University's constituent colleges. To meet this need, the University of Otago
established a Faculfy in Theology to teach the BD, which offered extra-mural facilities to other centres.
Breward, Grace and Truth, p.L72. Hames reported to the Trinity College Council that he and Ranston
had been "consulted at every step and [had] given our cordial assent to the scheme, on condition that our
right to establish a similar Faculty in Auckland in the near future is not prejudiced." TCC Minutes 1937-
1947 , 12 December 1944, TC, Met 081/1/7.
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Otago, "sending forward students freely to the Degrees", the number of Methodist trainees

with a prior qualification was still small, and no student would complete the postgraduate

BD until 1968.170 Most Methodist trainees wanting to study at a tertiary level needed access

to a first degree, yet, as the theological college's academic programme expanded in the

1950s, university work became increasingly dfficult to combine with ministry

preparation.ttt While the desirability of an Auckland-based undergraduate degree in

theology was recognised in the 1"950s, however, little reported progress was made towards

its establishment.l1z

Despite Hornblow's concerns about Trinity's biblical departrnent, criticism of the college's

teaching was more restrained in the 1940s and 1950s than in the previous decade. The

pages of the Methodist newspaper, for example, seemed free of the type of attacks that had

marked debate about ministry training in the 1,930s. There were fewer accusations of

'negative teaching' and calls to replace irrelevant academic courses were less common.tt3

The college's curriculum did not face a major challenge of the kind expressed by Blamires

and other advocates of training in religious education. Evangelical suspicion of the

college's academic instruction remained within New Zealand Methodism, but tended to be

an undercunent to the church's thinking about ministry preparation. Its continuing

presence was obvious from student reflections about the various warnings they had

received against going to Trinity. Writing in the L94L college magazine, for example, Wilf
Falkingham (19L7-t999) recalled that he had been cautioned "against the 'Modernism' of

the College which would shake [his] faith", and told that there was "a strong ored' element

amongst the students". In response to such critics, Falkingham argued that after two years'

IbA.,18 December 1945. Of the four Methodist ministers who had an Otago BD by 1960, three had left
college before the establishment of the new degree. Len Schroeder trained at Trinity from 194? to 1949
and graduated BD in 1955.

MAC, 1957, p.1 18; and lbid., 1960, p.728.

The issue was raised again in 1959 at an NCC-initiated meeting attended by the Methodist faculty and the
principal of the Baptist Theological College, Dr Roberts Thompson. Support was expressed for the
introduction in Auckland of a BD and a BA in theology, but no report has been found of any further
action. BS Minute Book 1931-1965,19 March 1959, TC, MetO8Ll5l2.

Occasional criticism of the college during this period included a complaint that Trinity's theology was
too unitarian (focussed on God to the exclusion of Christ and the Holy Spirit), and unspecified
accusations of heretical teaching. NZMT,26 October 1957, p.356; and lbid.,19 December 1959, p.1169.

1?O
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training, his "hitherto groping faith" had not been weakened, but had "become more real as

it [had] been tested by the plumbline of reason." Yet, like trainees in the 1930s, he also

paid tribute to the spiritual quality of his lecturers' teaching, "because we felt so often, that

we were upon 'Holy Ground' and not in a classro om."r74In 1950 a third-year student, Peter

Stead, made a similar argument as he considered Trinity's training in the light of a warning

he had received not to let college spoil him-t7t Not all students in the post-war period were

exposed to such messages. Hanson, for example, was a member of a Methodist circuit

whose positive attitude towards the college had helped to produce a spate of recent

candidates.ttu Yet, with deep roots in an evangelical style of Methodism, suspicion of the

academic enterprise remained, and would re-emerge more strongly at a later date.

ln the years fiom l94L to L962 the Methodist college's academic training preserved the

level of scholarship attained during the 1930s. While engaging with contemporary thought

in an open-minded and moderate fashion, however, Hames, in particular, showed a strong

concern that such intellectual speculation be grounded in and made relevant to practical

experience. It may be that this practical emphasis helped to mute criticism about the

institution's teaching, although the disquiet expressed by Hornblow suggested that this had

not disappeared. At the same time, a tendency to concentrate on the basics left potentially

creative areas like philosophical theology unexplored. Scholarly innovation at Trinity was

also restricted by low staffing numbers, the varying academic abilities of candidates, and

the controlling pressure of external exams. Such factors made it hard for lecturers to movs

in new academic directions, building courses around individual students and developing

new styles of teaching and assessment.

r7a Reflecting on the way the academic and the spiritual were combined in Trinity's teaching, Falkingham
wrote, "Through our studies of some of those subjects that some of us regarded as far too abstracf and
unrelated to the needs of those preparing for the Christian Ministry, Jesus has stepped out of the pages of
the Gospel stories as the living Saviour of the Human Race." W.E. F[alkingham], "Impressions of
Trinity", Trinity College Magazine, 194t, p.7.

r75 See P.A. Stead, "Don't Let College Spoil You", Ibid.,1950, pp.6-7.

I'n TCOH, Hanson, 18 January 1999.
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4. New Pastoral Directions

Believing that practice and theory should go together, Hames, like his predecessors, laid

stress upon the vocational aspects of ministry preparation. Under his leadership, Trinity

made some pioneering advances in its pastoral instruction, reflecting the beginnings of a

'professionalist' approach to training. The college continued to offer students the chance to

develop traditional practical skills, but some of these opportunities became less frequent or

came to an end. In the post-war period the area of personal religious growth received less

attention than that of worship, and Hames's efforts to introduce an increased sense of

'churchmanship' revealed the strains between the denomination's Wesleyan and Primitive

Methodist emphases.

Dating in America from around the 1940s, the 'professionalist era' of theological education

was, as previously noted, characterised by Farley as involving an emphasis on training for

the practical tasks and activities of ministry. These, rather than a concern for the study of

divinity or of specialised theological disciplines, were seen as "the criteria, subject matter,

and end of theological study."ttT The expansion and growing influence of Trinity's pastoral

department from the late 1940s pointed most strongly to the emergence of this new

paradigm in Methodist ministry education in New 7*aland.

By the early 1940s, Trinity's pastoral course, although wide-ranging, had evolved under

Hames a more specific focus on the pastoral ministry of the 'cure of souls'.r78 Unlike

Methodist students a decade earlier, trainees received coilrmon-sense advice on methods of

pastoral visitation and the conduct of weddings and funerals. The principal's lecture notes

showed an awareness of the growing importance of psychology within pastoral studies, and

he referred students to introductory surveys like the English Methodist, Eric Waterhouse's,

Psychology and Pastoral Work (1939). While affirming psychology for the way it gave

useful insight into human nature, Hames took a typically pragmatic approach to the

Farley, Theo lo gia, pp.L}-l L, 127 .

The 'cure of souls' was a popular metaphor for individualised pastoral work in the nineteenth century,
and portrayed ministers as physicians of the soul. Hames's pastoral lectures covered issues relating to the
practice of ministry such as church discipline, time management, the wearing of clerical dress, and
budgeting on a minister's stipend.
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'therapeutic revolution', arguing that not all ministers needed to be analysts. With a sound

groundwork in the new theories, most clergy, he suggested, would "gain pastoral wisdom

most surely in contact with [their] people". "If we do not pretend to be experts, but are

keen observers", he contended, "our observations will soon enrich our pastoral ministry."rTe

Hames's contribution to the development of pastoral teaching at Trinity has often been

overshadowed by that of David Williams. Yet, it was the principal's early recognition of

the need for ministry preparation to take note of the new movements occuning within the

pastoral field that made Williams's work possible.lm

Trinity's pastoral lecturer ftom1947, David Williams, was born in Kaiangaroa on the West

Coast, and trained for the ministry at Dunholme and Trinity Colleges from 1928 to 1930.

He showed an early interest in the opening world of psychology, and as a young minister

began receiving private patients for counselling, a practice he continued throughout his

life.l8r His academic studies were pursued at a time when psychology was still developing

as a scholarly discipline in New Znaland. Williams's MA, for sxamplB, was completed in

1933 through Victoria University College's philosophy department, because the

psychology course had not yet been separated out from philosophy.tt' Like Ranston,

Williams undertook doctoral work on a part-time basis, graduating with a Litt.D. from the

University of New Zealand in L944 for his thesis on "Remembering in Relaxed States".r83

Williams returned to Trinity after sixteen years in circuit ministry, and with some

experience of teaching as a temporary lecturer in psychology at Canterbury University

College in 1944.

[E.W. Hames],'Pf', [1943-1945], Trevor Shepherd IN, Tg Met072/L12, pp.1, 15.

TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

Williams kept no records of his counselling sessions and made no charge of patients. Ibid.,Yaleie Gratt,
20 July 1.997. Val Grant is a daughter of David and Jean Williams.

Psychology and philosophy were not separated at Victoria until 1949. Williams probably came under the
influence of Victoria's professor of psychology, T.A, Hunter. Hunter had an early interest in
experimental psychology and ran a children's psychological clinic in Wellington between t926 and 1942.
It is not known whether Williams had any involvement in the clinic, but his first article for the Methodist
Tirnes was on the subject of "child psychology". Banowman, Victoria University, pp.22, 242-44; and

D.O. Williams, "Child Psychology: The Child in Rebellion",NZMT,9 December 1933, pp.4-5.

Ibid.,7 April 1944, p.300.llt3
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As Hames acknowledged, the appointment of Williams lifted the pastoral side of Trinity's

work, "once regarded as a soft option, to the expert level."re In his teaching and ministry,

the tutor sought to achieve a practical synthesis between psychology and the helping role of

the church.tss A Freudian, he developed an appreciation for the 'client-centred' approach to

pastoral counselling of the Arnerican psychologist, Carl Rogers. Williams was attracted by

the emphasis upon "unconditional positive regard" recommended by Rogers, a concept he

considered was deeply Christian.lsu The award of a Fulbright Travelling Scholarship in

L953 gave the tutor the chance to train in Rogerian techniques under a prime exponent of

the method, Seward Hiltner, at Chicago University, and these insights were carried into his

teaching. [n referring Trinity's students to the writings of Hiltner, Rogers and various other

American authors, Williams decisively broke the long-standing domination of Methodist

theological education by British scholarship. Student lecture notes from the early 1960s

also reveal the inlluence of Tillich, in particular his thinking about faith and reflections on

"the courage to be as oneself'.t8t In all, Williams's teaching showed a strong concern for

themes of self-determination and the personal growth of individuals to maturity and

wholeness.

On the cutting edge of new developments in the pastoral field, Trinity was ahead of other

theological institutions in New Znaland during the 1950s in its awareness of

professionalised pastoral care. Williams's teaching had a widening impact as he was

invited to lead courses at some of the other colleges. In 1-951, for example, he visited the

Presbyterian Theological Hall for a week, giving daily lectures on mental health to the

whole student body. His stay took place within the context of a Presbyterian debate over

the creation of a permanent lectureship in practical training at the Hall.188 Williams

Hanles, "Forty Years On", Trinity College Magazine,1962, p.5.

TCOH, Grant, 20 July 1997.

D.O. Williams, How Should We Live? A Christian Answer, Auckland, College Communications, 1986,
p.2.

lrcturing at Trinity n L962, fsv sxamFle, Williams quoted from Tillich'sThe Courage To Be (1952) and

The Dynamics of Faith (1957). Derek Laws, "PT II", 1962, LN, (held by Derek Laws), pp.55-56, 95.

See Breward , Grace and Trutlr, pp.7$-71.
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repeated the visit in 1955 and L957, and also ran courses on pastoral counselling at St

John's College in 1958 and at the Baptist College in 1959.

A highly concentrated and powerful personality, Williams was considered a tough or even

abrasive lecturer by some of Trinity's post-war trainees.rEe More severe criticism of the

tutor, however, came from Methodists who were wary of the psychological approach and,

in Williams's own words, regarded him as a "technocrat".rm Reflecting this attitude,

Hornblow, for example, suggested that Williams lacked warmth, and focussed on teaching

students counselling techniques rather than on encouraging them to develop "relational

empathy". Hornblow was not a convert to the non-directive method of counselling, arguing

that he later realised it stood in contrast to the need to offer people the guidance of, what

was at times, a very directional gospel.tet While the notion that Williams was overly

concerned with producing pastoral clinicians had curency in some Methodist circles, it

tended to overlook the depth of the tutor's con@rn for people, and his strong, quite

evangelical sense of spirituality.ttt Any adverse view of Williams was rejected by the

Presbyterian minister, Don Glenny, who was a student at the Theological Hall when the

tutor made his 1951 visit. Impressed by Williams's teaching, Glenny recalled that he had

no sense that trainees were being offered "techniques for pastoral ministry", but rather an

understanding of human need, and how to creatively respond to such need. I-ater in the

1950s, Glenny took part in a school led by Hiltner, but mistrusted the American, finding

him "too clever, too slick, too focussed on technique." Glenny had greater respect for

David Williams, for his classes "were not about solutions to problems, but ministry to

people when there are no solutions."re3

r8e TCOH, kwis, 20 August 1996. Gordon suggested that some of the brighter studenls found Williams "a
bit tough". Ibid., Gordon, 29 luly 1997 .

r$ In conversation with Lewis, Williams observed that some people called him a technocrat. Ibid.,I*wis,20
August 1996.

te1 lbid.,Hornblow, 26 August 1998.

tot Williams's evangelical purpose was evident in the opening remarks of his address to the Conference as
President in 1957. He noted that, "From candidate to President I am under one constraint. Find out how to
offer the Gospel message so that men may recognise its relevance and its saving power." D.O. Williams,
"'Together Seek His Face "', NZMT,9 November 1957,p.378.

rn3 Don Glenny to Susan Thompson, [199'll, (held by the author), p.3. Glenny became a lecturer in pastoral
studies at the Presbyterian Theological Hall from 1977 to 1983.
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It was not until the late 1950s that the new pastoral directions evident in Williams's

teaching were reflected in the practical training opportunities offered to students preparing

for the Methodist ministry. A small number of trainees took part in early clinical pastoral

training courses, introduced in New Zealand on an ecumenical footing in 1959. Based on

an American model, the scheme offered ministry students a period of training in a hospital

setting under the supervision of hospital chaplains. Albert Grundy (1934-L987), a third-

year Trinity student, attended the first course held in Christchurch in 1959 under the

direction of the Presbyterian minister, Ian Wilson.l% In the late 1950s preliminary

conversations occuned between Trinity and the Auckland Methodist Central Missiou

regarding the establishment of a counselling centre as a joint training and social service

initiative. These would not come to fruition, however, until the mid 1.960s.1e5

For most of the post-war period, working on supply remained the main means of giving

trainees 'hands on' pastoral experience. The demand for students to fill short-term

appointments was constant, and gave trainees the chance to develop ministry skills with a

variety of communities around New Znaland.l% The continued decline of the Collegiate

Church during the 1940s and 1950s led to its closure in L956, bringing to an end a thirty-

year experiment in linking residential education to the life of a local congregation. While

the activities of the Church had become increasingly restricted, it had provided a

generation of students with a supportive environment for training in worship, youth work

and pastoral care.tnt Recognising the need for trainees to participate in such work on an

ongoing basis, the college made some attempt in 1957 to attach senior students without

For a report of the first course see I.B. Wilson, "Clinical Pastoral Training Course 1959: A New
Development in the Training of Theological Students", NZMT,7 May 1960, p.1,9. Wilson pioneered
hospital chaplaincy in New Zealand, shaping the ministry "along lines which are now almost universally
accepted." Breward, Grace and Truth, p.72.

The decision to set up a counselling centre under the auspices of the Central Mission was made in 1955,
and conversations began with the college in 1959. It was hoped that Williams and his colleagues would
conduct the work of the centre, which would be located in new buildings at the Mission. MAC,7955,
p.133; Ibid., 1959, pp.125, 161.; and 1961, p.157.

TCOH, Rushton, 5 February 1998; and lbid-, Penman, 24 June L997 .

[E.W. Hames], "Th" Principal's Address: Notes of an Address Given by the Principal at the Valedictory
Service Held in the Collegiate Church on April 29'h,1956,Trinity College Magazine,1956, p.6.
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university commitments to local churches. Yet the Board of Studies expressed caution lest

the demands of the Connexion and the convenience of circuits take precedence over the

educational requirements of already busy students.le8

As pastoral studies developed at Trinity, the Methodist training prograrnme's traditional

emphasis on preaching, while still important, underwent some change. [,aws retired from

teaching at the end of 1941., allowing the theological institution to take a new approach to

homiletics. As Fred Gilbert, a student at Trinity from 1955 to L957, noted, preaching styles

in the post-war years were more relaxed than in the 1920s and 1930s. It was possible "to ad

lib a bit, [adding] some humour to lighten up the delivery."ls From 1947 homiletics and

sermon criticism classes were led by Williams, who was more in tune with the

contemporary mood than laws. Like his predecessor, Williams was an inspiring orator,

whose preaching was described as "always evangelical in character, seeking to win

[people] to Christian discipleship" and to build them up in relevant and mature Christian

living.m Yet he also encouraged students in the art of extempore preaching, and Gilbert

was grateful for his insistence that he "learn to break away from a fulI sermon script in the

pulpit, use a skeletal outline to act as a memory jogger, and just speak to the people."ml

This emphasis on a more informal sharing of ideas with a congregation marked a

significant change in style from the great preacher-orator tradition that had dominated New

Zealand Methodism in the past.m2 Williams was also aware of the potential of new

'ns BS Minute Book 1931-t965,20 May 1957, TC, Met08tl5.2.

re Fred Gilbert to E.F.I. Hanson, 6 October 1995, Methodist Worship and Preaching, TC, Met 08711./6,p.L.

N MAC,1970, p.48. T"he Methodist Times wrote of Wilfams's Presidential address that it "was not 'read': it
was 'delivered' with a deliberation which passed steadily into force and passion," NZMT,23 November
1957, p.398.

20r Gilbert to Hanson, 6 October 1995, Methodist Worship and Preaching, TC, Met 08711/6,pp.L-z.

202 Wilf Eisner, a student at Trinity from 1945 to 1947, wrote that the great preacher-orators of the early-
twentieth century told a congregation, "Thus saith the I-ord." The later products of Williams's classes

"invited people to 'share'. Their forte was listening, not preaching." W.G. Eisner to Frank Hanson, 21

August 1995, Ibid., p.3.
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technology as a means of communication, and from 1951 made use of a tape recorder in

sermon criticism classes to give students training in religious broadcasting.203

Ministry students engaged in regular Sunday preaching less frequently in the post-war era

than in previous years. In 1"953, for example, Trinity's twenty-eight trainees were reported

to have conducted one hundred and eighty services throughout the year, an average of six

each, compared to the one a week being led by students in the 1930s.e Expressing concern

at "a comparative scarcity of preaching appointments for students during term tirne", the

Secretary of the Board of Examiners, Howard Matthews (1910-1995), suggested in 1956

that Conference "review the placing of our manpower" to create additional preaching

opportunities.20t An indication of improved ministerial supply in the Auckland area, the

decline of student preaching was one factor in the later development of a trend towards the

college's decreasing visibility within the Connexion.

Changes in the significance accorded to preaching in the 1.940s and 1.950s were matched by

increased attention within Methodism to issues relating to worship as a whole. Such

interest owed much to Hames, whose advocacy of a revived sense of Methodist

'churchmanship' involved a strong concern for heightened sacramentalism. Once

neglected, teaching in the area of worship became a core part of Trinity's ministry

education prograrnme, taking place in pastoral and homiletics classes and in Hames's new

worship course.ffi From 1946 the college helped to stimulate thinking about worship in the

wider church through its sponsorship of the annual Brakenrig Ircture. Instituted as a

memorial to Trinity's organist and occasional lecturer in church music, Leslie Brakenrig

MAC, 195'1, p.99. Methodists like Colin Scrimgeour and Tom Garland were involved in radio in New
Zealand from the 1930s. See A.I( Davidson, "Scrimgeour, Colin Graham" n DNZB: Volume Four,
Orange (ed.), p.465.

T.L. B [ennett], "Trin i ty College Report", NZMT, 1 2 December 19 53, p.520.

H.C. Matthews, "Annual Report of the Secretary, Board of Examiners", 15 October 1956, EC, MCA,
ChCh, p.3.

Hames taught homiletics from 1944 to 1946 and his class notes contain some teaching on worship. See

[E.W. Hames], "Homiletics 1944", Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, Met072[I/'1., pp.58-62.
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(1884-1940), the lecture series considered aspects of Christian worship, church music and

hymnody, and continued in Auckland until t957.n1

In his teaching, Hames sought to instill ministry students with a concern for an 'objective',

ordered style of worship. The principal affirmed the warmth and spontaneity that he

considered typical of Methodist worship at its best, but believed the denomination's

emphasis on religious experience had resulted in services dominated by the desire to evoke

emotion. l,acking, for the most part, a fixed liturgical form to act as "a bulwark against

individualism and subjectivism", Methodist worship had, in Hames's view, sometimes

been guilty of "trafficking in sentiment", particularly as the evangelistic fervour of the

movement's early years cooled.20E Reminding students that the primary object of worship

was to direct people towards God, Hames urged trainees to aim for a "robust and objective

note" in their services. To this end, he recommended an unfussy but dignified arrangement

of the worship space, making use of the symbols of the Bible, the table and the cross. In his

class notes he suggested that students follow the framework provided by the lectionary and

the Christian calendar, and use a mixture of free and ordered prayer.ile Reflecting on

Wesley's love for and frequent use of holy communion, Hames advised trainees to make

much of the sacraments, encouraging people to attend regularly. He saw no reason for

Methodists to take a negative attitude to the symbolic aspects of communion because of

"'an overgrown fear of Popery"', but suggested approaching the sacraments with care and

due reverence.2t0 Above dl, the principal believed worship needed to be ordered,

conforming to "a simple underlying rhythm", and done well, without eccentricity or

unnecessary elaboration.2lr

il? TCC Minutes 1937-1947, 18 December L945, TC, Met Agfin. Brakenrig Lectures were often

accompanied by a choir and were given by ministers and lay people including the Anglican, Ronald
Dellow, and the Baptist, E. Blaiklock. See Helen laurenson, 'The Brakenrig Lectures: A Brief l-egacy",
Auckland Methodist, March 2000, pp.7-8.

208 E.W. Hames, "Some Principles of Christian Worship", NZMT,31 August 1946, p.136.

2* Tte practice of displaying a cross in church was not common in Methodism in the 1950s. Hames

suggested placing "a plain cross on the table, if no feelings are hurt." [8.W. Hames], "Christian
Worship", [1956], LN, (held by John Mabon), pp-7,3,8-9.

2r0 
Quote by John Wesley in lbid.,p.3.

t" Ibid., p.6; and TCOH, Hanson, 18 January 1999.
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Penman viewed Hames as someone who gave meaning and depth to Methodist worship,

awakening in students a sense of awe and wonder. He valued the way Hames's teaching

"introduced us to our heritage" and "gave us links to our roots in the Anglican tradition."zlz

In the post-war period, however, changing pattems of Methodist worship were sometimes

criticised by evangelical church members. Writing to the Methodist Times in 1949, for

example, F.J. Vinicombe expressed his honor that some Methodist churches were being

"adorned with symbols", arguing that such a practice led straight to idolatry.z'3 ln Ig57

Andrew Johnston (1904-1986), a minister educated at Trinity in the 1930s, voiced similar

disquiet that many recent trainees were conveying a "pronounced 'Anglican' attitude" by

wearing gowns in worship and leading full liturgical services. Worried that such trends

pointed to the decline of Methodism's "'experimental emphasis"', he queried, "Is the fire

burning low?"214 This concern was echoed by Henry Ryan (188'1,-L971),like Ranston a

minister from the Primitive Methodist tradition, who contended in a fiery L957 article for

the denomination's newspaper that the old-style Methodist preacher was being "obscured

and supplanted by the priest". Services "destitute of emotion and appeal", he claimed, were

turning to "the dry and empty bones of ritualism".2rs

Such adverse views revealed the tension within the denomination between its Primitive

Methodist and Wesleyan traditions over the question of 'churchmanship'. As the writer,

"Clericus", noted in the Methodist Times in L952, post-war Methodism was divided into

"two rival camps" over issues of ecclesiology. One looked to Methodism's evangelical

2r2 lbid., Penman, 24 June 1997; and J.A. Penman, "From Where I'm Standing" (unpublished manuscript),
24May 1998,p.2.

2r3 NZMT,3O July 1949, p.200.

21n lbid.,22 June 7957, p.I04. Hames inhoduced to the college the British Methodist service book, Divine
Worship (1935). p.J. kwisl, Handwritten Note, TC, Met 089/L/11.

2r5 Ryan's article also critiqued what he believed was a gradual erosion of "freedom of mind and speech"
within Methodism, and a tendency for "leadership and authority [to be] passing into fewer hands",
denying church members' "real representation and democracy". Henry Ryan, "Methodism in Danger: I.
Ritualism, and the Denial of Freedom", NZMT,22 June L957, p.96. Like Ranston, Ryan trained for the
ministry at Hartley College, Manchester. He entered the New Zealand church in 1916, and was
considered by Lewis to be "a magnificent preacher", who was "too much of a 'radical' in the true sense

for the [church] establishment." l.ewis to Hanson, 11 August 1995, Methodist Worship and Preaching,
TC. Met 0871116.
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past, holding as its ideals "simplicity, spontaneity and the conception of the priesthood of

all believers". The other valued the significance of liturgical order and "the place of

Methodism within the tradition of the holy catholic church of Protestantism."zr6 Hames's

teaching on worship placed Trinity College more firmly within the latter, Wesleyan camp,

a position already identified with a cluster of themes including a concern for an academic

style of training, the historical-critical method of biblical study, and a liberal approach to

theology. On one more front the theological institution was open to the perception that its

preparation was hostile to Methodist evangelicalism.

Training in evangelism itself remained a priority of Methodist ministry education in the

post-war years. A new style of "visitation evangelism" was encouraged within Methodism

in the 1,950s, but had a limited impact in either the church or the theological college.2l? The

experience of most students during this period was confined to more traditional activities,

although older methods of evangelism found decreasing favour. Preaching in the open air,

for instance, was resumed by trainees in t947 for a time, and again from L958 to 1960

under the oversight of Eric Clement, minister at the Pitt Street Methodist Church. Yet,

although enlivened by the introduction of musical items and the screening of short filrns,

the gatherings did not inspire enthusiasm as they had in the 1930s, and in 1961 the student

body agreed to bring its participation in open-air work to an end.2r8 Involvement in

evangelistic missions continued in the 1950s for third-year trainees under the leadership of

Williams, and visits were made to places like Tauranga n 1952, Rotorua in 1957 and

Opunake in 1961. As in the 1930s, however, some trainees voiced discomfort with a style

or view of evangelism which focussed on counting 'spiritual scalps', and sought to set the

task of witness within a wider context of mission. In the 1954 college magaztne, for

216 "Clericus", "Conference,lgS2: A Reflective Postscript",JVZM?,27 December 1952,p.571.

2r? The Methodist Crusade for Christ and His Kingdom urged people to visit the homes of church adherents
to try to reawaken their interest in faith, but such evangelism took place on a limited basis and the
initiative petered out. Lineham, New Zealanders and the Methodist Evangel, p.25. Some ministry
students were involved in visitation evangelism in Auckland in 1953. T.L. B[ennett], "Trinity College
Report: June 1953", NZMT,27 June 1953, p.148.

2!8 Reports of open-air meetings were positive, but some students at least agreed with the trainee who, in the
discussion leading up to the 1961 decision, comnented of such worh "'Its (sic) good experience for us,
like banging our heads on a brick wall."' See [Kerry Taylor], "Open Air Operations", Trinity College
Magazine,1960, pp.14-15; and Div. Common Room Minute Book 1961-1972,27 February 1961, TC,
Met08214/4.
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example, the second-year student, John Grundy, argued that evangelism should be

concerned with the whole person, not just with the soul, addressing not only individuals,

but "people set in communities and nations also". For Grundy, evangelism required a wide

awareness which included spiritual, political, economic and all other secular aspects of

life.zle Some of Trinity's 1950s missions were reported to have made attempts to relate

faith to the social spheres of home, work and personal relationships.'* In general, though,

most appear to have retained a traditional emphasis on seeking to change individual lives

by presenting the claims of Jesus Christ to evoke inner conversion and commitment.

The Methodist college's concern for evangelism was reflected in trainees' involvement in

the Billy Graham Crusade in 1959. Graham's "neo-fundamentalist crusading style"

aroused some ambivalence within the Methodist Conference to his New Z,ealand visit,zl

but Trinity students showed strong interest in the crusade, and Hames regarded their

participation in the event as "a valuable educational experience".z2 Hanson was one of a

number of students who trained to counsel people responding to Graham's message at the

evangelist's meetings. Although pre-packaged, the course he underwent was, as the

historian Bryan Gilling noted, considered useful by many churches for lay leadership

preparation and development in evangelistic work.B Hanson's experience left him with the

view that methods of mass evangelism had a place as one of many ways of sharing the

gospel. He was conscious of reservations about Graham's conservative theology, seeing a

need to combine liberal insights with an awareness of God's revelation in scripture, but

was in sympathy with the evangelist's basic call for a greater emphasis on reading the

Bible.22a

zre J. Grundy, "Editorial", Trinity College M agazine, L954, p.2,

2u R.H. W[ood], "Trinity College Mission", NZMT,4 September 1954, p.301.

22r Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa, p.L62; and Lineham, New Zeqlanders and the Methodist Evangel,
p.26.

22 TccMinutes 1948-1961, 8 April 1959, TC, Met 081/t/8.

"' B.D. Gilling, "'Back to the Simplicities of Religion': The 1959 Billy Graham Crusade in New Zealand
and its Precursors", Journal of Religious History,Yol. 17, No, 2, December 1992, p.228.

224 TCOH, Hanson, 18 January 1999; and Frank Hanson, "The Senior Student Lnoks Out His Window",
Tr iniry C o lle ge M a gazine, 19 59, p.26.
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One area of practical training that remained unaddressed at Trinity in the 1940s and 1950s

was the preparation of candidates for the foreign mission field. The number of students

who went into an overseas appointment at the end of their college course or while on

probation was not large in the post-war period (probably less than a dozen), but most of

these received little specialist training for their work.25 Teaching about missionary

activities, for example, was limited to brief remarks by Hames in church history classes.226

In 1948 the college instituted a weekly class in the Roviana language for two missionary

trainees, but had no success in fulfilling a recommendation from the Board of Studies that

the students take a reading course in anthropology.o'Occasional visits to the college from

men based overseas stimulated interest and gave some practical insights into missionary

work,"8 but generally mission trainees were left to do their learning on the job.

Discovering the skills and awarenesses needed for mission work while active in the field

was never easy when combined with study or probationary requirements. Methodist law

stipulated that probationers going overseas should first serve for two years in New Zealand,

but the church's desire for workers to restore mission activities, devastated in the Solomons

during the Second World War, meant that this rule was frequently overlooked.2ze lt the late

1940s and early 1950s the Secretary of the Board of Examiners regularly complained that

26 Students who began missionary work at the end of their college course or while probationers during this
period included Allen Hall, Trevor Shepherd, Gordon Cornwell, Frank Woodfield, George C-artet (L922-
1990) and Phil Taylor.

26 See [E.W. Hames], "CH II: [The Reformation to the Mid-Twentieth Century]", [1955-1957], LN, (held
by John Mabon), p.16; and [Hames], "CH III: Methodism", [1955-19571, Ibid., p.L9.

"' The Roviana class was taught by the former missionary, Clarence I-eadley. The reading course in
anthropology seems to have been postponed in anticipation of the establishment of a chair in
anthropology at the Auckland University C-ollege. This new department was agreed to in L948, but the
Professorial Board recommended that teaching occur only at a postgraduate level, which would put
courses beyond the reach of most Methodist trainees. BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 5 March 1948, TC,
MetO8l/5/2; and Sinclair, Universiry of Auckland,p.Zol.

228 In a 1952 visit to Trinity, for example, Gordon Cornwell showed students films of the Skoloton Mission
Station. "Our desire to travel was stimulated and our desire to serve quickened," wrote one trainee, "as
we saw both the beauty and the need of the Solomon Islands." E.R. E[asnvood], "Final Trinity College
Report for 1952", NZMT,1-5 November 1952, p.462.

22' When Japan entered the Second World War, many missionary workers were evacuated from the Solomon
Islands.
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probationers in the mission field were missing exam deadlines or failing to sit papers

altogether.2tu Church demands were difficult to enforce at a distance, and some trainees

seemed to make a habit of eluding them. Yet, as George Carter, a ministry student working

in Bougainville, observed in 1954, conditions in the islands were very different from those

obtaining in New Zealand. Sitting exams in September, for example, after attending an

August synod that could last for five weeks was a near impossibility.z3r In their approach to

the preparation of mission candidates, Methodist educators showed an unrealistic

expectation that a system developed for one setting could be easily transplanted within

another quite dissimilar context.

While Hames brought a consideration of corporate worship into Trinity's teaching

programme in the post-war period, the area of personal spirituality remained on the

margins of the curriculum. In the early 1940s the principal included remarks about "the

personal character of the minister" in his pastoral classes, advising students to be genuine,

dedicated and attractive men of God, and in L943 trainees received special lectures on

prayer from Ranston.az As in past years, Methodist ministry students took part in various

devotional activities aimed at deepening their religious experience, but these tended to

have a communal nature. Daily services, remembered by many students as a highlight of

their time at Trinity, followed a regular pattern of moming prayers led by faculty members

in the chapel, and evening devotions conducted by trainees in the common room.r'

Student-organised fellowship meetings also continued, keeping a vibrant ecumenical

dimension.23o

a0 See G.R. Harris, "Board of Examiners, Secretary's Report for 1948", 10 February 1949, Eg MCA,
ChCh, p.23; and G.R. Haris, "Board of Examiners: Annual Report of the Secretary for I95L", [1951],
Ibid.,pp.I,2.

ar G.G. Carter to [H.C.] Matthews,30 September Lgs4,Ecl,etters 1.953-1954, MCA, ChCh.

zr2 
[Hames], "PT", [1943-1945], Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, Met072lt/2, p.2; and [H.] Ranston,"Prayer",
L943, Trevor Shepherd LN, TC, Met072ll/5, pp.97-101.

233 TCOH, Penman,24 June 1997; and /brd., Rushton, 5 February 1998.

34 As noted, Methodist students held meetings with SCM and EU, and on occasion joined for discussion
with trainees from St John's College.
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The introduction in 1950 of a modern form of the traditional Methodist class meeting,

brought the beginnings of a more directed approach to the theological institution's attempts

to nurture the religious life of trainees. Initiated by Williams, these gatherings of students

and staff reflected the pastoral tutor's interest in group dynamics. As he noted in 1951, the

"spiritual fellowship" of the class meeting seemed the ideal setting for growth in holiness

and for the treatment of personal problems through sharing within the group.Bt Trinity's

classes had a less inquisitorial style than Wesley's early meetings, yet retained an element

of challenge, confronting students with the need to take stock of their spiritual progress.

The mixture of "repentance and aspiration" that characterised class meetings appealed to a

number of trainees, who reported being led by the gatherings into "a developing, growing

experience of Christ".ts6 Although informed by Williams's modern pastoral

understandings, the class meeting looked back to a small group, evangelistic style of

church life, which contrasted with Trinity's more prevalent emphasis during this period

upon a liturgical, high church form of Wesleyanism.

Towards the end of Hames's term as principal, the emergence of more vocationally-

oriented styles of ministry training found further expression within Trinity College as it

experimented with a new form of Methodism's traditional apprenticeship model. In

establishing its "Emergency Training Course", the college was both responding to the

church's desire to assist all but a few of its senior home missionaries to reach full

ministerial status,aT and seeking to help students who would othenvise have had no

opportunity of receiving a residential theological education. The two and a half year course

operated between 1960 and L962, and offered eleven selected men (three recently ordained

home missionaries, six home missionary probationers, and two non-collegiate

D.O. Williams, "The Signs of the Times", Trinity College Magazine, L951, pp.1.4-15.

See C.H. R[aynor], "Trinity College News", NZMT,25 August 1,95L, pp.264-65; and "The Class Meeting
in College", Trinity College Magazine, 1952, pp.4-5.

Home missionaries gave costly and pioneering service to New Zealand Methodism. Yet, as Hames

observed, the fact that they were often given permission to administer the sacraments, although
unordained, was a sacrifice of "principle to expediency." For Hames, the 1958 decision to phase out the

home missionary order was necessary if Methodism was to "retain the respect of other communions."
Hames, Coming of Age,p.II3.
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probationers) a fortnight's intensive study at Trinity every six months.rs Covering topics in

biblical studies, systematic theology and pastoral work, teaching took place mainly by

means of discussion, and built upon the directed reading trainees engaged in while working

in their circuits. This 'pressure cooker' approach added considerably to the burden placed

upon the college's faculty (costing them their much needed holiday breaks), but the

motivation and maturity of students ensured that the venture was a success."o The

"keenness of the men concerned and the quality of the work done" delighted their teachers,

and, as Lrwis recalled, led them to reflect upon the nature of ministry training. A

combination of residential academic learning and practical field-based preparation, the

course introduced trainees who were already developing an eye for the essentials of circuit

ministry to the challenges and sense of belonging that came from being part of the college

community.2{ Hames was particularly interested in using the course as a means of training

married and more mature students.2ar While the Emergency Course was not repeated, its

approach to training was revived from the 1980s in Methodism's home-setting programme.

In the post-war period vocational aspects of ministry preparation remained a strong

Methodist priority for training and were marked by significant initiatives in the pastoral

field. The pioneering work of Williams lifted Trinity's pastoral instruction to a more

modern and expert level, and signalled the beginnings of a shift towards a more

'professionalist' style of theological education. At the same time, however, the decline of

'hands on' opportunities for student preaching, open-air evangelism and work in the

Collegiate Church pointed to a gradual retreat from the college's previously wide

Connexional involvement and exposure. Increased teaching by Hames in the area of

worship helped to give students a new sense of liturgical order and an awtueness of their

Methodist roots, but laid bare continuing and deeply-felt tensions between the

denomination's Wesleyan and Primitive Methodist streams.

n8 Those reported to be attending the Emergency Training Course were Charles Roke, Frederick Peterson,

Owen Christian, David Ansell, Ron Fields, Paul Garside, Kenneth Keall, Selwyn Neal, David Armstrong,

Lawrence Salter and G. Kingsley Greening. MAC,196O,p.l5.

23e "Emergency Training Scheme", NZMT,2 July 1960, p.!23- MAC, 1960, p.129; IbA., L961, p.121; and

Lewis, Triniry College 9tory,p.35.

'ou MAC,1960, p.129; and TCOH, [,ewis, 20 August 1996.

241 MAC,1961, p.121.
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5. Maori Students in the 1950s

The training of Maori students for Methodist ministry remained a small and struggling

enterprise in the post-war era. While sometimes expressing awareness of the need for

change, Methodist educators appeared to lack the vision and will to bring into being a new

approach to Maori preparation. The re-evaluation of relationships between Maori and

Pakeha called for by Winiata in the late 1.930s began to take place on a wider basis within

New Zealand Methodism during this time, but had little impact on the life or programmes

of the theological institution.

Maori migration to the cities continued after the Second World War, and by 1956 urban-

dwellers made up twenty-four percent of the Maori population.zot Urbanisation added to a

growing sense of a national Maori identity alongside the traditional tribal identity. This

consciousness was fostered by the shared experience of recruits in the Maori Battalion

during the War and the formation of national groups like the Maori Women's Welfare

League in 1951. This change in Maori identity was accompanied by an increased

recognition among Maori leaders of the importance of maintaining and promoting Maori

language and culture, particularly in schools. A,rnong a number of Pakeha, the greater

visibility of Maori within New Zealand society engendered new respect for and acceptance

of Maori values.43 Yet, the move to the "alien and impersonal environment" of the city

was not easy and some Maori faced problems trying to adjust to the complexities of urban-

industrial life. By L958 statistics for Maori male offending, for sxample, were almost three

and a half times that of the Pakeha rate.Tu Urbanisation also higblighted instances of

discrimination and a lack of equal opportunities for Maori in the areas of employment,

income, housing, education and health.2as

242 R.J. Walker, "Maori People Since 1950", in Rice (ed,), Oxford History,p.5O0.

2nt See King, "Between Two Worlds", pp.303-307.

2* In 1958 the Maori male offending rate was 5.3Vo compared to the Pakeha rate of 1.5%. Walker, "Maori
People Since 1950", pp.502-503

tot Ont, o'Between Two Worlds", pp.305-306.
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As the Maori academic, Ranginui Walker, noted, the churches had a key role to play in

helping to integrate Maori migrants into city life.2tr Methodism's slender Maori staffing

resources in the post-war period, however, made it difficult for the denomination to sustain

pastoral care for an increasingly scattered Maori membership.toT The proportion of Maori

professing to be Methodist grew from 6.98Vo in 1936 to 7.55Vo in 196L, but Maori clergy

were few in number (the total rose from four in 1941 to seven in 1962), and their circuits

covered vast areas.z4 Within the Maori Mission the 1-940s and 1950s was marked by a shift

away from the church's traditional policy of assimilation as some Pakeha workers

questioned the assumption "that the sooner the Maori becomes a brown-skinned pakeha the

better it will be for him."ae By the early 1960s the Mission's leadership was advocating

instead that its activities, while directed towards the "ultimate integration" of Maori and

Pakeha work, foster "a distinct Maori Mission progrrunme alongside the existing European

pattern working in partnership."- Methodists like George Laurenson (1902-1988), general

superintendent of the Home and Maori Mission, and Rua Rakena, a young Maori minister

in Waima, saw integration as a process that could not be hurried and would involve the

retention of Maori culture and language.xr

Despite the Maori Mission's frequent appeals for more workers, few Maori candidates

offered for ordained ministry in the post-war era, and only three Maori trainees studied at

the Methodist college in the 1950s, Rua Rakena from 1.950 to L953, Wati Tahere (1928-

'* Walker, "Maori People Since L950", pp.503-504

zot See MAC, 1953, p.137; and [G.I. taurenson], "The Maori Mission: This Year Around the Maori Field",
NZMT, 3 August 1957, p.177.

2s DavidsonandLineham,TransplantedChristianity,p.lT6;MAC, 1942,p.199;andlbid.,796?,p.398.

zao See H.A. Darvill, "Al Evaluation of Our Maori Mission", NZMI, 30 August 1947, p.133i and Joyce
Foster, "'Our Job is to Change Men's Hearts"',lbid.,23 Novembet 7957,p.4LL.

25'r MAC,1961, p.150.

5l Writing in 1961, Rakena cast doubt on the use of the term "integration", warning that "there are many
Maoris who are less than enthusiastic about becoming integrated with the Pakeha." R.D. Rakena, "Some
Comments on the Hunn Report on Maori Affairs", NZMT,25 March 1961., p.633; and G.l. Laurenson,
'The Hunn Report on Maori Policy", Ibid., pp.639-40. Similar concerns about "integration" were
expressed by Te Hinota Maori, the Maori Synod of the Presbyterian Church in Presbyterian Church of
New Zealand, Maori Synod, A MaoriView of the "Hunn Report", Christchurch, Presbyterian Bookroom,
1961, pp.8-11.
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1989) from 1951 to 1953, and Lane Tauroa from 1951 to 1954. Following in the steps of

Winiata, all three were accepted for training for the full status of Methodist ministry.

The academic priority, established as a focus for Maori training in the early twentieth

century, remained a central part of the preparation of students in the 1,950s, and was

affirmed by the Mission's leaders. Writing in 1,950, for example, Eruera Te Tuhi, the senior

Maori superintendent, declared that Maori ministers "must be educated to the fullest

possible degree in order to become efficient leaders" for Maori congregations with "an

ever-developing educational standard". The proportion of Maori children aged between

thirteen and seventeen attending secondary school was rising during this period from9.4Vo

in 1935 to 30Vo by 195L.2s2 The desfue to grve Maori ministers an education above the

'average led the theological college to grant Rakena and Tauroa four rather than the usual

three years of training. They were the only students to be given a fourth year in the post-

war period, and used the extra time to complete college and university papers.53 Like

Winiata, both men undertook tertiary study while at Trinity, Tauroa graduating with a BA

from the University of New Tnaland.

In the 1.950s Trinity's approach to Maori ministry education tended not to reflect the

questioning that was taking place within the Maori Mission and parts of the Connexion

over relations between Maori and Pakeha. The theological institution continued to train

Maori students to fit a European pattern of ministry, displaying little awareness that Maori

work, like that of women, might be distinctive and require special preparation. While

acknowledging "an urgent need" for a new style of training, college educators were slow,

for example, to appreciate the importance of Maori language and culture.2sa Repeated

requests from the early 1940s for the teaching of Maori language to be included in

Trinity's curriculum were made without result until 1961", when classes began under the

^2 Eruera Te Tuhi, "Advances in the Maori Mission - Effect of Conference kgislation", Ibid.,16 December

1950,p.524; and King, "Between Tlvo Worlds",p.289.

*t College authorities recommended a fowth year for Rakena and Tauroa in view of the special nature of
the work they would be required to do among their people. TCC Minutes 1948-1961, 16 October 1952,

TC, Met 08IlLl8; and BS Minute Book 1931-1965,24 August 1953, TC, Met08t/512.

254 lbid.,14 May 1954, TC, Met08ll5l2.
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leadership of Rangi Rogers.2ss Looking back, Rakena suggested that Methodist theological

education in the 1950s was essentially monocultural, and that Maori preparation was

oriented towards the policy of assimilation. There was an expectation, he noted, that Maori

trainees could occupy a pulpit anywhere, even in a Pakeha circuit. At the time, Rakena

took this state of affairs for granted, developing a more critical mindset later in his

ministry. As a student, he, like Trinity's first women trainees, felt the responsibility of a

pioneer, and was more concerned with completing his course than questioning it.56

Opportunities for Maori students to engage in or reflect upon the reality of ministry in a

Maori context probably occurred most readily outside Trinity College. Before being

accepted for training, Rakena, Tahere and Tauroa attended a two-year preparatory divinity

course at Wesley College, Paerata. I-ed by Winiata, this programrne included some basic

teaching in biblical studies, Greek and Maori language, and gave trainees practice at

preaching and using the Book of Common Prayer in Maori for worship."t As noted,

Rakena and Tauroa enrolled in tertiary study while at Trinity, taking papers in Maori

studies, a subject in its initial stages of devetopment at the Auckland University College.ss

Rakena had the chance to explore and apply some of the ideas he encountered in the

tertiary setting when, at the end of his third year in training, he participated in the L952

World Conference of Christian Youth in South tndia. His time in Asia left him considering

the relationship between culture and the gospel, and helped to sow the seeds for later

important thinking about the need for Maori to make an indigenous and ecumenical

response to the Christian message.tt'Like Rogers and Winiata, Trinity's post-war Maori

5s See MAC, t942, p.741;hbid.,1943, p.127;1953, p.34; and BS Minute Book 1931-1965,24 October
1958, TC, Met 081/5/2.

256 TCOH, Rua Rakena, 17 April 1998.

457 While some of this work was not new to the students, the course gave Rakena and Tauroa the chance to
complete local preacher examinations, Ibid. It is not known whether the divinity course was begun at the
initiative of Wesley College or the Maori Mission. MAC, 1948, p.137.

258 A lectureship in Maori was established at the Auckland University College as part of the new
anthropology department. An early lecturer was Bruce Biggs, the founder of Maori studies as a modern
subject. Sinclair, U niv er sity of A uckland, p.20 6.

*' R.D. Rakena, "Some Impressions of the Third World Conference of Christian Youth", Trinity College
Magazine,1953, pp.3-5; and MAC,1994, p.431. Rakena's thinking would be elaborated in his book, Tfte

Maori Response to the Gospel (197L), and be central to the work of the Methodist Maori Division from
the 1970s.
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students gained some practical understandings of the effects upon Maori of modern

urbanisation through involvement in the inner-city work of the Auckland Maori Mission's

Airedale Street centre.260

In Rakena's view, the college's academic and practical teaching laid a foundation for

ministry, but failed to help Maori students to exercise a pastorate with "confidence or

effectiveness" within Maori communities.*t The responsibilities placed upon Maori

ministers were heavy, for, as Laurenson observed, "however young, [they were] expected

to take the place of elders or Kaumattra".%2 Rakena's need for a better preparation became

apparent when he began circuit work in Waima as a probationer. Far from his Auckland-

based supervisor, Rakena was left to work out problems on his own or with the help (and

sometimes the rebuke) of local people. He acknowledged the way local kuia and kaumatua

became his teachers, setting him on the right path as was necessary. Rakena found

particular difficulty in reinterpreting college learnings for a Maori context. It was one

thing, he later observed, to translate the Greek New Testament into English, but another to

discover its meaning in Maori. Such hermeneutical questions would remain with Rakena

throughout his ministry.%3

Completing probation in 1.955 and 1956, Rakena, Tahere and Tauroa became the fust

Maori students to be accepted to the fuIl status of Methodist ministry at the end of their

preparation. Almost a century after the first Maori were ordained, their successors in

ministry attained a full relationship with church structures.e As equality of status was

achieved, however, the scene was being set for a radical re-thinking of Maori training. Old

ideas about assimilation were questioned at a time when Maori were developing a new

260 TCOH, Rakena, 17 April 1998.

261 lbid.

tut Laurenso n, Te H ahi Weteriana, p.263.

263 TCOH, Rakena, 17 April 1998.

hn In 1950 Eruera Te Tuhi became the first Methodist Maori minister to be received into the full status of
ministry. This gave him the same rights in Conference as European ministers, including membership of
the Examination Committee when it considered Pakeha and Maori candidates. No further Maori trainees

were accepted into the category "native minister" after this date.
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sense of identity and confidence. Maori like Rakena, who were starting to reflect upon

concepts like "indigenisation", experienced the inability of a Pakeha-dominated system of

ministry education to meet Maori training needs. The day was coming when Methodist

Maori would seek to establish their own priorities for ministry and its training.

Conclusion

Methodist ministry education in the period from L941 to L96Z continued to hold together in

a lively tension academic and vocational aspects of training. A pragmatic rather than a

speculative theologian, Trinity's principal, Eric Hames, sought to prepare students for an

educated but essentially very practical ministry shaped by a Wesleyan tradition of

'churchmanship'.

These aims were attained with mixed success. The theological institution provided its

students with a solid academic grounding, inspiring a number of trainees with a love for

learning and the wish to pursue further studies. Yet, scholarly innovation was often

restricted by the demands of a denomination preoccupied with stationing, church extension

and a desire to maintain a close scnrtiny of the college's instruction. Trinity's faculty had

more success in initiating new directions in the area of practical training. Reflecting world-

wide shifts in emphasis to a more task-oriented style of ministry preparation, the college

made significant advances in the pastoral field. In New Zealand, Williams's awareness of

the links between psychology and pastoral care put Trinity to the forefront of theological

teaching in the pastoral discipline. Hames's attempts to introduce a Wesleyan appreciation

of the sacramental nature of worship were particularly influential for some students.

Despite the institution of class meetings, though, the development of religious experience

or evangelical piety was not generally a high priority for training.

It is likely that many Methodists preferred Hames's practical approach to Ranston's

perceived modernism, and evangelical criticism of the college appeared more muted in the

post-war period. Methodist suspicion of the institution did not, however, disappear

completely. In the 1940s and 1950s, in addition to anxiety that academic work would cause
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students to lose evangelical zeal and that Trinity's biblical instruction was dangerously

liberal, some Methodists also found a new area of concern in the use of psychology in the

college's pastoral teaching. For others, disquiet was sharply focussed on the issue of

ecclesiology. The Wesleyan emphasis brought by Hames provoked an angry response from

church members who held to the revivalist tradition that had been characteristic of

Primitive Methodism, and showed that training issues continued to reflect struggles within

the denomination over Methodist identitv.

Ministry preparation in the post-war era occurred in a time of dramatic social change. Yet,

except for the college's new pastoral initiatives, Methodist training seemed directed

towards preparing students for the world that was passing rather than the challenges of the

future. This was particularly evident in the caution with which the college met the growing

diversity of its student body. Trinity's response to pacifist trainees during the Second

World War displayed unease with alternative views and a desire for conformify which

could lead to a stifling of dissent. The college's attitudes to married students and its

expectations of women trainees showed the influence of a monastic understanding of

ministry and a tight traditional view of home and family. Despite the Maori Mission's

moves towards a re-evaluation of the policy of assimilation, the education of Maori

students remained firrrly monocultural. Apparent also in the continued attention paid to the

moral issues and evangelistic methods of the previous century, this tendency for training to

be oriented towards the concerns of an age that was vanishing would come under sustained

challenge in the 1960s and 1970s.



Chapter Five

Shaping a Therapeutic Minis try, 1963-L97 0

In New 7,ealand, as in Europe, North America and Australia, the years from the mid 1960s

were a time of growing social and religious upheaval. Cultural change and theological

questioning produced within Methodism calls for ministry preparation to become more

responsive to the needs of the modern day, and strained the college's ability to hold

varying academic, practical and spiritual priorities for training in balance. There was a

desire for improved practical instruction, and fresh criticism of Trinity's academic

programme from Methodists who doubted the relevance of traditional theological

disciplines. Methodist Maori were increasingly outspoken about their need for a new, more

indigenous approach to training. In the 1960s the aims of Trinity's new principal, David

Williams, were more expressly formational than his predecessors, and the period saw

further initiatives in the pastoral field which led to the growth within the denomination of a

more specialist therapeutic model of ministry. At the same time, however, the college's

academic courses remained strong and were marked by a new vitality. For the moment,

Methodist preparation continued to forge a precarious balance between intellectual

exploration, practical equrpping and, to a lesser extent, personal spiritual development.

1. Responding to the World's Impatiencer

The prosperity, religious confidence and comfortable social values of the post-war era

continued into the early 1960s for many New Zealanders. The years from the mid 1960s,

though, were dominated by change and a mood, especially among the young, of impatience

with old forms of dogmatism and social injustice. The consensus style of politics favoured

by New Zealand's Prime Minister of the day, Keith Holyoake, was threatened by

increasing conflict and radical action. University students were involved in protest

I The phrase 'an impatient world' is drawn from Ashleigh Petch's (1916-19S3) 1966 Presidential address
to the Conference which called upon Methodists to welcome the world's impatience. A.K. Petch, "The
Church and the Challenge of an Impatient World", NZM,24 November 1966, pp.8-9.
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movements opposed to the Vietnam War and New Zealand's sporting contacts with South

Africa. Women played a greater role in the paid work force and were given a new freedom

by more effective methods of contraception. Towards the end of the decade there were

signs that economic prosperity was giving way to recession, bringing an end to fuU

employment.2 Describing the 1960s, the historian, David Hilliard, suggested that the period

involved "a rebellion by the young against the values, conventions and authorities of the

older generation and the emergence of a new cultural style - the 'expressive revolution"',

which was characterised by "individual self-exploration and self-transformation,

informality, spontaneity and immediate expedence."3

From the mid 1960s a sense of dislocation was also present in denominational life. While

peaking midway through the decade, the membership figures of New Zealand's

mainstream churches began a decline which lasted to the end of the twentieth century.

Methodist statistics for example, rose from a total of 32,073 members in L963 Io 32,964 n
1968 before falling to 3t,942by 1970, and affiliation in the national census decreased from

1.27o n 1961 to 6.4Vo in 197L4 As the denominations declined, they experienced greater

division. The 1960s was marked by increased theological debate over the efforts of

scholars like John Robinson to express the gospel in the thought forms of the secular

world. Evangelical and conservative opinion was often critical of such "new theology", and

in New Zealand, a bitter and public controversy arose within the Presbyterian Church when

Lloyd Geering, principal of the Theological Hall, faced accusations of heresy.s The growth

See Alan McRobie, "The Politics of Volatility, L972-L991* in Rice (ed.), Oxford History, pp.385-86; and

Graeme Dunstall, "The Social Pattern" nlbid,,pp.452-53.

Hilliard was writing about the Australian context, but what he said also applies in New Zealand. David
Hilliard, "The Religious Crisis of the 1960s: The Experience of the Australian Churches",Journal of
Religious Htsto,ry, Vol. 21, No. 2, June L997, p.2I0.

"Summary of General Returns", MAC, t963; and lbid., 7968; L970. Davidson and Lineham,
Transplanted Christianiry, p.307 .

For a summary of this affair see Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa, pp.168-71; and James Veitch,
"1961-1990: Towards the Church for a New Era" in McEldowney (ed.), Presbyterians in Aotearoa,
pp.153-56. The responses of Christians in New 7*aland to the controversy are discussed in Bryan Gilling,
"'Lloyd, I believe. Help my unbelief."', Stirnulus: The New Zealand f ournal of Chrktian Thought and
Practice, Vol. 5, No. 2, May L997, pp.31-36. Veitch has written extensively about the effects of the

dispute on Presbyterianism, including a doctoral thesis, 'T.Iothing Will Ever Be The Same Again: New
Zealand Presbyterians in Conflict September 1965 - November 7967", DTheol Thesis, Australian College
of Theology, 1999.
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of more liberal moral attitudes and of the charismatic movement were further causes of

denominational conflict. From the mid 1960s many Protestant churches experienced a

,,crisis in ministry', as parish clergy became dissatisfied with traditional models of ministry'

Often frustrated by their failure to connect with 'real' human needs' ministers resigned

from fuIl-time parish work, taking up special activities, like chaplaincies' or secular

employment in the fields of education, social welfare or c'mmunity work' [n New 7-ealand

the number of Methodist clergy working outside the circuit rose from seven in 1960 to

twenty-five in L970.6

The social and religious upheavals of the years from the mid 1960s faced Methodist

ministry training with serious challenges, one of the most obvious of which v/as a sharp

decline in the number of candidates offering for the ministry' As in the British context' the

period brought an end to three decades of steady growth in student numbers'? In the mid

1g60s Trinity,s student body totalled over thirty trainees a year, peaking at thirty-five in

rg6s,but a dramatic fall in numbers left the college with only thirteen students by 1970'

While fewer recruits had been training in circuits for some time, Methodism's traditional

system of field-based education almost disappeared in the 1960s' From 1963 to 1970 only

nine trainees prepared for ministry in circuits, and no new candidates were received for

field-based training after 1963'E

As Trinity's student body became smaller, an increasing number of trainees were married

and lived off-site. whereas twenty-five ministry students were resident at Grafton in L963'

only three rived in the college by 1g70.e Most of the married trainees were scattered around

the Auckland area, unlike married students at st John's college in the 1960s' who lived in

Hilliard, "Religious Crisis", pp.22L-22;and Thompson' "ANew Theology"' p'200'

Davies, ,'Iraining of the Methodist Ministry", p.119' stu-dent numbers at st John's college also peaked

and then declineJ during this period. Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p'235'

Eighry-two students were prepared for ministry in the residential :llitg from L963 to 1970' This total

includes four student. *ho iere trained foi the Samoan and Fijian Methodist c-onferences' Two

deaconess students also attended the college d;tt"g ttris perioO' See Tables One and Three; and p'242'

f.80.

MAC, 1963,P'126; and lbid', 7910, P'266'
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newly-built flats on or near the Meadowbank site.r0 Non-residence badly affected Trinity's

sense of community, and was a cause of growing concern. As John Ziesler, one of the

college's biblical tutors, observed in 1,970, the institution had "precious little' corporate

life.rt

The general anxiety and uncertainty created for ministers, congregations and the wider

church by the dislocation of the mid to late 1.960s also led to a heightened level of debate

over Methodist ministry education. The tendency of some within the denomination to

identify training as the source of and solution to its difficulties increased the potential for

strained relations with the theological college. As Daniel Aleshire, writing out of the

American context, noted, a seminary is often a "consewing environment". The time it takes

to introduce innovation is sometimes too slow for the more avant garde members of its

constituency.12

In many senses, Trinity's principal from 1963, David Williams, was a man well-suited for

an age concerned with self-exploration and transforrration. Unlike his immediate

precedessors, he tended to express his aims for ministry training in strongly formational

terms, emphasising the need for students to engage in the task of vocational preparation at

a personal level. Writing in 1.963, for example, he noted that the "best we can wish for any

[one]" is that he or she develop into the person God intended. Working on the basis that

trainees would "go in the right direction as long as they can see it as their own aiming and

not someone else's pushing", he favoured encouragrng them to become (using the

vocabulary of a Rogerian counsellor) "self directing". Williams suggested that personal

growth did not occur when people were isolated from others, and was committed to

stimulating "a deep interchange of personal sharing" within the theological institution. The

new principal viewed his own relationship with students as being that of a mentor who

shared his experience to save them from 'othe waste of making every possible mistake in

See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.217-t8.

J,A. Ziesler, "Trinity College: Comments", [1970], TC Papers 1968-1977, TC, Met O82l9lLl. Similar
remarks were made by the Trinity College Council in MAC, 1968, p.L82i and TCC Minutes 1938-1984,
14 October 1970, TC, Met 081/1/5.

"Seminaries and the Ecology of Faith: An Interview with Daniel Aleshire", Christian Century, February
3-10 1999, p.111.

ll
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order to learn by it." Yet he acknowledged that people did not always "frame up

meaningful ideas in the same context" and affirmed the right of each trainee to consider

ideas from perspectives that differed from his owo.t'Such priorities signalled a concern on

Williams's part for ministry education as a process of personal formation, and this would

be reflected in some new emphases and styles of delivery within Methodist training.

As was the case with Hames's appointment in t945, the selection of Williams as principal

was marked by debate over the desirability of importing teaching staff. ln the early 1960s,

this discussion, reflecting a lack of indigenous confidence, was also mixed with a certain

amount of theological tension resulting from a largely unspoken suspicion of the scientific

approach underlying the pastoral tutor's teaching. As l-ewis noted, some evangelical

Methodists regarded the new learnings of psychology with unease.to Williams was initially

nominated as Hames's successor by the Trinity College Council in 1960, but the

Conference's reluctance to accept his name led it to ask the Council to make "more

exhaustive enquiries" overseas. Conscious of suggestions around the church that he could

fill the position, Lewis stated that his loyalty would be with the new principal. Enquiries in

1961 to Methodist leaders in Canada, Australia and England proved unsuccessful as most

of the names proposed for principal were of men with less seniority and experience than

Trinity's present staff. As one coilespondent replied, the salary offered in New T,ealand

was far below that obtaining even in the smaller educational institutions in his country.

Reporting to the L961 Conference, the College Council stated that it had found no

candidate whom it was willing to nominate ahead of Williams. The Council paid tribute to

the way the tutor had "steadily increased in stature and in general ability and acceptance"

while on the college staff. It saw his familiarity with the New Zealand scene as an

advantage and, notably for future developments, observed that he was well-known and

higttly regarded ecumenically. The Conference was persuaded and in f961 Williams was

designated principal and his appointment confirmed the followingyear.'s

D. O. William s, Tr inity C o I le ge M a gazine, L9 63, p.t.

TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

M4C,1,961,, pp.122-25; and TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

l3
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The events surrounding Williams's appointment were a reminder of the way ministry

education continued to act as a focus for disputes over issues of Methodist identity. In the

1960s, as in past years, Methodists in New Znaland held varying views over whether to

look to their European heritage or to their local context for self-understanding. The notion

of importing theological educators showed a desire to be in touch with the polity and

scholarship of the church at an international level and may be seen as an attempt to

transcend parochialism. Yet, it also illustrated how some within the New Zealand

denomination found it difficult to value or give authority to their local setting. The

superiority of thinkers and ideas with an overseas origin was almost automatically

assumed. These issues were raised again in 1963 when the Conference considered the

nomination of Trinity's new theology tutor. While exercising Methodist opinion for a time,

the question was resolved in accordance with the staffing policy developed in the post-war

period. A New Tnaland minister, John Silvester, was appointed to the college, but given a

year's leave to undertake further study overseas.l6

Debate about Williams's appointment also pointed to ongoing differences between

Methodists who embraced modern scholarship and those rvho saw new academic learnings

as a threat to the church's evangelical tradition. While a liberal Wesleyan perspective

dominated the Connexion throughout the 1"960s, evangelicalism had a continuing presence

both within Methodism and New Zealand's larger religious scene. Focussing their

concerns, the theological disputes of the period gave evangelicals fresh energy, as did the

early charismatic movement.tt For Methodists, the tension within the denomination

between knowledge and vital piety, between academic, practical and spiritual priorities for

training, remained a persistent undercurrent to discussions about the nature of ministry

education.

For a report on the process followed by the Trinity College Council, and the responses of synods, see
M4C,1963,pp.727-28; and NZMT,5 October 1963, pp.209-10.

John Roxborogh, "Mapping the Evangelical Landscape in New Zealand" in Emilsen and Emilsen (eds.),
Mapping the Landscape, p.32t.
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2. "Exploring the Personalt'r8

The equipping of Methodist students in practical ministry skills was further strengthened in

the 1960s by a heavy emphasis on training in pastoral counselling. Irading towards a

specialist therapeutic model of ministry, this focus was accompanied by a continued

decline in opportunities for gaining experience in more general areas of circuit work.

Williams's interest in personal formation saw the college give more attention than

previously to the area of spiritual growth. As in past years, however, students received little

encouragement to engage at depth with social or political issues.

Reflecting the world-wide trend towards a more task-oriented "professionalist" style of

ministry preparation, the 1,960s were marked by regular calls from within New Zealand

Methodism for improved practical training. Visiting Trinity College in 1965, a team of

Methodist clergy and lay people, for example, argued that the "major problem" facing the

theological institution was "how to relate the matter taught [in the academic curriculum] to

the everyday work of the ministry". The team believed that o'a serious endeavour must be

made to combine the study of the theory with the practical", and urged that the practice,

used in teacher-trahiog, of students spending time on "section" be incorporated into the

theological coume.t' The desire for a better integration of learning and doing was repeated

throughout the 1960s by ministry students, district meetings, the secretary of the Board of

Examiners and former trainees.a

As principal, Williams responded to demands for practical training by making pastoral

studies "almost the dominant faculty" at Trinity in the 1,960s. Introducing a new generation

of sfudents to his insights, enriched by his continued work as a private counsellor, he

Lewis, Trinity CoUege 9tory,p.37.

"Trinity Theological College: Triennial Visitation", [July 1965], MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.6.
For a discussion of Triennial Visitatious see pp.276-77.

See, for example, Max Bruce, "The College", Trinity College Magazine, 7963, p.3; "Report of the
Wellington Sub-Committee", [1967], EC 1966-7971, MCA, ChCh, p.4; H.C. Matthews, "Annual Reporr
of the Secretary, Board of Examiners", 17 October 1963, EC, MCA, ChCh, p.4; and S.J. West to P.
Rushton, T November 1970, BS Minutes and Correspondence L97O-1,917, TC, Met O8Il5l4.
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stressed the "power of acceptance, the therapy of love and the dynamic of listening".zr

Ircturing in L967, for example, on recent developments in the counselling field, he

affirmed the importance of having "a deep sense of involvement" with people in need of

help. The secret of successful counselling, he said, was not found in a technique or theory,

but in the creation of personal relationships based on accepting love and concern.22

Williams had a sharp, analytical teaching style, and was up-to-date in his reading, drawing

upon the writings of American pastoral scholars like Howard Clinebell, Robert lrslie, and

the psychiatrist, William Glasser.z3 As in the post-war period, his lectures had an impact

beyond the Methodist college. In 1.965, for instance, he led a class in counselling for

Baptist and Congregational students, and throughout the decade was involved in the

training of prison chaplains through the Justice Department.2a

In the 1,950s and 1,960s Williams's pastoral teaching drew upon a "developmental view of

human personality", and applied this to scripture in a way that sometimes saw Trinity's

pastoral and biblical faculties at "cross purposes".s For the principal, the Old and New

Testaments reflected a "progressive revelation", in which people were called on by God to

new stages of growth. He contended that, like individuals, the writings of scripture reached

maturity only when they moved beyond an emphasis on law to a concern for love or grace.

The "very use of the title 'Nsw' Testament", Willians later wrote, "implies that it is meant

to transcend the 'Old' Testament."26 This view of scripture was not accepted by the biblical

tutor, Lewis, who believed the relationship between law and grace was more complex than

Williams allowed. lrwis recalled a degree of tension between the two staff members over

TCOH, lrwis, 20 August 1996; and Lewis, Trinity College Story,p.37.

D.O. Williarns, "Recent Developments in Counselling", T November 1967, (held by Don Prince), p.1.

TCOH, John Sahnon, 17 June 1999; and Williams, "Recent Developments", 7 November 1967 (held by
Don Prince), pp.1-4. In his lecture Williams referred to Clinebell's Basic Types of Pastoral Care and
Counseling (1966), and spoke of Glasser's thinking in the area of 'reality therapy' and Leslie's views
about small group work.

MAC, L965, p.157; and tbid., 1966, p.144-

D.O. Williams, How Should We Live? A Christian Aruwer, Auckland, College C.ommunications, 1986,
p.3; and TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

Laws, "PT lI" , 1962, LN, (held by Derek Laws), p.122; and Williams, How Should We Live? p.3.
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the issue, although few students appeared aware of this.2i While strained encounters within

the Methodist faculty were not new, but inevitable in a small institution, open conflict

between personalities and different teaching philosophies seems not to have been a feature

of the college until the 1970s and 1980s.28

From the mid 1960s Methodist students were given new opportunities to put Williams's

teaching on counselling into practice. Seeking to offer counselling to people who had no

access to professional help, the principal was the "prime mover" in the establishment of the

Inter-Church Counselling Centre, which opened in May 1965 in the Methodist Central

Mission building in Queen Street, Auckland.ze The new venture brought together eight

denominations, including the Roman Catholic Church, in what was still a "raw climate of

ecumenism'.30 In 1966 the Centre launched a telephone counselling service based on the

Life Line model inaugurated in Sydney by the Methodist minister, Alan Walker." These

initiatives met a community need. By 1968 Life Line in Auckland had received over 2,600

calls in the previous twelve months; over 1,800 face-to-face interviews were conducted

during the same period.32 lnvolved in the Centre until the eaily 1970s, Williams trained

many of its lay and clergy volunteers, and encouraged Methodist students preparing for

ministry to participate in its work. A number of Trinity trainees spent time at the Centre,

learning and gaining experience at using various counselling skills,33 and some later made

use of this expertise in ministry. One student who followed in Williams's footsteps was

TCOH,I-ewis, 20 August 1996.

Hames recalled occasions, for example, when Laws bullied Ranston. Hames, Coning of Age, p.41 .

"Life Line Auckland", (unpublished manuscript), n.d., p.1.

Bruce Mackie, conversation with the author, 27 Apnl1999. The five-member Joint C.ommission on

Church Union (JCCU) held its fust meeting in the month the Centre opened.

The Auckland Life Line was initially nnmed the Samaritan Life Line after the Samaritans, an organisation
founded by Chad Varah, the originator of emergency telephone counselling in England. In July 1970 the
Youthline service was started in Auckland as an independent offshoot of Life Line. "Life Line
Auckland", (unpublished manuscript), n.d., p.2.

Inter-Church Counselling Centre, Help is as Close as the Telephone, n.d., (pamphlet).

TCOH, Enid Bennett,15 May 1999.
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Bruce Mackie, who trained at Trinity from 1962 to 1964. Mackie was appointed director of

Auckland Life Line in 1-981, a position he held until 1999.34

While some Methodist trainees from the 1960s took up with enthusiasm the counselling

emphases advocated by Williams, others, like Hornblow in the post-war period, remained

wary of the psychological approach. A student at Trinity from 1966 to L968, Norman

Brookes came from a conservative evangelical background, and was not involved in Life

Line or the Counselling Centre. He saw a place for counselling when people were in

trauma, but suggested that some students got so hooked into the Rogerian methodology

that it was difficult to hold a normal conversation with them. In his view, they ended up

speaking "psycho-nonsense".35 John Salmon, a later principal of the Methodist college,

recalled being thoroughly convinced of Williams's system of thought during his time in

training from 1968 to 1970. Looking back, however, Salmon expressed concern that the

focus on one-to-one work made ministry very individualized to the detriment of the

relevance of the group in liturgy and pastoral care. He noted that, in the 1.960s, Trinity

produced a generation of clergy who had a tendency to see ministry in psychological rather

than theological terms, and subsequently left the church, taking their skills into the wider

community. Like Irwis, Salmon pointed to the way understandings from pastoral studies

tended to dominate other fields of learning. Acknowledgrng that these former clergy had

very good counselling skills, Salmon asked whether such acquirements were "most

appropriately the skitls of presbyteral ministry".36

Salmon's reflections point to tension, sometimes debated within Methodism in the L960s,

between the need for general or specialised ministry education. As previously noted, the

Other shrdents at Trinity in the 1960s who entered the therapeutic field were Roy Alexander, Donald
Prince and Roger Hey, who spent significant portions of their ministry working in the area of chaplaincy.

TCOH, Norman Brookes, 17 June 1999.

Ibid., Salmon, L7 June 1999. Dave Mullan suggested that it was clergy brought up on the counselling
model 'kho first began the really significant exodus from ordained ministry" that took place within
Methodism from the 1"970s. In her thesis, Bolitho surveyed patterns of re-employment among Methodists
who resigned from ministry, and found that two-thirds of the participants of the survey who trained while
Williams was principal found work in the counselling, chaplaincy and/or personnel relations fields. This
compared to a quarter of those who finished college after Williams left. D.S. Mullan, Ecclesinn: The

Small Church With a Vision, Manurewa, College Communications, L990, p.107; and Bolitho, "In This
World", pp.364-65.
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decade was marked by the increasing involvement of Methodist clergy in chaplaincy work

in settings like hospitals, prisons, universities and in industry.37 There were calls

throughout the decade for Trinity to offer more specialised training to prepare students for

such new styles of ministry.38 Replying in 7967 to a request from the 1966 Conference for

church-wide discussion on the nature of training, a group of Wellington Methodists

suggested that the growing complexity of urban society might demand a greater

specialisation of ministry. The group envisaged the establishment of team ministries.3'Yet,

not all Methodists were convinced of the desirability of an emphasis upon specialisation.

Writing n L967, the Taranaki-Wanganui synod argued that, although some clergy with

"outstanding gifts" could and ought to specialise, the majority would still be "general

practitioners" working within the context of a parish. The synod believed that college

training needed to provide students with a good general foundation in biblical and

theological subjects.a Similar thoughts were expressed by the minister, Ron Wood, who

urged the denomination to "put the highest effort" into building up churches at the local

level. Inoking back on his own time at Trinity from 1953 to L955, Wood noted that, while

he had appreciated insights into the specialist area of pastoral counselling, there was "a

serious gap when it came to equipping [students] to lead ... congregations to be the People

of God in the communitv."al

It was certainly the case in the 1960s that, while Williams emphasised training in

counselling, traditional opportunities for ministry students to gain practical experience in

more general areas of circuit work decreased. Supply positions remained a valuable part of

some students' education. Enid Bennett, a student at Trinity from 1.964 to 1.966, for

Methodist ministers working as chaplains during this period included Les Clements, senior chaplain to
prisons from 1956 to 1960; Phyllis Guthardt, chaplain at Waikato University from L969; and Owen
Kitchingman (7925-L993), chaplain at the Manapouri power project from 1965. See Thompson, '.A New
Theology", pp.40-44.

See MAC,7969, p.68; and West to Rushton, 7 November 1970, BS Minutes and Correspondence 1970-
7977,TC, Met 081/5/4.

"Report from the Wellington Sub-Committee", [1967],F.C7966-1971, MCA ChCh, p.5.

"[Report of the] Taranaki-Wanganui Synodal District", [1967], Ibid. For a similar assertion of "the
importance of the general over the particular in training" see David Besant to Ron [Wood], 30 May 1967,
Ibid.

Ron Wood, "The Ministry and Training", May \967,lbid., p.2.
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example, recalled that working with girls at Arohata Borstal made her realise how

irrelevant some aspects of the church's work were to people's lives.az Yet, as the 1965

visitation team observed, fewer trainees undertook supply in the 1960s than in the past,

probably because it was not well-paid.43 The decline of regular student preaching in the

circuits also continued. Reporting to the Trinity Council in 1963, Williams noted that it

was becoming difficult to find local churches willing to accommodate the college's trial

services. Those available, he said, were "usually a long way out and consequently badly

attended by the student body." To meet the need for preaching opportunities, the college

began holding fortnightly Sunday evening services in its chapel.4 Students participated in

evangelistic missions in Auckland and Whangarei in 1964 and 1965, and in 1969 attended

a School of Evangelism organised in conjunction with a visit to New Zealand by Billy

Graham.os These were occasional events, however, rather than an integral part of Trinity's

progranme, and college authorities appeared to make no other attempts to provide trainees

with instruction in evangelism. No signs have been found of an interest among the student

body in reviving open-air work.tr Methodist trainees did retain a link with district youth

activities, attending and helping to lead Easter camps, for instance,in1966.47

While the decline of supply may be partly attributed to financial causes, there were sigus in

the 1960s that the Methodist college lacked the support of local circuits in its attempts to

offer students opportunities for practical training. Responding to comments made by the

1968 visitation team about inadequate student preaching, for example, Irwis noted that the

matter had been raised frequently by the college in the ministerial session of the Auckland

TCOH, Bennett, 15 May L999. Bennett trained under her maiden name, Enid Slaney. See also R.M.A,
"Trinity College Note: On Supply",NZMT, January L966,p.320.

'oTriennial Visitation", [July 1965], MCA" ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.6.

TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 17 April 1963, TC, Met 081/1/5.

In the eyes of at least one trainee, the Whangarei mission was a challenging and lively event. Students
engaged in contemporary and liturgical worship, a service aimed at "draw[ing] Maori and Pakeha
together", drama, counselling and Bible-in-Schools. R. Hendry, 'Third-Year Mission at Whangarei",
Trinity College Magazine, 1965, p.5.

Div. Common Room Minute Book 1961-1972,5 March 1963, TC, MeIO82/414.

TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 13 April 1966, TC, Met 081/1/5.
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synod.48 By the 1960s, however, ministry trainees were no longer required to fill gaps in

the church's stationing sheet. The number of Methodist clergy continued to increase in the

1960s (from a total of 285 ministers in 1963 to 307 in 1970), while the number of churches

fell (from 449 in 1963 to 418 in l97}),leaving circuits well-staffed.4e As lrwis dryly

observed, the local programmes of circuits "do not permit much flexibility in pulpit

exchange."so

The idea of ministry students working on "section", like teacher trainees, was popular

around the Connexion in the 1960s, but a college initiative in this direction may also have

met with circuit indifference. In L965 Williams took to a meeting of Auckland ministers a

proposal that, each year, trainees undertake practical work in circuits during the month of

February. Although general approval was given to this suggestion, the standing committee

of the synod was asked to "advise [circuit] superintendents of the mattet'', asking them for

responses.st From here it is not clear whether Williams's proposal was rejected by the

synod or the college, but later in 1965 Williams presented a pilot scheme for third-year

students to the Board of Studies, in the hope that it be instituted in l966.sz No such

initiative was taken. Refening in 1969 to the failed venture, trwis remarked only that the

month of February had "proved unsuitable for such a project."s3

It is likely that the college visitation team of 1968 had these experiences in mind when it

referred, in its report, to the "deep frustration" felt by Trinity's staff and students at the

failure of their attempts to ereate closer links with circuits. The team sensed the

institution's concern at a possible "break-down in communication between the College and

ot J.J. Lewis, o'Memorandum to the Church Council: Trinity C-ollege Triennial Visitation Committee
Report", [1969], BS Minutes and Conespondence 7970-1977,TC, Met 0871514,

"Summary of General Returns", i4{ C, L963; and lbid.,7970.

Lewis, "Memorandum to Ctrurch Council", [1969], BS Minutes and Conespondence 7970-1977,TC,
Met 081/5/4.

BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 7 May 1965, TC, Met08L/512.

BS File 1959-1968, 4 June 1965, TC, Met 0811513.

Lewis, "Memorandum to Church Council", [1969], BS Minutes and Correspondence 1,970-1977,TC,
Met 081/5/4.
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the Church, especially the local Church."sa Whether such a break-down had occurred is not

certain, but if it had not, even the perception that it might have points to the kind of

pressure the college felt during the 1,960s from the wider Connexion. However they are

described, difficulties between Trinity and local circuits are a reminder of the ambivalence

a number of Methodists continued to feel towards the intellectual enterprise. While

acknowledging that support for Trinity was strong within some parts of the denomination,

Irwis believed that Methodism's "anti-academic flavour" was a cause of the college's

struggles to gain access to finance for extension and staff training. Reflecting in part the

frustration of any interest group competing for limited resources, he commented that it was

hard to get a hearing within the church for very long.55

A tendency to regard the theological college as remote and out of touch with local needs

was probably nurtured throughout the twentieth century by the institution's growing

professionalism and liberalism. This view of Trinity developed even though its faculty

were well-known and respected by many Methodists, both for their professional expertise

and as Connexional figures (Williams was President of the Conference in L957 and Irwis

was President in 1970). Decreasing student involvement in activities like supply, preaching

and evangelistic missions, a result of changing circumstances and educational priorities,

may also have contributed to strains in the relations between Trinity and the circuits.In the

1960s ministry trainees did not have the opportunities students had in the 1930s to dispel

prejudice about the college or to raise its profile by engaging with congregations at the

'grass roots' level.

For Williams, spiritual growth was an integral part of personal formation, and during his

term as principal, Trinity's tradition of corporate worship was maintained. Regular

morning prayer, led by students and staff members, remained at the centre of the college's

devotional life, and reflected some of the new styles of Christian worship emerging within

"Trinity Theological College, Auckland: Triennial Visitation 1968", 1968, MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations
Box, pp.6,8.

TCOH, Lewis,20 August 1996.
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churches in New Zealand and overseas in the 1960s.s6 Noting the influence of the

Liturgical Movement in college services, for example, the 1,968 visitation team queried

whether students were making too much use of "meditations and other printed material in

preference to extempore prayer."tt While concern that Trinity was encouraging ritualism

was less evident in the 1960s than in the 1950s, there was continued unease within

Methodism at too great a reliance upon a set liturgy. Charismatic renewal was also a

feature of New Tnaland religious life in the 1960s, and some trainees identified as

charismatics. The new movement often experienced suspicion, but Trinity's records

contain few expressions of explicit opposition to charismatic experience. Salmon noted that

college worship was open to the desire of charismatic students for a lively style of praise

and more up-to-date music.58

As fewer ministry trainees lived on the Grafton site in the 1960s, the place of shared

worship within the life of the Methodist college was in danger of being eroded. An

acknowledgement of the increasing fragmentation of Trinity's 6pmmunity led to the

rescheduling of worship and the @mmencement of a new midweek evening service in an

attempt to draw married students into "closer devotional fellowship".se

As in past years, most Methodist students training in the 1960s found corporate worship at

the college generally helpful, yet a number felt a need for more guidance in the area of

individual devotion. The first-year student, Alan Leadley, for example, noted in L965 that

there was a tendency for shared worship to become a substitute for a more "personal

For a discussion of the way these trends affected worship at St John's College during this time see
Davidson, S e lwyn' s Legacy, pp.2L9 -20.

'Triennial Visitation L968', 1968, MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.7. The Liturgical Movement
developed from the early twentieth century within Catholicism and Protestantism, and sought to restore
the active participation of congregations in worship.

TCOH, Salmon, 17 June 1999. For accounts of "speaking in tongues" at Trinity in the 1960s, see Bolitho,
"In This World", p.152; and B.H. Turner, "Reflections on an Experience", Qlip: Triniry College
Magazine, 1966, pp.4-5.

In 1966 morning prayers were moved from 7.30am to 9.50am, and in 1969 the college added a monthly
Tuesday evening communion service to its weekly Sunday morning celebration to enable manied
students to altend. MAC,1966, p.145; and Ibid., 1969, p.269.
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communion with God."60 The 1968 visitation team reported that some trainees "admitted to

experiencing periods of spiritual dryness" and even to "a feeling of artificiality in their

devotions". In its report to Conference, the team wondered how far students were being

"assisted to cope with their own personalities and the difficulties - spiritual and moral - of

being futltime ministers of the Word and the Sacraments".6r

The move towards a more directed approach to spiritual growth continued at Trinity in the

1960s within the context of group activity. Showing a continued interest in small groups as

a means of nurturing personal development, Williams was stimulated by work being done

in Arnerica on goup dynamic principles, group life laboratories, and groups of "all sorts

and shapes and sizes". The principal was excited by the potential of the goup to help

people to "learn on their growing edge". Believing that a such an edge "is practically

always emotional", he saw the need for groups to be open to the expression of participants'

feelings, encouraging the involvement and feedback of all of their members.62

As in the 1950s, Williams promoted the formation of small groups at Trinity in the 1960s,

although, perhaps out of a desire to move away from rather old-fashioned religious

associations, ceased referring to these as "class meetings". Groups met within the college

in 1964 to explore, what Williams called, "the spiritual values of group process", and in

7967 to experiment with a new "depth and encounter" method of Bible study.63 Bennett

recalled that such groups had a concern for spiritual growth and that trainees were often

invited to talk about their personal spiritual journeys. While she found group work of

value, the initiative was difficult to sustain in a non-resident community and groups

appeared to have stopped meeting by 1968.#

A.J. L[eadley], 'Trinity College: Impressions of a First Year Divinity Student", NZMT,May 1965,p.22.

"Triennial Visitation 1968", 1968, MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.7.

Williams, "Recent Developments", 7 November 1967 (held by Don Prince), p.4.

M4C,7964, p.123; and lbid.,1967, p.146. Outlined in the WCC's 1965 R/SrKpublication, the "depth and
encounter" approach to Bible study reguired participants to "take an active attitude" towards the

scriptures, their own experiences and the people around them in the expectation of discovering new
possibilities for understanding. Ross Snyder, "The Ministry of Meaning", R/^SrK, Vol. L, Nos. 3 and 4,

L965, p.Il6.

TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 1999; and.Ibid., Salmon, 17 June 1999,
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Attention to individual devotion also occured at college retreats, which were re-instituted

in 1964 and held throughout the decade at Camp Morley near Waiuku. I,ed by a range of

Methodist clergy, including Michael Jackson Campbell, Ormond Burton, Bryan Walker,

Ian Ramage and Warwick Gust, retreats were described by the 1968 visitation team as "a

commendable feature" of college life "with devotional as well as theological value.'ss It is

likely that the benefits gained from retreats by individual students varied according to the

way each responded to the different leadership styles of the events' directors. While

Bennett enjoyed the disciplined approach of Burton, for example, she was aware that other

students found this an imposition. Some of the men, she suggested, found playing cards at

night preferable to keeping times of silence.tr Noting that the introduction of retreats at

Trinity reflected a wish to be more intentional in the area of spiritual formation, Lewis later

observed that spirituality cannot be forced. Retreats, he remarked, were occasions when the

college could "find itself by stepping outside the usual pattern", yet it took time to find a

way of gathering in retreat that was neither pious nor trivial.6T

Ministry formation at Trinity in the 1.960s had an interest in the personal but not the

political. World-wide, the late 1960s began a period of protest which saw students

becoming more politically active, and demanding a greater say in their academic

communities. New T.r-aland tertiary institutions experienced nothing like the revolts that

took place in Western Europe or North America, yet a certain amount of student

assertiveness was present within both the university setting and the theological colleges.6

Although Trinity's trainees in the 1960s were older, and possibly less inclined to be

compliant, than in past years, student protest largely "washed over" the Methodist

"Triennial Visitation 1.968", 1.968, MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.7.

TCOH, Benneft, 15 May 1999. Some students also felt that Burton "had been preaching his 'hobby
horse"' to them. This emerged during discussion over a report about the retreat written by Burton for the
Methodist lirzes, which trainees felt contained a rebuke of their lack of devotion and passion. Div.
Common Room Minute Book l96t-7972,16 September 1965, TC, Met A82/4/4; and [Ormond Burton],
'nBrother Giles: If the Fire Falls", NZMT, September L965, p.154.

Lewis, Trinity College Story,p.38; and TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

There was more student agitation at Auckland University in the 1960s, for example, than in any period
before. Sinclair, University of Auckland, p.260. For a discussion of student demands for consultation and
participation at the Presbyterian Theological Hall see Breward, Grace and Truth, pp.l73-74.
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college.6e Williams could be somewhat autocratic, yet he appears not to have become a

focus for student rebellion, perhaps because of his concern to put self-direction and adult

responsibility over rules. As t*adley noted, freedom with responsibility was the intended

keynote of Trinity's coqporate life.70 Student activism was also blunted by the

fragmentation of the residential community. Some trainees lived a long way from the

college and were too busy working as sfudent pastors to find time for political issues.

During this period, Trinity's hostel suffered too from a lack of unity as changing patterns

of student life meant that undergraduates spent less time in residential colleges before

going flatting.7l In the 1960s the hostel had fewer senior men, and this may have

contributed to "the general quietening down" one resident observed. Writing in the college

magazine in 1965, R. Barnes suggested that relations between the divinity and hostel

students were becoming more distant, and that community life had been devalued. 'oSix or

so years ago", he said, "Trinity College was almost a way of life. Now, Trinity College is

merely the place where we live while we are at Varsity."7z

In the 1960s Methodist trainees, as in past years, received little encouragement from the

college to engage with social or political questions. Hames continued to teach Trinity's

ethics class, although some within the Connexion sought from the college a more vigorous

analysis of the modern world and its needs. In 1966, for example, ministers in the

Taranaki-Wanganui district urged the Board of Studies to add to the curriculum "a courss

on matters of world concern, international political and social movements", even if this

meant "the pruning or stream-lining of some of the present classical disciplines."T3 For

most of the decade, however, the Methodist theological institution lacked a staff member

who could give a lead on social issues, someone like the Anglican college's George

Armstrong, who taught systematic theology at St John's from 1965 to 1987. A sometimes

TCOH, I-ewis, 20 August 1996.

Salrnon observed that Williams was capable of exercising authority when he felt the occasion demanded
it. Ibid., Salmon, 17 June 1999; Lewis, Trinity College Story, pp.37-38; and Leadley, "Impressions of a

First Year", NZMT,May 1965,p.22.
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controversial figure, Armstrong had "a passionate concern for justice, the rights of

minorities and those oppressed by political and military powers." In 1968 he was joined by

eight St John's students in protest action against the Vietnam War.to Trinity's lecturers

were far more sedate. Williams was fully engaged in counselling work while lewis was

very involved in the ecumenical scene; and neither Ziesler nor Trinity's other new tutor,

John Silvester, expressed great enthusiasm for political issues.

The only member of Trinity's staffwith an explicitly political edge in the 1960s was Bryan

Walker, a young Methodist minister who taught New Testament courses at the college

during Ziesler's absence overseas in 1968 and L969. Described as a "provocative" lecturer,

Walker was sympathetic to the peace movement, and brought a critical approach to his

thinking about theology and the church. Salmon was particularly open to Walker's

influence, noting that, at a time when he was reflecting on events like the assassination of

Martin Luther King, the tutor was the person o'who radicalised me to a large extent".Ts

Student activity at Trinity reflected little awareness of the tempestuous social and political

movements of the 1960s. The minutes of Methodist student meetings, for example, contain

no references to the Vietnam War, and neither Brookes nor Bennett recalled debate,

petitions or protests regarding the conflict.T6 If student action did occur, it probably took

place on a purely individual basis. Salmon, for instance, recalled disrupting an ANZAC

Day parade on Grafton Road by "making a raucous noise on [a] bugle until the police

anived."?7 The most vehement expression of social or political concern by Methodist

trainees in the 1960s resulted from a proposal by college authorities to recarpet the Trinity

library. Strong opinions were reported to have been voiced at a student meeting in 1966 by

members who "felt that too much money was to be spent in view of other pressing

The group followed the annual Anglican Good Friday procession of witness carrying placards declaring
"Make Love Not War" and "Christ Died for Viet Cong". Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.225.

TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 19 Ocrober 1969, TC, Met 081/1/5; and TCOH, Salmon, 17 June 1.999.

Ibid.,Brookes, 17 June 1999; and Bennett, 15 May L999.

Ibid., Salmon, 17 June 1.999.
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needs."78 In an angry letter to the coltege magazine, Leadley queried the ethics of making

o'such a huge expenditure" when the "overseas Church is paralysed from [the] pocket

upwards." Drawing attention to "Operation 21", a special youth venture set up to fight

world hunger, he suggested that "fL000 could save many lives." "Need we spend the

money on ourselves?" he asked, or is "the Church in its sloth such an introverted body that

it fails to be worthy of Christ?"7e This kind of internal challenge for the college to look to a

world beyond its walls seems to have been rare in the 1.960s.

The movement for women's liberation did not gather strength in New Zealand until the late

1960s and debate over issues of gender was uncoillmon within the Methodist theological

college. A small enterprise carried on in the face of some reservations, the preparation of

women for ministry in the 1960s precipitated no immediate changes in gender

understandings.

During Williams's term as principal, Trinity trained just one woman for ordained ministry,

and, while she received significant support from faculty and students, Bennett, like

Guthardt, also struggled with the issue of acceptance.s When Bennett offered as a

candidate, for example, she was made aware that Thea Jones's marriage in her third year

out of college had caused some anxiety among members of the Examination Committee.sr

An attempt was made to quiz Bennett, when she met with the Committee, about her

attitude to women ministers who married, but, before she could answer, Lewis intervened

to tell the gathering that such questions were not appropriate. Like Guthardt, Bennett was

The meeting was divided and a motion expressing student concern at the recarpeting was narrowly lost
by seven votes to six. Div. Common Room Minute Book L96t-1972,7 June 1966, TC, Met082l4/4.

Olip: Triniry College Magazine, 1966, pp.3-4. l,eadley maintained his interest in the overseas church
throughout his ministry, lecturing at the Malmaluan Training Centre for the United Church of Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands from 1971 to 1977. He was a Joint Secretary of the Methodist-
Presbyterian Council for Mission and Ecumenical Cooperation from 1984 to 1994.

As the result of a recommendation of the 1964 Methodist Conference that the training of deaconesses
should take place at Trinity College, two deaconess students, Rhondda Mason (from 1969 to L971) and
Gladys McKenzie (in 1970 and 1971) also attended the theological institution, undertaking Trinity's firll
divinity course. See MAC, t964, p.213; Ibid.,1969, p.268; and Table Three.

Jones was received on to probation in L959 and stationed at the Avalon and Epuni Churches in the Hutt
Valley. She married Jim Noble and in 1962 was left without a pastoral charge. She was appointed to the
Petone Church in 1973 and served there until her retirement from active ministry in 1981. MAC, 1995,
p.417.
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required to live out of college and studied in a separate alcove in Trinity's library. She was

not aware of any discrimination from the college staff, but, with a fust-class MA in English

and teaching experience, was regarded as a welcome addition to the college community,

lecturing students in English in 1964 and 1965.82 While forming close friendships with

other students, some of whom recognised that, as the only woman in training, she might

feel "not lonely, but self-conscious at times", Bennett also wondered if some of the men

were uneasy about her presence. There was a teasing atmosphere which was good-

humoured but suggested a sense of male insecurity, and she found entering the dining room

at lunch time very hard.83

As in the 1950s, the presence of a woman at Trinity did not lead to changes in ministry

education. The programme Bennett followed was no different from that offered to the male

students. Enrolled in Otago University's BD course before beginning at Trinity, she was

one of a group of Methodist trainees studying for the degree in the 1960s. Her preparation

appeared to raise no questions for her, or for others involved in training, about differences

between the ministries of men and women, or about the changing role of women in church

or society.e It was not until she was about to go into her first circuit appointment that

someone asked her how she thought the people would react to having a woman minister.

Bennett replied that they would respond to her as a person in her own right. Like Guthardt,

Bennett found that her own awareness of issues of gender and power, and of the validity of

women's experience, developed later in ministry when some of the early struggles for

Bennett was paid a f20 honorarium for her teaching work by the Trinity C-ollege Council. TCOH,
Bennett, 15 May 1999; and TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 9 June 1965, TC, Met 081/1/5.

TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 1999. These reflections, made with thirty years hindsight, and after her
awakening to Christian feminism, differ from the more positive perspective on her experiences contained
in an article written by Bennett while she was in training. In this she paid tribute to her fellow students for
their "readiness to put the jug on whenever their woman student gets that look in her eye". See E.J.

Slaney, "Trinity College ... A Woman's-Eye-View",Trinigt College Magazine, 1965, p.1 .

One possible exception to this point was a stray comment made by Harnes in a 1968 article on the future
shape of ministry, in which he identified a need to "use women more", but wrote that he wished the

church "could let them develop a pattern of their own, instead of following that of the men. I am not
afraid of experiments." E.W. Hames, "Essentials are 'Call' and 'Ability'", NZM,9 May 1968, p.5.
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acceptance had been overcome. When she was a student, she observed, to be called "'one

of the boys' was the greatest compliment that could be paid, and I took it as one."Es

Debate over issues of race also occured infrequently within the Methodist college in the

1.960s, although Trinity's student body became more racially diverse. The number of Maori

trainees increased during this period (seven Maori students attended the theological

institution between 1963 and 1970) and Trinity prepared its first Pacific Island recruits for

ministry. Employment opportunities drew large numbers of Pacific Islanders (many of

whom were Methodists) to New Zealand from the mid 1960s,tr and the training of students

from Samoa, Tonga and Fiji would become a growing part of the college's work in the last

three decades of the twentieth century. In the 1,960s Trinity acted as a ministry education

centre for Pacific Island candidates living in New Tnaland who had come from the Samoan

and Fijian Methodist Conferences and from the New Zealand Congregational Union.ET

When the Congregational Union's Pacific Island churches joined the Presbyterian Church

of New T,ealand in 1.969, their trainees remained at Trinity, studying under the aegis of the

Presbyterian Theological Committee. In all, the Methodist college trained eight Pacific

Island students for the ordained ministry in the 1960s, plus a number of others who

attended the School for Christian Workers. This early experience left Trinity's lecturers

with some misgivings about the adequacy of the preparation given, and conversations took

place in 1970 regarding the desirability of appointing a Polynesian tutor to the faculty and

the need to ensure that students were competent in English.u These were concems which

would be repeated in later years.

*5 TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 1999. For a discussion of Bennett's interest in Christian feminism and her work
as a lecturer at Trinity see pp.394-95, 398.

e Immigrants to New Zealand from the Pacific Islands rose from 26,27L in 1966 to 61,354 n 1976.
Dunstall, "The Social Pattern", p.455.

The first Pacific Island student to attend Trinity in the L960s was Fa'atoese Auva'a, a trainee at the
School for Christian Workers in 1961. Auva'a studied at Trinity from 1964 to 1966 as a candidate for the
ministry of the Samoan Methodist Conference. See Matthews, "Annual Report of the Secrelary", 17

October 1963, EC, MCA5 ChCh, p.3. See Table Three for yearly numbers of Pacific Island students at

Trinity.

See "Consultation on Multi-Racial Training", 10 August 1970, TC Papers 1968-1977, TC, Met 08219/ll;
and BS Minute Book 1968-197'7,20 October 1970, TC, Met 081/5/5. Discussion about the needs of
Pacific Island students and Trinity's role in training them was part of a wider conversation about the

concepl of "multi-racial training", held in the late 1960s between people involved in ministry preparation
in the Methodist, Presbyterian and Anglican churches. See pp.253-54.
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Reporting to the Methodist Conference n 7967, Williams suggested that the college's

increasing diversity gave it an "international flavour".se While Pakeha ministry trainees had

more daily contact with cultures other than their own in the 1960s than in the past,

however, no evidence has been found to show that students left Trinity with any improved

insights into the nature and difficulties of cross-cultural encounter. The college provided

opportunities for personal sharing within the context of cross-cultural friendships, but did

not yet engage students in critical thinking about the dynamics of such relationships.

For most of the 1960s hard questions about race and power within the New T,ealand setting

were not widely asked within New Zealand churches, and Trinity's training prograrnme

minored this reality. The Methodist curriculum included a Maori studies paper, but this

focussed on introducing students to Maori culture and spirituality. The class was taugbt by

Rangi Rogers from 1963 to 1966 and Harold Darvill (19L4-t987) from 1967, and Bennett

recalled that students learnt about marae protocol, Maori worship or karakia and tangi, and

gained some very basic Maori language skills.s In its reflections on college training, the

1965 visitation team voiced its concern that few trainees were interested in Maori studies.

Salmon observed that, when race was talked about seriously at the college in the 1960s, it

tended to be in reference to the civil rights movement in America.nt While in the 1.930s the

theological institution had been the setting for a radical critique of race relations in New

Zealand, in the 1960s no such reflection appears to have taken place. It was not until the

1970s that Methodists began, at the Conference level, to face the reality of racial prejudice

in their own country, and to commit themselves to changing attitudes and structures to

achieve a more equal relationship between Maori and Pakeha.

A focus on pastoral studies and counselling strengthened practical aspects of ministry

training at Trinity College in the 1960s. A gifted and charismatic figure, Williams

MAC,1,967, p.'1,45.

TCOH, Bennett, L5 May 1999. Darvill was a Pakeha minister who worked extensively in Maori circuits.
In L967 he began an eight-year term as Superintendent of the Auckland Maori Circuit. MAC, L979,
p.416.

"Triennial Visitation", [July 1965], MC& ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.5; and TCOH, Salmon, 17 June

i999.

9I
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introduced the Connexion to new areas of personal healing, taught the skills of listening

and, as l,ewis remarked, "took the fright out of visiting" for many ministers.e2 In promoting

a therapeutic model of ministry, however, the principal helped to divert Methodism away

from a general practitioner to a specialist and more individualised model of ministry.

Students received fewer opportunities than in the past for training in the basics of

preaching, evangelism and the leadership of a circuit. Despite the growing social and

political agitation of the period, the theological institution continued to do little to stimulate

in students a passionate social concern. Attempts at group work in the 1960s may have met

the spiritual growth needs of some trainees, but, directed towards the personal development

of students, heightened the impression that ministry was perceived in increasingly

individualised terms.

3. Maori Ministry Bducation

In the 1960s some critical thinking took place within the Methodist Maori Mission

regarding the nature and preparation of Maori leadership. A growing sense of discontent

with college-based education combined with a desire to make a distinctive Maori response

to the gospel, to produce a significant challenge to the denomination's academic, Pakeha-

oriented model of ministry training. By the end of the decade, Methodist Maori were

beginning to formulate an alternative system of Maori preparation.

Methodist thinking about Maori leadership was set in the 1960s against the background of

accelerating Maori urbanisation. In the ten years from 1956 to 1.966 the proportion of

Maori living in urban areas doubled from twenty-four percent to nearly fifty percent of the

Maori population.e3 The transplantation of Maori culture into the urban milieu was seen in

ventures like the establishment of traditional and later pan-tribal urban marae from the mid

1960s, which provided city-dwellers with a setting for the fulfilrnent of their social and

TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

MAC, L969, p.190.
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cultural needs.eo The development of a political consciousness among Maori was especially

reflected in efforts in the 1960s and early 1970s for educational reform. Although

improvements to Maori educational levels were sustained (the percentage of Maori school

leavers with School Certificate rose from 6.lVo in 1961 to 'l,t.6%o in 1968),es conrern grew

at on-going disparities between Maori and Pakeha. As the Methodist Public Questions

Committee noted in 1970, Maori standards of income, occupational status, health and

education lagged behind the average, while Maori crime rates were higher.e6 Seeking to

promote their "distinct cultural identity within the education system", Maori educators

pressed for a greater recognition of Maori values and the teaching of Maori language in

schools.e?

An enterprise never fully recovered from the losses of the 1860s, Methodist Maori work

faced continued difficulties in the 1960s. Urbanisation led to the decline of traditional rural

Maori circuits, as large numbers of young adults moved to the city in search of

employment. The Mission's shortage of staff remained chronic. By 1968 the total of Maori

ministers had risen from seven n L962 to twelve, due to the addition of five new

probationers, but the total of home missionaries and deaconesses active in Maori work fell

during the same period.es The proportion of Maori professing to be Methodist increased

from7.57o in 1961 to7.9Vo in 1966, but, like Pakeha rates, had begun to decline by the

1970s.ee In general, New Zealand churches in the 1960s acted "with tittle thought for Maori

interests." Yet, an awareness of the need for indigenous strucfures and theology was

The first urban marae built in Auckland was Te Puea, which was opened in 1965 in Mangere. Walker,
"Maori People Since 1950", pp.504-506.

MAC,1970,p.191.

See the committee's report on "The Present Position of Maoris in our Society" in lbid., pp.136-40.

Walker noted the importance of the Young Maori lraders Conference of 1959 in forging a political
consciousness and acting as a forum for the discussion of Maori concerns in education, health, housing,
employment and land development. One of the organisers of this event was Maharaia Winiata, who, as

noted earlier, attended the fust conference in 1939. Walker, "Maori People Since 1950", pp.507-509.

The number of full-time and part-time (or honorary) home missionaries in Maori work decreased from
thirty-one in 1962 to twenty-seven in 1968, and the number of deaconesses fell from eighteen to twelve.
MAC, 1968,pp.213,327; and lbid., L962,p.398.

Ibid., 1968, p.2'1,2; and Davidson and Lineham , Transplanted Christianiry, p.I76.
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gowing among Maori in the various denominations.t* Appointed assistant superintendent

of the Methodist Home Mission Department n L962 and assistant secretary to the Board of

Examiners in 1964, Rua Rakena played a critical role in helping to shape the thinking of

Methodist Maori about issues of indigenisation.

The Maori Mission's concern for the development of a more indigenous ministry was seen

in the mid 1960s in some of its reflections on leadership. In its report to the 1967

Conference, for example, the Mission drew attention to the desire among many Methodist

Maori for leadership which was "competent not only theologrcally but also in the use of the

Maori language and knowledge of Maori custom and practice."r0t Affirming the role of its

Maori and honorary home missionaries, the Mission's 1966 report had observed that,

Without academic or theological training but with [the] ability to use the Maori
language in speech and song and with an Extensive [sfc] knowledge of tribal
history, tradition and genealogy they are held in honour and respect. This
identification in depth enables them to seek a distinctive Maori response to the
Gospel they proclaim.

This report suggested that Maori students training for the ministry should be encouraged to

"develop intimate links and acquaintance with Maori life so that through such

identification they will become accepted as leaders."r02 Like Maori working for secular

educational reform, the Mission stressed the importance of the Maori language, and in

L967 urged church-wide discussion on the need for all deaconesses and ministers appointed

to Maori circuits to have "a prior working knowledge" of Maori language, customs and

tradition.lo3 In the 1960s Anglican Maori reiterated these themes. Writing in 1-969, for

instance, the Anglican priest, Taki Marsden, asserted that ministry to Maori was still "'a

]m Davidson observed that the JCCU, appointed in 1964, had no Maori members until 1967 when Rakena
was added to the commission. Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa, pp-L36-37.

tot MAC,7967,p.179.

Luz lbid., 1966, pp.172-73. Rakena zuggested that honorary home missionaries remained in secular
employment but were given authority to baptise, officiate at funerals and administer the sacrament of
Holy Communion. R.D. Rakena, "Methodism Among the Maori" in J.S. Udy and E.G. Clancy (eds.), Dig
or Die: Papers Given at the World Methodist Historical Society Wesley herttage Conference, Sydney,
World Methodist Historical Society, Australasian Section, 198'1,,pp.233-34.

tut MAC, 1967,p.l13.
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specialised field"' which required fluency in Maori language and culture. Regarding

academic qualifications as a possible barrier to pastoral ministry among Maori, Marsden

challenged the church "'in its approach to Maori problems' to 'have the courage to

experiment'."lH

During Williams's term as principal, the Methodist college trained seven Maori students

for ordained ministry, a small total but one that was larger than in any period since the

beginning of the twentieth century.los In the 1960s Trinity's approach to Maori ministry

preparation followed the pattern established over the last thirty years. As Laurenson noted,

college educators were motivated by a wish to emphasise both the equality of the training

given to Maori and European students and the expectation that any appointment should be

open to qualified ministers of any race. This desire, he suggested, led the theological

institution to urge that Maori probationers be stationed in Pakeha circuits, and in 1,966

Robert Te Whare and John Manihera (1942-1994) became the first Methodist Maori clergy

to minister to Pakeha congregations. Yet, while seeing some value in Maori becoming

"conversant with the problems and working conditions" of the average European circuit,

l.aurenson was also conscious that Maori ministers were sorely needed and would serve to

the best advantage in the Maori context.rffi Trinity's focus on equality of training

overlooked the fact that preparation to work among their own people remained the prime

requirement for Maori students. In the 1960s, however, Methodist ministry education still

ran largely on the supposition that Maori needed little more than the basic course offered to

Pakeha trainees. Some attitudes were changing, but college ftnining provided limited

opportunities for students to develop the kind of indigenous ministry called for by the

Maori Mission.

As stated previously, Maori studies was only taught at Trinity to an introductory level.

Students wishing to do more advanced Maori language study had to attend university or

104 
Quoted in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.230.

r"t These students were Napi Waaka, Daniel Harris, John Manihera (1942-7994), John Pihama, Robert Te
Whare, Moke Couch and Morehu Te Whare.

tuo Te Whare was sent to the Upper Hutt circuit and Manihera to the Hikurangi circuit. Iaurenson, Te Hahi
Weteriana, p.260.
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enrol in adult education classes, and a number of the Maori trainees appear to have done

this.107 The use of Maori language in college worship does not seem to have been common,

but was occasionally evident in special celebrations. When four of the Maori students

graduated from Trinity in 1965, for example, the principal "sought to impart a Maori

flavour" to the end-of-year service. Rogers and Rakena both took part in the service (the

latter giving a "relevant and stimulating" address), and Williams noted that many Maori

had been in attendance.to8 Similar efforts, including the singing of a Maori hymn, were

made when Maori students graduated in 1967.10e Overall, such acknowledgments on the

theological institution's part of the importance of Maori language and culture give the

impression of being token gestures. While individual lecturers showed some sensitivity to

cultural issues, college authorities as a whole reflected church and social attitudes of the

time and were not alive to the need for Maori (and even Pakeha) students to engage in a

deeper encounter with Maori experience.tt0 A 1968 request, for insknce, for the

Examination Committee to appoint a lecturer who could give more time to Maori studies

than Darvill evoked little debate within the college. In its 1969 report, the Trinity College

Council remarked that students were encouraged to take advantage of learning

opportunities outside the college, like the Maori language weekends now being run by the

Maori Mission.rll

In the 1960s Trinity's occasional lecture series offered ministry trainees some insights into

the practical work of the Maori Mission. Inviting guest lecturers to the college was a way

of introducing students to various facets of the church's work, and representatives of the

107 In 1.964 Williams noted that five students were learning Maori outside the college, two in adult education
classes and three at Auckland University. MAC,'1,964, p.122. Attempts were also made to teach Maori
studies at St John's College in the 1960s but with mixed success. Reflecting on the limited time available,
the 1968 lecturer, Kingi lhaka, remarked that "'Very little can be achieved ... but a little is surely better
than nothing at all". Quoted in Davidson, Selwyn's Legecy,p.229.

108 TCC Minutes 1938-L984, L3 October 1965, TC, Met 081/1/5.

lw lbi.d.,11 October 1,967. At the suggestion of a second-year trainee, Brian Turner, the college's student
body practised singing Maori hymns for a short period in 1966. See Div. Common Room Minute Book
1961-1972,7 June 1966, TC, Met082l4l4.

1r0 For an individual reflection on Maori culture see, J.J. lrwis, "Hui at Otiria", NZMT, 1 September 1962,
p.158.

ttt MAC,1968,p.186; andlbid.,L969,p.267. MaorilanguageschoolswererunbytheMissionforitsstaff
members from 1968. See /bid., p.189.
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Home and Maori Mission (including Rakena, Laurenson and Bernard Chrystall (1909-

1974), general superintendent of the department from 1965 to L972) visited Trinity in

1964, 1967 and 1970. Students were given an overyiew of mission work in a series of six

lectures.rlz As in past years, however, Maori trainees may have received their best

opportunities for reflecting upon ministry in the Maori context by maintaining links with

the Maori church outside the college environment. They appear, for example, to have been

involved in the life of the Auckland Maori circuit.rr3 Two students, Moke Couch and

Morehu Te Whare worked in supply positions in the circuit during their time at the

college.rla

A growing sense within the Methodist Maori Mission of the limitations of college training

may have been reinforced in the 1960s by the educational struggles of some of the Maori

students of the period. While Rakena and Tauroa seemed in the 1950s to make a relatively

uncomplicated progress through the stages of clergy preparation, Maori who trained a

decade later found the journey more difficult. It is notable that, in many c;nes, either

Maori, the college or district synods identified a need for the students concerned to engage

more deeply with some aspect of Maori life. This occuned even when the quality of the

trainees' academic work was one of the points at issue. When the continuance in training of

some of the Maori men was questioned in L964, for example, the Maori Policy Committee

recommended both that Williams keep reporting on their progress and that "selected Maori

elders have access to the students."lts In 1969 three of the Maori students were required to

complete an extra year on probation. All were asked to pursue special work in Maori

language or culture, one by his district and the others by the Board of Studies. Trying to

negotiate the demands of probation was a challenge that saw many European students

similarly incur the attention and displeasure of the Examination Committee over the years.

Ltz I bid, 1.964, p.722; 79 67, p.I46; and 197 O, p.267 .

ttt In 1963, for example, Darvill thanked the Maori students for their contribution to a recent hui. BS Minute
Book 193l-1965, 3 June t963,TC, Met 08115 12.

tt4 MAC,1967, p.180.

rrs See BS Minute Book 1931-1965, 27 August 1964, t9 October L964, 78 December 1964, TC, Met
0871512. Formed at the 1961 Conference, the Maori Policy Committee was made up of members of the

Home Mission Board and representatives from the Maori circuits, and helped to prepare the ground for
the Maori Division. MAC,'J.962, p.166; and Hames, Coming of Age,pp.L45-46.
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Yet, reflecting on troubles faced by another Maori probationer in 1968, the secretary of the

Board of Examiners, Graham BeIl (1922-1995), acknowledged that "the men in Maori

work face[d] special difficulties."u6 While, as noted previously, the responsibilities placed

on Maori clergy were heavy, it is highly likely that inadequate preparation for the realities

of ministry in the Maori context was a major cause of such difficulties.

Maori reflections on leadership and concerns about training were drawn together in the late

1960s as the Mission began to formulate its own alternative approach to ministry

education. A paper prepared in L968 by Rakena and Tahere exploring the "principles and

procedures involved in the acceptance and training of Maori candidates" for the ministry

laid the basis for the model of "contextual training" that developed within Maori

Methodism in the 1.970s.117

Pointing to the "shong 'professional' and 'academic' emphasis [of ordained ministry], and

its western orientation", the report noted that "some reservation" was held "as to whether,

Maori people in particular, are best served by a Ministry of this kind." Echoing the

Mission's 1966 remarks, Tahere and Rakena suggested the honorary home missionary

system might be 'oa more relevant and perhaps more effective" form of Maori ministry. In

considering the qualifications required of Maori recruits, the 1968 paper added to

Methodism's traditional criteria of a sense of call, evidence of spiritual growth, and

involvement in a local circuit a degree of "Maoriness", particularly the capacity to gain

competence in speaking Maori. While educational qualifications were said to be desirable,

the report did not stipulate a minimum academic standard. In the area of ministry

preparation, Rakena and Tahere proposed that trainees with intellectual ability should

pursue the existing college course, but asked that their prograume include university

papsrs in South Pacific studies and Maori studies to stage two. Signalling some disquiet at

the practice of stationing Maori probationers in Pakeha circuits, the paper recommended

I lft R.G. Bell, "Annual Report of the Secretary, Board of Examiners", 14 October 1968, EC, MCA ChCh,
p.2.

For the use of the term "contextual training", see Rakena, "Methodism Among the Maori", p.234.lt?
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that the appointments of college-trained students be made to allow them "the closest

possible contact with Maori people while also facilitating [their] studies."rrs

The 1-968 report's most far-reaching proposal was for a non-academic stream of ministry

education which would operate outside the theological institution and was reminiscent of

New Zealand Methodism's old apprenticeship model. Designed "to equip [students] to

minister effectively in a specifically Maori Circuit situation", this alternative training

course was described as a "curate-type" of ministry. Tahere and Rakena envisaged using

the Mission's senior clergy, probably in the Auckland area, to "assist and coach" trainees

as they worked in a ministry setting. The scheme had a residential component,

incorporating quarterly week-long "teach-ins" with assignments to cover the intervening

months.lle

Rakena and Tahere's report was presented to the Board of Studies in 1970 at a time when

the state of Maori training was the subject of considerable ecumenical dialogue. Arising

out of discussions in the JCCU and the Joint Board of Theological Studies (JBTS) from the

mid 1960s about the future of the theological colleges in a united church and training needs

in a multi-racial society, these talks briefly held out the prospect of a new approach to

ministry preparation for Maori and Pacific Island students. Among the various options

proposed was the idea of developing Trinity College as an ecumenical centre for "multi-

racial training" or of establishing a two-step programme which would see students

spending time at the Presbyterian Church's Te Wananga A Rangi College in Whakatane

before proceeding to one of the other theological institutions.tto In 1970 l-ewis mapped out

a possible curriculum for multi-racial training at Trinity, which included three years of

Maori or Polynesian language work, courses in South Pacific studies, direct contact with

the marae setting, and elective papers in anthropology, sociology and the phenomenology

of religion through the university. I*wis noted that additional Maori and Pacific Island

tt8 
[Wattie Tahere and Rua Rakena], "The Methodist Maori Mission: The Principles and Procedures
Involved in the Acceptance and Training of Maori Candidates for the Ministry", [1968], TC Papers L968-
1977, T C, Met 08219 I 11., pp.l-2.

"" Ibid.,pp.2-3.

rz) "JBTS Meeting", 4 February 1970, College Four 1964-1980, TC, Met 082/9/15, p.10.
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faculty would be required for such a scheme to work, and suggested that someone like

James Irwin, principal of Te Wananga a Rangi from 1964 to '1.970, would bring the

expertise needed.r2r Such proposals showed that a recognition of the special needs of Maori

and Pacific Island trainees was starting to build within New Zealand theological colleges

by the late 1960s. Although Inrin was associated with Trinity College n 1971, the sense of

flux that resulted from the possibility of combining Anglican and Methodist ministry

education in the early L970s meant that further initiatives in multi-racial training were

considered to be unfeasible and no further steps were taken.r2z

Schemes for multi-racial training may have gone some way towards meeting the

educational needs of Methodist Maori, yet may still have proved unacceptable to them. By

1970 Methodist Maori had begun to articulate a new direction for ministry preparation,

drawing upon a more indigenous understanding of leadership and training, and reflecting a

growing desire both within and without the churches, to preserve and promote a distinct

cultural identity. Speaking to the 1969 Conference, Rakena voiced this new consciousness,

calling for the "assumption that Pakeha forms for expressing the faith are the only valid

and Christian forms" for Maori to be rooted out of New Zealand Methodism.t' The failure

over a long period of time of the Methodist theological institution to recognise the need to

better prepare Maori students for the special nature of their ministry meant that time was

quickly running out on its relationship with Methodist Maori. In the 1960s the college's

focus on equality of training showed little more awareness of Maori needs than its earlier

mncern for assimilation.

4. The Academic Programme

Despite Trinity's heightened practical emphases, the academic dimensions of Methodist

ministry training remained strong in the 1960s and were particularly lively. The college's

ttt 
[J.J.Lewis] to N.F. Gilkison, 30 March 1970, College One 1956-1978,TC,Met08219112.

r22 BS Minutes and Correspondence 1,970-1977, 15 September 1970, TC, Met Oltlsl4. See p.400 for
comments on Irwin's time at Trinity.

t' "Pakeha Way is Not the Only Way", NZM,4 December 1969, p.4.
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instruction was enriched by the presence of new lecturers, modernised by the adoption of

more innovative methods of teaching and assessment, and challenged by the theological

disputes of the mid to late 1960s. Trinity's involvement in the establishment of the

ecumenical LTh diploma was a foretaste of the increased cooperation that would mark its

educational work in future years. The academic programme was the subject of increasing

criticism from a number of liberal Methodists, who called for greater specialisation and

engagement with the needs of the modern world. This led to some debate over the nature

and relevance of the traditional theological disciplines.

The desire to be part of a wider academic community was a long-standing theme

throughout the history of Methodist theological training in New Zeiland, and began to be

fulfilled in the 1960s within the ecumenical context. Notwithstanding the existence of the

Otago BD, the study of theology in New Zealand, as in Australia, was typically "carried

out in denominational and institutional isolation".r2a Impetus in the 1960s for the creation

of an ecumenical New Zealand-based diploma qualification came through the JCCU,

which brought the Anglican, Methodist, Congregational and Presbyterian Churches and the

Associated Churches of Christ into negotiation over church union, raising important

questions about the way a united church would train its ministry. Trinity College was an

active participant in these conversations, with kwis, for example, acting as convenor of

the 1965 Conference on Co-operation in Theological Training. That gathering's

reeommendations included the formation of a board of studies "to have general oversight

of theological training", the institution of a theology diploma "of good standard", and the

suggestion that the negotiating churches "consider the possibility of establishing a Union

Theological Seminary" at St John's College.r2s The adoption by the churches of a

constitution and syllabus for the Joint Board of Theological Studies n L967 was followed

by the first exams for the new Diploma Licentiate in Theology (LTh) in L968, with

significant Methodist involvement.l% Eleven of Trinity's twenty trainees enrolled in the

R.W. Hartley, "Recent Ecumenical Developments in Theological Education" in Colloquium, Vol. 20, No.
2,May 1988, p.24.

p.J. kwis], "Joint Commission on Church Union: Conference on Co-operation in Theological Training",
16 August 1965, Curriculum Discussions 1965-1979, TC, Met 08219/4.

For a copy of the JBTS constitution and the LTh syllabus presented to and adopted by the Methodist
Conference see MAC, 7967, pp -36-4O.
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new diploma; [.ewis, Hames, Silvester and Williams were appointed as LTh examiners;

and lrwis became the Board's first Secretary-Treasurer Registrar. From 1968 to the late

1980s the majority of Methodist students training at Trinity enrolled in the LTh.t21

A three-year course, the LTh required teaching in five main disciplines (Old and New

Testament, systematic theology, church history and pastoral theology), and most of its

compulsory papers were already being taught at Trinity. Although, as Davidson noted, the

JBTS diploma was "quite clearly modelled" on older LTh qualifications administered by

the Anglican Church's Board of Theological Studies @TS), the transition to the new

diploma was helped by the fact that its shape also reflected the syllabus already present

within both the Methodist and Presbyterian colleges.la As Williams reported to the 1968

Conference, most changes had been anticipated, giving Trinity's faculty time to "make

adjustments gradually over a number of years."ltt By 1968, for example, the greatest

change to the college's teaching in the 1960s, the introduction of single-year classes, begun

in 1963, was nearly complete.rm Trinity did require extra teaching in the area of church

history to make up the hours stipulated by the LTh cuniculum, and from L970 this was

provided by John Silvester, who shared responsibility for the course with Hames. TWo new

papers were added to the college's syllabus in the late 1960s: a class in philosophical

theology, led by Silvester from 1,968, and an elective @urse in intertestamental literature

taught by lrwis to a combined class of Methodist and Anglican students. No indication has

been found of Methodist lectures in liturgics, comparative religion or South Pacific studies,

the LTh's other elective papers, and Salmon suggested that this was one area of weakness

127

128

See JBTS 1970-1979,1 February 1968, TC, Met 082i9/8; and Allan Davidson, "Background to the Joint
Board of Theological Studies" (unpublished manuscript), 22 October 1991, p.3a.

Set up in 1874, the Anglican BTS began authorising the award of a New Zealand LTh in 1913. The BTS
was succeeded by the Board of Theological Education (BTE) in 1974, a body which ceased examining
after'1,97 5. I bid., p.l.

MAC,1,968, p.184.

By 1965 Trinity had single-year classes in its Old Testament, New Testament, Greek, systematic
theology, and pastoral theology and religious education courses. Church history, ethics, sermon crificism
and Hebrew were combined classes. "Time Table 7965', MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box.
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in Trinity's teaching. Students taking these subjects, he recalled, often had to rely upon

their own reading.r3t

Trinity's move from denominational isolation to cooperation was also seen in its links to

the Otago BD degree. lewis, for instance, had a notable connection with Otago, serving as

a BD examiner in Old Testament papers from 1952 to 1980.132 The 1960s also saw an

increased number of Methodist students pursuing the postgraduate qualification. In his

report to the 1965 Conference, Williams noted that, of the fifteen trainees taking university

courses in that year, eleven were studying for Arts degrees and four were enrolled in BD

subjects. He considered that this was "gratifying evidence of the value of raising [the

college's] entrance standards", and expressed a desire that 'oas time goes by, an increasing

number of students will be graduates and thus able to take BD subjects while at Trinity."l33

Undertaking BD studies at a distance from Dunedin was not easy in the 1960s, and Bennett

recalled that Methodist trainees found it hard to get course information or help from the

University of Otago. They were sent book lists but no lecture notes.rs BD students

supplemented Trinity's ordinary teaching with advanced reading of their own, and attended

extra tutorials with the college's biblical experts, Irwis and Ziesler. The first Methodist

student to complete the BD while at Trinity was Alan kadley, who did so in 1967.135

Overall, Williams was pleased with the academic performance of Methodist students

pursuing tertiary work, suggesting in 1966 that the previous year's BD results "proved that

the standard of tuition in [Trinity's] core subjects is high."r36 This comment points to one

important benefit of both the BD and the LTh. The Methodist college's involvement in a

wider community of learning provided its staffmembers with an outside academic standard

which was previously lacking. External Conference exams had always been more of a

r3r TCOH, Salmon, 17 June 1999.

132 R.O.H. Irvine to J.J. Lewis, 13 May 1980, College Four 1964-1980, TC, Met 08Zlg/15.

133 MAC,1965, p.156.

rr4 TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 1999.

t'5 See Bell, "Annual Report of the Secretary",14 October L968, EC, MCA' ChCh, p.1.

t3t MAC, 1966, p.144. See also lbid., 1961 , p.!45.
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method for keeping "the work and life of the College under scrutiny" than a genuine peer

review. By the 1960s it became "increasingly difficult for extemal examiners" who were

not professional academics "to keep in touch with the rapidly changing field of biblical and

theological studies."r37 The college's links to the BD and LTh qualifications gave

Methodist faculty a means for measuring the content and standard of their instruction

against that of other scholars and teachers working in the same field.

The difficulties Methodist students fased in engaging in tertiary work while at college or

on probation remained a concern of the Board of Studies in the 1.960s, and were

acknowledged in its 1964 report regarding the length of training. Reviving the idea of

granting selected students a fourth year of college preparation, the Board argued that,

where possible, it was better for "those in the full flight of a university course" to carry

their studies "through to completion without interruption." While the recommendation that

applications for a fourth year of college training be received was adopted by the 1964

Conference,t3s the opportunity for extra study was rarely granted. Six students applied to

the Board of Studies for a fourth year between 1964 and L97O, but four of these were

tumed down, most for stationing reasons.t3e In L964, for example, a third-year trainee,

Edwin Clarke, applied for a fourth year at Trinity in order to complete his BA. A'full
discussion" was said to have ensued, during which "it was reported that there [would] be a

stationing shortage" in the coming year, and Clarke's petition was denied. The most the

Board would agree to do was to request the Conference Stationing Committee to appoint

him "near a University centre, if possible.:r1'r0 As was frequently the case in the past, when

it came to a choice, stationing requirements often took priority over the educational needs

of ministry students, even in the 1960s. From the post-war period, college authorities

showed a gteater willingness to invest in the academic development of trainees (by, for

137 BS Minute Book 193L-1965, 10 April 1963, TC, Met 081/5/2.

tjB MAC, 1964, pp.7ZS-27.

ttn The two students granted a fourth year were Bruce Hosking, who studied at the Union Theological
Seminary in New York in 1966 and 1967, and Bill [,oader, who stayed at Trinity for a fourth year in
1967 to take BD units in preparation for later study in Germany.

140 BS Minute Book 1,93I-1965,19 October 1964, TC, MetO81./5l2.In 1965 two further applications for a
fourth year at Trinity were declined o'in view of the stationing situation". Ibid.,20 August 1965.
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instance, sending a number overseas for study), yet they were continually aware of, and

restricted by, pressure from the wider Connexion to produce an uninterrupted supply of

ministry agents.

Efforts to gain university recognition for theology and to enter more fully into the secular

academic community were resumed in the late 1960s by the Methodist, Anglican and

Baptist colleges, but were not successful. For a time, the development of religious studies

in New Zealand was seen as a promising means of introducing the study of theology into

the university setting. Religious Studies Departments opened at the Universities of

Canterbury in t962, Otago in 1968, Massey in 1970 and Victoria in LSTL Begun at

Canterbury as an offshoot of the Philosophy Department, the new discipline offered

courses in church history, the philosophy of religion and the comparative study of religion.

In his 1966 article on the state of theology in New Zealand, the Presbyterian theology

professor, Frank Nichol, affirmed some of the possibilities of religious studies. Praising the

way the Canterbury department took "religion as a phenomenon seriously", encouragng

and advancing the "objective investigation of religious claims", Nichol saw, in the study of

religions other than Christianity, hope of "a breakthrough in ... New Zealand's religious

parochialism." If the initiative could be paralleled at other universities, he predicted, "a

fresh breeze will be blowing the cobwebs from theology."lal

In 1969, after an informal meeting of staff from Trinity, St John's and the Baptist College,

Raymond Foster, the warden of St John's, wrote to the Vice-Chancellor of the University

of Auckland suggesting the establishment of "'a Chair of Religious Studies rather than of

Theology"'.1a2 Corresponding with the various college authorities the following year,

Foster reported that the university committee set up to discuss the proposal was "generally

in favour" of it, but recognised that its implementation depended "entirely upon financial

support - at least initially - from the Church (or Churches)." Foster acknowledged some of

the tensions and sensitivities implicit in an association with the tertiary institution,

observing that the university would undoubtedly want to exercise its own autonomy and

Nichol, "Theology in New Zealand",pp.47-48.

Cited in Davidson, Selvvyn's Legacy,p.234.
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make its own appointment. The churches would have to accept that "the appointee may not

be exactly the sort of person" they might expect, yet, wrote the warden, the university "is a

responsible body and I can't see any way of co-operating with it unless it has our absolute

trust."143 Although outside the scope of this study, the relationship that developed between

the churches and the University of Auckland in the 1990s would encounter dfficulties

relating to these very issues of autonomy.

The "'introduction of courses relating to Religious Studies"' gained support from the

University's Arts Faculty in 197L, but the proposal was rejected by the Senate later in the

year. For the moment, as Foster noted n 1972, "'the door leading to the teaching of

Theology (or Religious Studies) in the University of Auckland [had] been closed"', but, as

he also remarked, "'the need for a strong theological centre in Auckland remain[ed]

paramount"'.r4 Discussions about the study of religion in the university in the 1960s failed

in their objectives, but they helped to put the question of a combined faculty of theology in

Auckland back on the agenda of the colleges. In doing so, they were an important

contributing factor in the decision to establish a joint Anglican-Methodist training

institution in the earlv L970s.ras

Trinity's interest in the 1960s in degrees and diplomas was seen in a continued increase in

the number of Methodist clergy who held academic qualifications. The total of ministers

and probationers with university degrees or diplomas grew from ?A.57c/o in 1960 to

28.577o in 1970.146 There was a significant rise in the number of clergy who had completed

the New Tnaland BD degree from two in 1960 to twelve in 1970, reflecting its popularity

among Methodists seeking higber qualifications.laT

143 R.S. Foster to the Secrelary, St John's College Trust Board; the Principal and Staff, Baptist Theological
College; the Principal and Staff, Trinity Theological College; the Staff, St John's College, 26 May t9'70,
BS Minutes and Conespondence 1,970-L977,TC, Met 0811514.

Cited in D avidson, S e lwy n' s L e ga cy, pp.23 4-35.

Trinity's interest in the university was also seen during this period in its involvement in the establishment
of the Grafton Hall of Residence, a student hostel built on Methodist land and opened in 197I- See Lewis,
Triniry C o llege H o s tel, pp.41 -43.

Thompson, "A New Theology", p,207 .

Figures calculated from MAC, 1960, pp,Z66-69; and lbid., 1970, pp.24-27.
147
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The Methodist college's affirmation of tertiary work in the 1960s showed its continued

regard for the importance of academic priorities for training. While Williams's aims for

ministry preparation were, as earlier noted, more explicitly formational than some of his

predecessors, this involved no downplaying on his part of the value of the intellectual

enterprise. Helping students to master a body of knowledge and the skills required for

theological reflection remained a major part of Trinity's work through a peqpetual routine

of lectures, marks and exams. Within the wider church, however, ambivalence about the

college's academic programme re-emerged in the 1960s in calls for training to be more

responsive to the issues of the modern age.

A desire to see ministry education engage with the needs and mood of the day was

expressed in the 1960s in different ways by Methodists from varied perspectives. A man of

strong academic interests, Graham Bell, for example, secretary of the Board of Examiners

from L964 to 197L, argued in 1966 that the Christian faith faced an intellectual challenge

from secularism and "renewed liberal humanism" in the West and the resurgence of

indigenous religions in the East. Bell was especially concerned about the rise of what he

considered was a "Gospel of Christian Atheism" among modern radical theologians. "In

this sort of world", he contended, Methodist students and probationers needed "not only

hearts that are 'strangely warmed' but also to be academically well qualified, mentally alert

and perceptive of the eternal values and verities."r4 Bell was a Methodist who, like

Ranston and Laws before him, believed the ministry would best respond to the demands of

a new age by being highly educated in the theological disciplines and well-grounded in the

certainties of its evangelical heritage.

By the end of the decade, horvever, other Methodists argued that the times required an

alternative to the traditional model of ministry training. Their suggestions were early signs

of the world-wide debate over styles of theological education that developed in the 1970s

r€ R.G. Bell, "Annual Report of the Secretary 1966",14 October !966,F|C, MCA" ChCh, p.4. Bell's keen
intellect was said to have started him 'bn a theological quest for truth which throughout his ministry
never abated." By 1966 his studies had given him an MA from the University of New Zealand, a BD
from Otago University and a Master of Theology from the Melbourne College of Divinig. MAC, 1995,
p.401.
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and 1980s, and was seen in varied attempts to reorder "the structure and pattern of studies

inherited from the past and [to] submit to criticism the presuppositions" undergirding that

pattern.rae Addressing the Conferen@ as President in L970, for example, Wilf Ford (L920-

1999) asserted that ministry preparation seemed to many people "to lack purpose and

thrust." A past director of Methodism's Christian education activities and holding

progressive social views, Ford called for the church's present system of biblicat and

theological studies to be reorganised and "related directly to the minister's function as a

pioneer and trainer for the mission of Christ in New Zealand in the 20e and 21s centuries."

He contended that the study of sociology should be the background to the curriculum to

give trainees an understanding of issues like "young adult rebellion" and the implications

for the church of "the highly technological sociefy ahead of us."150

A desire for the structural reform of ministry education was also evident in the comments

of Methodists who asked for a greater specialisation in preparation. Reflecting in 1970 on

future directions for the theological college, for instance, Bryan Walker suggested that the

idea of 'core' training needed "considerable modification" so that lecturers had more

flexibility to deal with special developments like in-service and elective training oourses.

Walker believed that Trinity's present core was too detailed and preoccupied with content,

and that competence and freedom in handling and evaluating ideas was at least as

important for the average student as amassing a certain amount of knowledge. 'oWe need",

he declared, "to resist a debased idea of core training which views the student as like a

brand of blotting paper to be tested for its absorbent qualities." Walker argued that trainees

would benefit from "a more general view of the fields of study, combined with excursions

into detail for special assignments, seminars .1".rr151 Similar views were expressed in 1970

Farley, Theologia, p.xi. For a general introduction to this debate see B.G. Wheeler, "Introduction" in B.G.
Wheeler and Edward Farley (eds.), Shifting Boundaries: Contextual Approaches to the Structure of
Theological Education, I-ouisville, Westrrinster Press, L99L, pp.9-28.

W.F. Ford, "A Faith for the Twentieth Century", 31 October 1970, (held by Mary Astley-Ford), pp.14-
15. Ford was director of the Youth Department (later the Department of Christian Education) from 1957
to 1968. He was deeply involved in the marriage guidance movement in New Zealand, was President of
the Homosexual I-aw Reform Society and spoke out against the Vietnam War and apartheid in South
Africa. MAC, 1999, p.447.

B.A. Walker, "Trinity C.ollege: C-omments", [1970], TC Papers 1968-1977, TC, Met 082l9ll!. From his
background in Christian education Ford also expressed concern that the college was too focussed on
content, stating in i964 that Trinity needed to teach "not only the content ofbiblical & theological studies
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by a young minister, Stan West, who proposed that training be comprised of a basic

theological course of one or two years only, followed by the chance to explore some

particular aspect of ministry, perhaps by pursuing a university degree or diploma in social

science, or by developing to a deeper level their theological work.ts2

In the 1960s, the Methodist college's academic teaching engaged fairly openly with

modern intellectual debates, but maintained a traditional pattern of theological study and

showed a strong concern for preserving core disciplines. Trinity's lecturers set out their

aims for teaching in a 1966 paper written in response to the report of the 1965 visitation

team. Replying to the team's queries about the relationship between the curiculum and the

"everyday work of the ministry", the faculty agreed that modern clergy needed to be

"trained for service in a rapidly changing world" and suggested that college work was

"directed towards equipping [students] to think on their feet and to meet ... developing

situations as they arise". The staff affirmed the theological institution's present focus on

the study "of Biblical and Systematic Theology, of the story of the Church in history, and

of Pastoralia", arguing that these were essential equipment, an "irreducible minimum"

"without which the ministry is not educated". Although committed to a traditional structure

of studies, though, Trinity's course, declared lecturers, was not static but had a practical

forward-looking orientation. Within each department of study, stated the faculty,

there is continuous development reflecting both the continuing work of
research around the world and the pressure of world needs. The Church in
history is studied not in terms of an ever mounting mass of 'facts' but in terms
of those earlier situations and issues which have clear relevance to
contemporary discussion and inquiry. Biblical study is involving consideration
of questions arising out of the present ferment, eg. the biblical roots of
kerygma, koinonia, diakonia, and of secularist thought within the Church.
Pastoralia is constantly enriched by on-going clinical research and service.rs3

etc., but also how the minister can ... pass this material on to [the] people." "BS: Minutes of Conference,
1963,p.132 (no.3), p.1.33 (no.8)",119641, BS Minute Book 1931-1965, TC, MetO8i,l5/2.

r52 West to Rushton, 7 November 1970, BS Minutes and Correspondence 1970-1977,TC, Met 081/514.

ts3 "Triennial Visitation", [July 1965], MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.6; and "Report from Staff of
Trinity College", [1966], BS File 1959-1968, TC" Mer 081,1513.
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For the college, engaging with the intellectual mood of the day meant making a response to

new thinking from within the traditional academic curriculum.

This concern for a balance between intellectual exploration and core disciplines was seen

in the Methodist college's biblical teaching, the mainstay of its academic course since the

1930s. In the 1960s Trinity's biblical instruction remained at a consistently high standard,

as a result of the experienced input of Irwis and the fresh energy and leaming of two new

younger lecturers, John Ziesler and Bryan Walker.

The appointment of Ziesler as the college's New Testament specialist in 1962 fueed lrwis
in the 1960s to concentrate on lecturing in Old Testament studies, and during the period he

steadily built a reputation for the "maturity of [his] scholarship>.ls4 Ar a Methodist student

of a later decade remarked, Irwis combined erudition with clarity of thought and "an

ability to express deep and complex ideas with a deceptive simplicify.':1ss 11. had an almost

poetic style of speaking and writing and was valued by some trainees for "the beauty of his

words and sentences".r56 While never noted for a dynamic teaching manner, Lrwis had

qualities of grace and personal integrity which made a strong and positive impact upon

those he met. Encouraging with the slower student, he could also be "patient with the

dreams of the snthusiast."rsT

Ziesler himself was an extremely acute biblical scholar, a man who, "almost from the

beginning", was attracted by scholarship "rather than ministry properly speaking". More

than any of the college's other staff, he followed a nearly uninterrupted academic path from

his time as a trainee. Completing a BA in English and philosophy from the University of

New Zealand in 1952, the year before he entered Trinity as a student, Ziesler undertook

most of his ministry training at Richmond College, Surrey. After graduating BD from the

154 Ian Breward to Jack [Lewis], 24May 1971, College Two L970-1975,TC,Met08219113.

Lynne Wall, "Tribute" inJJ. Lewis, p.10. Wall trained at Trinity from 1975 to 1977, and was appointed
Methodist lecturer in biblical studies at Trinity College in 2000.

TCOH, Rushton,5 February 1998. In contrast to Rushton, Salmon found Lewis's material "lovely rather
than shaqp and helpful for me in the way I was looking at things". /bld., Salmon,17 June 1999,

MAC,2000,N 14.
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University of London in 1955, he gained early teaching experience working as an assistant

tutor at Didsbury College, Bristol before retuming to New Zealand in 1959.15E A short

three-year stint in circuit work followed, and Ziesler joined Trinity's staff as tutor in New

Testament studies in 1962. Unlike the other faculty appointments made to the college

between 1960 and 1963 (those of Williams as principal and John Silvester as lecturer in

theology), that of Ziesler caused little debate within the Connexion. His academic abilities

were obvious, and his English training and experience were perhaps an added attraction for

Methodists who set store upon overseas success. In mid 1967 Ziesler went back to England

for two years to work as a tutor at Wesley College, Cambridge and to complete doctoral

studies, and graduated in 1969 with a PhD for his thesis on "The Pauline Concept of

Righteousness". That work was published at Cambridge, making Ziesler the first of

Trinity's lecturers to have a major piece of academic writing published in England since

Harry Ranston.rse

Deeply committed to scholarship and fresh from periods of overseas study in the 1960s,

Ziesler "quickly raised to a high level [Trinity's] work and research in the New Testament

field."lfl Aware of the most recent biblical writing, he referred ministry trainees to new

works, like Alan Richardson's Introduction to the Theology of the New Testament (1958),

Rudolf Bultmann's Jesus Christ and Mythology (L958) and Kurt Aland's The Problem of
the New Testament Canon (L962).In his classes the tutor explored various approaches to

New Testament criticism, and introduced students to debates over salvation history,

typology and demythologising.r6l Bennett found Ziesler's teaching particularly useful for

BD work, and recalled that in the 1960s he showed a great interest in the so-called "new

quest for the historical Jesus", and in considering the "Sitz-im-Irben" or "life-setting"

from which the biblical material arose. The more evangelical Brookes appreciated Ziesler

ttt John Ziesler to Susan Thompson, 25 May 1999, (held by Susan Thompson).

rse Ziesler's PhD thesis was publishe d, as The Meaning of Righteousness in paul (1972).

rm Lewis, Trinity Coltege Story, p.35.

16r 
lJohn Zieslerl, "New Testament (NT) Studies: Introduction to Johannine Literature and Other Epistles,
History of the Canon", [1965], LN, (held by Don Prince); and Don Prince, "NT Introduction: Literary
and Form criticism of the Synoptic Gospels", [1963], LN, (held by Don prince), p.1
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for the way he connected the devotional life with intellectual study by beginning lectures

with prayer.'62

Appointed on supply to the college in 1963 and 1969, Bryan Walker did not have Ziesler's

academic background, but was a provocative lecturer who brought "sensitivify and skill

[to] his teaching in the New Testament."163 Walker had SCM connections and was

president of the groups based at the Victoria and Auckland universities before training at

Trinity from 1953 to 1954. Graduating MA from the University of New Zealand in 1955,

he studied at Richmond College for trro years but did not add to his qualifications. On his

return to New Zealand in 1957 he worked as general secretary for SCM and began a nine-

year period in circuit ministry from 1959.t* A strong influence upon Salmon because of

his social concerns, Walker was a "man of ideas and originality, [who] added new stimulus

and life" to the college community.165 Reflecting the variety of his interests, for example,

Walker's reading in the late 1960s drew from writings about science and religion, theolog5r

(including Jurgen Moltrnann's 1967 Theology of Hope), the nature and methods of

conservative evangelicalism, and the experiences of the conscientious objector during war-

time.r6 Although his time at Trinity was short, Walker brought a critical intelligent

presence to the college.

The Methodist college's desire to retain certain core theological disciplines was seen

vividly in its response to suggestions in the 1960s that the study of biblical languages

should cease being a compulsory part of ministry education. As noted, the study of Greek

and Hebrew, considered by some Methodists to be "dead languages", was difficult to

TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 7999; andlbid., Brookes, 17 June 1999.

Lewis, Trinity College 9tory,p.40.

NZM,25 May 1967, p.8.

I-ewis, Trinity College Story, p.40.

Writing in the Methodist newspaper in the late 1960s Walker referred to or reviewed Charles Birch's
Nature and God, Moltmann's Theology of Hope, George Target's Evangelism Inc. and Archibald
Baxter's We Will Not Cease. Bryan Walker, "'What a Scientist Can't Dismiss", NZM,8 June 1967, p.5;
Bryan walker, "The Hope to come", Ibid., 1.1 April 1968, p.2; Bryan walker, "Graham weighed and
Found Wanting", 5 December 1968, p.9; and Bryan Walker, "'Front-Line Hero Refused to Wage War",
24 April1969, p.8.
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establish within the academic course. Over the years students and probationers often

struggled with the demands of language work, and a high failure rate in Greek exams was

not uncommon. Since the 1920s Trinity had focussed on the teaching of Greek rather than

Hebrew, but from 1963 trainees were required to take classes in both languages.rut This

policy was questioned by the visitation team of L965, which, although impressed by

lecturers' efforts to make links for students between linguistic studies and Otd and New

Testament work, proposed making languages optional after the first or second year of

training. The team's report broached the idea of "sorting out" students "with a view to

continuing on only those likely to make a reasonable use of their linguistic knowledge."t*

Throughout the 1960s Trinity's staff strongly asserted the need to preserve language study

as an essential part of the academic programme.tu' In its 1966 reply to the 1965 visitation

report, for example, the faculty noted that its insistence upon Greek and Hebrew was fully

in line with the requirements of other theological colleges in New Tnaland and major

seminaries overseas. Ircturers were concerned that Trinity's academic standards should

not fall behind those of similar institutions.lt0 Language study was also regarded as

important for the way it would enable ministry students to study and exegete biblical texts

for themselves. Reflecting in 1968 on the implications of the new LTh, Trinity's staff

suggested that, as "a reasonable aim", trainees should be helped to acquire enough Greek

and Hebrew so they could "share in textual and exegetical study and discussion". Under the

new qualification, languages were only required at the honours level or as a prerequisite for

the advanced Scholar in Theology (STh) diploma, but Methodist lecturers proposed no

reduction in the number of classes devoted to language study.r7l Said to be the basis for

t67 MAC,1963,p.126.

168 "Triennial Visitation", puly 1965], MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.6.

run Walker alone within the bibtical department seems not to have been convinced of the need for Greek and
Hebrew, writing in 1970 that he saw "no realistic case for making the study of biblical languages
compulsory beyond a certain elementary level sufficient to enable students to recognise significant words
in commentaries." At the same time, he argued that trainees who chose language study "should be taken a
good deal further more quickly than is possible under our present system." Walker, "Trinity College",
[1970], TC Papers 7968-1977,TC, Met O8Zl9l1.'t.

r70 "Report from Staff of rrinity college", [1966], BS File 1959-1968, TC, Met 08r/5/3.

ttl "Staff Requirements in Relation to the Agreed Sytlabus for the LTh", [Octob er !968), Ibid.
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sound theology, the ability to engage in exegetical study from a knowledge of the biblical

languages was also thought necessary if students were to utilise and assess the value of

modern commentaries and translations. Writing in 1966, faculty members pointed out that

the teaching of Greek was the college's main priority, "because of the supreme importance

of New Testament study", but affirmed the need for Hebrew too, quoting the biblical

scholar Alan Richardson, who declared that ignorance of Hebrew "'was a serious weakness

in the armoury of the Christian teacher and apologist today,,,.172

Despite the college's arguments, some Methodists continued to query the need for ministry

students to learn Greek and Hebrew. The mover of a L969 resolution from the Otago-

Southland synod that biblical languages o"be no longer a compulsory part of [Trinity's]
curriculum"', the Methodist minister, Donald Phillips, was especially concerned for

trainees who had "no facility for language, and who would be helped more by a study of

the English translations."lT3 In 1970 Phillipps sent the Board of Studies a letter on the

subject of language study from Bernhard W. Anderson, professor of Old Testament

theology at Princeton Theological Seminary. Anderson had reservations about abandoning

Greek and Hebrew "as a presupposition for theological education", warning of the dangers

of a "cult of contemporaneity" which did not take seriously the biblical tradition. Yet, he

also noted that, in modern society, the role of the ministry was changing rapidly from the

days when it was expected that they "could not only read the original [biblical] text but

make a judgement upon matters of textual criticism." The need for clergy to have the

specialist skills of biblical scholarship was passing. Anderson confirmed that, in America,

many major theological colleges had abandoned the requirement of Greek and Hebrew, and

sought ways to introduce students "into the biblical context on the basis of English

translations". This included all Methodist seminaries.lTa Like Phillipps, Anderson thought it

"Report from Staff of Trinity C-ollege", [1966], lbLd. Richardson's quote was from his book, The Bibte in
the Age of Science (1961).

Donald Phillipps to the Secretary, Board of Studies, 11 September 1970, BS Minutes and
Correspondence 1970-1977, TC, Met 08llil4 and BS Minute Book 1968-1977, LS September 1969, TC,
Met 081/5/5, p.10.

B.W. Anderson to Donald Phillipps, 2 September 1970, BS Minutes and Correspondence lgT\-tg77,TC,
Met 081/5/4' As John Parris observed in L966, debate over language requirements was also taking place
in Australian churches, leading Methodists there to recommend that languages be left optional. J.R.
Parris, "The Free Church Achievement" in Rex Davis (ed.), The Morpeth Papers: A Collection of Papers
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unreasonable to demand that students without linguistic gifts should learn Greek and

Hebrew, and described this as "a form of legalism", which either alienated people from the

Bible or "pre-empted so much time in language study" that "the significant questions of
interpretation in the modem world" were missed.t?s

Anderson's letter showed the way attitudes to the place of biblical languages in ministry

education were changing world-wide in the late 1960s. Once viewed as an essential

requirement for all candidates, the study of Greek and Hebrew came to be seen as a

specialist area for trainees who had particular gifts or an interest in languages. Accepting,

albeit reluctantly, in the early 1970s, that the mood within New Zealand Methodism was

"anti-language", Trinity's faculty would be forced to revise its academic priorities.l?6

From the mid 1960s the study of theology at Trinity College occuned within the context of
debate over the attempts of liberal scholars to express traditional Christian doctrine in new

ways. Theological controversy in Britain, Australia and New Zealand was associated with
books like John Robinson's Honest to God (1963), which drew upon the thinking of
Rudolf Bultmann, Paul Tillich and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, and popularised such terms as

'religionless Christianity' and 'demythologising the Bible'. Considering the impact of
Honest to God in Britain, Rupert Davies wrote that it "did not so much create as bring out

into the open many uncertainties about God, Christ, prayer and the church which had been

seething underground."l77 As noted earlier, debate in New 7-ealand centred on the dispute

that arose within the Presbyterian Church in 1966 and 1967 over Lloyd Geering,s views on

the resumection of Jesus and the immortality of the soul. Geering's position as the principal

and professor of Old Testament at the Theological Hall focussed some attention on that

Read at the Bishop of Newcastle's Conference on Theological Educatian HeId at St John's College,
Morpeth,,lr.s.w., February 14-17, 1966, Newcastle, Diocese of Newcastle,1966,pp.4647.

Anderson to Phillipps, 2 September 1970, BS Minutes and Conespondence lg't}-lg7:l,TC, Met 0gll5l4.

"To AII Members of the Board of Studies of Trinity college,', [lg7ollg7ll,Ibid.

Davies, "Training of the Methodist Ministry", p.1lg.

17.5

t'|6

tTl
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institution,'t* but the controversy raised questions for all the mainstream denominations

about the nature and adequacy of ministry preparation.

For Breward, for saample, "one of the most distressing features" of the Geering

controversy was the way it exposed weaknesses in Presbyterian theological training. He

noted a lack of clarity about the way some of the issues were debated, and observed that

people were often "unable to see or hear aspects of Geering's arguments". Breward

suggested that too many ministers had not kept up their reading after college, and that lay

people had not been informed about the latest scholarly trends and were living "in a

theological vacuum." He traced a general inability to cope with the controversy to an

inadequate understanding both of the biblical concept of unity, which never meant "an

absence of boat-rocking", and of "the prophetic and disturbing element of the Word of

God."l7e Colin Brown similarly noted that Anglican responses to Geering's views were

often marked by theological shallowness. Linking this lack of depth to an Anglican

"aversion to 'systematic theology"', Brown asserted that the denomination's theological

teaching on doctrine, church history, Christian ethics and the philosophy of religion

suffered from serious weaknesses up to and through the L960s.1e

It seems doubtful that Methodists were any better equipped than Presbyterians or

Anglicans to cope with the theological controversies of the mid to late 1960s. Reflecting on

the Geering debate, Bryan Gilling suggested that, of the mainline Protestant denominations

in New Zealand, "Methodism was already the most theologically liberal" and so was "less

taken by surprise" by the affair.l8r This judgement was true of many of the church's leaders

r78 Among the questions raised for Presbyterians by the controversy was the place of the Bible in theological
education; the freedom of faculty to teach their own theories as distinct from expounding the church's
official standards; and the recognition of the needs of conservative students. The South Auckland
Presbytery, for example, requested that students who objected to the teaching of the Theological Hall be
permitted to study overseas at colleges which upheld the Reformed faith. Breward, Grace and Truth,
pp.99-103.

t'e lbid.,p.roo.

t*u Colin Brown, "The End of Anglican Innocence? The 'Geering Controversy' and Anglicanism" in James
Veitch (ed.), Faith in an Age of Turmoil: .Essays in Honour of Lloyd Geering, London, Oriental
University Press, 1.990, pp.21,1,-1,3.

"1 Gilling, "'Lloyd, I believe."', p.33.
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in the 1960s (men like Ford, Petch and l,ewis), and responses in the Methodist newspaper

to the so-called "new" theology and to Geering's writing was oflen favourable. Phyllis

Guthardt, for example, described Geering's God in the New World (1968) as "patient, wise

and scholarly", and considered it "an admirable bridge of the gap between pulpit and

pew."ttt In his review of the book, I-ewis expressed wann appreciation of Geering's

scholarship and faith, although took issue with his treatment of some biblical themes.l83

Gilling's assessment did not, however, appty generally to the whole Methodist

constituency. There was frequently a gap between the direction taken by the Conference

and attitudes in the circuit and, if anything, this tended to grow in the late-twentieth

century, especially over some social and moral issues.le A significant evangelical

perspective remained within New Zealand Methodism, and its presence was evident in

debate over the evangelistic methods of Billy Graham, and in angry reactions to the

perceived intrusion of politics into worship services at Conference.ttt It is likely, then, that,

at the 'grass roots' level, the theological disputes of the 1960s evoked among Methodists

the kind of questioning that took place in other denominations, and that this was marked by

a similar degree of confusion, misunderstanding and ignorance of contemporary theology.

Like Presbyterian and Anglican clergy, Methodist ministers were exposed to up-to-date

scholarship during their theological training, but there is no evidence to suggest that they

were any better than their counterparts at communicating that learning to congregations.

Theological questioning provided a challenging context for the teaching of systematic

theology within the Methodist college in the 1960s. While the institution does not appear

to have been deeply divided by issues of theology, varying points of view were present

among both staff and students. In L966, for example, early in the Geering dispute, Williams

Phyllis Guthardt, "'God in the New Wodd', As Seen By a Parson", NZM,25 April 1968, p.4.

J.J. Lewis, "Where the Geering Book Falls Short", Ibid,,4 July 1968, p.5.

Methodist conflict over the bicultural journey and homosexuality in the 1990s illustrated the gap between
Conference policy and attitudes in the pews.

For a summary of opposing Methodist views about Graham's crusades, see R.F. Clement and J.A.
Penman, "Billy Graham for N.Z.?u, NZM, 4 August 1,966, p.12. Speakers at the 1966 Conference
included Keith Sinclair, history professor at the University of Auckland, and Don McKenzie, English
professor at Victoria University. Comments made regarding the New Zealand Government's actions in
Vietnam evoked angry letters to the Methodist newspaper and accusations that an opportunity for
Christian witness was turned into "political soap-box". Ibid.,24 November 1966,p.2.

185
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observed in his report to Conference that Methodist trainees had been "exposed to the

unsettlement of modern theological conffoversies". Diverse opinions were openly

expressed, but the principal believed a sense of fellowship was holding.l86 The following

year he informed the College Council that there were "some signs that the unsettled period

of doubt is tapering off', yet acknowledged the continuing "problem of theological

integrity".rsT

Trinity's theology lecturer from 1965 was John Silvester, who played an importaut role in

guiding ministry students through the intellectual debates of the period. A trainee at the

Methodist theological institution from 1935 to L937, Silvester pursued a developing

interest in theology and philosophy through university work, completing a BA in 1939

from the University of New Zealand. Alongside circuit ministry he undertook a

postgraduate course in philosophy at the Victoria University College and at Canterbury

College, where his studies were supervised by Dr Karl Popper.rs A refugee from Hitler's

Anschluss and a leader in the field of modern logic and scientific methodology, Popper

made Silvester "aware how far my previous teachers were out of touch with movements in

thought on the other side of the world." Popper brought Silvester up-to-date with

developments in the philosophy of science, showing him their bearing on religion and

ethics and raising questions which profoundly shaped his understanding of faith and

theology.lse Silvester graduated MA from the University of New Zealand in Lg4L.

Appointed Methodist tutor in theology in 1963 and given a year's study leave in

preparation, he travelled overseas in 1964, visiting theological colleges in Melbourne,

t* MAC,1966, p.145.

187 TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 12 April 1967,TC, Met 081/1/5.

ls Popper was senior lecturer in philosophy at Canterbury C-ollege from 1937 to 1,945, and had a profound
impact on the institution's academic life. E.T. Beardsley noted the way Popper exposed the College to
contemporary European ideas, "expressed in a thick Viennese accent but with startling clarity and
directness", which acted as "a kind of intellectual gfiampagne after the dry depression years." Popper
wrote his best-known work, The Open Sociery and lts Enemics (1945), while at Canterbury. E.T.
Beardsley, "Augustan Repose: 1918-48" in W.J. Gardner, E.T. Beardsley and T.E. Carter, A History of
the Universiry of Canterbury: 1873-1973, Christchurch, University of Canterbury,1973, p.263.

tu' In later life, Silvester wrote about his relationship with Popper and the way the philosopher influenced his
thinking. See Silvester, "Counter Revolution", pp.I7 -23.
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Singapore, England and America, and attending New College, Edinburgh for lectures

under the theologians T.F. Torrance and John Mclntyre.rm

Silvester came to his appointment at Trinity with twenty-five yearE' experience of circuit

ministry and a background of solid reading and thinking in the theological field. For the

new tutor, theology was, as lrwis remarked, "a discipline with substance", and Silvester

was a serious thinker who read and digested all "the big books".rer An interest, from

student days, in the theology of Karl Barth, for example, saw him endeavour to keep pace

with his thinking as it evolved through the massive thirteen volume series, Church

Dogmatics (L932-67). Throughout his life, Silvester became "increasingly convinced" of

the importance of Barth,rez but in his teaching and writing in the 1960s showed an openness

to conservative theology and to various forms of "new theology". In 1963, for instance, he

responded warmly to John Robinson's Honest to God, writing that Robinson was

"undoubtedly right" in expressing a "demand for reality in twentieth century Christianity."

While acknowledging that the book was open to many criticisms, Silvester defended its

author and the scholars he quoted (Tillich, Bultmann and Bonhoeffer) from the accusation

of being "cheap critics of Christian orthodoxy". 'TVhen I read these men," he declared, '1

find that they open up practically all the ancient theological questions."tn3 Writing about

"Theology Today" in 1969, Silvester displayed his wide reading and ability to keep abreast

of his field, discussing uew currents of thought in America and Europe among Catholic and

Protestant theologians like Hans Kung, Karl Rahner, Paul van Buren, Norman Pittenger,

John Macquarie and Michael Ramsay. He was aware too of an emerging concern from

Christians in Asia, Africa and Latin America for "a theology of revolution." In assessing

such theological developments, Silvester argued that each was "entitled to proper

appreciation" for they all had important things to say. Yet, noting that none was "immune

from criticism", he also affirmed "a conservatism which is not reactionary but which keeps

J. Silvester, "Abroad with John Silvester", NZMT,5 September 1964, pp.158-59.

Lewis, The Trinity College Story,p.54; and TCOH, L€wis, 20 August 1996.

Silvester, The Way of A Christian,p.25.

John Silvester, "How Honest Can You Be'!", NZMT,7 September 1963, pp.154-55.
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on asking fundamental questions".re4 Silvester, as Brookes observed, was willing to

broaden his understanding but would not be swept away by the latest theological fashion.res

Methodist ministry students in the 1960s, then, were introduced to a range of viewpoints

including secular theologies, the 'death of God' movement and process theology "with no

sense that these were inappropriate or not to be thought about seriously." Silvester's

teaching style reflected his training in philosophy, and this brought to the college a

perspective which had been lacking. Salmon, for example, recalled the way the tutor used

philosophical frameworks to help trainees to see the underlying structure of the discipline

they were studying. While Silvester was often considered an unimaginative, even

ponderous lecturer, his material was "exceptionally clear, logical and ordered", and

presented in a manner that gave students an understanding of the background and

significance of a topic. Valuing this kind of philosophical undergirding, Salmon regarded

Silvester as the most influential of his teachers at Trinity, and attributed to him his own

development as a theologian and philosopher.re6 The tutor's new LTh course on

philosophical theology was also highly rated by numerous students, Brookes noting that it
opened "new worlds in terms of reflecting on theology", and Brian Turner observing the

way it put all of theology "into some sort of coherent perspective."reT Silvester's ability to

set current debates in a wider intellectual context combined with his conviction that the

fundamentals of Christian faith needed to be expressed positively to give students a solid

theological foundation for ministry. re8

Overall, trainees who were inclined towards a liberal theology were probably least

disturbed by the theological controversies of the mid to late 1960s. Bennett, for instance,

rea John Silvester, "Exciting Currents from Catholicism", NZM,28 August 1969, p.5; "America Takes the
Initiative", Ibid.,71 September 1969, p.5; "New Thrusts in Germany, U.K.", 25 September 1969, p.7;
and "Ecumenism, and New Theology", 9 October 1969, p.5.

rn5 TCOH, Brookes, 17 June 1999.

te6 lbid., Salmon, 17 June 1999.

te' Ibid., Brookes, 17 June 1999; and Brian Turner to P.P. Rushton, 3 December 1970, BS Minutes and
Correspondence \97O-19'77, TC, Met OBIIS/4.

tt* John Silvester,'This Peqplexes Me',, NZMT,28 September 1957,p.292.
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was excited by some of the new liberal thinking of the period, and had the impression that

books llke Honest to God caused discussion rather than division within the Trinity

community. She appreciated the emphasis Williams placed on the development of stages of

belief, considering that it helped her not to be carried away by theological extremes. The

principal taught her that a mature interpretation of faith was "open, cautious and

responsible".re Although identifying himself as a charismatic while at Trinity, Salmon

noted that he found it easy to engage with the 'secular theologies'. Able to move between

theological perspectives, he had no difficulty, for gaamplo, using Bultmann's biblical

approach as a basis for a charismatic-style of preaching. Salmon recalled a "general

feeling" in the late 1960s, among those studeuts who expressed an opinion, that Geering's

position was 'ogood 1920s or 1930s biblical research".2m

Unlike Bennett or Salmon, however, Brookes came out of a conservative evangelical

background, and found the disputes of the 1960s more unsettling. Sympathetic to the

theology of Barth and Brunner, he strongly opposed some of Geering's views. Brookes

was aware of division among the students, and remembered painful arguments as he

attempted to defend a traditional evangelical viewpoint.mt If, in the face of a more liberal

mood within and without the college, Brookes's feelings were shared by other students,

then, in the 1960s as in the post-war era, Trinity's evangelical students appear to have

experienced training as being a time when their beliefs were put under threat.

Trinity's academic curriculum remained fairly unaltered in the 1960s, but the college's

instruction was modernised by the adoption of new methods of teaching and assessment.

Facilitated by the arrival of a fourth tutor in 1962, the introduction of single year classes

from 1963 was, as already noted, particularly significant. In its report, the 1,965 visitation

team observed that, although lecturers had a heavier work load (being required to cover the

whole three-year cycle each year), the change had helped to reduce the long-standing

teaching problem created by the wide diversity of gifts and academic attainment that

1s TCOH, Bennett, 15 May 1999.

2M lbid., Salmon, 17 June 1999.

'ut lbid., Brookes, 17 June 1999.
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existed among students. The team was also impressed at the way the design of a new

classroom block (added to the Grafton site in 7964) was enabling greater participation by

students in lectures and the increased use of seminars. There was no evidence, the visitors

wrote, of the past tendency for material to be "dictated laboriously" to trainees "with a

view to its being fed back to the examiner in due season." Instead, questions and discussion

were now common, and students were given encouragement to engage in personal

research, preparing papers to be read in class.202 The shift from the notion that students

should be passive recipients of a body of knowledge to the idea that they could be active

participants in their own learning processes marked education in both the secular and

religious sphere in the 1.960s, and would intensify in the 1970s and 1980s.

In L963 the Methodist college was released from the restraints imposed upon teaching by

the traditional system of external Conference exarns, described by Hames n 1962 as an

educational "anachronism".203 As Lewis noted, this was a revolution which took a long

time to achieve, reflecting the Connexion's reluctance to give up a rather archaic and even,

in the way it tested lecturers as well as students, offensive method of inspection.2s The

change was proposed on the grounds that external examiners found it difficult to keep up

with rapidly changing scholarship, and that an adequate scrutiny of the life and work of the

college involved more than monitoring its academic eff,ciency. Appealing (inconectly) to

the Methodist scene in England, the Board of Studies suggested that the New 7-ealand

church follow the example of training colleges there by replacing external examinations

with a system of regular visitation.zo5 Visitation teams were sent to Trinity in 1965 and

1968, and produced very detailed reports covering issues relating to: the college's staffing

a2 '"Iriennial Visitation", [July 1965], MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box, p.5. John Ziesler's third-year New
Testament class, for example, was made up of lecfures given by the tutor, exegetical work, and seminars
presented by students. See [John Ziesler], "NT Studies: Johannine Literature", [1965], LN, (held by Don
Prince).

2o3 MAC,1962,p.L29.

e TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996.

'os MAC, 1963, p.I32.ln response to a request for information about college visitations in Great Britain, the
connexional secretary, Bill I.aws (1914-L992) received a letter stating that such visitations did "not in any
way affect the system of examinations." The visits were said to have been introduced in addition to
existing exams, which were run by the various universities with which each college was connected. E.W.
Baker to W.R. Laws, 25 November 1964, MCA, ChCh, TC Visitations Box.
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and governance; its curriculum, educational aims and methods of teaching; and the nature

of the student body. Conveying a "much more intimate and accurate picture" of the

theological institution's life, the visitation reports raised pertinent questions for both the

college and the church about the direction of ministry preparation. Lewis believed the new

system also set staff free "to develop their disciplines in new and more imaginative

directions."2ffi In his 1966 report Wiltiams informed the Conference that the college had

instituted internal half-yearly exams which were spread over a number of weeks "to the

relief of the students."aT

ln contrast to the post-war period, Trinity's academic prograurme in the years from L963 to

1"970 was marked by a sense of vitality and new directions. The college's involvement in

the JBTS reflected a growing commitment to ecumenical cooperation in the study of

theology. Trinity's teaching was well-grounded and up{o-date, introducing students to

ftesh, scholarly perspectives and engaging vigorously with the intellectual disputes of the

day. Old forms of instruction and assessment were gradually replaced by more

participatory styles of learning. In the 1960s these developments kept the academic

dimensions of Methodist ministry preparation to a high standard, balancing the college's

increasing emphasis on practical training. The comments of Walker, Ford and West,

however, were early signs of a desire among some liberal Methodists for a radical

reordering of the college's pattem of studies. For the momenq this was resisted by Trinity's

staff who believed that it was possible to respond to the needs and concerns of a changing

world while presewing what they considered was the core of the academic programme.

Conclusion

From the mid 1960s, increasing social and religious dislocation generated calls within New

Zealand Methodism for clergy training to be more practical, specialised and relevant.

While reflecting long-standing denominational tensions over education, the debates and

Lewis, Triniry College Srory, p.38.

MAC,7966,p.145.
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changes of the period also pointed to the emergence of new styles and models of ministry

and its training.

The years from 1963 to 1970 were notable, for example, for the importance placed by

Trinity's principal, David Williams, upon training in counselling. Infonned by the insights

of psychology, Williams's teaching enhanced students' ability to minister to people in

crisis, yet evoked continued disquiet among Methodists who were suspicious of such

modern scientific learnings. Occurring alongside a diminished concern for equipment in

general skills like preaching and evangelism, the college's pastoral emphasis also led to the

development of a specialist therapeutic view of ordained work. The long-term cost of a

shift away from a traditional general practitioner understanding of Methodist ministry has

not yet been fully counted, but from the 1960s and 1970s contributed to clergy losses and

probably to a basic devaluing of local congregations at a time when they were struggling

for viability.

Although not a major part of the Methodist college's prograrnme, the initiatives taken by

Williams in the area of spirituality were also influenced by his interest in personal

development. The small group work of the 1950s and 1960s pointed to the beginnings of a

more directed approach to nurturing the religious lives of trainees. As in the post-war

period, though, the college disptayed less interest than in past years in encouraging the

growth of a traditional evangelical piety.

The strengthening of the pastoral emphasis at Trinity in the 1960s moved the college

towards a mote specialist vocational style of preparation, straining its ability to hold

together varying training priorities. Despite this, however, Trinity's academic work

remained robust and its vitality helped to mitigate against the near dominance of the

pastoral department. The desire of some Methodists in the 1960s to see a reordering of the

structure of studies reflected the start of a world-wide debate over the nature of theological

education. Yet, for the most part, the college's academic teaching resisted trends towards

greater specialisation. The new LTh diploma, for instance, started to move the study of

theology out of a narrow denominationalism, helping to create the necessary conditions for

its eventual acceptance in the wider university setting. The Methodist faculty wers
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cornmitted to offering students the basics of a general theological education, which

included proficiency in the biblical languages.

While the 1960s saw growing pressures for change, then, overall the training patterns and

combinations of priorities that had been characteristic of the Methodist college since the

early twentieth century tended to hotd firm. Maori reflection on ministry education,

though, presented the denomination with a new and potent challenge. Greater ethnic

diversity within Trinity's student body in the 1960s may have raised cultural sensitivities,

yet had minimal practical effect in terms of helping trainees to explore the nature of cross-

cultural encounters, or of responding to the particular needs of Maori and Pacific Island

students. Like Winiata in the 1930s, Methodist Maori in the 1960s undertook their own

evaluation of Maori priorities, reflecting upon the need for indigeuous leadership,

critiquing the European bias of the college, and fonnulating a new approach to Maori

training which sought to preserve cultural distinctiveness. This thinking would come to

fruition in the 1970s.



Chapter Six

Becoming Ecumenist s, 197 t-197 9

A time of "ferment and change, subversion and challenge", the 1970s presented Methodist

ministry preparation with unprecedented pressures for change.t The period saw a growing

desire for ecumenical theological education, intense debate over styles of learning, a more

vigorous questioning by Maori and women of the assumptions underlying training, and

increasing concem that students be made aware of social and political questions. These

were some of the signs of 'ocrisis and promise" marking ministry education world-wide.2 In

responding to such pressures, those involved in preparation disptayed a willingness to

experiment and a degree of defensiveness. Resulting changes to training brought

opportunity and loss, enriching the community life of the theological college while

exposing division. Most notably, the chaotic mix of forces present in the 1970s led to a

breakdown in the balance long-sought by Methodist theological educators between the

academic, practical and spiritual dimensions of training.It became increasingly difficult for

the college to hold together varying ministry priorities in the face of such diverse and

contending demands.

1. Training Aims in the 1970s

Social and economic changes prefigured in the late 1,960s carried over into New Zealand

society in the 1"970s, making the decade a turbulent one. After a brief turn upwards, for

example, the nation's economy was badly shaken by the oil crisis of 1973. Past prosperity

was replaced by economic instability and New Zealanders experienced spiralling inflation,

unemployment and a growing disparity between the rich and the poor. In the 1.970s the face

L.J. Wall, "Issues Facing the Methodist Church" inJJ. Lewis,p.39.

In 1978 the first edition of the WCC'S new publication, Ministerial Formation, identified a greater
ecumenical awareness, pedagogical reform, the development of decentralised and non-formal training
models, and a responsiveness to global issues of the day as being among the modern challenges facing
theological education. "Programme on Theological Education", Ministerial Formetion, January L978,
pp-3-5.
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of New Zealand politics became more volatile and an increasingly combative and

polarising style was embodied by the Prime Minister from 1975 to L984, Robert Muldoon.

Contending voices spoke out over issues like sporting contacts with South Africa, nuclear

testing, abortion and homosexuality. During this period Maori political activists and the

movement for women's liberation emerged as prominent pressure groups with a sense of

identity and grievance and strong agendas for change.3

For the mainstream denominations in New Zealand, the 1970s was a time of

disappointment, division and continuing decline. Like society at large, the churches felt the

impact of increasing polarisation, and issues of "racialism, social justice, [and] the nuclear

threat ... spawned intense reflection about biblical doctrines of reconciliation and justice".a

Support for radical causes drew rebuke from evangelicals and charismatics who took a

conservative social and moral view and who experienced rapid growth in the 1970s, both

in traditional denominations and in smaller pentecostal groups like the Assemblies of God

and New Life Centres. Overall, the membership figures of the mainline churches continued

to decline throughout the decade. Methodist statistics, for example, fell more sharply in the

1970s than in the 1960s, from a total of 31,147 members n L97l to 22,867 members in

L979, while the denomination's affiliation in the national census dropped from 6.47o n
L97l to 4.7Vo in 1981.5 Inspired by an ecumenical vision, leaders from the five negotiating

churches sought renewal and a sense of relevancy for their institutions in a scheme for

church union from the mid 1960s to the early 1970s. Yet hopes were dashedwhenThe

Plan for Union (L97L) was narrowty rejected by the Anglican General Synod in 1974 and

1976.

The Methodist college's principal from 1971 to L979 was the biblical lecturer, John Lewis.

A member of Trinity's full-time staff since L953, tewis was widely esteemed for his

scholarship and personal graciousness and, unlike some previous appointments, his

McRobie, "The Politics of Volatility", p.385; and Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted Christianity,
pp.302-303.

Matheson, "Contours of Christian Theology", p.265.

"Summary of General Returns", MAC, I97l; and lbid., 1979. Davidson ancl Lineham, Transplanted
Christianity, p.3O1 .
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selection as head of the theological institution appeared to cause no controversies. Lewis

had a comprehensive vision of training and sought to hold together the different

dimensions of preparation. Where Williams expressed mainly formational aims, directed

towards producing a specialist therapeutic style of ministry, Irwis considered that clergy

education needed to be an interplay between academic and formational objectives,

preparing students for a variety of ministry forms.

Iewis shared with Williams a focus on the student as a person, and believed that the task of

a theological college was (after the words of Dietrich Ritschl) to help train "relevant

people, [who were] able to stand on their own feet in changing situations, taking

responsibility for their own learning."6 Emphasising the individuality of each student, he

stated to the Trinity College Council from 197L his desire to build courses around trainees

according to their varied experience and abilities, rather than trying to fit them into a

stereotype. Like Williams, lrwis was also aware that forms of ministry were in a state of

change, and recognised that students needed to be equipped to meet the demands of new

situations. Unless the work of a college was firmly rooted in present realities and alert to

contemporary issues, he argued, it would surely fail.7

Yet, whatever the mode (and lrwis asserted that "[e]very ministry is specialist, the G-P

ministry most of all"), the Methodist principal was also convinced of the priority of sound

learning.E Speaking at the L972 Anglican Consultation on the Church's Ministry, for

eaample, he argued that it was "not enough to train for situations, for situations change but

a man's ministry must go on." Irwis held that, in order to be sustained in ministry in a

rapidly changing world, students required study both in vocational skitls and in the basic

foundation disciplines of biblical studies, systematic theology, history and pastoral work.

Warning against anti-intellectualism, he urged that learning have content so that it was "an

offering of the best in mind and spirit.' White sharing Williams's desire that, as far as

possible, students be self-directing in their work, Lewis affirmed the essential role of the

o 
[J.J. Lewis], "Reflections on Theological Training", [c1980], College Three 1978-1984, TC, Met
O82/91L4,p.3.

TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 10 February 1971, TC, Met 081/1/5; and I-ewis, Trinity College Story, p.61..

J.J. Lewis, "Ministerial Training", n.d., College Two 1970-197S,TC,Met08Zl9/I3. '
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teacher as "a stimulus and enabler", observing that even "the Rogerian method needs its

Carl Rogers and a host of interpreters to point the direction in a disciplined way." The new

principal considered that one of the dangers in making the student's concerns central was

that he or she could become "too self-conscious and a dabbler."e For [,ewis, ministry

training needed to be "an interplay between the academic and the practical, the given and

the unexplored, the theological and the pastoral."lo In any assessment of students, then, he

would ask four major questions:

Has the student grown as a person? In changing situations, is he able to identify
the real issues? Does he know where to find and how to handle the resources of
the Church? Is he developing the skills of Ministry?tr

In the 1970s, like Hames, Ranston and Laws before him, Irwis sought a creative tension

between the varying dimensions of training. Inoking to assert the balance between

knowledge, skills and vital piety, he was concerned to hold together an acceptance of

flexibility and diversity, which was in tune with individual student needs and the changing

times, with the discipline and intellectual sustenance he believed was provided by the study

of the traditional theological disciplines. In the midst of calls for radical change,

maintaining such a middle way would be a formidable task.

2. From the City to the Suburbs

Of all the changes facing Methodist ministry education in the 1970s, the theological

institution's move from its Grafton site in 1.973 into partnership with the Anglican college

at St John's was among the most demanding. It demonstrated again the mobility that had

earlier marked Methodist training, and showed the denomination's willingness to lift its

tent pegs and move, seeking the enrichment of a changed context. Yet, it also brought a

J.J. Lewis, "Response" in Church of the Province of New Zealand, Consultation on the Church's
M inistry, 22-25 May 1972, p.27 .

Lewis, Trinity College Story,p.61.

J.J. Lewis, "Report to the Board of Governors: The College of Saint John the Evangelist", [1975],
Methodist Staff Papers 1974-1978,TC, Met OBZIg|9,p.2.

tl
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sense of sadness as links with historical traditions were inevitably broken. The ecumenical

relationship would have an impact on both the academic and formational aspects of

Methodist ministry preparation, ffid be characterised by significant "pitfalls and

possibilities".rz Conceived at a time when church union seemed close to fulfilment, the

joint venture in theological education would turn out to be one of the longestJasting and

most tangible by-products of ecumenism in New Tnaland.

The coming together of the Anglican and Methodist colleges in New 7*aland took place

within the context of a world-wide change in church relations brougbt about by the

ecumenical movement. There was a growing desire among many Christians, expressed in

the 1952 Lund Principle, that churches "'should not act together in all matters except those

in which deep differences of conviction compel them to act separately"'.tt As Hartley

noted, theological education was seen as an opportunity for joint action, and some re-

grouping of denominational institutions occurred.ra In England, for example, the Methodist

and Anglican colleges in Birmingham united n L97l to form the new Queen's College.rs

Ecumenical initiatives also took place in Australian theological training when, in 1.972, the

Melbourne College of Divinity (MCD) was granted the power to establish courses to be

taught in "associated teaching institutions". Links with the university were pioneered in

1979 when denominational colleges joined in a consortium to form the Adelaide College of

Divinity, providing teaching for a degree awarded by the Flinders University of South

Australia.ls

In New Tnaland, as previously noted, the theological institutions were increasingly

involved in ecumenical activities relating to ministry education from the mid 1960s.

The phrase "pitfalls and possibilities" was used by Lewis in his report to the 1974 Methodist Conference.
MAC,1974,p.267.

Cited in Morris West, "Lund Principal" in Dictionary of the Ecumenical Movement, Nicholas bssky (ed.
et al), Geneva, WCC Publications, 199L, p.633. The Lund Principle was formulated at a WCC Faith and
Order conference in 1952.

Hartley, "Recent Ecumenical Developments", p.25.

See Davies, "Training of the Methodist Ministry", pp,l2l-23.

Hartley, "Rocent Ecumenical Development s", pp.25 -26.

t5
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Members of the colleges of the negotiating churches, for example, worked together through

the JBTS, engaged in joint conversations over issues like multi-racial training, and, from

1964, exchanged scholarly ideas in the new forum of the Anglican-initiated journal, The

New Zealand Thealogical Review.rT In the 1960s ministry students continued to hold joint

social, devotional and study gatherings as they had at intervals since the 1930s.18 The

proposal to form a "Union Theological Seminary" on the St John's site was initially made

by the warden of the Anglican college, Raymond Foster, in 1965, and was revived

informally in 1968 and on an official basis with the Methodist acting-principal in

September l970.re Described by Davidson as an "initiator and innovator", Foster was an

Old Testament scholar whose close friendship with Lewis helped to strengthen links

between Trinity and St John's.20 The Methodist college responded positively to the

Anglican invitation, and a series of meetings was held from 1970 to L972 between the

college faculties, and between the St John's Board of Governors and the Trinity College

Council, giving shape to a plan to bring together the two theological institutions.

Throughout these conversations, Lewis played a vital role. As a fonner student at Trinity

and a member of its teaching staff for over twenty years, he had a deep sense of the

institution's tradition, but was also a strong proponent of ecumenical action and open to

developing new partnerships. Considered a key figure in the history of ecumenism in New

Begun in 1964, The New Zealand Theological Ra'iew was described by Raymond Foster, its founding
editor, as "an ecumenical venture". Lewis, Ziesler, Silvester, Hames and Ramage were among those who
contributed articles and book reviews to the journal in the 1960s. In 1967 the publication was renamed
Colloquiun: the Australinn and New Zealand Theological Review. The New Zealand Theological Review,
Spring, 1964, p.ix.

During this period theology students also attempted to produce an ecumenical publication. The Methodist
trainee, Richard Hendry, helped to prepare, and was on the editorial committee of, the student magazine,
the Bridge, which made an appearance in 1965. In 1966 it was reported to a meeting of Trinity students
that some trainees felt that "it was not worthwhile continuing the magazine, as it emphasised differences
rather than cornmon understanding." No further issues of the Bri"dge appear to have been published. Div.
Common Room Minute Book L96L-1972,7 June 1966, TC, MetOB2/4/4.

In July 1968 Foster wrote to David Williams and to R.L. Challis of the Congregational Church to
ascertain their interest in the principle of his 1965 proposal. Foster wrote to Lewis as Trinity's acting-
principal in September L970 informing him that he had been authorised by the St John's Board of
Governors to enter into discussions concerning "future developments between our respective Colleges".
R.S' Foster to D.O. Williams and R.L. Challis, 8 July 1968, Bursar's Correspondence: TCC 1968-7979,
SJC, 006/285; and R.S. Foster to J.J. Lewis, 4 September 1970, Curriculum Discussions 1965-1979, TC,
MetO82/9/4.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.238.
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Zealand, Lewis had gained by the early 1970s a rich and wide experience of working

alongside members of other denominations." One of the original Methodist representatives

on the JCCU from 1965 to 1970, for instance, he convened that body's Committee on

Theological Training and its Faith of the Church Committee. As already noted, he had a

long-standing connection with the Otago Faculty of Theology, and in the 1960s served as

secretary of the Presbyterian Methodist Congregational Foundation, and of its appeal to

raise funds for the new Grafton Hall of Residence. From 1969 to 1.970 he was an early

member of the Joint Working Committee of the NCC and the Roman Catholic Church.u

The Methodist principal's commitment to an ecumenical vision meant that he responded

warmly to the notion of a joint venture in theological education. His leadership and ability

to be a peace-maker would make him "a unifying and stabilising" force amid the various

changes and difficulties experienced by the early partnership.B As Davidson wrote, trwis

attempted to listen to contending voices and had a "wise moderating influence", gaining

the respect of Methodists and Anglicans alike. "His graciousness and good temper were

sometimes tested, but he held to his commitment to work for the common good of both

Colleges and churches."2a

From the outset, the proposal for a combined college was affirmed as a way of furthering

an ecumenical vision. The first gathering of the faculties of Trinity and St John's, held in

October 1970, for example, considered the scheme to be an embodiment of the Lund

Principle. l,ewis told the meeting that Methodists were agreed that o'the future of

theological training is with an ecumenical rather than with a denominational approach."s

This view was echoed in 797L by the President of the Methodist Conference, Wilf Ford,

who observed in a letter to l*wis that the proposed venture was "very much in keeping

See, for example, the 1980 Minute of Appreciation to l"ewis by the Senatus of the Presbyterian
Theological Hall. Tony Stroobant, "Tribute" in J J. Lewis, p.7 .

"Curriculum Vitae: John James Lewis", r.d., College Two 1970-1975,TC,Mef 08A9A3.

Ashleigh Petch, "The Retirement of the Rev. J.J. Lewis, MA, BD, PhD, as Principal", St John's College
'79 Magezine, 1979, p.41,

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.245.

"Meeting of the Staffs of St John's and Trinity Colleges", 3 October 1970, BS Minutes and
Correspondence 1910-1977, TC, Met O8t/514.
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with our ... thinking about co-operation between the churches negotiating for union and in

line with parish provisions for joint use etc." Ford assured lrwis that "the church is likely

to welcome warmly this development."26 Although church union negotiations were

proceeding in the early 1970s, the first joint staff meeting stated that it believed the St

John's proposal was "possible to implement whether the union of Churches takes place or

not."27 As Foster remarked in a letter to the St John's Trust Board after that gathering, the

coming together of the churches might be aided by the implementation of the college plan,

but the ecumenical approach was important in itself for the future of theological

education.2s

While described by I*wis as "an act of faith and something in which to believe"," tjr"

move into partnership did come at a time when the existence of Trinity College in its

current form was becoming difficult to ensure. By t97L student numbers had fallen to

twelve Methodist and five Presbyterian Pacific Island trainees, and were further threatened

by the likely transfer of the Presbyterian students to the Theological Hall in Dunedin.30

Aware that it would be hard to justify to the Conference the retention of Trinity's present

four staff members for such a small student body, Irwis was yet reluctant to see any

staffing reduction that would result in a fall in training standards. A meagre supply of

ministry recruits meant that trainee numbers would remain low throughout the 1970s,

dropping to seven in 1976 before rising to sixteen in 1,979. A total of only fifty-four

Methodist students trained in the residential setting from L971 to 1979.31 The "virtual

disappearance" of the college's community life was also a matter of concern during this

period. In 1971 only two theology students were in residence at Grafton, leading I*wis to

Wilf Ford to J.J. Lewis, 7 July 797L, Curriculum Discussions L965-L979,TC, Met 082/9/4.

"Meeting of the Staffs", 3 October 1970, BS Minutes and Correspondence 1970-7977,TC, Met 08L1514.

R.S. Foster to the Secretary of the St John's College Trust Board, 8 October 1970, Bursar's
Correspondence: TCC 1968-L979, SJC, 006/285.

Lewis, The Trinity College Story, p.49.

Trinity trained its last Presbyterian student, Saletautua Autagavaia, in 1973.

This total includes two students who were trained for the Samoan Methodist Conference. Seven students
preparing for the deaconesses order also attended the college durjng this period. See Tables One and
Three; and J.J. Lewis, "Trinity Hall", [1971], Curriculum Discussions 1965-1979,TC, Met 082/9/4, p.2.
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suggest to the Conference that the institution had become "in effect a Hall of Residence for

the University", with ministry education being o'conducted largely on a day school basis."32

With fewer divinity students, the college hostel was more difficult to run and trwis
questioned its long-term economic viability. Yet Trinity's finances were already severely

stretched. In debt to the Probert Trust, the college often had difficulty balancing its

budget.33

There is little doubt that such factors had an impact on the Methodist response to the notion

of a joint venture in training. Yet, it is also the case that, in the early 1970s, the

denomination's commitment to ecumenism was genuine, and the remarks of Trinity's

faculty show that they did not regard the decision to leave Grafton as one that was taken

primarily as a matter of expediency or as "a device for survival".34 I€wis certainly did not

enter the partnership as in any sense a supplicant, writing n l97l that he felt "no need to

apologise ... for Trinity College. We have not taken any initiatives in [the St John's

proposal] and we are begging from no one. We have something needed and of value to

offer."3s For this reason, the principal was deterrnined that Trinity should, as far as

possible, pay its own way. The College Council would accept a generous offer from the

Anglican church to provide housing at Meadowbank for Methodist single and married

students, but declined the suggestion that St John's cover the costs of student allowances,

staff stipends and housing.36

The relocation of Methodist ministry training to St John's began with shared teaching and

worship at Meadowbank for four mornings a week ftom 1972. Later that year legislative

MAC,797I,p.289.

Lewis, "Trinity Hall", [1971], curriculum Discussions L965-7979, TC, Met 0821914, p.2; and MAC,
1970,p.264.

'o TCOH, John Lewis, L4 January 1997; and "Trinity College Council Sub-Committee: Relationships
Between Colleges", [L977], MCA, ChCh, CM: PP, Box L.

Lewis, "Trinity Hall", [1971], curriculum Discussions L965-1979,TC, Met 08219/4, p.2.

Lewis noted the role of Eric Hames in asking the Probert Trust to guarantee the continued payment of
Methodist staff salaries. The Trust also released the college from its debt. Income received from the lease
of the Trinity buildings to the Department of Education from 1973 was used for student allowances,
which initially were paid on a parity with those of Anglican students. TCOH, Lewis, 20 August 1996; and
Lewis, Trinity College Story, pp.49-50.
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steps were taken by both the Methodist Conference and the Anglican General Synod to

enable the establishment of the united college.3T The new venture was formally inaugurated

in March 1973 n a service which included the installation of the new Anglican warden of

St John's, Frank Andersen.

Trinity's partnership with St John's brought improved academic opportunities to the

educational programmes of both the Methodist and Anglican churches as the two

theological institutions pooled their various learning resources. The creation, for instance,

of a larger joint faculty made up, for most of the decade, of four Methodist and six

Anglican tutors was of mutual advantage. Academic disciplines were strengthened by the

collective experience, interests and perspectives of the two staffs, and students were

exposed to a wider range of scholarship. Methodist lecturers made a strong contribution to

the biblical department through Irwis, Ziesler and, from 1973 to 1977 on a part-time basis,

Bill Loader." A student at Trinity College from L964 to L967, I-oader was a younger

minister who had recently completed a doctorate of theology at the University of Mainz in

West Germany for his work on Christology in the Epistle to the Hebrews. Advocating "a

'no holds barred approach"' to the Bible, he was a critical scholar, a "challenging and

dynamic lecturef' and often a controversial writer.tt ln t973 the Anglican component of

the biblical team was made up of the New Testament lecturer, Watson Rosevear (1918-

MAC, 1972, pp.272,274. For a discussion of the legislative changes required of the General Synod for
the new partnership see Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.242. ln this chapter the entity that resulted from
the partnership will usually be referred to as the combined college or the joint venture. The name "St
John's" will only be used of the Anglican theological institution, although in the 1970s the title was ofren
given to the combined college. See pp.299-300.

ln 1972 Ziesler accepted an appointment in the theology department of the College of St Matthias in
Bristol and returned to England, where he became a leading scholar in aspects of Pauline Christianity.
Reflecting in 1984 on Ziesler's departure, Lewis noted that England was Ziesler's "spirihral home", and
that he had looked towards an English appointment while at Cambridge in the late-1960s. J.J. I*wis to
the Principal, Chairman of the Trinity C-ollege Council, Superintendent of the [Auckland] Distric! 9
October 1984, (held by Jack Penman). Ziesler's scholarly writings included The Meaning of
Righteousness in Paul (1"972), Christian Asceticism (1973), The Jesus Question (1980), Pauline
Christianity (1983), Paul's Lener tu the Romans (1989) and The Epistle to the Galatians (1992).

J.W.B., "Bill I-oader: Bible study with no holds barred", NZM, 8 March 1973, p.10; and Davidson,
Selwyn's Legacy, p.245. Some of Loader's writings in the Methodist newspaper evoked protests from
correspondents who accused him of such things as denying the divinity of Jesus or criticising Bible-based
beliefs. SeeNew Citizen(NC),1April1976, p.2;andlbid.,29 April 1976, p.?;tL November 1976,p.3;
25 November 1976, p.2. In 1978 Loader took up a teaching position at the Uniting Church Theological
College of Western Australia.
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1997), a specialist in the Greek New Testament and in the Apocrypha,{ and the new

warden, Frank Andersen. An Old Testament scholar with a reputation in linguistics and

Semitics, Andersen had impressive teaching experience in Australia and America. His time

with the combined venture, however, was not a happy one, and his academic contribution

was short-lived.at In 1978 L-ewis and Rosevear were joined by Francis Foulkes (1926-

1997) who added a more evangelical perspective to the college's biblical teaching. A

gentle and scholarly man with degrees in mathematics and classics, Foulkes had been a

Rhodes Scholar and taken a BD from Oxford. He had taught in CMS bible colleges in

Nigeria and Australia.az

The complementarity that could be achieved within the joint faculty was seen most vividly

in the differing styles of the combined college's two theology lecturers. Refened to

affectionately as "Dry Bones" in the early 1970s, John Silvester continued to provide

ministry trainees with a solid but exceptionally clear framework for understanding

theology, impressing students like the Methodist, Doug Pratt, for the way he engaged

deeply with systematic and philosophical themes.a3 The Trinity tutor's apoliticat,

foundational approach contrasted with the activist @ncern for justice issues shown by the

Anglican theology lecturer, George Annstrong. As Tony Stroobant, a Methodist in training

between 1,976 and 1978, noted, Armstrong took his interest in social and political questions

into the classroom and tended to talk about "ICBMs [inter-continental ballistic missiles]

and nuclear holocaust" rather than what some students considered should be the real

subject matter of systematic theology.a lnvolved in the 1970s in protest against the visits

A lecturer at St John's from 1965 to 1981., Rosevear was an MTh graduate of King's College, I-ondon,
whose experience included time as a theological college tutor, a school chaplain and a parish vicar. See

Davidson, Selwyn' s Legacy, p.225.

Ibid.,p.24T.ForreflectionsonAndersen'stimeatthecombinedcollege seelbid.,pp,246-50;andpp.300-
302.

See Allan Davidson, "Francis Foulkes - An Appreciation" in Allan Davidson and Godfrey Nicholson
(eds.), 'Wilt all Humility and Gentleness'.' Essays on Mission in honour of Francis Fonlkes, Auckland, St
John's College, 1,991, pp.11-14; and Kevin O'sullivan, "Francis Foulkes - Scholar, Teacher, Minister of
the Gospel, Missionary statesman, and H"mble Man of God", stimulas, vol. 6, No. 1, Autumn 1998,
pp.14-15.

TCOH, Doug Pratt, 17 September 1999. Pratt trained at Trinity from 1.971to 1974.

Ibid.,Tony Stroobant, 4 October 1999.
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to New Zealand harbours of nuclear warships, Armstrong would play an important role in

raising the ethical awareness of staff, students and the wider society into these issues.as

As the Anglican warden from L974, Merlin Davies (1910-1996), noted in 1,975, the larger

faculty of the combined college "increased [the venture's] academic potential and [made] a

greater measure of specialisation possible in theological teaching.'tr Staff members, for

example, were relieved of the need for taking classes in subjects beyond their own area of

expertise. In the 1960s, all of Trinity's staff had shared in the teaching of Greek, but in the

joint setting Greek became the responsibility of the biblical tutors alone. At the combined

college subjects previously taught at Trinity or St John's on a part-time basis were able to

be developed into multi-faceted programmes in their own right. While Methodist trainees,

for instance, had suffered from the lack of a specialist historian after Hames's retfuement,

the faculty at St John's included a full-time lecturer in liturgics and church history.

Appointed to the theological college n 1972, the Anglican Ken Booth had a doctorate in

history from St Andrew's in Scotland, and over time became an innovative teacher, making

creative use of drama and a seminar style in his classes. In the 1970s he developed a range

of courses in church history from the ancient to the modem period, and introduced

pioneering papers on Christianity in New Znaland.n Stroobant appreciated Booth for his

"lovely dry witty way of presenting", and found history full of interest because of his

insights.4s

Reporting to the Trinity Cotlege Council in 1973, Lrwis suggested that the new

arrangements for shared teaching gave staff "opportunity for more adequate preparation

and research than was possible in the past.'/e While this may have been so, the effects of

For a further discussion of the college's response to justice issues in the 1970s see pp.333-38.

W.M. Davies, "'Warden's Interim In-depth Survey of St John's C-ollege, Auckland", July 1975, Methodist
Staff Papers 1974-1978, TC, Met 082/919, p.2.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.246. For a list of the history papers offered by Booth in 1977 see
"Knowledge and Skills Needed for Effective Christian Ministry", [1977], Cuniculum Discussions 1965-
797 9, T C, Met 082/9 I 4, pp.3 - 4, 7 .

TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999.

J.J. Lewis, "Trinity college council: Report of the Principal", 14 February 1973, McA chch, cM: pp,
Box 1.
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larger classes and the use of a new tutorial system to give more individual attention to

students meant that lecturers remained fully occupied. In the 1970s Methodist faculty were

freed from the heavy administrative burden of running the Trinity hostel, but this was not

reflected in a substantial increase in the amount of scholarly writing produced during the

period. The personal cost demanded of lrwis by the early partnership was considerable

and may have limited his literary output. Towards the end of his term as principal he

prepared a short history of Trinity College, and helped to edit the collection of essays,

Religious Studies in the Pacific (L978), but his most creative writing years were to await

retirement.so I-oader, Silvester and the Methodist tutor in pastoral theology, Ian Ramage

(1922-L992), were, like past lectuters, regular contributors of articles, letters and reviews to

the Methodist newspaper. Most of Loader's academic writing, however, dated from the

following decade,sl and Ramage's main publication, Battle for the Free Mind (1967), was

produced before he began teaching at Trinity.st As in earlier periods in the Methodist

college's life, lecturers continued to have difficulty engaging in sustained research and

writing while teaching.

Along with an expanded faculty, the combined college also led to the creation of a larger

and more diverse student body. The effects of this upon the venture's community life will

be explored later in the chapter, but academically there were benefits for students in being

part of a larger community of learning. These were particularly evident to Methodist

trainees whose classes had shrunk so dramatically in the late 1960s and early 1970s as

Trinity's roll declined. Already in training when the partnership began, Pratt, for example,

recalled that the increased size of classes at Meadowbank produced a greater degree of

See [.ewis, Triniry College Story; and John Hinchcliff, J.J. Lewis and Kapil Tiwari (eds.), Religious
Studies in the Pacific, Auckland, Colloquium Publishers, 1978. After retirement Lewis was a prolific
writer and editor, producing works of history, theological thinking, and biblical and spiritual reflection.
Titles included Wind in the Palms (1991), The Search for Unity (1983), Koru and Covenant (1995),
Between the Vision and the Word (7986), End or Beginning? (1,990), and Beginning From Here (1994).

One of L,oader's early papers on Johannine Christology was included n Religious Studies in the Pacific
in 1978. His academic works included The Christology of the Fourth Gospel (1989), The Johannine
Epistles (7992), Jesus' Attitude Towards the Law (L997) and Jesus and the Fundamentalism of His Day
(1ee8).

In the 1970s Ramsgs wrote and published a lengthy submission on psychiatric services for the 1973
Royal Commission of Inquiry into Health and Related Services, and produced the booklet Psychotherapy
and a Christian Perspective on Man (1974). For more on Ramage see pp.309.
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interaction within the classroom than had been possible at Grafton.t'It is likely that in such

discussion and debate, theology students heard, and were challenged by, a wide variety of

new and surprising perspectives. In the larger setting, students may also have found it

easier to identify people who shared the same ideas and would be an encouragement in

their academic interests.

By bringing together the library resources of the Methodist and Anglican colleges, the new

partnership established a stronger and more varied joint collection which from 1,976 was

placed on an increasingly professional basis. While traditionally suffering from a lack of

funding and qualified staff, Trinity's library in the early 1,970s was described by Irwis as

having "a substantial and sound nucleus".sa At an estimated 1.0,000 volumes lrr-l974,it was

much smaller than the Anglican collection of at least 35,000 volumes, and was probably

strongest and made its main contribution to the combined library in the areas of biblical

studies and works of Methodist history and theology.s5 It is difficult to know how many of

Trinity's books finally went into the joint collection. In 1976 the new librarian, Judith

Bright, reported that about 2,000 Methodist books would be incorporated into the main

library and a further 6,000 volumes kept as a separate collection. Some of the latter would

later be integrated into the library and others were discarded. The historic Baumber and

Paris bequests were maintained, as were Trinity's well-preserved, although uncatalogued,

archival holdings.s6

From her appointment n 1976, Bright, a professionally-trained librarian, worked hard to

bring the library of the combined college up to what she believed was the standard

expected of a tertiary educational institution. In her first major report on the state of the

TCOH, Pratt, L7 September 1.999.

Lewis recalled that, in the early 1970s, only about $300 was available annually for the purchase of books,
and that when "money was required in other directions, book buying in duplicate tapered off." J.J. Lewis,
"Some Reflections Upon the Future of the Trinity College Buildings", [3 July 1983], (held by Jack
Penman), p.1.

[Ken Booth], "St. John's College Library", 119741, (held by Judith Bright), p.1; and Judith Bright,
conversation with the author, 11 October 1999.

[Judith Bright], "Library: Report on the present state of the library; also Foreseeable needs in the present
structure", [23 June 1976], Future Development Committee, SJC L975-I976, TC, Met 08219/5; and
Bright, conversation with the author, 11 October 1999.
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collection, she identified a lack of accessibility rather than a lack of material as being the

library's main deficiency. The old St John's collection, for example, was not adequately

catalogued, having no title entries for most books listed before 1964, and no subject entries

for volumes catalogued prior to L976. Trinity's library was catalogued, but in a highly

idiosyncratic manner, and its books required reclassifying. Bright was also concerned that

the present library building had room for only another three to four years worth of

shelving.sT Under Bright's management, the holdings of the joint collection would be

gradually sorted, catalogued, reananged and eventually computerised to make them more

accessible. The library staff was increased to three workers by the early 1980s, and in L981

a new library building opened, providing students, faculty and librarians with excellent

work, storage and study facilities. Such development would in time give ministry trainees

and students engaged in research access to one of the best theological libraries in New

Zealand.ss

While increasing the academic potential of both Methodist and Anglican training in the

1970s, the move into partnership also involved an encounter between different religious

traditions which brought important formational benefits to ministry preparation. Speaking

to the churches n 1973 in an attempt to reassure them after a period of early conflict within

the college, the combined student body identified the learning that could arise from this

encounter as "the most significant aspect of the joint venture". They affirmed the way it

had been possible to experience

denominational and theological differences and still develop as a community,
very largely because of those same differences. Certainly [they said] this has
been an invaluable preparation for ministry as it has taught us to listen, to
evaluate and to respect differing ways of worshipping and different styles of
thought and spirituality.se

In his report to the 1974 Conference, Irwis expressed a belief that the ecumenical setting

was contributing to "a growing understanding and appreciation of each other's Ministries",

[Bright], "Library: Report", [23 June 1976], Future Development Committee: SJC 1975-1976, TC, Met
082t9/5.

See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.309-10.

"Contidence all round in St John's venture", NZM,4 October 19?3, p.8.
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and suggested that Anglican and Methodist students were leaving the theological college

with "a degree of commitment towards one another."n Yet, coming to terms with diversity

was not easy. The ecumenical setting, as lrwis observed, tended to sharpen rather than

blur denominational emphases, and this could cause painful division. Although students

voiced confidence in the joint venture rn L973, they also warned that there was still "a long

way to go", and that differences needed to be aired and allowed to be truly creative "rather

than smoothed over to a false unitv."5l

Tension between the religious traditions was often felt most sharply within the context of

worship. As earlier noted, the liturgical movement brought changes in the understanding

and practice of worship to Methodism and Anglicanism in New Zealand from the mid-

twentieth century. There was diversity over styles of worship in both churches, and the

college community could not be divided on simple denominational lines. Nevertheless,

problems relating to joint worshiF emerged ftom t972 when combined prayer and

communion services began.62 As lrwis observed in a report to Methodist Church Council

in L974, Trinity students, used to greater freedom in worship, often reacted against "the

pressure of the traditional and the frequency of Eucharists."63 Writing in the college

magazine in 1975, for example, a first-year Methodist, Alan Upson, expressed his

discomfort with the historic Selwyn chapel, describing it as a place where "I feel a tradition

that forbids me to speak". For him, the arangement of the pews, the rituals of kneeling and

sitting, the symbol of the eagle and the responsive liturgy reflected a pattern of worship

that was confined and regimented and acted as "a prison to [his] spirit."# Angtican

concerns over worship often centred around the eucharist. While Anglican views of the

eucharist were altering, intercommunion had only recently been approved by General

Synod, and, for a time, a group of High Anglican trainees chose not to receive the bread or

MAC,7974,p.267.

Ibid-,1979,p.192; and "confidence all round in St John's venrwe", NZM,4 oclober L973, p.8.

See comments by Methodist staff and students in Methodist Staff Meeting t97O-1973,30 March 1972,
TC, Met O82l9lL0; and TCC Minutes 1938-1984,5 April I97Z,TC, Met 081/1/5.

63 
[J.J. Lewis], "The College of St John the Evangelist: Report to Church C-ouncil !g74-, [April 1974],
College Two 1970-1975, TC, Met 082/9/L3, p.1.

6o Alan Upson, "Thoughts in a Selwyn Chapel", St John's Chronicle, g April 1975, pp.L-2.
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wine when the celebrant was a Methodist. Some students felt anxiety about the fate of the

elements after a Methodist service, or voiced disapproval when Methodists did not attend

their own communion services or pay due attention to observing major feast days.6s

For a number of students, however, the encounter between traditions, although difficult,

offered new and liberating perspectives on the act of worship. In his 1974 rcport to Church

Council, Lewis suggested that the challenges posed by shared worship enabled "each

tradition to learn from the other", and argued that, "as a result, a clearer understanding of

worship, its meaning and practice, is beginning to emerge."66 There was a feeling among

the first batch of Methodists in training at Meadowbank that, as Pratt wrote inlgT4,Trinity

students had contributed to the joint college "by way of 'loosening up' Anglican practices

and introducing more diverse forms of worship". Reflecting upon her time at the

theological institution ftom 1972 to L974, Pat Jacobson remarked that "Methodists weren't

prepared to buckle under to the sort of straidacket that Anglican students had been a part

of'.67It would be an overstatement to say that Methodists single handedly changed the face

of worship at St John's in the 1970s. The old Anglican discipline of attending four services

a day, for example, was already under threat before L972. Yet, as Davidson noted, the

pressnce of Methodists within the college "eroded the force of compulsion and encouraged

the growth of voluntary participation", and their practice of not wearing vestments during

services made the use of cassocks and surplices by Anglican students ssem "somewhat

anachronistic".6

The sharing of traditions was a two-way phenomenon, and a number of Trinity students

valued the influence of Anglican emphases in worship. One Methodist who enjoyed

services in the chapel, for instance, was Stroobant, who recalled that exposure to

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.255; [rwis], "Report to Church Council 1974', [April 197a], College
Two 1970-1975,TC,Met082/91L3, p.1; and Gary Blundell to [J.J.] I-ewis, 19June 1973, Curriculum
Discussions 1965-1979, TC, Met 08219/4.

[Lewis], "Report to Church Council", [April 1974], College Two 1970-1975,TC, Met 082/9/13, p.1.

G.D. Pratt, "Theological Education in the 70's", Minimag, No. 4, p.10; and Pat Jacobson, interview with
the author, 8 May 1992, SJC, Kin 0421113.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legucy, p.255.
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Anglicanism left him with "a strong sense of the importance of ritual, drama and worship,

the importance of colour, sound, smell and texture". Along with other Methodist and

Anglican students, Stroobant adopted the custom of wearing an esumenical alb for

worship, together with coloured stoles representing the seasons of the Cbristian year.ue

Pratt warmed to the sacramental approach of the Angtican tradition, and saw his time in the

joint college as the stimulus for a strong appreciation of the eucharist which grew

throughout his ministry until he came to believe that worship without communion was

incomplete. This awateness helped him to make a "smooth transition" into the Anglican

priesthood when he resigned from the Methodist ministry in L998.70

Over the years, worship remained an area of tension within the combined college as each

new intake of students experienced the difficulties of coming to terms with the

expectations and practices of a religious tradition other than their own. Unresolved issues

at the end of the 1970s to do with the format of morning worship and the use of wine or

grape juice at the weekly Wednesday eucharist service continued to generate occasional

frustration into the late-twentieth century.tt Yet, the encounter between traditions could

also be a rich source of learning, offering fresh insights into the meaning of worship and

introducing students to new forms of religious expression, which influenced them as

individuals and, through them, the worship patterns of their wider denominations.

Alongside new academic and formational opportunities for training, Trinity's partnership

with St John's brought Methodist ministry education significant losses, particularly in the

area of autonomy and identity. This was a complex issue. As already noted, the ecumenical

encounter focussed attention on denominational emphases. For students of both colleges,

feelings of discomfort with each others' traditions could lead to a desire to claim more

strongly the nature of their own distinctiveness. This was especially so for Methodists, who

TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999. The purchase of an alb for experimental use within the combined
college was initially recommended by Lewis to the Trinity College Council in 1975 as being a form of
dress that could be worn by representatives of all churches. J.J. Lewis, "Report to the Trinity College
Council 9-5-'75", TC Papers L968-1977, TC, Met 0821911L; and TCC Minutes L938-1984, 9 July 19?5,
TC, Met 081/1/5.

TCOH, Pratt, 17 September 1999; and MAC,1998,p.483.

Brian Lewis, "President"s Report 1978", SA Papers 1978, SJC 4/2116.
tl
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were often conscious of being a minority at Meadowbank. At its best, the desire to preserve

Methodist identity was seen in a strong sense of 'Methodist family' within the joint

venture. At its worst, it could develop into something of a siege mentality. Yet, while being

a minority in someone else's buildings reinforced Methodist distinctiveness, it also

threatened that identitv in fundamental wavs.

From its opening in 1929, the college at Grafton had been a pivot of Methodist life in New

7-ealand and an important focus of denominational identity. While its work was sometimes

criticised, the institution was regarded with pride and a sense of achievement by many

within the Connexion. At Trinity, generations of trainees were confirrned in an

understanding of what it meant to be a Methodist, an understanding which changed over

time but kept a common interest in such things as the need to be grounded in scripture, the

importance of preaching, a ssnse of responsibility to the wider church, and a practical style

of ministry. The move to Meadowbank meant a break with a history of affection, memory

and tradition and raised questions about Trinity's ability to remain a focus for a sense of

Methodist identity.

Concerns about identity lay behind the misgivings some Methodists felt about Trinity's

relocation from the heart of the city to the suburbs. This was expressed, for instaace, by

one of the Methodist college's staff members, who stated in the mid to late 1970s that it

would be more appropriate for the denomination to be "'down by a number of motorway

junctions than set in an English country garden."'72 Such a remark suggests that some

Methodists saw the move from Grafton as a retreat from a 'real life' setting where social,

political and economic issues were played out to the isolation of a wealthy suburb. There

was a feeling that the inner city with its hospital, university and prison was "where the

church ought to be".73 In part, this reflected the traditional concern of some within

Methodism for a social gospel. It may also have signalled a kind of nostalgia for a time

when the denomination had stronger links with the lives of working class people, who wele

once, but, since the growth of the suburbs, no longer, resident in the city.

TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999. In the late 1960s extensions to Auckland's motorway system brought
the road network almost to Trinity College's front door. See NZM,24 October 1968, p.J..

J.J. Lewis, "Future Use of Trinity Buildings", n.d., TC Buildings L972-7978, TC, Met 0821916.
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Over the years, Trinity College had engaged with its city context in a number of

meaningful ways. Ministry trainees had been encouraged to make good use of the

institution's proximity to the university, and relating to Trinity's hostel students was

regarded as an integral part of preparation. At various times students were involved in

preaching on the streets, in the social and relief activities of the Methodist Central Mission,

in leading services at the prison, and in counselling work with Life Line and the Inter-

Church Counselling Centre. While it may be argued that the college had often been

inward-looking and may have made better or more sustained use of some of these

opportunities (Trinity's links with the Central Mission, for instance, were rather sporadic

after the 1930s), they did play a vital role in helping to broaden the sometimes narrow

horizons of Methodist students. The plethora of suggestions formulated in the earty 1970s

relating to the future of Trinity's buildings showed an awareness within the church of the

site's potential and a desire to put it to some creative use.7o

A greater threat to Methodist identity than leaving the city was the loss of independence

and autonomy that took place as a result of the new relationship with St John's. While

entered into as "a partnership, not a merger", the assumption of a minority status on the

Meadowbank site opened Methodists to the risk of having their own needs and distinctive

identity submerged.Ts Trinity's place as the smaller partner within the joint venture was

evident symbolically in the way the new entity was widely referred to as "The College of

St John the Evangelist" in the 1970s. Used by Lrwis at the head of his annual reports to the

Conference, this title appeared in internal college papers and on much of the Methodist

theological institution's stationery of the time. When the Methodist and Anglican students

meetings joined forces n t973, their new body was called the "students Association of the

Trinity's buildings were initially leased to the Departrnent of Education for a six year period from 1973.
Early ideas for the future of the site when the lease ran out included using the buildings for a marae or
Maori Christian centre, a Christian psychological therapy unit or a lay training centre- For a brief
summary see D.G. Simmers to The Secretary, Theological Hall Committee, 12 July 1,973, Ibid.ln 1974
the College Council proposed seeking the permission of Conference to sell the Grafton property, but this
did not proceed. The chapel was used in the 1970s as a centre for residents in the Grafton area and, from
L978, as a worship centre for the Antiochian Orthodox Catholic Church. See MAC,7974, pp.268-69; and
Ibit.,1978, p.2I2.

TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 5 April l97z,TC, Met 081/1/5; and Davidson , selwyn's Legacy, p.244.
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Combined College of St John the Evangelist". Methodist books being integrated into the

main library were stamped with the logo "st John's College Library", and the collection as

a whole was named after the nineteenth-century Anglican clerglman and past master of St

John's College, John Kinder. Given this partial effacement of Methodist identity, it was not

surprising that Trinity students found it hard to recognise their own traditions. In the mid

1970s, Stroobant, for example, regarded Trinity College as a nilne with historical

significance only. A strong Methodist awiueness of the need to resist being swamped by

Anglican influences and a desire to retain a distinctive identity would emerge as a

persistent theme of relations within the combined college.?6

Tension between the joint venture's larger and smaller partners came to an early head in

1973 over the question of authority within the college. This was an issue that early

planning meetings, imbued with a spirit of "cordiality, mutual trust, and enthusiasm", had

left ill-defined.tt While some agreement had been reached over the creation of a Joint

Executive to administer the venture and over the respective role and powers of the warden

and the principal (giving each authority over their own students), these understandings had

not been set out in a formal legal agreement.Ts The fact that talks were held before the new

warden, Frank Andersen, took up his position, and that they implied changes to his terms

of appointment, only added to the potential for difficulty. Problems emerged early in 1973

as it became evident that "the suggested pattern of leadership did not commend itself to the

Warden", who expected to be in overall charge of the college. Issues relating to student

discipline, staffing appointments and course requirements were foci for conflict between

the college's Methodist and Anglican leadership.Te

TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999; and lbid., Pratt, 17 September 1999.

I-ewis to the Principal, Chairman, Superintendent, 9 October 1984, (held by Jack Penman). This
paragraph draws upon Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.242-50.

The composition of the Joint Executive was agreed to at a meeting of representatives of the Trinity and St
John's governing bodies held in July 7972. See "Minutes of a Meeting of Representatives of Saint John's
College Executive Committee and of the Trinity College Council", 17 July 1972, C-nllege Two 1970-
L975, TC, Met 08219113. An earlier meeting in June "recognised that the Principal of T[rinity] C[ollege]
would continue to be responsible to the Methodist Conference for the training and discipline of Methodist
students, and like-wise the Warden would be responsible to the St John's C-ollege Board." AK. Petch,
"Report of Meeting of St John's and Trinity College Representatives", L2 June 1972,Lbid.

A.K. Petch and J.J. Lewis to A.H. Johnston, 23 June 1973, MCA, ChCh, CM: Various. Conflict arose in
1973 over the involvement of Methodist students in a concert item which gave offence to the warden; a
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While acknowledging that, in a venture established on the St John's site, the warden should

carry some precedence, Lrwis, as Davidson observed, was forced by conflict with

Andersen "into a situation of having to protect Methodist interests."so In a letter to the

Anglican Archbishop, A.H. Johnston, in June 1973, for instance, he and Ashleigh Petch,

Chairman of the College Council, argued that, from the Methodist point of view, attempts

to interpret the warden's role "in terms of long established procedures not clearly related to

the new situation" gave the impression of being a move towards "the absorption of one

tradition by another."81 l,ewis queried the nature of ecumenical partnership in an institution

where one person had full academic and administrative control, noting that "any other

office must be in a subordinate status", and asking how this was "compatible with

collegiality". "To what extent", he inquired, "can it preserve the traditional contributions of

two Churches"? Responding to the warden's desire to have some disciplinary power over

Trinity's trainees, Irwis defended the authority of the Conference through the person of

the principal, contending that he was entrusted with the welfare and training of Methodist

students as a seryant of the church. The maintenance of his own responsibility for their

discipline was necessary, he believed, to safeguard the interests of the Conference.t'

Attempts to resolve this dispute severely tested Methodist and Anglican commihnent to

joint theological training in its first year of operation, raising doubts about its future.83 A
heavy emotional strain was imposed upon Lewis and Andersen, and conflict between the

latter and the St John's Board of Governors led the two parties in October 1973 to mutually

Methodist perception that Anglicans were attempting to make a unilateral staffing appointment; and
Lewis's reluctance to force Methodist trainees to attend a music course within the college. TCOH, lrwis,
14 January 1997.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.250. Both Lewis and the College Council accepted that the warden should
exercise "'final discretion in matters affecting the common life of the united C-ollege."' J.J. Irwis, 'The
Nature of the Unity We Seek in the United College of St John the Evangelisr", [1973], Methodist Staff
Papers 1974'L978, TC, Met O82l9l9; and TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 11 April 1973,TC, Met 081/1/5.

Petch and Lewis to Johnston,23 June 1973, MCA, ChCh, CM: Various.

[J'J. Lewis], "Questions Raised by the Warden", 119731, Methodist Staff Papers 1974-1978, TC, Met
082t9t9.

In their letter to Johnston, Petch and kwis asked "whether, in some significant way, the situation has
changed and whether the Anglican Church wishes us to consider a quite different basis of operation."
Petch and Lewis to Johnston, 23 June 1973, MCA, ChCh, CM: Various.
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agree "'to temrinate the contract between them"'.e Increased clarity about issues of

authority within the ecumenical venture was achieved in a '1.974 agreement between the

two churches, which recognised the "rights and privileges" of both and the autonomy of

their colleges' governing bodies, but gave priority in certain areas to the Board of

Governors and the warden.ss The agreement, for example, affirmed the responsibility of

the principal and warden for the pastoral care and training of their own students, but

granted the warden leadership of the college in matters relating to its common life

(administration, responsibility for worship in the chapel and chairing the college staff

meeting). Procedures were established in the document for joint consultation over the

selection of faculty members. Yet, while noting that the appointrnent of the principal rested

with the Methodist Conference, the agreement stated that this needed "the concurrence of

the Board." The agreement retained the legal title "The College of St John the Evangelist"

to keep within the St John's College Trust Act which governed the Anglican theological

institution.s6

The difficulties of 1973 were followed by a period of greater stability within the joint

venture, and good working relationships formed between Irwis and Andersen's

successors, Merlin Davies from 1974 to L976, and Raymond Pelly from 1977. In

retrospect, the conflict showed the need for enthusiasm and assumptions about ways of

Cited in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.250, lrwis later recalled that when "once, I did think we had
reached the end of the road, in the Andersen era, Methodist students used my own words from the
beginning of the discussions to draw me back in again." l,ewis to the Principal, Chairman,
Superintendent, 9 October 1984, (held by Jack Penman).

The note of compromise that marked the agreement reflected a difficult legal situation. Legal opinion
suggested that neither the St John's College Trust Act nor the Canons of General Synod permitted "a
union between St John's and Trinity College, nor ... any diminution in the authority of either the Trust
Board or the Board of Governors" as would occur if the Methodist college was to be recognised as

autonomous. Lawyers argued that both Methodist staff and students needed to acknowledge "the over-
riding authority of the Board". While the College Council stated that Methodist faculty "would respect
loyally the wishes of the St John's Board of Governors and of the General Synod", it noted that they
would "not, in integrity, be able to make the same kind of declaration of submission to the General Synod
as they could as members of the Anglican Church. Such action [it said] would lead to absorption and
would not serve the movement towards the unity of the Church in New Zealand".Irwis later recalled
that, "The following Synod simply let the matter ride. Nowhere was there a desire to press the legal side
further." Hesketh and Richmond to the Secretary, St John's College Trust Board, 22 November 973,
Executive Committee SJC Board of Governors 1977-7979, TC, Met 08219/7: D.B. Gordon, "St John's
and Trinity Colleges", 179741, College Two 1970-1975,TC,Met08219113; and Lewis to the Principal,
Chairman, Superintendent, 9 October 1984, (held by Jack Penman)

"The College of St John the Evangelist Regulations 1.974-,Ibid.; ud MAC,1974,p.267.
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working to be matched by formal agreed-upon definitions and guidelines. For, no matter

how much goodwill existed between partners, ecumenical relationships could easily turn

sour, especially when they were taken for granted. Analysing the power structure of the

combined college in his 1976 study, the former Anglican ministry student, Chris

Tremewan, was in no doubt that the 1974 ageement confirmed the unequal nature of

partnership at Meadowbank. Methodists, he argued, were "excluded from significant

power", and Trinity's principal was left a secondary authority who, unlike the warden, was

unable to make "solitary decisions which effect the whole College". White Tremewan's

descriptions of Methodist exclusion and Anglican arogance are extreme,tt for Methodists,

being the smaller partner in "buildings belonging to someone else" did involve a loss of

independence and the submerging of identity, and there would be times when staff and

students had to exercise a high degree of "patience, endurance and helpfulness" to make

the relationship work.s8

A pioneering venture in shared theological training in New ZeaLand, the partnership

between Trinity and St John's Colleges brought Methodist ministry education both

opportunity and loss. The move to Meadowbank enhanced Trinity's ability to deliver

training which had academic strength and formational challenge, while replacing

Methodist autonomy with the often dfficult task of working alongside a larger and more

powerful partner. Caught between the tension of wanting to make the new venture work

and a desire to safeguard Methodist interests and identity, Irwis responded to conflict by

seeking reconciliation rather than confrontation, although, as events n 1973 showed, he

would act when forced to do so.Ee Some future encounters, expressing growing discontent

with the state of the partnership, would not always follow this example.

C.C. Tremewan, "St John's Theological College, New Zealand,1974-1975: Challenge and Response",
MA Thesis, University of Auckland, 1976, pp.45-48, 51.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.244. In December 1973 the Joint Executive thanked l-ewis "for his
patience, endurance and helpfulness during the past year." SJC Board of Governors Executive Minutes
7972-1975,6 December 1973, SJC, 511/10.

Tremewan, "St John's College", p.77.
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3. Options, Assessment and Accountability

In the 1970s Methodist ministry training in New Zealand took place against the

background of increasing world-wide debate over styles of theological education. A

contentious issue, the subject of pedagogical reform exposed the tension that existed

between varying understandings of, and priorities for, Methodist ministry. Reflecting a

concern to make training more contextual, demands for change led to the development

within Methodism of alternative educational models both inside and outside the college

setting. Yet, while the challenge issued was often forceful, the academic dimensions of

residential training proved resistant to change, leaving some of those who sought reform

feeling marginalised.

As the American theologian James Burtness noted, the word "context" was one of "the big

words" of the 1970s, gathering up various themes and attitudes of the time. In its third

mandate beginning in L971, for example, the World Council of Churches Theological

Education Fund (TEF) emphasised contextualisation "in mission, theological approach,

educational method and structure". Writingin L973, Burtness suggested that the desire for

contextualisation was "a passionate cry for the recognition of the significance of this time

and this place (whenever and wherever that may be, but particularly in the Third World)".s

A concern for acknowledging the importance of context in learning was strongly expressed

in the work of the Roman Catholic educator and liberation theologian, Paulo Freire, who

argued that education was never neutral or apolitical, but was always "bound up with

issues of freedom and dignity and justice." Freire advocated a "problem-posing" method of

learning, where students and teachers engaged together in dialogue, interacting with aud

reflecting upon their immediate environment. His ideas about such an "action-reflection"

model, which sought to relate in one process practice and theory, had a strong influence on

ministry students and educators in the 1970s, including those at Meadowbank.el

J.H. Burtness, "lnnovation as the Search for Probabilities: To Re-Contextualize the Text" in Learning in
Context: The Search for Innovative Patterns in Theological Education, Bromley, Theological Education
Fund, 1973, pp.9, 13; and H. M.7nrn, Viability in Context: The Theological Seminary in the Third World
- Seedbed or Sheltered Garden? Bromley, Theological Education Fund, 1975, p.vii.

"His Message is Educate to Liberate",,l/C, 30 May 1974, p.1. See also Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, Hammondsworth, Penguin Books, 1975, pp.45-59.
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New interest in context fed into the ferment of thinking engendered within Methodism and

other Protestant denominations in New Zealand in the l97Ds over the subject of ministry

education. Often questioning the prevalent academic focus of training, students, theological

educators and church people generally expressed conc€rns arising out of a variety of

perspectives on the work of ministry. In the 1970s, as in the previous decade, for instance,

there were continued calls for a greater emphasis to be placed on the pastoral side of

ministry, voiced by those who asked that students be given increased opportunities to

develop their professional skills.ez Some within the churches argued for the introduction of

a decentralised model of preparation, to give trainees the experience of a more thorough

immersion in ministry settings.e3 In the 1970s there was a new awareness among a number

of liberal Christians of the particularity of the New Zealand context and the need to

indigenise the gospel in a pluralist and multi-cultural society. Reflecting the ideas of Freire,

some church people with a social activist approach to ministry demanded that Western

theological scholarship, the product of a culture "intimately related to massive global

colonial-missionary expansion and exploitation", be radically transformed to show the

church's commitment to the powerless.ea As in earlier periods, some evangelical Christians

critiqued an overly academic style of training, urging that it was more important to be able

to interpret scripture plainly than to quibble over details of theology.es

Throughout the debates of the 1970s Trinity and St John's colleges remained committed to

an academic style of ministry preparation, using diploma or degree work as the main track

for training. In his report to the L972 Conference, for example, lrwis affimred the value of

the LTh, noting that the church'ostill expects its ministers to be biblically literate and to be

See, for example, Alun Richards, "Ministers' Training Unfitting", ffC, 18 September 1975, p.3; a

response by students at the Presbyterian Theological Hall in lbid., 13 November 1975, p.2; and Ian
Dixon, "Preparation for an Age of Violence",Forum, October 1"975, pp.9-11.

T.W. Wall, "Towards a Decentralised Theological Education as a Preparation for Ministry", 9 April
1975, in Tremewan, "St John's College", pp.257-60. See also pp.314-16.

See George Armstrong's articles on theological education in NC, 7 September 1978, p.5; and lbid.,5
October 1978, p.5; 2 November 1.978, p.5; and 7 December 1978, p.9.

See letters by W.L. Johnston and D.I-awton inlbid.,17 April 1975,p.2;30 October 1975,p.2;and27
November 1975,p.2.
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able to think theologically as well as to be technically competent." The LTh diploma, he

contended, offered students "opportunity for practical and theoretical pastoral and cultural

studies" and for work in the biblical and theological disciplines, and was a "useful external

test" of a standard that was comparable "with that set by other colleges in Australia and the

Pacific."e6 While LTh work was not imposed, most Methodist students during this period

undertook the course (in 1.973, for instance, twelve of Trinity's sixteen trainees were

enrolled in the LTh).ei As in the 1960s, a small group of students engaged in BD study, for

which they continued to need to take considerable personal initiative, and other university

work. Developing a taste for philosophy while at college, Pratt was one student who

revelled in the academic enterprise, completing a BA and starting work on an MA, an LTh

and a BD from Otago. Although conscious of some of the challenges aimed at the

traditional academic structure in the 1970s (in particular, the need for some point of

integration to overcome the sense of compartmentalisation it brought), Pratt endorsed

degree work, not for its own sake, but because it provided him with discipline and a means

of exploring intellectual areas he might not otherwise have encountered.e8

A continued emphasis within Methodist ministry education on diploma and degree work

contributed to a substantial rise in the number of clergy who held academic qualifications

in the 1970s. The total of Methodist ministers and probationers with university degrees or

diplomas grew from 28.57Vo in 1970 to37.5Vo in 1980.s As the trend towards accepting

older candidates for training continued during the decade, it is likely that growing numbers

of students entered college with prior qualifications, but the availability of the LTh meant

that, unlike earlier periods, trainees who did not pursue an academic credential were in a

minority.

MAC,1972,p.279.

1973 was the last year the Joint Board of Theological Studies listed Methodist and Anglican student
numbers separately. Davidson, "Background to the Joint Board", p.3a.

TCOH, Pratt, L7 September 1999. An exceptional student, Pratt went on to gain a PhD in divinity from St
Andrew's, Scotland, and in 1988 was appointed a lecturer in religious studies at Waikato University.

Thompson, "A New Theology", p.207.
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The commitment of the theological institutions at Meadowbank to the academic

dimensions of training was also seen in and motivated by their long-standing desire to

achieve a university credential for theology in Auckland. [n a L973 report to the Joint

Executive, for example, I-ewis and Andersen stressed that, unless the colleges raised

academic standards, "we will not attract more capable students, [nor] move towards

recognition by the University as a centre of serious learning."lm If the joint venture had any

thought, however, that its ecumenical nature might bring it success in its quest, through

removing the obstacle of sectarianism that had "'caused hesitation on the part of university

governing bodies"', it found that its efforts bore little more fruit than in the past.l0r In the

mid 1970s discussion centred around the possibility of the Anglican, Baptist and Methodist

colleges in Auckland developing a connection with Otago University that would see them

recognised as a "branch faculty of theology", able to teach Otago's new BTheol degree,

instituted n 1972. These hopes were dashed in L976 when the University agreed that the

BTheol could only be taught extra-murally in its first and second-year papers. As Lewis

observed, this decision was a major disappointment, preventing Methodist trainees from

even starting the degree "because we cannot guarantee they will ever bs able to finish it."102

The theological colleges' growing frustration with New Zealand tertiary institutions led

them in L976 to take part in some early conversations with the Melbourne College of

Divinity over extending its BTheol to Auckland, but, for the moment, these brought no

result.

Stimulated by the visits to New Zealand of Dietdch Ritschl and Canon Basil Moss in1972,

the Methodist and Anglican colleges did respond to increasing debate over preparation

r0o J.J. Irwis and F.I. Andersen, "Report to the Executive Committee of Saint John's College on Staff Needs
over the Next Three Years", [1973], Methodist staffPapers 1974-1978, TC, Met 08219/9.

r0r The suggestion that ecumenical cooperation might remove an obstacle to theological studies at
universities was made, for example, in the 1965 Martin Report on the future of tertiary education in
Australia. Cited in Hartley, "Recent Ecumenical Developments',, p.25.

r02 J.J. Lewis to G.D. Munro and F.W. Nichol, 29 April 1976, Bachelor of Theology, Otago lg75-tg76,Tc,
Met 082/9/7. The proposal for a branch faculty in Auckland was made in 1975 by a member of the
Faculty of Theology at Otago. It was later received with caution by the Faculty's Dean, who believed that
to press the University to depart too far from its customary procedures was "to court disaster". See
correspondence between Nichol, Munro and Lewis, 28 August 1.975,25 March, 29 March,2 April,29
April,3 May 1976,Ibid.
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with a reappraisal of some aspects of their training programmes.to'The changes they made

in the 1970s, however, tended to bs constrained both by the requirements of the academic

course and the expectations of the wider churches.

The joint venture made some early alterations, for example, to its curriculum. In "a mood

to experiment", the colleges sought to reorder the traditional four-fold pattern of studies to

overcome the fragmentation of theological disciplines and achieve a better integration of

theory and practice, while responding to o'questions arising from living situations in Church

and community."rB Curriculum changes commencing at Meadowbank n L974 aimed to

provide first year students with an overview of all the major disciplines and an introduction

to the tools of study, second years with a chance to engage in thematic interdisciplinary

research, and third year trainees with involvement in elective work, which could include a

thesis or an action-reflection project. It was suggested that this new approach would sit

alongside LTh and BD courses.tot In his final year of training in 1974, Pratt regarded the

introduction of theme work across disciplines as a major innovation, one that was a

"popular, relevant, and stimulating" learning experience. The reflections of l,ewis and

Armstrong expressed doubt over whether the new development was "sufficiently

contextual" or a doomed bid to mix the oil of an old mode of preparation with the water of

a new one.tffi An early attempt to reorder rather than to radically revise the existing fields

of study, the 1974 course did not lack creativity. Yet, the experiment proved to be brief,

and seems to have been abandoned when the colleges reshaped their curriculum in L976,

dividing the academic year into semesters and cources into units.107

ln L972 the staff and members of the governing bodies of Trinity and St John's met Ritschl, a German
theologian and ecumenist, to discuss developments in training on the continent and in the United States.
Moss, a member of the English Commission on Ministry, joined staff and students in a consultation on
ministry education. MAC, 7972, p.27 8.

[Irwis], "Report to Church Council", [April 197a], College Two 1-970-1,975, TC, Met O8?/9/13, p.2;
"The United Theological College of St John: 1973 Curriculum Planning", 7 September 1973, MCA,
ChCh, CM: Various; and MAC,1972,p.279.

"1973 Curriculum Planning", 7 Septembet 1973, MCA, ChCh, CM: Various; andMAC,7974,p.268.

Pratt, "Theological Education in the 70's", p.10; [I-ewis], "Report to Church Council", [April L974],
College Two 1970-1975, TC, Met 08219/13, p.2; and George Armstrong, "Thoughts on Theological
Learning and St John's College", October 1974, Cuniculum Discussions 1965-1979,TC,Met0821914,
p.1.

MAC,I976, pp.246-47.
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In the 1970s the Anglican and Methodist colleges also tried to increase opportunities for

ministry students to engage in practical training. The pastoral emphasis, which had been so

strong at Trinity under Williams, continued at Meadowbank, at first under the direction of

Ian Ramage, Methodist tutor from 1.971 to 1976.108 A student at Trinity from 1946 to L948,

Ramage had an MA from the University of New Zealand, and wide experience of circuit

and counselling work. He was a member of the New Zealand Association of

Psychotherapists, and taught with a strong emphasis on human development. Described as

a "brilliant, sometimes exasperating, caring, compassionate, [and] unpredictable man",

Ramage was, in Pratt's view, a lecturer with the ability to earth theology in "the stuff of

life'.l0e After Ramage returned to circuit ministry n L977, the pastoral deparhnent became

the responsibility of the Anglican, Terry Creagh, who had advanced qualifications in

Clinical Pastoral Education and a doctorate of ministry from the Vanderbilt University.tl0

Throughout the decade, Ramage and Creagh expanded the joint venture's pastoral

teaching, developing courses and seminars in the theology and practice of pastoral care, the

psychology of religion and human development. New papers in the field of ministry were

added in the mid 1970s by the part-time Methodist lecturer in Christian education, Keith

Rowe.lll

As pastoral tutor, Ramage organised field work, the colleges' main new initiative in

practical training in the 1970s. Introduced n 1974 to allow trainees "'more intensive and

supervised practical experience in selected parishes and institutions"', field work initially

took place over a five week period at the end of the year.lrz In its first year of operation,

students were placed in hospitals, circuits, an urban survey team and a drug centre, and,

rffi TCOH, Lewis, 14 January 1997.

roe John Silvester, "A Tribute to Rev. Ian Ramage at a Service of Praise and Thanksgiving held in Wesley
Hall, St John's College, 17 March, 1992", TC, Met 092llll, p.1; TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999; and
Ibid., Pratt, 17 September 1999.

tlu See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp-264-65.

"t For a list of the pastoral and ministry papers offered by Creagh and Rowe in 1977 see "Knowledge and
Skills", 119'171, Curriculum Discussions 1965-1979,TC, Met 0821914,pp.5-8. See pp.316-17 for a further
discussion of Rowe.

ttt Quoted in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.252.
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following an action-reflection model, returned to Meadowbank for group discussion one

day every week. Field work was voted a success by most staff and students,rl3 although

Armstrong queried whether practical training was simply being 'tacked on' to the college's

programme. He believed that it was better to begin education from field work (following

the model used in Clinical Pastoral Education), thus treating all theology as practical.u4

Meeting a need recognised within Methodism since the 1960s, field work became an

increasingly significant part of training as other traditional practical activities continued to

decline.

In the 1970s instruction in 'hands on' ministry skills both retained and lacked some of the

features of earlier periods of Methodist preparation. Involvement in supply work, for

example, continued to be viewed as a valuable aspect of training, but was made possible

only by a rise in student allowances.tts A focus on the art of preaching remained a

distinctive Methodist characteristic, although sermon criticism services were a cause of

some Anglican bewilderment, and from L974 werc held off the college site in Methodist

churches around Auckland.ttu While the teaching of homiletis was said to have initially

suffered from the move to Meadowbank, classes were revived and extended under Keith

Rowe.117 In the 1970s some trainees kept a link with local youth activities, but seem no

longer to have had a strong presence at Easter camps.tts Students received little, if any,

r1r J.J. Lewis, "Report to Trinity College Council", 13 December 7974, TC Papers 7968-1977, TC, Met
082t9/1.L.

lln Armstrong, "Thoughts on Theological Learning", October 1974, Cuniculum Discussions 1965-1.979, TC,
MetO82l9l4,p.2.

trs MAC,7974, p.268. Subject to the availability of appointrnent, Methodist students in 1.977 were expected
to undertake one long and one short supply during their time at college. "Knowledge and Skills", [19771,
Curriculum Discussions 19 65 -L97 9, TC, Met 082/9 I 4, p.2.

116 Tremewan described criticism services as "the stoning ground for heretics and dissenters from the
Methodist faith" and told of conflict between the two colleges when Anglican students were asked to
participate in them. Tremewan, "St John's College", pp.102-104.

tr7 Michael Greer, "Trinity College Council: Senior Methodist Student's Report", 8 July 1975, TC Papers
1968-1977, TC, Met 08219/11. The homiletics class was made compulsory for Methodist students in
1976. For a description of Rowe's stage one and two classes see "Knowledge and Skills", II977l,
Curriculum Discussions 7965 -I97 9, TC, Met OBZI9 | 4, pp.5-6, 8.

tt* See, for example, student reports of practical work attached to BS Minute Book 1968-1977,26 July 1974,
TC. Met 081/5/5.
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instruction or practical experience, however, in the area of evangelism, once integral to

Trinity's progranme. This reflected the lack of interest among the denomination's

leadership in old-style forms of outreach. As Bolitho noted, the Methodist view of

evangelism in the 1970s "leaned more towards bringing in the Kingdom of God by societal

reform and changing structures, than by doing so cumulatively, personal relationship by

personal relationship."tre Within the theological colleges, there was such a diversity of

ideas as to what constituted "mission", that it was considered safer not to undertake

evangelistic events.l2o Participation in the counselling work of the Inter-Church Centre and

Life Line was far less obvious in the 1970s than in the previous decade.

As in past eras, and despite the introduction of field work, Methodist students often

considered practical training to be the weak link in ministry education. Pratt, for instance,

recalled the sense of crisis he and other students experienced in their final year at college

when they realised they would soon be called upon to undertake tasks they did not feel

adequately prepared for. He noted the inevitable tension that arose for students between the

demands of the academic courso, the church's requirement for practical work, and the need

some trainees had to find paid employment while at college to support themselves and,

increasingly since the 1960s, their families. These pressures limited the amount of time that

could be found inside and outside the college timetable for instruction and engagement in

practical ministry skills.t2r

The limits to exploring a more "integrated, inter-disciplinary, action-reflection approach to

theological education" became apparent during the 1970s after three ministry students

withdrew from the college lecture programme in 1974 to follow an alternative self-directed

process of learning.r22 Feeling frustrated with their academic studies, which seemed to lack

Bolitho, "In This World", p.246.

The Anglican trainee, Bruce Keeley, noted in 1976 that this diversity was the reason why the college's
mission committee had no highly organised programme. Instead, it was decided that individuals would
"engage in, and promote, aspects of Mission as they saw fit." B.R. Keeley, "Mission Committee Report",

11976l, SA Papers 1978, SJC 4/2174.

TCOH, Pratt, 17 September 1999.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.252.

ll9

t22
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creativity, the group (two Anglicans, Chris Tremewan and John Boanas, and one

Methodist, Peter Glensor) reflected Freire's ideas about educating for liberation and a

concern that learning be context rather than content-centred. A common desire, noted

Tremewan, was that academic work "should be directly related to personal experiences and

cunent issues." The students embarked on their own course of action and reflection,

making a commitment to meeting regularly as a group for input, discussion and mutual

criticism a key element in their learning. ln \975, seeking a more communal mode of

Iiving, the trio, their wives and two single trainees (including a Methodist, Diana Tana),

moved out of college accommodation into a house in Remuera.r23 From the beginning, the

group received strong support from George Armstrong, who in his own teaching and

activism was trying to relate theory and practice, and saw the new learning process as one

which promised to take the students "right out of the LTh and BD rat-ra&."tza

A radical alternative which went beyond the joint venture's attempts to reform its training

programme, the students' initiative brought differing views over styles of ministry and

learning into sharp focus within the Meadowbank community. Writing in 1-975, for

example, Boanas considered that the group's commitment to "a radical equality" between

staff and students had aroused the "dismay and anger" of the college's "liberal theorists",

who found such change threatening to a system of hierarchical decision-making. Boanas

believed the alternative learning process was leading the trio to reorient their vision of

ministry, challenging and humanising traditional church power structures.rr The group's

rejection of conventional criteria for student assessment and its demand that appraisal be

shared equally by faculty members and trainees certainly caused conflict in the mid 1970s.

While acknowledging the trio's concem's about a hierarchical mode of operating, Lewis

believed there was a wisdom in "the cumulative experience and living conviction" of the

r23 Tremewan, "st John's college", pp.1L7-18, 246-48; and '?roposal", June Lg74 in lbid., pp.l42-43. See
also John Boanas, "Educational Alternatives: New Life or Marginal People?", Forum, October 1975,
pp.11-13.

r2o Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.253; and Armstrong, 'Thoughts on Theological Irarning", October 1974,
Curriculum Discussions 79 65 -797 9, TC, Met 08219 | 4, p.1..

t- Boanas, "Educational Alternatives", pp.12-13.
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church that was wider than that of any individual.tt His desire to affirm diversity in

student experience and capacity saw him giving the group early encouragement, calling

their work "a very positive experiment" and "an option that could set a pattern for the

future". Yet, convinced that all students should be proficient in core areas of study and

ministry, Lewis was also aware of the need to remain accountable to the Conference,

making regular reports on the development of students' competence and skills.lzz 41

inability to resolve the question of assessment led Lewis in mid 1975 to suggest that the

optional course was yet to prove itself an adequate mode of ministry preparation.rzs

Reflecting in 1975 on the trio's learning process, Boanas queried whether they had brougbt

new life to old styles of education or become "marginal people" within a "structure that is

able to remove us at will". Although the group's initiative appealed to some ministry

students (by mid 1975 seven trainees were involved in self-directed courses), most

continued to engage in degree or diploma work. Those who did not were sometimes

conscious of strong criticism, and even hostility, from faculty and students who sought to

defend the traditional academic structure, or who dismissed them as ocrackpots' or

'shirkers'. Boanas noted that the original trio were subject to a degree of "social

alienation."oe In late 1975 a new college course allowing students more choice and

flexibility was introduced within the Methodist and Anglican theotogical institutions as an

alternative to the LTh and BD prograrnmes. Intended as "a non-examination but

126 J.J. L[ewis] to Peter [Glensor], 18 September 1974,4 July 1975 in Tremewan, "St John's College",
pp.180, 411..

tn

129

'The College of St John the Evangelist L975: Styles of Trainingi', [19751, Cuniculum Discussions 1965-
'l'979,TC,MetO82l9l4- J.J. Irwis to Chris premewan], John [Boanas] and Peter [Glensor],9 October
1974 in Tremewan, "St John's College", p.220; and J.J. L[ewis], 'TWo Questions", [20 September 1974]
in lbid., pp.190-91.

Lewis, "Report to the Board of Governors", f19751, Methodist Staff Papers 1974-7978, TC, Met 08219/9,
p.2.

Boanas, "Educational Alternatives", p.13; and Wall, "Issues Facing the Methodist Church", p.39. This
situation was not helped by the trio's strong belief in the merits of their own arguments and actions, and
their somewhat naive expectation that they could set a personal agenda for training without evoking a
reaction from church authorities. Some students found such attitudes "patronising and condescending."
See 'Jenny', "St John's College: Alternative I-earning", lI974l in Tremewan, "St John's College", p.207.
Over time, all three members of the trio left the church to pursue other interests or forms of ministry.
Glensor, for instance, served in parish ministry for five years before taking up positions with the National
Council of Churches, the Waitangi Consultancy Group and Health Care Aotearoa. He resigned from
Methodist ministry in 1997. MAC,1gg7, p.493.
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nevertheless intensive course involving all the major areas of College work", this had value

for trainees seeking an option to the "more rigid assessment oriented streams" of sfudy.

Yet, as Davidson noted, it remained a marginal option and did not become, as some had

hoped, the primary learning process for all sfudents.r30

The subject of considerable debate in the 1970s, the college's traditional academic

structure remained largely unaltered. Throughout the decade, however, Methodists and

Anglicans took a new interest in ministry education beyond the walls of the college. Like

Methodism's old apprenticeship model, non-residential forms of training prepared students

in the ministry setting and often had a more practical emphasis.

In the 1970s Methodist and Anglican interest in non-residential preparation accompanied

the development of a new non-stipendiary ministry, apparent in a number of Anglican

dioceses from early in the decade and approved by the Methodist Conference in 1976.131 A

response to the church's growing inability to afford full-time paid ministry in every circuit,

the creation of a non-stipendiary presbyterate within New Zealand Methodism was also an

expression of a desire, evident since the 1960s, for more flexible forms of ministry.r32 As

the Faith and Order Committee observed in recommending the new ministry, an increase in

chaplaincies and in the number of clergy working in secular employment while remaining

in Full Connexion had shown the value of "a specifically Christian and ordained presence"

within key sectors and organisations in society. The Committee expected that most non-

stipendiary presbyters would be engaged in some specific "cutting edge of the Church's

t3u J.J. lrwis, "Discussions Concerning the 'College Course"', [L975], College Two L970-1975, TC, Met
082/9 I 1,3 ; and Davidson, S e lwy n' s L e g a cy, p.253.

r3r For studies of non-stipendiary ministry in the Anglican Church see K.N. Booth, Anyone for Ordination?
Ministry, Non-Stipendiary Ministry and Ordination in the Anglican Church in New Zealand,
Morrinsville, Arrow Press, 1979; and P.N. Williamson, "Non-Stipendiary Ministry in the New Zealand
Anglican Church", MPhil Thesis, University of Nottingham, 1992. Presbyterians in New Zealand also
showed interest in non-residential training but did not initiate a scheme until the 1990s. See Sarah
Mitchell, "lnhabiting the l-andscape: Community Based Ministry Training in Aotearoa New Zealand,
1991-1999" in Emilsen and Emilsen (eds.), Mapping the Landscape, pp.273-87 .

t32 ln 1976, for instance, the Conference also approved the establishment of a Methodist diaconate which
was open to both women and men. The primary focus of the office of deacon was declared to be that of
"particular service within and beyond the church, whether it be social service, administration or some
other specific task;' MAC,1976, p.266; and Mullan, Dialania and the Moa, pp.33-36. During this decade
Methodists began to use the term "presbyterate" to refer to the ordained ministry of the word and
sacramcnt.
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ministry", but suggested that some might work in congregations, perhaps in new housing

or small rural areas, or in assisting city circuits. From the beginning it was envisaged that

training for the new ministry would be "tailor-made and field-based", and that it could be

ecumenical in nature.t33 Although the first candidates for a o'home setting" course began

their trainingin 1979, the new prograrnme did not take shape until the 1980s.r34

As this thesis has shown, field-based training was a continuous thread in Methodist

ministry education in New Zealand from the nineteenth century to the early 1960s. In some

senses, the home setting prograrnme was a familiar and, as the link to the financial

pressures for non-stipendiary ministry made clear, pragmatic Methodist phenomenon. The

development of the new programme during the 1980s would display many of the

characteristics of the denomination's traditional circuit-based training. Yet, the revival of

the non-residential model may also be seen as a response to a new situation and to

changing ideas in the 1970s regarding styles of clergy education.

Weighing the pros and cons of residentiat training l.lr'1977, for example, the St John's

Future Development Committee noted that, where college preparation was originally

designed for single men, most students were now married. One of the benefits of non-

residential training was that families did not have to be uprooted, housed or financially

supported. The Committee reflected the increased sensitivity felt in the 1970s to issues of

power, and voiced dissatisfaction with the way the residential model inserted students into

a hierarchical structure, where they were deskilted and invited to behave in an "infantile or

adolescent" manner. Influenced by the emphasis among theological educators on the

importance of relating learning to the ministry setting, the Committee argued that

preparation for ministry within the college decontextualised training. While pointing to

some of the potential virtues of a non-residential scheme, the Committee's notes about the

strengths of college education also identified some of the things that might be lost in a

field-based model. The theological institution, it observed, offered students opportunities

t33 MAC, 1976, pp.266-67.

t:r 16. first candidates to be received for home setting training were Mary Astley, Fa'aso Tugia, Ala'ivae
Aiolupo, Tanielu Sa'o and Tuuau Tiatia. |bid.,1978, p.501; and 1979, p.602. For a discussion of the
development of the new programme see pp.347-54.
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for concentrated academic study, access to on-the-spot staff and library resources, life in

community and friendship with future colleagues in ministry.t" The Committee was also

aware of the need to take care that a non-stipendiary presbyterate trained in the home

setting was not relegated to a second class status in ministry.l36 Such comments were early

intimations of some of the advantages and difficulties non-residential education would

bring Methodism in following decades.

An interest within New Zealand's mainstream denominations in ministrlr training beyond

the theological college was also seen in the 1970s in a new ecumenical initiative in the

field of continuing education. As the report of the 1973 JCCU Consultation on Continuing

Education stated, the idea that initial and continuing training belonged together as one

process was a comparatively new concept for the churches. Observing that past attempts to

assist clergy had been "piecemeal and sporadic", the Consultation saw an urgent need for a

fresh approach to continuing education which was "more deliberate, more systematic and

more related to the actual work" being done.r37 The gathering's desire to see the churches

take joint action on the issue came to fruition in the 1974 appointment by the Board of St

John's College and the Joint Board of Theological Studies of the Methodist minister, Keith

Rowe, as an ecumenical field worker in continuing education.

In training at Trinity College from 1960 ta L962, Rowe was a strong and sometimes

charismatic personality. He had considerable academic gifts (graduating BA from the

University of New Zealand in 1.960, BD from the University of Otago in 1970, and Master

of Sacred Theology from Union Theological Seminary n l97t), had worked in circuit

ministry for eight years, and as associate director of the Methodist Education Division from

l97l to 1974. Operating from his base as part-time lecturer in Christian education at

Meadowbank, Rowe's activities as field worker included leading denominational clergy

schools, advising ministers undertaking study leave, organising ecumenical events (in 1975

r35 "Future Development Committee", [L9771, Future Development Committee 1975-1977, TC, Met
0821915,p.4.

136 &St John's College (Future) Development Committee", Z6May L977,Ibid.,p.l.

t" "Joint Commission on Church Union: Consultation on Continuing Education for Ministry", I\973f,
MCA, ChCh, CM: Various, p.l.
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a school on rural ministry and a consultation on union and cooperating parishes), writing

study resources, and trying to develop an in-parish post-LTh diploma in ministry. In

retrospect, Rowe believed the most important achievement of the work was probably the

way it helped to develop "a new awareness of the desirability of continuing education

among clergy".r38 A "pioneering ecumenical venture" in post-college ministry training, the

position of field worker in continuing education was not sustained after Rowe ended his

appointment in 1979.13e

During the 1970s a growing sensitivity to oppression, an erosion of acceptance of

traditional authority and a critique of the rigid divide between theory and practice helped to

produce intense debate about the nature of theological education. Seeking to respond to

demands for a more integrated, interdisciplinary style of training, the Methodist and

Anglican theological institutions found change difficult to achieve. At its most radical

expression, the desire of some staff and students for a contextual self-directed learning

process came into conflict with the expectations of their churches and the commitment of

educators like Irwis to a comprehensive vision of a ministry which engaged with tradition

and contemporary need. As the college's traditional academic structure remained largely

unaltered in the 1.970s, Methodism turned again to forms of ministry preparation which

were based outside the residential setting.

4. Training Minita-a-Iwi

In the 1970s Methodist Maori, always a small presence within the theological institution,

withdrew from ministry education at Trinity College. A decision attracting little public

discussion, the move was a further expression of the kind of questioning of the Western

academic focus of training which marked the decade. Growing out of a realisation that the

college was failing to meet Maori needs for an indigenous leadership, such questioning led

Methodist Maori to find an alternative contextual model of ministry preparation.

Keith Rowe, "Joint Board of Theological Studies: Report of Field Worker in Continuing Education",
January 1980, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met 082110/76.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.255.
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Maori initiatives in the area of ministry training in the 1970s were set within the context of

an increasing Maori assertion of issues of cultural identity in the urban setting. New and

often "street-wise" protest groups like Nga Tamatoa (founded in Auckland in 1970) gave

forceful articulation to Maori grievances, such as the loss of land, racism and

discrimination, and the decline of the Maori language. Political activism coalesced into a

Maori land rights movement, and events like the 1975 Land March and the occupation of

Bastion Point in 1977 and 1978 brought issues of land alienation to national attention. The

establishment of the Waitangi Tribunal in 1976 as a mechanism to hear injustices under the

Treaty of Waitangi was an important but initially limited legislative step towards

addressing Maori concerns. t{

This desire to assert cultural identity was shared by Methodist Maori in the 1970s. The

creation of the Methodist Maori Division n 1973 and the appointment of Rua Rakena as

Tumuaki took the word "mission" out of Maori work and brought Pakeha superintendence

of its activities to an end. Earlier Methodist policies of assimilation and integration were

replaced by a recognition within the denomination that Maori required control over their

own affairs.tot As its objective, the new Division sought to realise "Maori styles of

Christian life, witness and service" recognising that "'culture shapes the human voice that

answers the voice of Christ'." Such concern for indigenous values and forms of action was

seen in the area of leadership as the Division endeavoured "to equip and enable its own

members and leaders to minister [in] its own way."'nt While Methodist Maori had begun to

formulate alternative approaches to ministry preparation in the previous decade, the need

for change was made more urgent in the 1970s by the Division's critical financial situation

and by the continued unease of key leaders with college training.

lncreasing concern about the state of its finances was expressed by Maori Division in its

reports to Conference from the mid 1-970s. Membership figures were said to be high during

Dunstall, "The Social Pattern", p.479; and Walker, "Maori People Since 1950", pp.511-1a.

Davidson, Christianity in Aotearoa, p.137; and Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted Christianiry, p.137.

Rakena, "Methodism Among the Maori", pp.227,234.
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this time (although in the 1970s the proportion of Maori professing to be Methodist in the

national census began to follow Pakeha trends, declining from 7.9Vo in 1966 to 6.42Vo in

L9'76),143 but the Division suffered from the escalating costs of the years after the 1973 oil

crisis. Like the church at large, Maori Methodism found it more difficult to afford full-time

ministry and was forced to accept reductions in staff numbers already operating at a

minimum.r4 During the period from 1968 to 1975, for example, the total of Maori

ministers had fallen from twelve to six, and the total of deaconesses active in Maori work

had decreased from twelve to four.ras Severe financial stringencies contributed to the move

within the Division towards a greater reliance upon lay or self-supporting forms of

ministry.

As in the 1960s, Methodist Maori in the 1970s continued to question the relevance of the

preparation grven to Maori students by the theological institution. Only two Maori attended

Trinity in the 1,970s, Hana Hauraki in 197L and Diana Tana from 1973 to 1975. The first

Maori women to enter the college, both trained initially as deaconesses and were later

ordained as presbyters. Throughout the decade the Methodist and Anglican colleges

developed the teaching of Maori studies and gave greater acknowledgement to the

indigenous culture. Yet advances were, as in the past, slow and probably did more to raise

the awareness of Pakeha students than to meet the needs of Maori trainees.

At Grafton and at Meadowbank, for example, Maori studies was made compulsory for all

students.l6 Classes in Maori culture and language were led by Rakena at Trinity n LgTt

and by the Anglican lecturer, John Tamahori, within the combined colleges. A senior

minister and a supportive presence for Maori at Meadowbank, Tamahori had an LTh and a

BA and experience in parish work in New Zealand and mission activities in Tonga. He was

ln 1974, for instance, Maori Division stated that its "overall membership had never been greater in
number." MAC, L974, p.ZI'J,;lbid.,1968, p.212, and Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted Christianiry,
p.176

For the Division's reflections on the relationship between staff reductions and finances see MAC,797'7,
pp.l73 -7 4; IbA., \97 8, p.139; and L979, p.t4&.

Ibid., 1968, p.327 ; and 197 5, p.169.

See BS Minute Book 1968-1 977 , L9 February L977, TC, Met 08115/5; and F.I. Andersen and J.J. Lewis,
"Report of Warden and Principal", 1 March 1973, College Five 1973-1985, TC, Met 082/9/16.
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chaplain at Te Aute College in the 1960s.tot [n the 1970s Tamahori designed a wide-

ranging coume in Maori studies, covering Maori history and traditions, language,

indigenous concepts of pastoral care and community, and issues relating to contemporary

Maori society and the Pacific world. Srudents taking Maori for the LTh diploma

(introduced as an elective paper in 197I) were directed to recent works by Erik

Schwimmer, Joan Metge, Rua Rakena and Maharaia Winiata.t€ Tamahori also instituted

annual marae visits, and these became events "of value and significance to the whole

community."roe Confronting many trainees with "challenglng aspects of Maori history that

had been 'left out of the history of New T.r;aland"', the college's 1977 visit to Parihaka, for

example, was described by Lewis as o'a deeply moving experience".lsO

Despite Tamahori's efforts, Maori studies remained a marginal subject within the college

curriculum, one that was not accorded the same status as other courses.tst Stroobant

suggested that Tamahori got a "hard time" from trainees. There was some resentrnent that

Maori was compulsory, and a number of students expressed frustration at Tamahori's

teaching style which was very different from a Pakeha way of lecturing. Conflict arose

because students lacked awareness of varying culfural values and expectations.rs2

It is likely that classes and activities in Maori studies offered Trinity's Maori students little

that they did not know. Both Tana and Hauraki had grown up in Methodist Maori families

and Hauraki had received training in Waikato and Kingitanga traditions during time at the

Methodist Te Rahui Wahine hostel in Hamilton.rs3 Life at the college gave significant

1a7 Davidson , Selwyn's Legacy, pp.230, 254.

14 See "St John's C-ollege: Maori Studies Ig73*, [February 1973], Methodist Staff Papers Lg74-Lg78,TC,
MetO8U9l9.

rne J.J. Lewis, "Trinity College Council: Report", 17 April lg74,TcPapers 1g68-Lg77,TC, Met 082lgl|r..

tso Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.267; and MAC, 1977,p.242,

rsr Davidson , Selwyn's Legacy, p.254.

152 Stroobant noted, for instance, that some students thought it was impolite of Tamahori to arrive at classes
after their starting time. It did not occur to them that they should sit patiently for the privilege of listening
to someone who was prepared to come to speak with them. TCOH, Stroobant, 4 October 1999.

"t MAc,7993,p.429.
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opportunities for personal development. Tana's involvement with Tremewan, Glensor and

Boanas in 1975 has already been noted, and writing in that year, lrwis suggested that she

had revealed both poise and maturity. "In its quiet strength," he observed, "her influence

upon the whole College has been remarkable."lsa Whatever the value of the Trinity

experience for individuals, however, Methodist Maori still had good reason in the 1970s to

consider that students were being trained under a Pakeha-oriented progranme which was

not cognisant of the real needs of Maori ministry. In 1978 Rakena noted that some Maori

ministers had been faced with pastoral situations in which they "had to try and think up" a

Christian response "as they received no guidance on such matters in the Theological

College."rss

In the mid to late 1970s the desire for a more indigenous ministry, financial dfficulties,

and an ongoing discontent with college training contributed to major changes in the way

Methodist Maori approached leadership and education. Adopting the slogan "every

member a minister", Maori Division sought to place a grcater accent on "the 'ministry' that

stems from one's baptism and confirmation, rather than solely from an act of ordination."ls

This shift in priorities from ordained to lay ministry resulted in a cessation (planned or not)

in the number of Maori candidates offering for ordination.rsT From the mid 1970s the

Division focussed more deliberately on the ministry of honorary home missionaries,

especially in relation to the marae situation and pastoral oversight at the local and regional

levels. Honorary home missionaries (or, as they were called from the 1.970s, "minita-a-

iwi") exercised a self-supporting ministry and their numbers rose from twenty-tfnee in

1968 to twenty-eight in 1975.tt8 Given authority to perform all the ministerial functions (of

lsa "Report to Board of studies", 9 July 1975, BS Minute Book 1968-1g77,TC, Met 081/5/5.

rss tt1;*1n* Leadership the Community Recognises",lVC, 16 October 7975, p.6; and "Maori Theology of
Life", Ibid., 7 September 1978, p.5.

156 Rua Rakena, "The Maori Witness" in Ian Hanis , Going Places ,.. A Portrait of Methodism in the "70s',
Council of Mission, Methodist Church of New Zealand,p.9.

r57 While no evidence has been found in Maori Division reports from the 1970s or in Rakena's published
writings of the period of an explicit intention to bring to an end the practice of ordained ministry within
Maori Methodism, in the long term the changes of the mid 1970s had this result. The last Maori to be
ordained to the presbyterate were Tana and Hauraki in L979, and Henry Pate, a former home missionary,
in 1982. Pate auended Trinity in 1984 for further studies.

tsr MAC,1968, p.327: an<l lbid.,1975, p.169.
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baptism, administration of holy communion and the like), they had not received a

traditional college-based theological education, but had experience and leadership skills

that had "emerged in, and been conferred by, a local community." As such, they were, in

Rakena's opinion,'o'real indigenous leaders"'.1se

Maori Methodism's heightened emphasis on lay leadership was combined in the 1970s

with a move away from the theological institution as the location for ministry education.

After Tana, no further Maori Division students prepared for ordination at Trinity College.

It is hard to know whether this withdrawal occurred deliberately as the result of a policy

decision, or gradually, and at a less intentional level, as a consequence of changing

emphases. While the Division's reports and Rakena's published writings from the 1970s

stated a desire for a new kind of training, neither was explicit in arguing for a total

withdrawal from Trinity. Little evidence has been found in college docrrments or the

Methodist newspaper of a wide awareness of, or debate over, such a move. It has been

suggested that it only became clear in retrospect, both to the Division and the rest of the

church, that a decision to move away from the college had been made.ln

In the 1"970s, building on the proposal for field training formulated by Rakena and Wati

Tahere in 1,968, and showing the influence of the educational philosophy and methodology

of Freire, Methodist Maori began to develop an alternative contextual style of ministry

preparation.l6l Training for minita-a-iwi took place in a structured way in wananga (schools

of learning) on marae, and less formally in a range of Maori cultural and community-based

activities. Events like local tangi were rich learning experiences, providing students with

insights into "language, genealogy, tribal history and tradition, a theology and acceptance

of death". For Rakena, the learning that arose from the local situation was rooted in an

awareness that

lse Rakena, "The Maori Witness", p.9; and "Leadership the Community Recognises", frC, L6 October 1975,
p.6.

t* John Salmon, conversation with the author, 9 August 2001.

rur The Division's debt to Freire was acknowledge d in MAC, 7974, p.206. For reflections on the role and
contextual training of minita-a-iwi in the Anglican Church see Williamson, "Non-stipendiary Ministry",
pp.27-35.
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doing theology is about making connections between life as we live it and the
tradition that has shaped us; between what we feel and what we think; between
what we are discovering and what others have discovered; between today and
yesterday.162

It is not within the bounds of this study to evaluate the effect of these quite momentous

changes on Maori ministry or training. That task awaits a scholar from within the Maori

world. Some remarks may be made, however, about the impact of Maori Division's

decision to withdraw from the college programme on Methodist ministry preparation as a

whole.

Limited contact between Maori Division and Trinity College from the mid 1970s meant,

for example, that the challenge of Methodist Maori experience was not present within the

theological institution.t63 Trinity students had little first-hand knowledge of the Division

and, lacking an opportunity for daily interaction with its trainees, were not able to form

personal relationships that would help to give them insights into the concerns of Methodist

Maori. Students often left the college knowing more about Anglican Maori and with a

limited appreciation of the way the style and priorities of Anglican and Methodist Maori

differed. As a result, despite being provoked in the 1980s and 1990s to reflect on political

questions of race and power, Methodist students were not required to relate such challenges

to their own church or college setting. It was possible for debate over issues like the Treaty

of Waitangi and the 198L Springbok Tour to remain at a rather abstract level. For a church

seeking from 1,983 to make a bicultural journey, the inability to give its future leadership a

strong understanding of, and comnitment to, Methodist Maori concems was a serious

deficiency in ministry training.ln

The number of Maori students at Trinity was nevor large, but their absence from the mid

1970s meant that the connexional role of the Methodist college was put in some doubt. It

162 Rakena, "Methodism Among the Maori", pp.234-36.

tut In the 1980s and 1.990s representatives from Maori Division (increasingly known as Te Taha Maori from
the late 1980s and early 1990s) continued as members of the Trinity College Council and had input in
Methodist processes for the appointment of new staff. In the 1990s students were invited to meet
members of Taha Maori for a day each year of reflection and sharing.

r* Salmon, conversation with the author, 9 August 2001.
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was no longer clear whether the theological institution belonged to the whole people called

Methodist. On the one hand, the lack of a Maori presence at Trinity suggested that, for a

significant section of the church, the college had lost relevancy. Its ability to act as a focus

of identity for Methodists in New Zealand, already under threat as a result of the shift to

Meadowbank, was thus further eroded. On the other hand, however, the college was still a

servant of the Connexion. Did the fact that Maori no longer attended Trinity obviate its

duty to provide for Maori training, if not in terms of teaching then perhaps in funding? The

inclusion of a regular grant to Taha Maori in the Methodist college's 200L financial

statement suggests some minimal acceptance of such a responsibility.t6s

Taking control of its own affairs, the Methodist Maori Division in the 1970s established

new directions and priorities for Maori leadership and education. That the Division found it

necessary to do so outside the theological institution was a sign of the college's failure to

encourage the development of a strong indigenous Maori ministry and of the Division's

desire to evolve a style of preparation that arose from, and responded to, the Maori context.

The extent to which Maori initiatives have effected the complex task of maintaining

cultural identity in a modern and increasingly technological age awaits further research.

Whatever the success of their changes, Methodist Maori left the college far poorer for their

absence.

5. New Waves of Protest

As noted in earlier chapters, living in community was an aspect of residential training that

was valued by Methodists involved in ministry education for the way it gave students

opportunities for personal growth through interaction with other trainees. For Methodist

staff and students, the chance to become again "part of a 'campus community' - something

which was lacking at Trinity" was a particularly positivs outcome of the move to

Meadowbank.ltr

"Trinity Methodist Theological College Financial Statement", [2000-200U, fteld by the author).

Pratt, "Theological Education in the 70's", p.10.
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In the 1970s the common life of the joint venture reflected increased student diversity and

assertiveness. Women were a stronger presence within the theological institutions than in

past years, and brought new challenges to traditional assumptions about their role. A

heightened awareness among staff and students regarding social and political concerns led

to involvement in varied forms of protest action. Such issues inspired a lively and

enriching debate within the college community, but also proved a potent source of division

and conflict.

A small and scattered presence at Trinity in the 1960s, women had a limited influence on

the training activities and life of the Methodist college. Living in close proximity to the

theological institution and involved in ministry education in larger numbers than in the past

(as students, wives and a faculty member), Methodist and Anglican women in the 1970s

took a more assertive role in the combined college.r6? They were able for the first time, for

example, to significantly challenge the single-male boarding school ethos that had

dominated Trinity and St John's. As Pat Jacobson noted, the participation of families in

worship and weekly community meals from the early 1970s made an institution that had

been rather monastic in style into "a far saner" and more nomral place.168 Stroobant

similarly valued the way the presence of women and their desire for space within the life of

the college tempered the "blokey booky" atmosphere of the institution. He suggested that

women brought a new creativity to college events, grving them "a frisson" and a sense of

the unexpected. Social gatherings were often organised by women and had an interactive

format incorporating movement, colour and dance. Such innovation was not appreciated by

all trainees, however, and Stroobant recalled that the women's efforts evoked some

derision from the college's "traditionalist males,,.r6e

Introducing new styles of relating and participating, women in the 1970s also began to

critique the college's approach to ministry training. The growth of a new movement for

tot In charge of the library from 1976, Judith Bright was the first woman to be appointed as a full-time
member of the college faculty.

168 Jacobson, interview with the author, SMay 7992, SJC, Kin 042ll\.

tn' TCOH, Stroobant,4 October 1999.
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womsn's liberation took place in New Zealand from the late 1960s. Influenced by feminist

ideas from the United States of America, groups like Auckland Women's Liberation

questioned the male-dominated society and traditional roles within marriage and the

family, seeking freedom of choice and equality of opportunity.li0

A concern for women's issues within the Methodist and Anglican colleges was initially

focussed on the role of the wives of ministry students. From the early 1970s there was a

desire among a number of young wives, including some Methodist women, to break out of

the traditional role of 'the good and obedient surats's wife'. Many of these women had

their own careers, skills and interests (of the eleven students' wives at Trinity College in

1972, for instance, eight were working outside the home).171 A former public health nurse

who came to the college n L975 when her husband, Alan, was accepted for ministry

preparation, the Methodist Lynne Frith, for example, had "strong views about not being a

minister's wife". Frith was active in the college's Wives Association (renamed the

Women's Association in the mid 1970s), and remembered trying to encourage wives to

think of themselves as people in their own right, not just as adjuncts to their ordained

husbands.tT2 Throughout the decade college women like Frith urged the theological

institution to be more open to the varied gifts of women and children in the community,

making room for their participation and taking account of their needs.

Women in the 1970s challenged the college, for example, to recognise the impact of

ministry education upon the family lives of students. As Diana Roberts, the wife of a

second-year Methodist trainee, John Roberts, observed in L972, most sfudents' wives did

not marry knowing they were going to become "parsons' wives". The majority (but not

necessarily all) tried to support their husbands, but were aware, she suggested, that ministry

demanded of them also "a serious and onerous commitment". Entering residential training

meant relocating to Auckland, economic sacrifices for families (particularly those with

r70 Dunstall, "The Social Pattem", pp.480-81.

Itt Jacobson, interview with the author, S May 1992, SJC, KjnO42ll/3; and Diana Roberts, "Wives Also
'Married to College"', NZM,27 July 1972, p.9-

rtz Lynne Frith, interview with the author, 6 May 1992, SJC, Kn 042/113. Frith trained under her married
namc, Lynne Upson.
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children) as they faced a reduced income, and the sometimes difficult task of adapting to

the "hot-house" atmosphere of life in the college community.tt3 In a 1977 report "On

Women of St John's", a group of Anglican women noted that students' family units were

exposed to sudden change

because the husband is put into an environment that so challenges and extends
him that change in the most basic aspects of his thinking and spiritual growth is
inevitable. It is the wife who must bear the main repercussions of [this] change
in her husband's life, and at the same time find her own place in their changing
relationship.

These factors could put pressure on families and mauiages and the L977 rcport

recommended that the college make use of marriage enrichment prograrnmes in its
training.lTa No evidence has been found that this suggestion was ever taken up by college

authorities.

Although not all women wanted to be involved in their husbands' ministries, a number

shared a sense of call and saw themselves taking an active role within the parish. In the

1970s some students' wives expressed a wish for training to help them support their

husbands' work, and for opportunities for personal growth and the development of their

own abilities. Permission for wives to attend lectures appeius to have been granted in the

early 1970s.The 1977 report "On Women" proposed that the theological institution make a

greater commitment to college wives by introducing a certificated course of study to

provide instruction in such areas as pastoral skills, theology, Christian education, creative

listening and administration. Teaching about family life and the changing role of women in

modem society was also sought.lTs

This request was partly met with the commencement in 1978 of a women's course

organised by Jo Petly (wife of the Anglican warden, Raymond Pelly) and others.

Roberts, "Wives Also 'Married to College"', NLM,27 July 1972, p.9.

"Report on Women of St John's Theological College - 197'7-, (held by Judith Bright), pp.l, 4. A
suggestion that "post-marital courses" be provided for young married couples entering college was also
made by studenrs in L974. SA Minute Book 1973-1979,20 september lg14,sJC4lU7.

"Report on Women", (held by Judith Bright), pp.4-5.
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Delegating women's work to a "seniol wife" (usually the minister's) has been a common

feature of congregational activity and has often had a conservative effect of reinforcing

traditional patterns of church life and authority. In contrast, the women's course was

experimental in nature and addressed in a thought-provoking way issues of community,

ethics, feminism, the practice of ministry, faith and belief. For Raymond Pelly, the course

highlighted the fact that the normal academic cuniculum did not provide the learning

wives were looking for at Meadowbank. It also pointed to "'the pressing need for a woman

member of the teaching staff"'.176

The "continuing strength of the view [in church and society] that women with pre-school

children should remain at home" was seen in the 1970s in a lack of adequate child-care

facilities in the combined college.l77 This made it difficult for wives to take courses and to

participate in the life of thg commrrnity.An attempt in the early 1970s to set up an official

creche (replacing various voluntary child-minding arrangements) was opposed by the St

John's Board of Governors, but the issue was raised again with more success towards the

end of the decade. The Board's response was less than whole-hearted, but in L979 it

resolved to give "'careful consideration"' to a request from the college's sfudents'

association for the provision of a creche, although it regretted that it could not contribute

finance for a supervisor.tTs

In the 1.970s a greater awareness among women ministry students of their needs and

political interests as women also began to challenge prevailing assumptions about their role

and the college's method of training. This minored a growing interest in American

theological writing of the era in the topic of women in ministry.tte Editing a L975 issue of

the journal Theological Education, focussed on the subject of "women in seminary", for

rt6 For a report on the women's course see Jocelyn Amstrong and Catherine Short, "Monday Nights - The
Learning Experience", St John's College Magazine,1978 (Selwyn Centennial Issue), pp.1.7-20. Raymond
Pelly quoted in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.27t-72.

Dunstall, "The Social Pattern", p.480.

Quoted in "Report of Vice President", [19191, SA Papers, SJC 4lll17.

The journal Theological Education, for example, first devoted an issue to the theme of women in
theological education in L972.
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example, Arabella Meadows-Rogers argued that, for too long, "women) as a marginal

minority, were expected to mold themselves around ... already established patterns of

theological education for ministry." Women, she suggested, were starting to question those

patterns and the sort of ministry that training prepared students for. As the number of

women in seminaries rose, they were "beginning to understand the changes in theological

substance, in curriculum design, in institutional support, in the very difinition [sic] of

ministry" that had to be made if such a vocation was to be "an acceptable possibility for

womgn."l&

As in America, the number of women preparing for ordained ministry in New 7-ealand

grew in the 1970s. A total of thirteen Methodist women received training at Trinity from

1971 to 1979, six for the presbyterate and seven for the deaconesses order.tEr Anglican

women also studied full-time at St John's during this period (fourteen in all), although

ordination to the Anglican priesthood was not approved by General Synod until 1976.182

For some of the college's women trainees, consciousness of gender issues increased as they

began to read the works of feminist theologians like Mary Daly and joined together to

share and reflect upon their own experiences as women in a male-dominated church and

society. Frith noted, for instance, the way a women's meeting in 1975, organised by

George Armstrong to hear reports on the recent United Women's Convention, stimulated

her early interest in feminist thought. ln 1977 she was part of a group including students,

the wives of students and faculty (notably Jo Pelly and Jocelyn Armstrong) and some

women beyond the theological college that tried to 'push the edges' of women's issues at

Meadowbank.ls3 Influenced by feminism, students like Frith, Lynne Wall (a Methodist

taking classes at the college while her husband, Terry, trained for ministry), and the

Anglican, Janet Crawford, reacted against "pressures to conform to [a] female mould" that

180 Arabella Meadows-Rogers, "Editorial Introduction",TheologicalEducation, Winter 1975,p.65.

r8r See Tables Three and Four.

1*2 Anglican women preparing to be deaconesses began attendiug St John's in 1964. The first full-time
resident woman student was Wendy Cranston who trained at St John's from 1970 to 1971. See Davidson,
Selwyn's Legacy, pp.231,-32. For a study of Anglican women in the priesthood see Rosemary Neave
(ed.), The Journey and the Vision: A Report on Ordained Anglican Women in the Church of the Province
of New Zealand, Auckland, Women's Resource Centre, 1990.

r83 Frith, interview with the author, 6 May 1992, SJC, l{tn042lll3.
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emphasised marriage and child-rearing. Yet, unlike Enid Bennett in the 1960s (who had

been content to be seen as 'one of the boys' at Trinity), neither were they prepared to be

accepted in ministry as "honorary men".re Instead, they asserted a desire to be taken

seriously as women and given the right to make free choices without fear of patronising or

condemnatory attitudes. Reflecting on the lnternational Women's Year in 1975, Wall

showed a strong distaste for the kind of "[g]rudging concessions and token gestures" that

she felt had marked the churches' response to women on that occasion.lss

Increased assertiveness around issues relating to women in ministry was evident in debate

within the combined college over inclusive language. There was a gradual recognition

among some church people in the late 1970s of the ways in which language could shape

attitudes and beliefs, and cause feelings of exclusion. E4pressing this understanding in the

college magazine n t979, the first-year Anglican trainee, Joyce Marcon, stated that she did
o'not feel included when we pray for all men in chapel, nor do I feel my children iue

included."r86 Student protests at the use of "sexist language" at Meadowbank ranged from

that of a male trainee who, in one particular class, held up a placard saying "Language"

whenever the lecturer used exclusive terminology, to the action of an anonymous group in

1.978 which made unauthorised changes to chapel copies of the Anglican eucharist

service.ttt The latter tactic aroused some hostility within the college, and language

remained a contentious issue into the 1980s and 1990s.

While a few Methodist and Anglican women students began to critique traditional

preconceptions about their role and to raise issues of inclusiveness in the 1970s, they

continued to face old prejudices and a lack of acknowledgement within training processes

that they were a group with special ministry preparation needs. In the 1970s the theological

institution was not always a welcoming space for women trainees. Jacobson and Frith both

r8o Lynne Wall, "Sex at St John's" , St John's Chronicle, No. 12, 1975, p.3; and Janet Crawford, "College
Women Buck Being Honorary Men", NC,6 October t977,p.3. Crawford trained at the college from
1976 to 1978.

t* WaU, "Sex at StJohn's", StJohn's Chronicle,No. 12, 19?5, p.3.

t&o St J ohn' s College Magazine,3 August 1979, p.2.

rE7 Frith, interview with the author, 6 May 1992, SJC, Kin O42lll3; and Davidson , Selvvyn's Legacy, p.270.
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found that Trinity's move into ecumenical partnership exposed them to the opposition of

some Anglican students, who did not approve of women's ordination.lss Apart from brief

comments in pastoral classes (about the difficulties of dealing with "over zealous" men and

women in counselling situations), the college raised few questions about the practical

reality of ministry for women. The curriculum did not address issues relating to the

changing social and political role of women through courses in the new fields of women's

studies or feminist theology.tse Lacking such specific training, many women probably went

into ministry without a good idea of the difficulties and joys they would experience. As

Frith noted, women trainees in the 1970s feared and hoped, but "didn't really know" what

it would be like in the parish.ltr Methodists and Anglicans still had only a handful of

women ministers to act as role models, and although some within the college saw a need

for women on the teaching staff, no such appointments were made until the 1980s.1e1 If
anything, Frith believed that her time in training taught her patterns of coping which were

positively unhelpful and did not serve her well in future ministry. Like Methodist women

before (and after) her, she felt the pressure of an unstated expectation that she had to do

better than her male colleagues to prove herself, and so learnt to project a "super-woman

image", which she found prevented her from putting her own needs first.re2

In the 1970s concerns within Methodism over the question of married wornen clergy

betrayed continued ambivalence over the ministry of women, but were perhaps focussed

less on a woman's role as a wife than as a mother. A trainee in the early 1970s, Jacobson,

an older single woman, recalled that it was clearly expressed to her that, if she were ever to

Jacobson, interview with the author, 8 May 1992, SJC, Kin042l7l3- and Frith, interview with the author,
6 May 1992,Ibid.

A desire for such papers in the 1970s was probably rather optimistic. The first women's studies
programme in a New Zealand university only began in 1975 on a part-time basis at Victoria. Barrowman,
Victor ia U niv er sity, p.27 3 -

Frith, interview with the author, 6 May 1992, SJC, Kjn0421113.

ln 1979, for example, George Armstrong sent a notice of motion to the college staff meeting asking that
the appointment of "suitably qualified women" be "top priority over other considerations" in making
further staff teaching appointments. St John's College Magazine, ?5 July 1979, p.19.

Frith, interview with the author, 6May L992, SJC, Kin 042/t/3.
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marry, there would be no bar to her continuing in ministry.ler Lynne Wall commenced full-

time study at the Meadowbank college when her husband, Terry, began ministry training in

1975. As yet without children, she was conscious of her own sense of call, but was unsure

how ministry could fit together with marriage and the future demands of parenting. It was

not until she and Terry spent a year studying in Chicago from late 1976, where they saw a

variety of models of clergy couples with children, that she was able to clarify her thinking

and decide to offer as a candidate. Wall found the process of applying from overseas

surprisingly easy and the question of marriage was not raised as an issue.t* At the same

time, however, Frith, another married candidate and the mother of a pre-school child,

experienced the selection process as difficult and intrusive. After receiving a positive

recommendation from the churches' selection weekend, Frith and her husband, Alan, were

summoned to a pre-Conference meeting of the Committee on Ministry in Wellington for

further interviewing. Various questions were asked regarding the way her ministry would

affect the couple's domestic arrangements.res It is hard to be sure of the exact nature of the

Committee's hesitations and to disentangle issues of personality, but it may be that some

concern arose because Frith was already a mother. The continuing strength of the view that

women with pre-school children should remain at home has already been noted. In the

1970s the idea of shared parenting was still, as wall noted, very avant-garde.1e6

The challenge feminist women brought to ministry education was part of a heightened

interest within the Meadowbank college in the 1970s in social and political concerns. As

noted, an increased sensitivity throughout the decade to "the cries of the oppressed" and a

desire to live out a gospel of liberation were both aspects of a new emphasis within

theological education on contexfualisation. There was a move among some church leaders

and educators in the West to understand how theological teaching could be freed from a

Jacobson, interview with the author, SMay 1992,Ibid.

Lynne Wall, conversation with the author, 17 August 2001.

Frith, interview with the author, 6 May 1992, SJC, Y''.:rn 04211,13. From 1973 candidates from the
negotiating churches were examined in a Joint Assessment C.ourse which replaced an eadier separate
Methodist event. The Methodist Committee on Ministry was established in 1971 and took over most of
the role and functions of the old Examination Committee and the Board of Examiners. See MAC, L973,
p.75; and lbid.,797I, pp.63-67.

Wall, conversation with the author, 17 August 2001.
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narrow inward focus to address "personal, economic, and political contexts" of suffering.

Quoting the words of the Peruvian liberation theologian, Gustavo Gutierrez, a group of

North American Methodist and Presbyterian educators noted n 1979 that "no theology is

ever as valuable as 'one genuine act of solidarity with exploited social classes."'1e7 In the

1970s, more than at any time since the Depression in the 1930s, an awareness of, and

responsiveness to, such issues was a notable feature of the life of Trinity College, helping

to shape some students for ministries which had a strong focus on social activism.

Believing that in a rapidly changing world, the direction of the people of God was properly

outward, responding to a "vast neighbourhood of anxiety and need", Irwis made

opportunities for discussion and input relating to topical social and political questions a

regular part of the Methodist college's programme in the 1970s.1e8 The community gave

early consideration to the theme of race relations, reflecting a new awareness within

churches of the evils of racism.tee Trinity and St John's shared in seminars on racism in

1971 and 1973 organised by the Church and Society Commission of the National Council

of Churches, and staff and students were given "disturbing insights into the state of New

Zealand race relations". Seminar participants discussed the economic and political

distribution of power in New Znaland, and ways the church could confront racism in its

own life.m For many New Zealanders, however, concern about racism was focussed not at

home but overseas, and in 1974 students at Meadowbank joined a chorus of voices

expressing opposition to apartheid. Ministry trainees challenged the St John's Trustees for

arranging life insurance with the New Zealand Insurance Company, which had a subsidiary

in South Africa.z01 Later in L974, the Methodist student, Peter Glensor, remonstrated with

rot See Frederick Herzog et al., "Theological Education and Uberation Theology: An Invitation to
Respond ", Theo lo gical E duc a tion, Autumn 197 9, pp,l -L1.

re8 J.J. [.ewis, "On the Frontiers of Faith" inJJ. Lewis,pp.4849.

tt For eady Methodist reports and resolutions on the need to combat racism in New Zealand, moving
towards the development of a multi-racial society, see MAC, 1,970, pp.147-55; and lbid.,797l, pp.143-
44,153.

2a' Ibid., p.290; and "Racism Seminar - Kiwi Style" , NZM,ZZMarch 1973, p.9.

'01 See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.258. Students wrote to the Trinity College Council regarding the issue.
Their letter was "received sympathetically" and referred on to the General Secretary's office. TCC
Minutes 1938-1984, 17 April 1974,TC, Met 081/1/5.
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the editor of New Citizen for carrying advertisements for the South British Insurance

Company, a firm which also had South African interests.2o2 These early protest actions had

little tangible effect but paved the way for the stand the college took against the 1981

Springbok Tour.

The college programme also introduced Methodist students during the 1970s to issues like

community violence, public education and industrial relations. A combined L972 seminar

on the latter, for example, was led by Tom Skinner, President of the Federation of Labour,

and the Anglican priest and industrial chaplain, Richard Randerson.'' Visiting lecturers to

the college raised local and global themes from a variety of overseas contexts. In 1973 the

Australian theologian, Norman Young, addressed ecological concerns, lecturing at

Meadowbank on the doctrine of creation.2H Issues relating to politics and theology, which

included an analysis of the move towards fundamentalism in Western churches, were

explored by two German scholars, Dietrich Ritschl and Ernest Kasemann, in visits to

Auckland in1974 and 1978.20s

In the 1970s ministry students took their own initiatives to express concertr over injustice

and poverty in New Zealand and abroad. Members of the 'Triday Fast for Justice" group,

for example, donated the money saved by not attending college lunches on Fridays to relief

and human rights organisations as a way of showing solidarity with the poor. Methodists

involved in the group included Irwis, Terry Wall, Graharn Whaley, Derek McCullum and

Paul Grant.zffi During his time at Meadowbank Glensor participated in and promoted the

to' NC, 2'7 June 1974, p.2.

zr3 MAC, 1972, p.275. The topic of community violence was discussed in a staff-student colloquium at
Trinity in t9'12. The theme of public education was considered during orientation week at Meadowbank
n 1974. l,eadership was provided by Rowe, the Anglican priest, John Mullane, and the Education
Department of the University of Auckland. Methodist Staff Meetin g 1970-t973, 30 March l912,TC,Met
08219 / I0:' and lrwis, "Report", 17 April'l,97 4, TC Papers L968-L977, TC, Met 082/9 lll.

204 "Creation is Key Doctrine", NZM,3 May 1973, p.6.

205 J.W.B., "Global Churchman Sees New Context for Kiwi", NC,2l March 1974,p.8; and "Distinguished
Theologian Says: Church and State Move ro the Righr", Ibid.,4 May 1978, pp.l,1.

2uo "Friday Fast For Justice", St John's Chronicle, 16 July L975, p.2; and "Fast for Justice", St John's
C o I Ie ge M a gazine, 22 F ebrtary 1.97 9, p.77 .
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work of the aid agency CORSO.207 In 1973 three trainees (two Methodists and one

Anglican) held placards bearing pictures of white elephants outside the dedication of the

partly-completed Anglican cathedral in Auckland as a protest against the high cost of the

new building.'ot

As in the 1960s at St John's, George Armstrong played an important role in raising the

political consciousness of staff and students at Meadowbank, and his influence saw college

members become involved in New Zealand's early anti-nuclear movement. Armstrong was

a leading figure in the Peace Squadron, a flotilla of small craft forrred in 1,975 to blockade

Auckland harbour against the visits of nuclear powered and/or armed ships. The Peace

Squadron linked "religious symbolism with ecological values" and its activities were seen

as a "'creative, affirmative, non-violent action"' against militarism.to' Some Methodist

students were early members of the Peace Squadron. Alan Upson, for example, regarded

participation in the group as a way of asserting "the value of the lives God gave us" and

hoped that its stand would encourage people to discover "alternative ways of exercising

international relationships that do not threaten annihilation."2r0Involved in protests against

the Vietnam War before beginning training at Trinity, Terry Wall also belonged to the

Peace Squadron and took a con@rn for issues of peace into parish ministry. He established

the Christchurch Methodist Justice and Peace Group, and in 1982 travelled to Seattle to

take part in actions against the launching of the fust of the American Trident submarines.

A growing desire to find spiritual resources for peacemaking, however, led Wall in the

1980s to a realisation that political activism on its own was not enough. Convinced that "it
is in the heart [that] the deepest conflicts can be addressed", he became persuaded of the

importance of prayer and the need to make an inner and an outer journey.2ll Like the

2n Throat, No. 14, 11974). Glensor had been involved in CORSO before entering Trinity. See 'Young
Asia", NZM, 15 November 1973, p.11.

tt'* TCOH, Pratt, 17 September 1999; and "New Cathedral's Role Questioned", NZM,28 J:urrre 1973,p.12.

2'" George Armstrong quoted in Kevin Clements, Back From the Brink: The Creation of a Nuclear-Free
New Zealand, Wellington, Allen & Unwin, 1988, p.109.

ttu NC,21 August 1975,p.2.

ztr Terry Wall, "Personal Spiritual Journcy" (unpublished manuscript), August 1999.
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theologian Jurgen Moltmann, Wall affirmed that, "'Theology in action and theology in

doxology belong together. "'2r2

For Wall, the desire and ability to hold together what in past years was called piety

(although Wall was not an evangelical) and politics, spirituality and activism, developed

for the most part in the years following his time at Trinity. During the 1970s there was a

growing tendency for such dimensions of religious activity to be seen as opposing

priorities, and this contributed to division within the college community, often across

denominational boundaries. As Ian Ramage observed in L978, there were "real and serious

tensions" at Meadowbank between the conservative and liberal points of view.zr'

The impact of the charismatic movement in the 1970s (the period Battley described as "the

second wave" of charismatic renewal) gave rise to some of this tension.zta Throughout the

decade the Methodist and Anglican colleges received larger numbers of evangelical and

charismatic students (in 1977 one trainee claimed that twenty-five students were

charismatic), and responded to their concerns with a mixture of sympathy and caution.2l5

Writing n 1972, for example, Ramage portrayed the movement as a lively reaction to the

"immense spiritual need" of the modern church, but was uneasy about certain aspects of
o'the pentecostal 'package"'. He disliked its emotionalism and the love of some

charismatics for "the quick slick miracle, rather than the slow, unspectacular ripening of

the work of grace." Charismatic renewal also drew criticism fiom some ministry students.

In a strongly-worded letter to the Methodist newspaper in L973, the third-year Methodist,

John Roberts, for instance, termed pentecostal experience "an adolescent sickness".216 In

the face of these attitudes, and with no recognition of a charismatic style of expression in

formal college worship, charismatic trainees often felt marginalised. A student from 1976

Quoted in lbid.

Ian Ramage, "The St John's College Debate: An Open Letter to Members of Conference", 1,0 October
1978, MCA, ChCh, TC, Box 23, p.l.

Battley, "Charismatic Renewal", p.49.

Graeme Webb, "The Editor" , Magazine of St J ohn' s Theological College,23 June 1977 , p,2.

lan Ramage, "We Daren't Evade the Charismatic Challenge", NZM,1 June 7972, p.6; and lbid., L4 June

1973,p.2.

2l{

215
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to 1977, the Methodist, Colin Milner, believed that the theological institution failed to

provide evangelical and charismatic trainees with adequate pastoral care. Echoing the

concerns of students of earlier eras, he argued that the college was "far better at destroying

faith than in building up faith already possessed"."t As Battley noted, charismatics tended

to put matters of spiritual renewal above social concerns, displaying "a strongly

conservative bias".2r8

Tensions between liberals and conservatives, protest and piety, radicals and traditionalists

were present within the college in the 1970s in debates over styles of learning, the

ordination of women, inclusive language, and social and moral concerns. There were signs

of division, for example, over the issue of homosexuality, which would become one of the

most factious questions facing New Zealand Methodism in the late-twentieth century.zle A
gradual move towards the greater acceptance of homosexuality within church and society

from the 1960s was reflected by some staff and students at Meadowbank in the late 1970s.

Writing in the college magazine n 1977, the Anglican trainee, Bruce Keeley, for instance,

called upon the church to offer "'conscientious"'homosexuals (men and women who were

balanced and responsible citizens, seeking "profound and lasting love-relationship[s] in the

only way that [they] can know") support instead of condemnation.ru Such a view was

strongly opposed, however, by more conservative students who, in correspondence to Nel4/

Citizen in L976, urged Christians to take "an uncompromising but loving stand" over the

issue. For the first-year Anglican, Matthew Beech, acceptance of homosexuality was

incompatible with the "Gospel of the Risen Jesus" and the mark of a "liberal wishy washy

social gospel [which] will lead to hell."221

NC,5 October 1978, p.6.

Battley, "Charismatic Renewal", pp.54-55.

For a study of debate within the churches over homosexuality see L.D. Guy, "Worlds in Collision: The
Gay Debate in New 7-ealand 1960-1986", PhD Thesis, University of Auckland, 2000, pp.200-61.

Bruce Keeley, "God and Human Sexuality", Magazine of St John's Theological College,2I luly 1977,
pp.4-5. See also Watson Rosevear, "sexuality in the New Testament", Ibid., pp.1,-3. For early Methodist
statements calling for the greater acceptance of homosexuals see MAC, 7967, pp.94-97; Ibid., 1970,
pp.t41-42,146; and Wilf Ford, "What To Do With the Homosexual?',, NZM,13 July 1972, p.6.

See lettcrs by Matthew Beech and A. Ross Wards in,l/C, 30 September 1976, p.Z.
)al
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College divisions and the intense feelings that often surrounded them were highlighted in

two anonymous student publications which appeared at Meadowbank in 1975. Taking a

"stand against toads" for "Jesus, honesty, fair play and good humour",2zt "Ths Whakatane

Whart" made a "savage satirical attack" on aspects of college life.u Included in the

magazine's sights were self-aggrandising student politicians, o'fine-weather Penty[s]" and

'owet-weather liberals", college wives, faculty members who "practice intellectual

dishonesty over education which they class as theirs", and the St John's College Trust

Board.22a "The Olive Branch" focussed its attacks on students with a conservative piety. A

magazine "intended for all who love the Lord", it contained articles affirming the church as

"a Community of Salvation for the Elect", in an attempt to parody the beliefs of

conservative trainees.zs

The Methodist and Anglican theological colleges in the 1970s felt the effects of the "'new

wave of protest"' that was evident in New Zealand society from the late 1960s.e Students

and staff at Grafton and Meadowbank challenged old inequalities (sexual, racial and

economic), expressing a wish to fonn just relationships in church and society. While levels

of Methodist activism were high compared to past years, however, the growing strength of

the evangelical and charismatic voices during the decade set up a conflict between piety or

spiritual renewal and politics, The division present within the college showed the difficulty

students experienced in trying to keep a balance between these two dimensions of faith.

2u "Editorial: Round Two: Just Who Is Out of Step?", ,'The Whakatane'Whart',, May 1915.

2a Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.258.

22r rt11t" Whakatane Whart", Autumn 1975; and "Financial Column: Thoughts on the Cheeseman Block",
Ibid.,May 1975.

zzs 'lc11l" Olive Branch", [23 June 1975]; and Tremewan, .,St John's College',, pp.317-19.

2:6 Dunstall, "The Social Pattern", p.481.
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Conclusion

In the years from L97l to 1979 Methodist ministry education felt the impact of varied and

often contending church and social movements for change. While expanding training

opportunities, this chaotic mix of forces also provoked conflict over issues of learning,

diversity and identity. Those involved in preparation found it harder to maintain a sense of

being Methodist and the balance they sought between academic learning and ministry

formation.

A by-product of the ecumenical climate of the period, for example, partnership with the

Anglican theological college in the early 1970s put Methodist training into a wider setting.

Students were given access to increased resources, a wider and more varied range of

scholarship and the chance for personal growth through encounters with religious traditions

other than their own. Yet, combined preparation also cast doubt upon Trinity's ability to

remain a focus for Methodist identity. A minority at Meadowbank, Methodist students

often enhanced their self-understanding by defining themselves against their Anglican

counterparts, yet frequently felt swamped by the ethos of the larger partner. Early

difficulties over issues of identity and autonomy were only resolved at great personal cost

to many of those involved, and would be played out again in the decades to follow.

Ministry preparation in the 1970s occurred in the midst of what Merlin Davies called a

"wide-ranging revolution ... in ways of learning, in styles of life and in the nature of

authority in a world intent to a new degree on personal freedom."z? This was evident at

Meadowbank in a strong questioning of the academic dimensions of training which led to

the development of some new and creative learning processes. Structured forms of

assessment and hierarchical relationships were rejected in favour of a contextual, self-

directed, socially and politically-aware style of education. A growing concern among staff

and students for justice issues saw the college looking beyond its own gates, but also

exposed internal division. Students influenced by the charismatic movement and a

resurgent evangelicalism prefened spiritual renewal over social action. Sometimes feeling

t" Davies, "Warden's Survey of St John's College", July 1975, Methodist Staff Papers lg74-lg78,TC, Met
O821919, p.l.
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marginalised within the theological institution, charismatic trainees expressed continued

suspicion of biblical and theological liberalism.

While [rwis,like Hames, Ranston and Laws, was mncerned to find a middle way between

the worlds of the mind and the spirit and between action and reflection, the forces he

confronted produced debates which were notable for their intensity and divisiveness and

saw the gap between liberal and conservative Methodists grow wider. Conllict reinforced a

tendency, seen in the previous decade, for students to hold a narrow view of ministry.

Where a number of trainees left Trinity in the 1960s with a specialist therapeutic focus, for

example, others in the 1970s went out with an overiding commitment to ministry as social

activism or charismatic conversion. Within the college, as in the Connexion, the attempt to

hold varying dimensions of faith, understandings of ministry, and ways of being Methodist

in creative tension became increasingly fractured. The denomination's rniddle ground

began to disappear.

In the 1970s the influence of Maori cultural renaissance and the women's liberation

movement began to bring home to the Methodist college the challenge of racial and gender

diversity. Old assumptions that students could be trained to fit a standard ministry pattern

were questioned. For Maori, growing frustration led to their moving away from Pakeha-

oriented models of training and ministry to discover an indigenous, non-clerical form of

education and leadership. Both as wives and students, women began to articulate a sense of

their needs and interests, although their concerns were not yet reflected in the college's

cuniculum or in a female presence on the Meadowbank teaching staff. Such questioning by

Maori and women showed the college's inability to meet not only the varying theological

views of trainees, but also their diverse cultural and gender needs.



Chapter Seven

Training "Field Theologians",r 1980-1988

In the years 1980 to 1988 Methodist ministry education continued to struggle to hold

together academic, practical and spiritual dimensions of training. The ferment that marked

the 1970s carried over into the early 1980s at Meadowbank and was seen in heightened

social and political activism, a focus on contextual theology and debate over styles of

teaching. A challenge to academic priorities, such forces contributed to the conflict that

arose between the Methodist and Anglican colleges during the period over questions of

power and control. As these pressures diminished from the mid 1980s, the introduction of a

new degree in theology saw the balance in preparation swing more strongly towards an

academic emphasis, threatening the efficacy of formational aspects of training. The

development of the Methodist Church's home setting scheme throughout the decade may

be seen as an attempt to resolve the tensions between theory and practice. During the 1980s

the college faced the ongoing challenge of issues of diversity, showing a greater interest in

bicultural relationships and the feminist critique. The needs of increasing numbers of

Methodist Pacific Island students, however, were sometimes unrecognised.

1. An "Uncertain and Challenging Future"z

The struggles facing ministry training in the 1980s were "set within movements at work in

both Church and society."3 New Zealand's continuing social and political polarisation was

vividly illustrated in the violence and disorder that marked the 1981 visit of the South

African Springbok rugby team. Protest movements for Maori sovereignty and homosexual

law reform evoked acceptance and opposition as the nation became increasingly pluralistic

and multicultural. From 1984 the country experienced a change in climate and some

[Keith Rowe], "Directions for Ministerial Education - Methodist Church of NZ: A Working Paper
Prepared for the Trinity College Council", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman), p.6.

Ibid., p.3.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legucy, p.262.
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decrease in activism, the result of steps by the new Labour Government banning nuclear

powered and/or armed ships, cancelling a proposed rugby tour to South Africa, and giving

attention to bicultural partnership.4 Under Labour, New Zealand's economy took a sharp

turn in direction, based on a desire for greater efficiency and equity.5 Critics labelled

reforms such as the deregulation of the finance market and the transfer of public sector

enterprises into private ownership as "pure free-market capitalism", and pointed to a high

human price in work place closures, rising health and housing costs, and an ever-widening

gap between rich and poor.6 The nation's economic instability remained and the 1987

slump in world stock markets led to a familiar pattern of recession and rising

unemployment and infl ation.T

In the 1980s New Zealand's mainstream churches kept on striving with the question of

how to live on the margins of society while coping with diversity. Unable to halt the

decline in their membership (Methodist statistics, for instance, fell from a total of 22,L09

members in 1980 to L8,116 members in 1987, although the denomination's affiliation in

the national census was unchanged at 4.7% in L981 and 1986), and tending to become

older, many congregations found it difficult to sustain full-time paid ministry.t A notable

exception to Methodist decline was the growth of the church's Pacific Island membership,

which saw the number of presbyters, deacons and students with a Pacific Island

background rise from eleven in 1980 to twenty-six in 1988.e Methodists from Samoa,

Ibid.,p.290.

See Gary Hawke, "Economic Trends and Economic Policy, 7938-1992" in Rice (ed.), Oxford History,
pp.439-44.

Jane Kelsey, A Question of Honour? Labour and the Treaty 1984-1989, Wellington, Allen & Unwin,
1,990,pp.1,-2,25-45.

Unemployment rose from 6.3Vo of the labour force in 1987/88 to 9Vo tn 1988/89, and inflation peaked at
t83Vo n 1987. Paul Dalziel, 'National's Economic Strategy" in Jonathan Boston and Paul Dalziel (eds.),
The Decent Society? Essays in Response to National's Economic and. Sociol Policies, Auckland, Oxford
University Press, 1.992, p.22.

"Summary of General Returns", MAC, 1.980; Ibid., 19871' and Davidson and Lineham, Transplanted
Christianity, p.307. From 1988 union and co-operating parishes were required to provide the churches
with combined membership figures from the electoral roll. The denominational component of such
parishes was no longer separated out, making the calculation from these statistics of the total number of
Methodists in Methodist-only parishes and Methodists in union and co-operating parishes impossible.

Figures calculat ed fr om M A C, 197 9, pp.t 4 -27 ; and I b id., 1,987, pp.20 -38.
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Tonga and Fiji brought the New Zealand denomination gifts from their culture and

enthusiasm for the gospel, as well as a conservative evangelical viewpoint which reacted

against and was sometimes influenced by more liberal societal forces.tO The reappraisal of

identity that followed the failure of church union in the previous decade led Methodists in

the 1980s to a new focus on the sharing of power and to a commitment in 1-983 "to work

toward the formation of a bi-cultural Methodist Church in Aotearoa".rr Involving, in the

long-term, major changes to the church's decision-making processes, this resolution, along

with the Conference's opposition to the 1981 Springbok Tour and its support in 1985 for

Homosexual Law Reform, would spark a new wave of evangelical discontent. New

Z,e,aland Methodism faced an increasingly fractured future.

Trinity College's principal from L980 to 1987 was Keith Rowe.rz Field worker in

continuing education and lecturer in Christian education at Meadowbank for five years,

Rowe was the first in a run of three Methodist principals to come to the position with a

background in Christian education.l3 His scholarly interests and reading extended beyond

that field, however, into the areas of systematic theology and the practice of ministry.

Something of a polymath, Rowe added to his academic qualifications during the 1980s,

completing a doctoral thesis in 1986 on "The Narrative Theology of Luke: A Socio-

Literary Interpretation of the Third Gospel" from the San Francisco Theological Seminary.

Considered an "outstanding teacher", he was also a strong preacher.ra In commending

See Fetaomi Tapu, "'Singing the lprd's Song in a Strange I-and': The Theological Quest of Young
Pacifican Exiles" (unpublished manuscript), [2001], (held by the author); and Tiatia, Caught Between
Cultures for studies of the difficulties facing migrant or New Zealand-born Pacific Island youth who, it is
argued, are caught between the social forces arising from European culture and their particular culture of
origin.

MAC,1,983, p.665.

Rowe took study leave from March 1987 and the college was led by an acting-principal, Jack Penman. In
1987 Rowe resigned from the principalship to return to parish ministry and Penman continued as head of
the college in 1988. A retired minister and former President of the Methodist Church, Penman was a non-
teaching member of Trinity's staff and brought a steadying influence to the college. Once described as an
administrator with a human touch, he was appreciated for his "warmth, pastoral skill and leadership
ability". NC, 17 November t977, p.4; and MAC, 1988, p.LZ4.

Frank Hanson was principal from 1989 to 1998 after an eleven year term as director of the Methodist
Education Division. The principal from 1999, John Salrnon, completed a PhD in education from the
University of Otago in 1977 and worked as a consultant with the Education Division before taking up the
position of lecturer in systematic theology at Trinity College in 7992.

MAC, 1987, p.53.
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Rowe's appointment, l.ewis predicted that his surcessor would bring "theological insight,

educational skills, keen perception, powers of communication, and energy" to the task of

leading the college.ls

As principal, Rowe expressed a holistic view of ministry preparation and, like many of his

predecessors, sought to maintain a balance between academic and formational aspects of

training. Where lrwis had a strong ecumenical focus, Rowe, conscious in the early 1980s

that church union discussions were "marking time", proved a firm advocate of the need to

enhance Methodist ministry, and to remain cognisant of the values belongng to

Methodism.tu Looking ahead, he foresaw an "uncertain and challenging" context for the

church in New Z,ealand, characterised by cultural and racial diversify, increasingly affected

by world-wide economic, political and social movements, and facing new technology and

rising unemployment. In such a setting, he believed, Methodism's greatest need was for

ministers who, like John Wesley, could be genuine "field theologians".lT

For Rowe, "field theologians" were people whose work and learning occurred at the

intersection between action and reflection. They combined insight with experience, and

were primarily Christian ministers rather than Christian scholars.ts It was essential, then,

suggested Rowe, that preparation hold together the demands of the classroom, the chapel

and the road so students could grow in knowledge, discipleship and an awareness of the

world in which ministry would be exercised. Training that lacked any one of these

priorities, he asserted, was clearly deficient.re Rowe's emphasis on a prru(is style of

Ibid,, L979, p.192.

IbA., t981, p.138. For church union negotiations in the 1980s see pzw.

[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman), pp.3, 6. The image of a 'field' or 'horseback
theologian' was a reference to John Wesley's practice of reading and studying as he journeyed around
early Methodist congregations on horseback. Albert Outler called Wesley a "folk-theologian", suggesting
that he was "a technically competent theologian with a remarkable power of simplification, a revivalist
who took special pains to conceal his erudition in the interest of the edification of his particular
audiences". A'C. Outler, John Wesley's Sermons: An Introductian, Nashville, Abingdon Press, L991.,
p.75.

Keith Rowe, "The Next Steps Towards Excellence in Methodist Ministerial Education", February 1981,
(held by Jack Penman), p.3

See Keith Rowe, "Chapel, Classroom, and Road", Focus, May 1980, p.2.
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ministry and education was reflected in the 1980s in his concern to extend opportunities for

field work and to consolidate Methodism's new home setting programme. His desire for

greater partnership between lay and ordained, the college and the wider church, would be

seen in attempts to involve the theological institution in the task of more effective lay

education.20

Rowe also regarded "field theologians" as people who were "on the move yet in touch with

the tradition", and argued that ministry education embrace both the old and the new.zr

Echoing Lewis, he suggested that the goal of training for an uncertain future should be the

preparation of "relevant people" who were able to adapt to new issues and changing

circumstances.z2 Like I-ewis, though, he believed that, to offer more than temporary

relevance, such responses had to arise from "a deep immersion" in gospel perspectives on

life, and in the church's tradition as discovered "in scripture and christian fellowship, in

prayer and in theological exploration."23 Clergy education needed to imbue students with

present awarenesses and the wisdom of the past. Rowe viewed this honouring of tradition

as a sign of a "genuinely 'catholic' form of ministry" which avoided sectarianism and

knew how to value the various forms that faith could take.2a He would contend that the

theological institution had a responsibility to convey the breadth and diversity of the

Christian story "in all its myriad colours and ... emphases" and not to become identified

with any single theological party.tt

In the 1980s, reflecting a trend present in some Australian theological institutions, the Methodist college
showed a renewed interest in lay education, opening an educational centre, named 'qWellspring", on St
Helier's Bay Road. Described in its planning stages as "a contemporary expression of the School for
Christian 'Workers", the centre was intended to be a place of renewal, making provision for lay and clergy
education, retreats and gatherings for home setting trainees. Rowe hoped the centre would also be a focus
of Methodist identity for Trinity students. Wellspring began offering corrrses in L985. Stuart Piggin, "A
History of Theological Education in Australia" in Treloar (ed-), 'The Furtherunce of Religious Beliefs',
pp.38-39; MAC, L981, p.133; Ibid., 1982, p.308; and "Methodist Education centre", June 1984,
Wellspring 1978-1988, TC, Met 08116/12.

lt44C, 1981, p.138.

[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack penman'),pp,Z,3.

Keith Rowe, "Response to Paper by Raymond Pelly, 'An Essay in Theological Discernment"', 13
November 1.984, Ibid., p.2.

24 
[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, Ibid.,p.2.

25 Rowe, "Response to Pelly", 1,3 November J,984, Ibid., p.2.
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As with a number of past appointments, the selection of Rowe as Trinity's principal

evoked some discussion within Methodism, although, unlike earlier occasions, opposition

was voiced by trainees themselves, a sign of student assertion which would have been

unthinkable twenty years before. Writing to church leaders in 1979, Methodist students

queried why the position of principal had not been advertised and why no discussion had

been held with them regarding the names of the final nominees.26 Where past selection

debates had often arisen from a wish to import faculty members or from anxiety about the

nature of a nominee's teaching, concerns over Rowe's appointment appear to have been

related rather to issues of personality and styles of leadership.zT Rowe had a more

confrontational way of working than Lewis, and could be asseftive in defending the things

he believed in. Conflict between personalities contributed to the strains experienced within

the college during his time as principal.

In the 1980s Rowe joined a tradition of Methodist theological educators who expressed a

desire to hold together in "a lively unity" varying dimensions of preparation.z8 Concemed

to shape students into "field theologians", he sought a style of training which drew its

agenda from the insights of the past and the present, while combining "'thinking and

doing, Christian devotion and Christian action, the intellectual journey with the journey of

the servantr:r.2e 4t in the 1970s, however, such aims proved difficult to achieve and were

undercut by continuing movements for change, competing visions for ministry education,

and tension between personalities and denominations at Meadowbank.

J.S. Murray to Jack Perunan, 3 July 1979, Ibid. T\e Trinity College Council responded to questions about
Rowe's nomination by noting that it had never been the practice to advertise the position of principal or
other Connexional appointments. TCC Minutes 1938-7984,19 September L979,TC, Met 081.1115.

TCOH, Aso Saleupolu, 9 August 2001.

za 
[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (hetd by Jack penman), p.3.

2e 
Quoted in "Interview with Keith Rowe", CollegeNews, No. l, 1980, p.7.
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2. In the Home Setting

Revived as the home setting programme in t979, non-residential training for Methodist

ministry took shape in the 1980s, becoming the main form of preparation for students

seeking a non-stipendiary ministry. While it is still early to evaluate the longterm effects

of the programme, the new scheme showed that it could deliver the denomination both

gains and losses in ministry education.

A training model for non-stipendiary ministry, the home setting prograrnme was intended

to complement but not replace the work of the residential theological college.m Yet, the

programme received a significant number of students in the 1980s as more Methodist

parishes, feeling the effects of shrinking financial resources, turned to a self-supporting

ministry. While sixty students prepared for ministry on the Meadowbank site from 1-980 to

1988, another thirty-two trained within their own parish or community.3r

Initially fashioned by Rowe, and reflecting his interest and background in adult education,

the home setting scheme was consolidated by the appointment of the Methodist minister,

David Mullan, as field worker in ministry from 1982 to 1990. Mullan had trained at Trinity

from 1956 to L958, and had an MA and a Diploma of Education (Dip Ed). He was a man

with "a seemingly endless capacity for work", and as field worker travelled around New

7-ealand from his base at Meadowbank, encouraging, supporting and resourcing home

setting students.32 Concerned for the mission of local churches and, in particular, small

causes, he viewed the home setting programme as one way that the initiative for shaping

mission could be put "back where it belongs" in the hands of people at the 'grass roots'.33

Like Methodism's old circuit-based model of preparation, the home setting programme

offered an alternative form of training to people who did not conform to the traditional

[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman), p.5.

See Table One.

MAC, 1987, p.54; and lbid., 1996, pp.473-74. Mullan's appointment was to Trinity College rather than
the joint faculty but he used office space at St John's supplied free of charge by the Board of Governors.

Mullan, Diqkonia end the Moa, Preface.
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single young white male ideal of a ministry recruit and found it difficult to undertake a

college style of education. The participation of women, for example, often limited in their

ability to change locations by family commitments, was a notable feature of the non-

residential schemes of the Methodist, Presbyterian and Anglican churches in the last two

decades of the twentieth century.s Of the thirty-two students preparing for the Methodist

presbyterate in the home setting from 1980 to 1.988, fifteen (46.9%) were women. During

that period only sixteen of the college's sixty students (26.7Vo) were women.35 Matty of the

women who trained in the new programme were aged in their forties or older, and had

considerable experience of leadership both in the church and the community. Women like

Ann Thomas (1934-1995) and later Eileen Shamy (L926-L999) gave Methodism very

significant service in a variety of fields.36 Under-represented in the college, a number of

Pacific Island students also passed through the scheme. Eleven trainees of Pacific Island

descent prepared for the Methodist presbyterate in the home setting (34.4Vo of the total)

between 1980 and 1988. Only seven college students (ll.7Vo) had a Pacific Island

background during the same period.37 In providing such 'mineirity' groups with new

training opportunities, the home setting prograrnme brought the church "a rich mosaic of

experience and differing gifts".38

The scheme also gave Methodist educators a chance to put into practice some of the

proposals for new styles of learning that had emerged from the liberation movements of the

See Mitchell, "lnhabiting the l-andscape", pp.279-80; and Susan Adams, Towards a Reshaped Church: A
Feminist Look at Theological Education and the Future of the Church, Auckland, Auckland Anglican
Women's Resource Centre, 7993, p.26,

See Table Four.

Ann Thomas was a student in the home setting prograrnme from 1980 to 1982. A trained pharmacist and
a former National Commissioner of Girls' Brigade New Zealand, she chaired the Board of the Methodist
Education Division from 1984 to L988, and, with her husband Fletcher, co-convened the Commission on
Theological and Ministerial Education from 1991 to 1994. MAC, 7995, pp.423-24. Eileen Shamy, a
retired school principal, trained in the home setting in 1988, attending Trinity College for a semester's
continuing education in 1990. Shamy developed a special ministry among the 'elderly and confused', the
first of its kind in New Zealand. Her pioneering work gained international recognition and in 1998 she
was awarded the New Zealand Order of Merit.Ibid.,1999, p.443.

See Table Four.

Keith Rowe to John Vincent, 29 January 1981., Home-Setting Studenrs 1980-1989, TC, Met O82ltO/4,
p.2.
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1960s and 1970s. As a later Methodist field worker, Gillian Watkin, observed, for example,

the home setting model incoqporated the notion that a "learner, student or trainee is an adult

responsible for directing their own growth in ministry."3e Students, noted Mullan, 'olearn

best what they have discovered to be needful."4o Participants in the programme took an

active role in the learning process, setting their own goals (formulated in a learning

covenant, a tool also used within Trinity at Meadowbank in the 1980s), determining the

nature and progress of their studies, and even helping to assess their readiness for

ordination.ar As a result, courses were tailor-made, building on the experience trainees

already had and seeking to equip them for specific ministries. This emphasis on the self-

directing role of the learner required of students a high degree of motivation and

considerable personal maturity, and doubts were sometimes raised about the ability of

candidates "to discern what was necessary for sound ministry practice.'{z

Home setting training was a contextual model, grounding leaming in practical engagement

in local communities. As Sarah Mitchell wrote of the Presbyterian Church's non-residential

scheme, Community Based Ministry Training (CBMT), it acknowledged the importance of

"theological reflection in relation to [a] student's life experience" in the ministry context.a3

Home setting trainees often used local church and community resources with a practical

focus. In 1.981, for example, students' programmes included participation in a Clinical

Pastoral Education course, studies based on Methodism's lay preachers' syllabus,

leadership of a Kerygma bible study group, and attendance at a community college

listening course.* Those undertaking more academic work were encouraged to make links

between study and practical ministry formation. In the home setting scheme from 1997 to

Gillian Watkin, "Editorial", Ministry Matters, Summer 799912000, p.1. A student in the home setting
programme from 1985 to 1987, Watkin was field worker from 1991 to 1999.

Mullan, Diakonia and the Moa, p.101.

A home setting candidate's own feelings of spiritual readiness were seen to be an important factor when
deciding whether to recommend them for ordination. C-ommittee on Ministry, "Information Paper on
'Home Setting' Training for Ministry", June 1980, CM: Minutes and Papers t974-7987, TC, Met
082/L2167,p.1.

Watkin, "Editorial", p.1.

Mitchell, "Inhabiting the Landscape", p.27 4.

Keith Rowe, "Report on Home Setting Students - 1981", [1981], BS Papers 1980-1988, TC, Met 0878n.

4t
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L999, Val Nicholls was part of a parish ministry team and regarded the reflection that iuose

from university BTheol work as "a very practical tool in the synthesis of ministry and

preaching." "'[L]earning by doing"', she observed, often "meant 'learning from mistakes"',

but this could be an enriching experience in the supportive environment of the local

church.as Twice-yearly residential gatherings for trainees provided regular opportunities for

group exploration of issues proceeding from study and work experience and contributed to

students' growth "as theologians, ministers and disciples.'#

The home setting programme's focus on training "in-ministry" raised some questions for

Methodists about academic standards and whether it was possible, as the Faith and Order

Committee had hoped in L976, to prepare students to "the level provided for presbyters-in-

training for the professional ministry".a7 It could be argued by those who valued a strong

academic theological tradition, for example, that the scheme was "too light on theology."€

Writing in 1986, Rowe noted that, while the LTh provided "the basic academic

framework" for college students, he could think of only two home setting trainees who had

completed the diploma. A number of students undertook one or two LTh papers in any

given year, but these were often courses in pastoral care, worship and Christian education

rather than in theology, history or biblical work.ae Such studies helped trainees to find "an

eye for [the] essentials" of ministry, but, in Rowe's opinion, they also emphasised a

utilitarian approach to knowledge and could lead to a "subsequent loss of catholicity". For

the principal, an encounter with a broad biblical and theological tradition was essential for

the development of a well-grounded gospel perspective, even though learnings were not

Val Nicholls, "Home-Setting Training", Ministry Matters, Summer 1999/ZOOO, p.8. Living in
Whangaparaoa, Nicholls was able to attend the theological college for BTheol classes and had a closer
connection to the institution than most home setting students.

"Methodist Church of New Zealand Conference 1980: Ministerial Education", [1980], MCA ChCh, CM:
PP, Box L.

MAC,1976,p.267.

Mitchell, "Inhabiting the Landscape", p.285.

Noting that this pattern reflected areas of students' experience and practical need, Rowe also pointed to a
Iack of "appropriate backup" for studies in the more academic fietds. Keith Rowe to Allan Davidson, 16
December 1986, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met 082/10116.
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always immediately obvious or applicable.s0 In its review of home setting training, the

L992 Methodist Commission on Theological/Ministerial Education queried whether the

programme had been a "sufficiently stretching or rigorous" model of preparation. It

affirmed the adoption of a common core curriculum for both residential and home setting

students.sl

In the 1980s the ability of home setting trainees to engage with theolory at depth was

constrained by the difficulties they experienced in juggling the demands of ministry, study

and sometimes secular employment.sz This problem was compounded by the fact that

overall most students spent a shorter period of time in preparation than their college

counterparts, as the result of a 1980 decision that those in the programme should not be

received onto probation and that ordination could take place at different times for dffierent

people.s3 Of the twenty-eight students in the scheme from 1980 to 1988 who were ordained

to the presbyterate, nine completed less than three years' training before ordination.

Fourteen were in the venture for three years, three for four years, and two for five years or

over.to Although a year or more of post-ordination or in-service training was added to the

course from 1984, in the face of such time restraints it is difficult to see how the new

programme's standard of theological education could match that provided by the college.

There was a danger that its students could feel at a disadvantage beside college graduates

or be seen by others as having a second-class ministry.ss The shortened length of the course

introduced a major element of disparity between it and residential training, and risked

[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman),pp.?,5.

Methodist Church of New Zealand, Te Haahi Weteriana o Aotearoa, Commission on
TheologicallMinisterial Educatian, Octaber L992, p.32. The Commission was given a wide-ranging brief
which included reviewing ministry education, considering altemative training nodels, and making
practical suggestions about the future of preparation.

Mullan suggested that the nmount of time available to students in the fietd was necessarily "rather less',
than the "several thousand hours" that could be spent in training by students in the college prograrumc.
Mullan, Diakonia and the Moa, p.78.

C.ommittee on Ministry, "Information Paper", June 1980, CM: Minutes and Papers L974-7987, TC, Met
0821L2167, pp.1-2.

Totals calculated from Conference Questions in MAC,1980-1990.

Methodist Church, Commission on TheologicallMinisterial Education, p.32.
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giving it the appearance of providing candidates with a way of entering ministry 'through

the back door'.

Local involvement in home setting training was critical to its success and contributed to the

growth of new understandings of, and relationships within, the process of ministry

education. The use of home church support groups, for example, to give students

encouragement and help in shaping ministry meant that training was "a group effort, not a

solo venture." This sometimes led to the emergence of a new vision for ministry in the

local context, and could be an empowering experience for congregations.s6 Increased

participation in clergy preparation may also have caused people at the 'grass roots' to feel

greater ownership of the process, although, as Mitchell noted, when things went wrong in

such a "highly public form of theological education", issues could then become the

property of the whole church.sT Home setting training was not without the potential to

cause local friction. The change in status that occurred as former lay rnembers of

congregations assumed new leadership roles sometimes led to strained relationships, and

conflict could arise between students' educational needs and churches' ministry

requirements.

The use of more experienced ministers to act as study and 'in-ministry' supervisors also

drew upon local resources and could result in the formation of new collegial relationships.

Nicholls was particularly helped by retired presbyters, describing them as "a valued and

valuable resource."ss I-ocal supervision, however, was of varying quality and in 1988 the

Trinity College Council expressed its concern that the Connexion had "very few people"

with the ability to adequately undertake such work.se The theological institution held a

training course for supervisors in May of that year where participants practised and were

critiqued in the skills of "contracting, listening challenging, [and] encouraging".n While a

Nicholls, "Home-Setting Training", p.8.

Mitchell, "Inhabiting the Landscape", p.2g5.

Nicholls, "Home Setting Training,', p.8.

Jill van de Geer to Stan West, 15 February 1988, TCC Correspondence 1980-1997, Folder Six, TC, Met
08u2/s.

MAC,1988, p.123.
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useful initiative, the apparently one-off event did not meet the need for the ongoing

equipping of local supervisors.

Mitchell observed that one of the most common claims against non-residential ministry

education schemes was that they did not challenge students to make profound shifts in their

attitudes or thinking. Remaining in a familiar setting, students missed the "hot house"

experience of residential training among people with diverse backgrounds and a variety of

theological perspectives. In doing so, they tended to change very little. Reflecting on

CBMT, Mitchell suggested that this had not been the case of its trainees, who made "huge

shifts in their theological understanding and their openness to others."6t It is likely that this

was also the experience of a number of Methodist home setting students. Nicholls, for

example, noted that her intellectual and spiritual growth occurred against the expectations

of her home church, which wanted her to stay the person she was when she began training.

Someone who "straddled the fsnce" between the college and home setting programmes,

Nicholls found the diversity present within her parish far more challenging than that within

the theological'institution. She could walk away from the latter, but knew that, as a

presbyter, she was responsible for nurturing the faith of every member of the congregation,

holding their differences together.62 Although some students found the home setting to be a

place of challenge and change, however, it was probably less likely to confront them with

either the breadth of contact or the shock of the new or unfamiliar that was a part of college

life. This may have made it easier for those who were not willing to change to remain

firmly within their'comfort zone'.

For Methodists, the home setting prograrnme also raised questions about how well it

enabled students to develop a sense of connexional identity. As previously noted, the

theological institution played an important role in giving trainees a 'feel' for what it meant

to be Methodist, a sense of preparing for a common ministry in continuity with the past.

Based in their local communities, home setting students were generally more isolated and

so had fewer opportunities to experience the breadth of the Methodist ethos or to feel

Mitchell, "Inhabiting the Landscap e',, p.284.

Val Nicholls, conversation with the author,20 September 2001.
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connected to the wider church. Residential gatherings gave trainees in the scheme the

chance to develop a strong group identity, and such events were often described as a

highlight of ministry education.6t Yet, they only occurred twice a year, and some students

may have found it easy to spend the rest of their time in training with a rather narrow local

focus. It was possible that this was particularly so among those Methodists who distrusted

the college and the Connexion and already had a tendency towards congregationalism.

In the 1980s, seeking to respond to the demand for pedagogical reform expressed in the

previous decade, New Zealand Methodism reinstituted its traditional field-based style of

ministry preparation. A self-directed form of education, the home setting progrirmme

grounded the learning pro@ss in practical engagement in local communities, and was

successful in offering new training opportunities to groups that were under-represented in

the theological college. In addressing some of the weaknesses of the residential model,

howevet, the scheme raised a new set of difficulties. Often a shortened course, home

setting education did not require of students a thorough grounding in the biblical or

theological tradition, opening itself to the charge of training a second-class ministry. The

varying quality of supervision and the programme's ability to promote a sense of

Methodist identity or to effect in students substantive paradigm shifts were also matters of

concern. As Mitchell commented, despite their advantages, non-residential educational

schemes were not "the great panacea" for the problems facing ministry training in the

contemporary church.e

3. Contextual TheologSr

The heightened interest in social and political concerns present within the Methodist and

Anglican colleges in the 1970s carried into the early 1980s bringing staff and student

activism to a new level. Emphasising the role of the minister "as an agent of social change

rather than as developer and transmitter of a religious tradition", involvement in issues of

See reflections by Nicholls, C.olin kadley, Margaret Birtles and Malcolm Mcleod on "Home-setting
Training", Ministry Mauers, Summer 799912000, pp.8-10.

"Seminaries and the Ecology of Faith", pp.114-15; and Mitchell, "Inhabiting the Landscape", p.285.
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the day evoked a lively debate at Meadowbank over the relation between reflection and

action, theology and context, the college and the world.6s This debate came to a shaqp focus

over the question of the teaching of systematic theology, but reached no easy consensus in

a community containing "overlapping visions and theologies of mission." While such

diversity made the theological institution a stimulating centre of learning in the L980s, it

would also be a cause of bitter conflict as individuals and groups endeavoured to maintain

their own vision or theology.66

In the 1980s a concern within the joint venture for social issues was shared by those with

radical and more moderate visions for change. Among the Meadowbank faculty, members

of the theology department (Raymond Pelly, George Armstrong, and the new Methodist

lecturer from 1980, Jim Stuart) typified the radical edge of protest. Affirming the college's

involvement in activism, for example, Pelly argued that theology was about bringing words

and actions together so that it became necessary "to actually stand with the people who are

oppressed and under threat". The product of a "socially-isolated" privileged English

background, Pelly's consciousness was raised in the 1970s by participation in the Peace

Squadron and by observing the forced removal of Maori protesters from Bastion Point. He

expected students "to make up their minds which side they're going to take", and believed

that this involved "'some dying, [and] some breaking open"' if new life was to be won.67

Like Pelly, Keith Rowe was also committed to a style of taith which took seriously "the

transformation of society as well as individuals". In the 1970s he opposed the 1973

Springbok Tour to New Zealand and was a member of the 1975 Clergy for Rowling

campaign.6 Yet, with a more pragmatic awareness of denominational life at the 'grass

toots' in New Zealand than Pelly, Rowe sought a measured response to social and political

George Lindbec( "Theological Education in North America Today", The Council on the Stady of
Religion B ulletin, Y ol. 8, No. 4, October L977, p.88.

Davidson, S e lwy n' s Le gacy, p.29O.

Glenys Bowman, "What Are They Learning to Preach at St Johns [sic] College?u, Metro, September
19 82, p.52; and Davidson, S e lwyn's L e gacy, p.27 4.

Bowman, "What Are They Learning to Preach?", p.56. For Rowe's reflections on the 1973 Springbok
Tour and the Clergy for Rowling campaign see Keith Rowe, 'ol-ove Cannot Be Blind to Injustice, NZM,
15 June 1972, p.4; Keith Rowe, "God Can Work Through Conflict Too", Ibid.,29 June 1972, p.5; and
Keith Rowe, "The Almost Politicians", Forum, November 1976,pp.7-I5.
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questions. Writing in 1984, he noted that he was "as wary of left wing fundamentalists as

... of the fundamentalists of the right" and critiqued the espousal of educational strategies

"marked by confrontation and conflict".6e As the 1980s progressed, the tension between

these two positions became increasingly evident.

Staff and students at Meadowbank were deeply involved in the debate and protests

surrounding the 1981 Springbok Tour to New Tnaland, an event which polarised the

country. According to Keith Sinclair, the issue politicised a new generation of students,

sending them onto the streets and into confrontations with rugby fans and the police 'riot

squad'.?O Protest action taken by members of the St John's/frinity community included a

candle-lit eucharist at Auckland airport the morning the Springboks arived in New

Zealand, some street theatre and participation in demonstrations against the Tour, and the

carying of a wooden ctoss in a march onto the rugby field at Hamilton which led to the

cancellation of the planned game.Tt In his 1.98L report to the Methodist Conference, Rowe

maintained that students engaged in anti-Tour protest had acted in "a prayerful and

thoughtful manner while expressing quite forcibty the church's opposition to apartheid."

Taking a role in the protests himself, he argued that the life of the theological college could

not be expected to remain unaffected by the events of the duy.,'

The college's participation in protests against the Springbok Tour was a forrrative

occurrence for Methodist students with diverse theological perspectives. In training at

Trinity from 1981 to 1983, Richard Waugh, for example, combined an orthodox

evangelical church background with support for the Labour Party and experience as a

union organiser. He regarded the Tour as a justice issue and took part in street protests in

Auckland and Nelson. A prominent spokesman for Methodist evangelicals in the 1990s,

Rowe, "Response to Pelly", 13 November 1984, (held by Jack Penman), pp.l-z.As field worker in
continuing education, Rowe came into contact with a variety of churches throughout New Zealand. In
contrast, Pelly had "little exposure to rural or provincial New Zealand". Davidson, Selvvyn's Legacy,
p.264.

Sinclair, University of Auckland, pp.294-96.

For a vivid first-person account of the Hamilton march and the response of the rugby crowd, see Terry
Creagh, Still I Stand, Auckland, Lyttle Press, L999,pp.I44-49.

MAC,798l, pp.l36-37.1'
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Waugh suggested that his excursion into student activism was good preparation for later

involvement in the movement against the reception into Methodist ministry of gays and

lesbians.T3 In training at the same time as Waugh, Margaret Springett had more liberal

opinions and had often been critical of the way the church isolated itself from society. She

was excited by the college's willingness to talk about political issues and took part in anti-

apartheid protests whenever possible, acting as the institution's liaison officer for the

Mobilisation to Stop the Tour campaign. For Springett, the Tour was "a real eye-opener",

both to the o'sheer injustice and brutality of some police action" and to the meaning of the

cross as a symbol, not of revenge, but of "sadness and pity that people can be so blinded by

the selfishness" within them. The Tour brought home to her the need for Christians to be

clear about political concerns "so that when we're called upon to take a stand ... we know

which way we want to go.u'o

While many of the staff and students at Meadowbank were agreed upon the need for anti-

Tour protest, continuing tension within the community betrveen liberal and conservative

points of view led to some debate over the nature of that action. As Davidson noted,

members of the college participated in protest at varying levels, militants supporting

confrontation, moderates joining in marches but avoiding clashes with the police. Some

students opposed any protest at all.7s In training from L980 to L982, the Methodist, David

Harding, for example, was committed to the abolition of apartheid, but considered that

study should be the main priority of his time at college. For Harding, ministry education

was not about engagement with politics, but was "a retreat, a time to gain wisdom, not to

get into fights." Believing that it was unfair to use the Springboks as "symbols of an evil

that's not of their making", he also disliked the way the college had aligned itself with

protest groups over which it had no control.tu The notion that ministry preparation was an

TCOH, Richard Waugh, 4 February 1999. In 1.997 Waugh helped to establish the Wesleyan Methodist
Movement. Initially formed in protest at the Conference's decision to accept the gay presbyter, David
Bromell, into Full Connexion, this group reflected evangelical concern over a range of issues, including
the denomination's commitment to the bicultural journey and a perceived move away from the scriptures
and theological orthodoxy. waugh resigned from the Methodist ministry in 2000.

Bowman, "What Are They Learning to Preach?',, p.58; and MAC, t996, p.475.

Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.27 6.

Bowman, "What Are They Learning to Preach?", p.62. Harding was ordained at the 1985 Conference but
resigned from thc Methodist ministry in 1989.
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inappropriate context for political activism was shared by other Methodists in the 1.980s,

but remained a minority opinion when applied to the Tour and did not cause major debate

within the denomination's newspaper or the meetings of the Trinity College Council.TT

The theological institution's involvement in anti-Tour protest drew strong criticism from

some members of the wider community. Hostile reactions ranged from abusive phone calls

to the college's teaching staff to an attempt to fire-bomb the Selwyn Building. In 1982

Metro magazine ran an article under the provocative cover title, "Does St John's College

Teach Heresy?" Examining the college's concern for political issues, the piece articulated

the suspicions some within and without the church may have felt, asking, "Where is it all

leading? Are the nation's churches becoming communist fronts, church services a covet-up

for anti-government meetings? What new breed of contentious clergy is emerging from this

once most traditional of our institutions?"78

In their readiness to make a stand, though, faculty and students at Meadowbank also earned

respect as they made forceful statements about a Christian response to injustice and

suffering. Reflecting in 198L on the violence that erupted during the Hamilton protest, for

instance, the journalists Tony Reid and Phil Gifford described the impact of seeing rugby

supporters beating a demonstrator with his wooden cross while shouting, "'Kill the

bastard."' "Such images", they declared, "have a special terrible meaning. For those who

observe, they cannot and should not be forgotten."Te The presence and commitment of

protesters from Trinity and St John's was a message in itself, pointing to the power and

relevance of the gospel and showing that the college was no "ivory tower" institution.

The events of the 1981 Springbok Tour took place against the background of increasing

discontent over racial questions in New Zealand, and in the 1980s this theme received

greater attention in the combined college. Maori land claims at Bastion Point, for example,

The St John's Board of Governors received letters from two diocesan bishops questioning the college's
involvement in anti-Tour protest. In 1982 the Board accepted a statement from all the members of the
teaching staff affirming the theological college as a place for "'thoughtful involvement in action for
justice"'. Quoted in Davidson, Selvvyn's Legacy, p.277.

Bowman, "What Are They Learning to Preach?',, p.52.

Tony Reid and Phil Gifford, "Days of Rage", New zealund Listener,22 August 1981, p-22.
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which seemed to pass unnoticed at Meadowbank in the 1970s, became a topic of education

in 1982, and the college council (a body made up of staff and student representatives)

lobbied the Government for a stay on the sale of the land and urged trainees to take part in

a public protest over the issue.8o The controversy engendered within the theological

institution over an application by the Waitangi Action Committee (a group many identified

with radical Maori action) for office space at St John's, however, showed that students

were less comfortable with political protest when it settled on their doorstep.sr This dispute

led the St John's Board of Governors and the Trinity College Council to decide to make

the Treaty of Waitangi a major focus of discussion within the college in 1983 to help

community members "'know and understand the meaning and significance of the Treaty ...

as a basis for a bi-cultural partnership in our nation"'.82

For Methodists, this concern for partnership reflected the denomination's commitnent

from 1983 to being a church on a "bicultural journey". The transformation of a

monocultural style of theological education was identified as a necessary step in the

forrration of a bicultural church.83 From the mid 1980s students at Meadowbank took part

in workshops on bicultural issues, focussing on the Treaty of Waitangi, racism, land claims

and areas of Methodist and Anglican history. Such events were described as "important

[opportunities] for dialogue and growth", although, as already noted, the absence of

Methodist Maori trainees may have allowed Trinity students to evade a really sharp

Keith Rowe, "Methodist Theological College Council: Principal's Report", April L982, (held by Jack
Penman), p.1.

A college referendum on the issue showed seventy-six against giving office space and twenty-eight for.
The application was declined by the Board of Governors. See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.277-78. For
an example of student opposition to the request see Tim Meadowcroft, "Talking Point: Re: Waitangi
Action Committee", College Times,No. 6, 1982, pp.3-4.

Cited in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.278. See also TCC Minutes 1938-L984, L December 1982, TC,
Met 081/1/5, p.2. The Board of Governors' decision was also a reaction to the arrest of two Anglican
students, Glynn C.ardy and Rob Ritchie, during the church service at the annual commemoration of the
signing of the Treaty of Waitangi in February 1983. See Glynn Cardy, "Eye Witness Account" in Church
and Society Commission, What Happened at Waitangi in 1983?, Auckland, National Council of
Churches, 7983, pp.2l-24.

MAC, 1,983, pp.299-300.
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challenge to relate the bicultural critique to their own setting.ta The development of a

bicultural programme occurred alongside the strengthening of the place of Maori studies,

viewed by some students in the early 1980s as a light option and "a bit of a joke".8s

Appointed to the joint faculty in 1984, the Anglican layman and a former lecturer at the

College of Education in Dunedin, Muru Walters, separated the LTh's single Maori paper

into two new courses, one on language and the other on culture. In 1988 he designed a

diploma in the theology of Maori ministry, the LTh Aotearoa, to meet the need for

"' matauranga Maori (Maori knowledge)"'.86

Questions of race and power were given a sharp focus in the college's new cross-cultural

studies course, introduced in 1982 by Trinity's new lecturer in theology, Jim Stuart. An

American minister of the United Methodist Church, Stuart was highly educated in the

classical European theological tradition, and completed his doctorate on the importance of

experience in John Wesley's theology at the University of Zurich under the German

scholar, Gerhard Ebeling. A former officer in the United States Nu,.y, Stuart had

experience in inner-city ministry in Philadelphia in the mid 1960s (where he took part in

the civil rights and Vietnam War protests of the time), and had served as Professor of

Religion and Philosophy at a Methodist-related institution, Greenville College, Illinois

from L970 to L979.E7

It was while he was at Greenville that Stuart became increasingly interested in how

theology translates across cultures. Involvement in community development work with

black people living in an oppressed area outside St Louis led him to reflect on the meaning

of the gospel in such a setting, and to seek to understand the way black experience "gives a

very different perception of [that] meaning ... than white experience." Fresh from his

Ibid., 1986, p.196. Members of the colleges' governing bodies were also involved in bicultural
workshops in the 1980s. For goals set at a Trinity Council workshop in 1986, see TCC Minutes 1984-
1988, 12 August 7987,TC, Met OBLlll72, p.1.

TCOH, Waugtr,4 February 1999.

Walters cited in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.304. Walters was the college's first full-time lay lecturer
and was ordained priest in 1989- See lbi.d., pp.268, 303.

Stuart had also studied at Asbury Theological Seminary, Kentucky, at the University of Tubingen for a
year and at the Eastern Baptist Seminary, Philadelphia. TcoH, Jim Stuart, 10 March 2000.
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studies in Zurich, and discovering "great contradictions between what I had been taught

and what I saw in the community" in terms of poverty, a lack of hope, prejudice and

racism, Stuart was moved to re-read the gospels from a liberation perspective. By the time

he arrived in New Zealand, the strong evangelical viewpoint he had once held was

undergoing a process of change as his thinking moved away from a focus on abstract

theological issues to a desire for a more 'hands on' interaction with life. While regarding

his appointment at Trinity as attractive for professional reasons, offering him an

opportunity to broaden his theological interests, Stuart was particularly drawn by the

chance to explore some of the cross-cultural implications of theology, especially through

working with Maori and Pacific Island students.s8

Stuart's cross-cultural course was an experiential paper intended to explore issues of

cultural identity and racial justice in New Znaland. Utilising the methodology of Paulo

Freire, the class aimed, not to provide trainees with information about various cultures, but

to create a learning context where racist attitudes could be broken down and cross-cultural

sensitivity developed. The paper, wrote Stuart, drew upon "the social knowledge and

experiences of all the participants" within "a kawa established and recognrzed" by them.se

For some students, facing questions of power, racism, sexism, conflict and culfure was a

challenging and even painful proceeding. As one member of the L982 course observed,

"'We are the subject matter of this class and we must search and reassess our own thinking

.... We must [he or she suggestedJ begin a process of active reflection that will change

us."'eo A paper emphasising a participatory style of learning, cross-cultural studies

involved ministry trainees in setting their own curiculum and teaching methods, and led

the 1982 class to ask the Joint Board of Theological Studies to allow the course to be

evaluated internally rather than by a traditional external examination. Although this request

Stuart noted that at the time of his appointment he was not aware that Methodist Maori students were not
involved in the training prograrnme at Meadowbank. Ibid.

W.J. Stuart, "The Staffing Committee, St John's College", L2 December 1.983, Staffing C-ommittee 1983-
1986, TC, Met 082/10/10, p.3.

Cited in "Cross-Cultural Studies Group, St John's College, lg82',119821, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met
082/10/16, p.1.
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was initially declined, internal assessment became possible for LTh papsrs when

introduced by the JBTS in 1983.et

The balance in ministry training between theology and context, and education and activism

was most hotly debated within the college at Meadowbank in the 1.980s in relation to the

teaching of theology. Where Trinity's approach to biblical studies caused some Methodists

concern in the 1.930s, as did the new learnings of pastoral theology in the 1950s and 1960s,

it was the discipline of systematic theology that became a target for intense criticism from

within and without the theological institution in the 1980s.

After the retirement of John Silvester in 1979, a radical perspective on social and political

issues and a desire to contextualise theology dominated the college's theology

department.tt As its lecturers stated in the 1,983 college handbook, their teaching did not

treat Christian doctrine in its traditional and historical forrns as "final and fixed 'absolute

truths'." Instead it sought to relate doctrine "to ethical behaviour and to the historical

context of particular periods of time", viewing theology as "a study of how peopte behave

in connection with what they believe."e3 Stuart's thinking about gospel and culture, for

example, had led him to regard the content of learning as something which grew out of a

particular setting, rather than as a body of knowledge to be imposed on every setting.

Recognising the existence of a diversity of contexts and experiences in a multi-cultural and

global society, he was o'more interested in the process and method of [theological]

teachingi' and reflection "than in [its] content." In his classes he looked to develop

inclusive styles of learning and assessment and "to break down the hiatus that often exists

between theological reflection and theological praxis" by ensuring input from the wider

Auckland community on issues of justice in New Znalandsociety.ea

el Mary Caygill to the Chairman, Joint Board of Theological Studies, 6 September 1982; and Keith Rowe to
Mary Caygill, 9 September 1982,lbid. For a fuller discussion of LTh internal assessment see p.378.

ez Silvester became a supernumerary at the end of 1977 but continued to teach theology part-time at
Meadowbank in 1978 and 1979.

St John's College Handbook, 1983.

TCOH, Stuart, 10 March 2000; and Stuart, "The Staffing Committee", 12 December 1983, Staffing
Committee 1983-1986, TC, Met 082/1,0/70, p.2.
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One feature of this kind of instruction at Meadowbank in the early 1980s was the use of

confrontational methods in the classroom. Students were given a strong challenge to

identify what they believed and to rethink fundamental questions of theology. Davidson

noted that this could have "the effect of sharpening lines of division", but this was accepted

by the theology lecturers as a part of the educational process. Writing in 1982, for instance,

Armstrong suggested rather optimistically that, "given the information and the time to

think", even very conservative students "tend[ed] to come round to the same views."es

Methodist ministry students responded to the approach taken by the college's theology

lecturers with a mixture of excitement and concern. For some, the liberation perspective

opened new horizons of thought. A former nurse and social worker, Mary Caygill, for

example, trained at Trinity from 1982 to 1984, and recalled that her first text book in

systematic theology was Rosemary Radford Reuther's recent liberation study, To Change

the World (1981). Caygill was stimulated by the "explosive ideas" she encountered in

classes and by a sense of being on a "stressful but exciting edge" of conversations about

ecumenism, racism and bicultural relations, and the place of women in the church.e6 The

evangelical Richard Waugh was not attracted by Armstrong's radical presentation of

theology (considering it to be "over the hill and far away"), yet found Stuart to be a warm

and engaging person. He was aware that Stuart's personal theology was in a process of

change, but was encouraged by the way the Methodist tutor tried to hold together a passion

for expressing the gospel from an evangelical viewpoint vrith involvement in issues of

social justice.eT

While appreciative of aspects of the college's theological instruction, however, in looking

back both Caygill and Waugh raised questions about the shift away from a systematic

academic treatment of theology to a more contextual ethical focus, identifying the lack of a

solid grounding in the subject as a gap in their ministry preparation. Ircturers, noted

Davidson, selwyn's Legacy, p.27 4; and Bowman, "'What Are They L,earning to Preach?", p.54.

TCOH, Mary Caygill,2l December 1999.

Ibid., W augh, 4 February 1 999.
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Waugh, "short changed" students by failing to give them a good understanding of the

history of theology, its various interpretations and great proponents. Too narrow an

emphasis on a contemporary analysis left him feeling that he needed to do a lot of extra

reading after college to catch up. Caygill reflected that it was difficult to critique and take

on new ideas without first having a strong base in the foundations of theological thought.es

Similar concerns were shared by others within the student body in the 1980s. In 1982, for

example, the third-year Anglican trainee, Terry Ellis, prepared a paper expressing strong

student disquiet over poor teaching standards and the over-use of seminars as a mode of

learning.ee Observing in this that trainees neither wanted nor needed to be "spoon-fed"

course work, Ellis made the point that lecturers were "'theological professionals"'and that

students expected them to share their expertise, offering "an over-all and balanced

perspective" to various theological issues.rm There was a good deal of irony in the fact that

tutors who, thanks to their own academic training, were well equipped to introduce

students to such a store of knowledge were instead trying to move away from a traditional

teaching style. Pelly, Armstrong and Stuart had reaped the benefits of an intensive, highly

academic form of theological education, yet in pursuing a more contextual focus it could

be argued that they were depriving students of those same advantages.t0l Considerable

student cynicism about the biases contextual theology was perceived to embody was

articulated in a 1983 issue of the College Times by the "glorious People's Liberation

Amy's" subcommittee on "clichd consciousness". The group gave "college definitions"

for key theological concepts, including "share" ("I-ook at it my wfly"), "Dialogue" ("An

emotional tirade by one person") and "Cross Culture" ('An emotional tirade by more than

one person"). Noting a trend within the college towards what would later be known as

eB lbid.; and Caygill, 21 December 1999.

n' The paper developed from concern voiced by trainees in 1981 and, although directed primarily at visiting
lecturers, raised questions about teaching as a whole. It proposed the annual assessment of faculty
members by students. SA Minute Book 1978-1985, 2 October L98L, SJC 4/1/8.

rm T.C. Ellis, "Questions of Concern Relating to the Issue of Teaching", [1982], SA Papers 1981-L985, SJC
412t20.

r0r All three had completed advanced theological studies at prestigious academic institr.rtions. Pelly had a
doctorate from the Universiry of Geneva, Armstrong from Princeton University, and Stuart from the
University of Zurich.
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'political correctness', the students described "Indigenous" as "The real thing", "Male" as

"lnappropriate" and "Charismatic" as "A term of total derision". The whole notion of

"Contextual Theology" itself was said to be a "Failsafe excuse for not writing

assignments".lo2

Keith Rowe proved a vocal critic of the particular contextual approach being taken to

teaching theology at Meadowbank. His dissatisfaction stemmed partly from a conviction,

earlier noted, that, in order to develop people who were "authentic 'field theologians"',

clergy training needed to offer sfudents "traditional as well as contemporary options for

christian belief'. Only this, he stated to the St John's Board of Governors in 1984, would

give them "a strong base from which they might engage in theological exploration."l03

Rowe's concern also reflected strains in the relationship between the Methodist and

Anglican colleges in the early 1980s. Intertwining with differences in educational

strategies, a desire to protect denominational interests led him to urge that changes be made

in theological instruction to better meet the needs of Methodist students.ts Writing in

L987, Rowe acknowledged his "long standing interest in the teaching of systematic

theology". A sense of frustration that he was not given more scope to contribute to this

aspect of the college's work may also have fostered his discontent at the nature of

teaching.ros

Rowe expressed his concern that the college's theology lecturers were placing too great an

emphasis on context over theology and issues over content from an early date. tn 1,98L, for

example, he told the Trinity College Council that some Methodist students were

floundering in theology. He suggested they needed more help to "grasp the grammar" of

the discipline and "the ways the church [had] gone about the theological task." "A truly

contextual theology", Rowe remarked, "will be built upon the past while responding to the

'u' College Times, No.5, 1983, pp.2-3.

r03 Keith Rowe, "Address to St John's College Board of Governors", June 1984, (held by Jack Penman), p.4.

r* For a discussion of tension in Methodist-Anglican relations at Meadowbank in the 1980s see pp.368-76.

tut Keith [Rowe] to Donald Phillipps, 14 April 1987, Keith Rowe 1977-1987, TC, Met082ll}l43.
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new."r06 A similar point was made by the Methodist field worker in ministry, David

Mullan, who in a 1983 letter to the principal wrote that he was "increasingly puzzled by the

attempts to so 'contextualise' theology that there seems to be no entry point to theological

discussion ... except through 'issues'." Mullan asked whether students were given the

basic knowledge and tools necessary "to commence the process of theologisirg".tot Rowe

also took exception to what he considered was an intolerance for diversity among some

within the theology department, a characteristic he believed was at odds with Methodism's

seeking after "a genuinely catholic spirit."rO8 In his 1984 address to the Board of

Governors, Rowe observed that "education easily descends to propaganda", and could

leave trainees feeling pressured "to conform to a particular narrow theological view."

Recognising that Methodist students came from a variety of backgrounds - "evangelical,

conservative, liberal, charismatic and more" - he argued that each needed respect and

challenge if growth was to take place. Those whose beliefs were not taken seriously ended

up "wounded and battered".l0e It should be noted that Rowe himself sometimes had a

confrontational style of working and was quite capable of humiliating students in the

public setting of a class or meeting.rro

Some of the Methodist principal's unease about theological instruction at Meadowbank

was echoed by a Board of Governors-appointed team of assessors who visited the college

in 1984. In its report, the review team suggested that the use of "confrontationist teaching

strategies had placed a heavy strain upon individual personal relationships" within the

institution, and created "an atmosphere of tension and distrust." While affirming the

importance of students engaging with issues of racism, feminism and theology, the group

queried whether "consciousness raising [had] progressed through to the attainment of a

'* Keith Rowe, "TCC: Principal's Report for Meeting Wednesday, 256 November, 1981", 20 November
1981, (held by Jack Penman), p,1.

r0? Dave [Mullan] to Keith [Rowe], 11 May 1983, TCC Papers 1980-1989, TC, Met 082170/9. Although
Mullan had a limited role on the Meadowbank site, his support for Rowe over this issue left Sruart
isolated from his Methodist colleagues.

t'8 Rowe, "Response to Pelly", L3 November 1984, (held by Jack Penman), p.2.

'0' Rowe, '?ddress to Board of Governors", June 1984, Ibid.,pp.l, 3.

rru TCOH, Caygill,2l December 1999.
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worthwhile sense of reconciliation". To this end, it advised the joint faculty to "make haste

more slowly" in its teaching of "'freedom theology"', and recommended restoring "an

adequate coverage of [the] theological tradition'n, not permitting contextual theology to

become "an umbrella that subsumes all other departments".llr

Rowe's own solution to the disquiet he felt regarding the college's teaching of theology

was the establishment of a new theology course with a denominational focus. In August

1983, at the principal's request, the Trinity College Council agreed to support an approach

to the JBTS for the provision in L984 of a new LTh paper entitled "Methodist Emphases in

Theology". It was envisaged that the course would be part of a three-year cycle of classes,

including papers on "Ministry, Mission and Congregation" and "Worship in the Methodist

Tradition".rl2 Signalling a lack of confidence in the cunent theology department, and his

own desire to be more closely involved in teaching theology, Rowe proposed that the new

courses be the responsibility of the principal.rr3 This Methodist initiative was regarded by

the college's theology lecturers as an intrusion into their domain and caused considerable

conflict. A compromise was finally reached by making the paper part of a new category of

"Confessional, Comparative and Denominational Studies" within the LTh syllabus.lra The

creation of new courses emphasising Methodist identity was a highly pragmatic and

divisive response to Rowe's concern over the state of theology at Meadowbank. On one

hand it may be criticised as a retreat into denominationalism. On the other hand, however,

it reflected real anxiety about the difficulties created for "the transmission of tradition and

rn 'Ihe review team, convened by Dr David McKenzie, associate professor of education at the University of
Otago, was asked "'to carry out an assessment of the role of the College in preparing clergy for the
Church of the Province of New Zealand'." "Assessment Report of St John's College, 1.984",

[October/November 1984], (held by Jack Penman), pp.4, 14-15.

ttz TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 17 August 1983, TC, Met 081/L/5, p.5; and Keith Rowe, "Trinity Methodist
Theological College: Principal's Report", August 1983, (held by Jack Penman), p.5. The notion of an
introductory theology paper for Methodist students was proposed by Rowe as early as 1981^. Rowe,
"Principal's Report", 20 November 1981, IbM.,p,l.

tti lbid. Rowe's determination to teach Methodism classes was "highly frustrating" for Stuart whose field of
doctoral studies was Wesleyan theology. Despite his background, Stuart was given few opportunities to
contribute to the classes. TCOH, Stuart, 10 March 2000.

Ito R.B. Pelly to F.w.R. Nichol, 1 May 1984, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met 082/10/16; and Davidson, Se/ryn 's
Legacy,p.280.
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the maintenance of denominational ethos" by the "more open and fluid" teaching situation

of an ecumenical college.l15

In 1985 and 1986 activism within the Meadowbank college declined, reflecting in part a

Iess fractious national mood and major changes in faculty appointments. The departure of

Stuart, Pelly and Armstrong from the institution, for example, allowed a fresh approach to

be taken to the teaching of theology. From 1985 to 1987 the Methodist Church employed

as theology tutor the Roman Catholic scholar, Eric Ryan, whom Rowe appreciated for his

gifts in "teaching foundational theology to first year studen1r.rtil6 The inauguration of a

new theology degree also had a hand in transforming the college into a far quieter, even

tamer institution.

Yet, engagement with social and political issues made ministry training in the early 1980s

a particularly stimulating experience for many students, as they were encouraged to act out

their convictions, "doing theology rather than just talking about it."tt? The debates this

caused revealed the concerns not only, as in the 1970s, of conservative members of the

college community, but also of those who believed that a contextual ethical focus to

instruction in theology neglected a necessary systematic grounding in the breadth of the

theological tradition.

4. Partnership at Meadowbank

For the ecumenical partnership, the 1980s was a time of fraught relationships as some of

the tensions of the previous decade again turned into conflict. Ongoing issues of identity

and autonomy raised questions of power and control at Meadowbank, especially as it

became clear that there was little chance of union between the churches. The efforts of

Rowe and Pelly to maintain their "distinct visions" of ministry preparation, evident in

tls Hartley, "Recent Ecumenical Developments,,, p.27.

116 Keith Rowe to Percy Rushton, 21 October 1985, TCC Conespondence 1980-1997, Folder Five, TC, Met
o8l/215. For changes in the appointments of Stuart and Pelly see pp.373; 375,f.i,44.

rr7 Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p,290.
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debate over the teaching of theology, fuelled friction between the Methodist and Anglican

colleges.rls As in the 1970s, these disputes tested commitment to the combined venture,

showing the drawbacks that existed alongside the advantages of joint training.

Where the coming together of Trinity and St John's Colleges was stimulated by a lively

interest in church union in New Zealand, their relationship during the 1980s was set within

a period of declining enthusiasm for such priorities. The failure of. The Plan for [Inion, tor

example, was followed by attempts to gain the mutual recognition and unification of the

ministries of the negotiating churches, but the latter was rejected by General Synod in

1980. In 1981 Methodists and Presbyterians voted on whether to go ahead with union using

the 1971 plan, but falling support for the scheme led the churches to decide not to proceed.

Although the Meadowbank partnership was undertaken independently of the movement

towards union, the assertion of denominational identity and concerns that occurred as a

united future seemed less and less likely meant that combined preparation was open for

reappraisal.rre

The effect on denominational identity of the move to St John's was a continuing issue for

the Methodist college in the 1980s. Reflecting in 1980 on the future of ministry education,

for instance, members of the Trinity College Council and the Committee on Ministry

expressed con@rn that the ecumenical setting had brought a "loss of Methodist identity

and group spirit".rz0 Rowe queried the cost of the arrangements on the Connexion's sense

of ownership of the college.l2r Although he reclaimed the name "Trinity College" at the

head of his annual reports to Conference, the institution was still widely known as "St

John's". Students themselves in this period were aware of being a minority and, as Caygill

observed, were conscious of the need to resist being assimilated into the larger Anglican

student body. Like Trinity's trainees in the 1970s, they felt a desire to hold onto Methodist

distinctiveness, yet also valued the opportunity to grow in understanding of their own roots

tIE Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.264.

l1e I-ewis, "Reflections on the Future of Trinity C-ollege", [3 July 1983], (held by Jack Penman), p.2.

120 Keith Rowe, "Report of Consultation on Methodist Ministerial Education", 5 December L98O, Ibid., p.3.

'z'L MAC,1982, p.3og,
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and of the diversity of the Christian tradition. Waugh recalled that one of the benefits of

joint training was the way it opened Methodists to a greater catholicity.r2z

Worship remained an area of the college's life where "genuine ecumenism" was especially

difficult to achieve as the ethos of the larger paftner tended to dominate. Used to attending

evangelistic Easter camps, for example, Caygill found Anglican rituals surounding the

Easter season, such as the imposition of ashes, "shocking" and even somewhat "spooky".

She came to appreciate the liturgical style, but noted that Methodists struggled to be

themselves in such services. As a result, some trainees gave the appearance of losing their

sense of denominational identity, although Caygrll suggested that some of the accusations

made by Methodist congregations to this effect were partly born of local alarm at Anglican

practices like lighting candles.l23 Reporting to the Trinity College Council in 1.982 on

Methodist dissatisfaction with worship, Rowe affirmed the importance of fostering a "more

regular Methodist ethos" in college services, making better use of non-eucharistic rites and

of bread and grape juice in Methodist celebrations of Holy communion.l2a

In the 1.980s concerns about a loss of identity ran alongside a growing anxiety among some

Methodists about a possible "reduction of Methodist initiative and control" within the

combined college.lI The Joint Executive, for example, was dissolved in 1980 and an

attempt made to integrate Methodist and Anglican oversight of the theological institution

in a reconstituted Board of Governors with Methodist membership. Methodist hesitancy

t2z

t24

TCOH, Caygill, 21 December t999; and lbid., Waugh, 4 February 1999.

Rowe, "Principal's Report", April 1982, (held by Jack penman), p.1; and TCOH, caygill, 2L December
1999.

See Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council: Principal's Report", [June 1982], (held by Jack Penman), p.2.
ln the 1980s, Pelly also voiced concern at the failure of college worship to meet Anglican needs.
Reflecting on these issues, Rowe suggested that they boiled down to the question of whether colleges
services should emerge from the needs of the group of people who were together in training at a certain
time or rather express a sense of belonging to a larger extended family or denomination. Keith Rowe,
"Trinity Methodist Theological College Council: Principal's Report", April 1985, TCC Correspondence
1980-1997, Folder Five, TC, Met A81./215. See p.385 for a further discussion of worship in the joint
venture.

J.J. Lewis, "What Are the Options?", n.d., Methodist History Papers I97O-II87,TC, Met A82110122.
lz5
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over this change proved well-founded.tt6 Where the Joint Executive met frequently, and

provided a forum for the discussion of matters of common interest and the development of

good working relationships between the colleges, Methodists were in a minority on the

new Board and often had to sit through Anglican business. Such involvement, reflected

Rowe in 198L, was "time-consuming and not always productive."r2T The responses of a

number of Anglican staff and students to items of Methodist decision-making in the early

1980s caused some at Trinity to ask whether their right to act independently was being

respected. Both Rowe and Lewis observed that protests at the Methodist college's inability

to keep parity with Anglican student allowances from 1981 (the result of.a static income

and an increasing number of trainees) put pressure on its governing body.l4 In 1982

membsrs of the Meadowbank community voiced opposition at the resolution to terminate

the training of a Methodist student.r2e The making of some part-time appointrnents by the

warden to joint teaching positions at Meadowbank in 1982 and 1983 led Rowe to argue

that important decisions were being taken without Methodist consultation and saw him

questioning the nature of the partnership.ls

These issues and developments helped form the background to Rowe's belief that

Methodists needed to rethink their level of involvement at Meadowbank. In a 1981 report

to Trinity's Council, for example, he suggested that the advantages of joint training had

been bought with a price. The "intimate relationship" the New Zealand denomination

traditionally had with its students, for instance, had been lost in an institution which could

easily become "large, impersonal and cynical." Trinity College had become caught up in a

126 'Ile Trinity College Council expressed reservations about Methodist representation on the Board,
preserving Methodist decision-making and the role of the principal, and the need for agreement on
agenda items relating to "the shared part of theological education." TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 20
February 1980, TC, Met 081/1/5, pp.1-2.

r2t Rowe, "Steps Towards Excellence", February 1981, (held by Jack Penman), p,2.

t?3 lbid., p.7; and J.J. Lewis, "Anglican-Methodist Consultation on the C-ollege of Saint John the Evangelist",
October 1980, Methodist History Papers 7970-1987, TC, Met O82l1O/22, p.3. The number of Methodists
in training at Meadowbank fluctuated throughout the 1980s, peaking at twenty in 1981 and falling again
to twelve by 1988. See Table Three.

r2o This decision was queried by both Methodist and Anglican students. TCOH, Saleupolu, 9 August 2001.

rr0 'I'he positions were to the college's theology department. See Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council:
Principal's Report - October 1982",13 October 1982, (held by Jack Penman), p.2; and Keith Rowe to
Francis Foulkes, 3 Fcbruary 1983, StatTing Conmittee 1983-1986, TC, Met 0SZllOllO.
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rigid and hierarchical educational structure which made it difficult "to respond to the best

insights in contemporary and historic Methodism" and to meet the challenges of the church

in the present day. Methodists needed more freedom, for example, to work at being multi-

cultural and to encourage an overlap between training for lay and ordained ministries. In

Rowe's view, the power disparity between the colleges at Meadowbank was too great to

permit the growth of "true partnership", and the Methodist contribution to the ecumenical

venture was often inhibited by the desire not to appear "a noisy minority". Rowe proposed

that the Council look again at its old Grafton site and consider utilising it either as an

ancillary centre for its current work or as the church's main setting for lay and ordained

ministry education. Under the latter option, Methodists might negotiate a@ess to some

teaching at Meadowbank, but would move students and most staff members into residence

at Grafton. This move back to the city, argued Rowe, would take trainees out of "an alien

social and ecclesiastical context", locating them close to the university and "whatever

cultural activity Auckland has to offer", better fitting them for future ministry.13l

Advocating a decrease in the level of cooperation between Methodists and Anglicans in

ministry preparation, Rowe's suggestions were opposed by his fellow lecfurer, Stuart, who

had no personal memory of the traditions of Trinity at Grafton to which the principal was

appealing. Stuart relished the ecumenical contact at Meadowbank and saw a return to

Grafton as a withdrawal into a small "Methodist snclave". While aware that there was a

"pervasive feeling" among Trinity's students that they were "se@nd-class citizens" within

the theological institution, he believed the best response to this was to encourage them to

get more involved, showing their Anglican counterparts the gifts Methodists had to offer.

Stuart regarded Rowe's idea of setting up a small community at Grafton as an expensive,

inward-looking and unhealthy option for ministry training.t3z Although not taken up by the

Trinity College Council, the 1981 report added to strain between the denominations at

Meadowbank, leading Pelly to wonder how committed the Methodist principal was to the

ecumenical situation. r33

Rowe, "Steps Towards Excellence", February 198L, (held by Jack Penman), pp.1-2, 5-6.

TCOH, Stuart, 10 March 2000.

Raymond Pelly, "Board of Governors",25 June 1984, (held by Jack Penman), p.2.
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Tension over the question of authority within the joint venture was highlighted by matters

of staffing in the 1980s, in particular the decision of the Trinity College Council not to

renew Stuart's appointment beyond 3L January 1985.134 This resolution evoked debate and

opposition within the Meadowbank community (Stuart received strong support from Pelly,

other staff members and a number of students) and generated some anger throughout the

Connexion.r3s Issues raised included relations between the two colleges, the desire of

Methodists to have control of their own work, procedures and principles for appointrnents

and reviews in an ecumenical setting, and working relationships within Trinity's faculty.rs

As in earlier debate over sfudent allowances, for example, some Anglican responses to the

question of Stuart's appointment were seen as showing a lack of respect for Methodist

decision-making processes. t3T

Overall, such conflict revealed what two Anglican students described as "a deepening

chasm between the Warden and Principal" and the very different positions each took

regarding the nature of collaboration at Meadowbank.l3E Writing in 1983 to Trinity's

Council, for example, Rowe declared that the situation set out in his 1.98L report had not

improved but had in some respects worsened. In his view "the only workable solution"

from a Methodist perspective to difficulties in the areas of identity and leadership was to

acknowledge that Trinity and St John's wers "two separate Colleges clearly responsible to

two Churches, with separate administration, separate staffs, separate student bodies and

separate educational policies." Rowe called for a church-to-church reappraisal of present

'* TCC Minutes 1938-1984, L5 February 1984, TC, Met 081/1/5.

r'5 See [Raymond Pelly], "Review of Dr W.J. Stuart", 12 December 1983, Staffing Committee 1983-1986,
TC, Met 082/1.011.0; and G. Armstrong, K. Carley, A. Cheek, A. Davidson, B. Gilberd, G. Nicholson and
M. Walters, "Request from Full-Time Teaching Staff Members at St John's College to the Trinity
College Council", L6 February L984, TCC Papers, TC, Met 082170/9. There was a perception among
some in the wider Methodist Church that Stuart had been 'kniled". [Tery Wall], untitled, [1984/1985],
(held by Terry Wall), p.5.

136 Paul Reeves to J.A. Penman, 28 November 1983, Methodist Staff 1-980-1989, TC, Met 082/10/40; and
G.E. Hill to W.J. Stuarr, 15 December 'l,983,Ibid.

r" See TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 15 February 1984, TC, Met 081/1/5; and Rowe, "Address to Board of
Governors", June 1.984, (held by Jack Penman), p.4.

r38 Peter Sykes and Vicki Sykes to the Secretary, St John's College Board of Governors, 25 May 1984, Ibid.
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arrangements at Meadowbank.l3e Addressing the Board of Governors in 1984 on the

Anglican-Methodist relationship, Pelly rejected this "'Two-Colleges-on-one-site"' model

of cooperation, arguing that anything done in partnership required 'Joint structures at least

as strong as thev are now to support them." The theological college, he said, could not

function satisfactorily as "a body with two heads." While believing that "all Anglicans

would want to be as generous as possible to the Methodist partner in the joint situation",

Pelly contended that the Anglican partner was "by far the larger of the two" and that

realism demanded that this be reflected in the structural arrangements of the institution. He

interpreted the 1974 agreement to mean that, in matters regarding the whole joint college,

"the Principal is formally the Warden's deputy."l{

As in the early 1,970s, conflict between the Methodist and Anglican colleges was resolved

through renegotiation, as it became apparent that the arangements that had enabled the two

to work together since 1974 were no longer adequate. Following separate denominational

reviews of the colleges and the relationship between them in 1984, the Board of Governors

and the Trinity College Council set up a joint working group to reassess their partnership in

residential ministry education.l4l Adopted by the churches in 1985, the new Partnership

Agreement defined the boundaries between the theological institutions more clearly

(recognising Trinity and St John's as autonomous colleges with their own governing

bodies), and formed new structures for shared leadership. Methodists withdrew from the

Board of Governors, for example, and the Agreement reinstated a Joint Executive to have

oversight of shared life and work in the colleges. A Joint Policy Committee was

established to decide matters of overall policy, to monitor the progress of the partnership

and arrange for five-yearly reviews, and to provide a forum for reconsidering financial

affangements.laz Where the L974 memorandum had given the warden priority in areas of

13e Keith Rowe to J.A. Penman, 12 October 1983, TCC Papers 1980-1989, TC, Met OB2/1,0/9.

ton Pelly, "Board of Governors", 25 June 1984, (held by Jack Penman), pp.1-4.

tor See "Assessment Report of St John's", [Octoberft.Iovember 19841, Ibid.l and .,A Review of Anglican-
Methodist Relationships in Ministerial Education on the St John's College Site", [June 1984], TCC
Papers 1980-1989, TC, Met 082llol9.

r42 'I'he possibility of Methodists assuming more financial responsibility in areas like student accommodation
was raised in 1979 and the need to undertake a financial review was recognised at the time the
Partnership Agreement was drawn up. In 1990 a memorandum setting out new financial arrangemenls
was added to the Agreement. J.J. Lewis, "Anglican-Methodist Theological Training at the College of
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common life, the new Agreement saw the warden and principal alternating as dean of the

joint faculty and dean of the common life. It also clarified appointment procedures to the

joint faculty and affirmed the prerogative of each denomination to undertake its own

staffing reviews after due consultation.to' Trinity and St John's "now operated as two

Colleges on one site, with work in common and areas that belonged specifically to the

separate Colleges", following a model of joint work far closer to Rowe's vision than that of

Pelly.1*

While tensions would remain in the Methodist-Anglican relationship at Meadowbank, the

Trinity College Council believed the signing of the L985 Partnership Agreement helped to

make the theological instirution a "more settled and harmonious environment" for ministry

preparation.,os At the district level, however, the processes of review and renegotiation

caused a degree of agitation within the Methodist Connexion. Those who queried the l-984

review did so over a range of related issues and from different motivations, expressing

concern about the role of Trinity's Council and its style of operating, the nature of

theological education, questions of consultation and accountability to the church, and the

contribution of personalities to the conflict.16 Methodists like Lynne and Terry Wall, who

were students at Trinity in the 1970s, had a strong wish to preserve Methodist-Anglican

unity, and saw a move towards a "two cOllegeS On One Campus" mOdel of collaboration as a

Saint John the Evangelist: Background Statement',llg7gJ, Methodist History Papers 1970'1987,TC,

;y .et O8Zl1Ol22; Bruce Gilberd to P.P. Rushton, 8 December 1988, TCC Correspondence 1980-1997'

Folder Seven, TC, Met 081, l2l 5 ; and MAC, 1990, pp -327'30'

ral .,partnership Agreement Between the Board of Govemors of St John's College and the Trinity Methodist

Theological College Council to Enable Shared Work in Residential Ministerial Education", IbA',1985,

pp.257-6L.

ra Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy,p.283. Pelly's unease with the Partnership Agreement, incldjn8 his doubts

about whether it was "po.iiUi" to have equality of status between 2 unequal bodies" led him to resign as

warden in 1985. partnership Review fqAO-fbSS, 8 February 1985, TC, Met 081/6/4; and Davidson,

S elvvyn' s Le g a cy, pp.287 -82.

,ns MAC, 1985, p.248.The involvement of Methodists in the 1986 review of Armstrong's appointment to the

joint faculty, for example, was a mattel of contention. Raymond Pelly to P'E' Sutton, 30 November 1985'

Joint Staffing Committee 1984-1987,TC, Met 0811613.

,ou John [Salmon] to Lynne and Terry [Wall], 30 May 1984, (held by Teny Wall), p.1. For synod concerns

about more open debate, the neei fbr preparation to reflect Methodism's commitment to the bicultural

journey, and a lack of wide representation on the college council see D'w' Featherston to Bruce

[Gordon], 3 September 1984, (he1d by Jack Penman); Richard Waugh to D.B. Gordon, 15 August 1984;

ancf M. Alcorn to [J.] Osborne, L3 August 1984,Ibid'
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retreat from the denominations' original intention of "two churches having one theological

college". Writing in 1984, Terry Wall argued that changes away from a united college were

"no more than seeking a joint use agreement - that is a marriage of convenience, not at all

authentic ecumenism." He suggested institutional restructuring was being used as a way of

resolving differences in theology and a struggle for power within the joint venture.raT

The history of the partnership between Trinity and St John's Colleges in the 1,980s, as in

the previous decade, showed the difficulty of balancing the need to proserve

denominational identity and autonomy with a desire to be open to the ecumenical

encounter. In a reflection in the late 1970s, Lewis wrote that a changed ecumenical climate,

questions about financial costs and the right of Methodists to take their own initiatives

made some renegotiation of joint anangements a necessity. He argued that the notion of "a

cluster of Colleges working in very close association" might be a more realistic approach

to cooperation than the completely united college the churches had tried to develop in the

1970s.t48 In the 1980s the need to prevent the relationship between Methodists and

Anglicans at Meadowbank from flying apart saw them move towards the looser model of

collaboration envisaged by l*wis.

5. A Theolog5r Degree

During the mid to late 1980s the balance in Methodist ministry education at Meadowbank

swung more strongly in the direction of an academic emphasis to training. Working

ecumenically, theological institutions in Aucklaud developed links with the Melbourne

College of Divinity and the University of Auckland to enable them to offer students a

primary degree in theology. The new credential brought opportunities for greater depth and

variety in teaching, grving the colleges access to a network of new and more complex

relationships. In raising questions about its effect on formational aspects of preparation,

ra7 Terry [Wall] to Lyn and Alan [Upson], 11 June 1984, (held by Terry Wall); and Teny Wall to unnamed
recipients, 8 August 1,984,lbid.

rs Lewis, "What Are the Options?", n.d., Methodist History Papers lgTO-7987,TC Met O82lLOl22,
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however, the degree also evoked criticism and renewed Methodist ambivalence about

college training.

For most of the 1980s the LTh or BD remained the academic track followed by the

majority of Trinity's students at Meadowbank. The study streams undertaken by trainees in

1"986 were typical of the period. In that year, nine of the fifteen students in the residential

programme were enrolled in an LTh, one was completing the advanced STh diploma, and

three were engaged in BD study. One student was starting the Otago BTheol degree, and

another was following the alternative college course.toe This emphasis on educational work

directed towards the attainment of an academic qualification was reflected in a further rise

in the total of Methodist ministers and probationers who held university degrees or

diplomas, ftom37.57o in 1980 to 42.47o in 1,987.1s0

The alternative diploma stream continued to be a useful non-examination option for a

number of Methodists in the 1.980s, especially for mature students, those who were new to

theological study, and trainees engaged in 'post-degree' work. A former teacher, Edna

Garner, for example, undertook the course in 1986 while developing a pioneering ministry

with the deaf at Auckland's Methodist Central Mission.rsl Student energy for seH-directed

schemes as a sign of radical pedagogical reform, however, was diminished in the 1,980s,

and questions remained about the adequacy of diploma work. Reporting that they

sometimes felt the lack of "an adequate sense of direction and puqpose", a 1981 meeting of

Anglican and Methodist diploma students urged the college to appoint a staff supervisor

for the non-examination stream to help with the planning and progress of courses. The

group saw a need for improved means of assessment (practical and academic), and for

trainees to hold regular working meetings.rst Rowe also identified problems with the

r4e Untitled, [19861, BS Papers 1980-1988, TC, Met 0il8n.
ltu Thomson, "A New Theology", p.207.

tsi Garner trained at Trinity from 1986 to 1987. Another Methodist who followed a college course was Anne
Vaughan, a student at Trinity from 1983 to 1984. Vaughan already had a BA and undertook a diploma
reading course in 1983. She then went on to complete a BD. Untitled, [1983], BS Papers 1980-1988, TC,
MetOBl/5/7.

ttt "Reporl on the Meeting of Members of the College Diploma Stream", 7 October 1981, SA Papers 1,982,

sJC4t2t20.
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programme, suggesting to Trinity's Council in 1981 that many of the students who were

having most difficulty in parish ministry had been a part of the diploma course. In 1.982 the

proposals of the 1981 students were implemented in an attempt to strengthen the joint

college's diploma option.r53

In 1983 changes in the regulations governing the LTh made possible the provision of

alternative assessment. Hoping to encourage "a higher standard of work done and a higher

motivation to learn",rsa lecturers at Meadowbank moved away from a former dependence

on essays and compulsory examinations, and introduced a variety of assessment methods,

including seminars, take-home tests, work sheets, assignments and the possibility of

traditional exams. Davidson believed that students were "generally positive" about the

initiatives, commenting on increased participation in learning and the need to work

throughout the academic year.155 Yet, while acknowledging the success of the changes, a

1-986 meeting of the JBTS also noted that students of "average ability and below found it

easier to work tfuough alternative assessment." The gathering affirrned external monitoring

as "an essential ingredient" of an alternative system of evaluation.tsu A concern that

academic standards were not being well maintained was also expressed by Caygill who

suggested that trainees could get through the LTh diploma doing little work and receiving

low grades. She later discovered that uncertainty about the quality of the qualification

presented real difficulties when she wanted to proceed with postgraduate studies.rsT

Reflecting on the state of education at St John's/Trinity, Stuart deemed that it had a

"chaotic quality" compared to the intellectual rigour present in similar institutions in

rs3 Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council: Principal's Report", 1 October 1981, (held by Jack Penman), p.2;
and Keith Rowe, "Trinity C,ollege Council: Principal's Report", 19 February 7982,[bid.,p.Z.

rsn Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council: Principal's Report", 24 February t983,[bi.d.,p.I.

r5s Davidson , Selwyn's Legacy, p.283.

156 n'Annual Meeting of the Joint Board of Theological Studies", 30 January 1986, JBTS 1980-1989, TC,
MetO82110116,p.2.

r5t TCOH, Caygill, 21 December 1999. See also Rowe to Davidson, 16 December 1986, JBTS 1980-1989,
TC, Met 082/L0/L6 for comments about students 'sneaking through' papers due to less rigorous
assessment processes,
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Europe and America. He found teaching a frustrating experience because of the huge range

in the academic backgrounds and levels of awareness of sfudents.ls8

Although committed to retaining the LTh for trainees for whom it provided an adequate

framework of study, the Methodist and Anglican colleges participated in energetic

discussions in the 1980s over the possibility of establishing a first degree in theology in

Auckland. These involved the Otago Faculty of Theology, the University of Auckland and

the Melbourne College of Divinity. The desirability of introducing the BTheol was

generally acknowledged by the Meadowbank faculty, yet, as Rowe reported to the Trinity

College Council in L983, there was also some reluctance within the combined college "to

fit ourselves into an alien educational style".15e This hesitation dominated the institution's

conversations about a university credential and helped to determine its choice of a degree

option.

The colleges at Meadowbank were wary lest forming a link with a degree-awarding

institution would result in a loss of independence or oversight of the study programmes of

students preparing for ministry. Noting in 1,983, for example, that the faculties of the

Anglican, Methodist and Baptist colleges would like to be more fully involved in Otago

degree programmes, the acting-warden of St John's, Francis Foulkes, informed the Otago

Faculty that the Auckland colleges were also concerned to retain their own integrity as

theological centres. In considering a partnership with Otago, they sought nothing less than

"a full and equal share in determining [matters o{l cuniculum and assessment".ro The

teaching staff at Meadowbank voiced particular disquiet that degree instruction might

mean a move away from the "considerable stimulus and freedom" they enjoyed under

alternative assessment back to a predominantly examination-based system of evaluation.r6l

This fear was echoed by students, who argued in 1985 that the college was in the process

of initiating some "creative and exciting" options for learning and assessment, which were

r58 TCOH, Stuart, 10 March 2000.

r'te Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council: Principals Report", June 1983, (held by Jack Penman).

'@ [Francis Foulkes] to Gerald Fitzgerald, 1 June 1983, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met 082/10/16, p.1.

t"t Keith Carley to Gerald Fitzgerald, 1.6 December 7983,lbid., p.l.
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non-competitive and reflected a "more Pacific oriented way of doing things". The

possibility of having to relinquish alternative assessment was regarded as a "backward

educational step".r62

For both Methodists and Anglicans, uneasiness about degree teaching also stemmed from a

concern that academic learning should not be emphasised at the expense of formational

dimensions of ministry preparation. In giving its support to BTheol negotiations, for

instance, the Trinity College Council stressed that any degree offered should not exhaust

the educational opportunities available at the college, and that practical and vocational

aspects of training should not be overlooked.t63 Throughout the 1980s, this view was also

articulated by the Anglican Provincial Board for Ministry and the combined student body

at Meadowbank.ltr

In the 1980s attitudes to some dimensions of practical ministry preparation were somewhat

ambivalent at Meadowbank. Pastoral studies was taught by Creagh and Rowe, who

believed that clergy in the late-twentieth century were being called to "minister to human

need with all the expertise and compassion that is required of other professionals." The pair

continued to offer the basic courses developed in the 1970s, lecturing and leading some

seminars in the areas of the theology and practice of pastoral care, the psychology of

religion, Christian education, preaching, worship and evangelism.l5s Caygill, a lecturer in

pastoral studies at Trinity/St John's from L995, found these papers helpful but noted that

they were "very action-oriented", focussing on what to do in certain pastoral situations

rather than being "deeply theologicaP.l66 1tt training at Trinity from L979 to 198L, Aso

162 SA Minute Book 1978-1g85,ZZMarch 1985, SJC 4/1/8.

1* TCC Minutes 1984-1988, 18 December 1985, TC, Met08L/7/12.

re The concerns of the Provincial Board for Ministry were quoted in Auckland Consortium for Theological
Education (ACTE) Minutes 1.985-1988, 19 August 1986, TC, Met 82/10134. Student reservations were
expressed in Vicki Sykes, Robyn Goudge and Robin Kingston, "Interim Report on a Possible BTheol
Degree Through This College", [March 1985], SA Minute Book 1978-1985, SJC 4/U8.

t6s St John's College Handbook,1.985, pp.24-ZB.

ttr Caygill suggested that it was not until the 1990s, when the college offered a greater number and variety
of pastoral papers that pastoral studies became a strong discipline. TCOH, Caygill, 21 December 1999.
Caygill was employed as pastoral lecturer by the Anglican college.
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Saleupolu, a Samoan-born Methodist student, reflected that the pasloral situations

concerned were usually set within a Palangi context.r6T Caygill was also aware that, during

the early 1980s, the pastoral department was seen as the "poor neighbour" of the college's

other academic disciplines.r68 Creagh himself later recalled that a few members of the

faculty regarded pastoral studies as being "not the real thing" and "saw working one-to-one

as futile and inefficacious". Such attitudes may have mirrored academic suspicion of the

strong vocational orientation of pastoral subjects, as well as the lively emphasis within the

theological institution on the importance of collective social and political activism.

Uncertainty about the psychological approach taken by pastoral studies, apparent at Trinity

in the 1950s and 1-960s, was also present at Meadowbank in the 1980s, and Creagh

encountered some student resistance to attempts to draw upon the 1%rnings of

psychology.l6e

While there was wariness within the college community about pastoral teaching, field work

was seen as a highly valued part of practical training in the 1-980s, reflecting, in Rowe's

case, the notion that the best learning o'takes place at the intersection of experience and

theological/biblical insight."r70 In 1980 a paper in "supervised field education" was added

to the LTh syllabus, enabling ministry students to receive academic credit for field work.

Rowe believed this brought "a wholesome realism" to trainees' study prograrnmes.ttt Field

work was shifted from the October-November period to the middle of the year in 1983, a

significant development which allowed a closer interaction between academic courses and

practical training and helped to overcome the sense that field education was being 'tacked

on' to the college's curriculum.tT' Students were placed in a variety of settings, including,

in L986, local parishes, the Everill Orr retirement homes, Auckland Hospital, Paremoremo

'"' IbA., Saleupolu, 9 August 2001. For a discussion of the college's awareness of a Pacific Island context
during this period see pp.399-402.

168 TCOH, Caygill,2l December 1999.

r6e Creagh wrote that the very name of Freud, a Jewish atheist, "sent chills of horror rippling down spines".
Creagh, Still I Stand, pp.141-43.

r7u 
1Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman), p.6.

tlt MAC,198o, p.135.

t" Ibid,,1983, p.368.
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Prison, and community projects like Garner's ministry to the deaf.173 From L981 some

Methodist trainees were given an opportunity to take part in a Pacific exchange programme

during the field work period, an experience Caygill found to be "rich [and] exciting, [and]

full of challenge." In a time when New Zealand Methodism's Pacific Island membership

was increasing, this was an important innovation, offering students exposure to the life and

faith of the Islands and some understanding of the risk and frustrations of moving into a

new culture.rTa

In 1981 a group of Anglican single students tried to bridge the gap between theology and

action by living in community in a state house in a low income area in Glendowie. The

Glendowie Neighbourhood Project linked the combined college, a local parish and the

Anglican-Methodist Social Services, and aimed "to train theological students in

community development work", providing them with "a contextual theological base for

their studies". Unlike the experiment in communal living undertaken by college trainees in

the previous decade, the Project did not involve Trinity students. Concern at this lack of

participation led Anglican members of the Project to challenge the Methodist Committee

on Ministry to accept candidates who had shown a preference for such work.1?s

Methodist students continued to have some opportunities to develop practical ministry

skills through involvement in supply work. Caygill, for example, appreciated the three

months she spent in Irvin over the L9831L984 break, noting that it helped her to find out

how a parish actually ran.tTu Waugh also valued time on supply in Moutere Hills, Nelson in

L98A1983, but suggested that other forrns of interaction with local churches were few.u7

There was an expectation that trainees would be involved in the life of a parish, and every

year Methodist students were required to lead a trial service in a congregation in the

rR See Untitled, [1986], BS Papers 1980-1988, TC, Met AgLl5l7.

r?a Caygill undertook field work in Tonga and Samoa in 1983. TCC Minutes 1,938-1984, 17 August 1983,
TC, Met 081.1U5, p.3. In the previous year Waugh and other Trinity students spent time in the Solomon
Islands, Papua New Guinea and Australia. See Focas, August 1982,p.4.

tt5 G. Cardy to the Committee on Ministry, 2 March 1984, TCC Papers 1980-1989, TC, Met 082/10/9. See

also Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.284.

t7u TCOH, Caygill, 21 December 1999.

"t lbid., Waugh,4 February 1999.
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Auckland area. The latter, along with courses in homiletics, was all that remained of

Methodist training's formerly very strong focus on practical preaching. ln general, though,

students did not take part in the sorts of activities (youth work, preaching, and evangelism)

that had once given them a visible profile within the Connexion. It seems likely that this

lack of regular engagement contributed to a weakening of the link between the theological

institution and Methodists at the 'grass roots', and a consequent decline in the Connexion's

sense of ownership of the college. As previously noted, this sense was already made more

tenuous from the 1970s by Trinity's move into partnership with St John's.

A concern for the college to give more instruction in evangelism reappeared among some

Methodists in the 1980s, reflecting a renewed emphasis within the denomination on the

need for being evangelists. The visit of the Anglican priest, Roger Herft, in t982 as an

"Overseas Evangelism Resource Person" gave impetus to Methodist efforts to develop a

holistic view of evangelism which combined personal faith-sharing and social

transformation.rTs In 1987, the Methodist Making Disciples Task Group urged that the

theological institution provide all sfudents with "training in both the theolog;l of

evangelism and the practice of making disciples."rTe The college's response to this appeal

noted that the LTh syllabus included a paper in evangelism and that a series of seminars on

the topic were being planned for Methodist trainees. It might also have pointed to a

mission undertaken in 1985 by Rowe and a group of Trinity's exiting students in the

Hastings parish.lm As had been the case within the Methodist college since the 1960s,

however, such activities were occasional and were in no way integral to the training

programme. They did not illustrate a strong commitrnent to promoting evangelism, even

understood in a holistic fashion, as a core component of being a Methodist. lnstead, as

r78 See MAC,1985, pp.184-90; and lbid.,1.988, p.655. Bolitho suggested that attempts to relate evangelism
to justice priorities like the bicultural journey "reduced the amount of energy available for evangelism."
Bolitho, "In This World", p.248.

t'n MAC,1987, p.191.

r80 Jill van de Geer to Kenneth Smith, 17 May 1988, TCC Correspondence 7980-7997, Folder Six, TC, Met
O8L/2/5; and TCC Minures i984-1988, 9 Ocrober 1985, TC, Met 081/1/12.
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Waugh concluded, the subject was "hands off'because people had "distinctively different

attitudes as to how it should be tackled."rsr

Training in faith-sharing was a low priority at Trinity, but the area of faith development

received more attention than in previous years, mirroring a growing interest among many

theological educators in the 1980s in "spiritual formation". Borrowed from the Roman

Catholic community, the term "spiritual formation" was generally used in Protestant

contexts to refer to the way ministry students were helped to grow in faith, maturing in a

sense of being Christian and learning to live this out in the world.rE2 A past assumption that

engagement in daily routines of college worship would automatically provide trainees with

the spiritual resources needed for ministry was replaced in the 1980s by a recognition that

the development of the inner life needed to be an intentional focus of preparation.tt3 In the

late-twentieth century there was also an awareness that, unlike earlier times, rising numbers

of candidates began college without a long experience of church life. Some were quite new

to faith and required "remedial work" on what it meant to be Christian and a member of a

particular community of believers.rs

In the early 1.980s Rowe showed some energy for strengthening the place of spiritual

formation in the Methodist college's work. Convinced that "a ministry in depth is more

tikely when the development of our life in God is taken seriously", he established in 1983,

for example, a task group on Methodist spirituality.lss A Connexion-wide network of

people with an interest in exploring spiritual growth, the group was intended to stimulate

study and shared experimentation in the area of spirituality, to develop educational

1tr TCOH, Waugh,4 February L999.

r82 o'seminaries and the Ecology of Faith", p.110.

t*t K.S. Nickerson, "spiritual Formation in the United Methodist Seminaries in the USA: A Report",
Ministericl Formation, September L987, p.28.

re "seminaries and the Ecology of Faith", pp.110-11. This pattem of change was recognised as being
present within New Zealand Methodism by the late 1990s. Reflecting on the ten years after L988, the

Methodist principal, Frank Hanson, identified an increasing diversity in the backgrounds of students,

noting the number who were new to Methodism or to the Christian faith. Methodist Church of New
Zealand, Consultation to Address the Critical Shortage of Presbyters, L-3 May 1998, p.13.

t*5 Rowe, "Principal's Report", 24 February 1983, (held by Jack Penman), p.3.
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resources and design retreats, and to identify people who could lead such events.186 The

task group began with enthusiasm, holding a retreat in 1983 and producing a magazine in

1984, and in 1985 its work was drawn into that of the new Methodist educational centre,

Wellspring. Under its first director, Loyal Gibson, Wellspring took a lead in advancing

within Auckland Methodism an emphasis on the spiritual journey. Its 1987 programme, for

instance, included seminars on creation spirituality, covenant discipleship groups (a

renewed form of class meeting), joumal writing and spiritual awareness.ttt

On the St John's site, the colleges took a range of initiatives aimed at responding to the

spiritual growth needs of their students. A pattern of daily worship services remained in the

1980s, although these were often sparsely attended, and the cessation of Sunday morning

worship at Meadowbank in L982 meant the college no longer had one service incorporating

its whole community.l88 Reflecting on this pattern of worship, Saleupolu noted that the

periodic switching between Methodist and Anglican traditions made it hard for him to

create a "consistent and continuous" devotional life. He was one of a number of trainees in

the early 1980s who would have appreciated more help in the development of prayer and

worship.rse At the request of students, the theological institution held a workshop on

spirituality in 1982, offering introductions to a variety of spiritual disciplines and styles.

Later in the decade the addition to the college curiculum of a new course in Christian

spirituality gave students a chance to engage in more sustained and critical reflection on

classical and contemporary spiritual thought.lm In his report to the 1987 Conference, Rowe

suggested that the reinstitution of college retreats was a significant feature of the year's

activities, allowing trainees to experience diverse approaches to spirituality. These would

Ito Keith Rowe to unnamed recipients, T June 1983, TCC Papers L980-1989, TC, Met 082l1,Ol9,pp.L-2.

rE "Wenspring: A Methodist Education and Retreat Centre, August, September, October lg87', 1987,
Wellspring 1978-1988, TC, Met 08116112.

ls Davidson , Selvvyn's Legacy, p,284,

r8o TCOH, Saleupolu, 9 August 2001. See also a student proposal for a prayer and worship semiuar day
contained in Clarice Greenslade, "For Student Executive", 27 October 1981, SA Papers 1982, SJC
4t2t20.

reo The course was taught by Allan Davidson, a Presbyterian minister and lecturer in church history at
Meadowbank from 1982, and Janet Crawford, the college's lecturer in Christian origins and early church
history from 1986.
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become an annual fixture in the life of the combined college.tnt One further innovation in

the 1980s was the encouragement given to students to work at the development of their

religious life with the help of a spiritual director.le2

While Methodist ministry education made spiritual formation a higher training priority in

the 1.980s, concern was voiced by some within the Connexion at the lack of

acknowledgement given to evangelical and charismatic spirituality. In a 1984 survey of the

Meadowbank community, Robin Kingston, a first-year Anglican student, observed that,

although many trainees considered charismatic renewal to be important both for their own

ministries and for the wider church, the subject received little attention in the college's

programme.le3 Disquiet at this deficiency was evident in the 1987 recommendation of the

Methodist Aldersgate Fellowship in Waikato that Trinity's next principal "should be of an

evangelical persuasion, and open to the renewal movement". Like Methodist evangelicals

before them, Fellowship members believed that students needed to leave the college "with

a heart-warming experience as well as theological knowledge." They showed a continuing

suspicion of historical biblical criticism, expressing a desire for a principal "who has a faith

able to sustain a belief that the Bible is God's word, and is the basis for all preaching and

teaching."re4 The Aldersgate Fellowship was not happy with aspects of the spirituality it

did see promoted by the Methodist college, and in L988, for example, declared its

opposition to the endorsement by Wellspring of the visit of Matthew Fox, whose writings

on creation spirituality it regarded as syncretistic and selective.les Such discontent at the

place those involved in ministry preparation gave to the evangelical and charismatic

tet MAC,1987, p.60.

tet Keith Rowe, "spiritual Direction and Theological Education",23 February 1987, (hetd by Jack Penman).

re3 See Robin Kingston, "The Charismatic Renewal as Seen by St John's Students and Staff 1984",
(unpublished manuscript), pp.1, 11-12.

Geoff Jensen to Trinity Methodist Theological College Council, 26 June 1987, TCC Correspondence
1980-1997, Folder Six, TC, Met 081/2/5, p.1. The Aldersgate Fellowship was formed in 1985 and linked
the Methodist Revival Fellowship with the charismatic section of the church. See W.J. Clifford, 'The
EvangelicaVCharismatic Aspect of Methodism in New Zealand", Journql 1997, Wesley Historical
Society (New Zealand), No. 65, August 7997,pp.22-33.

Bryan White to Loyal Gibson, 20 July 1988, TCC Correspondence 1980-1997, Folder Seven, TC, Met
oguzls.
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perspectives was repeated in the 1990s, culminating in calls to allow Methodist students to

undertake their training in institutions other than Trinity College.le6

As in the 1.970s, Methodist criticism of the theological college, often on the grounds of

perceived inadequacies in practical and vocational training, was not confined to

evangelicals. Writing to the Committee on Ministry in L98L, for example, the liberal

minister Barry Jones, superintendent of the Methodist Development Division, contended

that a number of recent ordinands lacked "a sufficient range of basic Ministerial skills to

sustain an effective Ministry." Jones identified serious limitations in the theological and

biblical perceptiveness of soms new ministers, in their organisational and time

management skills, in their ability to develop and sustain inter-personal relationships, and

in the confidence they brought to the task of nurturing faith among adults.reT Similar

con@rns were articulated to the college in 1988 by a member of Trinity's Council, Joyce

Dey, who advocated that students engage in more parish-based field work and more

intentional forms of post-ordination training-le8

Both Jones and Dey spoke from positions of familiarity with Trinity's programmes. Some

of the complaints made against ministry education at Meadowbank in the L980s and early

1990s arose, as the 1992 Commission on Theologicalffinisterial Education noted, from a

Iack of knowledge, and it is likely that this was a result of the infrequent contact many

congregations had with the college.re Continuing weaknesses in areas of training like

evangelism, spiritual growth and local church work, however, showed that the criticisms

were not without foundation, confirming some Methodists in their belief that college

students needed a higher level of practical equipping.

tnu See, for example, Wesleyan Methodist Movement, "Response to the President's Commission:
'Recognising the Reality"', July 1998, (held by the author), p.23.

197 Barry Jones to J. Osborne, 2L September 1981, CM: Minutes and Papers 1974-1987, TC, Met 082112167.

J.K. Dey to Jill [van de Geer], 28 April 1988, TCC Correspondence 1980-L997, Folder Six, TC, Met
081,1215. Reservations about some of the college's recent graduates and their ability to carry on an

effective ministry were also expressed in 1981 by the Vice-President of the Methodist Church, Sister

Rona Collins. Rowe, "Principal's Report", L October 1981, (held by Jack Penman), p.l

l9c

ree Methodist Church, Cotnmission on TheologicallMinisterial Education, p.19.
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Well aware of church opinion, and committed to training sfudents for practical "field"

ministries, Methodist educators viewed the retention of vocational aspects of preparation as

being a high priority in any new theology degree. This concern, along with the colleges'

desire for autonomy and flexibility in areas like assessment, was a strong factor in the

decision of the Anglican, Methodist and Baptist theological institutions to opt for a degree

link with the Melbourne College of Divinity. Working together as the Auckland

Consortium for Theological Education (ACTE) from L985, the three colleges had a

preference for a New Zealand-based qualification. Yet, as Foulkes noted in 1,983,

accreditation as a teaching institution of MCD offered "a considerable measure of

freedom" in the development of a BTheol.zm The Auckland colleges were able, for

example, to include in the degree course work with a vocational orientation to meet the

requirements for ordination of each denomination. There was also the possibility of giving

greater room to papers in areas such as Maori and women's studies. Where the Otago

BTheol had a high examination component, the Melboume degree was open to various

kinds of alternative assessment. It allowed the theological institutions flexibility in

timetabling, which enabled the Meadowbank colleges to continue holding field education

in the middle of the year.mr In all, as the Methodist and Anglican faculty declared in 1985,

the MCD option was regarded as the one that would "'best preserve the educational,

cultural and theological values"'held by the colleges.m2

For a time, from late 1985 during their negotiations with Melbourne, the ACTE colleges

were encouraged by an unexpected approach from the University of Auckland to consider

the prospect of teaching a BTheol as a faculty of theology of the University. Recognising

the long history of Methodist commitment to a theology degree at Auckland and

concerned, like Foulkes, not to miss "'an opportunity of strategic importance"', the Trinity

College Council gave its support to this proposal. Earlier affirmations that a degree would

[Foutkes] to Fitzgerald, I June 1.983, JBTS 1980-1989, TC, Met 082/10/16, p.1.

For a student comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the Otago and MCD degrees, see

"Report on BTheol Developments", SA Minute Book 1978-1985,26 July 1985, SJC 4/1/8-

Cited in TCC Minures 1984-1988, 21 August 1985, TC, Met 081/1/12.
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not become a prerequisite for ordination were restated.2ot The Consortium's submission

and course outlines for an Auckland BTheol evoked both endorsement and opposition

within various faculties of the University, and by August L987 it became clear that the

degree would not be granted. As a result, ACTE agreed to go ahead with degree teaching

through MCD from 1988 for a five-year period, while continuing to explore ways

university credentialling could be established in Auckland.e The high value the

theological colleges placed on the institution of an Auckland BTheol led them to respond

positively to a further approach from the University, which closely followed the

completion of arrangements with the Melbourne College of Divinity. A proposal for a

degree was approved by the University Senate in December 1988 and teaching for an

Auckland BTheol began in 1990.20s

Thanks to the support of MCD and a shift in policy from the University of Auckland, an

institution which had until then kept its doors firmly closed against theology, the BTheol

was finally available in Auckland nearly a century after the churches began campaigning

for its introduction.206 During the 1990s the new degree gradually replaced the LTh as the

Methodist college's primary stream of study. In 1995, for example, four of Trinity's ten

trainees were enrolled in ACTE certificates or diplomas, five in a BTheol course and one in

an MTheol.2o7 It is still early to evaluate the long-term effects of the new degree on

Methodist training, but some preliminary comments may be made.

to' See Keith Rowe, "Auckland University: Bachelor of Theology", 12 August 1986, ACTE L985-L988, TC,
Met 082/10/34; and MAC,1986, pp.196-97. Foulkes quoted in Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, p.294.

2M MAC,1987, p.60.

at lbid.,1988, pp.124-25. Initially the ACTE colleges taught the Melbourne and Auckland BTheols in
tandem but in 1993 the decision was made to make greater use of the Auckland degree as the basis for
courses, gradually phasing out the Melbourne degree, Ibid.,1993,p.6!.

2uu The reasons for changes in the University's attitude to the teaching of theology is an area requiring
further study.

zo7 lbid., i995, p.99. The JBTS voted to disband in 1991, basing its decision on changes in ecumenical
relationships and theological education. From 7992 AC'[E began offering a diploma in theology and

certificates in theological studies, ministry studies and studies in women and Christianity, and a new
Ecumenical Board of Theological Studies (located in Christchurch) was formed to have oversight of the
LTh and STh. See Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.297-98.
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Like involvement in the JBTS, the link with ACTE gave the Methodist college the benefits

of entry into a network of new ecumenical relationships, which widened to include the

Catholic Institute of Theology in 1989 and the Marist seminary, Mount St Mary's College,

in I992.20s This led to greater sharing among members of the various faculties, and students

were able to take papers in each of the Consortium's colleges, bringing an added diversity

to classes. The colleges' connection to MCD and the University of Auckland gave them

access to the resources and intellectual stimulus of the secular academic world, although

they still had to contend with the perception of some within the University that theology

was not a particularly credible topic for study. Acceptance and interaction across the

disciplines was slow to develop. The University had certain expectations regarding the

training of lecturers and their continuing education and this would prompt a number of

Methodist and Anglican staff to augment their qualifications. The BTheol itself offered

theological students more opportunities for specialisation than was possible under the LTh,

and the 1990s saw the introduction of MTheol and PhD courses at Auckland. Both

Auckland and Melbourne's BTheol was accepted as a prerequisite for postgraduate work in

universities around the world.

Yet, degree teaching also came with certain costs. While the Melbourne BTheol offered the

ACTE colleges flexibility and autonomy, their link with the University of Auckland

required them to conform to university patterns, and had a timiting effect on timetabling

and assessment. As early as L988, for example, the Trinity College Council reported that,

in order to coincide with the University's term dates, field work would need to be shifted

into the period after the academic year.^e The BTheol was probably also a more

demanding stream of study than the LTh and left students with less time to be involved in

the various formational activities that had helped to shape them in the past. lncreased

academic pressure contributed to the decline that took place in the participation of

Methodist and Anglican trainees in social and political issues, a change also seen among

students in other learning institutions during the 1990s. There was a perception among

208 The Catholic Institute of Theology (CIT) was a college of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Auckland.
Mount St Mary's College joined ACTE after transferring its teaching from Taradale to Auckland.

ztte MAC,1988, p.124.
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some Methodists that college students were overloaded.tto The suspicion that degree work

might dominate ministry training remained a cause of disquiet for many in the churches.

As Susan Adams, an Anglican feminist writer, observed, the shift to "a focus on 'academic

theology' rather than the continued struggle to intertwine theology and practical ministry"

was regarded with considerable fear "by people - especially women - who [were] working

with an action-reflection model based on their experiences of life and ministry.u"' A desire

to reassert a more practical style of education would lead to a proposal in the late 1990s for

the formation of a new Methodist Ministry Training Unit (MTU). tncated in the inner city,

this "'practice and reflection model"' aimed to provide preparation "through practical

engagement in ministry" in the Auckland Central Parish and Mission "in interaction with

wider theological study and reflectioo.:r2lz Seen as a training development for the twenty-

first century, the MTU was a new expression of a recurring Methodist concem for ministry

practice and an interest in the city as a context for training that was evident in earlier

initiatives like the Collegiate Church of the 1930s.

A long-desired achievement, the introduction of the BTheol in the late 1980s delivered the

Auckland colleges access to "quality theological teaching, research and supervision in the

public setting of the University".2t3 For Methodists, this move towards a more academic

emphasis to preparation was accompanied by, and would contribute to, a further decline in

opportunities for students to be equipped in practical ministry skills. Within the wider

church these developments evoked criticism from Methodists across the theological

spectrum. In the 1980s evangelicals and charismatics began to reassert the need for training

in evangelism and the importance of the "heart-warming" experience. Liberal and radical

Methodists sought and would eventually take steps to initiate styles of preparation which

followed an action-reflection model of learning. In the late 1980s Methodist disquiet at

2r0 Methodist Church, Commission on TheologicallMinisteriat Education, p.?5.

'11 Adams, Towards a Reshaped Church, p.30.

2r2 John Salmon, "Ministry Education Into the 21"tCentury: An Outline Paper", October 2001, fteld by the
author), p.5; and "Outline of the Proposed Parish-Based Ministry Training UniL A Partnership
Arrangement Between the Auckland Methodist Central Parish and Mission and Trinity Methodist
Theological College", 22 January 1999, I bid., p.7.

2r3 Salmon, "Ministry Education", October 200l,Ibid., p.3.
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overly-academic directions for ministry education remained a constant and deep-seated

theme.

6. The Challenge of Diversity
I

Iu the 1980s the Methodist college continued to struggle with issues of gender and cultural

diversity. While faculty and curriculum changes during the period reflected a greater

acknowledgement of women's training needs, women staff and students at Meadowbank

experienced ongoing difficulties in the areas of acceptance and support. The presence of

growing numbers of Pacific Island trainees at Trinity brought Methodist ministry education

a whole new set of challenges, which it was not yet equipped to meet.

The number of Methodist women who received training for the presbyterate at

Meadowbank rose from six in the 1970s to sixteen between 1,980 and 1988.214 Writing

about similar trends in America, Barbara Wheeler observed that, although such an increase

in women's involvement in ministry education often altered the ethos of theological

institutions, many women in the early 1980s argued that "a good deal remains to be done".

The "full recognition and appreciation of the presence and contributions of women" was

yet to be achieved.2rs That this view was shared by some New Zealand women was evident

in a resolution of a L98L ecumenical Women and Ministry Conference which called upon

the church colleges to consider more closely the role of women. Explaining the resolution

to the Trinity College Council, Jill Richards, a Methodist home setting student, suggested

that areas of concern for women included sexist language, a lack of female lecturers, the

impact of marriage on training, and a "belief that they are only tolerated rather than valued

as ministers of the Gospel." She saw a need for further discussion of the special role of

women in ordained work to balance "the idea that a woman minister has to be 'as good as a

"o See Table Four. For combined totals of Methodist and Anglican women from 1978 to 1g92see Davidson,
S e lwyn' s Le gacy, pp.27'J,, 306.

zrs B.G. Wheeler, "Accountability to Women in Theological Seminaries", Ministerial Formation, October
198i, p.12.
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man' rather than as good as a woman."2r6 In the 1980s progress was made on some of the

issues identified by Richards, but others were more resistant to change.

One important development during this era was the appointment of women to the full-time

teaching staffs of both Trinity and St John's Colleges. This issue was put firmly on the

agenda of the institutions from 1984 by a group of Anglican and Methodist women, many

of whom had links to the college as former students or as wives of faculty members.2rt

Lobbying vigorously for "a 50/50 male/female balance in positions of responsibility" at

Meadowbank, the group argued that "Male lecturers cannot speak from a woman's

perspective, their modes of communication are different and their experience of life is

different." As well as providing a woman's perspective, women staff members would offer

role models for women trainees, both as ordained ministers and as academics, and help to

encourage the growth of women's theology.ttt The women gathered support from the

faculty and the Staffing Committee, and took part in a process which led to the Board of

Governors' decision to appoint the Anglican minister, Janet Crawford, as lecturer in

Christian origins and early church history.zre Taking place alongside these proceedings,

Trinity's search for a new Methodist lecturer in theology was also carried out with an

awareness of "the desirability of having a woman staff memb er".a Interviews were held in

early 1,985 with male and female candidates, and the position was offered to the Methodist

tru Jill Richard to Trevor [Bennett], 8 September 1981., TCC C-orrespondence 1980-199?, Folder One, TC,
Met 081/2/5. Richards trained in the home setting in 1980 and 1981..

2u The group included Jocelyn Armstrong and Judy Nicholson, whose husbands were college lecturers;
Joyce Marcon, a former Anglican student; Susan Adams and Jean Brookes. Methodists involved in the
group were Audrey Dickinson, Jill Richards and Anne Vaughan. In 1985 Adams, an Anglican priest
taught part-time in the college's theology department.

2rB "Appointment of Women to Positions of Responsibility at St John's College", February 1984, Staffing
Committee 1983-1986, TC, Met 082ltD/1,0.

Adams noted the desire of the women's group "to ensure that any appointment be made with the support
of the women's network and in their interests." Representatives of the group were present at the 1985
meeting of the Staffing Committee that short-listed applicants for the lectureship, See Adams, Towards a
Reshaped Church, p.39; and Staffing Committee 1983-1986, 10 September 1985, TC, Met O82|IO/L0.
For a discussion of Crawford's background and interests, see Davidson, Selwyn's Legacy, pp.299-300.

"Trinity College Council - Subcommittee on Wesley Lectureship", 10 July 1984, Methodist Staff 1.980-
1989, TC, Met 082/10/40.
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minister, Enid Bennett, who commended herself o'as an informed, articulate and interesting

person with the capacity to serve well as both teacher and pastor."22l

A lecturer at Meadowbank from 1986 to L99L, Bennett played a valuable role in helping to

stimulate interest within the college in feminist theology and in grving support to women

students. She returned to Trinity after serving in circuit ministry for ten years and teaching

from 1978 to 1985 in the Religious Studies Departrnent at Massey University, during

which time she completed a Diploma of Education to add to her MA and BD. It was while

at Massey that Bennett took what she later described as "'a great leap forward"', engaging

in feminist analysis and exploring women's theology and spirituality. Enriched by the

"creativity and insights" of women in New Zealand and abroad who were questioning the

patriarchal bias of the Christian tradition, Bennett would try to share a woman's

perspective in her teaching at Meadowbank.2z In doing so, she "brought a new dimension"

to the Methodist lecturing team, including books by feminist writers in all her courses and

introducing papers in major world religions and issues in contemporary theology.*

Bennett was conscious that she and Crawford (who also took up her post in 1986) acted as

role models for women preparing for ordination, and the pair organised some informal

discussions on issues surrounding women and ministry. They were responsible for

planning workshops on the importance of inclusive language.za

The appointments of Bennett and Crawford to the colleges were made at a time when New

Zealand women were beginning to move into positions of leadership in some

denominations, yet both experienced the difficulties of working in male-dominated

institutions.2r Bennett, for example, recalled a sense of frustration at the tardiness of

22r Keith Rowe, "Trinity College Council: Principal's Report", February 1985, (held by Jack Penman), p.4.

u Enid Bennett, Wisdom's House: My Journey as a Christian Feminist, Auckland, Women's Resource
Centre, 2000, pp.3-4.

* MAC, 1986, p.195. Bennett recommended students read authors like lrtty Russell, Rosemary Radford
Reuther, and Patricia Wilson-Kastner.

224 Bennett, Wisdam's House,p,26.

zet The lay woman, Joan Anderson, was elected Moderator of the Presbyterian General Assembly in 1979,
Phyllis Guthardt was President of the Methodist Cont'erence in 1985/1986, and in 1990 Penny Jamieson
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college authorities to give the two women "space to teach to our strengths and to enable us

to use our insights fully." In her first years at Meadowbank, she felt a lack of affirmation

from some of her male colleagues and stressed the importance of friendship with Crawford

and with women's networks outside the college in giving her "the sustenance I needed to

survive".2b Bennett's early challenging of decisions made regarding her teaching

responsibilities caused some conflict within the Methodist faculty, and she later reflected

that, as "an autonomous woman, single, and prepared to ask awkward questions", she

"probably represented something of a threat". She also acknowledged, however, that, as a

member of the college's theology department, she was caught up in the backwash of

"political undercurrents and personality clashes" already present within the joint venture.z7

Bennett's interest in some expressions of women's theology evoked disquiet among certain

of the community's conseryative members. The furore that followed the publication in

1988, for instance, of an article endorsing the feminist writer, Starhawk's, ideas about

spirituality and concepts of "magic" showed her that "while it was fine to think and write

radically as a university lecturer, it was by no means as easy for an official Church

appointee." In the late 1980s both Bennett and Crawford were implicated in rumours

seeking to question facets of their teaching.z4

Looking back on her time at Meadowbank, Bennett suggested that the controversial aspects

of having women teaching theology seemed to "emerge almost as a matter of course", as

they were still comparatively few.z2e In the 1990s the total of women on the theological

institution's full-time teaching staff slowly grew (there were four on the joint faculty by

was ordained Bishop of Dunedin, becoming the first diocesan woman bishop in the history of the

Anglican Church.

26 Bennett, Wisdom's House, p.26; and Enid Bennett, "Re-connecting: A Christian Feminist's Musings" in
Ree Bodd6 (ed.), Keeping Our Heads Abave Water: Reflections on the Ecumenical Decade of Churches

in Solidariry with Wotnen, Auckland, Women's Resource Centre, L998, p.22.

27 Bennett, Wisdom's House, p.26. For Rowe's concerns regarding Bennett's future relationship with the
theology department, see Rowe to Rushton, 2L October 1.985, TCC Correspondence 1980-1997, Folder

Five, TC, Met08Ll2l5.

228 Bennett, "Re-connecting",p.22; and Bennett, Wisdom's House, p.31. The article referred to was Enid
Bennett, "Sisterstory: Women as Saviour" in Enid Bennett (ed.), With Heads Uncovered, Auckland,
Women in Ministry Network, 1988, pp.44-53.

22e Bennett, Wisdom's House,p.3I.
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2001), as did the number of female lecturers in other ACTE colleges, and women acting as

field work supervisors and as visiting teachers and preachers. This would help to diminish

the sense of isolation felt by women staff members in the 1980s and give trainees "a wider

and more varied experience of women's ministry".40

A stronger presence numerically at Trinity and St John's in the 1980s, women preparing

for ministry continued to take an increasingly visible role within the college. In 1982, for

example, the students' association had its first woman president, the Methodist trainee,

Margaret Bumett, and she was one of a group of older women students who had a lively

but steadying influence within the Meadowbank community.*t Yet women trainees were

still in a minority and issues like the use of inclusive language caused ongoing hurt and

tension. Caygill noted the way some students responded to a college dictum on this subject

by using exclusive language deliberately as a protest, while others went overboard, and

used inclusive terms in every kind of worship situation. Although the Methodist college

began to revise its orders of service in the mid 1980s to make them more inclusive, the

question of language provoked recurrent and sometimes painful debate among students

into the early 1990s.42

Reflecting on how Methodist women students in the early 1980s viewed their future

ministries, Caygill remembered a feeling of confidence rather than a sense of needing to

battle with the church. Trinity women, she said, were aware of a "high level of support"

from Rowe and the College Council, and felt "the struggle had been done for us" by the

women who had gone before them.a3 In her 198L article, Wheeler identified a similar

outlook among women in American seminaries who, as their numbers increased, became

tsu Lynne Wall, conversation with the author, 8 November 2001; and Janet Crawford, "Women Ordinands:

Some Reflections on Attitudes and Principles Surrounding Women Ordinands Within the College",
Vashti's Voice, August/October 1989, pp.6-7.

ar A former social worker, Burnett was also described as the college's "ffust geriatric president". She

became President of the Methodist Conference in 1991/1992. Margaret Burnett to Trevor [Bennett], 3

November 1981, TCC Correspondence 1980-1997, Folder One, TC, MetO81,/2/5.

z'2 TCOH, Caygill, 21 December 1999; and Rowe, "Principal's Report", February 1985, (held by Jack

Penman), p.2.

t'r TCOH, Caygill,2l December 1999.
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"less demanding, less critical of institutions, less conscious of their needs and political

interests as women." She ascribed this in part to an improved situation for women trainees,

noting that their presence "en masse relieve[d] some of the feelings of exceptionality ...

which weighed heavily on the pioneers" of earlier years. But Wheeler also expressed

concern that students were confident because they had not heard, or did not believe, how

hard it still was for women in ordained work. Many women in training in the early 1980s,

she argued, had encountered scarce opposition to their interest in ministry and tended to

assume that equal access to candidacy meant equal opportunity. The reality at every level

of church life, she suggested, was "a pattern of consistent discrimination" against women,

manifest in areas like salary levels and appointments.aa

Surveys on the experience of ordained women in the Methodist and Presbyterian Churches

in New Zealand have revealed analogous patterns of discrimination and resistance to their

ministries.tss In the 1,980s, despite the later efforts of Bennett and Crawford, training

prograrnmes at Meadowbank gave little intentional consideration to such issues, leaving

women students poorly equipped to survive the difficulties they would face. A student

request in 1980 for the provision of a course in women's ministries apparently fell on deaf

official ears and was repeated by Crawford in 1989.ts6 As a former trainee wrote in L984,

women had rare opportunities to explore the uniqueness of their ministries but were

expected to fit traditional roles "'with just a few cosmetic alterations."' 6((The lecturers

kept assuring us that we were individuals"', she remarked, "'and that our past experiences

would shape what kind of ministry we would eventually have, and yet the models and

examples we were offered were always male."'237

tsa Wheeler, "Accountability to Women", pp.l}-L{.

235 See Guthardt, "Forty Up", pp.10-11; and Vivienne Adair, Women of the Burning Bush: The Report of a
Survey of Women Ministers in the Presbyterinn Church of New Zealand after 25 Years of Ordination,
Wellin gton, Presby terian Church of New Zealand, 1 99 1, pp.33-3 8, 43 -63.

'o Joyce Marcon, "A New Course?", College Times, No. 9, 1980, p.7; and Crawford, "'Women Ordinands",
p.7.

ztt Cited in "Appointment of Women", February 1984, Staffing Committee 1983-1986, TC, Met 082170110.
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Caygill, like Frith before her, found that her time at the theological college left her without

the skills to put her own needs first. She recalled that initially the "greatest cost" to her as a

woman in ministry arose from not knowing how to protect herself from overwork and

"being at the beck and call of the parish." While the assumption that ministers would

sacrifice themselves for the sake of parishes applied to both male and female presbyters,

Caygill believed women experienced this in a different way from men, but this difference

was neither named nor explored in the training process. As a single woman, she was aware

that the need for reflection on "how to maintain the boundaries in [ministry] between self

and role" was particularly important for people who were on their own. Yet, she indicated

that issues surrounding being single in ministry also received little attention at

Meadowbank. The preponderance of maried candidates within both Methodism and

Anglicanism from the mid 1960s meant that single trainees were in a minority and had

trouble claiming space for their concerns.ttt A discussion paper setting out some of the

factors working for and against the task of single clergy was prepared in L984 by a group

of North Canterbury Methodists, but no evidence has been found of its use within the

college.ae

As previously noted, there were hopes in the early 1.980s that the appointment of women

lecturers to the Meadowbank faculty would encourage the development of women's

theology. Some interest in the experience and contemporary thinking of women was shown

by a number of the college's teaching staff before 1986. Pelly, for instance, included texts

by the feminist writers, Mary Daly and Rosemary Radford Reuther in reading lists for

theology papers, and the history lecturer, Allan Davidson, addressed the role of women in

the church in courses like Christianity in New Tnaland. This trend was quickened by the

arrival of Bennett, who tried to bring a feminist point of view into all her classes, and

Crawford, who introduced new papers in such areas as the language of faith and women in

the Christian tradition. From the 1990s Methodist and Anglican students also had access to

a8 TCOH, Caygill,2l December 1999.

4e "Methodist Church of New Zealand: An Occasional Bulletin, Singles in Ministry", August 1984,
Wellspring 1978-1988, TC, Met 087/6/12. The paperwas written by a deaconess @ona Collins), three
presbyters (Albert Grundy, Phyllis Guthardt and Ashley Sedon) and a laywoman (Margaret Harris).
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courses taught at the Catholic Institute of Theology on spirituality and justice and

contemporary Christian thought from a feminist perspective.2{

Curriculum initiatives like these reflected diverse concorns: a recognition of women as an

important subject of study and an awareness of feminism as an intellectual perspective

which challenged "a fundamental consensus ... about how knowledge is obtained and

shaped." As Wheeler observed, the latter was a more far-reaching project, looking not

merely to "'pick up [the] dropped stitches io [u] scholarly fabric"'by recovering the

hitherto suppressed experience and contribution of women. The larger aim of education

informed by a feminist perspective involved questioning the weaving of the fabric itself, by

asserting that "knowledge is conditioned, shaped and limited by the social location and

cultural conditioning of those who creatd> i1.2ar Feminists like Adams sought to develop

new styles of education that grew out of women's ways of knowing and learning, and had

as their objective the transformation of oppressive power relationships within church and

society.2az Although some of the Meadowbank faculty did have such a large aim during the

1980s, it is likely that, in practice, courses on the experience and theology of women were

viewed as added extras, or as a way of filling in small holes in the college programme. In

L989 Crawford noted, for example, that it was still possible for students to complete three

years' training without ever encountering a feminist critique.2o3

Like women, Methodist Pacific Island students in the combined college in the 1980s were

a minority in a setting they often experienced as alien. Expected to fit into a prograrnme

developed to serve a largely Palangi church, they had distinct educational needs, which

would corne to present Methodist preparation with more urgent challenges in the following

decade as Pacific trainees became an increasingly larger proportion of Trinity's student

body.

Crawford started teaching papers on women in the Christian tradition in 1989, and the language of faith
in 1990. The two CIT courses referred to were taught by Maureen McBride.

Wheeler, "Accountability to Women", p.17 .

See Adams, Towards a Reshaped Church,pp.55-62.

Crawford, "Women Ordinands", p.6.243
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The experience of training small numbers of Pacific Island students in the 1960s and early

1970s gave the Methodist college some insight into the difficulties of multi-racial clergy

education. Reflecting on his time at Trinity n l97L as a part-time teacher with special

responsibility for the Presbyterian Pacific Island sfudents, James Irwin summed these up by

pointing to the need to overcome "'serious barriers in communication."'A great deal of

time had to be spent identifying meanings for students who still thought in their mother

tongue.z{ Irwin offered the college lectures in South Pacific studies and his association

with Trinity was regarded by Methodists as a significant event. It ended, however, when

the Presbyterian trainees were transferred to the Theological Hall ftom L972.2as

No further Pacific Island students attended Trinity until L979, when Aso Saleupolu became

the first Methodist Pacific Islander to train at the college for a New Zealand-based

ministry. Saleupolu was the first of seven such students between 1.980 and 1988, and at the

beginning of the decade Rowe claimed as a major goal the need to adequately equip Pacific

Island trainees for ministry in New Zealand's changing society.26 ln the 1980s the

college's Pacific students received strong personal support from individual staff members.

Saleupolu, for example, recalled the help he had from lrwis, Rowe and Foulkes, who

appreciated his situation as a new migrant and gave him room to develop at his own

pace.'* Jim Stuart's interest in working in a cross-cultural context led him to play a

valuable role offering encouragement to both Maori and Pacific Island students. ln L982

Stuart helped to set up a new Maori and Pacific Centre in the old Kinder Library building,

and this space became a place of meeting, study and occasional worship.2€ Despite such

efforts, many Pacific students found college training a testing time as they were required to

adapt and conform to Palangi ways of thinking and working.

2{ 
Quoted in MAC, 1971, p.288.

245 TCC Minutes 1938-1984, 14 April lgIL,TC, Met 081/1/5; and BS Minute Book 1968-1977,17 August
L97I,TC, Met 081/5/5.

246 
[Rowe], "Directions", July 1980, (held by Jack Penman), p.7; and MAC, L987, pp.134-35.

tot TCOH, Saleupolu, 9 August 2001. Saleupolu came to New Zealand in 1975.

248 Stuart, "The Staffing Committee", 12 December 1983, Staffing Committee 1983-1986, TG Met
082/10/10, p.3.
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In the 1980s, for instance, the language of the theological institution was predominantly

EnglistL posing problems for a number of Pacific trainees, especially in classes where

lecturers spoke quickly and presented a lot of material in a short time. The use of Pacific

languages in college worship was extremely limited. Students with a Pacific background

often struggled with the style of education in use at Meadowbank. Raised in Samoa,

Saleupolu noted that teaching in the Islands was "one-way traffic"; students did not ask

questions of their lecturers or advance ideas in essays that went beyond the scope of what

they were taught. It took him a whole year to get accustomed to a mode of learning that

expected him to explore his own thinking, to ask questions and to say what he wanted.

College training also presented Pacific students with a liberal, often quite radical

viewpoint, which was sometimes profoundly at odds with the conservative missionary

theology most had grown up with. Exposed to new ideas, Saleupolu remembered facing the

challenge of rethinking and unlearning some of his basic theological beliefs. This

"uncomfortable and scary" task was made more difficult by the realisation that it would

result in him thinking "somewhat differently" from his own people, who assumed that

when he left Trinity he would be able to lead them in their daily lives and support their

theology. Initially wary of the wisdom of such change, Saleupolu later came to be glad that

he had opened his mind to altemative views and made some shifts in his theological

thinking. Yet, he was also pleased that he held on to those aspects of faith which were of

value to him and his cultural background, aware that this enabled him to continue relating

to Pacific people, in spite of the shifts he had made.tue

Methodist ministry students had some opportunities to engage with issues of the Pacific

context and culture during the 1980s through the college's cross-cultural course, Trinity's

Pacific exchange prograrnme, and Allan Davidson's papor on the history of church and

society in the South Pacific. It is probable, though, that these introductory initiatives did

more to raise the awareness of Palangi students than to meet the particular needs of Pacific

trainees. These tended not to relate to the practical demands of ministry in the Pacific

setting. As Saleupolu noted, Pacific Island candidates were usually well-versed in their

24e TCOH, Saleupolu, 9 August 2001. For an example of Saleupolu's attempt to hold together an emphasis

on the Bible and the need for renewal with an appreciation of God's image and truth present in the lives
of every person see [Aso Samoa Saleupolu], "President's Address, Conf'erence 2001", [10 November
20011, (held by the author).
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own traditions and encouraged to be involved in worship and ministry activities before

entering college.zsO More pertinent was the difficult matter of how a migrant people could

retain their religious or cultural identity in a new land, but this did not appear to be

addressed by the college. Questions relating to the dilemma facing migrant or New

Zealand-born Pacific Island youth who found themselves "straddling [the] two worlds" of

their traditional culture and the metropolitan context were not articulated at Meadowbank

until at least the 1990s.2s1

Saleupolu did begin to reflect upon the issue of racism while in training at Trinity. Coming

from a backgound where the superiority of the white race over the Samoan was ingrained,

his perception of racism was initially limited. As a relative newcomer to New T,ealand,he

did not join in protests against the L981 Springbok Tour, but had his eyes opened to

questions of race through an encounter with a $oup of Solomon Island students, whose

experience of prejudice had glven them a sharp view of New 7-ealand as a racist country.

Listening to their stories, Saleupolu came to see "with some clarity subtle issues of racism"

both within the college and the wider community.s2

ln the 1980s the increased participation of women and Pacific Island students within

Methodist ministry education was balanced against the continuing existence at

Meadowbank of deeply-rooted "cultures of oppression".s3 The college's training

prograurmes gave little room to issues pertaining to the work of women clergy or the

challenges to cultural identity facing a Pacific ministry in the New Zealand setting. Instead,

Pacific trainees were expected to conform to Palangi modes of working, and expressions of

a feminist perspective, although present in the college's curriculum, remained on its

margins.

250 TCOH, Saleupolu, 9 August 2001-.

tl See Tapu, "'singing the Inrd's Song"'. A woman of Samoan descent who grew up in Auckland, Tapu
was a student of the College of the Diocese of Polynesia at Meadowbank from 2000. Her paper was
presented at a college service of worship in 2001.

52 Saleupolu noted that racism was present in the simple things of daily life. At a meal, for example, one
Solomon Island friend was looked at askance for using his hands to eat rather than a knife and fork.
TCOH, Saleupolu,9 August 2001.

u lbid., Stuart, 10 March 2000.
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Conclusion

The fracturing of the attempt to find a balance between academic, practical and spiritual

emphases of ministry preparation continued within Methodism in the 1980s. Deep-seated

tensions wilhin the denomination were again highlighted as varying training priorities were

set against one another, and the efforts of Trinity's principal, Keith Rowe, to produce a

"field theologian" style of ministry which held these together were thwarted.

In the early 1980s, for example, ministry education at Meadowbank had a strong activist

focus, giving students a heightened social and political awareness. Yet, the particular

contextual approach taken to the teaching of theology drew vigorous criticism from those

who, like Rowe, believed it involved a downplaying of a broad and systematic academic

grounding. The radical, often confrontational, nafure of debate over justice issues within

the college also evoked unease among conservatives who preferred piety to protest. l.ater

in the decade, academic goals were reasserted and access to a new theology degree in

Auckland offered students the enrichment and challenge of study in the wider university

setting. Exposing ongoing Methodist uncertainty about the academic enterprise, this

development reinforced concerns at continuing weaknesses in Trinity's vocational

preparation. Methodists on the liberal and radical edge of the church sought instead an

action-reflection style of learning; evangelical and charismatic members advocated a retum

to the denomination's traditional priorities of evangelism and heart-felt religion.

At Meadowbank disputes over the nature of ministry preparation fed into fresh conflict

between the Methodist and Anglican colleges over issues of power and control. Arising in

part from friction between personalities and competing visions for training, this also

reflected the struggle of a small institution trying to maintain its identity and autonomy

while working alongside a larger partner. As in the 1.970s, the crisis was resolved through

renegotiation and ushered in a period of greater stability. The possibility that cooperation

had led to a loss of Methodist identity and a weakening in the link between Trinity and the

wider church, however, remained of concern, and implied a faltering in the Connexion's

sense of ownership of the college.
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The inability of Trinity's educators to meet the contending demands of an increasingly

polarised constituency provoked growing criticism of the theological college and calls for

alternative models of ministry preparation. One such alternative in the 1980s was the

Methodist home setting programme, an attempt to bridge the gap between learning and

practical engagement in ministry. Yet, while enabling the development of some significant

ministries, non-residential training also had serious deficiencies, raising questions, for

instance, about the capacity of tailor-made, self-directed courses to retain high academic

standards.

Despite a new interest in feminism and bicultural and cross-cultural relations, there were

times in the 1980s when the Meadowbank college's recognition of diversity seemed skin

deep. The old assumption that there was one white male model of ministry proved

obstinate and difficult to change. The appointment of women to the teaching staff of the

college was a significant milestone and women trainees had an increased, if perhaps

misplaced, sense of confidence. A more recent presen@, Pacific Island students were a

group whose specific needs were often neglected and whose voice was not yet heard. One

of the challenges for Trinity in the 1"990s would be whether it could hold together further

progress in acknowledging the concerns of women and Pacific students with the

denomination's emphasis on the bicultural journey, which made Treaty issues and

questions relating to Maori-Tauiwi interaction of increasing importance.sa

'-'o The term "Tauiwi" is used within New ZealandMethodism to refer to all who are non-Maori.



Conclusion

This thesis has considered the history of Methodist ministry education in New Zealand,

particularly as it was carried out within Trinity College from 1,929 to 1.988, from a number

of perspectives. In doing so, it has argued that, for Methodists, matters of training were

bound up with matters of identity.

The thesis has looked at Methodist preparation against the background of general trends in

ministry training, showing the way the denomination struggled with issues also facing

educational ventures in other churches in New T,ealand and overseas. Like those

endeavours, for example, Methodist training underwent certain shifts in its paradigms of

learning. It was challenged by questions arising from the relation between theory and

practice, the use of residential and field-based models of preparation, and the structure of

its academic curiculum. The Methodist college felt the impact of war and of dissent, of

theological controversy, of social and political activism, and of changes in the role and

status of women. More work is needed for a fully comparative study of ministry education

in New Tnaland, but this thesis has suggested that Methodist responses to such issues,

although often similar to those of other churches, were also marked by a pragmatic note

and a distinctive concern for a very practical kind of training.

The thesis has explored the interaction between the Methodist college and the wider

Methodist Church in New 7-ealand, noting that Methodism is a denomination with strong

internal tensions between what have been identified as its Wesleyan and Primitive

Methodist emphases. These have produced debates over ecclesiology, the practice of

worship, the relationship between the church and the culture and learnings of its day, and,

in later years, the importance of a traditional conversion experience. This thesis has

contended that the theological institution both mirrored and helped to shape Methodist

debates, priorities and identity.

The influence of the church upon the college was seen, for example, in the way, especially

in the years before 1929, educational aims were severely restricted by the manpower and

stationing needs of the Connexion. Throughout the period being studied, the college also
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often faced criticism and calls for ministry training to better reflect the emphases of the

church at a certain time or the interests of a particular section of the denomination. While

Methodist educators did not always respond to these requests in the way desired, the

theological college took on board concerns for a focus on Christian education, field work

and the bicultural journey, and introduced these to its prograrlme. The influence of the

college upon the church was seen in the way the aims and vision of some of the

institution's principals helped to shape the direction of the denomination at large. Eric

Hames, for example, inspired a generation of Methodist sfudents with a broad, catholic

view of the church at a time of growing ecumenical awareness, and a number of trainees

from the post-war era made impressive contributions to Methodism's ecumenical

involvement in the 1960s and 1970s. Similarly, David Williams's interest in pastoral

counselling coincided with a new emphasis within the churches on the pastoral side of

ministry, and his pioneering work led many Methodist clergy into the caring professions.

Yet, although such influences were embraced by some within the denomination,

contributing to the development of Methodist identity, they were also sometimes rejected

by others. As the thesis has indicated, some church members reacted against the directions

brought by Hames and Williams, showing that the college's influence upon the church was

sometimes divisive.

This thesis has examined the weight given in Methodist ministry education to academic,

practical and spiritual priorities for training, suggesting that over the years these aims were

held in varying combinations. Those combinations changed along with the religious and

social contexts of the day and the particular objectives of the college's principals. The

thesis has identified a constant theme of Methodist ambivalence about the place of

intellectual work in ministry preparation, initially expressed by church members who

feared a loss of vital piety, but also, in the latter half of the twentieth century, articulated by

liberal and more radical Methodists who favoured an action-reflection model of learning

over academic credentialling. Yet, the history of Methodist training has also revealed

strong affirmations of the intellectual endeavour and a high quality of scholarship within

the theological college, both from evangelical Methodists like Harry Ranston and from

liberals like John lrwis. The desire to ground ministry preparation in academic work belies
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any simple description of Methodism as a church 'not characterised by excessive

theological thinking'.

Both Ranston and Lewis were notable for their commitment to holding together in clergy

training academic learning, equipment in the practical skills of ministry and spiritual

development, and the thesis has argued that attempts to achieve such a balance were a

feature of Methodist preparation throughout the twentieth century. Often facing contending

views over priorities for training from various parts of the church (reflecting debates not

only about education or ministry but also, at a wider level, about the kind of Methodism

the denomination would embody), the college's heads sought a synthesis between

knowledge, skills and vital piety. As the thesis has shown, however, efforts to hold

together educational and vocational aspects of ministry preparation were threatened from

the mid 1960s by powerful forces for cultural and religious change.

The thesis has also looked at the relationship between imported and indigenous influences

in Methodist training, and suggested that, for a large part of the period being studied, the

denomination's educational ventures were modelled on mainly British lines. This was seen

most vividly in the physical appearance and symbolic representation of Trinity College, the

shape of its curriculum, and in a heavy reliance in teaching upon the ideas and writings of

European thinkers. The small size and limited resources of New Zealand Methodism meant

that, unlike the Presbyterian Theological Hall, Trinity had no tradition of importing some

of its academic staff, drawing them instead from the ranks of local scholars. Yet lecturers

generally showed few signs of an awareness of the need to prepare students for minislry i1

the New Zealand setting, and no significant exploration of issues relating to local identity

occurred within the Methodist college until the late-twentieth cenfury. When it came to the

"great events of national life" in the 1,930s, for example, (the Depression and the Second

World War), theology at Trinity, in common with theology throughout New Zealand, had

"no cutting edge."r The reflections of Maharaia Winiata in the late 1930s wete a rare

example of a critical perspective being taken at Trinity to the question of what it meant to

be a New Zealander. A sustained consideration of issues arising from the local context

I Matheson, "Contours of Christian Theology", p.264.
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began to be evident in the college's marae visits in the 1970s, in engagement with justice

issues at Meadowbank, and in attempts in the 1,980s to raise bicultural and cross-cultural

sensitivities. These efforts point to the slow development of a desire to see ministry

training better reflect a truly New Zealand religious ethos.

This thesis has paid particular attention to the nature of the experience of Maori, women

and Pacific Island trainees, and argued that Methodist ministry education was strongly

influenced by attitudes of racial superiority and stereotypical views of gender roles. Despite

the best intentions of individual staff members, neither Maori nor women students were

prepared for distinctive ministries. For Methodist Maori, frustration with Pakeha-oriented

training led to the rejection of college preparation for a more indigenous and contextual

style of education and leadership. To some degree, the home setting scheme offered

women a similar, although more limited, opportunity for training outside the residential

setting. From the 1970s, women were also able to effect changes within the theological

institution which began to put women's issues on the training agenda. The appointment of

women lecturers, the acceptance and increased use of inclusive language, and the

introduction of feminist theology were all important gains. Whether women were better

equipped for the resistance and discrimination some continued to meet in ministry,

however, remained debatable. In the late 1980s, Pacific Island students were a small

presence at Trinity, but also had distinctive needs and faced expectations to conform to a

majority culture. To what extent Pacific Island trainees will find a greater recognition

within Methodist educational programmes of their issues is as yet an unanswered question.

These various and interweaving themes have been explored in some detail as the thesis has

traced the progress of Methodist ministry training from the 1840s.

In the years before 1929, Methodism's educational ventures had a mainly practical and

spiritual focus. The apprenticeship system prepared Pakeha students through immersion in

the work of ministry, and colleges for Maori trainees were largely concerned with their

charges' 'progress in piety'. An appreciation of the need for improved academic training

grew as Methodism began to move away from its revivalist roots while facing the demands

of a more modern and literate society. The denomination established its first residential
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theological colleges for Pakeha students, but their educational work was often constrained

by the demands of the settler church and by suspicion of the academic enterprise.

The opening of Trinity College n 1929 allowed Methodism to develop a more settled

tradition of residential theological education, and led to the decline of field-based training.

Ministry preparation in the period from 1,929 to L940 maintained with some success a

balance between modern academic learning and the practical and spiritual concerns of its

evangelical heritage. In Harry Ranston, New Zealand Methodism had a principal who was

at home with, and able to bridge the divide between, the polarities of knowledge and vital

piety. Yet, college training evoked some denominational unease, both among evangelicals

wary of historical biblical criticism, and among liberals who believed that a greater

emphasis on certain kinds of practical instruction would produce a more relevant ministry.

From the 1940s Methodist ministry education combined primarily academic and practical

goals, although, in the post-war era, the academic life of the college was limited by the

ministry needs and close oversight of the wider church. New pastoral directions improved

practical training and reflected a world-wide shift towards a 'professionalist' style of

preparation. While Trinity's practical aims may have made its work acceptable to many

Methodists, Eric Hames's views on worship proved more divisive. In the years between

1941 and 1962, spiritual aspects of training were given less priority, ild, in focussing on a

sacramental corporate understanding of worship rather than on individual evangelical piety,

Hames inflamed the tension between the denomination's Wesleyan and Primitive

Methodist traditions. The arrival of married and women students in the post-war era

pointed to the growing diversity of the college's student body, but was met with

considerable caution bv educators.

Intellectual learning and the development of ministry skills remained the key priorities of

Methodist clergy training in the years from 1963 to L97O. Dominated by an interest in

pastoral counselling, however, Trinity's practical focus helped to divert Methodism from a

general practitioner to a specialist therapeutic model of ministry. The college's academic

work had a new vitality in this period, although it faced criticism from Methodists who

began to argue for a reordering of the traditional curriculum. Ambivalence over the
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theological institution's academic emphases was also expressed by some evangelicals who

felt particular disquiet over the use made by David Williams of the insights of psychology

and over the 'new theology' of the 1960s.

The move into partnership with St John's College in 1973 enhanced the Methodist

institution's academic potential, as well as opportunities for the personal growth and

practical instruction of students, yet also cast doubt upon Trinity's ability to act as a focus

of denominational identity. Ministry education in the period from L971 to 1979 felt the

impact of strong church and social movements for change, reflected in debates over styles

of learning, heightened concern for, and conflict over, social and moral issues, and a

vigorous questioning by women and Maori of old assumptions about their role and

training. For Methodist Maori, this questioning led to the development of more indigenous,

contextual models of ministry and preparation. The divisive nature of this flurry of forces

further threatened broad views of ministry, making it difficult for John Lewis, committed

to a mode of training which held together theological, pastoral and spiritual aims, to

achieve this end.

Methodist ministry education in the years from 1980 to 1988 struggled to find a balance

between academic, practical and, at Keith Rowe's initiative, spiritual goals, but was

characterised early in the period by an emphasis on social and political activism, and, later

in the 1980s, by a rising concern for academic credentialling. Continued church and social

polarisation was evident in debates within and without the college over the place of

activism in training, contextual approaches to teaching, the creation of the new university

theology degree, and the nature and extent of practical preparation. These debates revealed

conflict between some Methodists and Anglicans over issues of power and control at

Meadowbank, and contending demands for training among Methodists across the

theological spectrum. lncreasingly, Methodists with differing visions of clergy education

sought alternative models of training outside the college setting.

For New Zealand Methodism, ministry education has been a balancing act between world-

wide trends in clergy training and the particularities of the local context; between the

demands of the wider church and the vision and aims of its principals; between the
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'coucems of the denornination's W'esleyarr and Prinitive l{ethodist traditions; between

academic, plactical and, spiritual dimensions of preparatioq and b'etlve.pn the uoods o-f an

incroasingly div'erse student body, This thsis, has sbown that tho history of, rninisfiTr

education from the 1E40s to 19-88 has bsen sne of shifting emphases and varying

co.mbinatio.ns of priorities s, itr eaeh riod, Ir{ethodists have str-qggled to enbody in

training p,rogramnes just whu it means ts reflect a Metr:odist identitp



Appendices

(a) Heads of the Methodist Theological College

Wesleyan Native Institution. Grafton. 1844-48

Buddle, Thomas - Principal, 1844-48

Three Kines. 1849-1.860s

Reid, Alexander - Principal, 1849-57

The college was closed in the 1860s.

Three Kings (,European and Maori students). 1876-94

Buddle, Thomas - Principal, 1.876-82
Watkin, William J. - Principal, 1882-85
Reid, Alexander - Principal, 1885-91
I-ee, William - Acting Principal 189L
Morley, William - Principal, L892-93
Williams, William J. - Principal, 1893-94

Three Kinqs (Maori students). L895-1922

Simmonds, Joseph H. - Principal,LS9S-L922

Prince Albert Colleee, Queen Street (European students). 1895-L906

Williams, William J. - Pastoral Oversight, 1895
Simmonds, Joseph H. - Governor, 1.896-L906

Pukekawa. Grafton Road (European students). L907-10

Simmonds, Joseph H. - Governor, 1907-L0

Colleee Hill. Ponsonby (European students), 19LL

Sinclair, William A. - Acting Principal, 1911

Dunholme. Remuera (European and Maori students), 1"9L2-28

Garland, Charles H. - Principal,l9L2-18

The college was closed during the First World War, L9L7-18

Marshall, George - Acting Principal, L9L9
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I"aws, Charles H. - Principal, t920-28

Trinitv. Grafton. 1929-72

I;aws, Charles H. - Principal,1929-30
Ranston, Hary - Principal, 1931-40
Hames, Eric W. - Acting Principal, l94l-M, Principal 1945-62
Williams, David O. - Principal,1963-7O
lrwis, John J. - Principal, 1971,-72

Trinity^ in partnership with St John's Colleee. Meadowbank. 1973-88

lrwis, John J. - Principal, L973-t979
Rowe, B. Keith - Principal, 1980-1987
Penman, Jack - Acting Principal, 1987-88

(b) Wardens of St John's CoIIege during the partnership of the two colleges

Andersen, Francis I. - Warden, L973
Davies, W. Merlin - Warden, t974-76
Pelly, Raymond B. - Warden,I977-85
Foulkes, Francis - Warden, 1986-90

(c) Teaching Staff of the Method.ist Theologicat Collegel

Kidd, Robert
Shera, F.E
Thrner, J.H-
Ranston, Harry
Blight, William T
Hames, Eric W.
William, David O.
I-ewis, Jobn J.

Ziesler, John A.
Silvester, John
Ramage,Ian C.E.
Loader, William R.G.
Rowe, B. Keith
Stuart, W. James
Ryan, Eric
Bennett, Enid J.

1876-86
L887-91
L892-93
t924-30
1931-38
193940
1947-62
1953-70
1962-72
L965-79
t97L-76
1973-77
L975-79
1980-84
1985-87
L986-91

' This list includes permancnt part-time members of staff
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Table I

I\4ET.,HO.DIST STUDENTS IN TRAINING 18J6.1 988I

1 Figur€s calculated frcm Theologital Collgge Reglster t8764n9, TC, Met ABW\ nd tr'IAC,l{IG
198&

2 
Candidatos who'worked in a cincuit rf,or a. year before begil$hg theif couse of naiqing h tho cQltog0

have been included in ths total of students hained in the residential settiag.

3 The total of studentis trained in the circuit includes some ministers who wero recoived onto probation ia
Now Zealand aflsr atteuding a theologioal college ov:Erselxs. Qharlos lil. Gartan4 for exuple, was

educated at the Headingty arid Wandsworth,Colleges in the late lElIOs before coning to New Txlal4ordin
1882 a$ a probationer. Rughy Pratg stmitanly, traiiiod at Queen's Oollege, Melboune fsr thrce ye4$
f,rom l,899 and casle to New Zealaod as a pro.batioler ln 1902.

YEARS ResidentiaY Circuit- H ontc Setting Tr ainin{

1876-1906, 74 46

1W7-!928 97 54

t929-L944 86 10

!94L-t9:62 196 3-t

1963-1970 82 9

t9VL-L979 54 5

1980-1988 60 32
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Table 2

MAORI TRAINEES WHO PREPARED FOR MIMSTRY T84O-I9291

The theological institutions in which students received training are shown by the following
abbreviations: G - Native Institution, Grafton, TK - Three Kings, WC - Wesley College, D -
Dunholme.

Received onTrial i Admitted to Ministry

i Hamiora Ngaropi (G) 1861

1856
F-----"-"-*-*----
: Hone Eketone 1857

7857

1859 ; 1863

1860

Te Tuhi Heretini (TK)

Robert Tahupotiki Haddon (TK)

Hapeta Renata

Hone Hare (TK)

Neho Hemi Papakura

George Piper (TK)

! Rakena P. Rakena (WC)

! Davis P. Werekaka (Wilcox)

T9L9 \920

L922

i Received as a Student

Hohepa Otene (G)

Hoani Waiti (c)
Wiremu Patene (G)

i 1864
---*---.i-*--

i 1878

1909 i 1910

i 19rUL2

I Based on MAC" L856-1926; and Laurenson,Te HahiWeteriana,pp.l8l-82, 196, 200.
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Toble 3

STTJDENTS IN TRAINING 1876-1988I

Circuit

-Hane Setting
Resid$tiol Congregational Othcr

Conferences
Deaconess

t876 3

t877 1

1878 4

1879 4 2

1880 7 4

1881 1_0 3

t882 9 1

1883 6 4

1884 3 4

1885 1 6

1886 1 )
1887 I 6

L888 1 1

1.889 1 1

1890 1 2

1891 3

1892 3

1893 3 4

1894 4 5

1895 6 4

1896 11 4

L897 8 5

1898 4 4

1899 1 )
1900 3 3

1901 4 4

1902 7 4

1903 8 7

19A4 I 3

1905 9 4

1906 9 5
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Circuit
-H,omeSeAing

Residentisl Congtegational Other
Canfererces

Deaconess

1907 I 7

1908 8 6

[909 9 11.

1910 8 L0

19L1 I 10

19L2 I 9

19L3 T4 L2

7974 11 L4

19,15 10 1.3

1916 I 7

t9L7 I L

1918 8

r9t9 I 2

r92A 10 6

L921 8 8

L922 10 6

L9:?3 8 10

L924 L2 L2

L925 10 15

1926 I 2L

L921 I 22

1928 2 2L

L929 23 1

1930 2n L

1931. t7 3

1932 2 16 3

1933 4 L7 4

L934 4 L7 2

1935 5 l7 1

1936 3 n L

L937 1 18 1

L938 3 r7 3

1939 4 18 ?.

1940 5 t6 3
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Circuit
-Home Setting

Residential Congregational Other
Conferences

Deaconess

194l ) 16 L

t942 4 1.1 3

L943 ) 12 2

L944 3 9 I
t945 3 11

1946 2 T4

1947 3 z0

1948 3 24 t.

L949 26 1

1950 28 I
951 2 3t 1

1952 5 32

1953 5 28

L954 5 27

1955 L 22

1956 L 26

1957 28

1958 1 26

1959 3 31

1960 5 26

1961 5 27

1962 3 25

L963 9 32

L964 6 3L 1

1965 1 35 2

1966 31 2

L967 28 2

L968 20 3 2

t969 t3 4 2 1

L970 13 4 I 2

r97 L2 5 1 4

1972 L4 1 I
L973 15 1 2 I
L974 L1 1 1



Circiltl
-Hctme Setting

Residential Congregatiorwl Other
Contetenees

Deacotress

t975 9 1

L976 I I
r977 t7 2

1978 16

L979 5 L6

1980 10 L7

1981 9 zCI

L982 8 15

1983 7 15

L9B4 4 10

1985 3+23 11

1986 8 15

1987 9 L7

1988 ll L2

4L9

Flgures cdlculared trom Theologieal ftltege Register L.gl6-1979, TC, Met 082f2ll; nd ttAC,1876-
1988"
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Table 4

METHODIST STUDENTS IN TRAINING 1964-1988I

I Based on Theological College Register L876-L97g,TC, Met O82t2l1; and MAC,1964-1988.

2 This total comprises Pacific Island students training for a ministry career based in New Zealard

Residential Circuit-Home Setting

Men Women NZ Pacificz Men Women NZ Pacificz

1964 30 1 6

1965 34 I 1

1966 30 1

L967 28

1968 20

1969 13

I970 13

197L t2

1972 13 1

1973 13 2

1974 9 2

L975 7 2

t976 6 2

1977 L7

1978 L5 I
L979 15 1 I 4 1 4

1980 L5 2 2 6 4 4

1981 16 4 3 5 4 3

L982 12 4 1 5 3 3

1983 10 ) 1 5 2 4

L984 6 4 1 2 2 1

1985 8 3 L ) l+2
1986 9 6 2 4 4 L

L987 L2 5 ) 5 4 3

1988 9 3 2 5 6 3
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